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Catalog Limitations

this catalog describes policies, programs, and procedures of Plymouth State University that are in effect at the 

time of its preparation, march 2010.

Plymouth State University reserves the right to change any of its rules and regulations at any time, including 

those relating to admission, instruction, and graduation. the right to withdraw curricula and specific courses, 

alter course content, change the calendar, and to impose or increase tuition or other fees similarly is reserved. 

all changes are effective at such times as the proper authorities determine and may apply not only to prospec-

tive students but also to those who are already enrolled in the University. the provisions of the catalog are not, 

and should not be construed to be, a contract between students and the University.

Affirmative Action Statement

Plymouth State University, in accordance with federal and state laws and regulations, does not discriminate 

on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, 

age, veteran status, or disability, in admission or access to, treatment of, or employment in its programs or 

activities. inquiries regarding this policy should be made to the Vice President for Student affairs, Plymouth 

State University. Further inquiries may also be addressed to the director, office of civil Rights, United States 

department of education, Washington dc 20201. 
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President’s Message

in choosing Plymouth State University, you have joined an 
exciting and energetic academic community. We are a regional 
comprehensive university with a heritage of excellence in teach-
ing and a commitment to innovation and engagement. 

at PSU, you will participate in a challenging curriculum 
designed to ensure that you will graduate well prepared to suc-
ceed, having both broad-based knowledge and the focus of a 
major. You will work side-by-side with faculty mentors, many of 
whom are nationally and internationally known in their fields; 
and PSU faculty and staff members are dedicated to your aca-
demic and personal success. We are proud that our graduates 
go on to fine careers around the globe.

You will live and study in fine facilities with first-rate tech-
nology, from the award-winning langdon Woods Residence 
Hall to the lamson library and learning commons and the 
Silver center for the arts. the hub of campus social life is the 
Hartman Union Building, where you can study, stop at a coffee 
shop or bookstore, gather around the fireplace with friends, or 
play basketball. You will be able to choose from many student 
organizations according to your interests, and i encourage you 
to enhance your classroom learning by participating in campus 
activities and performances, community service, study abroad, 
or an internship.
 
Plymouth State University is a personal place, with a beautiful 
campus in a main Street New england town, located in one of 
the most spectacular wilderness and recreational areas in the 
country. Whether you like skiing, snowboarding, hiking, golf-
ing, kayaking, or contemplating an inspiring landscape, there is 
something for you to enjoy.

Welcome to our community.

Sara Jayne Steen
President
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The University

Plymouth State University is a public regional comprehensive 
university of approximately 4,000 undergraduate students 
and 3,000 graduate students. it has a long tradition of meet-
ing the evolving educational needs of New Hampshire and New 
england communities. PSU’s attractive residential campus of 
wide greens, tree-lined walkways, and traditional brick build-
ings is located in the foothills of the White mountains and the 
lakes Region of New Hampshire, a pristine rural setting of 
great natural beauty and multiple outdoor recreational oppor-
tunities.

Accreditation
Plymouth State University is accredited by the New england 
association of Schools and colleges. this accrediting body is 
the nationally recognized, non-governmental organization 
whose mission is to evaluate the quality and integrity of educa-
tional programs. a committee of college and university admin-
istrators and faculty from throughout New england spends 
considerable time evaluating schools seeking this accreditation. 
institutions earning this accreditation are judged to be provid-
ing educational experiences that can be transferred to any other 
accredited college or university in the nation.

in addition to being accredited by the New england association 
of Schools and colleges, Plymouth State University is approved 
by the New Hampshire State department of education. the 
professional education programs at Plymouth State University 
are accredited by the National council for the accreditation of 
teacher education (Ncate), 2010 massachusetts avenue, NW, 
Suite 500, Washington dc 20036; phone (202) 466-7496. 
this accreditation covers initial teacher preparation programs 
and advanced educator preparation programs. Ncate is rec-
ognized by the U.S. department of education and the council 
for Higher education accreditation to accredit programs for the 
preparation of teachers and other school personnel.

Program-specific accreditations include the following: athletic 
training program by the commission on accreditation 
of athletic training education Programs of the american 
medical association; Social Work program by the council on 
Social Work education; the bachelor’s degree programs in 
accounting, Business administration, Finance, management, 
and marketing, and the master of Business administration by 
the association of collegiate Business Schools and Programs; 
and the mental Health and School counseling programs 
by the council for accreditation of counseling and Related 
educational programs.

Mission
as a regional comprehensive university, Plymouth State 
University serves New Hampshire and New england by prepar-
ing well-educated graduates, by offering ongoing opportunities 
for graduate education and professional development, and by 
extending to communities partnership opportunities for cul-
tural enrichment and economic development. in each of these 
roles, Plymouth State University has a special commitment 
of service to the North country and the lakes Region of New 
Hampshire.

Values
the University motto, Ut prosim (that i may serve), underscores 
the values upon which the Plymouth State University mission is 
built. these values are supported by the faculty, staff, and admin-
istration through a commitment to excellent teaching based on 
scholarship, research, and creative endeavor; active involvement 
in university activities; and service to the wider community. 
Plymouth State University emphasizes sustainability. Plymouth 
State University creates an environment that supports diversity, 
equity, and inclusiveness for the entire community and actively 
prepares students to participate respectfully and responsibly in 
a pluralistic society. Plymouth State University is committed 
to providing the best possible educational programming and 
strives for continuous program improvement through compre-
hensive institutional assessment.

the educational philosophy of the University is based on aca-
demic excellence, learner-centered teaching, experiential learn-
ing, applied research, regional service, and leadership. the 
Plymouth State University education features a complemen-
tary relationship between liberal arts and professional studies, 
between academic and personal development, between service 
and individual growth, and between the University campus and 
the larger community.

Academic Programs
Programs of study are designed to engage students and to pre-
pare them for gratifying and productive careers. the under-
graduate general education program gives students a broad 
perspective on ideas and an awareness of diverse human expe-
riences and cultures. academic majors and minors build on 
this foundation by providing concentrated learning in areas of 
choice. graduate programs provide professional competency 
and leadership as well as the advancement of knowledge in spe-
cialized areas. in both undergraduate and graduate programs, 
experiential learning in the world of career and professional 
practice such as internships, field experiences, service learning, 
study abroad programs, and other practical learning partner-
ships allow students to become directly involved in testing and 
applying academic theories. 

education in the liberal arts and sciences and in several profes-
sional fields is provided through baccalaureate and advanced 
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degree programs. Plymouth State University is authorized 
to confer the Bachelor of arts (Ba), the Bachelor of Fine arts 
(BFa), and the Bachelor of Science (BS) degrees to students 
who complete these programs of study. the University offers 
47 four-year major programs of study, many of which have 
specialized curricular options within them, including 15 state-
approved and Ncate-accredited teacher certification pro-
grams. in addition, a degree in interdisciplinary studies allows 
a student to concentrate in two or more areas. a wide variety of 
minors are available, giving students an opportunity to study 
outside their chosen major and to enhance their academic expe-
rience in other fields of interest. if students are uncertain of 
the specific field of study they want to follow, PSU allows them 
to emphasize the strong liberal arts general education program 
at the core of every undergraduate degree program, while they 
decide on a major during their first year or two. the college of 
University Studies assists these deciding students. For further 
information, see the description of the college of University 
Studies in the academic Resources section.

advanced degrees offered at Plymouth State University include 
the master of arts in teaching (mat), the master of Business 
administration (mBa), the master of education (med), the 
master of Science (mS), the certificate of advanced graduate 
Studies (cagS), and the doctor of education in learning, 
leadership, and community (edd). the master of education 
degree program offers courses in a variety of disciplines. 
Bachelor’s degree studies dovetail nicely with graduate study; 
in fact, students who choose undergraduate courses wisely can 
earn a bachelor’s degree and an mat, mBa or med at Plymouth 
State University in a five-year program.

Students may enroll in academic year and/or summer courses 
to complete various degree programs. For more information, 
please consult the Plymouth State University graduate catalog, 
contact the college of graduate Studies at (800) FoR-gRad, or 
visit PSU graduate Studies online at plymouth.edu/graduate.

the nearly 200 resident faculty members at Plymouth State 
University share a commitment to teaching and preparing stu-
dents for careers in their fields, and 92 percent hold a doctoral 
or other terminal degree. Faculty members are active in their 
respective fields—attending conferences; presenting papers, 
workshops, and seminars; working as consultants; participat-
ing in exhibitions; performing in concerts; and writing books, 
articles, plays, and musical compositions. the student-faculty 
ratio is 21:1. each student has a faculty member as an advisor.

opportunities exist for service learning internships within the 
larger community and for international study. Students are 
encouraged to broaden their academic experience by studying 
for a semester or a year as part of a national or international 
exchange program. as a member of the New Hampshire 
college and University council, Plymouth State University 
offers students an opportunity for in-residence study at other 
colleges within the state. PSU has official affiliations with 

programs around the world, including the Freshman abroad 
Program at the University of limerick. For further information, 
see the section on Study away opportunities in the academic 
Resources section of this publication.

History
Plymouth State University evolved from Holmes Plymouth 
academy, which dates back to 1808 as a pioneer institution for 
teacher training. as early as 1836, the Reverend charles Brooks 
lectured before the legislature of New Hampshire and through-
out the state on the subject of normal schools. an “act for the 
establishment and management of a state normal school for the 
better training of teachers” was passed in 1870.

the board of trustees located the New Hampshire State Normal 
School in Plymouth in 1871; the town of Plymouth had offered 
the Holmes Plymouth academy and other support to the 
new school. in 1874, at least 20 years before the system was 
attempted in any other normal school in the country, the grade 
and high schools of Plymouth had been organized as training 
schools under the supervision of the normal school. a new 
school building (Rounds Hall) and a new dormitory were built 
in 1890.

in 1911, dr. ernest l. Silver, with experience as a superinten-
dent of schools and as principal of Pinkerton academy, began a 
35-year administration of the school, which saw the school grow 
to maturity, both professionally and physically. Poet laureate 
Robert Frost, who taught in Rounds Hall and lived on campus 
from 1911 through 1912, wrote of dr. Silver on the occasion of 
the 75th anniversary of the institution and the 35th year of dr. 
Silver’s presidency in 1946: “We all owe mr. Silver a debt of 
gratitude for the large and liberal way he encouraged our indi-
vidualities both as teachers and students under him. i went to 
Plymouth with him when he began his presidency and i have 
kept up friendly interest in the whole 35 years of his unusually 
long administration. it warms the heart with reassurance to 
look on at anything that persists so successfully in this world of 
broken pieces.”

in 1927, the american council of teacher colleges evaluated 
Plymouth Normal School and rated it a grade a teachers col-
lege—a rating it has held ever since. in 1937, New Hampshire’s 
state legislature officially recognized the increased stature 
of the institution by changing its designation to Plymouth 
teachers college and, in 1963, to Plymouth State college of 
the University System of New Hampshire. in 1948, the college 
offered its first graduate degrees. in 2003, the state legislature 
changed the institution’s name to Plymouth State University in 
recognition of the range and depth of its programming.

Location
Students come to Plymouth State University for its caring aca-
demic community and friendly campus, the main Street New 
england setting and easy access to New Hampshire’s great out-
doors. With the White mountains to the north, the lakes Region 
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to the south, and the Pemigewasset River bordering the town to 
the east, Plymouth is home to some of the country’s most spec-
tacular wilderness. Plymouth State University students step out-
side every morning into a natural landscape that provides four 
seasons of recreational and educational opportunities. Here, 
the outdoors offers a laboratory, a classroom, and a playground. 
Students in the arts and sciences sketch, describe, and study 
the area’s distinctive seasonal landscapes. meteorology students 
forecast the local weather and work in the surrounding areas 
on grant projects involving wind energy and climate changes. 
geology students hike local trails and track the glacial migration 
of the last ice age. archeological field schools dig the land and 
dive the waters to discover lost pieces of our heritage.

traditional residence halls and student apartments sit in a land-
scaped, wooded section of the campus. PSU’s newest building, 
langdon Woods Residential complex, is New Hampshire’s first 
building—and one of the nation’s largest residences halls—to 
earn gold-level certification by the U.S. green Building council’s 
leadership in energy and environmental design (leed) pro-
gram. Receiving the gold leed certification symbolizes the 
University’s commitment to developing an environmentally 
sustainable plan that will have a positive effect for the future. 
PSU’s oldest residence hall, mary lyon Residence Hall, has 
recently undergone a large-scale renovation. in its remodeling, 
attention was paid to historic detail as well as to environmental 
sustainability, making the nearly 100-year-old building 40 to 50 
percent more energy efficient.

during their free time, students are cycling the area’s back 
roads and highways; jogging wooded paths; skiing the slopes at 
tenney, cannon, loon, Waterville Valley, or a number of other 
mountains; snowshoeing and hiking dozens of trails within 
a short drive. Neighboring Rumney is world-famous for rock 
climbing. the Pemigewasset and Baker Rivers provide white-
water to kayakers and canoeists. the lakes—little and Big 
Squam, Newfound, and Winnipesaukee—are popular for sail-
ing, flatwater paddling, water skiing, even scuba diving. the 
campus is nestled in the town of Plymouth and is less than a 
two-hour drive from Boston on interstate 93. two hours to the 
east is Portland, me; two hours northwest is Burlington, Vt; 
and montreal, canada, is a three and a half hour drive north.

Campus
in the midst of New Hampshire’s lakes Region and the foot-
hills of the White mountains, PSU’s main campus in the pic-
turesque town of Plymouth is just minutes from interstate 
93. the University has five sites listed on the New Hampshire 
Heritage trail, including its landmark Rounds Hall, home to 
the departments of education and Social Science. the bell in 
the Rounds Hall clock tower was cast by apprentices of Paul 
Revere. Frost House is where poet Robert Frost lived from 1911 
to 1912 while he taught education and psychology at Plymouth. 
Holmes’ Rock marks the site of Holmes Plymouth academy, 
established in 1808, the first training school for teachers in New 
Hampshire. 

the beautifully restored draper & maynard Building, home to 
the departments of art and Health and Human Performance, 
was originally a factory for the country’s largest supplier of 
sporting goods. the world champion Red Sox visited the factory 
in 1916, an event memorialized by a now-classic photo of Babe 
Ruth sewing a cover on a baseball.

the Silver center for the arts, which hosts world-class perform-
ers year-round in Plymouth, stands on the site of a house that 
was once a stop on the Underground Railroad for slaves escap-
ing to canada. Silver is home to the University’s department 
of music, theatre, and dance, and is equipped with a 665-seat 
main stage theatre, a 174-seat recital hall, and a multipurpose 
“black-box” studio theatre, as well as classrooms and practice 
facilities for music, theatre, and dance students.

a multi-million dollar renovation to PSU’s science facility, Boyd 
Science center, opened in the fall of 2003. the facility, which 
includes a planetarium, weather station, and the center for the 
environment, is a lakes Region and North country resource. 
From teachers and their students to community members, envi-
ronmental organizations, and researchers, the Boyd Science 
center is a hub for information and experimentation, as well as 
a gathering place to put science into action. 

Hartman Union Building (known as the HUB) in the center of 
campus includes a snack bar and café, the University bookstore, 
fitness and aerobics rooms, a gymnasium, meeting rooms, 
administrative offices, and offices for student government, 
media, and activities. Nearly 2,500 meetings, receptions, pro-
grams, and conferences are held there annually.

the recently expanded and renovated Herbert H. lamson 
library and learning commons houses nearly one million print 
and non-print items, online facilities for database searches, a 
public-access catalog of its holdings, and an automated circula-
tion system. lamson library, with its extensive electronic infra-
structure, was built to serve generations of students well into 
the 21st century.

The U
niversity
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Admission, Financial Aid, Tuition, 
and Fees 

Admission to Plymouth State University

Creating the Right Fit
the university admission process is really a series of choices. 
First, students decide where to apply. then, the universities 
select an incoming class. Finally, students decide, from the 
schools where they have been accepted, which university to 
attend based on their individual needs. this third choice is key 
to one’s success as a student.

When the admission committee reviews a student applica-
tion, the key question committee members ask is, “Will this 
student succeed at Plymouth State University?” While many 
factors are considered in the admission process, a student’s 
academic record is regarded as the best predictor of university 
grades. therefore, the greatest emphasis is placed on previous 
courses taken and grades. other important factors include rec-
ommendations, the admission essay, class standing, test scores, 
and activities. also, personal experiences such as work, travel, 
or community service are considered in the decision process. 
Students are encouraged to include as much information as 
possible to assist the admission committee in making its best 
decisions.

Interviews and Campus Tours
interviews are not usually required. However, an interview may 
be requested if it is necessary in order for a student to make a 
proper decision.

a visit to the campus is very important for students prior to 
making a final decision about which institution to attend. it 
is the best way to learn about the University. Visits should be 
made during regular sessions when students and faculty are 
on campus (see academic calendar). Prior to visiting campus, 
applicants may also request a meeting with a professor who 
teaches a subject in which the student has an interest.

tours conducted by student admission representatives are avail-
able monday through Friday when the University is in regular 
session. Student tour guides are well prepared to answer ques-
tions on topics of concern to prospective students and their 
families. For more information about campus visits and tours, 
contact the admission office.

a series of admission information meetings is held on Saturday 
mornings in the fall. open house events are held on selected 
dates during the academic year. For more information or to sign 
up for these sessions, contact the admission office.

Admission Policy
Plymouth State University considers applications for both 
the fall and spring semesters. deadlines for priority consider-
ation: completed applications should be received by april 1 for 

the fall semester and december 1 for the spring semester. the 
admission office administers a rolling admission program, 
which provides applicants with prompt action on their request 
for admission.

New students must attend New Student orientation in order to 
enroll for their first semester. exceptions to this policy will be 
made only under extraordinary circumstances by appeal to the 
admission office.

to provide reliable assurance of the quality of the educational 
preparation of its applicants for admission, Plymouth State 
University supports the efforts of secondary school officials and 
governing bodies to have their schools achieve regional accredi-
tation status.

Admission Standards
Reading Your Application:
there is no single answer to the frequently asked question, 
“What grades and Sat scores do i need to be admitted to PSU?” 
However, most successful applicants present the following:
• Four years of english
• three years of mathematics
• three years of science
• three years of social studies
• two years of foreign language

most students have taken at least algebra i, geometry, and 
algebra ii (or an equivalent sequence). Students who do not 
have the minimum mathematics background, but are other-
wise qualified, will need to satisfy the mathematics proficiency 
requirements within the first 45 credits taken at PSU.

although no minimum Sat score is required for admission, 
the combined critical reading and math score of most admit-
ted students falls between 900 and 1100 (or a composite score 
between 19 and 24 on the act). While a student’s academic 
record is most important, consideration is also given for charac-
ter, leadership, initiative, and special talents.

in certain cases, the Senior associate director of admission 
may require students to complete university-level courses with 
at least a 2.00 grade point average in addition to, or in lieu of, 
regular admission requirements.

Application Requirements
Students often ask, “What do i need to send to the admission 
office when i apply to Plymouth State University?” the fol-
lowing information should answer the question for students 
entering PSU under a variety of circumstances. Students who 
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feel that special circumstances might affect how their applica-
tion is reviewed are welcome to share that information with the 
admission office.

First Year Students
1. completed common application, PSU Supplement, and 

application fee ($45 nonrefundable)
2. an official secondary school transcript and evidence of sec-

ondary school graduation or a satisfactory secondary school 
equivalency certificate (ged). Work of high quality in a 
program that is well-balanced is very important. For more 
information concerning secondary school preparation, stu-
dents should refer to the section of this catalog pertaining to 
the specific academic program.

3. Sat scores. applicants are responsible for making arrange-
ments to take the college entrance examination Board’s 
Sat and for having the results forwarded to Plymouth 
State University. the Sat score reports should be sent 
to Plymouth State University directly from the college 
entrance examination Board in Princeton, NJ. information 
as to time, place, and fees may be obtained from any high 
school guidance counselor or by visiting collegeboard.com.

4. act scores are also accepted.
5. one recommendation (academic)
6. an essay
7. New Hampshire residents must complete and have a nota-

rized statement regarding residency.
8. dd214 military record (if applicable)

Transfer Students
1. completed common application, PSU Supplement, and 

application fee ($45 nonrefundable)
2. an official secondary school transcript with date of graduation 

or a satisfactory secondary school equivalency certificate (ged)
3. official transcripts of all post-secondary work attempted. 

a minimum grade point average of 2.00 on a 4.00 scale 
is required for admission consideration. credits earned 
with grades of c and above at regionally accredited degree-
granting institutions may be considered for transfer at the 
time of admission to Plymouth State University. academic 
work attempted, but not reported at the time of admission, 
will not be retroactively transferred after enrollment.

4. an essay
5. dd214 military record (if applicable)

International Students
1. completed common application, PSU Supplement, and 

application fee ($45 nonrefundable)
2. an official secondary school transcript with date of gradua-

tion or a satisfactory secondary school equivalency certifica-
tion, with english translations if appropriate

3. toeFl (test of english as a Foreign language) results 
with a minimum score of 520 if paper-based, 190 if com-
puter-based or attainment of level 112 from elS, ieltS 
(international english language testing System) with a 
minimum score of 5.5, or other evidence of ability to use and 

understand the english language must be submitted by stu-
dents from non-english speaking countries. the University 
will accept an academic report from an eSl center certify-
ing successful completion of level 109.

4. declaration and certification of Finances form
5. For international transfer students entering from a non-

american institution, transfer credit must be evaluated by 
the center for educational documentation, inc., Po Box 
231126, Boston ma 02123-1126, (617) 338-7171 (fax 617-338-
7101), cedevaluations.com.

Adult Learners
1. completed common application, PSU Supplement, and 

application fee ($45 nonrefundable)
2. an official secondary school transcript and evidence of sec-

ondary school graduation or a satisfactory secondary school 
equivalency certificate

3. at least one letter of recommendation from a present 
employer or someone who is in a position to comment on 
character and personal qualities

4. dd214 military record (if applicable)
5. Waivers. in certain circumstances, the Senior associate 

director of admission can grant a waiver of regular admis-
sion requirements. For more information, the adult learner 
should contact the Senior associate director of admission.

Home-Schooled Students
1. completed common application, PSU Supplement, and 

application fee ($45 nonrefundable)
2. admission essay
3. outline of academic studies (may include reading lists, 

course syllabi, writing samples, or work portfolio)
4. Sat or act scores
5. letter of recommendation
6. Satisfactory secondary school equivalency certificate or 

home school diploma if available

New Hampshire Transfer Connections Program
the New Hampshire transfer connections Program (NHtcP) 
is designed for high school seniors who eventually wish to 
enroll in a bachelor program at granite State college (gSc), 
Keene State college (KSc), Plymouth State University (PSU), 
the University of New Hampshire manchester (UNHm) or 
the University of New Hampshire (UNH). NHtcP students 
begin their college study at gSc or one of the campuses of the 
community college System of New Hampshire (ccSNH).

Plymouth State University allows participation in the NHtcP 
whether the student applied for First Year admission or not. to 
join the NHtcP, follow these steps:
•  apply directly to granite State college or one of the New 

Hampshire community colleges and tell the admissions 
office that you wish to join the NHtcP.

•  if you did not apply for First Year admission to PSU, tell 
your gSc or ccSNH admissions officer that you wish to 
“opt-in” to the program.
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• the gSc/ccSNH admissions office will help you get con-
nected with an academic advisor who will assist you through 
the program.

if the student applied for First Year admission to PSU and was 
denied, the student will not need to fill out a ccSNH or gSc 
application or pay another application fee. if the student is “opt-
ing in,” the student will need to complete the ccSNH or gSc 
application and pay the application fee.

Completing the Transfer. in the student’s last semester at gSc 
or ccSNH, the student must notify the PSU admissions office 
that the student plans to transfer to PSU. the regular transfer 
application deadline does apply to NHtcP students, but there 
is a special form designed exclusively for them that will greatly 
facilitate their transfer. copies of this form are available from 
the gSc or ccSNH transfer advisor.

Successful completion of the NHtcP guarantees on-campus 
housing at PSU. Visit nhtransfer.org/nhtcp.html for further 
details.

Preliminary Mathematics Requirement for  
Students Admitted with Mathematics Deficiency
Students admitted to PSU without high school credit for 
algebra i, algebra ii, and geometry (or equivalent experiences) 
will be required to remedy that deficiency within the first 45 
credits attempted. to remedy a mathematics deficiency, the stu-
dent must complete one of the following:
• Successfully complete ma 1200
• earn level two on the mathematics Placement exam.

Students who have not completed the preliminary mathemat-
ics requirement must continually enroll in courses that lead to 
the completion of this requirement until the requirement has 
been met.

Students admitted with mathematics deficiency and who fail 
to complete the preliminary mathematics requirement within 
the first 45 credits attempted will not be allowed to continue as 
matriculated students. these students will be allowed to take 
courses as part-time, non-matriculated continuing education 
students, and will be eligible to apply for readmission as matric-
ulated students once they have fulfilled the preliminary math-
ematics requirement.

Advanced Standing
outstanding secondary school work is recognized by advanced 
placement and credit for enriched or accelerated courses. Students 
may qualify for credit by satisfactory achievement on PSU-
approved placement exams, including the college Board advanced 
Placement (aP) test, the college level examination Program 
(cleP) or daNteS. See appendix for acceptable scores.

New England Regional Student Program
Plymouth State University participates in a regional cooperative 
program administered by the New england Board of Higher 
education. the Regional Student Program enables residents of 
New england to attend an out-of-state public college or univer-
sity within New england at reduced tuition for certain degree 
programs that are not available within their own state’s institu-
tions and have been designated by PSU. to be eligible for the 
program, students must have declared an eligible major before 
the beginning of the semester in which they want New england 
Board of Higher education status. there are no exceptions to 
this deadline.

eligible PSU programs and states include:
•  Ba Humanities for maine, massachusetts
•  BS meteorology for maine, massachusetts, Rhode island
•  BS Public management for connecticut, massachusetts, 

Rhode island
•  Ba tourism management and Policy for connecticut, 

Rhode island, Vermont

the purpose of the program is to expand opportunities in higher 
education for New england residents by making available on an 
equal basis courses not commonly offered at every institution. 
this tends to reduce duplication of courses among institutions 
and to utilize more efficiently the higher education facilities of 
each state. information about this program may be obtained 
through the PSU admission office, any high school guidance 
counselor or the New england Board of Higher education, 45 
temple Place, Boston ma 02111, (617) 357-9620, nebhe.org/
tuitionbreakcatalog.

Transfer Agreements
agreements exist between Plymouth State University and the 
following institutions for specific bachelor programs, which 
facilitate the transfer of credit:

community college of Rhode island
BS Accounting, Management, Marketing (inactive)

dean college (ma)
BS Physical Education (inactive)

maricopa community colleges (aZ)
General Education curriculum satisfies lower-division general  
 education requirements  

community college System of New Hampshire*
great Bay community college, Portsmouth 
 BS Art Education (K–12)
 BS Biotechnology
 BA Criminal Justice
 BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)
 2+2 Agreement for BA Criminal Justice
lakes Region community college, laconia 

BS Art Education (K–12)
BS Business Administration
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
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BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)

manchester community college, manchester 
BS Art Education (K–12)
BS Business Administration
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)

Nashua community college, Nashua 
BS Accounting, Management, Marketing (inactive)
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
BS Information Technology
BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)

River Valley community college, claremont 
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BA Criminal Justice
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)

 2+2 Agreement for BA Criminal Justice
White mountains community college, Berlin 

BS Business Administration
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BA Criminal Justice
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
BS Social Science/Social Studies Teacher Certification (5–12)
2+2 Agreement for BA Criminal Justice

 2+2 Agreement for BS Information Technology
New Hampshire technical institute, concord* 

BFA 2D Studio Art
BFA 3D Studio Art
BS Art Education
BS Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–8)
BS Early Childhood Studies/Early Care and Education
BS Early Childhood Studies/Teacher Certification (K–3)
2+2 Agreement for BA Criminal Justice

 2+2 Agreement for BA Tourism Management and Policy

* the aa in liberal arts at the community college System of 
New Hampshire and the New Hampshire technical institute 
satisfies the lower-division general education requirements at 
PSU. Visit NHtransfer.org for further details.

For current information, please contact the director of 
curriculum Support in the Undergraduate Studies office.

Readmission
Students who have matriculated at Plymouth State University 
but who have interrupted their enrollment must apply for 
readmission through the admission office. Regular applica-
tion deadlines apply to readmission applicants. Students who 

have attended another college during their absence from PSU 
must submit an official college transcript. Students returning 
for Winterim or summer session to complete their degree do 
not need to apply for readmission but must submit a degree 
Request to the Registrar.

Residency
all students attending Plymouth State University are charged 
tuition at a rate to be determined by their domicile or residency. 
those living within the state of New Hampshire are charged the 
in-state rate. those living elsewhere will pay the out-of-state rate.

Students are classified as residents or non-residents for tuition 
purposes at the time of admission to the University. the resi-
dency decisions, made by the office of admission, are based 
on information furnished in the student’s application and other 
relevant information.

all applicants living in New Hampshire are required to sub-
mit a notarized statement to the effect that they (if financially 
independent) or their parents (if financially dependent) have 
been legally domiciled in New Hampshire continuously for a 
period of at least 12 months immediately prior to registering 
for the term for which the student is claiming in-state status. 
if students maintain residency apart from that of their parents, 
they must clearly establish that they are financially independent 
and that their residence in New Hampshire is for some purpose 
other than the temporary one of obtaining an education at the 
University. to qualify for in-state status, independent students 
must have been legally domiciled in New Hampshire continu-
ously for a period of at least 12 months prior to registering for 
the semester for which in-state status is claimed.

Students admitted from states other than New Hampshire or 
from foreign countries are considered non-resident throughout 
their attendance at the University unless they have acquired 
bona fide domicile in New Hampshire. the burden of proof 
in all cases of residence is upon the applicant. the University 
reserves the right to make the final decision concerning resi-
dency status for tuition purposes. Students applying for admis-
sion should contact the office of admission if they have 
questions regarding residency. enrolled students should con-
tact the office of the Registrar.

Establishing/Changing Residency
the residency status of undergraduate students is determined 
at the time of admission to Plymouth State University, and may 
be changed only by applying for reclassification. Undergraduate 
students who are currently enrolled may either obtain informa-
tion from the office of the Registrar or read the residency infor-
mation posted in the Residency section of the Registrar’s Web 
site: plymouth.edu/registrar/residency.

applications for reclassification for a fall semester are due no 
later than September 1 of the semester. applications for a spring 
semester are due no later than January 1 prior to the beginning 
of the semester.
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if the student is successful in his or her application for reclas-
sification, the change will be effective at the beginning of the 
semester. Reclassifications do not occur mid-semester.

Financial Aid

Financial aid is intended to assist qualified students who need 
assistance in meeting their educational expenses. Plymouth 
State University views financial aid as an investment in PSU 
students’ futures. the major objective is to assist in access for 
those who may lack the financial resources to pursue a degree.

Programs administered by the Financial aid team include the 
University’s scholarship, grant, and employment programs, 
and the Federal campus-based programs (Federal Supplemental 
educational grants [Seog], Federal Perkins loans, and Federal 
Work Study). in addition, the Financial aid office certifies eli-
gibility and administers other awards, such as Federal Pell 
grants, Federal academic competitiveness grants (acg), 
National Science and mathematics access to Retain talent 
(SmaRt) and teacH grants, state scholarships and grants, 
Federal direct loans, Federal direct PlUS loans, private loans, 
and external scholarships. more information is available online 
at plymouth.edu/finaid.

Financial aid applications are processed at Plymouth State 
University upon receipt of the information from the federal pro-
cessor as a result of students/families filing the Free application 
for Federal Student aid (FaFSa). Students must be accepted to 
a degree or certificate program at PSU before financial aid can 
be awarded; however, the FaFSa should be submitted prior to 
official acceptance to PSU, as the priority deadline for filing for 
aid is March 1.

Application Process
to be considered for financial aid, applicants complete the 
FaFSa for federal, state, and University aid. the FaFSa cannot 
be completed before January 1 to ensure accuracy of the previ-
ous year’s income tax data, which is needed for aid determina-
tion. if possible, federal tax returns should be completed prior 
to filing the FaFSa. Families may provide estimated income 
to meet filing deadlines and update information later. Signed 
copies of parent(s) and student federal income tax returns 
(1040/1040a/1040eZ/1040tel), W2 forms or non-tax filer 
forms should only be submitted upon University request. if 
requested, determination of aid eligibility will not be possible 
without requested documentation.

Financial aid information is included in the PSU Student 
Handbook and in greater detail at plymouth.edu/finaid.

Priority Filing Date
Plymouth’s priority filing date is March 1 for the FaFSa or 
Renewal FaFSa to be received by the processor. all applicants 
should adhere to the march 1 priority filing date, or they will 
be considered late and will only receive award consideration 

pending availability of funds. Families may use estimated income 
to meet filing deadlines and update information later. Normally 
only Federal Pell, acg, SmaRt and teacH grants, Federal 
direct loans, and state scholarships or grants are available for 
late student applicants. Parents may also apply for optional 
Federal Parent Plus loans.

Satisfactory Progress
the education amendments of 1976 require that institutions 
limit federal financial assistance to those students who, accord-
ing to institutional standards, are in good standing and making 
satisfactory progress. at Plymouth State University, students 
must be in good academic standing and be making satisfactory 
academic progress in order to be eligible for financial assis-
tance. good academic standing (qualitative progress) is defined 
in the academic Warning, Probation, and Severance section of 
this catalog.

all degree candidates must maintain academic standing con-
sistent with PSU’s graduation requirements, which is based 
on a graduated scale with a 2.0 cumulative grade point average 
required for graduation. continuing students’ quantitative prog-
ress (earned credits) is reviewed once a year prior to the award/dis-
bursement of financial aid for the next academic year. Readmitted 
students’ quantitative progress is reviewed at the point of re-entry. 
the following chart determines satisfactory progress:

Standards for Satisfactory Progress (for Federal Aid) 

Full-time Undergraduate Students Baccalaureate Degree

Number of   Minimum Credits Cumulative Credits 

Years  Enrolled  Required  Required

 1  15  15
 2  18  33
 3  24  57
 4  24  81 
 5  24  105
  
To graduate in four years (eight semesters), bachelor’s degree stu-
dents must complete an average of 15-15.50 credit hours per semes-
ter for eight semesters. PSU expects that full-time students are 
capable of earning more credits in succeeding semesters. For 
example, the following minimums are expected:
• 1st semester  6 credits
• 2nd–4th semester 9 credits
• 5th–11th semester 12 credits

Summer and Winterim session credits are included in the 
annual minimums. less than full-time enrollment periods are 
considered on a pro-rata basis. For an undergraduate program 
(associate or bachelor’s degree), the maximum time frame for 
eligibility may not exceed 150 percent of the published length 
of the educational program (bachelor’s: six years). courses 
transferred from other institutions during the period of matric-
ulation at PSU are included in the number of credits earned. 
minimums for transfer students are based on the number of 
credits transferred from a prior institution(s) or the number of 
semesters/years if it is beneficial to the student’s progress.
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incomplete, withdrawn, or repeated courses are appropriately 
counted as indicated on the student’s academic transcript in 
determining the number of credits earned. 

Students who are not successfully completing courses at the 
minimum levels are not considered to be making satisfactory 
academic progress and will not receive further financial aid 
until satisfactory progress status is achieved.

Students will receive communication from the Financial aid 
committee regarding their non-eligibility status. if the ineli-
gible student does not appeal, reinstatement for financial aid 
consideration will occur when the student attains the necessary 
credits as indicated on the Standards for Satisfactory Progress 
chart, by earning credits above the semester minimums and/
or attending a summer or Winterim session(s), and has filed all 
appropriate forms.

if students feel there have been mitigating circumstances that 
have prevented satisfactory progress, they can present a letter of 
appeal to the Financial aid committee for review. at the time of 
review, students are either allowed to continue federal financial 
aid eligibility (normally based on mitigating circumstances) or 
not allowed to continue receiving financial aid. if the student’s 
appeal is denied, the student will be advised as to how eligibility 
may be restored. Failure to regain satisfactory progress status 
will result in the loss of all federal, state, and PSU aid, including 
grants, scholarships, loans, and work-study employment, until 
the student has met required guidelines.

Tuition and Fees 2010–2011 (Estimates)

important Note: all the rates listed below are estimates and are 
subject to change. Final rates will not be determined until early 
July after approval by the Board of trustees.

Undergraduate Tuition 
   coSt PeR academic YeaR 

   Resident Non-Resident New England 

     Regional Program

Fall/Spring $7,680 $15,850 $13,440

(full-time)* 

   

                                         coSt PeR cRedit HoUR

Fall/Spring  $320 $660 $560

(part-time)

Summer 2010  $292 $321 N/a

Session

Winterim 2011  $312 $344 N/a

Session

*  Full-time tuition is billed as a flat fee for 12-17 credits.

Mandatory Fees
the mandatory fees provide funds for services and facilities 
such as the student center, the physical education complex, stu-
dent health services, and student activities and organizations. 
the fees also fund technical equipment such as computer clus-
ters, language labs, and art facilities. all students are required to 
pay the mandatory fees.
 Resident/Non-Resident/

 NE Regional

Full-time Undergraduate (per year) $2,280

Part-time Undergraduate (per credit)  $98

Summer 2010 Session (per credit)  $33

Winterim 2011 Session (per credit)  $35

Other Fees
 Resident/Non-Resident/

 NE Regional

application Fee (non-refundable) $45

identification card  $15

late Registration/Reactivation

Fees (per transaction) $25–100

tuition Bill interest late Fee (monthly) 1.5% of balance

For New Admits Only:

enrollment/orientation Fee  $188

(non-refundable)

For Frost School Admits Only:

enrollment/orientation Fee  $108

(non-refundable)

For Re-Admits Only:

enrollment Fee (non-refundable) $83

Re-admission Fee (non-refundable)  $20

Examining Out of Student Teaching (per semester)

Resident $1,920

Non-Resident  $3,693

Overload Fees
Undergraduate students taking more than 17 credits are 
assessed a per-credit overload fee based on tuition status and 
residency. Students are required to sign an overload form 
acknowledging the extra fee at the time they register for the 
overload. a student who registers for more than 17 credits, or 
one who enrolls after the closing date of the add period, is sub-
ject to an overload charge, regardless of whether the student 
drops a course after that date.

 Resident Non-Resident NE Regional 

overload Fee $320 $660 $560 

Music Ensemble and Theatre Performance Overload. Students 
who have registered for a music ensemble course (e.g., the 
music theatre company, University chorale, etc.) once, for 
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one credit hour; or a theatre performance/production (e.g., 
Practicum in Production), may request a waiver of the over-
load fee on the occasion of subsequent enrollments in the 
same course. appeals must be made to the chair of the music, 
theatre, and dance department.

Special Course Fee

Some courses are assessed special fees to help cover additional 
costs above the standard classroom instruction expenses. these 
courses are typically related to Performance Studies, Practicum 
and internships, adventure education courses, art studio 
courses, and field study courses. these courses are annotated 
with a dollar sign ($) in course scheduling publications.

Room and Board 2010–2011 (Estimates)

On-Campus Housing Costs per Academic Year

Single/mary lyon single $7,680/$8,310

double/mary lyon double $6,160/$6,838

triple/mary lyon triple $5,000/$6,174

mary lyon Quad $6,174

Hotel Style: Single $8,900

Hotel Style: double $6,900

Suite Style: Single $7,890

Undergraduate apartment $8,200

Non-traditional Student apartments: 

 1 bedroom: 1 person $9,990

 2 bedrooms: 2 people $8,450

 
Meal Plans

75 Block + $225 Flex cash* $1,830

105 Block + $150 Flex cash $2,200

150 Block + $150 Flex cash $2,680

210 Block + $225 Flex cash $2,950

Ultimate Plan (270 Block) $2,950

*  Restricted plan: first and second year students in residence halls 

including langdon Woods are not eligible for this plan.

Rare circumstances could force the University to adjust charges dur-
ing the academic year. Such changes will be announced as far in 
advance as possible.

Status for Billing Purposes
Full-time tuition and fees are charged as a flat fee to all under-
graduate students identified as full-time at the time of admis-
sion (see costs above). Full-time undergraduate students must 
have at least the equivalent of 12 credits for full financial aid 
consideration. Students who wish to voluntarily change to part-
time must file for a change of Status in the office of the Vice 
President for Student affairs within five working days of the 
start of classes.

Part-time tuition and fees are charged per credit hour to all 
undergraduate students identified as part-time at the time of 

admission. matriculated (degree-seeking) students in good aca-
demic standing who want to change from part-time to full-time 
status must submit their request in writing to the Registrar 
before the end of the course add period. a change to part-time 
status may impact students’ eligibility for financial assistance, 
on-campus housing, intercollegiate athletics, and insurability 
by certain insurance carriers.

Senior Citizen Free Tuition Policy
New Hampshire residents who are 65 years of age and older 
are eligible for one tuition scholarship per semester for most 
credit courses, including graduate courses. Below are the policy 
guidelines:
•  one scholarship per term
•  applies to one course (up to three credits)
•  Not applicable to students admitted to a degree program
•  covers only tuition (not fees).

Statement of Financial Responsibility
By enrolling in classes at Plymouth State University, students 
accept full responsibility for their tuition bill account, regardless 
of who is helping to pay the bill, and they agree to pay all charges 
incurred by their stated due dates. Students also acknowledge 
that interest late fees will be assessed monthly for overdue bal-
ances, and collection costs may be added to their account if the 
services of a collection agency are employed.

Since students are assuming full responsibility for their tuition 
bill account, they must also accept responsibility for reviewing 
their plymouth.edu e-mail account, because this is the e-mail 
address to which all billing notifications are sent.

Important Note about Tuition Bill Accounts
each student enrolled at Plymouth State University is assigned 
a tuition bill account in his/her name. the student is respon-
sible for all the charges and payments that occur on it. in order 
to maintain compliance with the Family educational Rights and 
Privacy act (FeRPa), online access to the tuition bill account is 
restricted to the student only.

Key information about the treatment of non-financial aid pay-
ments:
•  Personal payments made by individuals (e.g., parents, 

guardians, relatives, etc.) on behalf of the student are con-
sidered gifts to the student, and any resulting overpayments 
(if applicable) will be issued to the student.

•  Payments received on company/business checks will be 
treated as external scholarships or outside scholarships to 
the student and will be reported annually as such on iRS 
Form 1098t.

A Partnership with Parents
Since many students rely on the help of their parent(s)/guardian(s) 
to pay their bill, it is important for students and parent(s)/
guardian(s) to form an active partnership. in order to assist our 
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students and facilitate this partnership, PSU has made available 
two ways in which the student can accomplish this.
1.  Students can add up to two parent/guardian e-mail 

addresses to their myPlymouth profile so the parent(s)/
guardian(s) may receive a copy of the general billing notifi-
cations that are sent to them. instructions on doing so can 
be found on the Bursar’s office Web page under “Financial 
Responsibility.”

2. Students may complete the Family educational Rights and 
Privacy act (FeRPa) authorization Form, thereby giving 
the PSU Bursar’s office permission to discuss the details 
of their bill via phone or in-person with the person(s) listed 
on the form. this form can be found on the Bursar’s office 
Web page under “Student Forms.”

Paying Tuition and Fees
Before each fall and spring semester, registered students are 
billed for tuition and fees according to the following schedule. 
tuition bills can be accessed online via the myPlymouth portal. 
an e-mail notification is sent to all students via their plymouth.
edu e-mail account when tuition bills are ready for viewing. the 
e-mail message states the exact payment due date and provides 
detailed instructions on accessing the online bill.

Semester Bills Available Online Payment Due Date
Fall 2010 July 9, 2010 august 6, 2010
Spring 2011 November 5, 2010 december 3, 2010

although tuition and mandatory fees are assessed and listed 
only for students who are registered, the University expects all 
returning students to pay their bill by the due date. this means 
that non-registered students must estimate their bill before 
making payment. 

Note: Payment is due upon registration for the Winterim and 
Summer Sessions.

Late Payment Penalty: Students who fail to pay their bill by the 
due date will be assessed a 1.5 percent interest late fee and will 
have a “Financial Hold” placed on their account that blocks regis-
tration services and online access to course grades. additionally, 
failure to pay their bill on time could result in courses being 
dropped for non-payment.

Methods of Payment
tuition bills can be paid by any combination of the following 
payment options:
• Financial Aid. Students must be matriculated (degree-

seeking) and taking at least six credits to be eligible for 
financial aid. For more information, contact the Financial 
aid office at (603) 535-2338 or toll-free (877) 846-5755, or 
visit the Financial aid Web site at plymouth.edu/finaid. 
Note: guaranteed financial aid will “memo” on the online 
bill as an “expected payment.”

• Payment Plan. through a third-party vendor, the Bursar’s 
office offers a 12-month interest-free payment plan. the 
only cost to the student for using this plan is a $60 enroll-

ment fee. Visit the Bursar’s office Web site in april for 
enrollment and plan information.

 Note: Payment plan contracts may need to be set up initially 
based on estimated costs and then be adjusted in early July and 
November when tuition bills are available online. these con-
tracts will “memo” on the online bill as “expected payments.”

•  Online E-Check Payments. Students can pay their bill 
online by clicking the Pay Now button located on their 
online bill. Students can also set up authorized third-party 
payers for their account. For more information about this 
payment option, please visit the Bursar’s office Web site.

Out-of-Pocket Payments
• Credit Card: For full-time and part-time matriculated 

(degree-seeking) students: american express, discover, or 
mastercard payments may be made through Sallie mae’s 
tuitionPay express Plan, a third-party vendor, by calling 
(800) 762-8370. You will be charged a percentage-based 
convenience fee for using this payment method.

• Check: Payment may be made with a personal check, 
cashier’s check, or money order. include the student id 
number on the payment to ensure that it is accurately 
posted to the student’s account. if students fail to provide 
their student id number, a University staff member will 
write it on the payment for the student. checks should be 
made payable to Plymouth State University.

•  Cash. Payment may be made with cash in person at the 
Bursar’s office.

Third-Party Payments

•  External (Non-PSU) Scholarships/Awards: if students have 
received an external scholarship/award, they must submit a 
copy of their award letter to the Bursar’s office. When send-
ing their award letter, the following information must be 
included: student id number, award amount to be paid and 
for which semester, and the awarding organization’s name 
and address. in order for the award to be considered as an 
authorized payment on the tuition bill account, the award 
must Not be contingent upon grades, grade point average, 
or any other criteria prior to it being paid to PSU. if contin-
gencies on the award exist, it can not count as an anticipated 
payment toward the student’s bill and the student will need 
to pay this award amount through some other means. if the 
student later meets the required criteria and the award pay-
ment comes in, the student can be reimbursed for the over-
payment.

•  Purchase Orders and/or Government Authorizations: if the 
student’s tuition is to be paid by an employer, a government 
agency, or any such third-party company, the student must 
submit a letter of authorization or a purchase order to the 
Bursar’s office from their third-party payer. in order for this 
type of payment agreement to be considered an authorized 
payment on the tuition bill account, payment must Not be 
contingent upon grades, grade point average, or any other 
criteria. Students must make sure their third-party autho-
rization/purchase order (Po) includes their name, their 
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student id number, the maximum billing amount, and the 
third-party company’s name and address. if students fail to 
include any of this information, their authorization/Po will 
not be accepted, and they will be required to pay their bill 
out-of-pocket. if all the necessary information is provided, 
the Bursar’s office will invoice the third-party company for 
the authorized amount. Please note that if the company or 
agency has a policy to reimburse students for their course(s), 
students will be responsible for making the tuition payment 
themselves. 

How to Contact the Bursar’s Office
For the answer to questions regarding student bills, payments 
or refunds, visit the Bursar’s Web site at plymouth.edu/bursar 
or contact the Bursar’s office:
•  telephone: (603) 535-2215 or toll-free (877) 846-5755
•  e-mail: bursar@plymouth.edu. include the student id in 

the message

Please note that the Federal Educational Records and Privacy Act 
(FERPA) restricts the Bursar’s Office from discussing a student’s bill 
without the student’s consent. FeRPa authorization forms are 
available on the Bursar’s office Web site.

Refunds
Deposit Payment Refunds
if a student withdraws voluntarily by sending written notifi-
cation to the admission office, tuition and room deposit pay-
ments will be refunded according to the following schedule:

Notification Deadline  Refund Percentage
Fall Admission:
 on or before april 30  100 percent
 on or after may 1  0 percent
Spring Admission prior to January 1:
 on or before January 1  100 percent
 on or after January 2  0 percent
Spring Admission on or after January 1:
 Before 7th day prior to start of term 100 percent
 on or after 7th day prior to  0percent
 start of term

Refunds of Charges
Refunds of tuition, mandatory fees, course fees, and overload 
fees will be made according to the applicable schedule below. 
Please note that late fees and course fees for academic trips are 
non-refundable.

if a course is cancelled for a part-time student, 100 percent of all 
course related tuition and fees will be refunded.

Course Drop/Withdrawal Refund Policy 
the schedule below applies to part-time students who drop a 
course but will ultimately remain a registered student. 

Date  Refund Percentage
Full semester, first half, or first quarter courses: 
• Student drops a course on or before  100 percent
 the end of the add/drop period 
• Student withdraws from a course 50 percent 
 after the end of the add/drop period,
 but on or before the 30th day after 
 Registration day 
• Student withdraws from a course  0 percent
 after the 30th day after Registration 
 day 

Second half or fourth quarter courses: 
• Student drops a course on or before  100 percent
 the end of the add/drop period for 
 second half or fourth quarter 
 courses ends 
• Student withdraws from a course  50 percent
 after the end of the add/drop period
 but on or before the 30th day after 
 Registration day 
• Student withdraws from a course  0 percent
 after the 30th day after Registration 
 day

Refunds of Overpayments
Need to buy books? if yes, contact the Bursar’s office to request 
a Flexcash purchase from your tuition bill credit balance for use 
at the PSU Bookstore.

Refund checks are issued the day following the end of the add/
drop period, if all three criteria are met:
•  Your account is overpaid by actual payments received (and 

not by expected payments listed under “memos” on your 
online bill);

•  You are a full-time student registered for at least 12 credits, 
oR

 You are a part-time student without financial aid or a part-
time student with financial aid and you are registered for at 
least the same number of credits as stated in your financial 
aid award message; and

•  You do not incur any additional charges during the add/
drop period.

Hint: to avoid any delays in the issuance of your refund, be sure 
to make your Flexcash tuition bill purchase, course schedule, 
room, and meal changes prior to your arrival on campus.

Note: Refunds that are federally required to be issued to the par-
ent borrower will be mailed out the third week of the term.
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Student Withdrawal Refund Policy
all students, including non-matriculated (non-degree) students, 
who drop or withdraw from all of their courses, will receive 
refunds according to the schedule below.

Date Refund Percentage
•  Student withdraws from PSU before  100 percent
 the first day of classes 
• Student withdraws from PSU on or  75 percent
 after the first day of classes, but on 
 or before the second Friday of the term 
• Student withdraws from PSU after  50 percent
 the second Friday of the term, but on 
 or before the 30th day after Registration 
 day 
• Student withdraws from PSU after  0 percent
 the 30th day after Registration day 

Student Withdrawal and Return of Federal Title IV Financial Aid
if a student withdraws before completing 60 percent of the 
semester and has received any federal title iV financial aid 
(Federal direct loan, Federal Perkins loan, Federal direct 
PlUS, Federal Pell, acg, SmaRt or teacH grants, or 
Federal Supplemental opportunity grant), a portion of the 
awarded federal aid must be returned. the determination of the 
amount to be returned is calculated by the Financial aid office 
within 30 days from the date of notification of the withdrawal. 
this calculation may result in a student owing monies to the 
University and/or the Federal title iV Programs.

Appeals

appeals of the refund policies may be submitted to the Vice 
President for Student affairs and enrollment management, 
Plymouth State University, mSc 4, 17 High Street, Plymouth 
NH 03264-1595.

Tuition
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Student Life

While the classroom experience is the primary focus for a stu-
dent’s academic growth, experiences outside the classroom 
are an important part of university life as well. the division 
of Student affairs and enrollment management at Plymouth 
State University comprises a vibrant, engaging, and evolving 
group of professionals whose mission is to assist and develop 
students who think critically, act ethically, improve society, and 
live healthfully. these professionals are advocates for students 
and strive to enhance the quality of co-curricular life. they 
believe a student’s development is enriched by a supportive and 
challenging multicultural community with shared goals and 
values, and the appreciation of individual and cultural diversity. 
they work to foster a student-centered learning environment in 
which change is not only supported but expected. they are com-
mitted to playing a significant role in the University’s efforts to 
create collaborative networks for student success and to develop 
systems and services to accommodate student needs. 

Alumni Association
the office of alumni Relations and the PSU alumni 
association extend a warm welcome to our future alumni. 
as students and alumni you can take advantage of a variety 
of services and opportunities including a lifetime PSU e-mail 
address; Web-based career management tools; professional 
networking events, programs, and volunteer opportunities; dis-
counts on merchandise and service from dozens of top name 
companies; Plymouth connections, a Web-based professional 
network of Plymouth State University alumni; “a View from 
Round tower,” the official e-newsletter of PSU alumni; and 
access to the online alumni community in myPlymouth. For 
additional information about upcoming events or how to get 
involved, contact the office of alumni Relations at (603) 535-
2589 or visit plymouth.edu/alumni.

Athletics
Plymouth State University’s department of athletics includes 
19 men’s and women’s teams plus athletic training. as a mem-
ber of the Ncaa division iii, the Panthers have consistently 
competed in national and regional championship tourna-
ments.

PSU recognizes that athletics has much to offer the University 
community. the Panther sports programs allow students the 
opportunity to develop physically, emotionally, intellectually, 
and socially, while giving students many reasons to be proud 
of PSU and stimulating school spirit. PSU maintains a special 
perspective with regard to sports and intercollegiate competi-
tion. the “Home of the Panthers” provides valuable laboratory 
experiences to hundreds of young men and women who have 
gone on to coaching and other athletic-related careers through-
out New england and beyond. For more information, see the 
athletics Web site at http://athletics.plymouth.edu.

Satisfactory Progress Guidelines
Plymouth State University places a high priority on our student-
athletes making satisfactory progress toward the completion of 
their undergraduate degree. our goal is that involvement in 
athletics helps ensure that students are on track to graduate. in 
support of this goal, the athletic department has established 
the following practice:
•  a review of all student-athlete grades will be conducted by 

the compliance officer prior to their third year of partici-
pation (once a student has been officially charged with two 
years of eligibility). For winter student-athletes, this review 
will occur prior to participation in the fall and at the mid-
semester break. Winterim classes may be used to improve 
the student-athlete’s grade point average (gPa).

•  transfer students who have never attended Plymouth State 
University will have the determination of their gPa based 
solely on their academic work at PSU. Students who have 
attended Plymouth State, transferred out and then back to 
PSU, will have their gPa reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

•  at the conclusion of this review, students who do not have a 
minimum 2.00 gPa or who are deemed to not be making 
satisfactory progress will lose their opportunity to partici-
pate in athletics.

Counseling and Human Relations Center
the counseling and Human Relations center is staffed by pro-
fessional counselors, psychologists, and clinical social workers. 
Free, confidential services are offered to all PSU students dur-
ing the fall and spring semesters, Winterim, and for four weeks 
in July. these services are directed toward helping students 
with life issues such as stress, anxiety, family and relationship 
issues, grief, depression, self-esteem, drugs, and alcohol. Both 
individual and group counseling are offered. the staff is more 
than happy to present programs in classes, residence halls, and 
apartments, or in support of academic departments and pro-
grams; simply call or stop by to arrange a presentation on a spe-
cific topic. the center is home to the Jim Hagedorn memorial 
library/Reading Room, where students are encouraged to 
stop in to read a good book or simply relax and get away from 
the stress and demands of their everyday world. counseling 
center hours during fall and spring semesters and Winterim 
are monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., with additional 
evening appointment hours on tuesdays until 7 p.m. call (603) 
535-2461 for an appointment. 

Dining Services
dining services at PSU are coordinated by the department of 
Residential life and are provided by a private contractor that 
manages all food services on campus: Prospect dining Hall, 
the mountain View Snack Bar, the Sidewalk café, langdon 
Woods, lamson library and learning commons, ice arena 
concessions, campus vending, and catering. the dining pro-
gram includes many innovative features, such as express take-
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out meals, a self-serve salad bar, pizza station, pasta bar, various 
main entrées at all meals, and a wide variety of beverages and 
desserts. a variety of meal plans are offered (see Fees), all of 
which include “flex cash” that can be spent to purchase food, 
snacks or beverages at any of the food service facilities or for 
copies, laundry, and Bookstore purchases on campus. the 
Student Senate works closely with the dining management to 
continuously evaluate menu items and the overall program.

Health Services
Health care is available to all full- and part--ime students during 
regular academic semesters. inpatient and outpatient services 
are available during the day in the Baker Health Services, located 
at 16 merrill Street in Hogan House. Students have access to 
a University physician or nurse practitioner during scheduled 
clinic hours, monday through Friday. an orthopedic and sports-
related injuries clinic is held twice a week. a nurse is on duty 
whenever the facility is open. to contact Health Services, call 
(603) 535-2350 or fax (603) 535-3291. other services include:
•  allergy immunizations: Health Services will store vaccines 

for students and administer allergy injections.
•  the cold clinic provides prevention-oriented information 

and education from registered nurses to students with the 
“common cold.”

•  medical clinic: a health care provider sees, without charge, 
students who are ill. Students are encouraged to schedule 
appointments to ensure adequate treatment.

•  the Reproductive Health clinic offers a full range of wom-
en’s health services including contraception information 
and counseling, testing, and physical exams. Reproductive 
health clinics are scheduled daily.

International Student Services
the mission of international Student Services (iSS) is to pro-
mote the globalization of the University and foster cultural 
exchanges between students, faculty, staff, and the community. 
iSS is coordinated by the dean of Student affairs office and is 
the first place to come for information on any non-academic 
matter affecting international students. the major purpose of 
iSS is to assist international students with visa and immigra-
tion issues while they are attending PSU. iSS also provides ori-
entation and is a source of information and a point of referral to 
support our international students’ needs.

Outdoor Center
the PSU outdoor center is an experiential education-based 
program that serves as a catalyst for personal and professional 
growth. in addition to offering an equipment use program 
with skis, snowshoes, and paddling and camping gear, the 
outdoor center sponsors trips, clinics, and trainings run under 
a cooperative adventure model using human-powered outdoor 
activities to connect students with their outdoor environment. 
Students experience empowerment, goal achievement, and 
group support by moving beyond their own expectations. Based 
on a challenge-by-choice philosophy, all activities are voluntary, 
empowering each person to perform to her or his potential, 

securely and without pressure. Participants will be challenged 
to overcome their perceived boundaries and expand their com-
fort zones, opening themselves up to new possibilities. the 
outdoor center is located in the White mountain apartment 
complex (#31) and can be found on the Web at plymouth.edu/
outdoor-center.

Physical Education Center
the Physical education center is located on Holderness Road, 
between the Pemigewasset River and interstate 93. the Pe 
center includes the 2,000-seat Foley gymnasium, racquetball 
courts, Vailas Performance center, olympic-size swimming 
pool, indoor track, indoor and outdoor tennis courts, wrestling 
room, athletic training and rehabilitation facilities, classrooms, 
and department of athletics offices, as well as 50 acres of out-
door playing and practice fields. equipment may be signed out 
with a student id at the main office. Pe center hours are posted 
at the Pe center and on the Web at plymouth.edu/pecenter.

Prevention and Intervention Programs
in addition to wellness promotion, Plymouth State has many 
prevention and intervention programs focused on physical 
and social problems such as alcohol and drug abuse, campus 
crime, sexual assault, sexual health, aidS, racism, sexism, 
and homophobia. as required by the federal government, the 
University publishes and distributes information on the first 
three of these issues to students, faculty, and staff. this informa-
tion is available on the PSU Web site, in the Student Handbook 
section. Referral information can be obtained at the Wellness 
center, (603) 535-2853.

Recreation Programs
Recreation Programs provide numerous opportunities for stu-
dents to participate in a wide variety of recreation programs at 
various competition levels. these opportunities include intra-
mural sports, sport clubs, group exercise, and special events 
like the Foley Foot Race and Spring Fling. informal recreation 
opportunities exist in our fitness area, the cardio theater, and 
the HUB courtroom, where students will often find a pick-up 
basketball or volleyball game, or sometimes a unique function 
or special event. our fitness area is equipped with selectorized 
weight machines as well as free weights to accommodate a vari-
ety of training programs. the cardio theater provides the latest 
in cardiovascular training equipment and fitness systems such 
as treadmills, elliptical machines, bicycles, and stair steppers 
that can be used while watching tV. in addition, cruiser bicycles 
are available to all students.

Beside the variety of intramural sports and group exercise 
classes offered during the week, Recreation Programs offers 
the following sport clubs:
• Boxing
• dodgeball
• gymnastics
• outing club
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• men’s Rugby
• Women’s Rugby
• Snowboarding/Skateboarding
• men’s Volleyball

additional information on all of the programs can be found 
at plymouth.edu/recprograms or by calling the Recreation 
Programs office at (603) 535-2956.

Reflection and Spiritual Care Center
the Reflection and Spiritual care center houses the offices of 
campus ministry and was created for whole community minis-
try. it is a place to come in, take a deep breath, and relax in our 
meditation room, or check out a book on any spiritual subject in 
our library. the center and its staff are open to and respectful of 
all people of faiths. Have a faith-based group you want to start? 
We have a quiet space for you to meet.

campus ministry is a service to the Plymouth State University 
community provided by the local churches. PSU has three cam-
pus ministries: Protestant (interfaith), catholic, and evangelical. 
they provide spiritual, social, and service activities to people 
from all walks of life and faiths. they offer sources of discus-
sion and counseling, encouraging students, faculty, and staff 
to think about faith and spirituality in personal, academic, and 
social ways. the campus ministries also participate in many 
aspects of campus life.

the Reflection and Spiritual care center is located at the rear of 
Samuel Reed Hall Hall, on Highland Street, opposite lamson 
library. For more information, contact: catholic campus 
ministry, (603) 535-2673; chi alpha ministry (evangelical), 
(603) 254-8552; United campus ministry, (603) 535-2327. the 
Web site is plymouth.edu/campmin. 

Residential Life
in a residential university community, students develop many 
lifelong relationships. the opportunity to meet and befriend 
fellow students with diverse personalities, backgrounds, and 
values helps to develop skills necessary for success in our 
global community. Residence Hall directors are professionals 
in the field of student development; they live in and manage 
each residential area with the aid of paraprofessional student 
staff (community advisors). they are committed to fostering an 
environment that encourages students to develop traits that will 
lead to a better life.

all first and second year students are required to live in 
University residence halls or apartments if space is available. 
Release from this requirement must be obtained in writing 
from the department of Residential life and is generally only 
granted to students who are commuting from the primary resi-
dence of their immediate family that is within a 50-mile radius 
of the campus.

Room deposits need to be postmarked by May 1 to guarantee 
on-campus housing. Student preference, seniority, and date 
of deposit may be used in completing assignments at the 
University’s sole discretion. Room assignments will be made 
available online through the Residential life Web site at plym-
outh.edu/reslife.

all residential areas are smoke free. co-ed and single-sex floors 
are available in the traditional residence halls. Students who 
have obtained at least sophomore status may also choose from 
suite and hotel-style singles and doubles in langdon Woods 
Residential complex or apartment living in the White mountain 
apartment complex or Non-traditional Student apartments. 
apartments are one- and two-bedroom units that are fully fur-
nished and include a full kitchen and private bath.

SAGE Center
the Sage (Sexuality, anti-Violence and gender equity) center 
is comprised of three core components:
1.  Women and gender equity resources and programming
2.  anti-Violence resources and programming
3.  Sexual health, safety, and sexuality resources and program-

ming

Mission Statement: Promote a supportive, equitable, and safe 
environment for women and lgBtQ students while creating 
opportunities for both women and men to engage in the cre-
ation of this climate. to accomplish this, the center will:
•  engage both women and men in sexuality, gender equity, 

and anti-violence work.
•  Provide, coordinate, and participate in comprehensive risk 

reduction programs and services for survivors of sexual 
assault, dating violence, sexual harassment, and stalking.

•  Provide students with information and support around 
sexual health and safety.

•  Sponsor speakers, performers, events, and activities that 
address sexuality, gender equity and anti-violence.

•  educate students on the ways in which gender is con-
structed and shapes social structures and individual experi-
ences.

•  educate students on the issues that disproportionately affect 
women and lgBtQ students.

•  assess the campus climate to ensure inclusiveness and 
equity for both women and lgBtQ students.

•  advocate for the diverse needs of both women and lgBtQ 
students.

•  empower students to create a campus culture that values 
women’s and lgBtQ students’ diverse identities and expe-
riences. 
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Student Activities
Hartman Union Building
the Hartman Union Building (the HUB) is the center for student 
activities, student organizations, recreation programs, and stu-
dent-organized special events both on and off campus. the HUB 
houses the following departments, programs, and services:
• atm
• University Bookstore: sells textbooks, supplies, and PSU 

apparel
• community Service center: responsible for coordination of 

community service programs
• computer cluster: 16 computers available for student use as 

well as wireless internet access for PSU community mem-
bers throughout the building 

• id center/Print shop: student ids and copying services 
• mail center: full-service post office as well as mailboxes for 

all students and organizations
• Recreation Program: see above
• Sidewalk café and Snack Bar: dining venues that accept 

“flex cash”
• Student activities office: advisors to Pace and student gov-

ernment
• Student media: the campus newspaper (The Clock), year-

book (Conning Tower), radio station (WPcR), and PSU Poets 
and Writers (Centripetal literary magazine)

• Student government: the Student Senate, class officers, 
and Student Body President and Vice-President

• Wellness center: see Wellness Programs

additionally, the HUB provides meeting and activity space 
for the campus community and office space for some of our 
80-plus student organizations. Volunteer involvement in stu-
dent organizations allows students to pursue their interests and 
develop friendships as well as leadership skills.

University Police
the Plymouth State University Police department is committed 
to promoting and maintaining a safe and secure campus envi-
ronment so that our students, their families, faculty and staff, 
guests, and visitors feel comfortable and enjoy the time they 
spend at Plymouth State University. the department is com-
mitted to their values of respect, compassion, fairness, quality 
service, problem solving, and continual improvement.

University Police employs full-time and part-time certified police 
officers who have graduated from academy training programs 
conducted by the NH Police Standards and training council. 
officers attend annual in-service training and other job-related 
continuing education throughout the year to maintain their 
state certifications. although they receive their police author-
ity from and have concurrent jurisdiction within the towns of 
Plymouth and Holderness, PSU officers are responsible for all 
law enforcement services on the PSU campus. in addition to 
their primary focus of the PSU campus and off-campus proper-
ties owned by the University, PSU officers support and assist 
our two host towns. in direct radio contact with the Plymouth 

dispatch center at all times, University Police are able to sum-
mon additional police, fire, or emS professionals to maintain 
public order and safety.

University Police also employs a full-time parking enforce-
ment officer and several part-time campus safety student offi-
cers. Student officers provide an enhanced visible presence to 
the University community that assists with crime prevention 
and detection, and contribute to a safer campus environment 
by conducting foot patrols and checks of campus buildings and 
property, enforcing University parking regulations, traffic con-
trol, and assisting with event management.

other services offered include the following:
•  Fingerprinting (for job security clearances)
•  laptop and bicycle registration
•  motorist assistance
•  Silent Witness (for confidential crime reporting)
•  Storage of hunting equipment
•  Victim Services Program for female victims of violent 

crime.

Wellness Programs
Plymouth State University is committed to promoting whole-
person wellness, including intellectual, physical, mental, 
social, emotional, occupational, and spiritual development for 
students, faculty, and staff. our commitment to wellness and 
human development stems from our values: respect for teach-
ing, learning, and scholarship; respect for the persons and 
property of others; and respect and care for our environment 
and the earth we all share. the University’s wellness programs 
include the following:
• annual Wellness Fair run by the academic Health education 

program
• campus-wide Whole Health team
• life educators, a peer-education group that leads programs 

in wellness and life skills
• Fitness program run by the Hartman Union Building
• one-to-one and group consultations
• love Your Body Week, a week of programs about body 

image and eating disorders, coordinated by the academic 
Health education program

• the Wellness center, located in Hartman Union Building.
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Academic Resources

Academic Advising

Advisors
all matriculated students have an academic advisor. Students 
have the right to choose their advisor and to change their advi-
sor at any time. to change advisors, students should go to the 
Undergraduate advising center or the Undergraduate Studies 
office after securing the approval of the new advisor. No forms 
are required.

When students declare a major or change their major, a new 
advisor representing that major is either assigned or chosen by 
the student. Students are required to obtain their advisor’s sig-
nature to request exceptions to academic requirements. 

the week preceding initial registration (early april for the 
upcoming fall semester and early November for the upcoming 
spring semester) is when students meet with their advisors to 
plan their next semester schedule of classes. Students should 
examine the Schedule of classes and consult their current 
degree evaluation within myPlymouth (see below) to deter-
mine a tentative schedule. Students should bring these materi-
als to the meeting with their advisor where a preferred schedule 
for the coming semester and a list of second-choice courses will 
be determined. after consultation with the advisor, students will 
receive their Web Reg access code, which is needed to access 
the online registration system in myPlymouth. Schedule plan-
ning for students new to Plymouth is done during New Student 
orientation.

Some courses are offered every semester, others once per year, 
and others only every other year. Because of this, and because 
students need to take some courses before taking others, 
students should plan, in consultation with their advisors, a 
four-year sequence of courses that meets their degree program 
requirements. the recommended year to take courses within 
the major program of study is noted within the descriptions of 
most majors and options.

advisors provide students with information concerning alterna-
tives, limitations, and possible outcomes of academic choices as 
well as to help solve problems that arise in relation to academic 
work. it is the students’ responsibility to ensure that they are 
making adequate progress toward meeting the requirements 
of the degree program they have chosen. Students can seek 
the counsel of anyone they wish toward meeting that end. For 
questions concerning academic advising, please contact the 
Undergraduate advising center.

myPlymouth
the myPlymouth portal (http://my.plymouth.edu) is the elec-
tronic gateway to online services at Plymouth State University. 
active, registered students have access to the portal as described 
in the technology section. the portal contains academic, per-

sonal, administrative, and recreational information about 
Plymouth State University. Self Service (under the Services tab) 
includes academic information such as unofficial transcripts, 
tuition statements, grades, and schedules. 

myPlymouth is accessible from any computer with internet 
access, on campus or off. a user name and password are 
required to access the system. this information is typically pro-
vided to new students during the admission process. Students 
are especially encouraged to consult myPlymouth when plan-
ning their new semester schedules to get the most current 
information about which courses are available and which are 
closed.

It is also important that students check their schedules prior to the end 
of the add/drop period each semester. Students can avoid receiving 
an unnecessary failing grade (aF) by dropping courses they are 
not attending before the drop deadline. likewise, students can 
ensure that they are registered for classes in which they are par-
ticipating by adding those classes to their schedules before the 
add deadline has passed.

Degree Evaluation
degree–seeking students at Plymouth State University have 
access, through myPlymouth, to a computerized assessment 
of their progress toward completion of degree requirements. 
the degree evaluation (curriculum advising and Program 
Planning, or caPP) pairs the courses a student has taken (or 
officially transferred) to the general education requirements 
and the specific requirements of their major. Under the “met” 
column, the evaluation notes “Yes” if the requirement has 
been met and “No” if it has not been met. in-progress course 
work is noted as such. the degree evaluation also notes the 
area of study, credits earned, and grade point average as well 
as all courses taken or transferred to Plymouth. caPP is an 
important tool for students as they begin to plan their academic 
schedule. When students process a degree evaluation, they 
also have the option of choosing different majors and options 
for assessment against the courses they have taken. this feature 
is known as the “What-if” analysis. it provides an opportunity 
to see the influence that any potential change(s) may have on a 
projected completion date.

Undergraduate Advising Center
in addition to the assistance provided to students by their aca-
demic advisor and the tools available through myPlymouth, 
Plymouth State University offers advising services through the 
Undergraduate advising center. the Undergraduate advising 
center, located in mary lyon Hall, is open monday through 
Friday from 8 a.m.–4:30 p.m. the staff wants to help students 
meet their goals. 
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each student is assigned an academic advisor and is encouraged 
to meet and discuss his or her program requirements with that 
advisor. the center serves as an additional advising resource, 
particularly in relation to the graduation review process.

each semester students who have earned 48 credits become 
part of the graduation review process. Students with a declared 
major receive a letter, a cover Review, and a curriculum 
Planning guide outlining their remaining degree requirements. 
Students may also meet with the Undergraduate advising 
center staff to review their remaining course requirements and 
plan for future semesters. the center’s role is to assist students 
with declared majors to:
•  review remaining degree requirements;
•  calculate major, discipline, and minor gPas; 
•  process pertinent paperwork;
•  plan courses for their remaining semesters; and
•  find available resources to achieve their goals.

the center also provides counsel to students in academic dif-
ficulty on the best and fastest ways to return to good academic 
standing.

Undergraduate Studies Office
the office of Undergraduate Studies administers all student 
requests pertaining to academic affairs (see the academic 
Policies and Procedures section). this includes course substitu-
tions, overloads, late course drops, and late course withdrawals. 
the office also coordinates the undergraduate interdisciplinary 
Studies major, the transfer of credits, and transfer agreements 
(see the admission, tuition, Fees, and Financial aid section). 
the office of Undergraduate Studies serves as the student 
exchange representative for the New Hampshire college and 
University council (see Study away opportunities). the office 
is located in Room 208 of the Speare administration Building 
and is open monday through Friday from 8 a.m.–4:30 p.m., or 
call (603) 535–2235. all undergraduate students are welcome to 
visit for assistance with any academic concern or need.

Academic Support Services

Math Activities Center
the math activities center is a hub for extra-class activities 
involving mathe matics. during operating hours, students may 
use the center for completing assignments, forming study 
groups, and receiving group and/or individ ual tutorial services. 
trained student tutors and faculty, dedicated to student suc-
cess and achievement in mathematics, staff the center, which 
is located within the department of mathematics in Harold e. 
Hyde Hall, room 351. the phone number is (603) 535-2819.

Plymouth Academic Support Services (PASS)
PaSS is a federally funded program designed to provide indi-
vidualized academic assistance to students enrolled at PSU. 
assistance is available for students in time management, exam 
preparation, note taking, and other study techniques. academic 
tutors are available in most introductory-level courses. advisors 
are available to work with students with documented disabili-
ties. PaSS is located in the lower level of lamson library and 
learning commons and is open during the academic year 
monday through thursday, 8 a.m.–9 p.m. and on Fridays 8 
a.m.–4:30 p.m. contact the office by calling (603) 535-2270.

Services for students with disabilities: PaSS provides ser-
vices to students with documented disabilities to ensure that 
all academic activities and programs are accessible. through 
partnerships with students, faculty, and staff, PaSS promotes 
self-determination and self-advocacy to provide opportunities 
for academic success. 

Tutoring: tutoring is available in most introductory–level 
courses and is offered on a one-to-one basis or in small groups 
depending on tutor availability. tutors are highly motivated stu-
dents who have been referred by faculty and who have a mini-
mum 3.0 gPa.

Writing Center
the Writing center is a place for all students to improve as 
writers. Professional and student consultants are available for 
individualized conferences. the center is used by writers of all 
abilities as they work on writing for courses from all depart-
ments. Writers frequently visit to get feedback on drafts in prog-
ress, but they also visit for other reasons, such as to discuss a 
new assignment, learn about a type of writing they have never 
done before, or find help preparing academic speeches and pre-
sentations.

the center is located on the lower level of lamson library 
and learning commons. Students can call (603) 535-2831 to 
make an appointment, or walk in any time the center is open: 
monday, tuesday, and Wednesday 9 a.m.–9 p.m.; thursday 
and Friday 9 a.m.–5 p.m.; and Sunday night 6–9 p.m.

Arts

Art Gallery and Exhibitions Program
the Karl drerup art gallery and exhibitions Program is a pro-
gressive, public series of exhibitions and events offered by the 
Plymouth State University department of art. the Karl drerup 
art gallery is located in the renovated draper & maynard 
Building on Plymouth’s main Street and is the art depart-
ment’s main exhibition facility. additional exhibition space is 
available in the exhibition hall of the Silver center for the arts. 
the Karl drerup art gallery exhibitions program maintains an 
important role in the support of the educational mission and 
objectives of the department of art. these objectives are real-
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ized through the displays of dynamic mainstream and interdis-
ciplinary exhibitions, which present our faculty, our students, 
and artists of regional, national, and international reputation to 
the public and the entire university community.

Students have the opportunity to participate in and observe the 
process of how exhibitions are curated, designed, and installed. 
this multi–faceted program includes exhibitions; lectures, gallery 
talks, and studio visits by guest artists, critics, and scholars; the art 
Smarts community outreach program to our local schools; and 
the hosting of special University and community events. the Karl 
drerup art gallery is open monday–Saturday 10 a.m.–4 p.m. and 
Wednesday 10 a.m.–8 p.m., or by appointment.

additional PSU exhibitions programs are provided by the 
lamson library exhibit Series and the department of art stu-
dent exhibitions program. the latter series is coordinated by 
students from the department of art who design and install 
student exhibitions in the collins gallery, a department facility 
located on the second floor of the draper & maynard Building, 
in lamson library, and in the kiosks located at the front of 
centre lodge.

Performance Ensembles
the department of music, theatre, and dance at Plymouth 
State University sponsors 10 performance ensembles for which 
students may receive credit. these groups give numerous on– 
and off-campus performances including regional and interna-
tional tours.

one music performance ensemble—University chorale—is 
open to all PSU students without audition. Four music perfor-
mance ensembles—chamber Singers, Jazz Band, Symphonic 
Band, and the music theatre company—are open to all PSU 
students by audition. the chamber Singers and University 
chorale perform choral literature of all styles and periods. the 
music theatre company produces a show during each regular 
semester; students may participate as performers, designers, or 
members of the technical staff.

Four music performance ensembles—guitar Workshop, 
Percussion ensemble, Piano ensemble, and the Pemigewasset 
choral Society—are open to all PSU students by permission of 
the instructor or conductor. the Pemigewasset choral Society is 
a 125–voice regional singing society. chamber Players is open to 
all instrumental and voice students. Keyboard accompanying is 
open to all PSU students.

PSU theatre produces a variety of shows each season, stag-
ing upwards of six to seven shows in three theatres. directors, 
designers, and other artists involved are chosen from the faculty 
and staff, from regional and national professionals, and from 
the student body. these productions are open to all PSU stu-
dents by audition.

the contemporary dance ensemble (cde) is PSU’s dance 
performance company and a for-credit course (dN 3010). cde 
provides multiple opportunities for students to perform and 
choreograph in concerts and informal workshops; the ensem-
ble is open to all PSU students.

Silver Center for the Arts
the Silver center for the arts opened in the spring of 1992 to 
serve the academic needs of the department of music, theatre, 
and dance and to provide performance space for world–
renowned guest artists. this beautiful state-of-the-art facility 
houses three performance areas: a 665-seat proscenium the-
atre, a recital hall with seating for 174, and a “black box” the-
atre with flexible seating. in addition to classrooms and faculty 
offices, the Silver center houses an acting studio, dance studio, 
choral room, band room, costume shop, and carpentry shop. 
throughout the academic year, the Silver center supports 
numerous student and faculty performances, and presents 
guest artists of the highest caliber. the series has presented 
renowned artists such as Wynton marsalis, Pilobolus dance, 
ed asner, ladysmith Black mambazo, the del mccourey Band, 
david Sedaris, the Blind Boys of alabama, asleep at the Wheel, 
and momiX. For more information on the facility and upcom-
ing performances, visit the Silver center Web site at http://sil-
ver.plymouth.edu.

College of Graduate Studies

Since 1948, the college of graduate Studies has prepared excep-
tional professionals in a variety of disciplines. graduate degree 
programs include the master of arts in teaching (mat), master 
of Business administration (mBa), master of education (med), 
master of Science (mS), certificate of advanced graduate 
Studies (cagS), doctor of education (edd), and educator 
certifications. through PSU’s fifth-year graduate programs, 
students can usually earn a master’s degree by successfully 
completing one additional year of graduate study after obtain-
ing a baccalaureate degree. courses are offered year-round in 
face-to-face, hybrid, and online formats. Financial aid and grad-
uate assistantships are available. For more information, visit 
plymouth.edu/graduate, e-mail forgrad@plymouth.edu, or call 
(603) 535–2636.

College of University Studies

the college of University Studies assists deciding students 
with the resources and personal attention needed to select an 
appropriate major and plot a course of action leading to gradu-
ation by the most efficient route possible. the program attracts 
serious students who would welcome assistance deciding upon 
a major.
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the college of University Studies sends letters of invitation to 
entering first year students who identify themselves as “unde-
cided” on their applications. invitations are sent after students 
are accepted for admission and before they arrive on campus 
for orientation. admission to the college of University Studies 
is based on self–selection and is granted only to those who wish 
to actively participate.

Faculty and academic advisors begin to work with students even 
before they arrive on campus. PSU is committed to academic 
success by helping students in their search for the “right” major. 
Students participate in activities such as self-interest inventories 
and personal satisfaction questionnaires and are encouraged to 
use all of the resources available to them, including their fam-
ily. academic counselors discuss options with each student and 
pay special attention to the aspirations and progress of the col-
lege’s members throughout their first year. Students explore 
their interests and eventually make their own informed choices 
of a major based upon their aptitudes, skills, and experiences.
 
the students who benefit most from this program are those 
willing to spend time in serious self-reflection examining their 
own interests and skills. throughout the process, it is stressed 
that only personal commitment, self-discipline, and hard work 
can guarantee academic success. When students are ready and 
confident about declaring a particular major, the college of 
University Studies helps make the transition to an advisor in 
that appropriate field of study.

the college of University Studies is also open on a walk-in basis 
to any student who finds him or herself either undeclared or 
in transition from a major. the college of University Studies 
also has a lounge area that houses a number of resources that 
students can review in order to help them make the best deci-
sions possible.

Frost School of Continuing and Professional 
Studies

the mission of the Frost School is to provide alternative access 
to quality higher education for the citizens of New Hampshire 
(particularly those in the North country and lakes Region) and 
New england. the Frost School was established at Plymouth 
State University to meet the needs of students who want to bal-
ance work and family responsibilities while pursuing their edu-
cation with a schedule that meets their needs.

the Frost School provides access to PSU courses and degree 
programs with convenient evening, online, and “blended” (a 
combination of face-to-face and online) and intensive formats. 
the Frost School Web site (plymouth.edu/frost) provides up-to-
date information about PSU courses, certificates, and degree 
programs offered through the Frost School. Frost School stu-
dents have priority for enrolling in evening, weekend, online, 
and blended course sections, designated by an “F” in the sec-

tion number (e.g., eN1200.F1). Frost School students are also 
eligible to enroll in day time classes. application information is 
available at plymouth.edu/frost/apply.

Degree Programs
PSU degree programs available entirely through evening and/
or online programming through the Frost School include:
•  BS Business administration
•  Ba communication Studies, with options in
 •  Film and media Studies
 •  Professional communication
•  Ba criminal Justice
•  BS Health education
•  Ba or BS interdisciplinary Studies
•  Ba tourism management and Policy

in addition, many general education courses and courses from 
other disciplines are offered in evening or online formats. Frost 
School students who prefer online classes, but have a flexible 
work schedule that allows them to take classes during the day, 
may choose from additional majors offered primarily through 
daytime classes.

Stop–Out Policy. Frost School students may “stop out” of school 
for one year (one fall and one spring term) without losing their 
status as an active student including retention of their e-mail 
accounts, access to myPlymouth, and ability to register online. 
No readmission application or fees are required if the student 
re-enrolls for the third full semester. contact the Frost School 
staff at (603) 535-2822 regarding procedures.

Certificate Programs
GIS. geographic information Systems (giS), a spatial data 
management and display system, has continued to be a growth 
area, impacting many disciplines including conservation, plan-
ning, biology, botany, forestry, geology, geography, civil engi-
neering, history, business, and criminal justice. this 16-credit 
certificate is designed for individuals who want to develop 
skills to enhance their opportunities for employment in busi-
ness, government, and industries where giS is used. the giS 
certificate will enhance student resumes by documenting their 
education and skill development, and for continuing education 
students, making them eligible for financial aid that would be 
unavailable if they were simply taking a number of courses in 
the field. See the department of Social Science.

TESOL. the 16-credit teaching english to Speakers of other 
languages (teSol) certificate prepares students to teach 
english language learners (ells) of all ages. the certificate 
gives students the training needed for ell teaching position 
in the United States and overseas, but the certificate does not 
result in a New Hampshire department of education teaching 
license. See the department of languages and linguistics.

these certificate programs are open to any students and may be 
applied to any undergraduate degree program. continuing edu-
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cation students enrolled in certificate programs may be eligible 
for financial aid. detailed information regarding these certifi-
cates is available at plymouth.edu/frost.

Continuing Education
the Frost School also provides opportunities for continuing 
education students: those students who are taking credit-
bearing courses, but have not been formally admitted to PSU. 
continuing education students may take a maximum of 11.5 
credits per semester. Students who left PSU because of academic 
failure may take up to eight credits a semester as continuing 
education students in order to repair their gPas, allowing 
them to return as degree-seeking students. consultation with 
Frost School advisors about courses, registration, and tuition is 
available (plymouth.edu/frost).
 
Winterim and Summer Sessions
the Frost School provides year-round access to classes through 
the Winterim (January) and summer sessions. the Winterim 
and summer sessions are available to all students. these ses-
sions provide students with the opportunity to make steady 
progress toward their degrees, to catch up or get ahead on 
earning credits, or to raise their grade point average. Winterim 
and summer rates and/or fees are lower than fall and spring 
terms. Housing and meals are available (visit plymouth.edu/
reslife for additional information). many online courses are 
offered during Winterim and summer, so students can take a 
course from the convenience of home or while they are work-
ing. the maximum number of credits allowed is typically six 
credits during Winterim and nine credits during summer. 
check plymouth.edu/frost/courses.html for a list of sched-
uled courses. Registration forms are available online or in the 
Winterim and summer course brochures and may be submit-
ted to the Registrar’s office or the Frost School office. Payment 
for Winterim and summer courses is expected at the time of 
registration.

Definitions

Blended course: a blended course combines classroom–based 
instruction and online course interaction. in this type of course, 
some of the face-to-face instruction time is replaced by online 
course activity. For example, rather than a class meeting twice 
a week for 16 weeks, it might meet once every other week in 
the evening or some Saturdays, with the rest of the course con-
ducted online. Blended courses may include some weekday, eve-
ning, and weekend meetings. the schedule of courses indicates 
the amount of “seat time” that is replaced with online activity by 
indicating a percentage. For example, “B40” indicates that 40 
percent of the class will take place online.

Evening course: an evening course is a classroom-based course 
offered after 5 p.m. during the week.

Intensive course: an intensive course is one that meets fewer 
than 16 weeks. For example, the Frost School may offer courses 
that meet the first or second eight weeks of a term, allowing stu-
dents to take one course at a time, but completing two courses 
within a term. in addition, occasional courses are offered in 
week-long intensive or weekend-intensive formats.

Online course: an online course is a course that has no face-to-
face meetings; all the instruction and interaction take place uti-
lizing the Web. these courses allow a student to enroll in a class 
without the time and place constraints of a classroom-based 
course. there are two types of online activity: synchronous (at 
the same time) and asynchronous. most online classes pre-
dominantly utilize asynchronous interaction, but some utilize 
both. examples of synchronous activities include chatrooms, 
online presentations, and videoconferencing. asynchronous 
class activity can take place anywhere at any time. Students can 
log in and work through course materials when and where it is 
convenient for them, although there are usually dates by which 
assignments must be submitted. discussion boards and sub-
mitting and responding to each others’ work are examples of 
asynchronous activities.

Traditional course: a traditional course is one in which students 
are enrolled in a lecture/lab course offered face-to-face during 
the weekday.

Web-enhanced: Web-enhanced instruction is one type of tech-
nology-mediated instruction in which the instructor uses the 
internet and/or Webct as a supplement to the traditional class-
room instruction.

Weekend course: a weekend course is one that meets in an inten-
sive format for extended class hours during one or two week-
ends in a term or a blended course that meets on two or more 
Saturdays with the remainder of the course being conducted 
online.

Before Enrolling in an Online or Blended Course
Students are encouraged to visit plymouth.edu/online to learn 
more about online courses and take the self-assessment to see if 
online learning is right for them. an online orientation is avail-
able, and workshops are held at the beginning of each semester 
to help students get started.

Credit-by-Examination
credit-by-examination is one avenue for accelerating progress 
toward a degree. the Frost School administers both cleP 
(college level examination Program) and dSSt (daNteS) 
examinations through which students can demonstrate college-
level learning and earn credits toward their degree. Students 
should consult with their academic advisors prior to taking any 
cleP or dSSt exam to make sure that they are both eligible 
to take the exam and that credits earned will apply toward the 
degree. Students must receive a passing score before credits 
are awarded. exams are taken in the Frost School office and are 
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scheduled by appointment. For additional information regard-
ing cleP and dSSt exams, see the appendix.

Community Education
the Frost School offers non-credit education through its 
community education program. community education 
includes a variety of courses offered on campus, in collaboration 
with area businesses, and non-credit online courses for profes-
sional development and/or career training. check for current 
community education and career training course offerings at 
plymouth.edu/communityeducation.

The Library and Learning Commons

the Herbert H. lamson library and learning commons, built 
in 1964, reopened in January 1998 following a major renova-
tion and expansion. the library, a three-story, 90,000 square 
foot facility, takes advantage of PSU’s beautiful mountain views 
to the north and east. it is a popular and pleasant place for stu-
dents to socialize and study. 

in addition to generous seating for students and storage capacity 
for 450,000 volumes of print materials, the library also houses 
the michael J. Spinelli Jr. center for University archives and 
Special collections, classroom for library instruction, 145 pub-
lic computers, exhibition space, classrooms, meeting rooms, 
listening/viewing areas, and group study rooms. the library 
has 120 network hot-jacks and is also wireless, allowing online 
access throughout the building. the library’s current collec-
tion includes more than 350,000 cataloged print and nonprint 
items and approximately 1,000 periodical subscriptions. the 
library provides access to a growing variety of subscription data-
bases, online journals, and e-books. all online resources are 
accessible to PSU students, faculty, and staff, both on and off 
campus. in addition to online and face-to-face research assis-
tance, librarians provide classroom instruction in the effective 
use of library resources. the library provides, at no charge to 
students, document delivery service for book and journal mate-
rials not owned by lamson library. as a member of the New 
Hampshire college and University council (NHcUc), PSU 
allows students to have borrowing privileges at other college 
libraries in the state.

Lamson Learning Commons
information technology Services (itS) Help desk and instruc-
tional technology support are incorporated in our acclaimed 
lamson learning commons. Visitors entering lamson find 
a renovated information desk that provides all library circula-
tion and reserve services, along with itS Help desk services. 
additional computers and professional support are available 
for students and faculty to develop multimedia presentations 
in our state-of-the-art multimedia Presentation center (mPc). 
also located in lamson is our popular common’s café, which 
provides Starbuck’s coffee, drinks, sandwiches, and snacks.

Online Education
the online education department strives to enhance teaching 
and learning at Plymouth State through its focus on pedagogical 
uses of instructional technologies both online and in the class-
room. We provide support for and training in such technologies 
as Plymouth’s learning management System, ePortfolios, multi-
media development, interactive whiteboards, and virtual worlds. 
in addition, we provide information regarding current research 
on best practices and various educational theories. We offer a pro-
gram that provides certification to faculty who teach in the online 
environment as well as numerous workshops and events.

Scholarly Societies

Delta Mu Delta is an honor society whose purpose is to rec-
ognize and reward business students who have distinguished 
themselves scholastically, and members from the academic or 
business community who have demonstrated distinguished 
scholarship, business ability, or leadership. Students must be a 
junior or a senior, in the top 20 percent of their class and have a 
3.25 or above gPa. only schools accredited by the association 
of collegiate Business Schools and Programs (acBSP) are per-
mitted to establish delta mu delta chapters.

Eta Sigma Gamma is a national honorary society open to all 
under graduate and graduate health education majors who excel 
academ i cal ly. PSU is one of 121 institutions in the United States 
awarded a chapter, gamma Zeta. its main objective is to fur ther 
the professional competence and dedication of the individual 
members in and for the profession of health education.

Gamma Theta Upsilon (gtU) is an international honor soci-
ety in geography and recognizes excellence in the field. gtU 
is open to any student completing at least three full semesters 
of college course work, completing at least three geography 
courses, and earning a 3.30 gPa, both cumulative and in geog-
raphy. the lambda lambda chapter at PSU was established in 
2003 with the mission of being open to all students exhibiting 
outstanding performance in the field.

Kappa Delta Pi is an international honor society dedicated 
to scholarship and excellence in education. Plymouth State 
University’s lambda alpha chapter is an undergraduate honor 
society that offers an active program of speakers, fundrais-
ing activities, and community service projects. members of 
lambda alpha also organize and participate in literacy activi-
ties for area children. Kappa delta Pi maintains a high degree 
of professional fellowship and promotes the growth of strong 
educational leaders.

Lambda Pi Eta is the official communication studies honor 
society of the National communication association, with more 
than 400 active chapters worldwide. the Pi omega chapter of 
lambda Pi eta was established at Plymouth State University 
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in 2004 to continuously encourage outstanding undergradu-
ate scholarship, officially recognize students who excel in the 
communication studies curriculum, and encourage profes-
sional development among communication Studies majors. to 
become a member, a student must have completed at least 60 
semester hours of university-level study and at least 12 hours of 
communication study, have a cumulative grade point average 
of at least 3.0 and a communication studies grade point aver-
age of at least 3.25, be currently enrolled as a student in good 
standing, and display an ongoing commitment to the field of 
communication.

Phi Alpha is a national honor society for social work students 
enrolled in accredited programs, social work faculty, and prac-
titioners. the purpose is to bring students together to promote 
humanitarian goals and ideals. Plymouth State University’s 
eta omicron chapter invites into membership those who have 
attained excellence in scholarship and achievement in social 
work. established in 1962, the honor society holds its annual 
meeting at the annual conference of the council on Social Work 
education.

Phi Alpha Theta is the international honorary society that recog-
nizes student accomplishments in all fields of historical study. 
Founded in 1921, the society has more than 850 chapters and 
initiates more than 8,000 members each year. the mission 
of this honor society, including the PSU chapter, alpha iota 
lamda, is to promote and encourage the study of history. the 
national organization annually awards scholarships and prizes.

Phi Delta Kappa is an international organization that promotes 
research and service in support of quality education with a par-
ticular emphasis on publicly supported education. the orga-
nization sees education as the foundation of a democratic way 
of life. the organization has more than 100,000 members 
internationally. the New Hampshire Profile chapter of Phi 
delta Kappa is affiliated with Plymouth State University and 
consistently invites graduate students to join. the chapter has 
over 250 members, most of whom live in New Hampshire, but 
chapter members also live as far away as Saudi arabia, the U.S. 
Virgin islands, austria, and egypt. members are public and 
private school teachers, administrators, guidance personnel, 
college faculty, NH department of education employees, politi-
cians, and other advocates for education.

Phi Epsilon Kappa is a national professional fraternity founded 
in 1913. it was established to promote scholarship within the 
allied fields of physical education, including health, exercise sci-
ence, recreation, and sport studies; increase the visibility of the 
allied professions and the importance of these fields in daily 
life; and enhance leadership skills among students and profes-
sionals through service and scholarship.

Phi Kappa Phi, founded in 1897, is the nation’s oldest, largest, 
and most selective honor society for all academic disciplines. 

membership is by invitation only to the top 7.5 percent of sec-
ond–term juniors and the top 10 percent of seniors and gradu-
ate students, as well as to outstanding faculty, staff, and alumni. 
members receive career services benefits, vendor discounts, 
and access to PKP’s global member network. the Society also 
offers competitive grants and fellowships to members, their 
campuses, and their communities. Phi Kappa Phi’s mission is 
to recognize and promote academic excellence in all fields of 
higher education and to engage the community of scholars in 
service to others.

Phi Sigma Iota is an international foreign language honor soci-
ety that re cog nizes outstanding ability and high standards in the 
field of foreign languages, literatures, and cultures. it promotes 
interna tional com munication and understanding, fosters the 
spirit of liberal culture, and offers counseling to its members 
concerning study and career opportunities abroad.

Pi Gamma Mu is an international social science honor society 
that recognizes students who have shown unusual interest and 
aptitude in the social sciences. Pgm is open to any student of 
junior or senior status with 20 credits in social science courses 
and earning a 3.00 gPa. the society also sponsors programs 
toward the im provement of scholarship and the inspiration of 
social service.

Psi Chi is the national honor society in psychology, founded 
for the purpose of encouraging, stimulating, and maintain-
ing scholarship in, and advancing the science of, psychology. 
it serves two major goals: to provide academic recognition and 
to augment and enhance the regular curriculum by providing 
opportunities for practical ex per i ence, professional growth, and 
fellowship through chapter and nation al programs.

Sigma Tau Delta is the international honor society for college 
english majors and minors. the society’s goals are to confer 
distinction for high achievement in english language and lit-
erature in undergraduate, graduate, and professional studies; 
promote interest in literature and english language on campus 
and in the community; and foster the discipline of english in all 
its aspects, including creative and critical writing. 

Special Offerings

Eagle Pond Authors Series
the eagle Pond authors Series celebrates writers and writing 
by bringing distinguished authors to the campus to read from 
their work. the series is named in honor of former United 
States Poet laureate donald Hall, who has twice been New 
Hampshire Poet laureate. Hall is renowned as a poet, essay-
ist, playwright, and author of short stories and children’s books. 
He lives at eagle Pond Farm in Wilmot, NH, a family home-
stead which has inspired much of his writing. the series has 
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brought to campus such notable authors as Pulitzer Prize win-
ners charles Simic, maxine Kumin, and galway Kinnell as well 
as mark doty, Jean Valentine, marie Howe, Robert Bly, Jack 
gilbert, and Ruth Stone.

Medieval and Renaissance Forum
the medieval Studies council hosts the annual medieval and 
Renaissance Forum. Founded in 1978, this conference draws 
a national and international group of scholars. the forum has 
become well known for the quality of the scholarly papers pre-
sented, its small-conference atmosphere, and its congeniality. 
Held in mid-april, the forum is open to general public and stu-
dent participation. the banquet at the end of the forum, where 
several participants dress in period garb and the menu features 
authentic dishes from the middle ages, generally accompa-
nied by music and dance, is a chance for the whole campus to 
identify with various facets of medieval life. those interested 
in the forum may visit the Web site (plymouth.edu/medieval) 
or contact dr. Karolyn Kinane at (603) 535-2505 or kkinane@
plymouth.edu.

ROTC
Students attending Plymouth State University may enroll in the 
air Force Reserve officer training corps or in the army Reserve 
officer training corps at the University of New Hampshire. 
the army Rotc and air Force Rotc offer programs leading 
to a commission as a second lieutenant in their respective ser-
vices. Students in either Rotc program may pursue any cur-
riculum that leads to a bachelor’s or higher degree. two- and 
four-year programs are available. the four-year program is 
open to first year students, sophomores, and transfer students. 
the two-year program is open to students who have at least two 
academic years remaining within their university degree pro-
gram. in addition to on-campus course requirements, students 
must attend an officer preparatory training session for part of 
one summer.

Rotc scholarships are offered on a competitive basis by both 
the army Rotc and air Force Rotc. entering first year stu-
dents may compete for four-year scholarships during their 
last year of high school. additionally, incoming students may 
compete for scholarships while already in college if they meet 
specific Rotc requirements. Scholarships may pay up to full 
tuition, mandatory fees, and required textbooks for university 
courses. in addition, all scholarship recipients receive a tax-free 
monthly subsistence allowance. Non-scholarship students in 
the last two years of the Rotc program also receive the tax-free 
monthly subsistence allowance. Both Rotc programs have 
administrative and medical requirements that must be met to 
qualify for a scholarship and a commission.

more specific information about Rotc programs may be 
obtained by contacting army Rotc at (603) 862-1078 or 
air Force Rotc at (603) 862-1480 at the University of New 
Hampshire, durham.

Saul O Sidore Lecture Series
in 1979, trustees of the Saul o Sidore memorial Foundation 
and representatives of Plymouth State agreed to establish the 
Saul o Sidore lectureship Program at Plymouth. the purpose 
of this program is to bring to Plymouth State and to residents of 
the state of New Hampshire a variety of speakers who address 
critical issues and events in the political, social, and cultural are-
nas, thus reflecting mr. Sidore’s lifelong interests.

as president of Brookshire mills and Pandora industries of 
manchester, NH, and owner of the Manchester Free Press, Sidore 
was a driving force for the ideals of humanity and brotherhood 
in the city of manchester and the state of New Hampshire. 
Sidore’s success was based on the theory that following ethi-
cal principles, providing security for employees, and encourag-
ing participation from all levels in business decisions was the 
appropriate way to conduct a business. His openness to new 
ideas lives on through this PSU lecture series. all lectures are 
free and open to the public.

Study Away Opportunities

Students who are in good financial and social standing at 
Plymouth and have earned a cumulative 2.50 (minimum) grade 
point average may participate in study away programs. all trans-
fer policies and procedures must be followed if students want 
to receive credit for these experiences (see transferring courses 
to Plymouth).

Enroll at Other New Hampshire Colleges and 
Universities
Plymouth State University is a participating member of the 
New Hampshire college and University council (NHcUc), a 
consortium of higher education resources. a student exchange 
program allows Plymouth State University students to enroll at 
other NHcUc institu tions for one or more courses during an 
academic semester. the following schools are involved in the 
NHcUc exchange with PSU: chester college of New england, 
colby-Sawyer college, Franklin Pierce University, granite State 
college, Keene State college, New england college, Rivier 
college, Saint anselm college, Southern New Hampshire 
University, and the University of New Hampshire at durham 
and manchester. Students interested in the NHcUc exchange 
program should contact the director of curriculum Support in 
the Undergraduate Studies office.

Course Enrollment: PSU students may enroll at other NHcUc 
institutions for one or two courses during the aca demic semes-
ter. Such courses, in addition to on-campus courses, must meet 
the minimum number of credits (12) for full-time status, and 
normally should not exceed the full course load defined by cur-
rent policies of the University. No financial charges are made by 
the host institution other than, for example, laboratory fees for 
special instruction, parking or recreation. those fees are billed 
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to stu dents by the host institution. Summer school and January 
programs are excluded from the exchange agreement. 

Full Semester Enrollment: Students, who are in good financial 
and social standing at Plymouth and have earned a cumulative 
2.50 (minimum) grade point average, are permitted to take a full 
schedule of courses at any of the participating NHcUc institu-
tions. the enrollment may be for one or two full-time semes-
ters, upon agreement of the University and the host institution. 
Students remain registered at Plymouth State University and 
continue to pay PSU tuition and fees.

the determination of room and board charges is an individual 
arrangement between students and the host institution. the 
host institution will bill these charges directly to students. PSU 
cannot guarantee room and board at the host institution.

Global Education Office: Study Abroad, National 
Student Exchange, Internships, and Career Services

Study Abroad
there are many opportunities for Plymouth State University 
students to study outside the United States through affiliated 
partner providers in more than 50 countries. Study abroad 
experiences are available throughout the year for nearly all aca-
demic majors. Formats include: semester and/or academic year 
abroad, summer and Winterim terms, international intern-
ships, work abroad, shipboard, language immersion institutes, 
and short-term global courses led by PSU (or affiliated) faculty.
 
While students are eligible to participate in the vast array of 
available study abroad programs, Plymouth State University 
has signed direct affiliation agreements with the institutions 
listed below.
•  american college, dublin, dublin, ireland
•  Bishop’s University, lennoxville, Quebec, canada
•  Kansai gaidai, osaka, Japan
•  middlesex University, london, england
•  St. John international University, torino, italy
•  University of Winchester, Winchester, england

in addition, Plymouth State University has options for studying 
abroad for featured majors. University relationships have been 
forged with the following programs to offer these customized 
programs:
•  adventure education majors may study at latrobe 

University, Bendigo, australia
•  Business, criminal Justice, and education majors may study 

at Roehampton University, london, United Kingdom
•  Summer internship opportunities for 1–6 credits are avail-

able for most majors in Sydney, australia.

contact the chair of the department of languages and 
linguistics for additional information on these language-based 
programs:
•  Université Sainte-anne, church Point, Nova Scotia, a 

Summer French immersion Program
•  UNiVeRSal centro de lengua Y communicación Social, 

cuernavaca, mexico, a Spanish language and culture 
immersion program during Winterim or summer terms

•  center for cross-cultural Study, Seville and alicante, Spain; 
and córdoba, argentina

•  Universidad de alcalá, alcalá de Henares, Spain
 
Planning for study abroad should generally be started at 
least one year in advance. Professional advisors at the global 
education office are available to assist students to explore study 
abroad opportunities, evaluate specific program options, esti-
mate costs, and plan for their trip abroad. advisors also assist 
students with processing essential paperwork including appli-
cations, course registration forms, and pre-departure materi-
als. advisors also help to ensure the transfer of credit from the 
host institution abroad. transfer credit approval forms must 
be approved by the director of curriculum Support prior to the 
student’s departure date. Students should work closely with 
their study abroad advisor in conjunction with their academic 
advisor as they plan and implement their study abroad program 
in order to maintain degree progress. Students must apply and 
be approved to study abroad through the global education 
office in order to remain an active, enrolled Plymouth State 
University student. For further information, contact the global 
education office at Bagley House, (603) 535-2336 or bagley@
plymouth.edu.

First Year/Freshman Abroad Program in Ireland
Plymouth State University offers incoming first semester, 
first year students the unique opportunity to participate in the 
Freshman abroad Program at the University of limerick in 
ireland. Students spend the fall semester, their first semester 
of university study, with a distinguished PSU faculty member 
living and learning at this prestigious irish university. Students 
take two courses in a cohort group format with the Plymouth 
faculty and enroll in three courses of their choice from the 
limerick curriculum. Students are housed on campus in 
student apartments and participate fully in the University of 
limerick’s activities, events, sports, and clubs. this program 
has a limited enrollment and is best suited to mature students 
with skills in independent decision making and problem solv-
ing, an adventurous spirit, and curiosity about other cultures. 
contact debra Regan, limerick Program director at the global 
education office.
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National Student Exchange
National Student exchange (NSe) is a domestic parallel to study 
abroad and is the only comprehensive, university-level, student 
exchange program in the United States. NSe offers a diverse 
group of nearly 200 colleges and universities in 48 states, 
including the district of columbia, three U.S. territories, and six 
canadian provinces. instead of crossing oceans, NSe students 
cross state, regional, provincial, and cultural borders. the ben-
efits for students are to expand their academic program options, 
maintain degree progress, experience personal growth and intel-
lectual discovery, take courses not available at PSU, live in a dif-
ferent region, be exposed to diverse cultural settings, seek out 
graduate and professional schools, and explore career options.

there is a high probability for placement, financial aid porta-
bility, proven procedures for application and acceptance, and 
strong support structures on our home campus as well as at 
the host campus. NSe is an affordable opportunity with high 
student satisfaction. contact Ruth decotis, NSe coordinator, 
career Services in the global education office at Bagley House 
for more information.

Internships
the global education office is the principal contact for stu-
dents in the departments of english and music, theatre, 
and dance; the college of Business administration; and the 
graphic design, the environmental Planning, and geography 
majors, as well as the Women Studies minor. Students with 
other majors should check with their department chair to see 
who coordinates internships for their major. Students can check 
this academic catalog to review the internship requirements for 
their major.
 
Plymouth State University students should consider an intern-
ship to develop new skills and learn more about their field, 
clarify their occupational preference, grow personally and pro-
fessionally, acquire valuable networking contacts in the field, 
add “real-world” experience to their résumé, gain letters of rec-
ommendation from their internship supervisors, and increase 
employment opportunities following graduation. For more 
information contact the global education office: internships.

Career Services and Career Discovery 
From students’ first day on campus, they will naturally start 
thinking about where they want to go in life. PSU offers a vari-
ety of programs, courses, counseling, and services that will help 
every step of the way as students seek information on intern-
ships, graduate schools, or a future career or looking for ways to 
improve their skills.

Career Services: career Services in the global education office 
at Bagley House provides a variety of services to full-time 
and part-time students and alumni. career exploration often 
begins with students logging on to cHoiceS, an interactive 
career exploration software program available on every public 
terminal on campus. Students can use cHoiceS to explore 

careers, academic majors, and graduate schools. Students can 
save their work on cHoiceS while enrolled at PSU, building 
a comprehensive file of their career explorations. the Web site 
at plymouth.edu/career is another good place to start. Full-time 
opportunities are available here. the Web site also lists job fairs 
and on-campus recruiting information, has a host of valuable 
links for career and/or graduate school, and offers a popular 
résumé writing guide that can be downloaded and printed.

the career Services in the global education office at Bagley 
House offers Plymouth Careers eRecruiting.com for under-
graduate, alumni, and graduate students to manage their own 
career management accounts online. Students are offered a 
multitude of career and industry profiles, links to relevant new 
and guided Web research, a library of career advice articles, and 
salary information.

a professional staff member is available to assist students with 
career questions, résumé editing tips, or help in locating appro-
priate resources for their internship, job, or graduate school 
searches. the office offers internet access, periodicals, and pub-
lications relating to career exploration, internships, work and 
study abroad opportunities, potential employers, job listings, 
and graduate school guides.

career Services in the global education office at Bagley House 
hosts a number of employer information sessions throughout the 
year and maintains an on-campus recruiting program for regional 
employers. the NHcUc job fair each spring provides opportu-
nities for junior- and senior-year students to learn about careers 
and internship possibilities. For more information contact career 
Services in the global education office at Bagley House.

Career Discovery: Students can begin their career development 
through the courses listed below, and as they approach grad-
uation should look to utilize the staff and skills of the career 
Services in the global education office at Bagley House to 
put their degree to work. the career discovery Program is a 
set of six courses offered through the department of Business, 
designed to help students develop relevant life, career, and 
workplace knowledge and skills. the courses do not constitute 
a logical or required sequence. Rather, they cover a variety of 
areas that may be of more or less value to individual students. 
thus, in consultation with their advisor, students should exam-
ine their own personal career goals, knowledge, and skills. in 
this context, they should evaluate which of these courses, if any, 
might be of significant personal value. the courses and their 
essential contributions to the career discovery Program are 
listed below. For further information, see the course descrip-
tions later in this catalog, or contact the dean of the college of 
Business administration.
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Course Purpose
BU 2290 develops skills in professional 
organizational  writing, interpersonal 
communication communication, and formal 
 presentation skills, based on the  
 expectations of employers
BUdi 2650  Facilitates selection of a college  
career exploration major and explores post-
 graduation occupational 
 possibilities
BU 3420 develops skills in individual, 
organizational Behavior interpersonal, and team behavior  
 designed to promote success in the  
 workplace
BU 3720 develops an understanding of   
career development the characteristics and expectations  
 of the work  world, as well as skills  
 in career planning, personal 
 wellness, occupational choice, and  
 job search
BU 4650 develops skills needed to succeed  
Professional in the professional workplace,   
employment including professional behavior,  
 networking, and job search

the career discovery Program focuses on the development of 
knowledge and skills relevant to workplace success in the con-
text of individual courses. it is not designed to provide individ-
ual career counseling or ongoing assistance in the management 
of a job search or personal career transitions. Such career ser-
vices are provided at Plymouth State University through career 
Services in the global education office at Bagley center.

Study Centers

Center for the Environment 
the center for the environment (plymouth.edu/cfe) is a collab-
orative effort between Plymouth State University, government 
agencies, and regional non-profit organizations. established in 
2004, the center’s goal is to address science, policy, social, and 
economic dimensions of the environment in northern New 
england through research, education, and collaboration. in 
the natural field laboratory of the White mountains and lakes 
Region of northern New Hampshire, there are endless opportu-
nities for collaborative, environmentally focused field research 
projects for students. the center serves as a facilitator and focal 
point for innovative research and training with a sustainability 
ethic, reaching out to a variety of partners including towns and 
the business community.

Research: the center focuses on applied field research for the 
purposes of training tomorrow’s environmental professionals. 
examples of research projects include: 
•  impacts of acid rain on New england lakes,
•  effectiveness of the clean air act in reducing pollution,
•  distribution of mercury in the environment,
•  control of milfoil,
•  trends in loon populations through time,
•  best management practices to reduce phosphorus export to 

lakes and rivers,
•  field and analytical methods for environmental monitoring,
•  techniques for implementing effective stewardship education,
•  studies of environmental opinions,
•  land use planning techniques to improve environmental 

quality, and
•  protection of drinking water sources.

Undergraduate students have the opportunity to be involved in 
research projects working with faculty, graduate students, and 
professionals in state and federal agencies, businesses, and a 
variety of environmental organizations.

Environmental Research Laboratory: the center manages a 
research and outreach environmental chemistry laboratory in 
the Boyd Science center. the laboratory has a variety of instru-
mentation for analysis of environmental samples, and provides 
freshwater analysis services to university research programs 
and to state, federal, and local environmental monitoring pro-
grams. Undergraduates can conduct senior thesis research in 
the lab and work as research assistants.

Education: the center’s educational program builds on the foun-
dational premise that environmental issues have social and eco-
nomic dimensions as important as those examined in the natural 
sciences. Students solve real-world problems, gain necessary 
skills and experience, and develop contacts with state and federal 
agencies, local governments, planning commissions, consulting 
firms, environmental groups, and educational institutions. to 
complement the sciences, students take courses in geographic 
information systems, remote sensing, sociology, science educa-
tion, planning, statistics, journalism, tourism and business. off-
campus professionals and faculty are involved in projects and 
work with students, enhancing the rich, real-world experience 
that provides future employment contacts for students.

Outreach: Knowledge from research has the potential to pro-
duce a better informed citizenry; environmental policy and 
management can be informed by research and monitoring 
information. therefore, one of the key roles of the center is 
to translate results for the layperson and management profes-
sional via presentations, conferences, hands-on experiences, 
and summary documents. We want to regularly expose stu-
dents of all ages to the university environment to increase envi-
ronmental awareness and stewardship.
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Center for Rural Partnerships
the center for Rural Partnerships (plymouth.edu/center-for-
rural-partnerships) dedicates PSU’s research, outreach, and edu-
cational capacities to advance collaborative projects that promote 
community resilience, opportunity, and a high quality of life in 
rural New Hampshire. the center provides students, faculty, and 
staff with a host of opportunities to work with regional partner 
organizations and communities, and to participate in engaged 
research projects, writing, lectures, and workshops. the diver-
sity of project types to date includes: sustainable development, 
historic preservation, workforce development, cultural arts 
events, regional technology infrastructure, tourism market-
ing, math and science education, alternative heating and fuel, 
regional transportation, and rural health and wellness.

Child Development and Family Center
the Plymouth State University child development and Family 
center, a state–licensed and nationally accredited early child-
hood program, is part of the department of education. the 
mission of the cdFc is to provide high-quality early childhood 
programs to young children and their families, and to serve 
as a model program for preparing early childhood profession-
als. its child-centered philosophy reflects an understanding of 
the needs of young children in a complex society. the center 
employs teachers who have degrees in early childhood educa-
tion and/or have considerable experience in the field. the cen-
ter is open weekdays September through June, 7 a.m.  –5:15 p.m. 
and serves children between the ages of 13 months and 6 years. 
the center hires undergraduate students as classroom aides 
and serves as an observation, field experience, and practicum 
site for all early childhood Studies majors as well as for stu-
dents in other degree programs.

Frost Faculty Center for Learning and Teaching 
Excellence
the Frost Faculty center for learning and teaching excellence 
gathers faculty interested in improving learning and teaching 
at Plymouth State University. drawing upon the University’s 
excellent and dedicated faculty, the center takes advantage of 
in-house expertise by creating informal and formal opportuni-
ties for faculty to exchange ideas they have found effective in 
helping students to learn. it also serves as a location to further 
faculty development through externally funded initiatives.

the center’s goals include synchronizing the educational aspi-
rations of students and faculty by encouraging a campus-wide 
learning environment. Participants build upon proven peda-
gogical experiences helping students to foster the desire and the 
ability to engage in a positive disposition toward learning and 
research. the center works toward these goals by offering fac-
ulty-driven discussions of pedagogies that help students think 
critically, value quantitative reasoning, work with others toward 
common goals and to develop students’ abilities to listen, read, 
write, and speak with skill and conviction.

Institute for New Hampshire Studies
Founded in 1975, the institute for New Hampshire Studies 
(iNHS) has a mission to advance knowledge about New 
Hampshire and its relationship to the New england region 
through ongoing education and research efforts. the institute 
brings together the proficiencies of permanent and adjunct 
faculty from the social science disciplines, frequently applying 
an interdisciplinary approach. the institute sponsors a minor 
in Northern New england Heritage Studies and contributes 
greatly to the tourism management and Policy major.

Since 1980, iNHS has sponsored several archaeological field 
schools as well as research projects, including: prehistoric site 
excavations; evaluations of a range of eighteenth- and nine-
teenth-century sites; surveys and excavations of shipwrecks 
having New england significance; and research to support 
planning and development initiatives of tourism communities, 
accommodations and attractions, as well as historic properties. 

in 1983, iNHS instituted its occasional Publication series. the 
first of these, New Hampshire Indians: A Guide for Instruction, 
is still being used by teachers throughout the state. there have 
since been a number of other volumes on subjects relating to 
New Hampshire and New england issues.

in 1985, the institute received a grant to begin the conservation 
and cataloging of a large collection of photographs that docu-
ment the history of the Brown company, a major producer of 
lumber and paper in the city of Berlin, NH. electronic catalog-
ing is in process, with the intention of expanding the availability 
and utility of this important collection.

Since 1990, iNHS has conducted more than 100 individual proj-
ects for the NH division of travel and tourism development; 
tourism research contracts total approximately $1.75 million to 
date. the iNHS online tourism database is the state’s largest. 
these efforts have gained the University an international repu-
tation as a tourism education and research center.

the institute received a gift from Professor clifford mcgoldrick 
of photographs taken in the arctic in 1896. institute fac-
ulty mounted an exhibit of selected photographs titled The 
McGoldrick Collection of Arctic Images. current plans are to cre-
ate a traveling exhibit.

iNHS has hosted the Society for industrial archeology winter 
meetings during alternate years. the institute also has been a 
co–sponsor of NH archeology Society meetings. an affiliate 
program of the institute is the Heritage Studies option in the 
PSU master of education degree program. this program also 
co–sponsors the aforementioned archaeological field schools 
and other educational seminars. iNHS projects and activities 
are components of a continuing effort to serve the state and 
New england region, in keeping with the mission of Plymouth 
State University. 
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Judd Gregg Meteorology Institute
established in 2003, the Judd gregg meteorology institute 
(Jgmi) is located on the third floor of the Boyd Science center 
and houses Plymouth State University’s undergraduate and 
graduate meteorology programs. the purpose of the Jgmi is 
to support and develop educational programs and research 
activities that relate to the atmosphere within the state of 
New Hampshire and beyond. it contains the Plymouth State 
Weather center, one of the most sophisticated weather centers 
in the country, and also contains state-of-the-art meteorological 
equipment and computer technology.

one of the institute’s primary focal points has been taking the lead 
nationally in developing meteorology curricula with some empha-
sis on air quality forecasting—an area previously ignored in nearly 
all undergraduate meteorology programs. this activity has been 
in response to new initiatives within the National Weather Service, 
which provides operational support in this area.

another important task of the institute is to support the activities 
of air quality researchers at the University of New Hampshire 
and several divisions of the National oceanic and atmospheric 
administration earth System Research laboratory. Jgmi 
has provided direct forecasting services for eSRl’s chemical 
Sciences division air chemistry field programs and also main-
tains a significant online archive of meteorological data that are 
used by researchers to analyze pollution events. the institute 
has also served as a test bed to evaluate some new technological 
capabilities developed by the eSRl’s global Systems division 
from meteorological instrumentation to weather visualization 
tools. Jgmi faculty members also serve as meteorological con-
sultants to these organizations.

Jgmi faculty and undergraduate/graduate students have 
also participated in research projects with various agen-
cies, such as the U.S. air Force, the National oceanic and 
atmospheric administration, the National aeronautical and 
Space administration, the National Weather Service, the 
National center for atmospheric Research, the Federal aviation 
administration, the University of New Hampshire, the mount 
Washington observatory, the U.S. army’s cold Regions 
Research engineering laboratory, Northeast Utilities Service 
company, Public Service of New Hampshire, the governor’s 
office of energy and consumer affairs, the New Hampshire 
departments of transportation and environmental Services, 
and the christa mcauliffe Planetarium. in addition, institute 
personnel and students support pre-college teachers and stu-
dents by offering teacher enhancement programs and work-
shops, visiting K–12 classrooms, and hosting K–12 class field 
trips at the institute.

Jgmi faculty and students have been conducting research at the 
Kennedy Space center/cape canaveral air Station in Florida 
to improve the understanding of strong convective winds, cre-
ate forecaster training materials, and develop new forecasting 

techniques for the Florida Space coast. the institute has also 
entered into a 10-year agreement with the NH department 
of transportation (NHdot) that involves deploying weather 
observation stations throughout the state, processing and 
archiving the data, and providing NHdot personnel with real-
time access to these and other forms of meteorological data. 
Besides standard weather information, these sites also measure 
road surface and subsurface temperatures; some sites will have 
video imaging capability. Jgmi has also worked with NHdot 
on verification studies to determine data availability and integ-
rity and to quality control incoming data, and is investigating 
lower cost observational systems. there are also several efforts 
with the gray, me, office of the NWS and the NWS meteorolo-
gists at the Faa Regional center in Nashua, NH, to understand 
strong offshore, low-level winds and aircraft turbulence.

the institute’s outreach extends well beyond the state of New 
Hampshire, since the institute routinely handles requests for 
information from all over the nation and the world. the insti-
tute’s Web site (http://vortex.plymouth.edu) averages nearly 
100,000 accesses per week; during active tropical events, 
the hits have exceeded 1,000,000 in a single 24-hour period. 
Weather data from the site are routinely used by a significant 
number of forecasters, researchers, and students. 

Mark Sylvestre Planetarium
located in the Boyd Science center, the mark Sylvestre 
Planetarium is a 31-seat facility with handicap access. Programs 
can be conducted using the digitarium alpha lcd full sky 
projector, or the Starlab Sky Projector, and an lcd projector 
with VHS, dVd, and computer (including internet) inputs. 
Programs in astronomy designed for the general public, 
elementary and secondary students, college students, scout 
groups, and others are regularly given. the planetarium has 
been used for art classes, opera classes, summer programs for 
grade school children, student presentations, and a variety of 
other programs. in addition to the mark Sylvestre Planetarium, 
there is also a portable planetarium that is used to give astron-
omy presentations at schools around New england.

New Hampshire Impact Center
the New Hampshire impact center is located in the department 
of mathematics at Plymouth State University. Since 1999, the 
center has been working to improve mathematics education for 
students in the state of New Hampshire and to the nation. the 
center offers professional development programs in mathemat-
ics that help increase the content and pedagogical knowledge of 
pre K–12 teachers of mathematics. it assists school districts in 
the selection and implementation of standards-based, research-
based curricula. it maintains a curriculum implementation 
center, which houses several different K–12 mathematics cur-
ricular, available for school districts to review. the center also 
works with the college of graduate Studies to create courses and 
programs for graduate students and in-service teachers that meet 
their needs. For more information, please visit the NH impact 
center Web site at plymouth.edu/graduate/nhimpact.
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Small Business Institute®

the Small Business institute® at Plymouth State University 
gives mBa students and top seniors a chance to serve local 
small businesses as members of consulting teams, earning 
elective course credits in the process. Working with a business 
faculty member, SBi teams visit their client companies, define 
the scope of their projects, execute the tasks they agree to do for 
their clients, then prepare and present a formal report. these 
reports are required to be comprehensive and professional, 
enabling students to ground their studies in a real-world expe-
rience. over the past 37 years, PSU student reports have won 
dozens of statewide, regional, and national awards in Small 
Business institute® competitions. each consecutive year from 
1999 through 2010, SBi student consulting teams have won 
national awards in the SBi Project of the Year competition: two 
first–place awards in 2006 and again in 2008; top awards in 
1999, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, and 2010; and between 2000 
and 2008, eight second-place awards, one third-place, and 
two fourth-place awards. this record of accomplishment is 
unparalleled by any school participating in the Small Business 
institute®.

Statistical Consulting Center
the Statistical consulting center, located in the department 
of mathematics, offers statistical consulting on the design 
and analysis of research projects to the faculty and students of 
Plymouth State University and its partners. this professional 
service is available at any stage of research including planning, 
proposal writing, design, analysis, or the final written presen-
tation of the results. this is not a tutoring service, but rather 
a resource for faculty and students engaged in research. For 
more information, please visit the center’s Web site at http://
oz.plymouth.edu/~tboucher1/Stat%20consulting.htm.

Technology

Access and General Services
Students have access to a wide variety of computing and tech-
nology resources at Plymouth State University. Upon enroll-
ment in undergraduate or graduate classes, students receive a 
username and password to the PSU network. Students have a 
PSU e-mail account, access to the campus network via wired 
and wireless access points, campus computer clusters, print 
quotas and personal network storage space, and more. access 
to network and individual resources is secure and protected 
with industry-standard protocols.

all PSU’s academic, administrative, and residence hall build-
ings are networked to provide access to online University ser-
vices. Wireless network access is available in lamson library 
and learning commons, the HUB, Prospect dining Hall, and 
academic buildings. Wireless is also available in communal 
areas of the residence halls.

the campus Web portal, my.Plymouth.edu, includes e-mail, 
calendars, campus information and news, numerous aca-
demic resources for research and instructional support, 
online course registration, bill payment, and online resources 
for student-specific information. For more information, see the 
information technology Services Web site at plymouth.edu/
infotech.

Appropriate Use Policy
all users of the technology resources of Plymouth State 
University are responsible and accountable for using those 
resources appropriately. PSU’s appropriate Use policy is a 
series of guiding principles. Full information is available at 
plymouth.edu/infotech. compute responsibly.

Computer Areas
PSU supports more than 30 computer clusters. Within these 
clusters there are more than 500 personal computers with 
access to the internet as well as campus information resources. 
most systems are Windows-based Pcs, although some areas 
of specialty use apple computers. in addition to computer 
clusters, many classrooms are equipped with lcd projection 
systems connected to computers and/or VcRs and visual dis-
play devices. the learning commons in lamson library is 
equipped with several computers geared to create multimedia 
presentations.

Computer Sales and Repairs
Students may purchase computers and software at discounted 
rates by visiting plymouth.edu/infotech/computer. the 
University computer Repair center is an authorized sales and 
service center for dell and apple computers, including war-
ranty work. the Repair center provides on-campus service 
support, providing convenient access for students and families, 
and minimizing computer downtime for students. more infor-
mation about computer sales or repair is available at plymouth.
edu/infotech.

Equipment Loans and Assistance
Students can borrow a wide range of equipment from 
classroom tech Services located in the lamson library and 
learning commons on the main floor of the library. this equip-
ment includes multimedia projectors, video camcorders, photo 
cameras, screens, easels, Pa systems, and more. Students find 
having access to this equipment extremely helpful in prepar-
ing quality presentations to meet academic course require-
ments. For more information regarding equipment loan and 
assistance services, please refer to the Web site plymouth.edu/
infotech/media.

The Lamson Learning Commons: Integrated Library 
and Technology Support
technology support is available by phone, internet, and in per-
son. the technology help desk is part of an integrated service 
provided in the library at the lamson learning commons. 
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Staffed by both professionals and students, support is available 
during library hours and is expanded at critical points in the 
semester to meet demand. the lamson learning commons 
Web pages, plymouth.edu/library and plymouth.edu/infotech, 
provide specific hours of operation as well as links to online ref-
erence materials. the lamson learning commons hotline is 
(603) 535-2929.

additionally, the lamson learning commons provides resources 
and support to faculty and students in the development of multi-
media materials. Specifically, there is a range of equipment and 
software for use in integrating audio, video, and information 
resources into a variety of presentations. assistance is also avail-
able for Blackboard, the PSU course management system.
 
Language Learning Resource Center and Multimedia 
Classrooms
the language learning Resource center, housed in the 
department of languages and linguistics, Harold e. Hyde Hall 
Room 221, con tains 24 computer stations, audiovisual equipment 
and materials, and computer soft ware designed to optimize inde-
pendent and group language learning for students enrolled in lan-
guage courses and for general campus use. the lab is equipped 
with computers with Windows Vista applications, e-mail and 
internet access, a free-standing multimedia station with a projec-
tion system for designing and showing PowerPoint presentations 
and international dVd and VcR players. 

the department of languages and linguistics has equipped 
its dedicated classrooms (Hyde 233, 234, 230 and 221a [mini-
cinema]) with multimedia centers containing computers with 
internet access, and projection and sound equipment for inter-
national video-cassettes and dVds.

ResNet Provides Cable TV and Computer Network
ResNet is PSU’s Residential Network, providing cable television 
and computer network services to students in their residence hall 
rooms and apartments. Basic services as outlined here are covered 
in the room rate and do not result in any additional charges. 

Students receive the same basic cable service as the surround-
ing community, including more than 50 channels of popular, 
educational, and community programming.

Student must maintain a secure computer in order to access 
the campus network. PSU uses a bundled application to ensure 
good security practices and protect systems from virus infec-
tions, spyware, identity theft, and malicious attacks. our cam-
pus network has direct, high-speed ports to the local network 
and internet in all campus residences. additional ports are 
located in lamson library and computer clusters across cam-
pus. there are also wireless “hot spots” in the HUB, Prospect 
dining Hall, academic buildings, and the library. Residential 
computer consultants are available at the lamson library and 
learning commons for assistance with ResNet services.

many students come to campus with cell phones. However, 
land-line phones to residence hall rooms are available by 
request. those phones will have a campus extension and voice-
mail. emergency phones are located in central locations in the 
residential halls for 911 emergency calling.
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Academic Policies and Procedures

Academic Integrity

academic integrity is the foundation of the pursuit of knowl-
edge. all members of the academic community are expected to 
be dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge in an honest, responsi-
ble, respectful, and ethical manner. every violation of academic 
integrity is an affront to the academic community. Violations 
of academic integrity make fair evaluation impossible and cast 
doubt upon the seriousness with which students accept the 
responsibility of acquiring an education.

members of the academic community are expected to report 
all instances of those violations which come to their attention. 
Both faculty and administration consider it their duty, as guard-
ians of academic standards and intellectual honesty, to enforce 
the following policy by prosecuting all cases of violation of aca-
demic integrity to the fullest extent. Students are urged to con-
sider that it is the toleration of violations of academic integrity, 
and not the reporting of it, that is dishonorable.

Definitions
Violation of academic integrity includes any act which portrays 
a mem ber of the academic community as having acquired 
knowledge through legitimate study or research which, in fact, 
has been stolen. Violation of academic integrity includes also 
any act which gains one member of the academic community 
an unfair advantage over another. this includes any act hinder-
ing the academic accomplishment of another.

examples of violations of academic integrity include, but are 
not limited to, the following:
1. Providing or using unauthorized books, notes, or other 

sources of information during an examination
2. Submitting another person’s work as one’s own, that is, pla-

giarism. this includes, for example: copying during exami-
nations; pur chasing papers or taking them from Internet/
World Wide Web resources; copying papers, reports, laboratory 
re sults, or computer work; quoting or paraphrasing library or 
Internet/World Wide Web sources without proper citations.

3. doing work for which another person will receive credit. 
this includes, for example, allowing one’s examination 
answers, reports, laboratory results, or computer work to be 
submitted by another person as his or her own work.

4. Falsifying, through forgery or other alteration, academic 
documents such as transcripts, registration materials, with-
drawal forms, or grade reports

5. Reading, removing, or copying, without authorization, or 
stealing any academic document, exam, or academic record 
maintained by any member of the faculty or administration

6. Using unauthorized assistance in the laboratory, at the com-
puter terminal, or on field placement

7. Stealing, copying, or destroying another person’s com-
puter program or file, deliberately preventing or depriv-

ing another’s access to the University computer system or 
resources, or impeding the system’s performance

8. Stealing, or removing without authorization, books or peri-
odicals from the library, or mutilating library materials

9. Falsifying or fabricating data or results of research or field 
work

10. lying in connection with an academic integrity hearing.

Panel on Academic Integrity
the Panel on academic integrity will consist of:
1. the chair of the Faculty academic affairs committee, or his 

or her designee, who will chair the panel;
2. a Plymouth State University faculty member selected from 

a faculty pool;
3. the associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies;
4. two student members.

the two student members and four student alternates will be 
elected by the voting members of the Student Senate. Students 
on disciplinary probation and those not in good academic 
standing are not eligible to serve on the panel. all elected stu-
dent members must agree to be available to serve on the panel 
during the academic year and the months of January and June. 
in the event that members or alternates are unable to serve on 
the panel for a specific case, the chair of the panel will appoint 
members to serve for the case. if this is not possible, the panel 
may meet with as few as four members present.

Procedure
in cases where a violation of academic integrity in course work 
is suspected, or in other cases of suspected violations, the indi-
vidual making the discovery must initiate proceedings as pre-
scribed in the following list of required actions:
I. Action within the department

1. any violation of academic integrity, before being brought to 
the panel, should be examined by at least two people:

a. in the case of a violation of academic integrity associ-
ated with a class, these people shall include the faculty 
member and the chair of the department

b.  in other cases, these people shall include whoever is 
making the complaint and whoever is in charge of the 
area of complaint.

c.  in the case of stealing, removing, or mutilating library 
materials, in conjunction with a course, the library 
shall notify the course instruc tor of the violation. the 
course instructor shall pursue the complaint. library 
personnel may be asked to appear as witnesses.

2. the examination shall be thorough enough to establish 
with reasonable confidence whether a violation of academic 
integrity occurred, who the parties involved are, and that 
accusations can be justly made and are supportable. the 
examination shall proceed as quickly as possible and will 
generally be complete within one week. 
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3. the student, or students, shall be made aware of any accu-
sations, be giv en a copy of this policy, and have the opportu-
nity to respond. any sup porting evidence shall be gathered 
and verified as thoroughly as possible. all of this shall be 
done in a non–threatening manner.

4. if the examiners are not reasonably confident at this point that 
a specific student violated the academic integrity Policy and 
that the evidence of that violation is substantial, the matter 
shall be dropped, except that the department shall take steps to 
remedy any procedures or conditions that may have led to the 
violation or to the lack of evidence, e.g., an exam that has been 
compromised may be canceled and/or readministered by the 
department. if both of these points—that a specific student 
violated the academic integrity Policy and that evidence of 
that violation is substantial—are clear, the chair shall notify 
the student by letter of the specific violations of academic 
integrity of which the student stands accused. if not already 
provided, a copy of this policy shall be enclosed. a copy of the 
letter and all supporting evidence shall also be sent to the vice  
president for academic affairs. if the instructor thinks that a 
lesser or greater penalty than an F in the course is warranted, 
a statement of recommen dation, with explanation, may 
accompany the supporting evidence.

5. the complainant (or his/her representative) shall attend the 
panel hearing.

II. Actions by the student

Students shall:
1. Honor any requests by complainants and/or department 

chairs for interviews concerning any alleged violations of 
academic integrity. this is the first and best opportunity for 
the student to present ameliorating evidence and/or argu-
ments of innocence.

2. continue to attend the course until notified otherwise.
3. Read the academic integrity Policy. if the student has not 

received a current copy by the time of the vice president’s letter 
(see iii.), it should be requested of the vice president’s office.

4. if the student wishes to attend the hearing of the Panel 
on academic integrity, they shall notify the vice president 
for academic affairs within 72 hours of receipt of the vice 
president’s letter. a student may choose not to attend the 
hearing and instead may submit a written statement to the 
vice president for academic affairs for consideration by 
the Panel on academic integrity. any supporting evidence 
for the student’s case may be presented by the student at 
the hearing. if the student wishes additional witnesses to 
be called, the office of the vice president must be notified 
so that those witnesses may be called for the hearing. if 
the student fails to notify the vice president for academic 
affairs of his or her intent to attend the hearing or submit 
a written statement to the Panel on academic integrity, and 
the vice president’s office has confirmation that the student 
has been properly notified of the hearing, the allegation of a 
violation of academic integrity is sustained, and the hearing 
will be conducted to determine the sanction.

5. a student wishing to appeal a judgment of the panel may do 
so to the vice president for academic affairs within one week 
of the hearing. the appeal should be in writing, stating all 
reasons that the student has for appealing the decision of 
the panel. if the penalty involves failure in a course, the stu-
dent should continue to attend until a decision is rendered 
at the appeal hearing.

6. if found guilty, the student must comply with all require-
ments of the panel.

III. Actions within the Office of the vice president for Academic Affairs

1. Upon receipt of the letter (i.4) the vice president shall offi-
cially notify the student of the charges and shall refer the 
matter to the Panel on academic integrity.

2. the panel hearing shall be arranged as soon as possible. 
the student panel members, witnesses, and the person 
making the complaint shall be notified. (the student may 
choose not to attend.)

3. Regardless of the outcome of a hearing or appeal, a record 
of the proceedings and supporting evidence will be kept for 
the prescribed time (see Records).

4. the vice president shall hold an appeal hearing as soon as 
possible upon receiving a written appeal. the vice president 
may call upon any person involved when the appeal is con-
sidered. after the appeal, action referred to in Section iii.3 
is modified if appropriate.

5. the record of each student found guilty by the panel shall be 
checked for prior convictions. if this is a second conviction, 
the panel will be reconvened no sooner than eight days, nor 
later than 14 days, from the date of the second conviction to 
decide whether to expel the student from the University, to 
suspend the student for a period no less than one year, or to 
assign some other penalty as appropriate. if the student has 
appealed the second or later conviction to the vice president, 
however, the panel will be convened no later than seven 
days after the failure of the appeal.

6. the judgment of the panel shall then be carried out. in 
cases when the penalty is:

a. an F on an assignment, the instructor shall be respon-
sible for implementing that sanction as part of his/her 
regular record keeping for the course. the chair of the 
Panel on academic integrity shall notify, in writing, the 
vice president for academic affairs of the sanction.

b. an aF for a course, or a suspension or an expulsion, the 
chair of the Panel on academic integrity shall notify, in 
writing, the vice president for academic affairs of the 
sanction. the vice president shall then be responsible 
for notifying the vice president for Student affairs, the 
Registrar, and the director of Financial aid, in writing, 
of the sanction. For a grade of aF, the Registrar shall 
enter this grade on the transcript. For a suspension 
or an expulsion, the Registrar shall enter a notation of 
academic suspension or expulsion on the student tran-
script. if the sanction in question is a suspension, it 
shall be considered effective at the beginning of the next 
full semester. a student shall have the right to petition 
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the vice president for academic affairs for removal of 
the notation of academic suspension from the tran-
script. at the time of graduation or two years after the 
academic suspension, whichever comes first, the stu-
dent may petition for the removal of the suspension. 
Pending an appeal, an expulsion shall begin on the 
date of conviction.

IV. Actions by the Panel

1. Upon being notified of an impending hearing by the office 
of the vice president for academic affairs, each panel mem-
ber will, prior to the hearing, visit the vice president’s office 
and examine the materials for the case.

2. the panel will, at the hearing:
a. hear the complaint by the instructor or person mak-

ing the complaint;
b. hear any explanation or expression of mitigating cir-

cumstances the student may wish to give, if present;
c. question both the student and the person making the 

complaint as necessary;
d. decide the case and any penalty;
e. tell the student the result of the hearing, explain the 

consequences, and inform the student about the right 
of appeal if found guilty.

3. the chair of the panel will inform the student in writing 
of the panel’s action. copies of this letter will be sent to the 
vice president for academic affairs and to the person mak-
ing the complaint. all documents shall be returned to the 
office of the Vice President.

4. if the panel is reconvened because of a student’s second or 
later conviction, the chair of the panel will obtain from the 
office of the Vice President for academic affairs the files 
from the panel hearings. the panel will then decide what 
further penalty to assess (see Penalties). the chair will write 
a letter to the student, with a copy to the office of the Vice 
President for academic affairs, informing the student of 
the further penalty and of the right of appeal.

Penalties

in most cases when students are found guilty of a violation 
of academic integrity for the first time, whether by admission 
of guilt or by the findings of the Panel on academic integrity, 
and where the incident occurs in connection with a specific 
course, the panel will decide that they be excluded from further 
participation in the course, receiving a grade of aF on their 
transcripts. an aF signifies administrative failure, signifying 
that the course has been failed for administrative reasons; the 
impact is the same as an F in all other regards. in those cases 
where, in the judgment of the Panel of academic integrity, the 
offense is unusually serious, the panel may also decide to sus-
pend the students from the University for no more than one 
year or expel the students. in those cases where in the judgment 
of the Panel on academic integrity there are extenuating cir-
cumstances, such as cases where the incident clearly occurred 
because of ignorance rather than intention, or in cases of plagia-
rism where the amount of material plagiarized was extremely 

small, the panel may decide on a lesser penalty than aF in the 
course: an aW in the course or a grade of F on the assignment. 
if the faculty member in whose class the offense occurred rec-
ommends a penalty, the panel may take this into account in 
reaching its decision.

in cases where a first conviction for a violation of academic 
integrity occurs apart from a particular course or where it has a 
minor or tenuous impact on a course, the penalty may be sim-
ply having a record of conviction (see Records). Here too, how-
ever, in cases where the offense is unusually serious, the panel 
may decide to suspend the students from the University for 
no more than one year or expel the students. a record of con-
viction is, at any rate, a serious consequence of a first offense. 
the second conviction for violating academic integrity will nor-
mally result either in suspension for no less than one year or 
expulsion. also, if the second offense occurs within a particular 
course, an aF will be posted on the transcript as the final grade 
for that course.

if a violation of academic integrity involves damage to University 
property or otherwise violates the law, legal or disciplinary action 
may also be taken.

Records
if the student is found not guilty of violating academic integ-
rity, all evidence will be retained by the vice president for 
academic affairs for a period of three years. the vice president 
for academic affairs shall be the only person with access to 
these records. after three years, all evidence shall be destroyed. 
a record shall be retained of the action taken by the panel, only 
accessible to the vice president for academic affairs.

Whenever students have been convicted of violating aca-
demic integrity, a record of the conviction shall be retained 
permanently by the vice president for academic affairs. the 
vice president for academic affairs, all faculty and Principal 
administrators with legitimate need to know, and the student 
in question shall have the privilege of access to the record. the 
vice president for academic affairs shall retain all evidence 
related to the case until three years after the student has left the 
University. a record of the conviction shall be reportable to the 
panel if the student is convicted of a subsequent violation of the 
academic integrity Policy and to any outside agencies legally 
requesting this information until the student graduates or five 
years after the conviction.

Fair Grading
Fair and equitable grading reflects values to which all members 
of the Plymouth State University community commit them-
selves. grades are used to assess the relative extent to which stu-
dents achieve course objectives in all for-credit courses at PSU. 
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academic freedom allows instructors (1) to determine course 
objectives, within the bounds of established curricula, and the 
means by which a student’s mastery of those objectives will be 
evaluated, and (2) to evaluate the quality of work on individual 
exams or assignments. 

Students have the right to challenge evaluations of their work. 
Such challenges are of two kinds. those that question the accu-
racy of grades are resolved by means described under grade 
appeals. Questions related to the policy or process of making 
assignments and determining the final grade are addressed by 
Standards for Fair grading.

Standards for Fair Grading
to achieve fair and equitable grading, instructors shall inform 
students, in writing, e.g., via a syllabus, of the course objec-
tives and the means by which student mastery of those objec-
tives will be determined. instructors are expected to share this 
information with students during the first class meeting and 
to provide this information, in writing, no later than the sec-
ond class meeting. these arrangements cannot be altered after 
the class has met for one quarter of its scheduled class meeting 
time if the changes disadvantage a student. the grade of a stu-
dent shall be based solely on the criteria known to all students 
in the class, and all such criteria shall apply to mastery of stated 
course objectives.

examples of violations of the fair grading policy include, but are 
not limited to, the following: 
1. allowing alternate work to substitute for coursework assign-

ments, for a particular student or group of students, when 
that option has not been stated in the syllabus as available to 
all students

2. allowing a student to perform extra work, over and above 
that described in the syllabus, to influence her or his grade, 
when that same opportunity has not been made available to 
all students

3. allowing any student to perform extra work after final 
grades have been submitted to improve their grade

exceptions to the above example violations may be allowed in 
cases related to documented learning disabilities when alterna-
tive testing arrangements have been made through Plymouth 
academic Support Services (PaSS) and in cases where there 
are documented serious extenuating circumstances. 

When a member of the Plymouth State University community 
believes that fair grading practices are not being followed in 
a particular course, they must raise the issue in the following 
way. 
i.  Raise the issue with the instructor of the course to consider 

whether the suspected violation of the fair grading policy 
did occur. if the facts of the matter are disputed, without 
resolution, the chair of the instructor’s department shall 
be consulted; if unresolved, the associate vice president 
for Undergraduate Studies shall be consulted; and if unre-

solved, the Faculty academic affairs committee shall hear 
the facts and reach findings. if it is determined that a viola-
tion of the fair grading policy did occur, either through the 
above process or through the instructor saying so at the out-
set, and the instructor can and does make suitable arrange-
ments to come into compliance with the policy, the matter 
will be considered resolved.

ii. if a violation of the fair grading policy is shown to exist via 
step i, and the instructor cannot or will not take immediate 
remedial action, he or she shall be guided, by the academic 
affairs committee, as to how to correct the problem and as 
to how to ensure that such a situation does not occur in the 
future. the most extreme case would result in the placing 
of a letter in the personnel file of the instructor involved, 
stating the nature of the matter and the conclusion reached 
by the academic affairs committee. a copy of this letter 
would then be sent to the appropriate department chair and 
the vice president for academic affairs. 

Barring matters related to the just administration of the fair grad-
ing policy above, final grades submitted to the Registrar may only 
be changed due to an error in determining the grade or an error 
in recording the grade. Students may challenge the accuracy or 
completeness of their semester’s academic record for a period 
of two years from the end of the semester in question. after this 
period the University shall have no obligation to alter a student’s 
academic record except to correct an error in trans ferring grades 
from the official grade roster to the transcript.

Grade Appeals
Students who challenge a grade should begin by talking with 
the instructor of the course involved. if the situation cannot 
be resolved by that means, or if the nature of the problem pre-
cludes discussion with the instructor, students may bring the 
matter to the attention of the chair of the individual’s depart-
ment. the chair will attempt to resolve the matter either 
through discussion with the instructor alone or jointly with the 
student. if these meetings do not provide a solution satisfactory 
to all parties, the question may be taken to the associate vice 
president for Undergraduate Studies, where the matter will be 
reviewed. Regardless of the outcome of these discussions, only 
the instructor of a course, using her/his professional judgment, 
can change a student’s grade. if the associate vice president is 
not satisfied with the proceedings, the associate vice president 
can ask the academic affairs committee to hear the matter as 
described in i and ii under Standards for Fair grading.

FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) 
Rights Regarding Student Records
as custodian of student records in compliance with the Family 
educational Rights and Privacy act of 1974, amended in 1998, 
the University assumes the trust and obligation to ensure the 
full protection of student records which includes maintain 
the confidentiality of educational records. the University has 
developed policy guidelines for access to educational records 
with respect to the rights of eligible students and parents of 
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dependent eligible students. educational records maintained 
by the University are considered confidential, except for direc-
tory information and information that is exempt from the need 
for consent. information that may be disclosed may be released 
publicly in verbal, printed, electronic, or other form. the admin-
istrative procedures outlined in this section are to be complied 
with by University personnel who have or accumulate educa-
tional records, which are in a personally identifiable form.

Students may direct questions regarding FeRPa and the regula-
tions to the Registrar and the dean of Students. Student records 
maintained by the University fall into two general categories: 
directory information and educational Records.

Directory Information. directory information is information 
concerning a student that may be disclosed at the discretion 
of Plymouth State University publicly through verbal, printed, 
electronic, or other form, without prior consent. the University 
includes the following as direction information:
•  awards/honors
•  Birthday (excluding year)
•  class standing (e.g., first year, admitted to a master’s pro-

gram)
•  dates of attendance and/or semesters attended
•  degrees and certificates conferred (including conferral 

dates)
•  eligibility for commencement ceremonies
•  enrollment status (full-time, part-time)
•  Hometown
•  major field of study (e.g., undergraduate major, graduate 

program)
•  Names of previous institutions attended
•  Past and present participation in officially recognized co-

curricular activities (e.g., sports, music, drama)
•  Photograph
•  Physical factors (athletes only)
•  PSU e-mail address
•  PSU mail box number
•  PSU voice mail/virtual telephone number
•  Student name

Educational Records. educational Records are records, files, 
documents, and other materials regarding a student, that are 
maintained by a Plymouth State University office, department 
or University official. these records include such items as 
academic records, financial records, medical records, judicial 
records, etc. educational Records may not be released to a third 
party, without written consent of the student, except in situa-
tions listed under ‘exceptions to Prior consent.’

Exceptions to Prior Consent. the following list includes situa-
tions where information in a student’s educational Record may 
be released to a third party without consent of the student.
•  to University officials, including the University’s attorney(s), 

who have a legitimate educational interest
•  to institutions where a student seeks or intends to enroll

•  to USNH branches in compliance with trustee policies
•  to parents of dependent students (appropriate iRS forms 

are required and generally students are notified of the 
request.)

•  in response to Subpoenas/court orders
•  information considered “directory information”
•  Notification of judicial outcome to victims of a crime of vio-

lence violation
• information that can be released to the public as explained 

in the Judicial System section of the Handbook
•  Parental Notification in drug and alcohol related violations 

and threats to health and safety
•  Records of deceased former students may be released or 

disclosed at the request of a parent, personal representative 
or other qualified representative of the student’ estate, or 
pursuant to a court order to subpoena.

•  authorized representatives of the comptroller general, the 
Secretary of education, the administrative head of an edu-
cational agency, state education authorities, or the attorney 
general when investigating government sponsored or affili-
ated program

•  officials responsible for acting in conjunction with the stu-
dent’s application for, or receipt of, financial aid

•  authorized individuals or organizations conducting stud-
ies for or on behalf of the University for the purpose of 
developing, validating, or administering predictive tests; 
for administering student aid programs; and for improv-
ing instruction. these studies must be conducted in such 
a manner as will not permit the personal identification of 
students and their parents by persons other than represen-
tatives of the University or such organizations. this infor-
mation is to be destroyed when it is no longer needed for 
the purpose for which it was collected. authorization for 
such activities will come from the appropriate University 
administrator.

•  other entities with whom the University has directly con-
tracted to offer/provide approved goods and services

•  if a parent or student initiates legal action against the 
University

if educational records are released in situations where prior 
consent is not needed and a student may not be aware of the 
release, a reasonable attempt will be made to notify a student of 
what information was released and to whom it was released.

Rights under FERPA. Students have the following rights regarding 
directory information and educational Records: right to inspect 
and review educational records, excluding financial aid records of 
the student’s parents or guardian, confidential letters of recom-
mendation where a student signed a waiver of right-of-access, or 
letters of recommendation written prior to January 1, 1975.

the University does not maintain a central repository for stu-
dent records. inquiries for access to specific educational records 
should be made to the University office or agency responsible 
for a particular record. assistance in determining the location 
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of individual educational records may be obtained in the office 
of the dean of Students.
•  to gain access, a student may be requested to provide proper 

identification.
•  access to records will be given as soon as reasonably pos-

sible and no later than 45 days of the request.
•  a designated University official must review and interpret 

the contents of the record with the student.
•  if a student is unable to reasonably review the records in 

person he/she may request a copy of a particular record, 
excluding tapes of hearings, and may be charged the repro-
duction costs of copies. the request for a copy must be in 
writing and may only be granted if the release of the record 
will not violate FeRPa rights of any other students. the 
University has 45 days to respond to this request.

Right to seek to amend records. if a student contests certain 
information contained in a specific record he or she may seek to 
have the particular record amended. to do so, the student must 
request the amendment in writing, to the office that maintains 
the particular record. the request does not guarantee that the 
amendment will be granted.
•  the written request must state the specific data the student 

is requesting to amend and the reason for the request.
•  the department or University official that received the 

request may or may not agree to amend the selected infor-
mation. if the request is denied, the student may follow 
the procedures developed for that particular department in 
order to continue to seek amendment of the record. if the 
request is still denied, the student may request an appeal 
through the Vice President of Student affairs.

•  the student will receive a written decision as to whether or 
not the record was amended.

•  if the record is amended, an explanation of what was 
amended will be provided to the student and the amend-
ment will be placed in the student’s record.

•  if the record is not amended the student has the right to 
place a written statement with the record he or she is con-
testing, explaining what information is contested and why 
he or she is contesting it.

Right to have records released to a third party. a student may 
give a University official or office permission, to release verbally 
or in writing, educational records to a third party. (Some cop-
ies of educational records may not be released to a third party. 
Such records are determined through the office maintaining 
the records.)
•  to do so the student must provide, to the appropriate office, 

a written statement requesting the release or complete a 
release of information form. individual offices may have a 
specific form for this request. the student must sign and 
date the request.

•  the student must specify which records may be disclosed, 
the reason the records are to be disclosed, and to whom the 
records may be disclosed.

•  if a student wishes to revoke a previous request for a 
release, he or she must do in writing, to the original office 
the release was implemented.

Right to have some control over the disclosure of information 
from educational records. there are general rights students 
have under FeRPa that are entailed in this section such as hav-
ing the choice to release information to certain third parties, 
requesting that directory information not be made public, etc.

Right to request that Directory Information not be made public.
•  to do so, a student must contact the dean of Students office 

by the 10th day of class in a semester (or between the first 
and fifth day of class in a summer session).

•  the non-disclosure of directory information is an all or 
none option (either it all may be disclosed or none of it may 
be disclosed).

•  this request will remain in effect until canceled by the stu-
dent. during this time, the directory information will then 
be treated the same as educational records.

•  given the fluid nature of electronic information it is not 
possible to guarantee total non-disclosure, but every reason-
able effort will be taken to protect confidentiality.

Right to waive access to records. a student may sign a waiver 
of right-of-access to confidential recommendations concern-
ing admission, application for employment, references, and/or 
application for an honor or honorary recognition.
•  in such cases, the student, upon request, shall be notified of 

the names of individuals making such confidential recom-
mendations. these recommendations are used solely for 
the purpose for which they were intended.

•  in the event a student chooses not to sign a waiver of access, 
such an act may not be considered as a condition for admis-
sion, receipt of financial aid, or any other service or benefit 
from the University.

Right to file a complaint. a student has the right to file a com-
plaint with the US department of education concerning alleged 
failures by the University to comply with the requirements of 
FeRPa.

US department of education–office for civil Rights
33 arch Street, Ninth Floor
Boston ma 02110
Phone: (617) 289-0111
Fax: (617) 289-1050

Student Classifications
Students at Plymouth State University may be either matricu-
lated (degree-seeking) students or continuing education stu-
dents. to be a matriculated student at PSU means that the 
student has been admitted and is actively working on a degree 
program. continuing education students have not been admit-
ted into a PSU degree program, or they have been withdrawn. 
continuing education students at PSU are taking courses for 
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the purposes of lifelong education or to transfer credits earned 
into a degree program at PSU or elsewhere.

matriculated students are classified as either part-time or full-
time depending on the number of credits in which they are 
enrolled. Part-time matriculated students are those who have 
enrolled in 11.5 credits or less in any given semester. Full-time 
matriculated students are those who are enrolled in 12 or more 
credits in any given semester. Billing is done on a per credit 
basis for part–time matriculated students. Full–time students 
receive the same bill for taking 12 to 17 credits.

Part-time matriculated students who wish to change to full-time 
should make their request in writing to the Registrar. the dead-
line is the end of the first week of classes in the term in which 
the change is to be effective. Students should include the fol-
lowing information: name (printed), student id number, date, 
current address, current phone number, statement of request, 
term to be effective, and signature. For currently admitted 
matriculated students, an on-time request to change to full-time 
status is automatically granted. Students not currently admit-
ted to the University should contact the office of admission 
regarding readmission.

Full-time matriculated students who wish to change to part-
time status must request a change of status in the office of 
the Vice President for Student affairs. this request must be 
made by the end of the add period in the semester in which the 
change is to be effective. Students should consult the Schedule 
of classes, either online or the printed copy, or the Web calen-
dar for the add deadline. a change to part-time status may affect 
a student’s eligibility for financial aid, on-campus housing, 
and intercollegiate athletics, as well as eligibility for loan defer-
ments, insurance, and the like. Full-time tuition and fees will be 
charged to all students identified as full-time when admitted.

all matriculated students (full-time and part-time) must be 
enrolled in at least one credit in each regular semester, spring or 
fall, or they will be withdrawn from the University. all matricu-
lated students (full-time and part-time) who have been with-
drawn but wish to return to a degree program must contact the 
office of admission to apply for readmission.

Academic Calendar
Plymouth State University offers two full-length semesters: the 
fall semester (September through december) and the spring 
semester (February through may). in addition, during the 
month of January there is a term known as Winterim that runs 
full-length credit-bearing courses. this January session allows 
students to accelerate their programs, take courses missed dur-
ing the regular sequence, or catch up in terms of academic prog-
ress. courses offered in Winterim run on variable schedules to 
provide approximately the same number of classroom hours as 
when these same courses run during the fall and spring semes-
ters. Students with a 2.33 (minimum) cumulative grade point 
average may enroll for six credits. Students who are on-campus 

residents during the fall and spring semesters may stay in their 
residences, for a small fee, during the month of January. the 
cost of tuition and fees during Winterim is significantly less 
than during the fall and spring semesters; the savings is par-
ticularly pronounced for out-of-state students as an incentive to 
participate.

Separate undergraduate and graduate summer sessions are 
also offered. Full-length courses running on variable schedules 
are available in these summer sessions; some are intensive one- 
or two-week programs, while others run over a four-, six-, or 
eight-week period. a variety of courses are offered, which can 
accelerate students’ academic progress. Students can register 
for a maximum of nine credits; only students with at least a 
2.33 cumulative grade point average and permission from the 
associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies may take 
an overload. once again, the cost of tuition and fees in sum-
mer sessions is significantly less than during the fall and spring 
semesters; the savings is particularly pronounced for out-of-
state students.

Class Attendance

Plymouth State University students are held accountable for 
meeting all course requirements, which may include both in–
class and out-of-class experiences, as well as both individual 
and group-based activities. Students must therefore realize 
that they are expected to attend all regularly scheduled meet-
ings of courses in which they are enrolled. during the first 
regularly scheduled class meeting, all instructors must explain 
class attendance policies and explicitly document, in writing on 
a course syllabus, whether or not unexcused absences will be 
used in computing grades.

Students are urged to recognize the importance of participa-
tion in class activities and to be aware that their course grade 
may be affected by unexcused absences. it is the option of the 
instructor to determine the attendance policy for classes and 
to decide whether to allow students to make up missed work 
for unexcused absences. Unless the course instructor states 
otherwise, students should assume that there will be academic 
consequences for every absence deemed unexcused by the 
instructor.

Excused vs. Unexcused Absences
Student absences are defined as excused or unexcused. 
Unexcused absences are those that occur without adequate rea-
son. Unexcused absences may be used in the computation of 
grades.

excused absences are defined as absences stemming from (a) 
participation in University–sponsored activities and (b) compel-
ling and extenuating circumstances beyond a student’s control. 
documented excused absences may not be used in the compu-
tation of grades. instructors must allow students to make up 
missed examinations, quizzes, writing assignments, and other 
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course work for documented excused absences. examples of 
excused absences include, but are not limited to, the following:
•  documented student’s participation in University-

sponsored events
•  Student’s documented illness
•  Student’s documented injury
•  documented death in a student’s immediate family
•  documented illness or injury in a student’s immediate family
•  documented student’s required military duty
•  documented student’s required jury duty

instructors are not obligated to excuse an absence if a student 
fails to provide requested documentation. instructors also 
reserve the right to determine when the number of excused 
absences exceeds a reasonable limit to the extent that it signifi-
cantly interferes with a student’s satisfactory mastery of course 
content/skills. excused absences do not exempt a student from 
course requirements, and therefore in circumstances that entail 
excessive excused absences the instructor may reasonably rec-
ommend that a student consider withdrawal from a course.

Procedures for Reporting Absences
it is the responsibility of the student, where possible, to notify 
in struc tors regarding absences for whatever reason or period 
of time. this should take place before leaving campus, during 
an illness, or upon return to campus. if there are extenuating 
circumstances that make such communication difficult, stu-
dents should contact the Undergraduate Studies office. the 
Undergraduate Studies office will send absence notices to a 
student’s instructors, but such notices are for information pur-
poses only and do not serve as documentation for absences.

Additional Attendance Considerations
Students are reminded that they have the responsibility to 
choose their extracurricular activities at times not in conflict 
with their academic classes.

Students who do not appear for the first class of the semester 
and do not notify the instructor before the class meeting that 
they will be absent, may be dropped from the course by the 
instructor, and their place may be given to another student. 
Students should not, however, assume they have been dropped 
if they miss the first class.

Student teachers are subject to the same attendance rules as 
the regu larly employed cooperating teachers, within the bounds 
of the University calendar. absences because of sickness of the 
individual or a family member can be excused by the principal 
or superintendent of schools. absences for other causes have 
to be agreed upon jointly by the principal or superinten dent 
and the University’s coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

Registration
Matriculated (Degree–Seeking) Students
New matriculated students register for courses at New Student 
orientation after having had an introduction to Plymouth State 
University’s degree programs and registration procedures. 
currently enrolled and matriculated students register for fall 
classes the previous april and for spring classes the previous 
November. this process is known as initial Registration. the 
Schedule of Classes is published by the office of the Registrar 
in late march and late october. included are a general registra-
tion schedule, a calendar of important dates, notices regarding 
clearance of holds and payment of tuition, instructions, and the 
schedule of classes.

Students register according to the total number of credits 
earned on their transcript, including credits transferred, prior 
to the sixth Friday after the start of the term in which initial 
Registration occurs. Students with no credits earned register 
based on computerized randomization. Registration time tick-
ets and Web Reg access codes are available from their advi-
sor. time tickets are also available online in the registration 
system.

Students should consult their catalog and degree evaluation 
(available on myPlymouth) as they begin to plan their schedule. 
during the two weeks before registration, students should con-
sult with their advisor and obtain their Web Reg access code. 
Students may then register for classes on the Web based on 
their time ticket until the end of the add/drop period.

Undergraduate Seniors Registering for Graduate Work: 
information about the graduate programs avail able at PSU may 
be found in the Plymouth State University graduate catalog. 
Seniors with a 3.00 or better cumulative grade point average 
may take up to six credits of graduate work at PSU. the credits 
count toward completion of the undergraduate degree as well 
as toward the graduate degree. Permission of the instructor, 
the advisor, the department chair or designee, the associate vice 
president for graduate Studies, and the associate vice president 
for Undergraduate Studies is required prior to course registra-
tion, using a Student Request Form; these forms are available at 
the Undergraduate Studies office.

Course Adds, Drops, and Withdrawals
Note: Dropping or withdrawing from a course may affect the student’s 
progress toward degree. In addition, if dropping or withdrawing from 
a course or courses will drop a student to below full-time status, the 
student’s eligibility for financial aid, on-campus housing, intercolle-
giate athletics, eligibility for loan deferments, insurance, and the like 
may be affected. Before taking such an action, students are strongly 
encouraged to discuss its impact with their advisors and/or represen-
tatives of the Bursar’s Office and the Financial Aid Office.
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Add/Drop Period
Students may add or drop full-semester, first-half, and first-quarter 
courses until the end of the seventh calendar day of the semester. 
Internships, practica, individual enrollment courses, independent 
study, Performance Study, and auditioned courses may be added 
or dropped until the 10th Friday after the first day of classes. 
Second-half courses may be added or dropped until the end 
of the seventh calendar day of the second half of the semester. 
adding or dropping a course does not require the signature of 
the instructor. courses dropped within the drop period will be 
removed from the transcript.

Late Adds: late adds are allowed with the signature of the 
instructor, but a fee of $50 per course will be assessed. late adds 
after the term ends will require a fee of $100 per course.

Withdrawal Period
Students may withdraw from full-semester courses any time 
after the end of the drop period (the seventh calendar day of 
the semester) until the 10th Friday after the first day of classes. 
Students may withdraw from internships, practica, individual 
enrollment courses, independent study, second-half, Performance 
Study, fourth-quarter, and auditioned courses from the 10th Friday 
after the first day of classes until the 14th Friday after the first 
day of classes. the instructor must sign the course withdrawal 
form. Students must submit the course withdrawal form to the 
Registrar after it has been signed by the instructor. a grade of W 
(withdrawal) will be recorded on the transcript. Withdrawal (W) 
grades do not contribute to a student’s grade point average.

Late Withdrawal: after the withdrawal period has ended, stu-
dents may petition for withdrawal from a course only under 
extenuating circumstances such as, but not limited to, the fol-
lowing:
1.  documented learning disability for which evidence has 

been produced after the withdrawal period has ended
2.  documented medical circumstances arising after the with-

drawal period has ended
3.  care of family during an emergency arising after the with-

drawal period has ended
4.  military duty, where activation has occurred after the with-

drawal period has ended
5.  Jury duty
6.  transfer credit which is verified only after the withdrawal 

period has ended

the petition is to be presented to the associate vice president 
for Undergraduate Studies and must include a letter explain-
ing the extenuating circumstances, whatever documentation is 
available, and a course withdrawal form signed by the instruc-
tor, indicating a grade of W is to be assigned.

First Day Drop
Students who do not appear for the first class meeting of each 
course and do not notify the course instructor before that class 
meeting that they will be absent, may be dropped from the 
course by the instructor, and their place may be given to another 
student. Students should not, however, assume they have been 
dropped if they miss the first class. this policy is most typically 
used by instructors of courses in which demand is high and 
ability to accommodate extra students is low. Students should 
make a point, early each semester, to verify their academic 
schedule online.

Auditing a Course
Students who wish to take a course for their own interest or 
develop ment but not for credit may register to audit most 
courses. auditors usually are not required to complete nor-
mal class requirements. No grades will be issued to students 
who have registered as auditors. an aU will be entered on the 
transcript for the audited course. Students wishing to change a 
graded course to audit must complete the transaction with the 
Registrar before the end of the appropriate course add period 
(see course adds).

Overload Credit
Full-time students taking more than 17 credits during a fall 
or spring semester are assessed a per credit overload fee. See 
the overload Fees in the tuition and Fees section for details. 
Students with a 2.33 (minimum) cumulative grade point aver-
age are eligible to take up to four credits of overload by com-
pleting an overload Request form, which is available at the 
Registrar’s office or may be downloaded from the forms sec-
tion of the Registrar’s Web site. Students with a cumulative 
grade point average of less than 2.33 and students requesting 
more than four credits of overload must secure, by the appropri-
ate add deadline, the approval of their advisor and the associate 
vice president for Undergraduate Studies.

during Winterim students with a 2.33 (minimum) cumulative 
grade point average may enroll for six credits. Students with a 
cumulative grade point average of less than 2.33 may enroll for 
six credits, with permission of the associate vice president for 
Undergraduate Studies. any student requesting more than six 
credits must secure the permission of the associate vice presi-
dent for Undergraduate Studies. during summer sessions stu-
dents may enroll for nine credits. any student requesting more 
than nine credits must secure permission from the associate 
vice president for Undergraduate Studies.
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Enrollment Confirmation
at the beginning of each fall and spring semester, matriculated 
(degree-seeking) students must confirm their enrollment at 
Plymouth State University. confirmation is not the same as 
registration; it is a separate action to verify that students are 
registered for credit, are present on campus, and have satisfied 
their financial obligations.

Failure to be confirmed by the deadline can result in loss 
of classes, return of financial aid, and withdrawal from the 
University. See the enrollment confirmation section of the 
Schedule of classes for more details and dates. contact the 
office of the Registrar with confirmation questions.

Enrollment Verification
Plymouth State University has authorized the National Student 
clearinghouse (NSc) to provide all degree and enrollment veri-
fication. National Student clearinghouse may be contacted at:
National Student clearinghouse
13454 Sunrise Valley drive, Suite 300
Herndon Va 20171
Fax: (703) 742-4239
e-mail: service@studentclearinghouse.org
online: studentclearinghouse.org

enrollment certificates may only be obtained (at the earliest) 
two weeks prior to the start of the fall and spring semesters 
from the NSc Web site. For verifications prior to that, students 
should submit a copy of their online schedule to the requestor. 
Students may access the service by logging into myPlymouth 
and choosing the enrollment Verification link in Self Service.

For enrollment verification or certification purposes, the follow-
ing categories are used for undergraduate students during the 
fall and spring semesters:
 12.0 credits or more  Full-time
 6.0 to 11.5 credits  at least half-time
 Fewer than 6.0 credits  less than half-time

categories are based on the number of credits in which stu-
dents are enrolled on the date the verification or certification 
letter is prepared. For more detailed information, see the enroll-
ment verification policy posted at the office of the Registrar or 
on the Registrar’s Web page. an enrollment Verification form 
is also available.

Transferring Credits to Plymouth State University
the University allows transfer credit from regionally accred-
ited degree-granting institutions for courses that are graded 
c or above or its equivalent (a grade of P in a Pass/No Pass 
course). courses deemed by Plymouth State University or the 
transferring institution to be either developmental/remedial or 
vocational are not transferable. academic credit for life expe-
rience and previous work experience is not given. a grade of 
c- or cd is not equivalent to a c. only the credits will be trans-
ferred. credits earned as quarter hours or other units are con-
verted to semester hours. grades from other institutions will 
not appear on the PSU transcript, nor will they be included in 
students’ grade point averages. the only exception to this is a 
PSU course taught through granite State college within the 
University System of New Hampshire (translocated course). 
When translocated courses are transferred into the University, 
these courses are placed on the PSU transcript and treated as 
non-transferred courses. grades earned in PSU courses taught 
through gSc are averaged into students’ grade point averages 
at PSU, regardless of grade.

Students entering Plymouth State University with transfer cred-
its shall have their cumulative grade point average established 
by their PSU grades only. transfer students are subject to the 
academic standards for satisfactory performance.

a maximum of 65 credits taken at two-year colleges or 90 cred-
its taken at four-year institutions will be accepted toward the 
baccalaureate degree. if students take a course at PSU for which 
they have already received equivalent transfer credit, they will 
be notified. their PSU enrollment will be changed to audit; they 
may request to drop the course.

a course from a two-year college transfers to PSU as lower-level 
only. a course from a two-year college may transfer as upper-
level only if equivalency to a PSU upper-level course can be 
demonstrated. Students will have to supply course syllabi, sam-
ple texts, and other documents for evaluation by the appropriate 
department chair.

No Plymouth State University course for which credit was 
received may be repeated at another institution. only a course 
failed at PSU may be repeated elsewhere. the transfer course 
must be equivalent to the course failed at PSU. Upon receipt of 
the transfer credit, the PSU grade of F will be removed from the 
grade point calculation.

transfer credit approval forms are available from the 
Undergraduate Studies office. a transfer course database 
(tcoURSe) is available on the University’s Web site. this 
database shows all courses that have been transferred into PSU 
from other colleges/universities and the way that those cred-
its have been applied to the University’s degree programs. if 
a course appears in the Plymouth State University database as 
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having been transferred in and applied in the way students wish 
to apply it, the transfer credit approval form merely provides a 
way to link the incoming transcript to students’ requests.

in the event the course has never been transferred into 
Plymouth State University, or in the way students desire, the 
transfer credit approval form provides an opportunity for that 
course to be evaluated by PSU prior to students taking it. a copy 
of the catalog course description must accompany the approval 
form. the department sponsoring the major determines the 
applicability of transfer credits to a student’s major.

Earning Credits
Students may earn credit applicable to Plymouth State 
University degree programs by taking courses at PSU or by tak-
ing approved courses at other colleges/universities and trans-
ferring in the earned credits as outlined above. alternately, 
students may earn credit through examination, independent 
study or individual enrollment.

Credit-By-Examination: credit-by-examination is a way that stu-
dents may earn a maximum of 30 credits. the examinations 
may be nationally standardized examinations or ones composed 
by Plymouth State University faculty. When students earn credit 
by examination, a notation is made on their transcripts next to 
the pertinent credits.

the nationally standardized examinations recognized by 
PSU are the aP (advanced Placement), cleP (college level 
examination Program), and daNteS examinations (see 
appendix). aP exams are typically given to juniors and seniors in 
high school. cleP and daNteS exams can be taken on or off 
the University campus at official testing sites. if Plymouth State 
University is specified as a school to receive an official grade 
report, no further action is required of the student. in the case of 
aP exams, the appropriate academic department(s), acting in con-
junction with the Undergraduate Studies office, will determine 
whether credit and/or placement in advanced courses is to be 
granted. Scores on cleP and daNteS exams will be assessed to 
see whether the standards for the conferring of credit have been 
met. if they have, credit will be given for courses in which students 
have not already received university credit.

Students who believe they have adequate background in a parti-
cular subject may seek to obtain credit by taking an appropriate 
examination determined by Plymouth State University Faculty. 
the faculty member(s) and the academic de partment involved 
determine whether or not a course is open to credit-by-exami-
nation. they are responsible for administering, assess ing, and 
reporting the results to the Registrar if such an examination is 
given. grades are not awarded. a credit-  by-examination fee (see 
tuition and Fees section) is required.

Independent Study: independent Studies are upper-level 
(4910), special, individualized projects; students may earn one 
to four credits in any given independent Study. this opportu-
nity is intended to provide a capstone experience for upper-
level students. independent Study forms are available at the 
Registrar’s office and online. completing the form involves 
receiving approval of the professor, appropriate department 
chair, and advisor. once all signatures have been obtained, the 
student must bring this form in person to the Registrar’s office 
to register for the credit.

Individual Enrollment: individual enrollments are a way for a 
matriculated student to be able to take a required course not 
currently being offered during any given fall or spring semester. 
the student must demonstrate extenuating circumstances as 
to why the course could not be taken in the regular sequence. 
No individual enrollment will be granted for a course cur-
rently being offered. individual enrollments are not available 
to non–matriculated continuing education students. individual 
enrollment forms are available at the Registrar’s office. 
completing the form involves procuring the approval of the 
professor, appropriate department chair, advisor, and the asso-
ciate vice president for Undergraduate Studies (or designee). 
once all signatures have been obtained, the student must bring 
this form in person to the Registrar’s office to register for the 
course. credits earned are treated exactly as conventional class-
room courses in regard to tuition and fees. there will be only 
one course offered by individual enrollment per faculty mem-
ber in the fall and spring semesters; in Winterim and summer 
an individual enrollment comprises part of a faculty member’s 
teaching load.

Services in the Armed Forces: all veterans applying for admis-
sion to the University must submit a copy of their separation 
papers (dd 214) as part of the entrance requirements. Veterans 
who have served on full–time duty for more than one year (12 
consecutive months) in the armed forces may receive two physi-
cal education credits.

Class Level
Students are classified according to the total number of credits 
earned, including transfer credits accepted, as follows:

Class Level  Number of Credits
First Year  Fewer than 24
Second Year (sophomore)  24–47
third Year (Junior)  48–71
Fourth Year (Senior)  72–95
Fifth Year (Senior +)  96 or more

Note: For financial aid eligibility the number of full-time semesters 
attended also is taken into account.
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Grading System

letter grades, with pluses and minuses noted, are used to assess 
the relative extent to which students achieve course objectives 
in the vast majority of Plymouth State University courses. 
these courses are the ones on which a student’s grade point 
average is based. a student’s grade point average is calculated 
on both a semester basis and on a cumulative basis that takes 
into account all grades earned by a student at Plymouth State 
University. grades earned at other colleges/universities whose 
credits were transferred into PSU are not taken into account 
except translocated courses as described in the transferring 
credits section.

Grade Point Average: the following grade point system is used 
to determine the student’s grade point average.
 Grade Points per Credit
 a 4.00
 a– 3.67
 B+ 3.33
 B 3.00
 B– 2.67
 c+ 2.33
 c 2.00
 c– 1.67
 d+ 1.33
 d 1.00
 d– 0.67
 F 0.00

the point equivalent of a grade is multiplied by the credits 
earned in that course. the sum total of all such points earned in 
a semester, divided by the number of credits attempted, yields 
the semester grade point average as illustrated below.
Course Grade Points Credits Total Points
composition B 3.00 3 9.00
Human Biology i c+ 2.33 4 9.32
Finite mathematics B 3.00 3 9.00
Foundations a 4.00 3 12.00
 of Sociology
macroeconomics B+ 3.33 3 9.99  
   16 49.31

the 49.31 grade points are divided by 16 credits and yield a 
semester grade point average of 3.08.

to calculate a cumulative grade point average, the same proce-
dure described above to calculate the semester grade point aver-
age is used. the only difference is that all graded credits and 
points earned at Plymouth State University are used. the PSU 
transcript keeps a running tally of the cumulative grade point 
average as well as of the semester grade point average.

Administrative Failure: the notation aF stands for adminis-
trative failure. this is placed on a student’s transcript when an 
instructor does not have enough information to assign a letter 

grade in a graded course. the administrative failure is usually a 
student’s failure to drop a course they stopped attending. an aF 
counts as an F grade in the calculation of grade point averages. 
it is not a reason for a course withdrawal.

Incompletes: a grade of incomplete (ic) should be awarded 
at the discretion of the course instructor in the instance that 
a minimal proportion of the total class work needs to be com-
pleted, such as an exam, paper, or project. the instructor, in 
consultation with the student, determines the conditions for the 
granting and completing of the incomplete and files a Request 
for incomplete grade form with the Registrar’s office before 
the final grades are due. Forms are available online at plym-
outh.edu/registrar/forms. an ic is not a permanent grade; the 
incomplete must be completed by the final day of classes of the 
subsequent semester (fall and Winterim incompletes are due 
in the spring; spring and summer incompletes are due in the 
fall), or by the date specified by the instructor, whichever comes 
first. if the incomplete is not completed by the expiration of 
this period, a grade of F will be recorded, unless the instructor 
stipulates a different grade. Requests for extending the comple-
tion date of an ic grade must be approved by the associate vice 
president for Undergraduate Studies and must be signed by 
both the student and instructor. a student may not graduate 
with an incomplete on his or her transcript. Forms required for 
a student to be granted an incomplete are turned in by instruc-
tors when final grades are due. Please note that a student with an 
outstanding incomplete in a course may not register for that course.

Pass/No Pass Courses: Some courses at Plymouth State 
University are designated in their course descriptions as being 
Pass/No Pass (P/NP). credits earned by passing these courses 
are added to the total credits earned (graded and transfer 
courses as well as credit-by-exam). Pass/No Pass credits are also 
included in credits attempted. credits earned in P/NP courses 
do not affect the grade point average. matriculated students are 
not permitted to take more than one-sixth of their total degree 
program credits on a P/NP basis. only courses identified as P/
NP in the course description may be graded Pass/No Pass.

Temporary Grades: the Ng on a grade report stands for no 
grade submitted. it means that the Registrar’s office did not 
receive a grade from the instructor by the time grade reports 
were created. the student is welcome to contact the instructor 
in this case. When the grade is received by the Registrar’s office, 
student transcripts are updated. an e stands for extended eval-
uation; it denotes a course whose completion stretches across 
more than one semester. Ngs and es must be completed by 
the final day of classes of the subsequent semester (Fall and 
Winterim Ngs and es are due in the spring; spring and sum-
mer Ngs and es are due in the fall). if Ngs and es are not 
replaced with permanent grades by that time, a grade of F will 
be recorded on students’ transcripts.
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Credits Attempted
if a student fails a course by earning either an F or an aF in 
a graded course, or an NP in a P/NP course, the credits that 
would have been earned if the course had been successfully 
completed are added to the transcript column entitled credits 
attempted. credits attempted reflect the grand total of credits 
earned through successful completion of courses and credits 
not earned because of unsatisfactory performance, as well as 
transfer and credit-by-examination. Students’ academic stand-
ing is based on the number of credits attempted, as described 
below. Students should be aware that if a minimum number 
of credits is not successfully completed each semester at PSU, 
financial aid awards may be in jeopardy (see the Financial aid 
section).

Repeating Courses
Students are allowed to retake any course in which they earned 
a grade of c- or below. credits and grade points for the first 
grade will be deleted from the cumulative record, while the 
grade itself will remain on the transcript and the repeat noted 
with an “e” (exclude) next to the grade. the course information 
will be listed in the usual manner the second time it appears on 
the transcript. the most recent grade counts even if lower than 
an earlier grade.

if the course grade is F, aF, or NP, students may also repeat 
the course at another college or university and transfer the 
credit into Plymouth State University. the transfer course must 
be equivalent to the course failed at PSU. Upon receipt of the 
transfer credit, the PSU grade of F or aF will be removed from 
the grade point calculation. the procedure that needs to be fol-
lowed is detailed in the transferring credits to Plymouth State 
University section.

Early Evaluation
to provide early evaluation for first–semester, first year students 
(those who have attempted fewer than 12 credits), at the end of 
the first six weeks of classes, instructors of full-semester courses 
submit grades on these students’ performance. these students 
are urged to discuss these grades with their advisors and instruc-
tors. after consultation with the advisor and instructor(s), these 
first year students may drop full-semester course(s) within two 
weeks after notice of the early evaluation.

Grade Reports
Final grades may be accessed via myPlymouth. to request 
a printed copy of a grade report, students must contact the 
Registrar’s office in writing. grades are never given out over 
the telephone because of privacy regulations and may only be 
mailed to or picked up by the student. 

Transcripts
the University transcript is the student’s permanent academic 
record. ordinary transcript notations list courses taken and 
grades earned, as well as semester and cumulative grade point 
averages. transcript notations are explained in the previous 
grading System section.

transcripts are provided without charge, though some restric-
tions apply. a statement of the transcript policy is posted at the 
Registrar’s office and on the Registrar’s Web site. a transcript 
order form is available at the office of the Registrar or may be 
downloaded from the Web. transcript orders must be in writ-
ing, or by fax, (603) 535-2724, and must include the following: 
full printed name, former names (if any), student id and/or 
social security number, approximate dates of attendance at 
Plymouth State, address(es) to which the transcript should be 
mailed, current address and phone number, and the student’s 
signature.

transcripts cannot be faxed; they will be mailed to the address(es) 
students provide, or students may pick them up. official tran-
scripts are sealed and stamped “official transcript–Void if 
opened.” the use of official transcripts is usually restricted 
to the transferring of credit from one institution to another 
or to the formal verification of a student’s academic career at 
Plymouth State University for some official purpose. if students 
merely wish to see their transcript for their own purposes, they 
may print an informal copy at any time using myPlymouth.

Please note that an official transcript cannot be sent if a student 
has a financial hold. if this is the case, the student will be noti-
fied by mail of the hold and the proper office to contact to clear 
the hold.

Alternative Testing Arrangements for Students with Disabilities
Students with documented disabilities who require alternative 
testing arrangements should contact the Plymouth academic 
Support Services (PaSS) staff at least one full week prior to the 
scheduled test/exam date. this notification is necessary so that the 
student can contact the instructor and provide him/her with any 
necessary information from the PaSS office. this will provide 
the instructor with ample time to make needed arrangements.

Academic Standing

all matriculated (degree–seeking) undergraduate students 
(full-time and part-time) have their academic standing assessed 
at the end of each fall and spring semester. grades earned in 
Winterim and summer sessions do not alter academic stand-
ing, nor do changes in grades processed after the last day of 
the add period for the following regular semester. to be in 
good academic standing means that students have a cumula-
tive grade point average (gPa) of at least 2.00—the minimum 
cumulative grade point average required for graduation. the 
standards used to place students in any one of the other three 
academic standing categories—academic Warning, academic 
Probation, or academic Severance—are based on the cumula-
tive gPas students must meet or exceed at different cumulative 
credits attempted in order to be making satisfactory progress. 
cumulative credits attempted include all graded, pass/no 
pass, and transfer courses as well as credit-by-examination. 
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When students are placed on academic Warning, Probation or 
Severance, an appropriate transcript notation is made.

Academic Warning
Students whose cumulative gPas fall into the ranges listed 
below for different numbers of cumulative credits attempted 
are placed on academic Warning.

Cumulative Credits Attempted Cumulative GPA
First semester 1.60–1.99
less than 30 1.75–1.99

Students in this category receive a letter of academic Warning, 
which advises them that they are not meeting the minimum 
grade point average required for graduation and that they are 
in danger of accumulating a record which will become increas-
ingly difficult to correct as time goes on. the letter also advises 
them to discuss their progress with their advisors and to take 
full advantage of the services on campus for academic assis-
tance. Students on academic Warning may participate in sports 
and receive financial aid (excluding University-sponsored schol-
arships based on academic achievement). they may not enroll 
in overload credits.

Academic Probation
Students whose cumulative gPas fall into the ranges listed 
below for different numbers of cumulative credits attempted 
are placed on academic Probation.

Cumulative Credits Attempted Cumulative GPA
First semester 0.50–1.59
less than 30 1.50–1.74
30–45.0 1.60–1.99
46–59.5 1.75–1.99
60–74.5 1.85–1.99
75–89.5 1.95–1.99
90–115.5 1.96–1.99
116 and above 1.98–1.99

the period of academic Probation will be the next regular 
semester (fall or spring) of attendance. Students on academic 
Probation will be given an academic Probation advisory, which 
restricts the number of credits they may take to 13, recommends 
repeating specific courses, and provides the semester gPa stu-
dents should achieve in the probationary semester to regain 
good academic standing. Students whose cumulative gPa falls 
in the probationary range are allowed two consecutive semes-
ters on academic Probation to attain good academic stand-
ing. the third consecutive semester their gPa places them in 
the academic Probation range, they will incur an academic 
Severance. Students on academic Probation may receive finan-
cial aid (excluding University-sponsored scholarships based on 
academic achievement). Students who want to take more than 
13 credits in a probationary semester must receive permission 
from the associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies (or 
designee).

First Academic Severance
there are two situations that will result in a first academic 
Sever ance:
1. the cumulative gPa is in the academic Probation range 

for the third consecutive regular semester, or
2. the cumulative gPa falls into the ranges listed below for 

different numbers of cumulative credits attempted.

Cumulative Credits Attempted Cumulative GPA
First semester 0.00–0.49
less than 30 0.00–1.49
30–45.5 0.00–1.59
46–59.5 0.00–1.74
60–74.5 0.00–1.84
75–89.5 0.00–1.94
90–115.5 0.00–1.95
116 and above 0.00–1.97

Students who have been academically severed for the first time 
automatically lose their matriculated status during the next regu-
lar semester (fall or spring) following the Severance action. the 
only exception is provided by the appeal mechanism. as explained 
below, students may appeal for immediate reinstatement, and, if 
the appeal is successful, may return the following semester on 
academic Probation. Students who were severed following their 
first semester at Plymouth State University are not eligible to 
appeal. during the mandatory semester (fall or spring) of non-
matriculated status students may enroll for a maximum of eight 
credits through the Frost School of continuing and Professional 
Studies. Students may also enroll in a maximum of four credits 
during a Winterim or a summer session.

Students, with the exception of those severed following their 
first semester at PSU, who have been academically severed for 
the first time may be granted an opportunity, through either 
readmission or reinstatement, to demonstrate their ability and 
intention to succeed academically and to earn a degree from 
Plymouth State University.
1.  Reinstatement. in the days following the Severance action, 

students, except those who were severed following their 
first semester at Plymouth State University, may appeal to 
the academic affairs committee for immediate reinstate-
ment. Students who wish to do this must submit a letter of 
appeal to the Undergraduate advising center. instructions 
for writing this letter are sent by certified mail to severed 
students. they may also seek counsel from their academic 
advisors or from the staff of the Undergraduate advising 
center.

2. Readmission. a student who was severed following two 
or more semesters of enrollment is required first to raise 
the cumulative gPa out of Severance range. during the 
mandatory semester (fall or spring) of non-matriculated 
status students may enroll for a maximum of eight credits 
through the Frost School of continuing and Professional 
Studies. Students may also enroll in a maximum of four 
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credits during a Winterim or a summer session. alternately, 
students may repeat courses at other colleges/universities 
that they failed at PSU to have the F removed from the PSU 
grade point average calculation. Prior arrangements for 
transfer courses must be made through the Undergraduate 
Studies office. if, through any of the above actions, the 
cumulative grade point average is raised to meet the appro-
priate minimum standard for non-severance status, then 
students may apply to the office of admission for read-
mission any time following the mandatory semester of 
non-matriculated status (fall or spring). Readmission is not 
automatic.

 Students, who were severed following their first semester at 
PSU, may reapply without having repaired their gPa; they 
must provide an explanatory letter as part of their readmis-
sion application.

Readmitted students who have raised the cumulative gPa to 
the academic Probation range, and all reinstated students, will 
be placed on academic Probation for the next regular semes-
ter (fall or spring). if students who are readmitted or reinstated 
earn a 2.00 semester gPa for that semester, but fail to raise 
their cumulative gPa out of the Severance range, they are given 
a second probationary semester in which to do so.

Second Academic Severance
Students who are academically severed a second time will be 
assigned to non–matriculated, part–time status. Students may 
not appeal for reinstatement following a second Severance 
action. Students who have incurred a second Severance, who 
had pre-registered for courses during initial registration the 
previous semester, will be dropped from the courses in which 
they pre-registered. if students decide to return as continuing 
education students (see below), they must re-register.

Students who have been severed a second time have three edu-
cational options at Plymouth State University:

1. they may take courses as non-matriculated, part-time 
students through the Frost School of continuing and 
Professional Studies for the purpose of lifelong education.

2. they may take courses as non-matriculated, part-time 
students through the Frost School of continuing and 
Professional Studies in order to repair their cumulative 
gPa and to demonstrate their commitment to earning an 
undergraduate degree from Plymouth State University. 
Students who, through self-advised selective repeating of 
courses and taking of new courses, raise their cumulative 
gPa to 2.00 or above, may, no sooner than two academic 
years following the second Severance, apply for readmission 
to a degree program. Students who during these two years 
raise their cumulative gPa to 2.00 and complete all gradu-
ation requirements, may file an undergraduate degree 
Request. Readmitted students will be placed on academic 
Probation for the next regular semester.

3. Without having raised the gPa to 2.00, they may apply for 
readmission no sooner than seven academic years follow-
ing the second Severance. if readmitted, these students may 
choose (a) to declare academic Bankruptcy or (b) to repair 
their existing cumulative gPa.

if the cumulative gPa of any student readmitted following a 
second Severance falls below 2.00, that student will incur a 
third, and final, Severance.

Third Academic Severance
Students who are academically severed a third time cannot earn 
an undergraduate degree from Plymouth State University. they 
are not eligible for reinstatement or readmission at any time in 
the future. grades earned in Winterim or summer session will 
not be used to reverse such an action. these students may, for 
purposes of lifelong education, take courses as part-time, non-
matriculated students.

President’s List, Dean’s List, Honors List for 
Part-Time Students
Undergraduate students who earn a semester grade point average 
of 3.70 or above are named to the President’s list for that semester. 
those students who earn a semester grade point average between 
3.50 and 3.69 are named to the dean’s list for that semester. to be 
eligible for either the President’s list or the dean’s list, full-time 
matriculated students must have completed at least 12 credits, at 
least nine of which must confer grade points.

Undergraduate part-time students who earn a grade point 
average of 3.50 in their combined work in fall, Winterim and 
spring semesters are named to the Honors list for Part-time 
Students at the end of each academic year. to be eligible for 
this honor, students must attend as part-time matriculated stu-
dents in any semester that academic year, must earn at least six 
credits in courses which earn grade points, must complete all 
such courses by the time grade reports are prepared after spring 
semester, and must achieve at least a 3.50 grade point average 
in graded courses.

Honors Programs
each year PSU students who are identified as among the best in 
their class participate in a university-wide Honors program. each 
semester these students may enroll in an honors section of one 
or more courses. Students choose from among several possibili-
ties. Students in honors courses experience small class size, a 
high level of discussion, collaborative and independent academic 
challenges, and closer intellectual relationships in the classroom. 
Students completing two honors sections during the academic 
year and achieving a 3.00 overall grade point average receive the 
transcript designation “Honors” for that academic year.

the Honors Program is overseen by a group of faculty known 
as the Honors council. in addition, the college of Business 
administration and the department of Psychology offer 
honors programs to their majors (see college of Business 
administration and department of Psychology).
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Catalog Policy
to plan a curriculum, students should use the academic 
catalog printed the year they entered the University or any 
subsequent catalog. it is the students’ responsibility to use this 
catalog to outline course requirements in their curriculum. 
the University reserves the right to add, change, or delete cur-
ricular offerings.

the catalog to be used to determine graduation requirements 
may be no older than the academic year of official admission, 
nor more than seven years old. Readmitted students seeking 
teacher certification need to follow the most current catalog 
to satisfy state teacher certification requirements. Readmitted 
students, in programs other than teacher certification, may 
use the catalog of original admission if the catalog is less than 
seven years old and if it is possible for students to complete the 
degree before the seven-year limit on that catalog expires. if 
these two conditions do not exist, a more recent catalog must 
be used. Readmitted students will receive a catalog memo from 
the associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies at the 
time of readmission, stating the catalog to be used to determine 
graduation requirements.

Note: Students who entered in 2003–2004 or earlier, but elect 
to follow the 2005–2006 or subsequent Catalog for their major 
requirements, must fulfill the General Education requirements of 
the 2003–2004 Catalog. Students who entered in 2004–2005, but 
elect to follow the 2005–2006 or subsequent Catalog for their major 
requirements, must fulfill the General Education requirements of the 
2004–2005 Catalog.

Students who have not earned a bachelor’s degree at Plymouth 
State University and who are readmitted after an absence of 
seven or more years may wish to exercise their option to declare 
academic Bankruptcy (see policy within the Withdrawal from 
the University, Readmission, Reactivation section). the full aca-
demic files of non-graduated students are kept for seven years; 
transcripts are always available.

Declaring Majors, Options, Minors
Students may declare an academic major when applying for 
admission to the University or they may enter without having 
chosen a specific major. in the event that a student chooses a 
major or changes a major after being admitted to Plymouth State 
University, the student needs to file a declaration or change 
of academic major and/or option form with the Registrar’s 
office. this form requires the signature of the department 
chair of the new major. once this form is complete, the student 
should return the form to the Registrar’s office for process-
ing. typically, a new advisor from the new major department is 
either chosen by the student or assigned. 

major/option declaration forms are available outside the 
Registrar’s office or may be downloaded from the forms section 
of the Registrar’s Web site. major/option declaration forms are 

also used to declare options within a major. options must be 
chosen within some majors, whereas in others the options are 
entirely elective. in either event, the procedure for completing 
the form is the same as that outlined above in regard to declar-
ing the major itself. Where there are several options available 
within a major, it is advisable for students to choose the one that 
best suits their interests rather than to pursue several overlap-
ping options jointly. if a student does choose to pursue a second 
or subsequent option, at least 12 credits must be different from 
the first option. to complete an option a student uses the same 
catalog as the major. the completion of options is noted on stu-
dents’ transcripts.

to declare an academic minor, the student needs to file a 
declaration of an academic minor form. this form requires 
the signatures of the student’s advisor and an appropriate rep-
resentative of the department or council offering the minor. 
completed forms are returned to the Registrar’s office.

to drop an academic minor or option, students should submit 
to the Registrar’s office a Request to Remove an academic 
minor or option form.

Double Majors, Dual Degrees, Second Degrees
Students may pursue two Bachelor of Science or two Bachelor 
of arts majors as long as they meet the requirements of both 
programs. to accomplish this goal within the minimum num-
ber of credits required requires close communication with advi-
sors from both majors.

if students wish to receive two different degrees (e.g., a Bachelor 
of arts degree and a Bachelor of Science degree), students need 
to complete at least the equivalent of 30 credits of coursework 
beyond those required for the first degree. the degrees must 
be from different disciplines, i.e., students may not earn both 
a Ba in mathematics and a BS in mathematics. to ensure that 
students can adequately handle the increased demands of seek-
ing two different degrees, it is strongly suggested that students 
consult with advisors representing both programs.

Students who already hold a Bachelor of Science degree or a 
Bachelor of arts degree from Plymouth State University may 
apply for readmission for the purpose of retroactively adding 
a major to that degree; they will follow the academic catalog 
current at the time of readmission. the major, minor, and 
cumulative grade point averages that are earned at the time 
that a Plymouth State University degree is awarded may not be 
changed after the degree is awarded. this includes repeating 
courses at PSU or transferring courses to PSU.

the idea of retroactively adding a major pertains to PSU gradu-
ates whose second program is a degree program of the same 
type (e.g., a second major in a Bachelor of Science program or 
a second major in a Bachelor of arts program). if the second 
major is in a different degree program (e.g., a Bachelor of arts 
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major degree program when they already hold a Bachelor of 
Science degree or vice versa), students must meet the following 
requirements:
•  Students must complete at least 30 credits of coursework 

at PSU subsequent to the completion of the first bachelor’s 
degree. 

•  all of the requirements of the second degree program, 
including general education requirements that were not 
fulfilled in the first degree program, must be fulfilled. 

•  at least half of the courses in the new major must be com-
pleted at PSU.

•  Student must comply with all other PSU academic regula-
tions.

the major, minor, and cumulative grade point averages that are 
earned when a student returns to PSU to add a major, option 
or minor, shall not change the record established for awarding 
prior degree(s) from Plymouth State University.

Students who already hold a Bachelor of Science or a Bachelor 
of arts degree from any other college or university are allowed 
to pursue any Plymouth State University degree program once 
admitted. at least half of the courses in the new major program 
must be taken at PSU, and students must complete a mini-
mum of 30 credits while at Plymouth State University. Students 
who already hold a degree from elsewhere are allowed to trans-
fer in credits just as any other students are allowed to do (see 
transferring courses to Plymouth State University).

Plymouth State University graduates may also apply for read-
mission for the purpose of retroactively adding a minor or 
option. Students seeking a new minor will follow the catalog 
current at the time of readmission. Since options are based 
on major degree programs, students will follow the original 
catalog whenever possible. When it is not possible, they will 
follow the catalog current at the time of readmission and will 
have to complete any outstanding major and general education 
requirements. Students must be readmitted before they may 
take or transfer courses for the major, option, or minor that is 
being retroactively added.

Withdrawal from the University, Readmission, 
Reactivation
Prior to leaving, students should inform the vice president for 
Student affairs of their intention to withdraw from the University; 
a Withdrawal form should be completed. Withdrawing from the 
University prior to the beginning of the final examination period, 
when all University obligations have been met, means that stu-
dents’ academic records are not adversely affected by the semester 
in which they withdraw. a notation of W will be recorded on stu-
dents’ transcripts. if students withdraw after the beginning of the 
final examination period, without taking final examinations, fail-
ing grades will be recorded on students’ transcripts for the semes-
ter in which they withdrew.

Students who wish to re-enter Plymouth State University as 
matriculated (degree-seeking) students in a subsequent semes-
ter must reapply for admission through the office of admission. 
Students who wish to be readmitted into a teacher education 
program leading to teacher certification will need to follow pro-
gram guidelines in the most recent academic catalog at the 
time of readmission. to qualify for readmission students must 
meet the grade point average requirement for the total credits 
attempted as indicated in the Academic Standing section.

Students who have withdrawn from the University or who have 
been withdrawn by the University, and who wish to complete their 
degree program without taking further classwork at PSU, should 
contact the degree auditor to be reactivated for graduation. the 
auditor will send a degree Request, but students will not be 
placed on the graduation file until the degree Request is received 
and approved by the auditor. Students reactivated for graduation 
only are not readmitted to take classes at the University. those 
wishing to resume undergraduate coursework at PSU must apply 
for readmission through the office of admission.

Academic Bankruptcy
an undergraduate student who is seeking readmission to the 
University may choose to have all Plymouth State University 
course work that is at least seven academic years old be exempt 
from the calculation of the grade point average. in choosing this 
option, such a student would receive credit for courses in which 
a grade of c or better was earned; the grades for such courses, 
however, would not be included in the computation of the grade 
point average. the grades for these courses will be removed, 
changed to Xc and marked “i” (include). all grades less than c 
will remain on the transcript and will be marked “e” (exclude). 
the declaration of academic Bankruptcy must be made to the 
Undergraduate Studies office at the time of re-enrollment and 
can be claimed no more than once in a student’s career at the 
University.

Leave of Absence and Return Policy
Students may request a leave of absence from studies for 
one or two consecutive semesters’ absence from Plymouth 
(this policy applies only to continuous fall and spring semes-
ters; winter and summer sessions are not considered to be a 
part of a student’s regular continuous enrollment). a leave of 
absence is appropriate if the student intends to return to the 
University following a temporary absence for compelling rea-
sons, which may include but are not limited to: military service, 
family emergencies, or medical reasons. eligible students who 
apply for and receive a leave of absence retain their status as 
an active student which guarantees retention of their Plymouth 
email account, access to myPlymouth, and the ability to register 
online. No readmission application or fees are required if the 
student re-enrolls for a fall or spring semester immediately fol-
lowing the leave of absence. if there is no intent to return to the 
University, or if a student is unable to return following the leave 
of absence period, the regular withdrawal procedure should be 
followed. if the university approves a leave of absence, a student 
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receiving federal loans retains their in-school status for a maxi-
mum of 180 days. 

Eligibility for a Leave of Absence
to be eligible for a leave of absence the following criteria must 
be met:  
1.  the student must be matriculated during the semester in 

which the leave of absence is requested.
2.  the student must be in good academic standing.
3.  the student must not be subject to university initiated disci-

plinary action.
4.  the student must have no restrictions/holds on their regis-

tration.
5.  the student must provide documentation to support the 

leave of absence request.

Additional Conditions for a Leave of Absence
1.  Students have the right to request a leave of absence more 

than once, but may not exceed a total of two years for all 
approved requests.

2.  Students have the right to return earlier than the initially 
agreed upon return date.

3.  Students who do not return to Plymouth at the end of the leave 
of absence period will be withdrawn from the University and 
must follow all procedures for readmission if, in the future, 
they seek to re-enroll as a matriculated student.

4.  Students are not eligible to receive financial aid payments 
from the University during the leave of absence period.

5.  Plymouth State University will report any student granted a 
leave of absence as “approved leave of absence” in response 
to inquiries for enrollment verification.

6.  Students may not live in on-campus residential facilities, 
attend classes, or seek/maintain university-sponsored 
employment during a leave of absence. Students may not 
enroll in Winterim or summer sessions if those alternative 
sessions fall within the time period of the requested leave of 
absence. 

7.  Students are responsible for understanding all implications of 
a leave of absence, including but not limited to the following:

•  Potential loss of financial aid
•  Potential loss of health insurance coverage

Process for Requesting a Leave of Absence
to request a leave of absence a student must fill out a Plymouth 
State University Request for Leave of Absence and Return form. 
Upon completion, the form must be reviewed and approved by 
both the associate Vice President for Undergraduate Studies 
and the Vice President for Student affairs. 

Steps for Returning from a Leave of Absence
a student returning from a leave of absence reactivates their 
matriculation by contacting the Registrar.

Graduation Requirements

all students shall be responsible for meeting the academic 
standards established for the course of study in which they are 
enrolled. these standards shall be the only basis for evaluating 
students’ academic performance. Students are responsible for 
completing all work required for graduation and scheduling all 
necessary courses.

Students have the personal responsibility for making sure that, 
by graduation time, they meet the general education, major 
field, grade point average (cumulative, major/minor), and total 
credit hour requirements defined by the University and their 
major department.

Major and Minor Grade Point Averages: all students must earn 
a minimum grade point average of 2.00 in their major by the 
time of graduation. Some programs stipulate a higher major 
grade point average that must be earned in the main academic 
discipline of the major program. a student’s major grade point 
average will be based on all specific courses listed as required 
(except eN 1200), any other courses elected beyond the required 
minimum number from an identified group, plus any others in 
the central discipline which are elected.

Students must earn at least a 2.00 grade point average in their 
minor. one exception is the Pre-law minor, which requires a 
3.00 grade point average.

Degree Completion
to complete degree requirements at Plymouth State University, 

students need to do the following:
•  complete all general education requirements
•  complete the foreign language proficiency if seeking a Ba
•  complete all major degree requirements
•  complete the number of credits required in the student’s cho-

sen degree program (minimum of 120 semester credits)
•  complete at least 30 credits of coursework at Plymouth 

State University
• earn an overall cumulative grade point average of 2.00 or 

higher in all coursework
•  earn the grade point average required in the major (mini-

mum of 2.00)
•  earn the grade point average required in the minor if a 

minor has been declared (minimum of 2.00).
if a required course is no longer offered, a sub stitute can be 
identified by the advisor and by the department in which the 
student is majoring. to do this, a Student Request form is com-
pleted and approved by the respective department chair and 
the Undergraduate Studies office; forms are available at the 
Undergraduate Studies office.
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Course Substitution Policy for Students with 
Disabilities
course waivers will not be granted. However, appropriate course 
substitutions may be made if circumstances warrant and/or 
there is a history of previous effort to meet the requirement.
1. the student shall provide documentation of the disability to 

the Plymouth academic Support Services (PaSS) counselor 
for Students with disabilities to review.

2. the student shall schedule an appointment with the 
counselor for Students with disabilities to discuss or verify 
the documentation of the disability.

3. the student shall submit a Student Request form to the 
associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies that 
includes the following information:

a. request for specific course substitution,
b. brief description of disability,
c. history of previous efforts to complete the require-

ment,
d. signatures from the counselor for Students with 

disabilities, the chair of the student’s major depart-
ment, and the student’s advisor.

4. the associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies will, 
in a timely manner, make a decision to approve/disapprove 
the request for the course substitution.

For example, american Sign language i and ii may satisfy the 
foreign language requirement of the Bachelor of arts degree 
but they do not satisfy the global awareness connection.

Degree Requests and Audits
Plymouth State University graduates students three times per 
year—december, may, and august. diplomas are printed three 
times a year—december, may, and august. Students who are 
completing their degrees need to file a degree Request and 
commencement Participation Form. the deadlines for submit-
ting the degree Request are:

Students completing Submit their Degree 
degree in Request no later than
may November 1
august November 1
december april 1
  
degree Requests will be accepted up to one month beyond the 
deadline; however, there will be a $50 late fee. degree Requests 
received after this time will be interpreted as requests for gradu-
ation in the subsequent year.

a final audit will be completed by the degree auditor after the 
student’s last semester grades have been posted.

Previous degree audits for readmitted students are no longer 
valid; a new audit will be con ducted when a student files a new 
degree Request. the official degree audit of a student who 
does not graduate expires when that student’s catalog expires. 
the associate vice president for Undergraduate Studies, the 

Registrar, and the chair of the major department will consider 
appeals for exception to this policy.

Graduation Honors
Bachelor’s and associate degree recipients who have main-
tained a cumulative average of 3.75 or above for work done at 
Plym outh State University are graduated summa cum laude. 
Bachelor’s and associate degree re cipients who have main-
tained a cumulative average of 3.50 through 3.74 are graduated 
magna cum laude. Bachelor’s and associate degree recipients 
who have maintained a cumulative average of 3.25 through 
3.49 are graduated cum laude. degree candidates must have 
accu m u lated at least 45 credits (24 credits for the associate 
degree) at Plymouth State University to be eligible for gradua-
tion honors. Recog nition is noted on the stu dent’s diploma and 
permanent record.

Participation in Commencement Ceremonies
Students’ eligibility to participate (walk) in the commencement 
ceremony is evaluated separately from the completion of their 
degree requirements. Students may participate in a commence-
ment ceremony only once for a specific degree. their name will 
be printed in the commencement program the same year they 
participate. Students may choose to participate in an upcoming 
commencement ceremony, knowing that they have not com-
pleted all degree requirements, as long as they meet the partici-
pation criteria. Students may choose, as an alternative, to wait to 
participate the year they complete their degree requirements.

all active matriculated (degree-seeking) students with at least 
90.0 credits earned as of october 1 of the fall preceding the 
baccalaureate commencement ceremony (30.0 credits for the 
associate) are eligible to walk. these students will need to file a 
degree Request and commencement Participation form by the 
end of the fall semester indicating whether or not they wish to 
participate.

Students with less than 90.0 credits as of october 1 who 
wish to participate in the ceremony must first meet with the 
Undergraduate advising office to review their detailed plan for 
completing their degree requirements. then they must sub-
mit a written request to walk with a copy of their plan, which 
shows completion no later than the fall semester following the 
commencement ceremony, to the associate vice president for 
Undergraduate Studies. if their request is approved, they will 
be notified. they will then need to file a degree Request and 
commencement Participation form.

Only students who have indicated that they wish to participate 
in the Commencement Ceremony on their Degree Request and 
Commencement Participation form will appear on the official 
list for the commencement ceremony and printed program. 

Policies &
 Procedures
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Academic Programs

Options: Required choice of alternate tracks within a major
Elective Options: options not required in the major
Ba: Bachelor of arts
BFa: Bachelor of Fine arts
BS: Bachelor of Science

Degree Programs–Alphabetical

Bachelor Degree Offered By
accounting, BS college of Business administration
adventure education, BS department of Health and Human Performance 
anthropology/Sociology, Ba department of Social Science
Options in:
 anthropology
 Sociology
art, Ba department of art
Options in:
 ceramics
 drawing
 graphic design
 Painting
 Printmaking
 Sculpture
art, BFa department of art
Options in:
 graphic design
 2d Studio art
 3d Studio art
art education (K–12), BS department of art
art History, Ba department of art
athletic training, BS department of Health and Human Performance
Biological Science education (7–12), BS  department of Biological Sciences
Biology, Ba department of Biological Sciences
Biology, BS department of Biological Sciences
Biotechnology, BS department of Biological Sciences
Business administration, BS college of Business administration
chemistry, BS department of atmospheric Science and chemistry 
Options in:
 Biochemistry
 chemistry education (7–12)
 environmental chemistry
 general
childhood Studies, BS department of education
Elective Option in:
 teacher certification (K–8)
communication Studies, Ba department of communication and media Studies
Options in:
 Film and media Studies
 Professional communication
computer Science, BS department of computer Science and technology
criminal Justice, Ba department of criminal Justice
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early childhood Studies, BS department of education
Options in:
 contract
 early care and education
 teacher certification (K–3)
english, Ba department of english
Options in:
 literature and Film
 teacher certification (5–12)
 Writing
environmental Biology, BS department of Biological Sciences
environmental Planning, BS department of Social Science
environmental Science and Policy, BS department of environmental Science and Policy
Options in:
 community and environment
 environmental Science
Finance, BS college of Business administration
French, Ba department of languages and linguistics
geography, BS department of Social Science
Health education, BS department of Health and Human Performance
Elective Options in:
 Health Promotion
 School Health (K–12)
History, Ba department of Social Science
Humanities, Ba Humanities council
information technology, BS department of computer Science and technology
interdisciplinary Studies, Ba interdisciplinary Studies council
interdisciplinary Studies, BS interdisciplinary Studies council
management, BS college of Business administration
Options in:
 general management
 Human Resource management
 Small Business/entrepreneurship 
marketing, BS college of Business administration
Options in:
 integrated marketing communications
 Professional Sales
 Public Relations
mathematics, BS department of mathematics
Elective Options in:
 middle School teacher certification (5–8)
 Secondary teacher certification (7–12)
meteorology, BS department of atmospheric Science and chemistry
music, Ba department of music, theatre, and dance
Options in:
 contract
 music technology
 Piano Performance and Pedagogy
 Voice Performance and Pedagogy
music education (K–12), BS department of music, theatre, and dance
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Philosophy, Ba department of Philosophy
Physical education, BS department of Health and Human Performance
Options in:
 applied Health Fitness
 contract
 exercise and Sport Physiology
 Physical education and Health education 
       teacher certification (K–12)
 teacher certification (K–12)
Political Science, Ba department of Social Science
Psychology, Ba department of Psychology
Psychology, BS department of Psychology
Options in:
 contract
 developmental
 mental Health
 Psychology and law
Public management, BS department of Social Science
Social Science, BS department of Social Science
Options in:
 contract
 Social Studies teacher certification (5–12)
Social Work, BS department of Social Work
Elective Options in:
 aging Services
 child and Family Services
 Health Services
 mental Health Services
 Social Services for Spanish Speaking communities
Spanish, Ba department of languages and linguistics
Sports management, BS    college of Business administration and the
      department of Health and Human Performance
theatre arts, Ba department of music, theatre, and dance
Options in:
 acting
 contract
 dramatic Writing
 music theatre Performance
 theatrical design/tech
tourism management and Policy, Ba department of Social Science
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Degree Programs–Departmental

Department     Bachelor Degree
art art, Ba
 art, BFa
 art education, BS
 art History, Ba
atmospheric Science and chemistry chemistry, BS
 meteorology, BS
Biological Sciences Biological Science education, BS
 Biology, Ba
 Biology, BS
 Biotechnology, BS
 environmental Biology, BS
college of Business administration   accounting, BS
      Business administration, BS
      Finance, BS
      management, BS
      marketing, BS
      Sports management, BS
communication and media Studies communication Studies, Ba
computer Science and technology computer Science, BS
 information technology, BS
criminal Justice criminal Justice, Ba
education childhood Studies, BS
 early childhood Studies, BS
english english, Ba
environmental Science and Policy environmental Science and Policy, BS
Health and Human Performance adventure education, BS 
 athletic training, BS
 Health education, BS
 Physical education, BS
      Sports management, BS
Humanities council Humanities, Ba
interdisciplinary Studies council interdisciplinary Studies, Ba or BS
languages and linguistics French, Ba
 Spanish, Ba
mathematics mathematics, BS
music, theatre, and dance music, Ba
 music education, BS
 theatre arts, Ba
Philosophy Philosophy, Ba
Psychology Psychology, Ba
 Psychology, BS
Social Science anthropology/Sociology, Ba
 environmental Planning, BS
 geography, BS
 History, Ba
 Political Science, Ba
 Public management, BS
 Social Science, BS
 tourism management and Policy, Ba
Social Work Social Work, BS
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Foreign Language Requirement
for the Bachelor of Arts Degree
the minimal foreign language requirement for all Bachelor of 
arts students, regardless of major, is proficiency in a foreign 
language as demonstrated by one of the following:
1. Satisfactory completion of one year of one language at the 

university level. american Sign language i and ii (ll/Se 
2850–2860) fulfill this one year of one language require-
ment; however, american Sign language does not satisfy 
any general education requirement.

2. Satisfactory completion of a departmental placement 
test and intermediate French ii (FR 2020), intermediate 
german ii (gR 2020), intermediate latin ii (la 2060), or 
intermediate Spanish ii (SP 2020)

3. Satisfactory completion of one three-credit course at the 
3000 level or above

4. Satisfactory completion of a proficiency test (see advanced 
Placement and cleP in the appendix).

the foreign language requirement is satisfied for Ba candi-
dates who are native speakers of a language other than english. 
No credit is awarded.

Students are strongly encouraged to complete their foreign 
language requirement in their first year in order to build on 
their high school experience. It is important that the language 
requirement be satisfied during the first or second year. all students 
are encouraged to take a foreign language to satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

General Education Program
Plymouth State University provides opportunities for students 
to cultivate the mind in ways that will lead them to full aware-
ness as adults, and to lives in which occupational achievement 
is balanced by social responsibility, cultural experience, and per-
sonal happiness. the University measures its excellence, not 
by the quality of students who enter its doors, but by the qual-
ity it adds to those who graduate. Because of this commitment, 
Plymouth State University believes that every student must 
receive a strong general education as well as specialized instruc-
tion in a field. the undergraduate general education program 
gives students a broad perspective on ideas and an awareness of 
diverse human experiences and cultures.

the general education program is meant to ensure that students 
develop the skills necessary for academic success and lifelong 
learning, an appreciation of the various ways scholars consider 
and understand human experience, and an appreciation of the 
process by which different approaches to scholarship can be 
brought to bear on the same problem. courses taken to ensure 
breadth of knowledge emphasize the relevance and application of 
methods of inquiry and content to students’ lives.

Skills
to live and learn in a multicultural, multimedia, multidimen-
sional world, students need certain skills. these are the com-
petencies expected of an educated person, the skills needed for 
lifelong learning. in this general education program, the fol-
lowing skills are developed in meaningful contexts.

Critical Thinking: the abilities to compare, contrast, analyze, 
and synthesize; and to challenge underlying assumptions; to 
take imaginative leaps and intellectual risks; and to solve prob-
lems creatively and effectively.

Reading: the achievement of advanced literacy; that is, the abil-
ity to comprehend written material within a variety of genres, 
and to articulate one’s response verbally and in writing.

Quantitative Reasoning: the ability to analyze quantitative mate-
rials and use quantitative techniques to solve problems.

Writing: development of a writing process that includes the 
ability to pre-write (brainstorm, outline, take notes, free-write) 
on a selected topic; to prepare, assess, and organize informa-
tion; and to compose, revise, and edit a polished product.

Speaking and Listening: the ability to use both verbal and non-
verbal skills to communicate effectively in one or more lan-
guages, to listen actively, and to take part respectfully in group 
discussions.

Conducting Research: the ability to locate, comprehend, and 
synthesize information; and to understand what constitutes 
reliable evidence for decision making.

Working with Information Technology: the ability to perform 
searches; to use word processing and spreadsheets; to work 
with database management systems and presentation software; 
to work with software to enhance the creative process; and to 
make effective use of software to organize information and to 
communicate with others.

Collaborating with Others: to know, understand, and respond 
to others’ feelings and perspectives; to work and learn in teams 
to enhance interpersonal relationship skills; and to develop an 
awareness of leadership approaches and the ability to influence 
others.

Components of the Program
in Plymouth State University’s general education program, 
students take three First Year experience courses which intro-
duce the skills listed above. the skills are then further devel-
oped and refined in the other components of the program: the 
directions courses and the connections courses, as well as in 
the major. Students take two courses in each of four directions. 
these courses are designed to excite students about learning 
and to give them breadth of knowledge and experience with 
different approaches to learning. though taught by the various 
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academic departments, they are required of no major and are 
open to all students. connections courses help students develop 
more advanced academic skills, appreciation of difference, and 
appreciation of wellness within specific academic contexts. 
three of the seven connections must be explored within the 
context of the major; the other four may be explored in that con-
text or in some other.

Overview of Three Components
First Year Experience Credits
eN 1200 composition 3
iS 1111 the First Year Seminar: critical
 thinking and the Nature of inquiry 3
ma mathematics Foundations 3

Directions
ctdi creative thought 6
PPdi Past and Present 6
Sidi Scientific inquiry 6–8
SSdi Self and Society 6

Connections
dico diversity* 3
gaco global awareness* 3
iNco integration* 3
Weco Wellness* 3

QRco Quantitative Reasoning 
 in the disciplines** 
teco technology in the disciplines** 
WRco Writing in the disciplines**

Total  45–47

* these connections may be double counted with a major, 
minor, or any other general education requirement.

** these connections are three-credit experiences taken as 
part of the major and hence add no credits to those required 
of the major.

Description of the Three Components
First Year Experience
the goals of the First Year experience component are to connect 
students to life in an academic community and to introduce 
and practice in a meaningful context the skills listed above. the 
component consists of the following three courses to be taken 
during the first year.

Composition 3 credits
the composition requirement is intended to help students 
become responsible writers who can take charge of their 
own writing process. it is satisfied by the course eN 1200 
composition or its equivalency. 

Students learn how to draft, respond to feedback from peers 
and instructor, revise and edit successful college prose. By the 
end of the course, they should be able to write essays that are 
unified by a central thesis, well-developed in carefully organized 
paragraphs with vivid details, and grammatically appropriate 
with effective sentence structure and correct mechanics. 

Students also learn to read comprehensively and effectively in 
order to relate ideas and arguments to their writing and thinking. 
they are expected to summarize different kinds of texts, para-
phrase the ideas of someone else, analyze others’ arguments and 
positions, compare and contrast ideas, and generate their own 
thoughts and ideas following research and observation. Students 
are required to engage in library research and to write papers 
based on their research. thus the general education Skills being 
given special emphasis in this course are writing, reading, con-
ducting research, and collaborating with others. 

First Year Seminar 3 credits
during the first semester, all first year students, including those 
transferring in fewer than 24 credits, take the course iS 1111 the 
First Year Seminar: critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry. 
this course introduces students to the concepts of general edu-
cation and the academic community and to the skills educated 
people use to generate and address important questions. Using 
critical thinking skills and basic tools of gathering and evaluat-
ing information, students and the instructor together explore a 
specific question which challenges contemporary thinkers. the 
question varies across sections of the course.

the First Year Seminar is a cornerstone course, through which 
students begin to build the repertoire of intellectual skills 
needed for university-level work. the skills are not taught in 
isolation but rather in the context of the topic or problem of the 
course. assignments and activities introduce all of the skills 
listed above, but special emphasis is given to critical thinking, 
conducting research, working with information technology, 
writing, speaking and listening, and collaborating with others.

Mathematics Foundations 3 credits
through the mathematics Foundations requirement, students 
become aware of the importance of mathematics and its appli-
cation to fields as diverse as art, music, and science. it is sat-
isfied by a mathematics course numbered ma1500 or above, 
or by a mathematics course that is equivalent to ma 1500 or 
above, including credit-by-exam as explained below. 

mathematics Foundations courses focus on problem solving 
using the language of mathematics and on developing students’ 
ability to reason quantitatively in diverse contexts. Students 
learn to reduce complex problems to their fundamentals using 
algebra and geometry.
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the mathematics Foundations requirement enables students 
to make connections between mathematics and their own lives 
and to explore the roles of mathematics in society, culture, 
and politics. general education skills given special emphasis 
are quantitative reasoning, critical thinking, and working with 
information technology.

Students may demonstrate proficiency in mathematics by 
recording under the credit-by-examination policy, credits for a 
satisfactory performance on an aP, cleP, or daNteS exami-
nation (see appendix). mathematics course work for which 
equivalent aP, cleP, or daNteS credit has been received will 
not be granted credit.

transfer students may demonstrate proficiency in mathematics 
by recording mathematics transfer credits that are equivalent 
to Plymouth State University courses. in cases where there is 
no equivalent course, the transfer credits must be deemed to 
be at a level equivalent to ma 1500 or higher by the director 
of curriculum Support and the mathematics department chair. 
mathematics course work at PSU for which equivalent transfer 
credit has been recorded will not be granted credit.

if a student fulfilled the mathematics Proficiency (as indicated 
in the 1998–1999 catalog) by august 31, 1999, and chooses to 
change to the 1999–2000 or subsequent catalog, the require-
ment to take a mathematics Foundations course will be waived.

Mathematics Placement Examination. the department of 
mathematics gives a placement examination. Students who 
wish to demonstrate mastery of algebra as a possible prereq-
uisite for certain mathematics courses (e.g., ma 2140 or ma 
2490) or other courses at Plymouth State University that 
have an algebra mastery prerequisite, take the mathematics 
Placement exam. those students who fail to show competency 
on the mathematics Placement exam may study algebra inde-
pendently and retake the exam at a subsequent offering of the 
exam, or they may register for ma 1800 college algebra. the 
mathematics Placement exam is scored at three levels:

Level 1: Student should complete ma 1800 college algebra 
before entering ma 2140 or ma 2490.

Level 2: Student meets the prerequisite for ma 2140 elementary 
Functions or ma 2490 applied calculus i.
 
Level 3: Student meets the prerequisite for ma 2550 calculus i.

the mathematics Placement exam is given during orientation and 
at least once during the regular semester. Students in programs or 
majors that require courses with this prerequisite should take the 
mathematics Placement exam during orientation.

Directions
the directions component is intended to introduce students 
to different ways of considering and understanding human 

experience which they can apply as they seek meaning in their 
lives. directions courses challenge them to see how different 
perspectives shape the ways in which people interpret ideas and 
experiences to construct meaning. they emphasize connec-
tions between the world of ideas and the “real world.” 

Rather than introducing a whole academic discipline, these 
courses focus on a particular issue or problem or topic of inter-
est within the discipline, especially a topic relevant to students’ 
own lives. ideally and whenever possible, alternative perspec-
tives and approaches are woven into the course. No directions 
course is required as part of any major. 

the four directions essentially represent four different 
approaches to learning, defined by a combination of method 
of inquiry and content. they are intended to further strengthen 
the academic skills upon which the First Year experience is 
based. different directions emphasize different of these, but 
among them all skills are included. Because these skills are 
useful in all academic work, students are encouraged to take 
directions courses early. ideally all should be completed by the 
end of the second year.

Students must take two courses in each of the directions cat-
egories. directions courses will be a minimum of three credits. 
Some, for example, Scientific inquiry courses involving labora-
tory work, may be more. 

Creative Thought Directions  6 credits
People need to be creative in order to thrive in our complex and 
changing world. 
People need to understand the creative processes that lead to 
the generation of ideas and to engage in new interpretations 
of existing ideas. creative thought courses encourage students 
to recognize beauty in its many manifestations and to become 
aware of formal elements of creative expression. 

these courses also encourage students to view themselves as 
creative beings, to appreciate creativity in others, and to regard 
creativity as an essential component in all areas of human 
endeavor. in these courses, students develop and value perse-
verance and a tolerance for ambiguity. Students are challenged 
to appreciate aesthetic forms, to use their imaginations, and to 
develop the skills and attitudes that allow creativity to flourish: 
independence and non-conformity, the ability to organize and 
reorganize information, and the confidence to think in new 
ways. creative thought courses emphasize the skills of critical 
thinking, reading, writing, listening and speaking, and working 
with information technology. 

Past and Present Directions 6 credits
In order to comprehend the present and envision the future, we 
must understand the past.
cultures and societies discern time and construct chronologies 
of significant events to explain the past, comprehend the pres-
ent, and envision the future. By examining issues and events 
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that are currently impacting students’ lives, Past and Present 
courses explore how people interpret causes and effects within 
events. 

these courses encourage students to realize that different times 
shape different views of the world. For students to realize that 
all fields of knowledge are subject to change, they need to study 
the changes that have taken place within those fields. they also 
need to understand the dialectic movement between the past 
and present: just as the past shapes the present, so does the 
present shape our understanding of the past. Past and Present 
courses emphasize the skills of reading, writing, speaking and 
listening, critical thinking, and conducting research.

Scientific Inquiry Directions 6–8 credits 
The methods of science are powerful tools with which we can 
attain a clearer understanding of the world.
in the modern world, science has real application to all people’s 
lives. Scientific literacy helps people to make sense of the explo-
sion of information they encounter every day. Scientific inquiry 
courses use scientific methodologies to examine relationships 
between events in the natural world and make students aware that 
science occurs in a social, cultural, political, and ethical context. 

Use of scientific methods in laboratory or field settings is an inte-
gral part of these courses. as students plan investigations, collect, 
analyze, and interpret data, and develop their ability to propose 
answers, offer explanations, and make predictions, they come 
to see both the power and the limitations of science. Students 
investigate the distinctions between rational thinking and anec-
dotal argumentation and develop an understanding that answers 
are never final, but always subject to revision. Scientific inquiry 
courses emphasize the skills of critical thinking, writing, conduct-
ing research, quantitative reasoning, working with information 
technology, and collaborating with others. 

Self and Society Directions 6 credits
A rich and productive life encompasses an understanding of 
one’s self and one’s relationship to the world.
an educated person must grapple with a question that has inter-
ested human beings for centuries: the relationship between self 
and society. to understand one’s self, one must understand and 
acknowledge the impact of society on the development of iden-
tity and the formation of beliefs. the needs of the individual 
sometimes conflict with the needs of society. cultures differ in 
the relative value they give to the individual and to the group. 

Using issues that impact on students’ lives, Self and Society 
courses explore questions of these sorts. they encourage stu-
dents to inquire into multiple dimensions of self including the 
social, physical, emotional, and cognitive, and to investigate 
the interactions between individuals and the spatial, tempo-
ral, political, economic, and technological aspects of the social 
environment. Self and Society courses emphasize the skills of 

reading, writing, speaking and listening, critical thinking, con-
ducting research, and collaborating with others.

Connections
the connections component is intended to tie general edu-
cation to the rest of the curriculum, including the majors, by 
helping students develop attitudes shared by educated people 
and more advanced academic skills within specific academic 
contexts. three of the seven connections are tied explicitly to 
the majors in that students take courses required by the major 
which advance their writing, quantitative, and technological 
skills in ways appropriate to the major. in many cases, one or 
more of the other four connections may be tied to the major 
as well.

Diversity Connection* 3 credits
Becoming educated involves developing awareness of, sensitiv-
ity to, and appreciation for viewpoints other than those to which 
we have been acculturated. through such development comes 
increased respect for those different from oneself. 

Students take a three-credit diversity (dico) course (either within 
the major or not) designed to broaden and deepen awareness and 
appreciation of differences and commonalties of sub-cultural 
groups in the U.S. society defined by differences in race, ethnicity, 
ability, social class, religion, politics, gender, or sexual orientation. 
diversity courses do this by exposing students to the life stories 
and the voices of members of different groups and by exploring 
issues of equity, opportunity, and justice. 

Global Awareness Connection* 3 credits
educated people are aware that human beings are interdepen-
dent members of a world community, that there are both simi-
larities and differences in the societies and cultures of the world, 
and that the manners in which people live their lives need not 
be exactly alike.

Students take a three-credit global awareness (gaco) course 
(either within the major or not) designed to expose them to the 
important societal issues facing the world and to encourage them 
to develop the ability to appreciate and think about issues from 
different points of view. global awareness courses focus on the 
forces that have shaped peoples, cultures, nations, and regions of 
the world. they increase students’ understanding of each person’s 
position, participation, obligations, and responsibilities within the 
world community.

Integration Connection* 3 credits
We live in a world where scholarship is increasingly interdisciplin-
ary. the educated person recognizes the challenges and rewards 
of drawing connections between fields of knowledge and of apply-
ing alternative methods of inquiry to solve problems.
 
Students take a three-credit integration (iNco) course (either 
within the major or not) which brings content or methods of 
inquiry from two or more disciplines or perspectives to bear 
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on a problem or question. the integration course is a general 
education capstone course, taken in the junior or senior year. 
as such, it should require substantial, although general, back-
ground and a high level of proficiency at most or all of the 
general education skills.

Wellness Connection* 3 credits
to be fully educated, people need respect for and understanding 
of how health, physical activity, and wellness contribute to men-
tal acuity and emotional well-being. awareness of and attention 
to the physical can enhance the cognitive and emotional aspects 
of life.

Students take a three-credit Wellness (Weco) course (either 
within the major or not) designed to increase their understand-
ing of the connection between mind and body. these courses 
expose students to the theory and practice of life-span wellness 
and fitness activity, and to the knowledge, attitudes, habits, and 
skills needed to live well. their goal is to help students cultivate 
life skills which will promote mental, physical, and emotional 
well-being. 

Quantitative Reasoning in the Disciplines** (3 credits  
 within the major)
mathematics finds application in all fields of scholarship. all 
disciplines make use of quantitative reasoning in some way and 
to some extent.

Students take a three-credit Quantitative Reasoning (QRco) 
course specified as required for their major. this course may be 
taught within the major discipline or not. it might teach quan-
titative techniques used as primary or secondary tools within 
the discipline, or might be a course in which students of less 
quantitative disciplines come to deepen their appreciation of 
the relevance of quantitative reasoning to us all. 

Technology in the Disciplines** (3 credits 
 within the major)
in the modern world, technology has application to every aca-
demic discipline, and educated people must have an under-
standing of technology that will allow them to adapt to rapid 
technological change. 

Students take a three-credit technology in the disciplines 
(teco) course specified as required for the major. this course 
may be taught within the major discipline or not. the course will 
help students examine the role of technology within their own 
discipline and within a larger societal and cultural context. the 
teco course will provide students with hands-on experience 
using current technologies; with a broad understanding of the 
concepts underlying current technology; with an understanding 
of the potential ethical issues involved with the use of technology; 
and with an understanding of forces, based in the needs and val-
ues of our culture, that drive technological innovation.

Writing in the Disciplines** (3 credits 
 within the major)
in order to communicate effectively, students need to learn the 
conventions of their own discipline or profession. they need to 
learn how to write like an educator, a social worker, a biologist, 
an historian, or a literary critic, for example. 

Students take a three-credit Writing (WRco) course within 
their major that contains significant writing experiences appro-
priate to the discipline. these experiences should be based on 
Writing across the curriculum activities, for example, free-
writing, outlining, writing multiple drafts, responding to feed-
back, and creating a finished product. in addition to extending 
the process of developing writing skills, WRco courses also 
emphasize writing to learn in the discipline. 

* these connections may be double counted with a major, 
minor, or any other general education requirement.

**  these connections are three-credit experiences taken as 
part of the major and hence add no credits to those required 
for the major. 

Note: Students who entered in 2003–2004 or earlier but elect to follow 
the 2005–2006 or subsequent Catalog for their major requirements, 
must fulfill the General Education requirements of the 2003–2004 
Catalog. Students who entered in 2004–2005 but elect to follow the 
2005–2006 or subsequent Catalog for their major requirements, 
must fulfill the General Education requirements of the 2004–2005 
Catalog.

Transfer of General Education Courses
a course, or courses, must fulfill the transfer criteria established 
by Plymouth State University. When discrepancies occur, the 
director of curriculum Support shall consult with the depart-
ment chair for clarification on details of course description or 
the amount of credit to be honored. in cases where a clear deci-
sion is not apparent, or where students make a challenge of a 
decision, it shall become the responsibility of the associate Vice 
President for Undergraduate Studies to make a decision.

courses that are transferred into Plymouth State University 
receive general education designation in one of the following 
ways:
a. the appropriate department declares the course to be equiv-

alent to a PSU course that carries the general education 
designation.

b. the director of curriculum Support assigns the designa-
tion as part of the initial evaluation of transfer credit or as 
part of the review of the transfer credit approval form. 

c. the associate Vice President for Undergraduate Studies 
approves a Student Request for such designation (this 
option provides a mechanism of appeal of the first two).
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The First Year Experience
in each of the courses students take, professors will be look-
ing for evidence of three skills: critical thinking, quantitative 
reasoning, and communication. Successful first year students 
approach the First Year Seminar, mathematics Foundations, 
and english composition with the special attention and effort 
they require and deserve. these courses are the foundation of 
the general education program, the program which will instill 
in PSU students the hallmarks of a truly educated person.
 
Far from being merely introductory academic hurdles, the mas-
tery of these three courses is a predictive barometer of students’ 
ability to make the transition from high school-level thinking—
characterized by the elementary skills of merely absorbing and 
regurgitating facts, to college-level thinking—characterized by 
the ability to analyze and synthesize opposing viewpoints, an 
eagerness to weigh skeptically the accuracy and relevance of an 
argument’s logical and quantitative evidence, and an ability to 
communicate eloquently and convincingly a reasoned response. 
only when students embrace and persevere in these skills will 
they have made the transition from high school to college; only 
then will they have taken the most important first steps toward 
becoming educated.

Plymouth State University places special emphasis on success 
in the first year. PSU is one of only 12 United States state insti-
tutions to hold the title of founding member of Foundations of 
Excellence in the First College Year™. to achieve this honor, the 
University participated in a two-year study in order to develop 
a model first year experience to which it might aspire. Using 
this model, PSU continually makes efforts to improve the 
experience by refining its approach to the first year philosophy, 
organization, recruitment methods, and faculty involvement. 
additionally, Plymouth State University pays special attention 
to the individual needs of all students, student engagement, 
diversity, the roles and purposes of education, and the system-
atic assessment of its progress in all of these areas. in the fall of 
2004, the Policy center on the First Year of college, located in 
Brevard, Nc, formally commended Plymouth State University 
for exemplary service and for its contributions as a Founding 
institution in the establishment of Foundations of excellence in 
the First college Year.

Writing Across the Curriculum
Plymouth State University has an active Writing across the 
curriculum program that supports the Writing (WRco) 
courses and other courses in which wri ting is assigned. the 
program is overseen by the Writing across the curriculum 
coordinator in cooperation with an advisory Board made up 
of members representing a variety of academic disciplines. the 
advisory Board sponsors activities, such as training workshops, 
and publications, such as the WAC Journal and the Out of WAC 
Newsletter, that are designed to encourage faculty to make more 
and better use of writing assignments in teaching. as students 
write to learn, they learn to write.

Academic Minors
an academic minor consists of at least 15 credit hours of courses. 
Students may not major and minor in the same discipline. For a 
second, or subsequent, minor, at least nine credits must be dif-
ferent from the major or the first minor. the courses selected to 
fulfill the minor must be approved by the department or faculty 
group that offers the minor program.

Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. these six credits could be 
taken as part of the minor.

to earn a minor students must achieve at least a 2.00 grade 
point average in their minor. one exception is the Pre-law 
minor, which requires a 3.00 grade point average. declaration 
of an academic minor forms are available from the Registrar.

Academic Minor Offered By

adventure education department of Health and  
 Human Performance
anthropology/Sociology department of Social   
 Science
applied linguistics department of languages  
 and linguistics
art department of art
art History department of art
Biology department of Biological  
 Sciences
Business administration college of Business   
 administration
ceramics department of art
chemistry department of   
 atmospheric Science and  
 chemistry
child development department of Psychology
child Welfare and Family Studies department of Social Work
coaching department of Health and  
 Human Performance
computing department of computer  
 Science and technology
dance department of music,   
 theatre, and dance
digital media and game design department of   
 communication and media  
 Studies
drawing department of art
economics college of Business
 administration
exercise Biology exercise Biology council  
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
expository Writing department of english
Film Studies department of english
French department of languages  
 and linguistics
geographic information Systems department of Social   
 Science
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geography department of Social   
 Science
german department of languages 
 and linguistics
gerontology department of Social   
 Work
global tourism department of Social   
 Science
graphic design department of art
Health department of Health   
 and Human    
 Performance
Health and mental Health Studies department of Social   
 Work
History department of Social   
 Science
Human Resource management college of Business   
 administration
imaginative Writing department of english
information technology department of computer 
 Science and technology
latin american Studies latin american Studies   
 council (interdisciplinary  
 Studies)
literature department of english
mathematics–general department of   
 mathematics
mathematics–teacher education department of   
 mathematics
mathematics–technical department of   
 mathematics
media Studies department of   
 communication and media  
 Studies
medieval Studies medieval Studies council  
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
meteorology department of
 atmospheric Science and  
 chemistry
music department of music,   
 theatre, and dance
Neuroscience Neuroscience council   
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
Northern New england institute for New   
Heritage Studies Hampshire Studies
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
Pacific Rim department of Social   
 Science
Painting department of art
Peace and Justice Studies Peace and Justice Studies  
 council
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
Philosophy department of Philosophy
Physics department of   
 atmospheric Science and  
 chemistry

Political Science department of Social   
 Science
Pre–law Pre–law council   
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
Printmaking department of art
Professional communication department of   
 communication and media  
 Studies
Psychology department of Psychology
Religious Studies department of Philosophy
Sculpture department of art
Spanish department of languages  
 and linguistics
Sport Physiology department of Health and  
 Human Performance
Statistics department of   
 mathematics
teaching english to Speakers department of languages
of other languages (teSol) and linguistics
theatre department of music,   
 theatre, and dance
Women’s Studies Women’s Studies council  
 (interdisciplinary Studies)
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Department of Art

Department of Art, draper and maynard Building
Department Chair: cynthia W. Vascak
Professors: John t. downs, thomas W. driscoll Jr., William   
 Haust, Richard W. Hunnewell, Naomi R. Kline, david W.   
 martin, annette W. mitchell
Associate Professors: Jong–Yoon Kim, Philip c. lonergan,   
 Nicholas Sevigney
Assistant Professor: Jason Swift

ART, Bachelor of Arts   120 credits

the Bachelor of arts program is designed to provide students 
with the opportunity for a breadth of experience in the Visual 
arts as well as a foundation for further studies through a com-
mon 21–credit core of studio art and art history courses. this 
is followed by a choice of one of six options in the areas of 
ceramics, drawing, graphic design, Painting, Printmaking, 
and Sculpture. Ba students should begin their option during 
year two.

a portfolio is required for admission and transfer to the department 
of art. Portfolio guidelines are available on the department of art 
Web site or by contacting the department chair.

course sequence is suggested and prerequisites must be met 
before courses are selected. the Ba language proficiency 
should be completed in the first two years.

CERAMICS OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3 
AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4 
AR 3230  Ceramic Design: Potters Wheel   4
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3 
AR 4230  The Art of Ceramics: Studio Artist/Ceramic   
  Scientist   4
AR 3000/4000 level Ceramics elective [not ARDI]  4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
AH 3100 Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–
complete one of the following:   4
 AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: 
   Representing the Body (QRCO)
  AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects 
   and Ideas (QRCO)

Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one 
of the following:   3
  CM 2770  Introduction to Media and 
   Cultural Studies (TECO)
  CS 1100  Introduction to Computers (TECO)
  CS 1170  Computing Technology in Criminal 
   Justice (TECO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     17–15
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111 the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
     30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
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TECO  Technology in the Discipline Connection  3
  Foreign language (gaco)   8
      33
Year Three     Credits

AR 3230  Ceramic Design: Potters Wheel   4
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline 
  Connection   4
   elective   6–4
      29

Year Four     Credits

AR 4230  The Art of Ceramics: Studio Artist/
  Ceramic Scientist   4
AR 3000/4000 level Ceramics elective [not ARDI]  4
AH 3100  Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   11
      28
Total     120

DRAWING OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
aR 3130  drawing: Figure in color   3
AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR Ceramics or Sculpture Elective–complete one 3000 
level course in either Ceramics or Sculpture [not ARDI]  4
AR Drawing Option Electives–complete four 3000/4000 
level Drawing courses [not ARDI]   12
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3

Foreign Language (gaco)   8

Electives     18–16
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i–ii satisfies this requirement but not 
the global awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      32

Year Three     Credits

AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3000 level Ceramics or Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
AR 3000/4000 level Drawing Option electives [not ARDI]  6
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
   elective   4–2
      29

Year Four     Credits

AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR 3000/4000 level Drawing Option electives [not ARDI]  6
dico  diversity connection   3
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Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   14
      29
Total     120

GRAPHIC DESIGN OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aR 2600  Photography i   3
aR 3000/4000 level art elective [not aRdi]   3
ag 2330  an introduction to graphic design Software 
  (teco)   3
ag 2350  graphic design i   3
ag 3050  digital multimedia design   3
ag 3300  graphic design ii   3
ag 3360  graphic design iii   3
ag 3480  Production for graphic design   3
ag 3500  History of graphic design (WRco)   3
ag 4370  graphic design iV   3
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
Integration Connection–complete one of the following:  3
  AH 3100  Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)
  AH 3620  Mesoamerican Art: Maya to Frida Kahlo   
   (INCO)
  BU 3720  Career Development (INCO)
  IS 3470  Women in Contemporary American Culture   
   (INCO)
Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–
complete one of the following:   3
  AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRCO)
  AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and Ideas   
   (QRCO)
  MA 1500  Mathematics and the Humanities (QRCO)
  MA 1900  Statistical Literacy in Today’s Society (QRCO)
  MA 2140  Precalculus (QRCO)
  MA 2200  Finite Mathematics (QRCO)
  MA 2300  Statistics I (QRCO)
  MA 2490  Applied Calculus I (QRCO)
  MA 2550  Calculus I (QRCO)
  PY 2310  Elements of Logic (QRCO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3

Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     16–14
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i–ii satisfies this requirement but not 
the global awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AG 2330  An Introduction to Graphic Design Software   
  (TECO)   3
AG 2350  Graphic Design I   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      32

Year Three     Credits

AR 2600  Photography I   3
AG 3050  Digital Multimedia Design   3
AG 3300  Graphic Design II   3
AG 3360  Graphic Design III   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
dico  diversity connection   3
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline   
  Connection   3
   elective   5–3
      29

Year Four     Credits

AR 3000/4000 level Art elective [not ARDI]   3
AG 3480  Production for Graphic Design   3
AG 3500  History of Graphic Design (WRCO)   3
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AG 4370  Graphic Design IV   3
INCO  Integration Connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   11
      29
Total     120

PAINTING OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aR 3010  Painting: theory and Process   3
aR 3130  drawing: Figure in color   3
aR 3250  Professional 2d Presentation Practices (QRco)   
  (teco)   3
aR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR Ceramics or Sculpture Elective–complete one 3000 
level course in either Ceramics or Sculpture [not ARDI]  4
AR Painting Option Electives–complete four 3000/4000 
level Painting courses [not ARDI]   13
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     17–15
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i–ii satisfies this requirement but not 
the global awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      32

Year Three     Credits

AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3000 level Ceramics or Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
AR 3000/4000 level Painting Option electives [not ARDI]  6
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
   elective   4–2
      29

Year Four     Credits

AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR 3000/4000 level Painting Option electives [not ARDI]  7
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   13
      29
Total     120

PRINTMAKING OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
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AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR Ceramics or Sculpture Elective–complete one 3000 level 
course in either Ceramics or Sculpture [not ARDI]  4
AR Printmaking Option Electives–complete four 
3000/4000 level Printmaking courses [not ARDI]  13
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     17–15
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i–ii satisfies this requirement but not 
the global awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
     30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3

SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      32

Year Three     Credits

AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3000 level Ceramics or Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
AR 3000/4000 level Printmaking Option electives 
[not ARDI]     6 
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
   electives   4–2
      29

Year Four     Credits

AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR 3000/4000 level Printmaking Option electives 
[not ARDI]     7 
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   13
      29
Total     120

SCULPTURE OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
  the Body (QRCO)   4
AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and Ideas   
  (QRCO)   4
AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 3660  Advanced Sculpture   4
AR 3000/4000 level Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
AH 3100  Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete 
one of the following:   3
  CM 2770  Introduction to Media and Cultural Studies   
   (TECO)
  CS 1100 Introduction to Computers (TECO)
  CS 1170  Computing Technology in Criminal Justice   
   (TECO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
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ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     17–15
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i–ii satisfies this requirement but not 
the global awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
  the Body (QRCO)   4
AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and Ideas   
  (QRCO)   4
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
TECO  Technology in the Discipline Connection  3
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      31

Year Three     Credits

AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 3660  Advanced Sculpture   4
ctdi  creative thought direction   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8

SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   elective   5–3
      30

Year Four     Credits

AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4
AR 3000/4000 level Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
AH 3100 Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   12
      29
Total     120

ART, Bachelor of Fine Arts   122 credits

the Bachelor of Fine arts program is designed to provide 
students with the opportunity for a concentrated and focused 
education in graphic design or the Visual arts (including 
ceramics, drawing, Painting, Printmaking, and Sculpture). the 
BFa degree provides students with a broad understanding of 
the visual arts and art history through a common 21–credit core. 
in addition, students complete an additional option in graphic 
design or 2d Studio art or 3d Studio art. Portfolio reviews are 
required for acceptance and continuation in the BFA program. 
Prerequisites must be met before courses are selected.

a portfolio is required for admission and transfer to the department 
of art. Portfolio guidelines are available on the department of art 
Web site or by contacting the department chair.

GRAPHIC DESIGN OPTION

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. Students 
should begin their option during year two.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 2600  Photography I   3
AR 3000/4000 level Art elective [not ARDI]   3–4
AG 2330  An Introduction to Graphic Design Software   
  (TECO)   3
AG 2350  Graphic Design I   3
AG 3050  Digital Multimedia Design   3
AG 3300  Graphic Design II   3
AG 3360  Graphic Design III   3
AG 3480  Production for Graphic Design   3
AG 3500  History of Graphic Design (WRCO)   3
AG 3600  Advanced Photoshop and Illustrator Techniques 3
AG 4350  Advanced Flash Animation and Effects  3
AG 4370  Graphic Design IV   3
AG 4380  Graphic Design V   3
AG 4390  Graphic Design VI   3
AG 4900  Internship   3
aH 1110  Survey of art i  3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
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CM 2770  Introduction to Media and Cultural Studies   
  (TECO)   3
Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–
complete one of the following:   3
  AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRCO)
  AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and 
   Ideas (QRCO)
  MA 1500  Mathematics and the Humanities (QRCO)
  MA 1900  Statistical Literacy in Today’s Society (QRCO)
 MA 2140  Precalculus (QRCO)
  MA 2200  Finite Mathematics (QRCO)
  MA 2300  Statistics I (QRCO)
  MA 2490  Applied Calculus I (QRCO)
  MA 2550  Calculus I (QRCO)
  PY 2310  Elements of Logic (QRCO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
gaco  global awareness connection   3
iNco  integration connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     11–8
Total     122

enrollment in ag 4380 and ag 4390 is by portfolio review. ag 
4900 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
2.30 and a minimum grade point average in the major of 2.50.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 2600  Photography I   3
AG 2330  An Introduction to Graphic Design Software   
  (TECO)   3
AG 2350  Graphic Design I   3
AG 3300  Graphic Design II   3
CM 2770  Introduction to Media and Cultural Studies   
  (TECO)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
      30

Year Three     Credits

AG 3050  Digital Multimedia Design   3
AG 3360  Graphic Design III   3
AG 3480  Production for Graphic Design   3
AG 3500  History of Graphic Design (WRCO)   3
AG 3600  Advanced Photoshop and Illustrator 
  Techniques   3
AG 4370  Graphic Design IV   3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline   
  Connection   3
   elective   5–3
      32

Year Four     Credits

AR 3000/4000 level Art elective [not ARDI]   3–4
AG 4350  Advanced Flash Animation and Effects  3
AG 4380  Graphic Design V   3
AG 4390  Graphic Design VI   3
AG 4900  Internship   3
gaco  global awareness connection   3
iNco  integration connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   6–5
      30
Total     122

2D STUDIO ART OPTION

the 2d Studio art option includes a core of introductory Studio 
area courses, introductory art History courses, a Studio option 
area of focus, and a thesis in the area of Focus. Studio option 
areas available are drawing, Painting, and Printmaking. 
Students should begin coursework in their Studio option area 
during year two in order to complete requirements prior to 
thesis.

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
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AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 4610  2D BFA Thesis I   6
AR 4620  2D BFA Thesis II   6
AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AR Studio electives [not ARDI]   6–8
AR Ceramics or Sculpture Elective–complete one 3000 
level course in either Ceramics or Sculpture [not ARDI]  4
2D Studio Option Area–complete two 3000/4000 level 
courses from ONE of the following areas: Drawing, 
Painting, Printmaking [not ARDI]   6–7
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
Art History elective–complete one of the following  3
  aH 3530  arts of the Far east (gaco)
 aH 3540  arts and ideas in the 19th century (gaco)
  aH 3620 mesoamerican arts: maya to Frida Kahlo   
   (gaco)
  aH 3730  Renaissance arts in Southern europe (gaco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     19–14
Total     122

enrollment in thesis is by portfolio review.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3130  Drawing: Figure in Color   3
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
   elective   3
      30

Year Three     Credits

AR 3250  Professional 2D Presentation Practices 
  (QRCO) (TECO)   3
AR 3000 level Ceramics or Sculpture elective [not ARDI]  4
AR 3000/4000 level 2D Studio Option Area electives 
[not ARDI]     6–7 
AR Studio electives [not ARDI]   6–8
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
   elective   7–2
      32

Year Four     Credits

AR 4610  2D BFA Thesis I   6
AR 4620  2D BFA Thesis II   6
AR 4800  Advanced Studio Seminar (INCO)   3
AH Art History elective (GACO)   3 
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   9
      30
Total     122

3D STUDIO ART OPTION

the 3d Studio art option includes a core of introductory Studio 
area courses, introductory art History courses, a Studio option 
area of focus, and a Senior thesis in the area of Focus. Studio 
option areas available are ceramics and Sculpture. Students 
should begin coursework in their Studio option area during year 
two in order to complete requirements prior to Senior thesis.

Degree Requirements   Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design 3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AR 4110  Senior Thesis I   6
AR 4120  Senior Thesis II   6
3D Studio Option Area–complete two 3000/4000 level 
courses from ONE of the following areas: Ceramics or 
Sculpture [not ARDI]   8
  AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRCO)
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  AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and 
   Ideas (QRCO)
  AR 3230  Ceramic Design: Potters Wheel
  AR 3660  Advanced Sculpture 
  AR 4230  The Art of Ceramics: Studio Artist/Ceramic   
   Scientist
Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–  
complete one of the following; must be different from 
Studio Option Area:   4
  AR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRCO)
  AR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: Objects and 
   Ideas (QRCO)
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
AH 3100  Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
Non–western Art History elective–complete one of the 
following:     3
  AH 3530  Arts of the Far East (GACO)
  AH 3620  Mesoamerican Arts: Maya to Frida Kahlo   
   (GACO)
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete 
one of the following:   3
  AE 3500  Technology for Art Education (TECO)
  CM 2770  Introduction to Media and Cultural Studies   
   (TECO)
  CS 1100  Introduction to Computers (TECO)
  CS 1170  Computing Technology in Criminal Justice   
   (TECO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     22–20
Total     122

Students choosing Sculpture as their Studio option area must 
take both aR 3060 and aR 3160. enrollment in Senior thesis 
is by portfolio review.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3

ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
      30

Year Two     Credits

AR 3220  Ceramic Exploration   4
AR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900 (WRCO)   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline   
  Connection   4
TECO  Technology in the Discipline Connection  3
      29

Year Three     Credits

AR 3010  Painting: Theory and Process   3
AR 3000/4000 level 3D Studio Option Area electives 
[not ARDI]     8
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
dico  diversity connection   3
  electives   13–11
      33

Year Four     Credits

AR 4110  Senior Thesis I   6
AR 4120  Senior These II   6
AH 3100  Contemporary Art Seminar (INCO)   3
AH Non–western Art History elective (GACO)   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   9
      30
Total     122
 
Bachelor Fine Arts/Master of Arts in Teaching

the dual degree BFa (2d Studio art or 3d Studio art option)/
mat is a five year plan of study, combining the undergraduate 
Bachelor of Fine arts degree with the master of arts in teaching 
for K–12 certification in art education. Undergraduate BFa 
students have the opportunity to plan ahead and select up to 
12 credits of required art education courses and six credits of 
graduate education courses (if they have at least a 3.00 cumu-
lative grade point average) during their undergraduate BFa 
studies. the remaining mat courses and student teaching 
internship are completed within the fifth year of study follow-
ing acceptance into the college of graduate Studies. thus, stu-
dents can achieve these two degrees within a five year plan of 
study. interested students should see the department chair or 
the coordinator of art education.
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ART EDUCATION (K–12), Bachelor of Science  122 credits

this program is certified at both the state and national level by 
the New Hampshire department of education and the National 
council for the accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). 
graduates who complete this teacher certification program are eli-
gible for K–12 teacher certification in the state of New Hampshire. 
Because of New Hampshire’s membership in the interstate 
certification contract, Plymouth graduates are eligible to earn a 
certificate or license in another contract state upon application 
to that state’s department of education. For further information, 
please see the teacher education and clinical experiences sec-
tion. the art education program endorses the Plymouth State 
University conceptual framework for teacher education: CHECK. 
the experiences required for this program are Commitment 
and Holism and are based on Experience, Collaboration and 
Knowledge of the disciplines of the Fine arts. 

all art education majors take a common 85–87 credit core, which 
includes 8–10 credits of advanced level course work in one of 
seven art disciplines: art History, ceramics, drawing, graphic 
design, Painting, Printmaking or Sculpture. this opportunity 
provides a greater depth of experience in a single discipline. a 
portfolio is required for admission and transfer to the department 
of art. Portfolio guidelines are available on the department of art 
Web site or by contacting the department chair.

art education majors are required to complete a 50-hour obser-
vation component prior to student teaching. as part of this 
requirement, students will have the opportunity to work with 
an experienced public school art educator through the New 
Hampshire art education mentor Network. Students may also 
participate in the after School arts Program for area children or 
participate in arts Smarts, an interdisciplinary outreach program 
involving the art department Karl drerup gallery and exhibitions 
Program.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

art education majors are expected to apply for admission to 
teacher certification candidacy at the beginning of their sec-
ond year in the program. this application is initiated through 
the office of teacher certification. Refer to the section of the 
catalog on teacher education and clinical experiences for 
additional information. a minimum cumulative grade point 

average of 2.50 is required for admission into this teacher edu-
cation candidacy program; students are required to have a 2.70 
gPa to enter student teaching.

Degree Requirements   Credits

ae 1000  introduction to art education   3
ae 2000  Foundations of art education   3
ae 3050  methods and materials for art education  3
ae 3060  instructional Planning and Pedagogy for art   
  education (dico)   3
ae 3100  curriculum and assessment for art education  3
ae 3500  technology for art education (teco)  3
Student teaching–complete ae 4950 or (ae 4960 and 
ae 4970):     12
 ae 4950  art education Student teaching: K–12
 ae 4960  art education Student teaching: Secondary   
   component
 ae 4970  art education Student teaching: elementary   
   component
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900 (WRco)   3
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aR 3010 Painting: theory and Process   3
aR 3220  ceramic exploration   4
aR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
advanced concentration–complete 8–10 credits in 
3000/4000 level courses from oNe of the following areas: 
art History, ceramics, drawing, graphic design, Painting,
Printmaking, Sculpture [not aHdi, not aRdi]   8–10 
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:   4
  aR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRco)
  aR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: objects and 
   ideas (QRco)
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
PS 3190  development and Understanding (Weco)  3
Se 3090  introduction to Special education: middle 
  and Secondary   3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
gaco  global awareness connection   3
Electives     7–3
Total     122
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Student teaching requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ae 1000  introduction to art education   3
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
aR 1040 Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
      32

Year Two     Credits

ae 2000  Foundations of art education   3
ae 3050  methods and materials for art education  3
aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900 (WRco)   3
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aR 3010  Painting: theory and Process   3
aR 3220  ceramic exploration   4
aR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
PPdi  Past and Present direction   3
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline   
  connection   4
      30

Year Three     Credits

ae 3060  instructional Planning and Pedagogy for art   
  education (dico)   3
ae 3100  curriculum and assessment for art education  3
ae 3500  technology for art education (teco)  3 
aR advanced concentration [not aHdi, not aRdi]  8–10
PS 3190  development and Understanding (Weco)  3
Se 3090  introduction to Special education: middle 
  and Secondary   3
gaco  global awareness connection   3
   elective   5–3
      31

Year Four     Credits

ae  Student teaching   12
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
   elective   2–0
      29
Total     122

ART HISTORY, Bachelor of Arts   120 credits

art History is a discipline that explores the fascination and 
allure of visual objects and imagery interpreted through contex-
tual knowledge and understanding. art functions on numerous 
levels within society and is integrally related to aesthetic, politi-
cal, religious, and cultural systems, the study of which provides 
intellectual pleasure and valuable preparation for further educa-
tional and vocational pursuits.

art History furnishes a solid foundation in the history, theory, 
and criticism of both Western and non-Western art as well 
as an introduction to media and cultural studies that provide 
a basis for understanding contemporary culture. Based on a 
strong liberal arts foundation, the degree emphasizes skills in 
critical thinking, advanced writing, and research, and encour-
ages majors to explore interdisciplinary connections with other 
fields across the curriculum. distinguished by flexibility of 
student choice in selecting courses best attuned to meeting 
academic needs and professional goals, the program also pro-
vides opportunities for gallery and museum related experiences 
and international study. majors develop a contract in consulta-
tion with the art History advisor to chart fulfillment of degree 
requirements.

in our image rich and media driven culture, majors in art 
History can look forward to a wide range of professional appli-
cations of this degree, including (but not limited to) the follow-
ing: museum and gallery professional, art center administrator, 
historic preservation, digital media resources, as well as prepa-
ration for graduate training in a broad range of fields including 
art history, media/cultural studies, law and cultural property, 
business school, library science, and numerous other areas 
where a fine liberal arts degree is relevant.

Degree Requirements   Credits

aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900 (WRco)   3
aH Non–western art History 3000/4000 level elective* 
[not aHdi]    3
aH Western (pre–1900) art History 3000/4000 level 
elective** [not aHdi]   3
group a art History electives–complete four courses, 
in addition to the Non–western art History and the 
Western (pre–1900) art History electives required above:  12
  aH 3100  contemporary art Seminar (iNco)
  aH 3160  museum Studies i (dico)
  aH 3170  museum Studies ii
  aH 3500  the World of the crusades**
  aH 3530  arts of the Far east (gaco) (iNco)*
  aH 3540  art and ideas in the 19th century (gaco)   
   (iNco)**
  aH 3600  arts of the United States (dico)
  aH 3620  mesoamerican arts: maya to Frida Kahlo   
   (gaco) (iNco)*
  aH 3710  ancient art**
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  aH 3720  medieval art**
  aH 3730  Renaissance art in Southern europe (gaco)  
   (iNco)**
  aH 3740  Baroque art**
  aH 3750  Women, art, and Society (dico)
  aH 4500  Special topics in art History
  aH 4880  art History internship
group B Supporting courses–complete three 3000/4000 
level courses in any discipline that complements the student’s 
academic and professional goals, given the written approval
of the art History advisor:   9
aR  Studio arts electives [not aRdi]   6–7
cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies   
  (teco)   3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:   3
  aR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
   the Body (QRco)
  aR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: objects and 
   ideas (QRco)
  ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics   
   (QRco)
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 1900  Statistical literacy in today’s Society (QRco)
  ma 2140  Precalculus (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (QRco)
  ma 2550  calculus i (QRco)
  PY 2310  elements of logic (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3 
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
dico  diversity connection   3
iNco  integration connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     22–19
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

the Studio arts electives are generally 1000/2000 level 
courses. the Ba language proficiency should be completed in 
the first two years.

*Satisfies either the Non–western art History 3000/4000 level 
elective or the art History elective (not both).

**Satisfies either the Western (pre–1900) art History 
3000/4000 level elective or the art History elective (not both).

Recommended Course Sequence 

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations   3
aH 1110  Survey of art i   3
aH 1120  Survey of art ii   3
ctdi  creative thought directions   6
   Foreign language (gaco)   8
      29

Year Two     Credits

aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900 (WRco)   3
aR  Studio arts electives [not aRdi]   6–7
cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies   
  (teco)   3
PPdi  Past and Present directions   6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions   6–8
   electives   7–4
      31

Year Three     Credits

aH  group a art History electives   12
  group B Supporting courses   9
SSdi  Self and Society directions   6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline   
  connection   3
      30

Year Four     Credits

aH  Non–western art History 3000/4000 level 
  elective* [not aHdi]   3
aH  Western (pre–1900) art History 3000/4000 
  level elective** [not aHdi]   3
dico  diversity connection   3
iNco  integration connection   3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
   electives   15
      30
Total     120
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*Satisfies either the Non–western art History 3000/4000 
level elective or the art History elective (not both).
**Satisfies either the Western (pre–1900) art History 
3000/4000 level elective or the art History elective (not both).

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

ART MINOR  17–20 credits

Students should work closely with an art faculty advisor to 
develop a meaningful sequence of courses. For some upper–
division courses, it may be necessary to take additional courses 
to meet prerequisite requirements. contact the department 
chair for further information.
      Credits

complete one of the following:   3
 aH 1110  Survey of art i
 aH 1120  Survey of art ii
complete two of the following:   7–8
 aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design
 aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d
 aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes
complete seven to nine credits in the following areas (at least 
six credits must be taken at the 3000/4000 level):  7–9
 ag  graphic design
 aH  art History
 aR  Studio art

ART HISTORY MINOR   18 credits

      Credits

complete one of the following:   3
  aH 1110  Survey of art i
  aHdi 1200 exploring art: temples and treasures (PPdi)
complete one of the following:   3
  aH 1120  Survey of art ii
  aHdi 1210 exploring art: Revelations and Revolutions   
   (PPdi)
aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900   3
aH 3000/4000 level art History courses   9 

CERAMICS MINOR   19–20 credits

      Credits

aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 3220  ceramic exploration   4
aR 3230  ceramic design: Potters Wheel   4
complete one of the following courses:   3–4
  aR 4230  the art of ceramics: Studio artist/  
   ceramic Scientist
  aH   art History

DRAWING MINOR  20 credits

  Credits

aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 2520  drawing: Figure in Value   4
aR 3130  drawing: Figure in color   3
complete nine credits in the following areas (at least six 
credits must be taken at the 3000/4000 level):   9
 aR  drawing (6–9 credits)
 aH  art History (3–0 credits)

GRAPHIC DESIGN MINOR   22 credits

      Credits

ag 2330  an introduction to graphic design Software  3
ag 2350  graphic design i   3
ag 3300  graphic design ii   3
ag 3360  graphic design iii   3
ag 3500  History of graphic design   3 
aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4

PAINTING MINOR   19–20 credits

      Credits

aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 3010  Painting: theory and Process   3
complete 9–10 credits in the following areas (at least six 
credits must be taken at the 3000/4000 level):   9–10
 aR  Painting (6–10 credits)
 aH  art History (3–0 credits)

PRINTMAKING MINOR   19–20 credits

      Credits

aR 1040  Fundamentals of art: color and design  3
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 3300  Process and Printmaking   3
complete 9–10 credits in the following areas (at least six 
credits must be taken at the 3000/4000 level):   9–10
aR  Printmaking (6–10 credits)
aH  art History (3–0 credits)

SCULPTURE MINOR   19–20 credits

      Credits

aR 1060  Fundamentals of art: Form in 3d   4
aR 1120  drawing: objects, interiors, landscapes  4
aR 3060  Foundations of Sculpture: Representing 
  the Body   4
aR 3160  Foundations of Sculpture: objects and ideas  4
complete one of the following:   3–4
 aR  Sculpture (4 credits)
 aH  art History (3 credits)
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Allowable Department of Art Academic Minors for Art Majors
   Allowable Department of
Degree  Art Academic Minor
Ba art/ceramics art History
  graphic design
Ba art/drawing  art History
  graphic design
Ba art/graphic design  art History
Ba art/Painting  art History
  graphic design
Ba art/Printmaking  art History
  graphic design
Ba art/Sculpture  art History
  graphic design
Ba art History art
 ceramics
 drawing
 graphic design
 Painting
 Printmaking
 Sculpture
BFa/graphic design  art
  art History
  ceramics
  drawing
  Painting
  Printmaking
  Sculpture
BFa/2d Studio art  art History
  graphic design
BFa/3d Studio art  art History
  graphic design
BS art education  art History
  ceramics
  drawing
  graphic design
 Painting
  Printmaking
  Sculpture

art majors may also complete an academic minor in other 
departments.
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Department of Atmospheric Science and 
Chemistry

Department of Atmospheric Science and Chemistry, Boyd 
Science center
Chair: eric g. Hoffman
Professors: James P. Koermer, Susan Swope
Associate Professors: lourdes B. aviles, dennis e. machnik
Assistant Professors: Jeremiah S. duncan, Samuel t. K. miller,   
 anil Waghe
Research Assistant Professor: Kimberly a. duncan
Meteorology Technical Manager: Brendon Hoch
Chemistry Technical Specialist: marguerite crowell

CHEMISTRY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

this is a traditional chemistry degree intended for students that 
desire greater flexibility in their program of study.

BIOCHEMISTRY OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250 techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4020  Biochemistry II  3
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
BI   Bio Molecular elective [not BIDI]  4
calculus–complete one sequence of (ma 2490 and 
ma 2500) or (ma 2550 and ma 2560):  8
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
 ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560 calculus ii (QRco)
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3

Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    16
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One    Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
calculus–complete one sequence (matH) (QRco)  8
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
     31

Year Two    Credits

cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
     29

Year Three    Credits

cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
CH 4020  Biochemistry II  3
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   electives  4
     30

Year Four    Credits

cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
BI   Bio Molecular Elective [not BIDI]  4
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  12
     30
Total    120
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CHEMISTRY EDUCATION (7–12) OPTION

Program has received a two–year provisional approval from the 
New Hampshire State department of education.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4330  Science in the Secondary School  3
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
ED 4420  Secondary Student Teaching  12
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3
calculus–complete one sequence of (ma 2490 and 
ma 2500) or (ma 2550 and ma 2560):  8
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
 ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction Special Education: Middle 
  and Secondary  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Electives    15
Total    120

Student teaching requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.50.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
calculus–complete one sequence (matH) (QRco)  8
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
     31

Year Two  Credits

cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   elective  1
     30

Year Three  Credits

cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction Special Education: Middle and   
  Secondary  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   electives  8
     31

Year Four  Credits

cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4330  Science in the Secondary School  3
ED 4420  Secondary Student Teaching  12
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3
   electives  6
     28
Total    120
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
CH 3420  Environmental Chemistry  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
 3000/4000 level Environmental Elective  3
Group A–complete two courses from the following 
disciplines:   6
  Biology [not BIDI]
  Earth Science [not ESDI]
  Geography [not GEDI]
calculus–complete one sequence of (ma 2490 and 
ma 2500) or (ma 2550 and ma 2560):  8
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
 ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    10
Total    120

Environmental Suggested Elective:

cH 4110  air Quality
ge 3300  introduction to Hydrology

Group A Suggested Electives:

Bi 3260  Freshwater ecology
Bi 4050  ecology
ge 2001  Physical geography
ge 2090  computer mapping

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One    Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
calculus–complete one sequence (matH) (QRco) 8
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
     31

Year Two     Credits

cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
dico diversity connection  3
     29

Year Three    Credits

cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
Group A Electives  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     32 

Year Four  Credits

CH 3420  Environmental Chemistry  4
cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
 3000/4000 level Environmental Elective  3
iNco  integration connection  3
  electives  10
     28
Total    120
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GENERAL OPTION

this option follows guidelines set by the american chemical 
Society set for a BS in chemistry.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
CH 3000/4000 level Chemistry elective [not CHDI]  4
calculus–complete one sequence of (ma 2490 and 
ma 2500) or (ma 2550 and ma 2560):  8
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
 ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety  1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2

cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
calculus–complete one sequence (matH) (QRco)  8
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
     31

Year Two  Credits

cH 3020  Biochemistry i  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i  4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
     29

Year Three  Credits

cH 3360  instrumental analysis  4
cH 3450  Physical chemistry i  4
CH 3460  Physical Chemistry II (WRCO)  4
CH 4190  Introduction to Research  2
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   elective  4
     30

Year Four  Credits

cH 3500  inorganic chemistry  4
CH 4530  Senior Research  4
CH  Chemistry 3000/4000 level elective 
  [not CHDI]  4
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15
     30
Total    120

METEOROLOGY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

Plymouth State University is the only institution in New 
Hampshire to offer a BS degree in meteorology. the program 
offers students not only a solid curriculum in traditional areas 
of theoretical and applied meteorology but also an opportunity 
for independent research and for internships in operational 
meteorology. a program graduate will have received an educa-
tion of sufficient depth and versatility either to pursue advanced 
graduate study in theoretical or experimental meteorology or to 
seek employment in the fields of operational and applied mete-
orology. as an alternative to the BS program, students may pur-
sue an interdisciplinary major that incorporates atmospheric 
science with related fields such as earth science, mathemat-
ics, computer science, journalism, etc. at a minimum, enter-
ing students should have a mastery of high school precalculus. 
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meteorology majors should consider the following minors: 
general mathematics, technical mathematics, computer 
Science or Business administration.

Degree Requirements  Credits

mt 2110  introduction to meteorology  3
mt 2230  introduction to meteorological analysis  1
mt 2800  climatology (gaco)  3
mt 3250  atmospheric thermodynamics  4
mt 3300  Synoptic meteorology i  4
mt 3710  meteorological instruments and observations   
  (WRco)  4
mt 4300  Synoptic meteorology ii  4
mt 4310  dynamic meteorology i  3
mt 4320  dynamic meteorology ii  3
mt 4410  atmospheric Physics  3
oral communication–complete one of the following:  1
  mt 4330  current Weather Seminar
  mt 4350  Forecasting/Radio Practicum
  mt 4360  Forecasting/television Practicum
capstone experiences–minimum of five credits  5
Students will design their own capstone experiences with their 
academic advisors. capstone experiences should contain a 
mixture of coursework (4000 level) and experiential learning 
(internship, research or practicum). See examples below.
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340 general chemistry ii  4
cS 2400  Scientific Programming Using FoRtRaN  3
eN 3090  technical communication (teco) (WRco)  3
ma 2550  calculus i (matH)  4
ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)  4
ma 3500  Probability and Statistics for Scientists  3
ma 3510  differential equations  3
ma 3540  calculus iii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    9
Total    120

Capstone Experience Examples

Student interested in broadcast meteorology:
  mt 4360  Forecasting/television Practicum [1 credit]
  mt 4550  topics (tropical or mesoscale) [3 credits]
  mt 4600  internship [at least 2 credits]
Student interested in graduate school:
  mt 4330  current Weather Seminar [1 credit]
  mt 4450  advanced Synoptic meteorology [3 credits]
  and/or
  mt 4510/mt 4520 Senior Research [at least 2 credits]
  mt 4550 topics (NWP, tropical, mesoscale) [3 credits]
Student interested in forecasting:
  mt 4330 current Weather Seminar [2 credits]
  mt 4340 Forecasting/multimedia Practice [2 credits]
  mt 4600 internship [at least 2 credits]

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
mt 2110  introduction to meteorology  3
mt 2230  introduction to meteorological analysis  1
mt 2800  climatology (gaco)  3
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii  4
ma 2550  calculus i (matH)  4
ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)  4
dico  diversity connection  3
     32

Year Two  Credits

mt 3250  atmospheric thermodynamics  4
mt 3300  Synoptic meteorology i  4
cS 2400  Scientific Programming Using FoRtRaN  3
ma 3540  calculus iii  4
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
     29

Year Three  Credits

mt 3710  meteorological instruments and observations   
  (WRco)  4
mt 4300  Synoptic meteorology ii  4
mt 4310  dynamic meteorology i  3
mt 4320  dynamic meteorology ii  3
ma 3500  Probability and Statistics for Scientists  3
ma 3510  differential equations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     29
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Year Four   Credits

mt  oral communication  1
mt  capstone experiences  5
mt 4410  atmospheric Physics  3
eN 3090  technical communication (teco)  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  9
     30
Total    120

Complementary Courses: generally, students are encour-
aged to take electives from the following disciplines: Biology, 
chemistry, computer Science, earth Science, geography, 
mathematics, meteorology, and Physics. Specifically, students 
considering research and/or graduate school should take as 
many of the following electives as possible: cH 3340, cH 3360, 
cH 3450, cH 3460, eSdi 2140, ma 4430, mt 4110, mt 4450, 
mt 4510, mt 4520, mt 4550, PH 3130. Students considering 
operational, forecast and/or broadcast meteorology should take 
as many of the following as possible: cm 2400, cm 2910, mt 
4110, mt 4450, mt 4550, mt 4600.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

CHEMISTRY MINOR  20 credits

Students should take eight credits of lower–level (1000/2000) 
general chemistry and 12 credits of upper–level (3000/4000) 
courses consisting of organic/upper–level chemistry courses in 
order to complete this minor. it is also recommended that stu-
dents contact the department chair.

METEOROLOGY MINOR 17 or 18 credits

the meteorology minor contains a mixture of theory, forecast-
ing and numerical analysis. it requires simultaneous enroll-
ment in mt 3300 and mt 4310 during the fall semester of the 
junior or senior year.
  Credits

mt 2110  introduction to meteorology  3
mt 2230  introduction to meteorological analysis  1
mt 2800  climatology (gaco)  3
mt 3250  atmospheric thermodynamics  4
complete (mt 4310 and mt 4320) or (mt 3300 and 
mt 4310):    6 or 7
 mt 3300  Synoptic meteorology i
 mt 4310  dynamic meteorology i
 mt 4320  dynamic meteorology ii

corequisites and prerequisites: ma 2550, ma 2560, ma 3540, 
PH 2410, PH 2420, PH 2430 and PH 2440

PHYSICS MINOR  18 credits

Students should take at least 18 credits of Physics courses start-
ing with University Physics (PH 2410) and including at least 
seven credits of 3000/4000 level courses. calculus should also 
be taken as it is a prerequisite for some of the courses. it is also 
recommended that students see the department chair.
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Department of Biological Sciences

Department of Biological Sciences, Boyd Science center
Chair: Kerry l. Yurewicz
Professors: christopher c. chabot, Frederick P. Prince, 
 leonard R. Reitsma
Assistant Professors: Katie Rose Boissonneault, Brigid c.   
 o’donnell, michele l. Pruyn
Technical Specialist: amy Ueland

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION (7–12), Bachelor of Science 
 123 credits

this program is certified at both the state and national level by 
the New Hampshire department of education and the National 
council for the accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). 
graduates who complete this Biological Science education 
option are eligible for 7–12 teacher certification in the state of 
New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership 
in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates are 
eligible to earn a certificate or license in another contract state 
upon application to that state’s department of education. For fur-
ther information, please see the teacher education and clinical 
experiences section. Pending approval of the Board of trustees.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the processing 
of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school before 
the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is the 
responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to the 
school district. each new site will require a separate fingerprinting 
and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
Bi 2010  introduction to Science education  3
Zoology elective–complete one of the following:  4
  Bi 2030  invertebrate Zoology
  Bi 2040  Vertebrate Zoology
Bi 2070  Botany   4
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4
Bi 3020  Biochemistry i   4
Bi 3040  microbiology   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4050  ecology (QRco) (WRco)  4
Bi 4330  Science in the Secondary School  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4

ed 4420  Secondary Student teaching  12
iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society 
   (dico) (iNco)   3
PH 2130  Physics i   4 
PH 2140  Physics ii   4
PS 3190  development and Understanding (Weco)  3
Se 3090  introduction to Special education:
   middle and Secondary   3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  4
  ma 2140  Precalculus (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Total    123
Student teaching requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.50.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  4
Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
Bi 2010  introduction to Science education  3
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3 
      33 

Year Two  Credits

Bi    Zoology elective   4
Bi 2070  Botany   4
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
Se 3090  introduction to Special education:
   middle and Secondary   3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
      32
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Year Three  Credits

Bi 3020  Biochemistry i   4
Bi 3040  microbiology   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
PH 2130  Physics i   4 
PH 2140  Physics ii   4
PS 3190  development and Understanding (Weco)  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
      29

Year Four  Credits

Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4050  ecology (QRco) (WRco)  4
Bi 4330  Science in the Secondary School  3
ed 4420  Secondary Student teaching  12
iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society 
   (dico) (iNco)   3
       29
Total    123
general chemistry should only be taken in the first year if the 
student does well on the mathematics placement exam or has 
suitable math skills.

BIOLOGY, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba program in Biology is a broad overview of the principles 
of biology and the functions of biological systems with support-
ive courses in mathematics, physics, and chemistry. it can be 
used to fulfill the goals of students just interested in biology or 
those who plan to go on to professional programs or graduate 
degrees in the biological sciences. For the latter case, it should 
be noted that some professional/graduate schools require a full 
year each of organic chemistry, physics, and calculus; this pro-
gram is less restrictive. thus students should work closely with 
their academic advisor to plan their coursework.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
Bi 2000 level Biology electives [not Bidi]  0–8
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology electives [not Bidi]  16–8
Writing in the discipline connection:  4
 Bi 3000/4000 level Biology elective (WRco) [not Bidi]
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
Physical Science group–complete four credits: 4
  cH 3370  organic chemistry i 
  PH 2130  Physics i 
  PH 2410  University Physics i and
  PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  4
  ma 2140  Precalculus (matH)

  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Foreign Language (gaco)   8
Electives     28
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  4
Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
       30

Year Two  Credits

Bi 2000 level Biology elective [not Bidi]  0–4
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology elective [not Bidi]  4–0
Physical Science group–complete four credits  4
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
    elective   2
       30

Year Three  Credits

Bi 2000 level Biology elective [not Bidi]  0–4
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology electives [not Bidi]  12–8
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
    electives   8 
      30
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Year Four  Credits

Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology elective (WRco) [not Bidi]  4
Weco  Wellness connection   3
    electives   18
       30
Total    120
general chemistry should only be taken in the first year if the 
student does well on the mathematics placement exam or has 
suitable math skills.

BIOLOGY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS in Biology is a broad–based degree that prepares stu-
dents for graduate or professional schools including medical, 
dental, and veterinary schools, and emphasizes cellular, physi-
ological and organismal biology.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
lower level organismal electives–complete two of the 
following:     8
  Bi 2030  invertebrate Zoology
  Bi 2040  Vertebrate Zoology
  Bi 2070  Botany
  Bi 2110   Human anatomy and Physiology i
  Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii
Upper level electives–complete five of the following, 
including the Writing in the discipline connection 
(WRco):     20
  Bi 3020  Biochemistry i
  Bi 3040  microbiology
  Bi 4100  cell Structure and Function
  Bi 4140  developmental Biology
  Bi 4750  Plant Physiology
  Bi 4770  animal Physiology (WRco)
  Bi 4780  Neurobiology (WRco)
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii   4
Physics–complete (PH 2130) or (PH 2410 and PH 2430):  4
  PH 2130  Physics i 
 PH 2410  University Physics i
 PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  4
  ma 2140  Precalculus (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)

General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     20
Total    120
Students pursuing post–graduate schooling should consult 
with advisors regarding taking a second semester of Physics.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  4
Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
       30

Year Two  Credits

Bi lower level organismal electives–complete two courses 8
Bi 3060  genetics   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
    elective   2
       31

Year Three  Credits

Bi Upper level electives–complete four courses,
including the Writing in the discipline connection 
(WRco)     16
PH  Physics–complete one course  4
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
    elective   4 
      30

Year Four  Credits

Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
Bi    Upper level elective   4
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Weco  Wellness connection   3
    electives   14
       29
Total    120
general chemistry should only be taken in the first year if the 
student does well on the mathematics placement exam or has 
suitable math skills.

BIOTECHNOLOGY, Bachelor of Science  122 credits

this major focuses on biology at the molecular level and reflects 
the importance of science at the biology/chemistry interface. 
independent laboratory work is emphasized and the senior 
research project is mandatory. the program prepares students 
for work in the field of biotechnology as well as industries such 
as chemical companies, pharmaceutical companies, and envi-
ronmental firms. this major also provides students with the 
core courses required for admission to professional and gradu-
ate schools.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
Bi 3040  microbiology   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 4100  cell Structure and Function  4
Bi 4180  Biotechnology (teco) (WRco)  4
Bi 4200  Senior Research   4
Bi/cH major electives [not Bidi/cHdi]  8
introduction to Research–complete one of the following:  2
  Bi 4190  introduction to Research
  cH 4190  introduction to Research
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii   4
mathematics requirement–complete two of the following: 7–8
  ma 2140  Precalculus (matH)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (matH)
 ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
 ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)
Physics–complete (PH 2130 and PH 2140) or (PH 2410–
PH 2440):     8
  PH 2130  Physics i 
  PH 2140  Physics ii
 PH 2410  University Physics i
 PH 2420  University Physics ii
 PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i
  PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii

General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
dico  diversity connection   3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     10–9
Total    122
those who satisfy the Biological Science requirement by exam 
or advanced Placement must choose eight credits from intro-
ductory Zoology or Botany courses (Bi 2030, Bi 2040, Bi 2070). 
Biotechnology majors may not declare the Biology minor.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2250  techniques in laboratory chemistry  2
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
mathematics requirement–complete two courses  7–8
       32–33

Year Two Credits

Bi 3040  microbiology   4
Bi 3060  genetics   4
cH 3020  Biochemistry i   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
cH 3380  organic chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection   3
    elective   2–1 
      31–30

Year Three  Credits

Bi 4100  cell Structure and Function  4
Bi 4180  Biotechnology (teco) (WRco)  4
introduction to Research–complete one course  2
PH  Physics–complete one sequence  8
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
      30
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Year Four  Credits

Bi 4200  Senior Research   4
Bi/cH  major electives [not Bidi/cHdi]  8
dico  diversity connection   3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection   3
    electives   8
       29
Total    122

ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS in environmental Biology focuses on organismal, evo-
lutionary, ecological, and field biology. this degree prepares 
students for careers in the environmental biology field, includ-
ing environmental consulting firms, environmental education 
groups, and governmental agencies. it also provides a founda-
tion for post–graduate study.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
organisms–complete two of the following:  8
  Bi 2030  invertebrate Zoology 
  Bi 2040  Vertebrate Zoology 
  Bi 2070  Botany
organisms and environments–complete two of the 
following:     8 
  Bi 3040  microbiology
  Bi 3210   tropical Biology
  Bi 3250  ornithology
  Bi 3260  Freshwater ecology
  Bi 4750  Plant Physiology
  Bi 4760  animal Behavior (WRco)
  Bi 4770  animal Physiology (WRco)
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3130  evolution   4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4050  ecology (QRco) (WRco)  4
Bi 4800  current environmental issues  3
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology electives [not Bidi]  8
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
cH 3420  environmental chemistry  4
Physics–complete PH 2130 or (PH 2410 and PH 2430):  4
  PH 2130  Physics i 
  PH 2410  University Physics i
  PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  4
  ma 2140  Precalculus (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)

General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection   3
Electives     17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
    critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  4
Bi 1110  Biological Science i (teco)  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii   4
cH 1050  laboratory Safety   1
cH 2330  general chemistry i (QRco) (teco)  4
cH 2340  general chemistry ii   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3 
      30

Year Two  Credits

Bi organisms–complete two courses  8
cH 3370  organic chemistry i   4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
    elective   3
       30

Year Three  Credits

Bi organisms and environments–complete two courses  8
Bi 3060  genetics   4
Bi 3130  evolution   4
cH 3420  environmental chemistry  4
PH  Physics–complete one course  4
Weco  Wellness connection   3
    elective   4
       31

Year Four  Credits

Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Bi 4050  ecology (QRco) (WRco)  4
Bi 4800  current environmental issues  3
Bi 4960  Biology Seminar   1
Bi 3000/4000 level Biology electives [not Bidi]  8
    electives   10
       29
Total    120
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general chemistry should only be taken in the first year if the 
student does well on the mathematics placement exam or has 
suitable math skills.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

BIOLOGY MINOR  20 credits

Students should complete 12 credits of lower–level (1000/2000) 
and eight credits of upper–level (3000/4000) biological science 
courses in order to complete this minor. it is also recommended 
that students contact the chair of the department.
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College of Business Administration

College of Business Administration, Hyde Hall
Dean: trent e. Boggess
Professors: Bonnie l. Bechard, mehmet canlar, edward   
 Harding, Soo m. Jang, Frank J. Kopczynski, david m.   
 leuser, Barton l. macchiette, Warren e. mason Jr., 
 duncan c. mcdougall, daniel P. moore
Associate Professors: Roger o. Babin, l. michael couvillion,   
 Vedran lelas, Richard e. Sparks
Assistant Professors: c. Brad allen, Samuel d. Brickley ii,   
 aditi grover, Yvette J. lazdowski, Soung (daniel)   
 lee, terence m. murphy, Robyn Parker, Roxanna Wright
Instructor: meagan K. Shedd
Contract Faculty: eileen e. Bennett, colleen c. Brickley,   
 deborah m. Burnell, terri l. dautcher, Robert a. Nadeau,  
 david c. talbot, Bruce Wiggett Sr., craig d. Zamzow

all degree programs offered by the college of Business 
administration are nationally accredited by the association of 
collegiate Business Schools and Programs.

Undergraduate Honors Program in Business
the Business Honors Program is a sequence of specially des-
ignated sections of the college’s required courses. Honors sec-
tions are enhanced to challenge highly motivated students by 
incorporating supplemental research, readings, and classroom 
activities. the goal of each class is to provoke intellectual curios-
ity and thus develop a heightened understanding of the subject 
matter. the Program is open to all students who have demon-
strated excellence in their academic endeavors. Student tran-
scripts will indicate each completed honors course. continuing 
students must maintain a grade point average of 3.25. to have 
the notation of “Business Honors Program graduate” placed 
on their transcripts, students must be in good standing in the 
Program at the time of graduation and have completed at least 
11 Business Honors courses.

Course Sequence:
Fall Honors Courses  Spring Honors Courses
First Year 

Principles of marketing  Business Statistics
Business computer applications  Financial accounting
Business law   macroeconomics

Second Year

management accounting  information technology
microeconomics  organizational communications

Third Year 

Financial management  operations management
organizational Behavior

Fourth Year 

administrative Policy

Participation in any Honors section is limited to available space, 
with preference given to students with the earliest date of entry 
into the Program and highest grade point average. Faculty 
may, at their discretion, admit a student who is not currently 
a member of the Honors Program, provided that all Program 
participants desiring the class have been accommodated. class 
size will usually be smaller than typical sections of the course so 
as to allow time for sufficient interaction, writing, and written 
examinations forms.

ACCOUNTING, Bachelor of Science  122 credits

the BS in accounting prepares graduates for many careers 
in industry, public, governmental or non–profit accounting. 
Students are encouraged to seek certification as a management 
accountant (cma) or as a public accountant (cPa) upon gradu-
ation. graduates of the accounting program are well prepared 
for entry into the accounting profession and also have the back-
ground needed to advance into high level management and 
finance positions.

Degree Requirements  Credits

BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3110  intermediate accounting i  3
BU 3120  intermediate accounting ii  3
BU 3140  cost accounting  3
BU 3170 income taxes  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3550  investment Principles  3
BU 4040  commercial law  3
BU 4100  accounting information Systems  3
BU 4120  advanced accounting  3
BU 4150  auditing  3
BU 4210  auditing Practice  1
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4390  Seminar in Finance  3
BU or ec 3000/4000 level Business or economics elective 
[not BUdi/ecdi]  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
ec 3580  managerial Statistics  3
ec 4460  money and Banking  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3  
 ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
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Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Elective    2–0
Total    122

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
    31

Year Two  Credits

BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 3140  cost accounting  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  2–0
    33

Year Three  Credits

BU 3110  intermediate accounting i  3
BU 3120  intermediate accounting ii  3
BU 3170  income taxes  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3

BU 3550  investment Principles  3
ec 3580  managerial Statistics  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
     30

Year Four  Credits

BU 4040  commercial law  3
BU 4100  accounting information Systems  3
BU 4120  advanced accounting  3
BU 4150  auditing  3
BU 4210  auditing Practice  1
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4390  Seminar in Finance  3
ec 4460  money and Banking  3
BU or ec 3000/4000 level Business or economics elective 
[not BUdi/ecdi]  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     28
Total    122

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS degree in Business administration is designed for 
transfer students transferring in to Plymouth 60 or more cred-
its. most transfer students in this program will be able to com-
plete all degree requirements in four semesters at Plymouth. 
the Business administration major is available to all Plymouth 
students.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Business Core:
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
Major:
BU/ec 3000/4000 level Business/economics electives 
[not BUdi/ecdi]  9
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General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry*  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    31–29
Total    120
*For students entering with 24 or more transfer credits, this 
course becomes an elective.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   elective  3 
    30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
  elective  1 
    30

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU/ec 3000/4000 level Business/economics elective 
[not BUdi/ecdi]  3
Sidi Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  9–7
     30

Year Four  Credits

BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU/ec 3000/4000 level Business/economics electives 
[not BUdi/ecdi]  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  18
     30
Total    120

FINANCE, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the Bachelor of Science in Finance degree program of study 
offers a complete undergraduate survey of the discipline aimed 
at preparing students for employment in the field of finance 
and/or for further graduate work in the field. Basic account-
ing and quantitative skills, plus economic theory, provide the 
foundation for further exploring the financial management of 
the firm, the nature of capital markets, and various investment 
strategies. additional areas of study include financial model 
building techniques and the impact of globalization on finan-
cial decision making.

Degree Requirements  Credits

BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3100  Financial modeling  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3550  investment Principles  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4390  Seminar in Finance  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
ec 3510  intermediate macroeconomics  3
ec 3580  managerial Statistics  3
ec 4460  money and Banking  3
ec 4610  international Finance and economic Policy  3
Finance electives–complete two of the following:  6
  BU 3170  income taxes
  BU 3530  Real estate investment and Finance
  BU 4600  Business internship 
 ec 3520  intermediate microeconomics
  ec 3600  Public Finance
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
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General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    13–11
Total     120

Recommended Course Sequence
check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two   Credits

BU 1150 Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     32 

Year Three  Credits

BU 3100  Financial modeling  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
ec 3510  intermediate macroeconomics  3
ec 3580  managerial Statistics  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  6–4
     30

Year Four  Credits

BU 3550  investment Principles  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4390  Seminar in Finance  3
ec 4460  money and Banking  3
ec 4610  international Finance and economic Policy  3
Finance electives–complete two courses  6
   electives  7
     28
Total    120

MANAGEMENT, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

management is an integrative profession. effective managers 
are leaders, skilled in organizational, motivational, and analyti-
cal and quantitative problem solving. Plymouth’s management 
programs prepare graduates to manage change in a global mar-
ketplace, characterized by cultural diversity and advancing tech-
nology. With a management major, graduates are qualified for 
positions in corporate, governmental, and non–profit sectors 
of the economy. the BS degree in management provides stu-
dents with a general understanding of management through 
a common 50 credit core. in addition, majors choose one of 
three options in general management, Human Resource 
management or Small Business/entrepreneurship.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT OPTION

the general management option is built for students who wish 
to develop career versatility across the management spectrum.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU/EC  Business upper–level electives [not BUDI/ECDI]  9
Finance Electives–complete two of the following:  6
  BU 3100  Financial Modeling
  BU 3530  Real Estate Investment and Finance
 BU 3550  Investment Principles
 BU 4040  Commercial Law
 BU 4390  Seminar in Finance
  EC 3520  Intermediate Microeconomics
  EC 3600  Public Finance
  EC 4460  Money and Banking
  EC 4610  International Finance and Economic Policy
Human Resource Elective –complete one of the following:  3
  BU 3180  Human Resource Management
  BU 3410  Labor and Employment Law for Managers
  BU 4200  Training and Development
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  BU 4240  Organizational Development
  BU 4260  Interpersonal Relations
ec 2550 macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology 3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
    30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
  elective  1 
    30

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
Human Resource Elective–complete one course  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  9–7
     30

Year Four   Credits

BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU/EC Business upper–level electives [not BUDI/ECDI]  9
Finance Elective–complete two courses  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  9
      30
Total    120

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTION

the Human Resource management option prepares students 
for careers managing compensation, benefits, recruitment, 
training, and development in organizations. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2440  Business, Ethics, and Society  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3180  Human Resource Management  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
Human Resource Electives–complete four of the following: 12
  BU 3410  Labor and Employment Law for Managers
  BU 4200  Training and Development
  BU 4240  Organizational Development
  BU 4260  Interpersonal Relations
  BU 4600  Business Internship
  EC 4020  Labor Economics
  PS 3460  Industrial/Organizational Psychology
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
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Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
    30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2440  Business, Ethics, and Society  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society direction  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
     32

Year Three   Credits

BU 3180  Human Resource Management  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  9–7
     30

Year Four  Credits

BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
Human Resource Electives–complete four courses  12
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  10
     28
Total    120

SMALL BUSINESS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3460  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Marketing 
  and Operations  3
BU 3470  Small Business Law and Human Resources  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4530  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Finance and   
  Accounting Methods  3
BU 4700  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Capstone  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    25–23
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.
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Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
    30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society direction  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     32

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3460  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Marketing 
  and Operations  3
BU 3470  Small Business Law and Human Resources  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8 
  electives  6–4
     30

Year Four  Credits

BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4530  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Finance 
  and Accounting Methods  3
BU 4700  Small Business/Entrepreneurship Capstone  3
   electives  19
     28
Total    120

MARKETING, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS degree in marketing prepares students for one of the 
most exciting and vital areas in any business enterprise: market-
ing. the study of marketing provides the necessary qualitative 
and quantitative skills to be successful in careers throughout 
the business spectrum. Specifically, this program exposes stu-
dents to areas of relationship marketing that integrate adver-
tising, sales, consumer service, public relations, promotion, 
retailing, wholesaling, product management, direct marketing, 
marketing management, and marketing research. in addition 

to the marketing course offerings, students are encouraged to 
explore the professional marketing community by participat-
ing in opportunities such as marketing internships, advanced 
marketing projects, and student membership in marketing 
organizations. additionally, students are strongly encouraged 
to pursue a minor in an academic discipline other than busi-
ness. marketing majors may choose one of three options in 
integrated marketing communications, Professional Sales or 
Public Relations.

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4250  Marketing Management  3
BU 4440  Global Marketing  3
Integrated Marketing Communications elective–
complete one of the following  3
  BU 3320  E–Commerce 
  BU 3350  Event Marketing
  BU 3450  Sports Marketing
  BU 4600  Business Internship (minimum of three 
   credits)
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
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SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two   Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     32

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management  3
Integrative Marketing Communications elective  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8 
  elective  2–0
     29

Year Four  Credits

BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4250  Marketing Management  3
BU 4440  Global Marketing  3
   electives  17
     29
Total    120

PROFESSIONAL SALES OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3230  Sales Management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3290  Professional Selling Skills II  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4260  Interpersonal Relations  3
Professional Sales elective–complete one of the following:  3
  BU 3350  Event Marketing
 BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management
  BU 4440  Global Marketing
  BU 4600  Business Internship (minimum of three 
   credits)
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560 microeconomics  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
 ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
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ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
      32

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3290  Professional Selling Skills II  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
Professional Sales elective  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   elective  2–0
     29

Year Four  Credits

BU 3230  Sales Management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
BU 4260  interpersonal Relations  3
   electives  17
     29
Total    120

PUBLIC RELATIONS OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3300  operations management  3

BU 3310  Business and the Media  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
BU 3350  Event Marketing  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3600  Corporate Public Relations  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
Public Relations elective–complete one of the following:  3
  BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management
  BU 4600  Business Internship (minimum of three 
   credits)
  CM 3500  Media Effects
  EN 3670  Journalism
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
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BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
     32

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3280  Professional Selling Skills i  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3310  Business and the Media  3
BU 3360  marketing Research  3
  Public Relations elective  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   elective  2–0
     29

Year Four  Credits

BU 3350  event marketing  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3600  Corporate Public Relations  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
   electives  17
     29
Total  120

SPORTS MANAGEMENT, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the Bachelor of Science in Sports management is a collabora-
tive effort between the college of Business administration and 
the department of Health and Human Performance. it encom-
passes a unique blend of course offerings from both entities 
to form a major that prepares students for managerial careers 
in athletics, fitness, recreation, stadium/arena facilities, and 
sports marketing industries. Students are required to complete 
a practical experience to provide opportunity to apply classroom 
theory.

Degree Requirements  Credits

BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 3430  Sports law  3
BU 3450  Sports marketing  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
cc 2200  introduction to Sports management  3

cc 3300  Sports Facilities management  3
cc 3670  organization and administration of
   Physical education and athletics  3
cc 3780  Sport in Society  3
group a–complete one of the following:  3–4
  cc 3881  Sports management Practicum
  cc 4881  Sports management internship
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560 microeconomics  3
mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following: 3
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (matH)
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
 ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    19–16 
Total    120

cc 3881 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.00. cc 4881 requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
BU 1100  Business computer applications (teco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 2480  Business law  3
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two  Credits

BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
cc 2200  introduction to Sports management  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
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PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
      32

Year Three  Credits

BU 3210  Financial management  3
BU 3300  operations management  3
BU 3430  Sports law  3
BU 3450  Sports marketing  3
cc 3300  Sports Facilities management  3
cc 3670  organization and administration of
   Physical education and athletics  3
cc 3780  Sport in Society  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   elective  2–0
     29

Year Four  Credits

BU 3240  information technology  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
BU 4220  administrative Policy (iNco)  3
group a Practicum or internship  3–4
   electives  17–16 
    29
Total    120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MINOR  18 credits

the Business administration minor is designed to provide lib-
eral arts majors with fundamental business knowledge. a stu-
dent who has completed this minor is qualified to apply for the 
Plymouth State University masters in Business administration 
(mBa) program without further prerequisites.
  Credits

BU 1500  Financial Reporting and analysis  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
ec 2000  Survey of modern economics  3
complete two of the following, one of which must be 
at the 3000/4000 level:  6
  BU 1100  Business computer applications
  BU 2290  organizational communications
  BU 2480  Business law
  BU 3180  Human Resource management
  BU 3240  information technology
  BU 3320  e–commerce
  BU 3340  consumer Behavior
  BU 3410  labor and employment law for managers
  BU 3560  land Use law and development
  BU 3720  career development (iNco) (Weco)

  BU 4200  training and development
  BU 4260  interpersonal Relations
  BU 4440  global marketing

ECONOMICS MINOR  15 or 18 credits

the minor in economics is defined by a sequence of five or six 
courses that provide students with a substantive overview of 
the various fields in economics. the courses are taken in two 
groups, as outlined below.

Group I  Credits

courses listed in this group are the primary component of the 
student’s exploration of the field of economics. When possible, 
the courses should be taken in the order suggested.
complete either ec 2000 or (ec 2550 and ec 2560)  3 or 6
 ec 2000  Survey of modern economics
 ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)
 ec 2560  microeconomics
complete one of the following:  3
  ec 3510  intermediate macroeconomics
  ec 3520  intermediate microeconomics
ec 4460  money and Banking  3
Group II
courses listed in this group are the second component 
of the student’s exploration of the field of economics. 
the student must complete two of the following:  6
  BU 3550  investment Principles
  ec 3480  development of economic thought
  ec 3510  intermediate macroeconomics (if not 
   selected above)
  ec 3520  intermediate microeconomics (if not 
   selected above)
  ec 3580  managerial Statistics
  ec 3600  Public Finance
  ec 4020  labor economics
  ec 4440  international economics
  ec 4610  international Finance and economic Policy
  ec 4910  independent Study
  Hidi 2310  american economic development (PPdi)
  WS 4010  Women and the economy

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MINOR  15 credits

Students are encouraged to discuss their goals and objectives 
with a Business faculty advisor in order to design a minor that 
closely addresses their desires.
   Credits

BU 2480  Business law  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
complete three of the following:  9
  BU 3180  Human Resource management
  BU 3410  labor and employment law for managers
  BU 4200  training and development
  BU 4240  organizational development
  BU 4260  interpersonal Relations
  BU 4600  Business internship (three credits in 
   Human Resource field)
  PS 3460  industrial/organizational Psychology
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Department of Communication and Media 
Studies

Department of Communication and Media Studies, Hyde Hall
Chair: Kylo–Patrick R. Hart
Professors: catherine F. leBlanc, Warren e. mason Jr., 
 evelyn m. Stiller
Associate Professor: metasebia Woldemariam
Assistant Professors: annette m. Holba, eun–Ho Yeo

COMMUNICATION STUDIES, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba in communication Studies is an interdisciplinary 
degree that allows students to investigate communication 
processes and effects from a variety of perspectives. Students 
receive a broad–based liberal arts education through a series of 
courses that offers significant opportunities for selecting classes 
to meet individual interests and needs.

the Ba degree provides students with a solid understanding 
of communication technology, theory, and research methods 
as part of a common 15 credit core. in addition, students com-
plete a 30 credit option in either Film and media Studies or 
Professional communication.

the capstone Senior Project or capstone internship offers stu-
dents a capstone opportunity to demonstrate their grasp of com-
munication theory and application in relation to their primary 
areas of study. a minimum of 24 credits in the major must be 
completed at the 3000/4000 level.

FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES OPTION

the option in Film and media Studies enables students to 
explore media history, theory, criticism, and production in rela-
tion to a variety of media forms, including film, television, and 
emerging technologies. Students learn to effectively analyze, 
create, and understand the effects of media offerings of all 
kinds. they are also introduced, through regular course topics 
and screenings, to a wide range of noteworthy media offerings 
that have been created and disseminated in various historical 
eras, including both early and contemporary films, television 
programs, print and online artifacts, and video games. this 
course of study is recommended for students who plan careers 
or graduate study in the fields of advertising, broadcast jour-
nalism, film, marketing, media studies, media writing, online 
communication, print journalism, public relations, television, 
and related areas.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies 
  (teco)  3
cm 2910  introduction to communication  3
CM 3480  Global Perspectives in the Media (GACO)  3
CM 3500  Media Effects  3
cm 3640  communication theory (WRco)  3
cm 3650  communication Research methods (QRco)  3

CM 4710  History and Theory of Film and Television  3
capstone–complete one of the following:  3
  cm 4000  capstone Senior Project 
 cm 4550  capstone internship
Group A–complete one of the following:  3
 BU 3600  Corporate Public Relations
 CM 3750  Film and Video Production Techniques
 CM 3870  Introduction to Game Design and   
   Development
 EN 3090  Technical Communication
 EN 3120  Advanced Composition
 EN 3130  Non–Fiction Workshop
 EN 3670  Journalism
 EN 3680  Scriptwriting
 TH 2720  Acting I
Group B–complete two of the following:  6
 AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900
 AN 2210 Cultural Anthropology (GACO)
 CM 3510  Communication, Media, and Wellness   
   (WECO)
 CM 3800  Analyzing Television (INCO)
 HI 3520  The Great Depression in Film, Print, 
   and on Stage (DICO) (INCO)
 HI 3530  US Home Fronts: The 1940s and 1950s   
   (DICO)
 IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society   
   (DICO) (INCO)
 IS 4370  Hispanic Culture in the United States 
   (DICO) (INCO)
 PO 3100  American Political Thought
 SO 3350  Sociology of Popular Culture
Group C–complete four of the following: (at least three of 
these courses must be at the 3000/4000 level): 12
 AH 1110  Survey of Art I
 AH 1120  Survey of Art II
 AR 2600  Photography I
 BU 2450  Principles of Marketing
 BU 3320  E–Commerce
 BU 3340  Consumer Behavior
 BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management
 CM 2400  Public Speaking
 CM 3700  Film as Popular Culture
 CM 3760  Advanced Video Production
 CM 3770  Advanced Video Art Production
 CM 3910  Topics in Film and Media Studies
 CM 3920  Topics in Screenwriting and Video Production
 CM 3950  Internship
 CM 4700  Film and Identity Politics (DICO)
 CM 4870  Advanced Game Design and Development
 CM 4910  Independent Study
 EN 2610  Introduction to Film
 IS 3430   The Life Cycle in Film
 IS 3500  Film and Society: Perspective and Conflict
 PO 1030  World Politics (GACO)
 PS 3030  Social Psychology
 TH 3900  Acting II
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General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    25–23
Total    120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

cm 4550 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One    Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies 
  (teco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two    Credits

cm 2910  introduction to communication  3
CM 3480  Global Perspectives in the Media (GACO)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  6–4
     30

Year Three    Credits

CM 3500  Media Effects 3
cm 3640  communication theory (WRco)  3
cm 3650  communication Research methods (QRco)  3
group a–complete one course  3

Years Three and Four  Credits

CM 4710  History and Theory of Film and Television  3
Group B–complete two courses  6
Group C–complete four courses (at least three of these 
courses must be at the 3000/4000 level)  12
iNco  integration connection  3

Year Four    Credits

capstone–complete one course  3
   electives  19
Total    120

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION OPTION

the option in Professional communication enables students 
to explore various approaches to persuasive communication. 
Students learn to identify and apply theories and techniques 
that enable effective communication to occur in a variety 
of professional settings. they complete a series of required 
courses offered through the departments of Business and 
communication and media Studies, and they round out their 
coursework with a range of interdisciplinary courses that cor-
respond with their educational and professional interests. this 
course of study is recommended for students who plan careers 
or graduate study in the fields of business, communication, 
professional writing, promotion, sales, sports information, and 
related areas.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural 
  Studies (teco)  3
cm 2910  introduction to communication  3
cm 3640  communication theory (WRco)  3
cm 3650  communication Research methods (QRco)  3
capstone–complete one of the following:  3
  cm 4000  capstone Senior Project 
 cm 4550  capstone internship
BU 2290  Organizational Communications (WRCO)  3
BU 2450  Principles of Marketing  3
Group A–complete two of the following:  6
 BU 3320  E–Commerce
 BU 3340  Consumer Behavior
 BU 3370  Advertising and Promotion Management
 BU 3420  Organizational Behavior (DICO)
 BU 3600  Corporate Public Relations
 BU 4260  Interpersonal Relations
Group B–complete two of the following:  6
 AN 2210  Cultural Anthropology (GACO)
 AN 3900  Applied Anthropology
 CM 3510  Communication, Media, and Wellness   
   (WECO)
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 IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society   
   (DICO) (INCO)
 IS 4370  Hispanic Culture in the United States (DICO)  
   (INCO)
 PO 1030  World Politics (GACO)
 PS 3030  Social Psychology
 PS 3260  Perception
 SO 3160  Women in World Development
Group C–complete four of the following: (at least three of 
these courses must be at the 3000/4000 level):  12
 AH 1110  Survey of Art I
 AH 1120  Survey of Art II
 AH 2700  20/21: Art Since 1900
 AR 1040  Fundamentals of Art: Color and Design
 AR 2600  Photography I
 BU 3360  Marketing Research
 BU 4250  Marketing Management
 BU 4440  Global Marketing
 CM 2400  Public Speaking
 CM 3480  Global Perspectives in the Media (GACO)
 CM 3910  Topics in Film and Media Studies
 CM 3950  Internship
 CM 4910  Independent Study
 EN 3090  Technical Communication
 EN 3120  Advanced Composition
 EN 3130  Non–Fiction Workshop
 EN 3670  Journalism
 PY 2000  Basic Argumentation and Debate
 SO 3350  Sociology of Popular Culture
 TH 2260  Voice and Diction I
 TH 2720  Acting I
   Foreign language at intermediate 
   or above level
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  ntegration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    25–23 
Total    120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

cm 4550 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One    Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
cm 2910  introduction to communication  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two    Credits

cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies 
  (teco)  3
BU 2290  Organizational Communications (WRCO)  3
BU 2450  Principles of Marketing  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
   electives  6–4 
    30

Year Three    Credits

cm 3640  communication theory (WRco)  3
cm 3650  communication Research methods (QRco)  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   elective  3
 
Years Three and Four  Credits

Group A–complete two courses  6
Group B–complete two courses  6
Group C–complete four courses (at least three of these 
courses must be at the 3000/4000 level)  12
iNco  integration connection  3

Year Four    Credits

capstone–complete one course  3
   electives  16
Total    120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.
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DIGITAL MEDIA AND GAME DESIGN MINOR  15–16 credits

the digital media and game design minor offers students the 
opportunity to create and critique digital media offerings of 
various kinds.
     Credits

cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies  3
cm 3870  introduction to game design and development 3
complete three of the following courses: (at least one 
of these courses must be at the 3000/4000 level):  9–10
  cmdi 1100 creating games (ctdi)
  cmdi 1200 Web expressions (ctdi)
  cmdi 2100 the digital imagination (ctdi)
  cmdi 2200 the Science of animation Programming   
   (Sidi)
  cm 3500  media effects
  cm 3750  Film and Video Production techniques
  cm 3760  advanced digital Video Production
  cm 3770  advanced Video art Production
  cm 4870  advanced game design and development

MEDIA STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

increasingly today, a thorough understanding of media offer-
ings and their effects is essential for people who work in the 
fields of anthropology, art, business, education, information 
technology, the performing arts, political science, psychology, 
sociology, and related areas. accordingly, the media Studies 
minor offers students in–depth exploration of the history, the-
ory, criticism, and effects of media offerings of all kinds.
     Credits

cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies  3
cm 4710  History and theory of Film and television  3
complete nine credits selected from three of the 
following courses (at least one of these courses must be 
at the 3000/4000 level):  9
  cmdi 1010 mass media, Jim morrison, and the 
   doors (PPdi)
  cmdi 1020 media Representations of college Students
    and college life (SSdi)
  cmdi 2010 outlaws, delinquents, and other “deviants”   
   in Film and Society (SSdi)
  cmdi 2020 Sex and cinema in the 20th century (and   
   Beyond) (PPdi)
  cm 2910  introduction to communication
  cm 3480  global Perspectives in the media (gaco)
  cm 3500  media effects 
  cm 3640  communication theory
  cm 3700  Film as Popular culture
  cm 3800  analyzing television (iNco)
  cm 3910  topics in Film and media Studies
  cm 4700  Film and identity Politics (dico) 
 

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION MINOR  15 credits

the Professional communication minor offers students the 
opportunity to explore theories and techniques that enable 
effective communication to occur in a variety of professional 
settings.
  Credits

cm 2910  introduction to communication  3
cm 3640  communication theory  3
BU 2290  organizational communications  3
complete six credits selected from two of the following 
courses (at least one of these courses must be at the 
3000/4000 level):  6
  BU 2450  Principles of marketing
  BU 3320  e–commerce
  BU 3340  consumer Behavior
  BU 3370  advertising and Promotion management
  BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)
  BU 3600  corporate Public Relations
  BU 4260  interpersonal Relations
  cm 2770  introduction to media and cultural Studies
  cm 3500  media effects
  eN 3090  technical communication
  eN 3670  Journalism
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Department of Computer Science and 
Technology

Department of Computer Science and Technology, memorial  
 Hall
Chair: Roger g. marshall
Professors: Peter g. drexel, Zhizhang Shen
Assistant Professor: christian a. Roberson

COMPUTER SCIENCE, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

this program focuses on the design and development of soft-
ware systems with an emphasis on the creation of new technol-
ogy. Students will build a framework of conceptual knowledge 
and practical skills through core computer science courses. a 
broad selection of electives offers the opportunity to delve into 
several of the application areas of computer Science. auxiliary 
courses in mathematics and science develop additional analyti-
cal skills necessary for success in the many computing special-
ties graduates typically choose.

Degree Requirements  Credits

cS 2010  computing Fundamentals (teco)  3
cS 2220  computer Hardware  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
cS 2380  client/Server Programming  3
cS 2470  Systems Programming in c/c++  2
cS 3220  data Structures and algorithm analysis  4
cS 3600  database management Systems  4
cS 3780  introduction to computational theory  3
cS 4140  Software engineering  3
cS 4250  computer architecture  3
cS 4310  operating Systems  3
cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco) (WRco)  3
cS 4750  Senior Project  3
computer Science major electives–complete two of the 
following:    6
  cS 3020  Web Programming
  cS 3240  data communication and computer Networks
  cS 3500  introduction to artificial intelligence
  cS 3700  computer graphics
  cS 3720  Systems analysis and design
  cS 3820  Human–computer interaction
  cS 4220  System administration
  cS 4400  computer Networks and Protocols
  cS 4420  computer Security
  cS 4920  computer Science internship (maximum of   
   three credits)
ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)  3
ma 3120  linear algebra  3
ma 3200  discrete mathematics  3
calculus–complete one sequence of (ma 2490–2500) 
or (ma 2550–2560):  8
  ma 2490  applied calculus i (matH)
  ma 2500  applied calculus ii (QRco)
  ma 2550  calculus i (matH)
  ma 2560  calculus ii (QRco)

 PH 2410  University Physics i  3
 PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
 PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
 PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
Science course with laboratory [not Bidi/cHdi/eSdi/mtdi/
PHdi]    4
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    14
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
cS 2010  computing Fundamentals (teco)  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
calculus–complete one two–semester sequence  8
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two  Credits

cS 2220  computer Hardware  3
cS 2380  client/Server Programming  3
cS 2470  Systems Programming in c/c++  2
cS 3220  data Structures and algorithm analysis  4
cS 3600  database management Systems  4
ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)  3
ma 3200  discrete mathematics  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
    31

Year Three   Credits

ma 3120  linear algebra  3
PH 2410  University Physics i  3
PH 2420  University Physics ii  3
PH 2430  University Physics laboratory i  1
PH 2440  University Physics laboratory ii  1
Science course with laboratory [not Bidi/cHdi/eSdi/mtdi/
PHdi]    4
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  6
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Years Three and Four  Credits

cS 3780  introduction to computational theory  3
cS 4140  Software engineering  3
cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco) (WRco)  3
computer Science major electives–complete two courses  6

Year Four  Credits

cS 4250  computer architecture  3
cS 4310  operating Systems  3
cS 4750  Senior Project  3
   electives  8
Total    120

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

this program focuses on the functioning and workings of 
hardware and software systems in an organizational setting. 
the emphasis in the program is on the application and utiliza-
tion of computing technology in a wide variety of information 
technology environments. a solid core of fundamental com-
puting courses is followed by applications in several areas of 
information technology such as networks, multimedia, and 
systems.

Degree Requirements  Credits

cS 2010  computing Fundamentals (teco)  3
cS 2080  Visual Basic  3
cS 2220  computer Hardware  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
cS 2380  client/Server Programming  3
cS 3240  data communication and computer Networks  3
cS 3600  database management Systems  4
cS 3720  Systems analysis and design  3
cS 4220  System administration  3
cS 4400  computer Networks and Protocols  4 
cS 4420  computer Security  3
cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco) (WRco)  3
cS 4750  Senior Project  3
information technology major electives–complete two of
the following:   5–6
  cS 2350  Software tools
  cS 2470  Systems Programming in c/c++
 cS 3020  Web Programming
  cS 3220  data Structures and algorithm analysis
  cS 3440  multimedia
  cS 3500  introduction to artificial intelligence
  cS 3700  computer graphics
  cS 3780  introduction to computational theory
  cS 3820  Human–computer interaction
  cS 4140  Software engineering
  cS 4250  computer architecture
 cS 4310  operating Systems
  cS 4920  computer Science internship (maximum of   
   three credits)
eN 3090  technical communication (teco)  3
ma  math electives ma 1800, ma 2140 or above 
  [not madi]  6
ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)  3

General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    25–22
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma math elective ma 1800, ma 2140 or above (matH) 
[not madi]   3
cS 2010  computing Fundamentals (teco)  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)  3
ctdi creative thought directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
     31

Year Two  Credits

cS 2080  Visual Basic  3
cS 2220  computer Hardware  3
cS 2380  client/Server Programming  3
ma math elective ma 1800, ma 2140 or above [not madi]  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   elective  4–2 
    31

Year Three  Credits

cS 3240  data communication and computer Networks  3
cS 3600  database management Systems  4
cS 3720  Systems analysis and design  3
eN 3090  technical communication (teco)  3

Years Three and Four  Credits

cS 4400  computer Networks and Protocols  4 
cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco) (WRco)  3
information technology major electives–complete two 
courses    5–6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
  electives  14–13
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Year Four  Credits

cS 4220  System administration  3
cS 4420  computer Security  3
cS 4750  Senior Project  3
   electives  7 
Total    120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

COMPUTING MINOR  19 credits

the minor in computing allows students to choose an area of 
concentration in computer Science, such as programming or 
networks. a minimum of two of the courses in the minor must 
be taken at Plymouth State University, with at least one of them 
at the 3000/4000 level. Students intending to take the minor 
in computing should consult with a computer Science faculty 
advisor to determine which courses best suit their needs.
 

 Credits

cS 2010  computing Fundamentals  3
cS 2220  computer Hardware  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
cS 2380  client/Server Programming  3
cS 3000/4000 level computer Science courses  6

Several upper–level courses have prerequisites that are not 
covered by the required courses. Students must select courses 
carefully.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MINOR  16 or 17 credits

the minor in information technology is focused on informa-
tion systems. a minimum of two courses in the minor must 
be taken at Plymouth State University, with at least one of them 
at the 3000/4000 level. Students intending to take the minor 
should consult with a computer Science faculty advisor to 
determine which courses best suit their needs.

  Credits

cS 2010  computing Fundamentals  3
cS 2370  Programming in Java  4
complete three of the following:  9 or 10
 cS 3020  Web Programming
  cS 3240  data communication and computer Networks 
 cS 3600  database management Systems
 cS 3720  Systems analysis and design
 cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco)
 ma 2200  Finite mathematics
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Department of Criminal Justice

Department of Criminal Justice, mary taylor House
Chair: mark J. Fischler
Associate Professors: david a. mackey, Francis m. Williams
Assistant Professors: Stephanie J. Halter, Kristine m. miller
Visiting Faculty: Roderick macleish

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the department of criminal Justice at Plymouth State 
University aims to serve students interested in careers in law 
enforcement, court administration, corrections, juvenile ser-
vices, as well as graduate or law school. the department also 
serves criminal justice agencies in the North country and lakes 
Region of New Hampshire by providing service and research 
support.

Students in criminal Justice are exposed to a well–rounded lib-
eral arts education that is interdisciplinary in nature. therefore, 
students develop skills in a variety of areas including, but not 
limited to, problem solving techniques, communication skills, 
computing skills, and foreign language proficiency, along 
with an appreciation for ethical and professional behavior in 
the field. Upon completion of the program, students will have 
developed an independent sense of self, with a tolerance toward 
others and the ability to work in diverse cultures.

Students may transfer up to 50 percent of the required credits 
in the criminal Justice Ba degree program from an associate 
degree program. Students graduating with a Ba in criminal 
Justice must complete at least 50 percent of their credit hours 
through course work offered by Plymouth State University. For 
all students, at least 50 percent of the total course work for the 
major must be at the 3000/4000 level. the department of 
criminal Justice does not award course credit for life experience 
or training. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

cJ 1010  the criminal Justice System  3
cJ 2040  criminal adjudication  3
cJ 2070  corrections  3
cJ 3050  the law enforcement environment  3
cJ 3090  criminology  3
cJ 3150  Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)  3
cJ 4400  Research methods in criminal Justice  3
cJ 4800  criminal Justice Seminar (WRco)  3
cS 1170  computing technology in criminal Justice 
  (teco)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
major electives–complete two of the following:  6–7
  aN 3170  anthropology of conflict and law
  aN 3600  Bodies, Bones, and disease
  cJ 3010  Forensic Science
  cJ 3030  Forensic Science laboratory
  iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society 
   (dico) (iNco)

  Po 3630  constitutional law: civil liberties
  Po 3680  Public Policy analysis
  PS 3030  Social Psychology
  PS 3700  Psychology and law
  PS 4320  abnormal Psychology
  So 3030  Social Psychology
  So 3070  the Sociology of the Family
  So 3100  Urban Sociology
  So 3180  ociology of deviance (dico)
  So 3370  Sociology of Race and ethnicity
  So 3380  drugs and Society (iNco)
  So 3450  Social Stratification
 SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services
 SW 3150  child maltreatment
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  cJ 2350  Statistics for criminal Justice (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  ma 2350  Statistics for criminal Justice (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundation  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    37–34
Total    120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Several of the major electives have prerequisites; see their 
course description for details.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundation  3
cJ 1010  the criminal Justice System  3
cS 1170  computing technology in criminal Justice 
  (teco)  3
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So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two  Credits

cJ 2040  criminal adjudication  3
cJ 2070  corrections  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  3–1
     30

Year Three  Credits

cJ 3050  the law enforcement environment  3
cJ 3090  criminology  3
cJ 4400  Research methods in criminal Justice  3
major electives–complete two courses  6–7
   electives  15–14 
    30

Year Four   Credits

cJ 3150  Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)  3
cJ 4800  criminal Justice Seminar (WRco)  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  19
     28
Total    120

Complementary Courses: Students in criminal Justice are 
encouraged to consider a minor in another department that 
would interface with the field of criminal Justice. Free electives 
could be used to fulfill the requirements for minors such as: 
anthropology/Sociology, child Welfare and Family Studies, 
computing, French, geographic information Systems, media 
Studies, Peace and Justice Studies, Political Science, Pre–law, 
Psychology or Spanish.
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Department of Education

Department of Education, Rounds Hall
Chair: marcel R. lebrun
Assistant Chair: Robert S. miller
Professors: Patricia a. cantor, mary m. cornish, 
 michael l. Fischler, Patricia l. lindberg
Associate Professors: gerard e. Buteau, c. lynn davis, 
 marianne m. true
Assistant Professors: mary e. earick, lisa d. Spradley, 
 clarissa m. Uttley
Contract Faculty: irene m. mosedale

CHILDHOOD STUDIES, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

this program provides the knowledge base necessary for work-
ing with children and families in a variety of settings. that 
knowledge base includes: theories of development, life–span 
development of the individual (both typical development and 
individual differences), contexts of development, interpersonal 
relationship skills, and personal and professional development. 
one option is available, the teacher certification (K–8) option. 
childhood Studies majors not electing an option are strongly 
encouraged to complete an internship and an academic minor.

Degree Requirements  Credits

cd 1000  introduction to childhood Studies (teco)  3
cd 2001  Human development i: Birth to 
  early childhood  3
cd 2002  Human development ii:
   middle childhood to late adulthood (WRco)  3
cd 2360  Foundations of diversity (dico)  3
cd 2540  integrated arts  3
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
cd 3210  children and Families in Society  3
cd 4100  contemporary issues in childhood Studies  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH) 4
ma 3010  mathematics in our World ii (QRco)  4
Se 2080  children with disabilities  3
General Education:
eN 1200 composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    49–47
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
cd 1000  introduction to childhood Studies (teco)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  3–4
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
   elective  4–3
     29

Year Two  Credits

cd 2001  Human development i: Birth to  
  early childhood  3
cd 2002  Human development ii: middle childhood 
  to late adulthood (WRco)  3
cd 2360  Foundations of diversity (dico)  3
Se 2080  children with disabilities  3
ma 3010  mathematics in our World ii (QRco)  4
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  3–4
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
   elective  1–0
     29

Year Three  Credits

cd 2540  integrated arts  3
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
cd 3210  children and Families in Society  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  16
     31

Year Four  Credits

cd 4100  contemporary issues in childhood Studies  3
   electives  28
     31
Total    120

TEACHER CERTIFICATION (K–8) OPTION

this option prepares elementary school teachers to have the 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to create learn-
ing opportunities that support students’ intellectual, social, and 
personal development. inherent in this professional prepara-
tion is the promotion of sensitivity to the variety of learners; 
understanding and respect for diversity within student popula-
tions, families, and communities; and appropriate and effective 
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integration of technology in instruction to support students’ 
learning. the K–8 teacher certification option provides the 
appropriate professional and field–based experience through 
collaborative public school/university partnerships that enable 
candidates to demonstrate both content and pedagogical knowl-
edge in a K–8 learning environment. in light of No child left 
Behind requirements, students, who are specifically preparing 
to teach middle School, are advised to seek certification and 
major in the subject area they plan to teach. Students seek-
ing K–8 certification who anticipate they may want to teach in 
grades 5–8 are advised to minor in a content area such as math-
ematics, science, social science or english.

this program is certified at both the state and national level by 
the New Hampshire department of education and the National 
council for the accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). 
graduates who complete this teacher certification option 
are eligible for K–8 teacher certification in the state of New 
Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership in the 
interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates are eligi-
ble to earn a certificate or license in another contract state upon 
application to that state’s department of education. Receiving 
states may have a difference in elementary grade range and may 
impose certain special requirements that must be met within 
a reasonable period of time. For further information, please 
see the teacher education and clinical experiences section. a 
minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50 is required 
for admission into teacher education candidacy; candidates are 
required to have a 2.70 grade point average to student teach. all 
full–time or part–time matriculated candidates in this option 
are expected to make satisfactory academic progress toward 
their academic goals.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
cd 1000  introduction to childhood Studies (teco)  3
cd 2001  Human development i: Birth to 
  early childhood  3
cd 2002  Human development ii: middle childhood 
  to late adulthood (WRco)  3
cd 2360  Foundations of diversity (dico)  3
cd 2540  integrated arts  3
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3

cd 3210  children and Families in Society  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
ma 3010  mathematics in our World ii (QRco)  4
PE 2840  Health and Fitness for Educators (WECO)  3
Se 2080  children with disabilities  3
Cluster I:
ED 3050  Foundations of Teaching and Learning  3
ED 3051  Designing Positive Learning Communities  3
ED 3052  Assessing Children in Schools  3
RL 3050  Foundations of Reading and Writing  3
Cluster II:
ED 3060  Social Studies Curriculum and Instruction  3
ED 3080  Teaching in the Content Areas Practicum  1
ED 3090  Science Curriculum and Instruction  3
MA 3070  Knowing and Teaching Mathematics  3
RL 3070  Language Arts and Reading in the 
  Elementary School  3
SE 3070  Classroom Applications in Inclusive Education  3
Cluster III:
ED 4300  Elementary Student Teaching  12
ED 4500  Childhood Studies Teaching Seminar  1
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Electives    11–9
Total    120

Students applying for the teacher certification (K–8) option 
must complete all First Year experiences courses, all directions 
courses, pass the Praxis, and have a 2.50 gPa and an up–to–
date electronic portfolio, before being accepted into the option. 
the clusters, which compose much of this option, would 
begin in the second half of the junior year and would be taken 
three semesters in succession. elementary Student teaching 
and childhood Studies teaching Seminar require a minimum 
cumulative grade point average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking 
  and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
cd 1000  introduction to childhood Studies (teco)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
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Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  3–4
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
   elective  4–3
     29

Year Two  Credits

cd 2001  Human development i: Birth to 
  early childhood  3
cd 2002  Human development ii:
   middle childhood to late adulthood (WRco)  3
cd 2360  Foundations of diversity (dico)  3
Se 2080  children with disabilities  3
ma 3010  mathematics in our World ii (QRco)  4
ctdi creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  3–4
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   elective  1–0
     32

Year Three  Credits

cd 2540  integrated arts  3
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
cd 3210  children and Families in Society  3
PE 2840  Health and Fitness for Educators (WECO)  3
Cluster I–complete all courses  12
   electives  6
     30

Year Four  Credits

Cluster II–complete all courses  16
Cluster III–complete all courses  13
     29
Total    120

EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS in early childhood Studies prepares students for 
careers working with children from birth through eight years 
of age and their families. the early childhood Studies program 
is based on the principle that supporting the growth, devel-
opment, and learning of young children is meaningful, chal-
lenging, and important work. Students will develop a strong 
theoretical and conceptual knowledge base while engaging in 
supervised field experiences in a variety of early childhood set-
tings, including the nationally accredited child development 
and Family center at PSU. the program is also grounded in 
the belief that children live and learn within families, cultures, 
and communities, and that to truly understand and appreciate 
each child, early childhood professionals must also learn about 
these broader contexts. Because early childhood professionals 
must work collaboratively with children, families, other pro-
fessionals, community members and agencies, the program 
emphasizes effective communication and collaboration skills 
and openness to other perspectives.

all early childhood majors must choose at least one of the fol-
lowing options. these options emphasize the roles and respon-
sibilities of all early childhood professionals and the knowledge 
and skills needed to be an effective leader and advocate.

early childhood Studies majors are strongly encouraged to 
complete an academic minor, selected in consultation with 
their academic advisor, to complement their interests and 
career goals. the BS in early childhood Studies also serves as a 
foundation to pursue advanced degrees in education, psychol-
ogy, and the human services.

Fingerprinting/Criminal Background Check Requirements for 
Child Center Programs and Public Schools
Students who work with children in field experiences are sub-
ject to New Hampshire law, which requires all persons who 
come into contact with children/students on a regular basis for 
a period of time to undergo a full disclosure criminal records 
check, including fingerprinting. the cost to an individual for a 
fingerprinting and criminal record check currently ranges from 
around $27 to $38, depending on whether it is done at one of 
six digital stations in NH or through local police departments. 
(there may also be an additional service charge at police depart-
ments.) this requirement affects early childhood Studies 
majors who will be completing field experiences at child care 
centers and public school placements.

as of January 2010, NH State law RSa 170–e:7(c) requires that 
all child care personnel ages 17 and over who spend more than 
five hours per week with children must be fingerprinted and 
have a criminal background check. this includes students in 
field experiences and practicums for more than five hours per 
week. Students should be prepared to complete this require-
ment prior to beginning any field experience or practicum of 
five hours a week or more at the child development and Family 
center or another child care program site. each new site will 
require a separate fingerprinting and background check. 
Further information is available from the NH State child care 
licensing Unit at http://www.dhhs.nh.gov/dHHS/Bccl/
fingerprint.htm or from your academic advisor. if you have 
concerns about this requirement or the cost, please discuss 
those with your advisor.

Fingerprinting and background checks are also required for 
some field experiences in the public schools, such as those asso-
ciated with cd 2540, Rl 3500, eR 3700, and eR 3900/eRSe 
3500, and for student teaching. School districts make final 
decisions about which field experiences will require a criminal 
background check. the results of the background check will be 
reported to and held by the district, so students may be required 
to complete a separate background check for each district in 
which they have a field experience placement. Questions about 
fingerprinting and criminal background checks for field experi-
ences in public schools should be directed to the course instruc-
tor or, for student teaching experiences, to the office of teacher 
certification. (See also the teacher education and clinical 
experiences section of this catalog.)
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CONTRACT OPTION

this 21–credit option is designed by the student and his/her 
advisor and must be approved by the department chair. the 21 
credits of the option must be 3000/4000 level courses in early 
childhood (eR), early childhood Special education (eRSe), 
and/or education (ed). the student must have 15–30 credits 
left to take at Plymouth to declare this option. in designing this 
option the student should work with her/her advisor to develop 
a program that will support his/her career goals.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood 
  Profession (WRco)  3
eR 2200 the constructivist approach in early care
  and education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development 
  in context  3
eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum 
  and instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and 
  education (dico) (WRco)  3
eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with 
  exceptional learning Needs  3
ER, ERSE, and/or ED 3000/4000 level Contract courses
[not ERDI, not ERSEDI, not EDDI]  18
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
Rl 2500  language and literacy development 
  in Young children  3
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one 
of the following:  3
  ER 3800  Technology and Problem Solving
    Across the Primary Grade Curriculum 
   (TECO)
  ER 4300  Leadership, Advocacy, and Policy 
   in Early Childhood (TECO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    29–27
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood 
  Profession (WRco)  3
eR 2200 the constructivist approach in early 
  care and education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development
  in context  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     31

Year Two   Credits

eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum 
  and instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and 
  education (dico) (WRco) 3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with exceptional  
  learning Needs  3
Rl 2500  language and literacy development in 
  Young children  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  2–0 
    32

Year Three  Credits

ER, ERSE, and/or ED 3000/4000 level Contract 
courses [not ERDI, not ERSEDI, not EDDI]  9
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  15
     30

Year Four   Credits

eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3
eR, eRSe, and/or ed 3000/4000 level contract courses
[not eRdi, not eRSedi, not eddi]  9
teco  technology in the discipline connection  3
   electives  12
     27
Total    120
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EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION OPTION

the early care and education option provides specific prepara-
tion for caring for and teaching children from infancy through 
kindergarten and working with young children and families, 
non–public school settings. Students in this option will have 
extensive experiences working in a variety of early childhood 
settings and programs. these settings could include Head 
Start, early intervention, parent cooperative preschools, infant 
care, public–school–based preschools, private and/or non–
profit child care and preschool programs, hospital–based pro-
grams, montessori programs or other settings. early childhood 
Studies candidates with this option are strongly encouraged to 
complete an academic minor. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood 
  Profession (WRco)  3
eR 2200  the constructivist approach in early 
  care and education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development 
  in context  3
eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum 
  and instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and 
  education (dico) (WRco)  3
ER 3400  The Project Approach  6
ER 3550  Early Childhood Practicum  3
eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3
ER 4300  Leadership, Advocacy, and Policy in Early 
  Childhood (TECO)  3
ER 4600  Special Topics in Early Childhood  3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with 
  exceptional learning Needs  3
eRSe 3600 infant and toddler care and education  4
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
Rl 2500  language and literacy development 
  in Young children  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    31–29
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood  
  Profession (WRco)  3
eR 2200  the constructivist approach in early care 
  and education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development 
  in context  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     31

Year Two    Credits

eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum 
  and instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and 
  education (dico) (WRco)  3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with exceptional   
  learning Needs  3
Rl 2500  language and literacy development in 
  Young children  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  2–0 
    32

Year Three  Credits

ER 3400  The Project Approach  6
ER 3550  Early Childhood Practicum  3
ERSE 3600 Infant and Toddler Care and Education  4
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3 
  electives  10
     29

Year Four  Credits

eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3
ER 4300  Leadership, Advocacy, and Policy in Early   
  Childhood (TECO)  3
ER 4600  Special Topics in Early Childhood  3
   electives  19
     28
Total    120
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION (K–3) OPTION

early childhood Studies majors who plan to teach in a pub-
lic school primary grade classroom should select the teacher 
certification K–3 option. in this option, courses focus more 
specifically on children in the age range from five to eight and 
on the primary classroom setting. the content and pedagogical 
knowledge needed to teach in the primary grades is introduced 
in the early childhood core courses and the general education 
courses and further developed in the teacher certification option 
courses. early childhood teacher candidates will develop a rep-
ertoire of teaching strategies to foster primary grade students’ 
understanding of reading, writing, language arts, mathematics, 
science, social studies, technology, and the arts. the teacher 
certification K–3 option provides extensive field experiences in 
area public schools, culminating in a full–time student teach-
ing experience in the final semester.
 
this teacher education program is certified at both the state and 
national level by the New Hampshire department of education 
and the National council for the accreditation of teacher 
education (Ncate). graduates who complete this teacher 
certification option are eligible for N–3 teacher certification 
in the state of New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s 
membership in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth 
graduates are eligible to earn a certificate or license in another 
contract state upon application to that state’s department of 
education. Receiving states may have a difference in elemen-
tary grade range and may impose certain special requirements 
that must be met within a reasonable period of time. For fur-
ther information, please see the teacher education and clinical 
experiences section. a minimum cumulative grade point aver-
age of 2.50 is required for admission into teacher education 
candidacy; candidates are required to have a 2.70 grade point 
average to student teach. all full–time or part–time matricu-
lated candidates in this option are expected to make satisfactory 
academic progress toward their academic goals. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood Profession   
  (WRco)  3
eR 2200  the constructivist approach in early care and   
  education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development 
  in context  3
eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum and   
  instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and education   
  (dico) (WRco)  3
ER 3700  Teaching and Learning in the Primary Grades  3
ER 3800  Technology and Problem Solving Across 
  the Primary Grade Curriculum (TECO)  3
ER 3900  Inquiry and Integration in the Primary Grades  3
eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3

ER 4410  K–3 Student Teaching in an Inclusive 
  Classroom  12
ER 4500  K–3 Student Teaching Seminar  3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with exceptional   
  learning Needs  3
ERSE 3500 Special Education in the Primary Grades  3
CD 2540  Integrated Arts  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
MA 3010  Mathematics in Our World II (QRCO)  4
Rl 2500  language and literacy development in 
  Young children  3
RL 3500  Reading, Writing, and Language Arts in the   
  Primary Grades  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111 the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    13–11
Total    120

acceptance into the teacher certification option requires 
acceptance into teacher certification candidacy (which includes 
passing the Praxis i exam). Student teaching requires a mini-
mum cumulative grade point average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma 2110  mathematics in our World i (matH)  4
eR 2000  introduction to the early childhood 
  Profession (WRco)  3
eR 2200  the constructivist approach in early care 
  and education  3
eR 2300  Young children’s learning and development 
  in context  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6  
    31

Year Two  Credits

eR 2800  Preschool and Kindergarten curriculum 
  and instruction  6
eR 3200  assessment in early childhood (QRco)  3
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eR 3300  culturally Responsive early care and education   
  dico) (WRco)  3
eRSe 2500 Supporting Young children with exceptional   
  learning Needs  3
Rl 2500  language and literacy development in 
  Young children  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  2–0
     32

Year Three  Credits

ER 3700  Teaching and Learning in the Primary Grades  3
ER 3800  Technology and Problem Solving Across 
  the Primary Grade Curriculum (TECO)  3
CD 2540  Integrated Arts  3
MA 3010  Mathematics in Our World II (QRCO)  4
RL 3500  Reading, Writing, and Language Arts in the 
  Primary Grades  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  8 
    30

Year Four    Credits

ER 3900  Inquiry and Integration in the Primary Grades  3
eR 4200  Senior Seminar: Perspectives on early 
  childhood (iNco)  3
ER 4410  K–3 Student Teaching in an Inclusive 
  Classroom  12
ER 4500  K–3 Student Teaching Seminar  3
ERSE 3500 Special Education in the Primary Grades  3
   elective  3
     27
Total    120

Department of English

Department of English, ellen Reed House
Chair: elizabeth a. ahl 
Assistant Chair: Paul W. Rogalus
Professors: Bonnie W. epstein, arthur m. Fried, 
 Robert e. garlitz, meg J. Petersen
Associate Professors: Scott R. coykendall, Robin deRosa, 
 elliott g. gruner, ann K. mcclellan, Joseph monninger
Assistant Professors: megan l. Birch, Karolyn Kinane
Skills Application Teacher: Joseph mealey

ENGLISH, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

through focused study in literature, language, and writing, 
english majors at Plymouth State University develop the essen-
tial skills of critical thinking, cogent analysis, and effective 
communication. the major explores both canonical and non–
canonical texts in British, american, and global literatures, 
and introduces students to trends in literary history and to 
contemporary questions raised by theorists and literary critics. 
our renowned writing curriculum helps students develop their 
own original voices in both imaginative and expository writing. 
this core curriculum, along with 15 credits of advanced level 
(3000/4000) study in eN courses of the student’s choosing, 
comprises the standard english major and prepares students 
well for a variety of life paths. Students who seek certifica-
tion as english teachers must declare and follow the teacher 
certification option. Students who elect to focus their advanced 
level study exclusively in writing may declare a Writing option; 
those who elect to focus their advanced level study exclusively 
in literature and film courses may declare a literature and Film 
option.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
eN 3690  critical theory  3
EN English electives above 3000 [not ENDI]  15
introductory course–complete one of the following:  3
 eN 1750  Popular Fiction
  eN 2250  identity and difference in american 
   literature (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
 eN 2610  introduction to Film
currents–complete four of the following, including one each 
of american, British, and global:  12
  eN 3510  currents in global literature (gaco)
  eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco)
  eN 3620  currents in British literature ii
  eN 3710  currents in american literature i (dico)
  eN 3720  currents in american literature ii (dico)
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Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
 EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO)
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO)
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     28–26
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma mathematics Foundations  3
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3

Years One and Two  Credits

introductory course–complete one course  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
   electives  10–8

Years Three and Four  Credits

eN 3690  critical theory  3
currents–complete four courses, including one each of 
american, British, and global  12
EN  English electives above 3000 [not ENDI]  15

TECO  Technology in the Discipline Connection– 
  complete one course  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  18
Total    120

LITERATURE AND FILM OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
eN 3690  critical theory  3
EN  English elective [not ENDI]  3
introductory course–complete one of the following:  3
 eN 1750  Popular Fiction
  eN 2250  identity and difference in american 
   literature (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
  eN 2610  introduction to Film
currents–complete four of the following, including one 
each of american, British, and global:  12
  eN 3510  currents in global literature (gaco)
  eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco)
  eN 3620  currents in British literature ii
  eN 3710  currents in american literature i (dico)
  eN 3720  currents in american literature ii (dico)
Advanced Studies in Literature and Film–complete five 
from the following:  15
  EN 3270  Gothic Fiction
  EN 3295  Postcolonial Literature (GACO)
  EN 3300  The Craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
  EN 3320  Literature into Film
  EN 3350  Lost Generation[s]: Voices of American   
   Counterculture Movements (INCO)
  EN 3450  Women Writers
  EN 3590  The Filmmaker’s Vision: An Introduction to   
   Film Analysis
  EN 3680  Scriptwriting
  EN 3750  Topics in Literature and Film
  EN 4010  The Medieval Cult of the Saints (INCO)
  EN 4050  The “Real” World (INCO)
  EN 4600  Travels (INCO)
  EN 4800  Single Author
  EN 4910  Independent Study (literature or film)
Advanced Study in Writing–complete one of the following:  3
  EN 3030  Practicum in Publication
 EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3100  Fiction Workshop
  EN 3120  Advanced Composition
  EN 3130  Non-Fiction Workshop
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  EN 3140  Poetry Workshop
  EN 3300  The Craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3680  Scriptwriting
  EN 3760  Topics in Writing
  EN 4030  Advanced Poetry Workshop
  EN 4090  Advanced Technical Communication
  EN 4130  Advanced Prose Workshop
  EN 4910  Independent Study (writing)
  EN 4950  Writing Internship
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
 EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO)
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO)
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking 
  and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3 
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     22–20
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking 
  and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3

Years One and Two  Credits

introductory course–complete one course  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
EN  English elective [not ENDI]  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6

PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
   electives  7–5

Years Three and Four  Credits

eN 3690  critical theory  3
currents–complete four courses, including one each 
of american, British and global  12
Advanced Studies in Literature and Film–complete five 
courses    15
Advanced Study in Writing–complete one course  3
TECO  Technology in the Discipline Connection–
complete one course  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  15
Total     120

TEACHER CERTIFICATION (5–12) OPTION

this program is certified at both the state and national level by 
the New Hampshire department of education and the National 
council for the accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). 
graduates who complete this teacher certification option 
are eligible for 5–12 teacher certification in the state of New 
Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership in the 
interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates are eligi-
ble to earn a certificate or license in another contract state upon 
application to that state’s department of education. For further 
information, please see the teacher education and clinical 
experiences section. a minimum cumulative grade point aver-
age of 2.70 is required to student teach.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3
EN 2560  Introduction to English Teaching  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
EN 3510  Currents in Global Literature (GACO)  3
EN 3611  Currents in British Literature I (INCO)  3
EN 3620  Currents in British Literature II  3
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eN 3690  critical theory  3
EN 3710  Currents in American Literature I (DICO)  3
EN 3720  Currents in American Literature II (DICO)  3
EN 4310  Teaching Writing in the Secondary School  3
EN 4320  English Student Teaching Seminar  1
EN 4430  English Student Teaching 5–12  11
EN 4550  Teaching Literature in the Secondary School  3
introductory course–complete one of the following:  3
 eN 1750  Popular Fiction
  eN 2250  identity and difference in american literature  
   (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
  eN 2610  introduction to Film
Advanced Study in Writing–complete one of the following:  3
  EN 3030  Practicum in Publication
  EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3100  Fiction Workshop
  EN 3120  Advanced Composition
  EN 3130  Non–Fiction Workshop
  EN 3140  Poetry Workshop
  EN 3300  The Craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3680 Scriptwriting
  EN 3760  Topics in Writing
  EN 4030  Advanced Poetry Workshop
  EN 4090  Advanced Technical Communication
  EN 4130  Advanced Prose Workshop 
  EN 4910  Independent Study (writing)
  EN 4950  Writing Internship
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and Secondary   
  Educators (TECO)  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education: Middle 
  and Secondary  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking 
  and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     13–11
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Student teaching requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.70; a minimum grade of c in eN 3510, eN 4310, 
and eN 4550; and a minimum grade of c in three of the follow-
ing: eN 3611, eN 3620, eN 3710 or eN 3720.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: 
  critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3

Years One and Two  Credits

introductory course–complete one course  3
EN 2560  Introduction to English Teaching  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
   electives  7–5

Years Three and Four  Credits

EN 3510  Currents in Global Literature (GACO)  3
EN 3611  Currents in British Literature I (INCO)  3
EN 3620  Currents in British Literature II  3
eN 3690  critical theory  3
EN 3710  Currents in American Literature I (DICO)  3
EN 3720  Currents in American Literature II (DICO)  3
EN 4310  Teaching Writing in the Secondary School  3
Advanced Study in Writing–complete one course  3
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and Secondary   
  Educators (TECO)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education: Middle and   
  Secondary  3
   electives  6
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Year Four   Credits

EN 4320  English Student Teaching Seminar  1
EN 4430  English Student Teaching 5–12  11
EN 4550  Teaching Literature in the Secondary School  3
Total     120

WRITING OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
eN 3690  critical theory  3
EN  English elective [not ENDI]  3
introductory course–complete one of the following:  3
 eN 1750  Popular Fiction
  eN 2250  identity and difference in american literature  
   (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
  eN 2610  introduction to Film
currents–complete four of the following, including one each 
of american, British, and global:  12
  eN 3510  currents in global literature (gaco)
  eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco)
  eN 3620  currents in British literature ii
  eN 3710  currents in american literature i (dico)
  eN 3720  currents in american literature ii (dico)
Advanced Studies in Writing–complete five of the 
following:    15
  EN 3030  Practicum in Publication
 EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3100  Fiction Workshop
  EN 3120  Advanced Composition
  EN 3130  Non-Fiction Workshop
  EN 3140  Poetry Workshop
  EN 3300  The Craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO) (WRCO)
  EN 3680  Scriptwriting
  EN 3760 Topics in Writing
  EN 4030  Advanced Poetry Workshop
  EN 4090  Advanced Technical Communication
  EN 4130  Advanced Prose Workshop 
 EN 4910  Independent Study (writing)
  EN 4950  Writing Internship
Advanced Study in Literature–complete one from the 
following:    3
  EN 3270  Gothic Fiction
  EN 3295  Postcolonial Literature (GACO)
  EN 3300  The Craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
  EN 3320  Literature into Film
 EN 3350  Lost Generation[s]: Voices of American   
   Counterculture Movements (INCO)
  EN 3450  Women Writers

  EN 3590  The Filmmaker’s Vision: An Introduction to   
   Film Analysis
 EN 3680  Scriptwriting
  EN 3750  Topics in Literature and Film
  EN 4010  The Medieval Cult of the Saints (INCO)
  EN 4050  The “Real” World (INCO)
  EN 4600  Travels (INCO)
  EN 4800  Single Author
  EN 4910  Independent Study (literature)
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
 EN 3090  Technical Communication (TECO)
  EN 3670  Journalism (TECO)
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics  
  (QRco)  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: 
  critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     22–20
Total     120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
eN 2500  Studies in english (WRco)  3

Years One and Two  Credits

introductory course–complete one course  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
EN  English elective [not ENDI]  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
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Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
   electives  7–5

Years Three and Four  Credits

eN 3690  critical theory  3
currents–complete four courses, including one each 
of american, British, and global  12
Advanced Studies in Writing–complete five courses  15
Advanced Study in Literature–complete one course  3
Technology in the Discipline Connection–complete one 
course    3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  15
Total     120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

EXPOSITORY WRITING MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

eN 3030  Practicum in Publication  3
eN 3090  technical communication  3
eN 3120  advanced composition  3
eN 3130  Non-Fiction Workshop  3
eN 3670  Journalism  3
 
FILM STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

the Film Studies minor offers students the opportunity to study 
the artistic, literary, critical, historical, and technical aspects of 
the motion picture.   
 Credits

complete five of the following:  15
eNdi 2200  the art of Film (ctdi)
eN 2610   introduction to Film
eN 3300   the craft of Screenwriting: Reading and   
   Writing Screenplays
eN 3320   literature into Film
eN 3590   the Filmmaker’s Vision: an introduction to   
   Film analysis
iS 3430   the life cycle in Film
iS 3440   god, the devil, and moral choice in Film

IMAGINATIVE WRITING MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

eN 2500  Studies in english  3
eN 2700  creative Writing  3
complete one of the following:  3
 eNdi 1330  arthurian legends: Representations of 
   leadership, Romance, National identity, 
   and Spiritual Question (PPdi)

 eN 1750 Popular Fiction
 eN 2250  identity and difference in american 
   literature (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
 eN 2610  introduction to Film
complete one of the following:  3
  eN 3100  Fiction Workshop 
  eN 3140  Poetry Workshop 
complete one of the following:  3
  eN 3030  Practicum in Publication
  eN 3090  technical communication
  eN 3120  advanced composition
  eN 3130  Non-Fiction Workshop
  eN 3670  Journalism
  eN 3680  Scriptwriting
  eN 3760  topics in Writing
  eN 4030  advanced Poetry Workshop
  eN 4910  independent Study (writing)
  eN 4950  Writing internship

LITERATURE MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

eN 2500  Studies in english  3
complete one of the following:  3
 eNdi 1330  arthurian legends: Representations of   
   leadership, Romance, National identity, 
   and Spiritual Question (PPdi)
 eN 1750  Popular Fiction
 eN 2250  identity and difference in american 
   literature (dico)
 eN 2350  decades in literature
 eN 2410  Shakespeare’s (St)age
 eN 2450  Prize Winners
 eN 2610  introduction to Film
complete three of the following:  9
  eN 3270  gothic Fiction
  eN 3295  Postcolonial literature (gaco)
  eN 3450  Women Writers
  eN 3510  currents in global literature (gaco)
  eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco)
  eN 3620  currents in British literature ii 
  eN 3710  currents in american literature i (dico)
  eN 3720  currents in american literature ii (dico)
  eN 3750  topics in literature and Film
  eN 4600  travels (iNco)
  eN 4800  Single author
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Department of Environmental Science and 
Policy

Department of Environmental Science and Policy, Boyd   
 Science center
Chair: Warren c. tomkiewicz
Professors: Patrick Bourgeron, Bryon d. middlekauff, 
 mark P. turski
Associate Professor of Science Education: mary ann mcgarry
Assistant Professor of Hydrology: mark B. green
Research Assistant Professors: lisa a. doner, thaddeus c.   
 guldbrandsen
Research Instructor: douglas l. earick
Director of the Center for the Environment: Patrick Bourgeron
Assistant Director of the Center for the Environment: Brian W.   
 eisenhauer

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND POLICY, Bachelor of Science 
 120 credits

the BS in environmental Science and Policy program prepares 
students for careers in government and non–government orga-
nizations, consulting firms, and further studies at the graduate 
level. there are two options within the program, a community 
and environmental focus and an environmental science focus. 
Both options develop an understanding of the science of envi-
ronmental issues and the application of policy to social and 
cultural interests of industry and communities. the program 
functions in collaboration with the center for the environment 
and encourages student research. Students have the opportu-
nity to design a program that will address both their environ-
mental and policy interests.

COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT OPTION

a minimum of 30 credits in the major must be completed at 
the 3000/4000 level.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
eSP 2100  introduction to environmental Science 
  and Policy  4
eSP 4530  environmental Science and Policy Seminar  4
AN 2210  Cultural Anthropology (GACO)  3
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii  4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
PO 1020  American Government  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)

Group A–complete five courses from the following*:  15
  AN 3110  Cultural Ecology
  BU 3220  Business and the Environment
  EPL 3100  Environmental Planning
  GE 4270  Advanced Geographic Information Systems
  GE 4280  Geographic Information Systems 
   Applications: Computer Mapping
  IS 3480  Perspectives on Wilderness (DICO) (INCO)
  PO 3680  Public Policy Analysis (WRCO)
  AN 4410  Methods of Social Research or
  SO 4410  Methods of Social Research
Group B–complete two courses from the following*:  6–8
  BI 2070  Botany
  BI 3260  Freshwater Ecology
  BI 4050  Ecology (QRCO) (WRCO)
  GE 3300  Introduction to Hydrology
  GE 4150  Topics in Geography
  MT 2110  Introduction to Meteorology and
  MT 2230  Introduction to Meteorological Analysis
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     30–28
Total     120

*the Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) must be 
completed in either group a or group B of the option.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
eSP 2100  introduction to environmental Science and 
  Policy  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii  4
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
      32

Year Two   Credits

AN 2210  Cultural Anthropology (GACO)  3
PO 1020  American Government  3
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PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   elective  5
      29

Year Three   Credits

Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)  3
Group B–complete two courses*  6–8
   electives  15–13
      30

Year Four   Credits

eSP 4530  environmental Science and Policy Seminar  4
Group A–complete five courses*  15
   electives  10
      29
Total     120
*the Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) must be 
completed in either group a or group B of the option.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE OPTION

a minimum of 36 credits in the major must be completed at 
the 3000/4000 level. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
eSP 2100  introduction to environmental Science and 
  Policy  4
eSP 4530  environmental Science and Policy Seminar  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii  4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
CH 2330  General Chemistry I (QRCO) (TECO)  4
CH 2340  General Chemistry II  4
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
GE 3300  Introduction to Hydrology  3
MT 2110  Introduction to Meteorology  3
MT 2230  Introduction to Meteorological Analysis  1
PH 2130  Physics I  4
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)  3
Group A–complete three courses from the following*:  9–12
  BI 3260  Freshwater Ecology
  BI 4050  Ecology (QRCO) (WRCO)
  CH 3420  Environmental Chemistry
  ESP 3300  Soils and Environmental Change
  ESP 4100  Applied Hydrogeology
  GE 4150  Topics in Geography

  MT 4110  Air Quality
  MT 4430  Climate Change
Group B–complete two courses from the following*:  6
  AN 2210  Cultural Anthropology (GACO)
  BU 3220  Business and the Environment
  EPL 3100  Environmental Planning
  ESP 3500  Geo-cultural Education on the Colorado 
   Plateau (DICO)
  PO 1020  American Government
  PO 3680  Public Policy Analysis (WRCO)
  SS 4994  Community Research Experience
  AN 4410  Methods of Social Research or
  SO 4410  Methods of Social Research
Mathematics Foundations–complete one of the following  4
  MA 2490  Applied Calculus I
  MA 2550  Calculus I
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     22–19
Total     120
*the Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) must be 
completed in either group a or group B of the option.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
Mathematics Foundations–complete one course  4
eSP 2100  introduction to environmental Science and 
  Policy  4
Bi 1120  Biological Science ii  4
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
      30
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Year Two   Credits

CH 2330  General Chemistry I (QRCO) (TECO)  4
CH 2340  General Chemistry II  4
MT 2110  Introduction to Meteorology  3
MT 2230  Introduction to Meteorological Analysis  1
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
      30

Year Three   Credits

Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
PH 2130  Physics I  4
So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)  3
Group B–complete two courses*  6
   electives  11
      30

Year Four   Credits

eSP 4530  environmental Science and Policy Seminar  4
GE 3300  Introduction to Hydrology  3
Group A–complete three courses*  9–12
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  11–8
      30
Total     120
*the Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) must be 
completed in either group a or group B of the option.

Department of Health and Human 
Performance

Department of Health and Human Performance, draper and  
 maynard Building
Chair: linda S. levy
Assistant Chair: irene m. cucina
Professors: margaret e. Burckes-miller, louise S. mccormack
Associate Professors: christian Bisson, cheryl coker, lynn V.   
 Johnson, marjorie a. King, Barbara J. mccahan, 
 John m. Rosene
Instructor: liesl m. lindley
Contract Faculty: James g. Hannon

ADVENTURE EDUCATION, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

adventure education teaches students how to use human pow-
ered outdoor pursuits to expose people to purposeful challenge, 
high adventure, and new growth opportunities. Students major-
ing in adventure education engage in outdoor activities such 
as backpacking, rock climbing, canoeing, ropes courses, and 
mountaineering to systematically learn four broad sets of skills. 
First, they learn the professional and technical skills to operate 
competently and safely in demanding outdoor environments. 
Second, they learn how to teach various outdoor-related lessons 
that aim to the development of new skills, knowledge or values. 
third, they learn how to develop, frame, facilitate and process 
adventure experiences so that their future clients and students 
grow personally and professionally. and fourth, they also learn 
to interpret and teach about the various natural environments 
they will encounter when teaching in the great outdoors.

Students have the option of taking a 15-credit package of 
adventure education courses in a fall immersion Semester, 
which involves wilderness and mountain backpacking trips last-
ing four to 15 days. they can also spend a spring semester in the 
outdoor education program at latrobe University in Bendigo, 
australia. adventure education students also take a variety of 
courses that cover adventure philosophy, history, leadership, 
group behavior and management, group processing and facili-
tation, experiential pedagogy, ethical issues, risk management, 
legal issues, and program administration.

many of the field-based courses require additional cost for trans-
portation, food, permits, supplies or equipment rental. to meet 
these expenses, most field-based courses have fees attached to 
them. Students can expect to pay between $1,500 and $2,500 
in additional course fees to complete the adventure education 
major. the range in cost depends on what optional courses 
students choose to take throughout their studies in adventure 
education. in addition, students are expected to provide basic 
personal outdoor clothing and equipment. the program will 
provide group, technical, technological, and safety gear but we 
will not be able to outfit students with outdoor clothing, boots, 
backpacks, sleeping bags, etc.
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Students majoring in adventure education are preparing 
for future careers in field-based leadership, instruction, and 
administrative positions with non–profit and commercial out-
door education, therapeutic adventure, environmental, and 
recreation programs. Because field-based courses may occur 
on weekends, over Spring break and in may after classes end, 
the schedule for adventure education students will need to be 
carefully planned and may disallow participation in an athletic 
team and/or affect their availability for working during some 
semesters. additionally, students will be required to complete 
a minimum of 60 days of documented adventure leadership 
or instruction prior to their internship (aP 4880) or 30 days 
prior to their clinical (aP 3980). this leadership/instruction 
experience must occur after the student’s formal matriculation 
into the adventure education program. Some of this experi-
ence will be gained through adventure education course work, 
while some will be accrued through summer jobs in camps or 
outdoor programs.

the mission of the adventure education program is to provide 
an environmentally sustainable, academically comprehensive, 
and technically proficient education for future adventure educa-
tors. in addition, the program embraces the University motto 
Ut prosim (that i may serve) by actively seeking and providing 
services to the campus and regional community.

Degree Requirements  Credits

aP 2010  Foundations of adventure education  3
aP 2210  adventure education teaching theories and   
  methods  3
aP 2300  top Rope Rock climbing  3
aP 2400  Paddling Fundamentals  3
aP 3500  adventure Processing and Facilitation  3
aP 3600  outdoor Skills clinical  3
aP 4300  teaching assistantship in adventure education  4
aP 4600 Risk management in adventure education  3
complete group a or group B:  15
 group a:  aP 3100  Wilderness expedition (teco) 
    aP 3300  adventure leadership and group   
    management 
    aP 3320  adventure education Philosophy 
    and theory (WRco) 
    aP 3400  Wilderness First Responder 
 group B:  aP 3101  immersion Wilderness expedition   
    (teco) 
    aP 3301  immersion adventure leadership   
    and group management 
    aP 3321  immersion adventure education   
    Philosophy and theory (WRco) 
    aP 3401  immersion Wilderness First   
    Responder
adventure education activities–complete two of the 
following:     6
  aP 3110  challenge course Fundamentals
  aP 3310  lead Rock climbing
  aP 3410  Whitewater Paddling

  aP 3700  Winter Backcountry travel
  aP 3810  alpine mountaineering
  aP 3950  Special topics in adventure education
adventure education capstone–complete (c) or (d):  6
 (c)  aP 4880  adventure education internship or
 (d)  aP 3880  adventure education Practicum and
   aP 3890  adventure education clinical
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
  ma 1900  Statistical literacy in today’s Society (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  Pe 3560  measurement and assessment in Physical   
   education (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition   3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives      20–18
Total     120
the immersion courses (group B) are offered fall semesters 
only. aP 3880 requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.00. aP 4880 requires a minimum grade of c in 
aP 4300.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
aP 2010  Foundations of adventure education  3
aP 2210  adventure education teaching theories and   
  methods  3
aP 2300  top Rope Rock climbing  3
aP 2400  Paddling Fundamentals  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
     30

Year Two  Credits

group a or group B adventure education courses 
(teco) (WRco)  15
aP 3500  adventure Processing and Facilitation  3
aP 3600  outdoor Skills clinical  3
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SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
      30

Year Three   Credits

adventure education activities–complete two courses  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   electives  5–3

Years Three and Four  Credits

aP 4300  teaching assistantship in adventure 
  education  4
aP 4600  Risk management in adventure education  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3

Year Four   Credits

adventure education capstone–complete (c) or (d) 6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15
Total     120

ATHLETIC TRAINING, Bachelor of Science  122 credits

the athletic training program is designed to provide students 
interested in the field of athletic training the opportunity to 
develop the necessary skills and knowledge through classroom 
experiences and clinical rotations to meet the competencies set 
forth by the National athletic trainers’ association education 
council. a four semester clinical experience is required as part 
of this program. Students successfully completing this pro-
gram will be eligible to sit for the Boc certification exam. the 
athletic training program has been granted accreditation by the 
commission on accreditation of athletic training education 
Programs (caate).

athletic training students must meet the following require-
ments to enroll in at 2750 athletic training clinical i:

• minimum 2.33 overall grade point average
• minimum 2.33 grade point average in
  at 1010  introduction to athletic training i
  at 1020  introduction to athletic training ii
  at 2100  introduction to clinical Practice
  at 2250  Prevention and care of injuries in 
   active Populations
  at 3250  injury assessment i
  at 3260  injury assessment laboratory i
  He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed
  Bi 2110   Human anatomy and Physiology i
  Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii
  Pe 3570  Kinesiology
• successful completion of 80 observation hours (at PSU)
• verification that students can comply with the program’s   
 technical Standards.

application procedures and technical Standards are available 
to all interested students and can be obtained by contacting the 
department of Health and Human Performance.

the clinical component of the athletic training major requires 
all students to complete four successive clinical rotations (mini-
mum of 200 hours each). membership in the National athletic 
trainers’ association is required while enrolled in clinical 
courses. clinical assignments are completed over no fewer than 
four academic semesters and include one full year of continual 
clinical assignment. to fulfill this requirement, students should 
anticipate remaining clinically active during the Winterim of 
their junior year. athletic training students who participate on 
a fall or spring athletic team should anticipate spending a mini-
mum of two winter terms in the clinic. Students who participate 
on a winter athletic team may require one additional semester 
to complete their clinical requirement. clinical assignment 
schedules for athletes pursuing a degree in athletic training 
are decided on a case-by-case basis by the director of clinical 
instruction pending acceptance into the major. Students should 
expect to complete approximately 20 clinical hours per week. 
travel to off-campus clinical sites may be required.

Degree Requirements  Credits

at 1010  introduction to athletic training i  1.0
at 1020  introduction to athletic training ii  1.0
at 2010  athletic training Skills i  1.0
at 2020  athletic training Skills ii  1.0
at 2100  introduction to clinical Practice  2.0
at 2250  Prevention and care of injuries in active   
  Populations  3.0
at 2750  clinical athletic training i  4.0
at 3010  clinical integration i  1.0
at 3020  clinical integration ii  1.0
at 3250  injury assessment i  3.0
at 3260  injury assessment laboratory i  1.0
at 3270  injury assessment ii  3.0
at 3280  injury assessment laboratory ii  1.0
at 3300  illness and disease (WRco)  3.0
at 3400  Pharmacology for allied Health Professionals  2.0
at 3760  clinical athletic training ii  4.0
at 4010  Seminar in athletic training i  1.0
at 4020  Seminar in athletic training ii  1.0
at 4100  administration of athletic training (iNco)  3.0
at 4250  Rehabilitation of injuries for active 
  Populations  3.0
at 4260  Rehabilitation of injuries for active 
  Populations laboratory  1.0
at 4500  therapeutic modalities (teco)  3.0
at 4510  therapeutic modalities laboratory  1.0
at 4760  clinical athletic training iii  4.0
at 4800 clinical athletic training iV  4.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
Pe 2850  Wellness choices for a Healthy, active 
  lifestyle (Weco)  3.0
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Pe 3560  measurement and assessment in Physical   
  education (QRco)  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
Pe 4780  exercise Prescription  3.0
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
Electives    11.5
Total    122.0

at 3760 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.50. at 4760 requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.70. at 4800 requires a minimum cumulative 
grade point average of 2.75.

Recommended Course Sequence
check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
at 1010  introduction to athletic training i  1.0
at 1020  introduction to athletic training ii  1.0
at 2250  Prevention and care of injuries in active   
  Populations  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
   elective  1.5
     31.0

Year Two  Credits

at 2010  athletic training Skills i  1.0
at 2020  athletic training Skills ii  1.0
at 2100  introduction to clinical Practice  2.0
at 2750  clinical athletic training i  4.0
at 3250  injury assessment i  3.0
at 3260  injury assessment laboratory i  1.0
at 3270  injury assessment ii  3.0
at 3280  injury assessment laboratory ii  1.0
Pe 2850  Wellness choices for a Healthy, active  
  lifestyle (Weco)  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0

Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
     31.0

Year Three  Credits

at 3010  clinical integration i  1.0
at 3020  clinical integration ii  1.0
at 3400  Pharmacology for allied Health Professionals  2.0
at 3760  clinical athletic training ii  4.0
at 4100  administration of athletic training (iNco)  3.0
at 4250  Rehabilitation of injuries for active 
  Populations  3.0
at 4260  Rehabilitation of injuries for active 
  Populations laboratory  1.0
at 4500  therapeutic modalities (teco)  3.0
at 4510  therapeutic modalities laboratory  1.0
at 4760  clinical athletic training iii  4.0
Pe 3560  measurement and assessment in 
  Physical education (QRco)  3.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
     32.0

Year Four  Credits

at 3300  illness and disease (WRco)  3.0
at 4010  Seminar in athletic training i  1.0
at 4020  Seminar in athletic training ii  1.0
at 4800  clinical athletic training iV  4.0
Pe 4780  exercise Prescription  3.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
   electives  10.0
     28.0
Total    122.0

HEALTH EDUCATION, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the Health education program is designed to prepare well-
qualified health educators. the coursework is organized to 
develop a functional understanding of human behavior, theo-
ries of behavior change, and the fundamentals of the educa-
tional process. additionally, students develop professional skills 
needed for planning, organizing, and implementing the deliv-
ery of information in the 10 professional content areas of health 
education. these areas are community health, personal health, 
family life, growth and development, nutrition, prevention and 
control of disease and disorders, safety and accident prevention, 
environmental health, consumer health, and substance use and 
abuse. Students may additionally apply for one of two options: 
Health Promotion, which prepares students for occupations 
in the public or private sectors, or School Health, which pre-
pares students for certification as teachers. choosing an option 
is not required to fulfill requirements. Students may complete 
the Health education major without specializing in a particu-
lar option and may design a specialty for potential careers in 
the health professions, i.e., nursing, dietetics, physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, medicine, naturopathic medicine, mas-
sage therapy or in the fitness industry. graduates are prepared 
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to take a national certification exam to become a certified health 
education specialist (cHeS). Health education graduates will 
find careers with community agencies, hospitals, worksites, 
campus and community wellness centers, and public health 
programs. careers in K–12 public schools require completion 
of the School Health option.

Degree Requirements  Credits

He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals 
  (WRco)  3.0
He 3760  Planning and implementing Health 
  Promotion Programs  4.0
He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
group a–complete one of the following:  3.0
  PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology
  PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0 
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0 
Electives     47.5–45.5
Total    120.0

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0   
    30.0
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Year Two  Credits

He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
group a–complete one course  3.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0 
   electives  10.5–8.5
     30.0

Year Three   Credits

He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals 
  (WRco)  3.0
He 3760  Planning and implementing Health 
  Promotion Programs  4.0
Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and Programming  3.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0 
   electives  11.0
      30.0

Year Four   Credits

He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0 
   electives  26.0
      30.0
Total     120.0

HEALTH PROMOTION OPTION

Bachelor’s level health educators with this option develop 
specialized skills for leadership roles in health promotion in 
a variety of settings: hospitals, managed care organizations, 
insurance companies, and volunteer agencies, as well as in 
public and private worksites. Students complete a capstone of 
6–12 credits.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals  
  (WRco)  3.0
He 3760  Planning and implementing Health Promotion   
  Programs  4.0
HE 4030  Community Health Promotion  3.0
HE 4440  Health Promotion Internship  6–12.0
He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
HE 4620  Health Promotion Clinical  1.0
BU 2290  Organizational Communications (WRCO)  3.0
BU 2450  Principles of Marketing  3.0
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CM 2910  Introduction to Communication  3.0
Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
group a–complete one of the following:  3.0
  PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology
  PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0 
dico  diversity connection  3.0 
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0 
Electives    28.5–20.5
Total    120.0
He 4440 requires a minimum grade point average of 2.70 
(cumulative and major). He 4620 requires a minimum cumu-
lative grade point average of 2.60. 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
      30.0

Year Two  Credits

He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
BU 2290  Organizational Communications (WRCO)  3.0
BU 2450  Principles of Marketing  3.0
group a–complete one course  3.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
   electives  6–4.0  
    30.0

Year Three   Credits

He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals 
  (WRco)  3.0

He 3760  Planning and implementing Health 
  Promotion Programs  4.0
HE 4620  Health Promotion Clinical  1.0
CM 2910  Introduction to Communication  3.0
Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0 
   electives  8.5  
     30.0

Year Four  Credits

He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
HE 4030  Community Health Promotion  3.0
HE 4440  Health Promotion Internship  6–12.0
He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0 
   electives  14–8.0
     30.0
Total    120.0

SCHOOL HEALTH (K–12) OPTION

this program is certified at both the state and national level by 
the New Hampshire department of education and the National 
council for the accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). 
graduates who complete this teacher certification option 
are eligible for K–12 teacher certification in the state of New 
Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership in the 
interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates are eligi-
ble to earn a certificate or license in another contract state upon 
application to that state’s department of education. For further 
information, please see the teacher education and clinical 
experiences section. Students have a short teaching experience 
their junior year and complete a student teaching experience in 
the elementary/middle school and high school level their senior 
year.

admittance into the School Health option is based on the fol-
lowing criteria:

• minimum 42 credits earned
•  minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50
•  minimum 2.50 grade point average in:
 He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion
  Pe 2415  introduction to Physical education and Health  
   instruction
• passing Praxis i
• up-to-date electronic folio
•  meeting with the coordinator of teacher education for 
Health education and Physical education

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
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before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
HE 3660  CPR and First Aid Instructor  1.5
HE 3700  Drug Behavior (WECO)  3.0
HE 3710  Sex and Family Living Education  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals 
  (WRco)  3.0
He 3760  Planning and implementing Health 
  Promotion Programs  4.0
He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
HE 4640  School Health Clinical  1.0
HE 4950  Student Teaching K–12: Elementary 
  Component  6.0
HE 4960   Student Teaching K–12: Secondary 
  Component  6.0
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
PE 3310  Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education: Middle 
  and Secondary  3.0
group a–complete one of the following:  3.0
  PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology
 PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0 
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0 
Electives     21–19.0
Total    120.0
Several required courses for this option have prerequisites. He 
4640 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average of 
2.60. He 4950 and He 4960 require a minimum grade of c 
in He 4640 and a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
He 1970  introduction to Health Promotion  3.0
He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
     30.0

Year Two  Credits

He 3200  Stress management (Weco)  3.0
HE 3700  Drug Behavior (WECO)  3.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
group a–complete one course 3.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
   elective  6–4.0
     30.0

Year Three   Credits

He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living (teco)  3.0
He 3330  evaluation and Research in Health 
  Promotion (QRco)  3.0
HE 3660  CPR and First Aid Instructor  1.5
HE 3710  Sex and Family Living Education  3.0
He 3750  Wellness Skills for Health Professionals 
  (WRco)  3.0
He 3760  Planning and implementing Health 
  Promotion Programs  4.0
HE 4640 School Health Clinical  1.0
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education:
   Middle and Secondary  3.0
   electives  8.0
      31.0

Year Four   Credits

He 4530  Senior Seminar in Health Promotion  1.0
HE 4950  Student Teaching K–12: Elementary 
  Component  6.0
HE 4960   Student Teaching K–12: Secondary 
  Component  6.0
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
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Pe 3260  Health Fitness assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
PE 3310  Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
  electives  7.0
      29.0
Total     120.0

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, Bachelor of Science  122 credits

the Bachelor of Science degree in Physical education offers 
students four professional focus areas: applied Health Fitness, 
exercise and Sport Physiology, Physical education teacher 
certification or Physical education/Health education teacher 
certification. the core courses of the Physical education major 
provide the biological, psychological, philosophical, historic, 
and social/behavioral science principles in the study of physi-
cal activity, exercise, and sport. the impact of physical activity/
inactivity on the health, fitness, and quality of life of people of all 
ages and abilities is also addressed. Students complete the core 
coursework and select one or more of the options to complete 
their studies through advanced courses. each option is orga-
nized to reflect the current scholarship and practices in the field 
and allows students to develop knowledge, skills, attitudes, and 
a philosophical understanding specific to their future role as a 
practitioner in the field of Physical education.

Physical Education Professional Activity Courses
these courses are letter graded and are for the majors and 
minors in the department of Health and Human Performance 
only.

Pe 2200  lifeguard training
Pe 2280  Water Safety instruction
Pe 2422  Rhythm and dance Fundamentals
Pe 2423  Fundamentals in gymnastics 
Pe 2424 Net and Wall activities
Pe 2425  lifetime/leisure activities
Pe 2426  Striking and Fielding activities
Pe 2427  territorial activities
Pe 2428  Flexibility, core, and Balance training
Pe 2525  group exercise leadership
Pe 2640  Burdenko conditioning
Pe 2710  topics in Fitness
Pe 2740  Water exercise techniques
Pe 2831  Resistance training techniques

Physical Activity Skills Courses
the Physical activity Skills courses are credit–bearing electives 
designed to provide students with the opportunity to learn and 
engage in a wide variety of physical activities, with the goal of 
promoting health and lifelong participation in physical activity. 
these courses are graded Pass/No Pass.

APPLIED HEALTH FITNESS OPTION

this option of the Physical education major includes courses 
designed to address the knowledge, skills, and applications 
required of professionals qualified to design, implement, and 
evaluate physical activity and exercise programs for apparently 

healthy individuals, as well as individuals with known con-
trolled disease, across the lifespan. the successful graduate is 
skilled in assessing health behaviors and disease risk, conduct-
ing fitness tests, prescribing appropriate physical activity and 
exercise, and applying psychosocial theories to promote health 
enhancing physical activity behaviors. this option prepares 
students, academically and practically, for graduate studies, 
and/or for careers required leadership in organizing, directing, 
and managing programs for individuals and groups in private, 
corporate, commercial, and community settings. Students are 
encouraged to pursue professional certifications with organiza-
tions such as american college of Sports medicine, National 
Strength and conditioning association, National academy of 
Sports medicine, and others.
 
Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training  1.5
PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership  1.5
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques  1.5
PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques  1.5
PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and Programming  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3590  Inclusive Physical Activity Programs (DICO)   
  (WRCO)  3.0
PE 3650  Physical Activity and Aging (WECO)  3.0
PE 3750  Physiology of Exercise Laboratory  1.0
PE 4010  Psychosocial Theories of Physical Activity 
  (INCO)  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
Health and Exercise Group–complete six credits of 
3000/4000 level Health Education or Physical Education 
courses [not HEDI or PEDI]  6.0
Individual and Society Group–complete three credits 
from the following:  3.0
  PS 3200  Psychology of Women (DICO)
  PS 3560  Adulthood and Aging
  SW 3500  Health and Society (GACO (WECO)
Group A–complete one of the following:  3.0
  PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)
  PS 2010  Introduction to General Psychology
  PS 2050  Life-Span Developmental Psychology
Organization, Management, Marketing, and 
Communication Group–complete at least two courses 
from the Business Administration minor or the
Professional Communications minor [not BUDI, not 
CMDI, not ECDI, not ENDI]:  6.0
Capstone Experience–complete three credits from the 
following:    3.0
  PE 4880  Physical Education Internship
  PE 4920  Organization and Administration of 
   Applied Health Fitness I
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Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–
complete one of the following:  3.0
  HE 3330  Evaluation and Research in Health 
   Promotion (QRCO)
  MA 2300  Statistics I (QRCO)
  PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical   
   Education (QRCO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
Electives     29.0
Total    122.0
Pe 4880 requires a minimum grade point average of 2.70 
(cumulative and major). Pe 4920 requires a minimum major 
grade point average of 2.00.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
ctdi  creative thought direction  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
      29.0

Year Two  Credits

Group A–complete one course  3.0
PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training  1.5
PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques  1.5
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3750  Physiology of Exercise Laboratory  1.0
Organization, Management, Marketing, and
Communication Group–complete six credits  6.0
ctdi  creative thought direction  3.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
      31.0

Year Three   Credits

PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership  1.5
PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques  1.5

PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and 
  Programming  3.0
PE 3590  Inclusive Physical Activity Programs 
  (DICO) (WRCO)  3.0
PE 3650  Physical Activity and Aging (WECO)  3.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
Health and Exercise Group–complete six credits 6.0
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline   
  Connection  3.0
   electives  7.0
     31.0

Year Four   Credits

PE 4010  Psychosocial Theories of Physical Activity 
  (INCO)  3.0
Individual and Society Group–complete three credits  3.0
Capstone Experience–complete three credits  3.0
   electives  22.0
      31.0
Total     122.0

CONTRACT OPTION

Upon approval of the chair of the department of Health and 
Human Performance and the advisor, students may graduate 
with a BS in Physical education (contract option). Students 
must have completed a minimum of 90 credits in order to 
select this option.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3
Lower-level PE–complete 10 credits of 1000/2000 level 
Physical Education courses, with minimally two courses 
(3 credits) from the following [not PEDI]:  10
  PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training 
  PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership
  PE 2640  Burdenko Conditioning 
  PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques 
  PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques 
Upper-level PE–complete 24 credits of 3000/4000 level 
Coaching [not CCDI] or Physical Education courses 
[not PEDI]    24
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4
Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline Connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  HE 3330  Evaluation and Research in Health 
   Promotion (QRCO)
  MA 2300  Statistics I (QRCO)
  PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in 
   Physical Education (QRCO)
Writing in the Discipline Connection–complete one of the 
following:    3
  PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)
  PE 3590  Inclusive Physical Activity (DICO) (WRCO)
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General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     26
Total    122

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3
PE  Lower-level PE courses [not PEDI]  6
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
      30

Year Two  Credits

PE  Lower-level PE courses [not PEDI]  4
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
   electives  8
      32

Year Three   Credits

Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3
CC or PE Upper–level CC [not CCDI] or PE courses
 [not PEDI]   12
QRCO  Quantitative Reasoning in the Discipline 
  Connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
WRCO Writing in the Discipline Connection  3
   elective  3
      30

Year Four   Credits

CC or PE Upper–level CC [not CCDI] or PE courses
 [not PEDI]   12
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15
      30
Total     122

EXERCISE AND SPORT PHYSIOLOGY OPTION

this option of the Physical education major provides a strong 
science–based curriculum of advanced study in exercise physi-
ology, exercise testing and prescription, strength and condi-
tioning, and research methodology with an emphasis on the 
improvement and understanding of athletic performance. 
laboratory activities, research, and clinical applications are 
components of this option. majors choosing this option will be 
prepared for careers in clinical rehabilitation/research settings, 
strength and conditioning settings, the health/fitness industry, 
and future graduate study in areas that include but are not lim-
ited to exercise science, exercise physiology, kinesiology, physi-
cal therapy, etc. this option prepares students to challenge 
select certification examinations with organizations such as the 
american college of Sports medicine, National Strength and 
conditioning association and others.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  4.5
Group A Activity–complete one from the following:  1.5
  PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training
  PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership
  PE 2640  Burdenko Conditioning
  PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques  1.5
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical 
  Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
PE 3750  Physiology of Exercise Laboratory  1.0
PE 3760  Advanced Laboratory Techniques  3.0
PE 4520  Principles and Theories of Strength and   
  Conditioning  3.0
PE 4770  Cardiovascular Physiology  3.0
PE 4780  Exercise Prescription  3.0
PE 4790  Exercise Biochemistry  3.0
Capstone Experience–complete both courses:
 PE 4800  Senior Research I  3.0 
 PE 4810  Senior Research II  3.0
AT 3400  Pharmacology for Allied Health  2.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
CH 2330  General Chemistry I (QRCO) (TECO)  4.0
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CH 2340  General Chemistry II  4.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0
Weco  Wellness connection  3.0
Electives     14.5
Total    122.0

Recommended Course Sequence
check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  3.0
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
     30.0

Year Two  Credits

PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) course [not PEDI]  1.5
Group A Activity–complete one course  1.5
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
dico  diversity connection  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
Weco  Wellness connection  3.0
   elective  3.0
     32.0

Year Three   Credits

PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques  1.5
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical   
  Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
PE 3750  Physiology of Exercise Laboratory  1.0

PE 3760  Advanced Laboratory Techniques  3.0
PE 4520  Principles and Theories of Strength and   
  Conditioning  3.0
CH 2330  General Chemistry I (QRCO) (TECO)  4.0
CH 2340  General Chemistry II  4.0
   electives  4.5
      30.0

Year Four  Credits

PE 4770  Cardiovascular Physiology  3.0
PE 4780  Exercise Prescription  3.0
PE 4790  Exercise Biochemistry  3.0
PE 4800  Senior Research I  3.0 
PE 4810  Senior Research II  3.0
AT 3400  Pharmacology for Allied Health  2.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
iNco  integration connection  3.0
   electives  7.0
     30.0
Total    122.0

PHYSICAL EDUCATION and HEALTH EDUCATION
TEACHER CERTIFICATION (K–12) OPTION

this Physical education and Health education teacher 
certification (K–12) option is certified at the state level by the 
New Hampshire department of education. graduates who 
complete this double Physical education and Health education 
teacher certification option are prepared to teach both physical 
education and health education and become eligible for K–12 
teacher certification in the state of New Hampshire. Because of 
New Hampshire’s membership in the interstate certification 
contract, Plymouth graduates are eligible to earn a certificate or 
license in another contract state upon application to that state’s 
department of education. Receiving states may have a differ-
ence in grade range and may impose certain special require-
ments that must be met within a reasonable period of time. 
For further information, please see the teacher education and 
clinical experiences section. early field experiences within the 
university setting, practica in school settings, and full semester 
student teaching experiences provide perspective to the theories 
and applications as learned in the core and double option.

admittance into the Physical education and Health education 
teacher certification option is based on the following criteria:

•  minimum 42 credits earned
•  minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50
•  minimum 2.50 grade point average in:
  Pe 2415 introduction to Physical education and Health   
 instruction
  Pe 2550 Foundations of Physical education
•  completion of 15 of the required 45 hours of community 
 service
•  passing Praxis i
•  up-to-date electronic folio
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•  meeting with the coordinator of teacher education for   
 Health education, Physical education, and Physical   
 education/Health education.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  2.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
PE 2422  Rhythm and Dance Fundamentals  1.5
PE 2423  Fundamentals in Gymnastics  1.5
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
PE 2860  Adventure Programming for Physical 
  Educators (WECO)  3.0
PE 3000  Instructional Strategies I–Elementary  4.0
PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and Programming 3.0
PE 3310  Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical   
  Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3600  Adapted Physical Education  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
PE 4000  Instructional Strategies II–Secondary  4.0
Group A Activity–complete one of the following:  1.5
  PE 2424  Net and Wall Activities
  PE 2425  Lifetime/Leisure Activities
 PE 2426  Striking and Fielding Activities
 PE 2427  Territorial Activities
Group B Activities–complete two of the following:  3.0
  PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training
  PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership 
  PE 2640  Burdenko Conditioning
  PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques
  PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques
PEHE 4710  Student Teaching K–12: Elementary  6.0
PEHE 4720  Student Teaching K–12: Secondary  6.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
DN 2330  Movement Concepts for Elementary 
  Education  1.0
HE 2900  Disease, Safety, and Environment (WECO)  3.0

HE 3200  Stress Management (WECO)  3.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
HE 3660  CPR and First Aid Instructor  1.5
HE 3700  Drug Behavior (WECO)  3.0
HE 3710  Sex and Family Living Education  3.0
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
Elective     1.0
Total     122.0
Pe 3000 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.50. Pe 4000 requires a minimum grade of c in Pe 3000 
and a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.60. PeHe 
4710 and PeHe 4720 require a minimum grade of c in Pe 
4000 and a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  2.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
PE 2422  Rhythm and Dance Fundamentals  1.5
PE 2423  Fundamentals in Gymnastics  1.5
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
DN 2330  Movement Concepts for Elementary Education 1.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
     30.0

Year Two  Credits

Group A Activity–complete one course  1.5
PE 3000  Instructional Strategies I–Elementary  4.0
PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and Programming 3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
HE 2900  Disease, Safety, and Environment (WECO)  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
      31.5
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Year Three   Credits

Group B Activities–complete two courses  3.0
PE 2860  Adventure Programming for Physical 
  Educators (WECO)  3.0
PE 3310  Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical   
  Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
HE 3200 Stress Management (WECO)  3.0
HE 3700  Drug Behavior (WECO)  3.0
HE 3710  Sex and Family Living Education  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
      33.0

Year Four   Credits

PE 3600  Adapted Physical Education  3.0
PE 4000  Instructional Strategies II–Secondary  4.0
PEHE 4710 Student Teaching K–12: Elementary  6.0
PEHE 4720 Student Teaching K–12: Secondary  6.0
HE 3220  Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living (TECO)  3.0
HE 3660  CPR and First Aid Instructor  1.5
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
   elective  1.0
      27.5
Total     122.0

TEACHER CERTIFICATION (K–12) OPTION

this Physical education teacher certification program is certi-
fied at both the state and national level by the New Hampshire 
department of education and the National council for the 
accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). graduates who 
complete this teacher certification option are eligible for K–12 
teacher certification in the state of New Hampshire. Because of 
New Hampshire’s membership in the interstate certification 
contract, Plymouth graduates are eligible to earn a certificate 
or license in another contract state upon application to that 
state’s department of education. Receiving states may have 
a difference in grade range and may impose certain special 
requirements that must be met within a reasonable period of 
time. For further information, please see the teacher education 
and clinical experiences section. Human needs and develop-
ment, pedagogical principles, skill acquisition, the science of 
human movement and many other related topics are practiced 
and demonstrated. early field experiences within the university 
setting, practica in school settings, and full semester student 
teaching experiences provide perspective to the theories and 
applications as learned in the core and option.

admittance into the teacher certification option is based on 
the following criteria:

• minimum 42 credits earned
• minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50

• minimum 2.50 grade point average in:
  Pe 2415  introduction to Physical education and Health  
   instruction
  Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education
• completion of 15 of the required 45 hours of community 
 service
• passing Praxis i
• up-to-date electronic folio
• meeting with the coordinator of teacher education for   
 Health education, Physical education and Physical   
 education/Health education.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PE Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical Activity 
Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  2.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
PE 2422  Rhythm and Dance Fundamentals  1.5
PE 2423  Fundamentals in Gymnastics  1.5
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
PE 2860  Adventure Programming for Physical 
  Educators (WECO)  3.0
PE 3000  Instructional Strategies I–Elementary  4.0
PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and Programming 3.0
PE 3310 Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in Physical   
  Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3600  Adapted Physical Education  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
PE 4000  Instructional Strategies II–Secondary  4.0
PE 4710  Physical Education Student Teaching K–12:   
  Elementary  6.0
PE 4720  Physical Education Student Teaching K–12:   
  Secondary  6.0
Group A Activity–complete one of the following:  1.5
  PE 2424  Net and Wall Activities
  PE 2425  Lifetime/Leisure Activities
 PE 2426  Striking and Fielding Activities
 PE 2427  Territorial Activities
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Group B Activities–complete two of the following:  3.0
  PE 2428  Flexibility, Core, and Balance Training
  PE 2525  Group Exercise Leadership 
  PE 2640 Burdenko Conditioning
  PE 2740  Water Exercise Techniques
  PE 2831  Resistance Training Techniques
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
DN 2330  Movement Concepts for Elementary 
  Education  1.0
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking
  and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
electives    17.5
Total     122.0
Pe 3000 requires a minimum cumulative grade point average 
of 2.50. Pe 4000 requires a minimum grade of c in Pe 3000 
and a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.60. Pe 
4710 and Pe 4720 require a minimum grade of c in Pe 4000 
and a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.70.

Recommended Course Sequence
check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar: critical thinking
  and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
MA  Mathematics Foundations  3.0 
PE  Professional Activity (2000 level) or Physical 
  Activity Skills (1000 level) courses [not PEDI]  2.0
PE 2415  Introduction to Physical Education and 
  Health Instruction  3.0
PE 2422  Rhythm and Dance Fundamentals  1.5
PE 2423  Fundamentals in Gymnastics  1.5
Pe 2550  Foundations of Physical education (teco)  3.0
PE 2731  Motor Development (WRCO)  3.0
DN 2330  Movement Concepts for Elementary 
  Education  1.0
ctdi  creative thought directions  6.0
     30.0

Year Two  Credits

Group A Activity–complete one course  1.5
PE 2860  Adventure Programming for Physical 
  Educators (WECO)  3.0

PE 3000  Instructional Strategies I–Elementary  4.0
PE 3260  Health Fitness Assessment and Programming  3.0
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3.0
Bi 2110  Human anatomy and Physiology i  4.0
Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii  4.0
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
      31.5

Year Three   Credits

Group B Activities–complete two courses  3.0
PE 3310  Curriculum Design and Implementation  3.0
PE 3560  Measurement and Assessment in 
  Physical Education (QRCO)  3.0
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3.0
PE 3720  Motor Learning  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3.0
gaco  global awareness connection  3.0
   electives  11.5
      32.5

Year Four   Credits

PE 3600  Adapted Physical Education  3.0
PE 4000  Instructional Strategies II–Secondary  4.0
PE 4710  Physical Education Student Teaching K–12:   
  Elementary  6.0
PE 4720  Physical Education Student Teaching K–12:   
  Secondary  6.0
IS 4360  Cultural Diversity and American Society 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3.0
   electives  6.0   
    28.0
Total     122.0

SPORTS MANAGEMENT, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

this program is jointly offered by the college of Business 
administration and the Health and Human Performance 
department. the description of this program is found in the 
college of Business administration chapter of this catalog.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

ADVENTURE EDUCATION MINOR  18–19 credits

   Credits

aP 2010  Foundations of adventure education  3
aP 2210  adventure education teaching theories and   
  methods  3
aP 3500  adventure Processing and Facilitation  3
complete three courses from the following:  9–10
  aP 2300  top Rope Rock climbing
 aP 2400  Paddling Fundamentals
  aP 3110  challenge course Fundamentals 
  aP 3320  adventure education Philosophy and theory
 aP 3400  Wilderness First Responder
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COACHING MINOR  22–25 credits

this minor is intended to support those who choose careers 
in coaching school and community sports, education, health, 
physical education, or recreation. coaching is a fulfilling, excit-
ing career. Students choosing this minor must meet with the 
coaching minor coordinator.

   Credits

cc 2540  coaching effectiveness  3.0
cc 2660  Basic athletic training  2.0
cc 3610  coaching Seminar  1.0
cc 3670  organization and administration of 
  Physical education and athletics  3.0
cc 3780  Sport in Society  3.0
cc 3860  Psychological aspects of Sports  3.0
He 2500* First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living  3.0
Pe 2831  Resistance training techniques  1.5
complete one of the following:  1–4.0
  cc 3880  coaching Practicum
  cc 4880  coaching internship
*Students who have a valid certification from professional 
organizations do not have to take He 2500. Students must take 
another course for 1.5 credits or more offered by the department 
of Health and Human Performance to replace He 2500.

cc 3880 requires a minimum 2.00 cumulative gPa. cc 4880 
requires a minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa.

HEALTH MINOR  16.5 credits

this minor program is intended for one’s personal growth, 
development and “wellness.” 
     Credits

He 2500  First aid and cPR/aed  1.5
Pe 2850  Wellness choices for a Healthy, active 
  lifestyle (Weco)  3.0
content courses–complete four of the following:  12.0
 He 2900  disease, Safety, and environment (Weco)
 He 3200  Stress management (Weco)
 He 3210  mental Health issues (Weco)
 He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living
 He 3700  drug Behavior (Weco)
 He 3710  Sex and Family living education
 He 4100  Women’s Health issues (Weco)
 Pe 3260 Health Fitness assessment and Programming
 Pe 4010  Psychosocial theories of Physical activity   
   (iNco)

SPORT PHYSIOLOGY MINOR  20 credits

the minor in Sport Physiology is designed to provide students 
with advanced preparation in physiological processes in the 
human organism relative to exercise and sport performance. 
the minor consists of advanced coursework in sport physiol-
ogy, involving students in theoretical and practical application 
of knowledge. this minor attracts students with academic 
preparation in athletic training. Students considering gradu-

ate study in physiological sciences, advanced athletic training 
or careers in exercise and/or sport performance would benefit 
from this minor.

Required:     Credits

at 3400  Pharmacology for allied Health Professionals  2
Pe 3570  Kinesiology  3
Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3
Pe 3760  advanced laboratory techniques  3
Pe 4520  Principles and theories of Strength and   
  conditioning  3
Pe 4770  cardiovascular Physiology  3
Pe 4780  exercise Prescription  3

the prerequisites for the courses in this minor can be found in 
the course descriptions outlined in this catalog. Prerequisites 
include: [(Bi 1110 and Bi 1120) or Bi 2110], Bi 2120, (Pe 3260 
or Pe 3750).
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HUMANTIES

HUMANITIES, Bachelor of Arts  122 credits

offered by the Humanities council
Chair: Naomi R. Kline
Council: elaine S. allard, michael W. allen, david a. Berona,   
 Katherine c. donahue, Karolyn Kinane, Barbara d. lopez- 
 mayhew, Paul m. mroczka, daniel R. Perkins

the Humanities major enables students to explore a wide 
range of interrelated areas of study, while embracing broad cul-
tural and international perspectives. majors can choose to focus 
their studies in one of three areas: the americas, medieval and 
Renaissance, the World, or they can create their own contract. 
Students are encouraged to explore boldly, to work indepen-
dently and in groups, to think critically, and to learn to com-
municate effectively. Humanities majors are well prepared for 
careers in, for example, art, business, foreign service, history, 
journalism, and law. the ability to develop observations and 
analyze interconnected ideas from several areas is an essential 
requirement in these professions, and employers highly value 
the skills of analysis, interpretation, and effective communica-
tion found in Humanities majors.

this Ba program is designed to include the study of seven aca-
demic Humanities disciplines: art History, Foreign languages, 
History, literature, music, Philosophy, and theatre. in addi-
tion to the general education requirements of the University, 
Humanities major are required to fulfill the following:

Distribution requirement: 18 credits; six credits each (two 
courses) in three of the following disciplines: anthropology, 
art History, english, Foreign languages (beyond the Ba for-
eign language requirement), History, music, Philosophy, and 
theatre. courses must be approved by the Humanities advisor.

Focus requirement: nine credits of preferably upper-level 
courses that are geared to the topic of the Humanities capstone 
experience of the one-year Senior Project; three courses from 
one Focus area. these courses are decided in conjunction with 
the student and the chair of the Humanities council. the 
Focus is selected from the following:

• the americas
• medieval and Renaissance
• the World (international)
• contract for a self-designed program, approved by the 

Humanities council chair. the nine credits may be  chosen 
from all disciplines offered at PSU, based on the consent of 
the Humanities advisor and the Humanities council.

Senior Project: six credits of independent research and writ-
ing, supervised by member(s) of the Humanities council and 
approved by the council. the project is presented to the council 
as the culminating project in the degree program. it is designed 
with the student’s academic interests in mind.

Foreign Language: six credits beyond the University foreign lan-
guage requirement for a Bachelor of arts degree. Students may 
fulfill the requirement by taking six credits of university level 
foreign language or by demonstrating a reading proficiency 
in a foreign language (adequacy determined and attested to by 
the languages and linguistics member of the council). this 
requirement is different from the foreign language require-
ment for the Bachelor of arts degree.

an internship and/or study abroad experience is recommended 
but not required. all courses taken abroad must be approved 
in advance. all transfer policies and procedures must be fol-
lowed if students want to receive credit for these experiences 
(see transferring courses to Plymouth).

a minimum of 21 credits in the major must be at the 
3000/4000 level. to insure the opportunity for students to pur-
sue in depth a single discipline in addition to their fulfillment of 
the distribution requirements, students may also minor in any 
of the Humanities disciplines.

Degree Requirements  Credits

HU 4010  Senior Project i  3
HU 4020  Senior Project ii (WRco)  3
eN 3090  technical communication (teco) (WRco)  3
Foreign language  6
distribution courses (two courses in each of three 
Humanities disciplines)  18
Focus courses (three courses from one Focus area)  9
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ll 2000  introduction to languages and linguistics   
   (QRco)
  PY 2310  elements of logic (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    27–25
Total    122

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.
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Distribution and Focus Courses
the following courses may be taken to satisfy the distribution 
and Focus requirements. One course may satisfy either the 
Distribution requirement or the Focus requirement, but not 
both. courses other than those listed may be taken with the 
approval of the Humanities council advisor, the Humanities 
council chair, and the Undergraduate Studies office, prior to 
enrolling in the course. the numbers in brackets following the 
course title are keyed to the Focus areas:

[1] the americas
[2] medieval and Renaissance
[3] the World

The Americas [1]
aH 2700  20/21: art Since 1900 [1, 3]
aH 3100  contemporary art Seminar (iNco) [1, 3]
aH 3540  art and ideas in the 19th century (gaco) 
  (iNco) [1, 3]
aH 3600  arts of the United States (dico) [1]
aH 3750  Woman, art, and Society (dico) [1, 2, 3]
aN 3040  mexican Prehistory [1, 3]
aN 3050  Peoples and cultures of the caribbean [1, 3]
aN 3190  anthropology of the Pacific [3]
aN 3200  anthropology of Religion, Ritual, and myth [1, 2, 3]
aN 3300  North american Prehistory [1]
aN 3410  Natives of North america [1]
eN 3450  Women Writers [1, 3]
eN 3590  the Filmmaker’s Vision: an introduction to Film  
  analysis [1, 3]
eN 3710  currents in american literature i (dico) [1]
eN 3720  currents in american literature ii (dico) [1]
FR 3130  advanced French composition [1, 3]
FR 3410  Quebec culture and literature [1, 3]
FR 4200  Seminar in French [1, 3]
Hi 2020  Surveying themes in United States History [1]
Hi 3115  early american Society to 1776 (dico) [1]
Hi 3116  Revolutionary america, 1763–1815 [1]
Hi 3140  antebellum america, 1815–1860 (dico) (iNco)  
  [1]
Hi 3150  american civil War and Reconstruction [1]
Hi 3330  New Hampshire and New england Historical 
  Sites [1]
Hi 3340  New Hampshire and New england History [1]
Hi 3350  american Women’s History (dico) [1]
Hi 3352  african-american History (dico) [1]
Hi 3354  Health and illness in american History (Weco) [1]
Hi 3356  american ideas (iNco) [1]
Hi 3520  the great depression in Film, Print, and on 
  Stage (dico) (iNco) [1]
Hi 3530  US Home Fronts: the 1940s and 1950s (dico) [1]
Hi 3540  Recent times: the United States, 1960–2000   
  (dico) [1]
Hi 3810  topics in US History [1, 2, 3]
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco) [1, 3]
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) [1, 3]

mU 4340  20th century music [1, 3]
PY 3120  History of Philosophy ii: modern (iNco) [1, 3]
PY 3160  History of Philosophy iii: contemporary (iNco)   
  [1, 3]
PY 3540  Philosophy of Religion (iNco) [1, 2, 3]
PY 4770  great Philosophers Seminar [1, 2, 3]
SP 2010  intermediate Spanish i (dico) (gaco) [1, 3]
SP 2020  intermediate Spanish ii (dico (gaco) [1, 3]
SP 3120  Spanish culture and civilization [1, 3]
SP 3140  Spanish american culture and civilization [1]
SP 3250  ibero-american Women in literature, art, and   
  Film [1, 3]
tH 2230  american musical theatre (dico) [1]
tH 2960  World drama [1, 2, 3]
tH 3930  american drama (dico) [1]

Medieval and Renaissance [2]
aH 3500  the World of the crusades [2, 3]
aH 3710  ancient art [2]
aH 3720  medieval art [2]
aH 3730  Renaissance art in Southern europe (gaco)   
  (iNco) [2, 3]
aN 3030  ancient egypt–land of the Pharaohs [2]
aN 3220  anthropology of europe [2, 3]
eN 3270  gothic Fiction [2, 3]
eN 4800  Single author [1, 2, 3]
Hi 2005  ancient and medieval civilizations [2]
mU 3310  History and literature of music i [2]
PY 2630  the concept of death [2, 3]
PY 3110  History of Philosophy i: ancient (iNco) [2]
PY 3140  medieval Philosophy [2]
tH 4510  theatre History i [2, 3]

The World: Europe [3]
aH 3740  Baroque art [3]
eN 3510  currents in global literature (gaco) [3]
eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco) [3]
eN 3620  currents in British literature ii [3]
FR 2010  intermediate French i (dico) (gaco) [3]
FR 2020  intermediate French ii (dico) (gaco) [3]
FR 3010  French History and civilization [3]
FR 3020  French culture and conversation [3]
FR 3030  advanced French (gaco) [3]
FR 3150  French for Business [3]
FR 3210  Readings in French i [3]
FR 3220  Readings in French ii [3]
gR 2010  intermediate german i (gaco) [3]
gR 2020  intermediate german ii (gaco) [3]
gR 3010  advanced german i [3]
gR 3020  advanced german ii [3]
Hi 2015  monarchs to modernity: europe Since 1492 [3]
Hi 3460  the British empire in World History (gaco) [3]
Hi 3480  the French Revolution and Napoleonic era,   
  1789–1815 (gaco) [3]
ll 3170  Seminar: Foreign literatures in translation [3]
SP 3030  advanced Spanish (gaco) [3]
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SP 4310  golden age literature [2]
SP 4410  the Spanish Novel [3]
SP 4420  the Spanish drama [3]
SP 4500  Spanish Seminar [3]
tH 4520  theatre History ii [3]

The World: Asia/Global [3]
aH 3530  arts of the Far east (gaco) (iNco) [3]
aN 3400  anthropology of Sub–Saharan africa [3]
eN 3295  Postcolonial literature (gaco) [3]
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco) [3]
Hi 2710  History of asian cultures [3]
Hi 3730  modern History of east asia (gaco) [3]
Hi 3740  History of Japan (gaco) [3]
Hi 3750  History of modern china (gaco) [3]
Hi 3760  History of Southeast asia (gaco) [3]
Hi 3765  india and the World (gaco) (iNco) [3]
Hi 3820 topics in World History (gaco) [3]
Hi 3826  Sex and empire in colonial india (gaco) [3]
Hi 3828  Women and global colonialism (gaco) [3]

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One    Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations 3
ctdi  creative thought directions 6
PPdi  Past and Present directions 6
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
  elective  3
     32

Year Two    Credits

eN 3090  technical communication (teco) (WRco)  3
Foreign language  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  2–0
     29 
Years Three and Four  Credits

distribution courses (two courses in each of three 
Humanities disciplines)  18
Focus courses (three courses from one Focus area)  9
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  22

Year Four    Credits

HU 4010  Senior Project i  3
HU 4020  Senior Project ii (WRco)  3
Total    122
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Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science  120 credits

offered by the interdisciplinary Studies council
Chair: John c. Krueckeberg 
Council: Patrick F. cate, Robin deRosa, Brian W. eisenhauer,   
 linda S. levy, eun–Ho Yeo

the interdisciplinary Studies major is a unique opportunity to 
construct a university major that meets students’ intellectual 
interests and career objectives. this interdisciplinary experience 
provides students with an alternative to the existing four-year 
programs available at Plymouth. the interdisciplinary Studies 
major provides flexibility by encouraging students to select 
courses from a variety of academic disciplines and, in effect, lets 
students design their own education. the areas of study open to 
students are limited only by interest, imagination, and energy.

the interdisciplinary Studies major consists of a minimum 
of 45 credit hours integrating two or more disciplines. these 
credits must include at least 24 or 27 credits of upper-division 
(3000/4000 level) course work, depending on the option cho-
sen. the multi–Field Studies option requires a minimum of 
six upper–division credits in each discipline used.

in addition to the courses in the interdisciplinary Studies major, 
students must complete the general education requirements. 
as with all majors, directions courses cannot be counted in the 
major. a Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection 
(QRco), a technology in the discipline connection (teco), 
and a Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) must be 
included in the student’s contract. Students must complete the 
University’s minimum credit (120) requirement. Upon com-
pletion of the program, students will receive either a Bachelor 
of Science (BS) or a Bachelor of arts (Ba) degree.

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Students submit an application and have a contract accepted 
and approved by the interdisciplinary Studies council before 
declaring the interdisciplinary Studies major. to initiate 
the application process, students are required to meet with 
a member of the interdisciplinary Studies council in the 
college of University Studies or e-mail is council@plymouth.
edu. applications are reviewed throughout the academic year. 
they are due the first day of the month, September through 
december and February through may.

Students are responsible for designing their interdisciplinary 
Studies major with the assistance of faculty advisors either on 
the council (for thematic Studies) or from each of the disci-
plines used (for multi-Field Studies). When designing their 
major, students choose one of two options:

Option ONE: Multi–Field Studies. the multi-Field Studies 
option of the interdisciplinary Studies major gives students 
the chance to focus on two or three fields of study (maximum 
of three disciplines). this program provides an option for stu-
dents who have intellectual and career objectives that would 
benefit from a combination of existing disciplines. there have 
been many successful examples of students who have selected 
multi–Field Studies at Plymouth State: one student, preparing 
for a career in technology management, combined courses in 
business and computer science; another student, who wanted 
a career in the publishing field, selected offerings from art and 
english; a third student, with a career objective of becoming a 
biological illustrator, constructed the major from the fields of 
art and biology. Students are responsible for designing their 
multi–Field Studies option with the assistance of faculty advi-
sors from each of the disciplines represented in the major.

it is recommended that students take iS 2222 introduction to 
interdisciplinary Studies. Students are required to take iS 4444 
interdisciplinary Studies Seminar. a minimum of 24 credits in 
this option must be completed at the 3000/4000 level.

Students submit an application and have a contract accepted and 
approved by the interdisciplinary Studies council before declar-
ing the interdisciplinary Studies/multi–Field Studies major. 

Option TWO: Thematic Studies. the thematic Studies option of 
the interdisciplinary Studies major allows students to construct 
courses around a chosen focus. Students may select courses 
from any number of disciplines as long as they can be related to 
a common theme. thematic possibilities are unlimited and may 
include such topics as: world hunger, race in america, postmod-
ern methodologies, global warming, etc. Students are respon-
sible for designing their major with the assistance of a faculty 
advisor who has experience with the theme and will approve of 
the courses to be included in the contract.

Students are required to take iS 2222 introduction to 
interdisciplinary Studies and iS 4444 interdisciplinary Studies 
Seminar. iS 2222 provides a forum for constructing the 
thematic Studies contract. a minimum of 27 credits in this 
option must be completed at the 3000/4000 level.

Students submit to the interdisciplinary Studies council an 
application to have their advisor–approved contract accepted 
and approved by the council. only then may the student declare 
the thematic Studies option of the interdisciplinary Studies 
major.
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Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper–level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

EXERCISE BIOLOGY MINOR  21 credits

offered by the exercise Biology minor council
Council: christopher c. chabot, Brian t. Healy, Frederick P. 
Prince, John m. Rosene (chair)

the minor in exercise Biology is designed to provide stu-
dents with advanced preparation in biological processes in the 
human organism relative to basic and exercise sciences. the 
minor consists of advanced coursework in biology, psychology, 
and exercise physiology, involving students in theoretical and 
practical application of knowledge. laboratory techniques and 
application of those techniques are strong components of this 
minor. this minor attracts students with academic preparation 
in biology and/or physical education, specifically sport physi-
ology or applied health fitness. Students considering graduate 
study in physiological or biological sciences, as well as medical 
school, would benefit from this minor. Students interested in 
pursuing this minor should contact the chair of the exercise 
Biology council. due to advanced coursework in the biological, 
psychological and physiological sciences, several of the courses 
within this minor have specific prerequisites.

Required:  Credits

Pe 3580  Physiology of exercise  3
Pe 3750  Physiology of exercise laboratory  1
Pe 3760  advanced laboratory techniques  3
Pe 4790  exercise Biochemistry  3
PS 3280  developmental Psychobiology  3
complete two courses from the following:  8
  Bi 3040  microbiology
  Bi 3060  genetics
  Bi 4100  cell Structure and Function
  Bi 4180  Biotechnology
  Bi 4780  Neurobiology
the prerequisites for the courses in this minor can be found in 
the course descriptions outlined in this catalog. Prerequisites 
include: [(Bi 1110 and Bi 1120) or Bi 2110], (Bi 3020 or Bi 3040 
or Bi 3060), one semester of chemistry with lab, junior or 
senior Biology or Psychology major.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR  18 credits

offered by the latin american Studies council
Council: Barbara d. lopez–mayhew, Sheryl l. Shirley

the latin american Studies minor is an area studies pro-
gram designed to encourage and guide students in pursuit of 
a deeper knowledge of the latin american peoples and coun-
tries with whom we share the american continents. the pro-
gram encourages students to study latin america because of its 
intrinsic interest as a significant world region–its cultures, his-
tory, literature, politics–and also because of its importance to the 
United States. immigration, free–trade agreements, bilingual-

ism, drug traffic, and other issues arising from our interactions 
with latin america occupy national news. this minor offers 
students a formal path to understanding the latin american 
cultures and comprehending important international issues. a 
minimum of six upper-level credits must be completed.

Required:  Credits

Spanish language  6
two semester-long courses in Spanish at the level of SP 1110 
or above
content courses–complete four of the following:  12
 aN 3040  mexican Pre–History
 aN 3050  Peoples and cultures of the caribbean
 iS 4370  Hispanic culture in the United States 
   (dico) (iNco)
 lldi 2200  modern latin american literature 
   in translation (SSdi)
 Po 3300  latin american Politics (gaco)
 SP 3140  Spanish american culture and civilization
 SP 3250  ibero-american Women in literature, art, 
   and Film
 SP 4400  Survey of the literary masterpieces of
    Spanish america i
 Up to two three-credit courses with the prior approval of the  
 chair of the latin american Studies council

Possible electives for the minor include courses with latin 
american specific content, available through study abroad, 
internships, independent study, Plymouth State field school 
courses, and Plymouth experimental course offerings. Spanish 
language and Spanish american literature and culture classes 
are also offered through Plymouth State University’s study 
abroad program in cuernavaca, mexico, and other programs 
provided through the Bagley center. Please see the languages 
and linguistics department chair or the latin american 
Studies council chair for information on study abroad.

MEDIEVAL STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

offered by the medieval Studies council
Council: elaine S. allard, Karolyn Kinane, Naomi R. Kline, 
Barbara d. lopez-mayhew

the medieval Studies minor is designed to encourage under-
graduate students at Plymouth State University to enrich their 
studies by exploring the middle ages in Western europe. 
the medieval Studies minor is an interdisciplinary program 
designed to appeal to students who desire to break from tra-
ditional boundaries. Students will find that material studied in 
one course is approached from a complementary point of view 
in other courses. designation as a minor will be at the student’s 
request to the chair of the medieval Studies council.
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Required:  Credits

aH 1110  Survey of art i  3
complete four of the following, at least six credits must be 
at the 3000/4000 level:  12
 aH 3500  the World of the crusades
 aH 3710  ancient art
 aH 3720  medieval art
 aN 3200  anthropology of Religion, Ritual, and myth
 eNdi 1330  arthurian legends: Representations of   
   leadership, Romance, National identity, and   
   Spiritual Quest (PPdi)
 Hi 2005  ancient and medieval civilizations
 mU 3310  History and literature of music i
 PY 2200  ideas of the old testament (gaco)
 PY 2210  New testament thought (gaco)
 PY 3110  History of Philosophy i: ancient (iNco)
 PY 3140  medieval Philosophy
 PY 3540  Philosophy of Religion (iNco)
 tH 4510  theatre History i

NEUROSCIENCE MINOR  17 or 19 credits

offered by the Neuroscience council
Chairs: christopher c. chabot and Brian t. Healy
Council: Paul m. Fedorchak, John W. Kulig, H. david Zehr

the Neuroscience minor is designed to give students experi-
ence in the multidisciplinary field of Neuroscience that includes 
Biology and Psychology. the program is composed of intro-
ductory courses in either Biological or Psychological sciences, 
component courses offered by these departments, and a cap-
stone experience that involves independent research. Students 
considering graduate school would benefit from the experience 
gained from this program.

Students who are interested in this minor should contact one of 
the chairs of the Neuroscience council. Several of the courses 
stipulated in this minor have specific prerequisites. 

Required:  Credits

Bi 4780  Neurobiology  4
PS 3280  developmental Psychobiology  3
complete one of the following:  3 or 4
  Bi 4200  Senior Research
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology 
complete two of the following:  7 or 8
  Bi 2120  Human anatomy and Physiology ii
  Bi 4760  animal Behavior
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3600  Biological Psychology
 the prerequisites for the courses in this minor can be found in 
the course descriptions outlined in this catalog. Prerequisites 
include: Bi 2110, PS 2010, junior or senior Biology or Psychology 
major, permission of chair and faculty supervisor.

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND HERITAGE STUDIES MINOR 15 credits

offered by the institute for New Hampshire Studies

the purpose of the minor in Northern New england Heritage 
Studies is to provide students with a better comprehension 
of the natural, social, and cultural environment of the region. 
Students who matriculate toward the minor will gain a bet-
ter understanding of the unique characteristics of the region. 
the structure of the minor is designed to impart introductory 
information about the archaeology, culture, geography, history, 
and environment of the region, and to provide an avenue for 
more in–depth analysis through independent study, seminars, 
and/or internships. the minimum requirement for a minor in 
Northern New england Heritage Studies is 15 credits. a maxi-
mum of six credits may be in 1000/2000 level courses and at 
least nine credits must be in 3000/4000 level courses. Upon 
approval of the director of the institute for New Hampshire 
Studies and the Undergraduate Studies office, students may 
substitute other courses for the requirements that are listed. 
to be approved, such courses must relate to the region, utilize 
a regional approach or reflect some combination of these ele-
ments. anyone seeking more information about enrolling in 
the minor should contact the director of the institute for New 
Hampshire Studies.

Courses Fulfilling the Minor

aN 3110  cultural ecology
aN 3260  Historical archaeology
aN 3410  Natives of North america
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)
eNdi 1550  Wilderness literature (SSdi)
ge 3640  the United States
Hi 3150  american civil War and Reconstruction
Hi 3330  New Hampshire and New england Historical Sites
Hi 3340  New Hampshire and New england History
iS 3480  Perspectives on Wilderness (dico) (iNco)
lldi 2100 introduction to canadian Studies (PPdi)
Po 3100  american Political thought
So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)
SS 3620  archaeological Field methods: Prehistory
SS 3630  archaeological Field methods: Historical
SS 3640  archaeological Field methods: Nautical

PEACE and JUSTICE STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

offered by the Peace and Justice council
Council: michael l. Fischler, Raymond K. Perkins Jr., 
 leo R. Sandy, Sheryl l. Shirley

the study of peace and justice may be the most important topic 
of serious study in the post cold war period. ignorance of, or 
inattention to, peace and social justice has fostered racial and 
ethnic intolerance and has led to civil conflict and even inter-
national war. Peace and justice are vitally important and should 
not be left to the special province of the military or even our 
government leaders. on the contrary, it is the right and duty of 
every citizen to be informed about the conditions that promote 
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and hinder the furtherance of peace and justice—whether those 
conditions are defined in personal, domestic or global terms.

Required:  Credits

iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society (dico)   
  (iNco)  3
Po 1030 World Politics (gaco)  3
PY 4910  independent Study (capstone experience)  3
complete one of the following:  3
 iS 3560  Philosophical Perspectives on War and Peace   
   (gaco) (iNco)
 PY 3560  Philosophical Perspectives on War and Peace   
   (gaco) (iNco)
complete one of the following:  3
 aN 3170  anthropology of conflict and law
 aN 3900  applied anthropology
 cJdi 1020  the individual and the law (SSdi)
 cJ 3150   Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)
 iS 3470  Women in contemporary american culture   
   (iNco)
 lldi 2020  Queer language, culture, and identity (SSdi)  
   (dico)
 PS 3030  Social Psychology
 PY 1120  doing Right and Being good (dico)
 PY 3150  Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)
 So 2380  Social Problems
 So 3160  Women in World development

PRE-LAW MINOR  18 credits

offered by the Pre-law council
Pre-Law Council: Roger o. Babin, Samuel d. Brickley ii, 
 Robert g. egbert, Jr., Brian W. eisenhauer, mark J. Fischler,  
 david a. mackey
Pre-Law Advisors: Roger o. Babin, esq., Samuel d. Brickley ii,  
 esq., mark J. Fischler, esq.

Students may pursue the Pre-law minor from nearly any major, 
but must build an outstanding academic record and demon-
strate a sincerity of purpose to be admitted to law school. to 
be successful in law school, students should also develop core 
skills, such as analytical and problem solving, critical reading, 
writing, oral communication and listening, general research, 
and task organization and management, as well as the values 
of serving faithfully the interests of others while promoting jus-
tice. the Pre-law minor provides a framework for students to 
develop these skills and values. Students must achieve a 3.00 
grade point average in the Pre-law minor courses. 

Students interested in attending law school should contact one 
of the Pre-law advisors as early as possible in their undergradu-
ate studies. Students are also strongly encouraged to complete 
a commercially available law School admission test (lSat) 
preparation course prior to taking the lSat. information about 
the lSat is available on the law School admission council’s 
Web site (www.lsac.org).

Required:  Credits

group i–complete three of the following:  9
  BU 2290  organizational communications
  cm 2400  Public Speaking
  eN 3120  advanced composition
  PY 2000  Basic argumentation and debate
  PY 2310  elements of logic
group ii–complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2440  Business, ethics, and Society
  cJ 3150   Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)
  cS 4520  cyberethics (dico) (iNco)
  PY 3150  Society, ethics, and the law (dico) (iNco)
group iii–complete two of the following:  6
  BU 2480  Business law
  BU 3410  labor and employment law for managers
  BU 3560  land Use law and development
  BU 4040  commercial law
  cJdi 1020  the individual and the law (SSdi)
  cJ 2040  criminal adjudication
  Po 3630  constitutional law: civil liberties
  PS 3700  Psychology and law
at least three 3000/4000 level courses must be taken as part of 
the minor. BU 4040 has a prerequisite of BU 2480.

WOMEN’S STUDIES MINOR  16 credits

offered by the Women’s Studies council
Chair: ann K. mcclellan 
Council: elizabeth a. ahl, Julie N. Bernier (ex officio), marcia   
 Schmidt Blaine, Robin deRosa, Whitney B. Howarth,   
 catherine F. leBlanc, linda S. levy, Wendy J. Palmquist,   
 Sheryl l. Shirley, alice P. Staples, candace Yost, H.   
 david Zehr (ex officio)

the Women’s Studies minor is an interdisciplinary program 
which focuses on the diversity of women’s lives and work in 
cultural and historical perspective, and which introduces stu-
dents to feminist methodologies and explores the use of gender 
as a tool for analyzing experience. the program is comprised 
of a common core course, approved courses offered by several 
departments, and a senior project. Women and men will ben-
efit from pursuing the Women’s Studies minor.

Required:    Credits

WSdi 2500  the F Word: Feminism in the United 
   States (SSdi)  3
WS 4990  Women’s Studies Senior Project  1
approved courses–complete 12 credits, at least nine credits 
must be at the 3000/4000 level:  12
 aH 3750  Women, art, and Society (dico)
 cJ 3500  Women and crime
 eNdi 1500  the contemporary american male: His   
   issues, His desires (SSdi)
 eN 2250  identity and difference in american 
   literature (dico)
 eN 3450  Women Writers
 eN 3611  currents in British literature i (iNco)
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 He 4100  Women’s Health issues (Weco)
 Hi 3350  american Women’s History (dico)
 Hi 3826  Sex and empire in colonial india (gaco)
 Hi 3828  Women and global colonialism (gaco)
 iS 3470  Women in contemporary american culture   
   (iNco)
 Po 3350  Women in World Politics
 PS 3200  Psychology of Women (dico)
 So 3070  the Sociology of the Family
 So 3160  Women in World development
 WS 3300  Women and Sport cultures (dico) (Weco)
 WS 3500  topics in Women’s Studies
 WS 3510  Women and their environments (iNco)
 WS 4000  internship
 WS 4010  Women and the economy
 WS 4910  independent Study
only one approved course may be selected from the student’s 
major field of study. at least 12 credits of the minor must be 
completed before the internship occurs. WS 4000 is limited 
to three credits in the minor. Students may submit a Student 
Request form to the Women’s Studies council chair, to request 
consideration of another course to meet the approved courses 
requirement.

Department of Languages and Linguistics

Department of Languages and Linguistics, Hyde Hall
Chair: Barbara d. lopez-mayhew
Assistant Professors: Katharine Harrington, James c. Whiting
Contract Faculty: eric g. cintron, Wilson a. garcia
Adjunct Faculty: adelheid Burke, Stuart granoff, Jonathan c.   
 Higgins, Najwa o’Hara, lewis J. overaker

the department of languages and linguistics regularly offers 
language/culture courses in american Sign language, arabic, 
French, german, latin, mandarin chinese, and Spanish. the 
department offers media facilities for the enhancement of 
teaching and learning in multi-media classrooms and language 
laboratory (see language learning Resource center in the 
academic Resources section).

Students are encouraged to spend at least one semester, and 
preferably their entire junior year, in study abroad. departmental 
authorization is required for program approval and credit trans-
fer. Study abroad students are required to complete at least one 
three-credit course at the 3000/4000 level on-campus after 
returning from study abroad. consult Study abroad in the 
academic Resources section of this catalog for more informa-
tion. transfer students seeking a foreign language major must 
complete at least two upper-level courses on campus.

initial placement in the French, german, latin, and Spanish 
programs is through assessment of high school or other lan-
guage experience:

•  Students who have no previous study or have completed 
no more than one year of high school French may register 
for FR 1010. Students who have completed up to two years 
of high school French may register for FR 1110. Students 
who have recently completed their third year of high school 
French or one year 1000–level university French register for 
FR 2010.

•  Students who have no previous study or have completed one 
year or up to two years of high school german may register 
for gR 1010. Students who have recently completed their 
third year of high school german or one year of 1000-level 
university german register for gR 2010.

•  Students who have no previous study or have completed up 
to two years of high school latin may register for la 1030. 
For intermediate latin, contact the department chair.

•  Students who have no previous study or have completed no 
more than one year of high school Spanish register for SP 
1010. Students who have completed up to two years of high 
school Spanish may register for SP 1110. Students who have 
recently completed their third year of high school or one 
year of 1000-level university Spanish register for SP 2010.
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if there is a question about correct placement, students may 
request a placement exam. Students may receive up to six lan-
guage credits through the advanced Placement language exams 
or up to 12 credits through the level 2 cleP exams.

language majors are encouraged to study a second language 
or linguistics. Students may count those courses toward elec-
tive credits outside the major or elect to complete a minor in 
applied linguistics, French, german, or Spanish.

FRENCH, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba in French is a balanced program of study in language, 
culture, and literature at the 2000 level and above (1000 level 
courses do not count toward the major).

Degree Requirements  Credits

FR 3010  French History and civilization  3
FR 3020  French culture and conversation  3
FR 3030  advanced French (gaco) (teco)  3
FR 3130  advanced French composition (WRco)  3
FR 3210  Readings in French i  3
FR 3220  Readings in French ii  3
FR 3410  Quebec culture and literature  3
FR 4100  Survey of French literary masterpieces i  3
FR 4110  Survey of French literary masterpieces ii  3
FR   French electives [not FRdi]  24
iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society 
  (dico) (iNco)  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    27–25
Total    120
Students are encouraged to experience a Junior Year abroad. 
Students are encouraged to minor in another language or to 
complete the applied linguistics minor.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One     Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
FR  French electives [not FRdi]  9

ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     30

Year Two  Credits

FR 3020  French culture and conversation  3
FR 3030  advanced French (gaco) (teco)  3
FR  French elective [not FRdi]  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  6–4  
    30

Year Three  Credits

FR 3010  French History and civilization  3
FR 3130  advanced French composition (WRco)  3
FR 3210  Readings in French i  3
FR 3220  Readings in French ii  3 
FR 3410  Quebec culture and literature  3
FR  French elective [not FRdi]  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  9
     30

Year Four  Credits

FR 4100  Survey of French literary masterpieces i  3
FR 4110  Survey of French literary masterpieces ii  3
FR  French electives [not FRdi]  9
iS 4360  cultural diversity and american Society 
  (dico) (iNco)  3
   electives  12
     30
Total    120
French majors entering with more than three years of high 
school French should begin Year one with FR 3020, FR 3030, 
and FR 3130.

SPANISH, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba in Spanish is a balanced program of study in language, 
culture, and literature at the 2000 level and above (1000 level 
courses do not count toward the major).

Degree Requirements  Credits

SP 3030  advanced Spanish (gaco) (teco)  3
SP 3120  Spanish culture and civilization  3
SP 3140  Spanish american culture and civilization  3
SP 3220  advanced Spanish composition (WRco)  3
SP 3330  Spanish conversation  3
SP 4200  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spain i  3
SP 4210  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spain ii  3
SP 4400  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spanish   
  america i  3
SP 4450  Survey of the literary masterpieces of 
  Spanish america ii  3
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SP  Spanish electives [not SPdi]  24
iS 4370  Hispanic culture in the United States 
  (dico) (iNco)  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3 
Electives    27–25
Total    120
Students are encouraged to experience a Junior Year abroad. 
Students are encouraged to minor in another language or to 
complete the applied linguistics minor.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SP  Spanish electives [not SPdi]  9
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     30

Year Two  Credits

SP 3030  advanced Spanish (gaco) (teco)  3
SP 3220  advanced Spanish composition (WRco)  3
SP 3330  Spanish conversation  3
SP  Spanish elective [not SPdi]  3
ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics 
  (QRco)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  3–1  
    30

Year Three  Credits

SP 3120  Spanish culture and civilization  3
SP 3140  Spanish american culture and civilization  3
SP 4200  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spain i  3
SP 4400  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spanish   
  america i  3
SP  Spanish electives [not SPdi]  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3 
   electives  9  
    30

Year Four  Credits

SP 4210  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spain ii  3
SP 4450  Survey of the literary masterpieces of Spanish   
  america ii  3
SP  Spanish electives [not SPdi]  6
iS 4370  Hispanic culture in the United States
  (dico) (iNco)  3
   electives  15
     30
Total    120
Spanish majors entering with more than three years of high 
school Spanish should begin Year one with SP 3030, SP 3220, 
and SP 3330.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

APPLIED LINGUISTICS MINOR  15 or 16 credits

  Credits

ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics  3 
lldi 2950  language acquisition (Sidi)  3
ll 3500  Research in applied linguistics  3
complete two of the following:  6 or 7
  lldi 2500  the History of the english language (PPdi) 
  ll 4100  teSol methods and Practice
  ll 4300  literacy in language learning

FRENCH MINOR  18 credits

Students who transfer to Plymouth State University and who 
wish to minor in French must take at least one three–credit 
3000/4000 level course in French at Plymouth to be granted 
a French minor.

  Credits

FR 3030  advanced French (gaco)  3
FR 3130  advanced French composition  3
FR  French electives  9
complete one of the following:  3
  ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics
  lldi 2950  language acquisition (Sidi)

GERMAN MINOR  18 credits

the german minor has a minimum of 18 credits, with the 
requirement that at least two three-credit courses be completed 
at the 3000/4000 level. Students who transfer to Plymouth 
State University and who wish to minor in german must take 
at least one three-credit 3000/4000 level course in the language 
at Plymouth to be granted a german minor.
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 SPANISH MINOR  18 credits

Students who transfer to Plymouth State University and who 
wish to minor in a language must take at least one three-credit 
3000/4000 level course in Spanish at Plymouth to be granted 
a Spanish minor.

  Credits

SP 3030  advanced Spanish (gaco)  3
SP 3220  advanced Spanish composition  3
SP  Spanish electives  9
complete one of the following:  3
  ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics
  lldi 2950  language acquisition (Sidi)

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES 
(TESOL) MINOR  19–27 credits

Corequisite: an approved teacher certification program
  Credits

ll 2000  introduction to language and linguistics  3
lldi 2950  language acquisition (Sidi)  3
ll 3300  Foundations of multilingual multicultural 
  Studies (dico)  3
ll 4100  teSol methods and Practice  4
ll 4300  literacy in language learning  3
ll 4820  language assessment  3
two semesters of one foreign language at the university 
level or equivalent*  0–8
*american Sign language may satisfy this requirement for the 
minor but does not satisfy the global awareness connection.

ll 4100 requires a 30-hour field experience.

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES 
(TESOL) CERTIFICATE  16 credits

  Credits

lldi 2950  language acquisition (Sidi)  3 
ll 3300   Foundations of multilingual multicultural 
   Studies (dico)  3
ll 4100   teSol methods and Practice  4
ll 4300   literacy in language learning  3
ll 4820   language assessment  3

ll 4100 requires a 30-hour field experience.

the teSol certificate program is offered through the Frost 
School of continuing and Professional Studies. it is open to 
matriculated (degree-seeking) Plymouth State University stu-
dents and to continuing education students. the certificate 
does not provide teSol certification.

continuing education students submit an application, includ-
ing an essay and a $25 application fee, to the admission office. 
an official secondary school transcript with date of graduation 
or a satisfactory secondary school equivalency certificate (ged) 
is also submitted to the admission office. official transcripts of 

all post–secondary work attempted are required. a maximum of 
two courses could be transferred in to fulfill certificate require-
ments. applications are processed by the Frost School in collab-
oration with the admission office and the department chair or 
designee. transfer credits are processed by the Undergraduate 
Studies office.

certificate courses are offered in a sequence beginning with 
lldi 2950, which must be taken first. anyone earning the 
certificate could apply the credits earned in the certificate 
toward a degree at Plymouth State University. the Frost School 
tracks certificate students’ progress and with the department 
chair or designee, provides advising.

a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.00 in the 
certificate is required. completion of all requirements is deter-
mined by the degree auditor. certificates of completion are 
issued by the Frost School. transcripts stating completion of 
the certificate are issued by the Registrar’s office.

completing the teSol certificate does not equal completion of 
State certification/endorsement in teSol K–12.
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Department of Mathematics

Department of Mathematics, Hyde Hall
Chair: Barbara Boschmans
Professors: larry g. Blaine, Jon m. maatta, William J. Roberts
Associate Professors: Brian P. Beaudrie, thomas R. Boucher
Assistant Professors: John e. donovan, dana c. ernst, Natalya 
Vinogradova
Contract Faculty: Roger e. Blake, emily c. Ricard, 
 Paul c. Wilson
Skills Application Teacher: donna Kelley

MATHEMATICS, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the general purpose of this degree is to provide a program of 
study in mathematics fostering general mathematical reason-
ing and the development of the mathematical tools needed for 
success. Students wishing to pursue a career as a certified math-
ematics teacher should choose either the middle School teacher 
certification or Secondary teacher certification option.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
ma 2000  introduction to Formal mathematics (matH)  3
MA 2550  Calculus I (QRCO)  4
MA 2560  Calculus II (QRCO)  4
ma 3110  logic, Proofs, and axiomatic Systems (WRco)  3
MA 3120  Linear Algebra  3
ma 3200  discrete mathematics  3
ma 3500  Probability and Statistics for Scientists  3
MA 3510  Differential Equations  3
MA 3540  Calculus III  4
MA 4140  Abstract Algebra (WRCO)  3
MA 4430  Numerical Analysis (TECO)  3
MA 4510  Introduction to Analysis  3
Mathematics electives–complete 12 credits from the 
following:    12
  MA 3130  Directed Research in Mathematics
  MA 3230  Geometries (TECO) (WRCO)
  MA 3280  Regression Analysis
  MA 3460  History of Mathematics (GACO) (WRCO)
  MA 4220  Topics in Mathematics 
  MA 4350  Probability Theory
Computer Science elective –complete one of the 
following:    2–4
  CS 2370  Programming in Java
  CS 2400  Scientific Programming Using FORTRAN
  CS 2470  Systems Programming in C/C++
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3

gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3 
Electives    25–21 
Total    120

Students must receive a grade of C- or better in all MA courses 
required in their degree program. A grade of C- or better must 
be earned in any MA prerequisite course before enrolling in the 
post–requisite course. Visit plymouth.edu/math/degrees for a 
suggested sequence of courses required for the major.

MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER CERTIFICATION (5–8) OPTION

this program is certified at both the state and national level 
by the New Hampshire department of education and the 
National council for the accreditation of teacher education 
(Ncate). graduates who complete this teacher certification 
option are eligible for 5–8 teacher certification in the state of 
New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership 
in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates 
are eligible to earn a certificate or license in another contract 
state upon application to that state’s department of education. 
For further information, please see the teacher education and 
clinical experiences section.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
ma 2000  introduction to Formal mathematics (matH)  3
MA  Mathematics electives above MA 2100 
  [not MADI]  6–8
Calculus–complete one sequence of (MA 2490 and 
MA 2500) or (MA 2550 and MA 2560):  8
  MA 2490  Applied Calculus I (QRCO)
  MA 2500  Applied Calculus II (QRCO)
 MA 2550  Calculus I (QRCO)
 MA 2560  Calculus II (QRCO)
MA 3010  Mathematics in Our World II (QRCO)  4
MA 3050  Introduction to Mathematics Education  3
ma 3110  logic, Proofs, and axiomatic Systems (WRco)  3
ma 3200  discrete mathematics  3
MA 3230  Geometries (TECO) (WRCO)  4
MA 3460  History of Mathematics (GACO) (WRCO)  3
ma 3500  Probability and Statistics for Scientists  3
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MA 4020  The Cultural and Psychological Aspects
  of Mathematics Learning (DICO) (INCO)  3
MA 4040  Mathematics in the Secondary and Middle 
  School  3
MA 4965  Mathematics Student Teaching (5–8)  12
MA 4985  Mathematics Student Teaching Seminar  1 
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and Secondary   
  Educators (TECO)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education:
  Middle and Secondary  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Electives    19–15
Total    120

Students must receive a grade of C- or better in all MA courses 
required in their degree program. A grade of C- or better must 
be earned in any MA prerequisite course before enrolling in the 
post–requisite course. Student teaching requires a minimum 
cumulative grade point average of 2.50. Visit plymouth.edu/
math/degrees for a suggested sequence of courses required for 
the major.

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION (7–12) OPTION

this option leads to certification to teach mathematics in the 
public schools. this program is certified at both the state and 
national level by the New Hampshire department of education 
and the National council for the accreditation of teacher 
education (Ncate). graduates who complete this teacher 
certification option are eligible for 7–12 teacher certification 
in the state of New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s 
membership in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth 
graduates are eligible to earn a certificate or license in another 
contract state upon application to that state’s department of 
education. For further information, please see the teacher 
education and clinical experiences section.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 

the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
ma 2000  introduction to Formal mathematics (matH)  3
MA 2550  Calculus I (QRCO)  4
MA 2560  Calculus II (QRCO)  4
MA 3050  Introduction to Mathematics Education  3
ma 3110  logic, Proofs, and axiomatic Systems (WRco)  3
MA 3120  Linear Algebra  3
ma 3200  discrete mathematics  3
MA 3230  Geometries (TECO) (WRCO)  4
MA 3460  History of Mathematics (GACO) (WRCO)  3
ma 3500  Probability and Statistics for Scientists  3
MA 3540  Calculus III  4
MA 4020  The Cultural and Psychological Aspects
  of Mathematics Learning (DICO) (INCO)  3
MA 4040  Mathematics in the Secondary and Middle 
  School  3
MA 4140  Abstract Algebra (WRCO)  3
MA 4975  Mathematics Student Teaching (7–12)  12
MA 4985  Mathematics Student Teaching Seminar  1
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and Secondary   
  Educators (TECO)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education:
  Middle and Secondary  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Electives    19–17
Total    120

Students must receive a grade of C- or better in all MA courses 
required in their degree program. A grade of C- or better must 
be earned in any MA prerequisite course before enrolling in the 
post–requisite course. Student teaching requires a minimum 
cumulative grade point average of 2.50. Visit plymouth.edu/
math/degrees for a suggested sequence of courses required for 
the major.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.
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GENERAL MATHEMATICS MINOR  19 or 23 credits

  Credits

cS  computer Science course  3
ma 2300  Statistics i  3
ma  mathematics course above 2100  3
ma  mathematics courses above 3100  6
complete ma 2550 or (ma 2490 and ma 2500)  4 or 8
 ma 2550  calculus i
 ma 2490  applied calculus i
 ma 2500  applied calculus ii

MATHEMATICS MINOR–TEACHER EDUCATION MAJORS
(and Others)  21–23 credits

certification to teach mathematics does not result from com-
pleting this minor. a person desiring certification to teach 
mathematics must complete a mathematics teacher prepara-
tion program.
  Credits

ma 2300  Statistics i  3
ma 3010  mathematics in our World ii  4
ma 3230  geometries  4
ma 4020  the cultural and Psychological aspects of
   mathematics learning (dico) (iNco)  3
complete one of the following:  4
 ma 2490  applied calculus i
 ma 2550  calculus i
complete one of the following:  3–4
 ma 2500  applied calculus ii
 ma 2560  calculus ii
 ma 3110  logic, Proofs, and axiomatic Systems
 ma 3200  discrete mathematics

STATISTICS MINOR  16–17 credits

  Credits

ma 2200  Finite mathematics  3
ma 2300  Statistics i  3
ma 3280  Regression analysis  3
complete one of the following:  4
 ma 2490  applied calculus i
 ma 2550  calculus i
complete one of the following:  3–4
 Bi 3060  genetics
 Bi 4050  ecology
 ma 4350  Probability theory
 PS 4440  Psychological measurement
 Pe 4800  Senior Research i and
 Pe 4810  Senior Research ii

TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS MINOR  15 credits

  Credits

ma 2550  calculus i  4
ma 2560 calculus ii  4
complete seven credits from the following:  7
 ma 3120  linear algebra
 ma 3510  differential equations
 ma 3540  calculus iii
 ma 4350  Probability theory
 ma 4430  Numerical analysis
Note: 3000 and 4000 level courses listed in the minor have pre-
requisites.
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Department of Music, Theatre, and Dance

Department of Music, Theatre, and Dance, Silver center 
 for the arts
Chair: Jonathan c. Santore
Professors: Kathleen H. arecchi, gerard J. corcoran Jr., 
 carleen a. graff, Paul m. mroczka, daniel R. Perkins,   
 Richard c. Pfenninger, Robert F. Swift
Associate Professors: elizabeth a. cox, d. matthew Kizer, 
Contract Faculty: constance d. chesebrough, Holly e. oliver,   
 amanda e. Whitworth

the department of music, theatre, and dance offers the BS 
degree in music education and Ba degrees in music and 
theatre arts (for information on the options offered under 
each degree, please see the individual listings below). the 
department also offers minors in music, theatre, and dance, 
as well as coursework in these three areas that can be applied 
toward interdisciplinary Studies majors.

applicants to all departmental majors or minors must meet the 
regular requirements for admission to the University and must 
also pass an audition/interview with departmental faculty in 
their area. Prospective students should contact the department 
chair for audition/interview guidelines and scheduling. 
Students interested in auditioning for departmental talent 
grants must do so on specific dates, as outlined in the audition/
interview guidelines.

Several specific policies concerning academic work and degree 
requirements for music, music education, and theatre arts 
majors are contained in the Music Student Handbook and 
Theatre Student Handbook, available online at the department’s 
Web page. Students should carefully consult the handbook for 
their major area.

in addition to its academic degrees, the department sponsors 
several groups that provide students from across campus with 
opportunities to perform. these include: chamber Players, 
chamber Singers, University chorale, contemporary dance 
ensemble, guitar Workshop, Jazz ensemble, Jazz Workshop 
(combos), the music theatre company, Pemigewasset choral 
Society, Percussion ensemble, Piano ensemble, PSU theatre, 
and Symphonic Band. Please contact the department office for 
information about audition requirements and credit-earning 
opportunities with these organizations.

MUSIC, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

degree candidates are required to choose from one of the four 
options: contract, music technology, Piano Performance and 
Pedagogy, or Voice Performance and Pedagogy. Students in 
options other than the contract option are required to present 
both a junior and senior solo performance.

CONTRACT OPTION

the contract option allows students to design an individual-
ized program of study. a full-time member of the music faculty 
and the department chair must approve the program of study 
in the contract option.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
ME/MU Contract courses [not MEDI/MUDI]  6
ME/MU 3000/4000 level Contract courses [not MEDI/
MUDI]    6
MU 1150  Piano Class I  1
MU 1160  Piano Class II  1
mU 1210  musicianship i  4
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4
mU 2210  musicianship iii  3
mU 2220  musicianship iV  3
mU 3200  technology in music Performance (teco)  3
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco)  3
mU 3310  History and literature of music i  3
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) 
  (WRco)  3
MU  Ensembles [not MUDI]  5
MU  Performance Studies (two enrollments each
   at the 1000, 2000, 3000 levels) [not MUDI]  6
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    28–26
Total    120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

at least six credits of contract courses must be upper–level and 
no more than four credits beyond those already required may be 
in Performance Studies. mU 1160 requires a minimum grade 
of c in mU 1150. mU 1220 requires a minimum grade of c in 
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mU 1210. mU 2210 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 
1220. mU 2220 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 2210.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY OPTION

it is suggested that students enrolled in this option include 
among their electives, computer and basic programming 
courses offered by the computer Science and technology 
department.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
MU 1150  Piano Class I  1.0
MU 1160  Piano Class II  1.0
mU 1210  musicianship i  4.0
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4.0
mU 2210  musicianship iii  3.0
mU 2220  musicianship iV  3.0
mU 3200  technology in music Performance (teco)  3.0
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco)  3.0
mU 3310  History and literature of music i  3.0
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) 
  (WRco)  3.0
MU 3410  Seminar in the Music Business  3.0
MU 3990  Music Technology Junior Project  0.5
MU 4110  Advanced MIDI and Film Scoring  3.0
MU 4150  Introduction to Multitrack and Hard Disk   
  Recording  3.0
MU 4210  Arranging  3.0
MU 4270 Composition (two enrollments)  2.0
MU 4990  Music Technology Senior Project  1.0
MU Ensembles [not MUDI]  6.0
MU Performance Studies (two enrollments each at the 
1000, 2000, 3000 levels) [not MUDI]  6.0
TH 3310  Theatre Technology: Topics  3.0
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3.0
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  cientific inquiry directions  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
Weco  Wellness connection  3.0
Foreign Language (gaco)  8.0
Electives     20.5–18.5
Total    120.0
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 

however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

mU 1160 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1150. mU 1220 
requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1210. mU 2210 requires 
a minimum grade of c in mU 1220. mU 2220 requires a mini-
mum grade of c in mU 2210.

PIANO PERFORMANCE AND PEDAGOGY OPTION

the goal of this option is to provide students possessing the 
requisite piano/musical abilities and career interests, a coher-
ent program of study leading to admission to a graduate degree 
program in piano performance and pedagogy and/or the estab-
lishment of a private piano teaching studio. in the Practicum 
experiences, students will teach private or class piano lessons 
under the mentorship of a member of the piano faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
mU 1210  musicianship i  4.0
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4.0
MU 1540  Piano Performance Studies (two enrollments) 4.0
MU 2100  Keyboard Accompanying (four enrollments)  2.0
MU 2140  Piano Performance Lab (eight enrollments)  0.0
mU 2210  musicianship iii  3.0
mU 2220  musicianship iV  3.0
MU 2540  Piano Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 3010  Junior Recital  0.5
MU 3070  Piano Pedagogy I  2.0
MU 3080  Piano Pedagogy II  2.0
mU 3200  technology in music Performance (teco)  3.0
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco)  3.0
mU 3310  History and literature of music i  3.0
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) 
  (WRco)  3.0
MU 3350  Piano Literature I  2.0
MU 3360  Piano Literature II  2.0
MU 3540  Piano Performance Studies (two enrollments) 4.0
MU 4010  Senior Recital  1.0
MU 4420  Practicum: Piano Teaching (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 4540  Piano Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU Ensembles [not MUDI]  6.0
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3.0
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
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Weco  Wellness connection  3.0
Foreign Language (gaco)  8.0
Electives    15.5–13.5
Total    120.0
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

mU 1220 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1210. mU 
2210 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1220. mU 2220 
requires a minimum grade of c in mU 2210.

VOICE PERFORMANCE AND PEDAGOGY OPTION

the goal of this option is to provide students possessing the 
requisite vocal/musical abilities and career interests, a coherent 
program of study leading to admission to a graduate degree pro-
gram in voice performance, voice performance and pedagogy, 
and/or the establishment of a private voice teaching studio. in 
the Practicum experiences students will teach private or class 
voice lessons under the mentorship of a member of the voice 
faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
MU 1150  Piano Class I  1.0
MU 1160  Piano Class II  1.0
mU 1210  musicianship i  4.0
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4.0
MU 1420 Voice Performance Lab I (two enrollments)  0.0
MU 1520  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 2000  Diction for Singers  2.0
mU 2210  musicianship iii  3.0
mU 2220  musicianship iV  3.0
MU 2230  Piano Class III  1.0
MU 2240  Piano Class IV  1.0
MU 2520  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 3010  Junior Recital  0.5
mU 3200  technology in music Performance (teco)  3.0
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco)  3.0
mU 3310  History and literature of music i  3.0
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) 
  (WRco)  3.0
MU 3420  Vocal Performance Lab II (six enrollments)  0.0
MU 3430  Survey of Vocal Literature  2.0
MU 3520  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 4010  Senior Recital  1.0
MU 4280  Voice Pedagogy for Majors  2.0
MU 4430  Practicum: Voice Teaching (two enrollments)  4.0
MU 4520  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  4.0
MU Ensembles [not MUDI]  8.0

Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3.0
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3.0
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3.0
ma  mathematics Foundations  3.0
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6.0
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8.0
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6.0
Weco  Wellness connection  3.0
Foreign Language (gaco)  8.0
Electives    13.5–11.5
Total    120.0
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

mU 1160 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1150. mU 1220 
requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1210. mU 2210 requires 
a minimum grade of c in mU 1220. mU 2220 requires a mini-
mum grade of c in mU 2210. mU 2230 requires a minimum 
grade of c in mU 1160. mU 2240 requires a minimum grade 
of c in mU 2230.

MUSIC EDUCATION (K–12), Bachelor of Science  124 credits

Students who choose to major in music education become pre-
pared to teach and supervise vocal, instrumental, and general 
music from kindergarten through grade 12. this program is cer-
tified at both the state and national level by the New Hampshire 
department of education and the National council for the 
accreditation of teacher education (Ncate). graduates who 
complete this major are eligible for K–12 teacher certification 
in the state of New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s 
membership in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth 
graduates are eligible to earn a certificate or license in another 
contract state upon application to that state’s department of 
education. For further information, please see the teacher 
education and clinical experiences section.

Students in this program are required to present a senior solo 
recital that must be completed prior to the semester in which they 
are student teaching. music education majors may request per-
mission to receive private instruction on a second instrument.

to be approved for Student teaching, students must have 
completed all departmental course requirements through the 
third year and have at least a 2.50 cumulative grade point aver-
age. they also must have passed the level-change jury exam 
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allowing them to study at the 4000 level on their major instru-
ment. Students who do not pass the examination must retake 
it until it is successfully completed. Student teaching requires 
a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50 and a 2.70 
composite grade point average (see Student teaching course 
description).

the progress and dispositions of both candidates and aspiring 
candidates toward teacher certification in music education, 
and an eventual career in the field, is assessed periodically 
by the music faculty; see Road to teacher certification in the 
teacher education and clinical experiences section of this 
catalog. Students who are withdrawn from the BS program 
in music education because of failure to meet these standards 
will be given the opportunity to complete the Ba music degree, 
contract option.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

Degree Requirements  Credits

me 1010  introduction to music education  3
me 1200  Voice class i  1
me 2150  String class  1
me 3110  elementary School music methods  3
me 3130  Woodwinds i  1
me 3140  Woodwinds ii  1
me 3160  Percussion class  1
me 3210  Upper Brass techniques  1
me 3220  lower Brass techniques  1
me 3500  technology for music educators (teco)  3
me 4200  Secondary School music methods  3
me 4500  Senior Recital: music education  0
conducting elective–complete one of the following:  2
  me 3250  choral conducting
  me 3260  instrumental conducting
literature and techniques elective–complete one of the 
following:    2
  me 3340  choral literature and techniques
  me 3350  instrumental literature and techniques
Student teaching–complete me 4850 or (me 4860 and 
me 4870):    12
  me 4850  Kindergarten through grade 12 Student   
   teaching
  me 4860  Student teaching K–12: elementary   
   component
  me 4870  Student teaching K–12: Secondary component

mU 1150  Piano class i  1
mU 1160  Piano class ii  1
mU 1210  musicianship i  4
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4
mU 2210  musicianship iii  3
mU 2220  musicianship iV  3
mU 2230  Piano class iii  1
mU 2240  Piano class iV  1
mU 2260  Basic conducting  2
mU 3250  global Jazz (dico) (gaco)  3
mU 3310  History and literature of music i  3
mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco) 
  (WRco)  3
mU  ensembles [not mUdi]  7
mU Performance Studies (two enrollments each at the 
1000, 2000, 3000 levels; one enrollment at the 4000 level) 
[not mUdi]   14
cd 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the child in Society (iNco) (WRco)  3
PS 3190  development and Understanding (Weco)  3
Special education elective–complete one of the following:  3
  Se 2080  children with disabilities 
  Se 3090  introduction to Special education: middle and  
   Secondary
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 1500  mathematics and the Humanities (QRco)
  ma 2200  Finite mathematics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6
SSdi Self and Society directions  6
Total     124
Piano majors substitute mU 3070/3080 for mU 1150/1160 
and mU 2230/2240. Voice majors substitute mU 4280 for me 
1200. Students may omit methods classes in their Performance 
Studies area. mU 1160 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 
1150. mU 1220 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1210. 
mU 2210 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1220. mU 
2220 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 2210. mU 2230 
requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1160. mU 2240 requires 
a minimum grade of c in mU 2230. Student teaching requires 
a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50 and a com-
posite grade point average of 2.70 (see Student teaching course 
description).

THEATRE ARTS, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

in addition to the regular requirements for admission to Plymouth 
State University, applicants must audition or present a portfolio 
to be accepted into the major (all options). Requirements vary 
according to option; therefore, prospective students should con-
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tact the director of theatre or department chair to receive audi-
tion guidelines and to schedule an audition.

ACTING OPTION

the acting option provides students with an aptitude for act-
ing, a coherent program of study that will prepare them for 
a career in this field or for further study at the graduate level. 
the development of the student actor within the context of the 
greater liberal arts framework is emphasized. Students wishing 
to declare this option may only do so after successfully audi-
tioning for the theatre faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
TH 1650  Practicum in Production  3
tH 2100  technology for theatre Professionals (teco)  3
TH 2260  Voice and Diction I  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals (QRco)  3
tH 2540  introduction to theatre design  3
tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction and 
  design  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
TH 3160  Stage Movement  2
tH 3210  Script analysis  3
TH 3270  Voice and Diction II  3
TH 3670  Advanced Practicum in Production  3
TH 3900  Acting II  3
TH 3930  American Drama (DICO) (WRCO)  3
tH 4610  directing for the Stage (iNco)  3
TH 4810  Acting III  3
theatre History elective–complete one of the following:  3
  tH 4510  theatre History i
  tH 4520  theatre History ii
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    32–30
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

CONTRACT OPTION

the contract option provides students with the opportunity to 
design a program of study that will lead them toward a life and/
or career path that differs from those that are available through 
the other options. the program of study in this option will be 
developed with the guidance and approval of a member of the 
theatre faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
TH 1650  Practicum in Production  4
tH 2100  technology for theatre Professionals (teco)  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals (QRco)  3
tH 2540  ntroduction to theatre design  3
tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction and 
  design  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
tH 3210  Script analysis  3
TH 3670  Advanced Practicum in Production  4
TH 3930  American Drama (DICO) (WRCO)  3
tH 4610  directing for the Stage (iNco)  3
theatre History elective–complete one of the following:  3
  tH 4510 theatre History i
  tH 4520 theatre History ii
TH  Contract courses [not THDI]  6
TH 3000/4000 level Contract courses [not THDI]  6
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     32–30 
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

at least six credits of contract courses must be 3000/4000 
level.

DRAMATIC WRITING OPTION

the dramatic Writing option provides students with an apti-
tude for writing for performance, a coherent program of study, 
which will prepare them for a career in this area or for further 
study at the graduate level. the development of the student 
writer within the context of the greater liberal arts framework is 
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emphasized. Students wishing to declare this option may do so 
after an evaluation of submitted writing samples and success-
fully interviewing with the theatre faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
TH 1650  Practicum in Production  4
tH 2100  technology for theatre Professionals (teco)  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals (QRco)  3
tH 2540  introduction to theatre design  3
tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction and 
  design  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
tH 3210  Script analysis  3
TH 3670  Advanced Practicum in Production  4
tH 4610  directing for the Stage (iNco)  3
Dramatic Writing Electives–complete 12 credits from the 
following:    12
  TH 3340  Writing for Performance (Topics)
  EN 3680  Scriptwriting
theatre History elective–complete one of the following:  3
  tH 4510  theatre History i
  tH 4520  theatre History ii
Writing in the Discipline Connection–complete one of the 
following:    3
  TH 2230  American Musical Theatre (DICO) (WRCO)
 TH 3930  American Drama (DICO) (WRCO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition 3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     32–30
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

the subjects covered in topics courses vary from semester to 
semester. course may be repeated as long as topic covered is 
different.

MUSIC THEATRE PERFORMANCE OPTION

the music theatre Performance option provides a program of 
study that prepares students for a career in this area or for fur-
ther study at the graduate level. the development of the student 

music theatre performer within the context of the greater liberal 
arts framework is emphasized. Students wishing to declare this 
option may only do so after successfully auditioning. Specific 
policies concerning Performance Study examinations (called 
“Jury exams”) and Recital attendance are fully explained in the 
Music Student Handbook.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
TH 1650  Practicum in Production (two enrollments)  2
tH 2100  technology for theatre Professionals (teco)  3
TH 2230  American Musical Theatre (DICO) (WRCO)  3
TH 2260  Voice and Diction I  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals (QRco)  3
tH 2540  introduction to theatre design  3
tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction and 
  design  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
TH 3160  Stage Movement  2
TH 3170  Musical Theatre Singing Techniques  2
tH 3210  Script analysis  3
TH 3900  Acting II  3
tH 4610  directing for the Stage (iNco)  3
theatre History elective–complete one of the following:  3
  tH 4510  theatre History i
  tH 4520  theatre History ii
MU 1150  Piano Class I  1 
MU 1160  Piano Class II  1
MU 1210  Musicianship I  4
MU 1420  Vocal Performance Lab I  0
MU 1510  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  2
MU 2370  The Music Theatre Company (two enrollments)  2
MU 2510  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  2
MU 3420  Vocal Performance Lab II (three enrollments)  0
MU 3510  Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  2
MU 4510 Voice Performance Studies (two enrollments)  2
Choral Experiences–two enrollments in any combination:  2
  MU 2380  Chamber Singers
  MU 2440  University Chorale
Dance Electives–complete six credits from the following:  6
  DN 1230  Ballet I
  DN 1260  Modern Dance I
  DN 1280  Jazz Dance I
  DN 1740  Tap I
  DN 2260  Modern Dance II
  DN 2520  Tap II
  DN 2670  Jazz Dance II
  DN 2710  Ballet II
  DN 3200  Dance Styles for Musical Theatre 
 DN 3260  Topics in Dance
 DN 3270  Advanced Modern Dance
 DN 3360  Advanced Ballet
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General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     16–14 
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

One two–credit semester of Voice Performance Studies may not 
substitute for two semesters of one–credit Voice Performance 
Studies. mU 1160 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1150.

THEATRICAL DESIGN/TECH OPTION

the theatrical design/tech option provides students with an 
aptitude for design/tech, a coherent program of study that will 
prepare them for a career in this area or for further study at the 
graduate level. the development of the student designer/tech-
nician within the context of the greater liberal arts framework is 
emphasized. Students wishing to declare this option may only 
do so after successfully interviewing with the theatre faculty.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
TH 1650  Practicum in Production  4
tH 2100  technology for theatre Professionals (teco)  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals (QRco)  3
tH 2540  introduction to theatre design  3
tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction and 
  design  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
tH 3210  Script analysis  3
TH 3400  Stage Management  3
TH 3670  Advanced Practicum in Production  4
tH 4610  directing for the Stage (iNco)  3
Theatre Topics–complete nine credits:  9
  TH 3300  Design for the Theatre (Topics)
  TH 3310  Theatre Technology: Topics
theatre History elective–complete one of the following:  3
  tH 4510  theatre History i
  tH 4520  theatre History ii

Writing in the Discipline Connection–complete one of the 
following:    3
  TH 2230  American Musical Theatre (DICO) (WRCO)
 TH 3930  American Drama (DICO) (WRCO)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6 
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     32–30
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

the subjects covered in topics courses vary from semester to 
semester. course may be repeated as long as topic covered is 
different.

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

DANCE MINOR  22 credits

the dance program provides an introduction to dance as an 
art form as well as experience in movement. the curriculum 
offers dance technique, compositional courses, and perfor-
mance experiences. dance students develop artistry through 
the study of dance history and choreography and participation 
in the contemporary dance ensemble.

Students who wish to audition for a dance talent grant must 
schedule an audition by contacting the director of dance or the 
department chair.

Required:   Credits

complete one of the following:  3
 dN 2370  dance composition i
 dN 3320   dance composition ii
dN 3010  contemporary dance ensemble (three 
  enrollments)  3
dN 3020  History of modern dance and technique  3
dN 3050  World dance (gaco)  3
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Techniques–complete one course from each technique;
choose appropriate level for each technique:
modern dance technique:  2–3
 dN 1260   modern dance i and
 dN 2260   modern dance ii or
 dN 3270   advanced modern dance
Ballet technique:   2–3
 dN 1230   Ballet i and
 dN 2710   Ballet ii or
 dN 3360   advanced Ballet
Jazz dance technique:   1
 dN 1280   Jazz dance i or
 dN 2670   Jazz dance ii
Electives:     5–3
 dN courses, not already taken for the minor, may be 
 used as electives
  dN 2330  movement concepts for elementary education
 mUdi 1310  exploring music (PPdi)
 mU 1320  introduction to Reading music
 Pe 3100  movement therapies
 tH 2600  Fundamentals of costume construction 
   and design
 tH 3160  Stage movement
 tH 3300  design for the theatre (topics): lighting

completion of both the dance minor and the following courses 
(some of which can also count toward the minor itself ) also 
completes the Dance Pedagogy curriculum. this curriculum is 
based on the curriculum Standards set forth in the National 
dance Standards for dance education and the New Hampshire 
K–12 dance curriculum Framework. While completion of this 
curriculum does not lead to any specific teaching certification, 
the student who completes it will possess the requisite compe-
tencies to teach dance in a variety of settings.

   Credits

dN 2330  movement concepts for elementary education  1
dN 3100  movement concepts for dance education  3
dN 3270  advanced modern dance  3
dN 3320  dance composition ii  3
dN 3360  advanced Ballet  3
dN 3500  dance Pedagogy i  3
dN 4010  dance Practicum  1–3
dN 4500  dance Pedagogy ii  3 
in addition, students may choose an interdisciplinary Studies 
major to combine coursework in dance with another area or 
areas.

MUSIC MINOR  21 credits

any student at Plymouth State University may consider the 
music minor program offered in the department of music, 
theatre, and dance. to be accepted as a music minor a student 
must meet with the department chair and must perform an 
audition on the preferred instrument or voice. music minors 
are required to attend 50 percent of the department of music, 
theatre, and dance afternoon Student Recitals as well as the 

department of music, theatre, and dance Fall convocation. 
they also must attend three additional professional level events 
each semester. Performance in a student recital once a year is 
encouraged.

   Credits

Performance Studies:  5
•  in only one area: Woodwind, Brass, Percussion, Voice,   
 guitar, Piano, Harpsichord, organ
•  Five semesters, with at least two semesters at 2000 level
•  Successful performance of a 20–minute final Jury exam
 ensembles   3
mU 1150  Piano class i  1
mU 1160  Piano class ii  1
mU 1210  musicianship i  4
mU 1220  musicianship ii  4
complete one of the following:  3
 mUdi 1310 exploring music (PPdi)
 mU 3310  History and literature of music i
 mU 3320  History and literature of music ii (iNco)
Students should see the Music Student Handbook (available in 
the department office) for detailed descriptions of Performance 
Studies and Jury exam requirements for each instrument. Jury 
exams are performed at the end of each regular semester, and 
advancement to higher levels of Performance Studies is depen-
dent upon a successful level-change Jury.

Students whose Performance Studies area is keyboard will sub-
stitute two credit hours of music (me/mU) electives for mU 1150 
and mU 1160. mU 1160 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 
1150. mU 1220 requires a minimum grade of c in mU 1210.

THEATRE MINOR  19 credits

any student at Plymouth State University may consider a 
theatre minor offered in the department of music, theatre, 
and dance. Before being accepted as a theatre minor, a stu-
dent should meet with the department chair or the director 
of theatre.
     Credits

tH 1600  introduction to theatre  3
tH 2500  Stagecraft Fundamentals  3
tH 2720  acting i  3
complete two of the following:  6
 tH 2230 american musical theatre (dico)
 tH 2960 World drama
 tH 3400 Stage management
 tH 3410 dramatic literature and criticism (topics)
 tH 3900 acting ii
 tH 3930 american drama (dico)
 tH 4510 theatre History i
 tH 4520 theatre History ii
Production Requirement:  4
Four semesters of Practicum in Production and/or 
advanced Practicum in Production (one credit per semester)
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Department of Philosophy

Department of Philosophy, Hyde Hall
Chair: david F. Haight
Professor: Raymond Perkins Jr.

PHILOSOPHY, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba in Philosophy provides students with a background in 
philosophical ideas. general program requirements permit stu-
dents to create programs that will prepare them for training in 
law, theology, planning and social service careers, or for further 
specialized training leading to teaching or research. Students 
planning to major in Philosophy should inform the department 
as early as possible so that joint planning may produce a coher-
ent program in the major field.

Degree Requirements  Credits

PY 1010  Ultimate Questions (gaco)  3
PY 1120  doing Right and Being good (dico)  3
PY 2310  elements of logic (QRco)  3
PY 2650  mind and machine (teco)  3
PY 4770  great Philosophers Seminar (WRco)  3
PY 3000/4000 level Philosophy electives [not PYdi]  12
PY  Philosophy elective [not PYdi]  3
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives    43–41
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended, but not required, course clusters:
Peace Studies Cluster: Internationalization, Culture of Peace
 PY 2610  eastern Philosophy
 PY 3150  Society, ethics and the law (dico) (iNco)
 PY 3210  comparing World Religions
 PY 3390   applied ethics
 PY 3560  Philosophical Perspectives on War and 
   Peace (gaco) (iNco)

Religious Studies Cluster for Seminary or Theology Preparation
 PY 1500  Women and Religion (dico)
 PY 2200  ideas of the old testament (gaco)
 PY 2210  New testament thought (gaco)
 PY 2290  Religion in america (dico)
 PY 2610  eastern Philosophy
 PY 3210  comparing World Religions
 PY 3540  Philosophy of Religion (iNco)

Traditional “History” Cluster for Graduate School Preparation
 PY 2610  eastern Philosophy
 PY 3110  History of Philosophy i: ancient (iNco)
 PY 3120  History of Philosophy ii: modern (iNco)
 PY 3160 History of Philosophy iii: contemporary   
   (iNco)

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PY 1010  Ultimate Questions (gaco)  3
PY 1120  doing Right and Being good (dico)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3 
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two  Credits

PY 2310  elements of logic (QRco)  3
PY 2650  mind and machine (teco)  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6

Year Three  Credits

PY 4770  great Philosophers Seminar (WRco)  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
 
Years Two, Three and Four  Credits

PY  Philosophy elective [not PYdi]  3
PY 3000/4000 level Philosophy electives [not PYdi] 1 2
electives    43–41
Total     120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.
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PHILOSOPHY MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

PY 1010  Ultimate Questions (gaco)  3
PY 1120  doing Right and Being good (dico)  3
PY  3000/4000 level Philosophy courses  6
complete one of the following:  3
 PYdi 1030  thinking for Yourself (SSdi)
 PY 2310  elements of logic
Neither PY 2000 nor PY 2010 may be used to meet Philosophy 
minor requirements.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

PY 1120  doing Right and Being good (dico)  3
PY 3210  comparing World Religions  3
PY 3540  Philosophy of Religion (iNco)  3
complete one of the following:  3
 PY 2200  ideas of the old testament (gaco)
 PY 2210  New testament thought (gaco)
 PY 2610  eastern Philosophy
complete one of the following:  3
 aH 3720  medieval art
 PY 2290  Religion in america (dico)

Department of Psychology

Department of Psychology, Hyde Hall
Chair: Paul m. Fedorchak 
Professors: Juanita V. Field, douglas d. Fife, Joel d. Funk, 
 Brian t. Healy, John W. Kulig, James J. mcgarry, 
 Wendy J. Palmquist, H. david Zehr
Assistant Professors: angela Kilb, david S. mcdougal

Psychology Honors Program

the Psychology Honors Program allows students to develop an 
honors research project working with an individual faculty mem-
ber. a faculty member will assist the student in the planning of 
the project, but the student takes responsibility for the design, data 
collection, data analysis and writing, and completion of the project. 
the honors project can assist students wishing to pursue graduate 
work in psychology or wishing to do advanced work not provided 
in regular course offerings. along with letters of recommenda-
tion, solid grade point average and graduate Record examination 
scores, participating in research is an important criterion graduate 
schools use to select students.

Criteria for admission to the program:
•  completion of 60 credit hours
•  completion of PS 3140, Statistics in Psychology and PS 3150, 

Research methods in Psychology
•  a 3.25 cumulative grade point average
•  support of a faculty sponsor
•  submission of a completed Honors application to the 

department of Psychology. the application includes a 
research proposal with a focused literature review, method 
section, and reference list, prepared according to aPa stan-
dards.

•  approval by the department of Psychology after presenta-
tion of the proposed project at a department colloquium, 
typically in december of the senior year.

Criteria for completion of the program:
•  submission of a final paper, aPa format, to the department 

of Psychology by may 1st of the year Honors is sought
•  presentation of the results of the project during the 

department of Psychology annual Poster Session (may of 
every year)

•  approval of the department of Psychology

PSYCHOLOGY, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba degree in Psychology emphasizes understanding of the 
science and study of behavior and mental processes.

Degree Requirements  Credits

PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 4010  History and Systems  3
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PS  Psychology electives [not PSdi]  6
group a–complete one of the following:  3
  PS 3030  Social Psychology
  PS 3340  Personality
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 
is required):   7 or 8
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3260  Perception
  PS 3600  Biological Psychology
capstone–complete one of the following:  3 or 6
  PS 4360  internship in Psychology
  PS 4400  Psychology Seminar
  PS 4800  advanced Research Seminar in Psychology
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     33–31 or 29–27
Total    120

the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3  
  Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two   Credits

PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS  Psychology electives [not PSdi]  6
group a–complete one course  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   elective  2–0   
    29

Year Three   Credits

PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required)    7 or 8
dico  diversity connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
  electives  11 or 10
      30

Year Four   Credits

PS 4010  History and Systems  3
capstone–complete one course  3 or 6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  20 or 17   
    29
Total     120

Complementary Courses: it is recommended that Ba 
Psychology majors take one year sequences in anthropology, 
biology, mathematics or sociology as well as cS 1100 and ma 
2300 (matH).

PSYCHOLOGY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS degree in Psychology allows students to focus on specific 
areas in the science and study of behavior and mental processes.

CONTRACT OPTION

Students must have a minimum of 45 credits remaining 
in their degree at the time their contract is approved by the 
department of Psychology. contract courses are chosen by the 
student and the advisor. Final approval of the contract is given 
by the department.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS  Contract courses [not PSDI]  9
PS  Psychology electives [not PSDI]  6
Group A–complete one of the following:  3
  PS 3030  Social Psychology
  PS 3340   Personality
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group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required):    7 or 8
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3260  Perception
  PS 3600  Biological Psychology
capstone–complete one of the following:  3 or 6
  PS 4360  internship in Psychology
  PS 4400  Psychology Seminar
  PS 4800  advanced Research Seminar in Psychology
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     29–27 or 25–23
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3  
    30

Year Two   Credits

PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS  Psychology electives [not PSDI]  6
Group A–complete one course  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
   electives  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS   Contract courses [not PSDI]  9
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required)    7 or 8
dico  diversity connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
  elective  2 or 1
      30

Year Four   Credits

PS 4010  History and Systems  3
capstone–complete one course  3 or 6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  21 or 18
      30
Total     120

Complementary Courses: cS 1100, ma 2300 (matH).

DEVELOPMENTAL OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3100  Adolescent Psychology  3
PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 3170  Child Development  3
PS 3280  Developmental Psychobiology  3
PS 3560  Adulthood and Aging  3
PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS Psychology electives [not PSDI]  11 or 8
Group A–complete one of the following:  3
  PS 3030  Social Psychology
  PS 3340  Personality
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required):    7 or 8
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3260  Perception
  PS 3600 Biological Psychology
capstone–complete one of the following:  3 or 6
  PS 4360  internship in Psychology
  PS 4400  Psychology Seminar
  PS 4800  advanced Research Seminar in Psychology
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
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Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     21–19 or 20–18
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3  
    30

Year Two   Credits

PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3100  Adolescent Psychology  3
PS 3170  Child Development  3
Group A–complete one course  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
  electives  7–5
     31

Year Three  Credits

PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 3280  Developmental Psychobiology  3
PS 3560  Adulthood and Aging  3
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required)    7 or 8
dico  diversity connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
  electives  5 or 4
     30

Year Four   Credits

PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS   Psychology electives [not PSDI]  11 or 8
capstone–complete one course  3 or 6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  9
      29
Total     120

MENTAL HEALTH OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3030  Social Psychology  3
PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 3340  Personality  3
PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS 4320  Abnormal Psychology  3
PS 4330  Community Mental Health  3
PS 4350  Treatment of Psychological Disorders  3
PS 4440  Psychological Measurement  3
PS  Psychology elective [not PSDI]  3
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 
is required):   7 or 8
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3260  Perception
  PS 3600  Biological Psychology
capstone–complete one of the following:  3 or 6
  PS 4360  internship in Psychology
  PS 4400  Psychology Seminar
  PS 4800  advanced Research Seminar in Psychology
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    26–24 or 22–20
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
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PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3  
    30

Year Two  Credits

PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3030  Social Psychology  3
PS 3340  Personality  3
PS  Psychology elective [not PSDI]  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6 
  electives  6–4
     30

Year Three   Credits

PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 4320  Abnormal Psychology  3
PS 4350  treatment of Psychological disorders  3
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required)    7 or 8
dico  diversity connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
  electives  5 or 4
      30

Year Four   Credits

PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS 4330  Community Mental Health  3
PS 4440  Psychological Measurement  3
capstone–complete one course  3 or 6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15 or 12
      30
Total     120

PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW OPTION 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3030  Social Psychology  3
PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
PS 3340  Personality  3
PS 3700 Psychology and Law  3
PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS 4320  Abnormal Psychology  3
PS  Psychology elective [not PSDI]  3
group –complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required):    7 or 8
  PS 3210  learning
  PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
  PS 3260  Perception
  PS 3600  Biological Psychology

Group C Psychology electives–complete at least two of the 
following:    6
  PS 3100  Adolescent Psychology
  PS 4330  Community Mental Health
  PS 4440  Psychological Measurement
capstone–complete one of the following:  3 or 6
  PS 4360  internship in Psychology
  PS 4400  Psychology Seminar
  PS 4800  advanced Research Seminar in Psychology
  PS 4940  independent Research in Psychology
SO 2220 Foundations of Sociology (DICO)  3
Group D–complete one of the following:  3
  AN 3170  Anthropology of Conflict and Law
  SO 2380  Social Problems
Group E–complete one of the following:  3
  SO 3090  Criminology
  SO 3180  Sociology of Deviance (DICO) 
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     20–18 or 16–14
Total     120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
SO 2220  Foundations of Sociology (DICO)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6   
    30

Year Two   Credits

PS 2100  measuring Behavior (teco)  3
PS 3030  Social Psychology  3
PS 3340  Personality  3
Group D elective–complete one course  3
Group E elective–complete one course  3
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Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6  
  elective  3–1
      30

Year Three   Credits

PS 3140  Statistics in Psychology (QRco)  3
PS 3150  Research methods in Psychology (WRco)  3
group B–complete two courses (PS 3210 or PS 3220 is 
required)    7 or 8
PS 3700  Psychology and Law  3
PS  Psychology elective [not PSDI]  3
Group C Psychology electives–complete at least two courses 6
gaco  global awareness connection  3
  elective  1 or 0
      29

Year Four   Credits

PS 4010  History and Systems  3
PS 4320  Abnormal Psychology  3
capstone–complete one course  3 or 6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  16 or 13
      31
Total     120
Complementary Courses: cS 1100, ma 2300 (matH).

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT MINOR  16 credits

   Credits

PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 3170  child development  3
PS 3280  developmental Psychobiology  3
PS  any Psychology course  3
complete one of the following:  4
 PS 3210   learning
 PS 3220  cognitive Psychology

PSYCHOLOGY MINOR  19 credits

   Credits

PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology  3
PS  any Psychology course  3
complete one of the following:  3
 PS 3030  Social Psychology
 PS 3340  Personality
complete two of the following–(one must be PS 3210 or 
PS 3220):    7
 PS 3210  learning
 PS 3220  cognitive Psychology
 PS 3260  Perception
 PS 3600  Biological Psychology

Department of Social Science

Department of Social Science, Rounds Hall
Chair: Peng-Khuan chong 
Assistant Chair: Robert Heiner
Professors: Katherine c. donahue, michelle a. Fistek,   
 Xiaoxiong li, Bryon d. middlekauff, mark J. okrant, 
 Kurt a. Schroeder, Stacey g. H. Yap
Associate Professors: marcia Schmidt Blaine, Robert g.   
 egbert Jr., Brian W. eisenhauer, grace m. Fraser,   
 John c. Krueckeberg, Patrick J. may, Rebecca R.   
 Noel, Sheryl l. Shirley, david R. Starbuck
Assistant Professors: Whitney B. Howarth, Filiz otucu

ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY, Bachelor of Arts degree  120 credits

anthropology and Sociology are two of the social sciences that 
offer a most comprehensive study of human behavior. the 
underlying concept in both disciplines is that of sociocultural 
relativism, which is the understanding that human diversity 
and human problems must be examined in context. From this 
perspective, understanding ourselves and others becomes an 
attainable goal through the fascinating and intensive study of 
cultural and human evolution, contemporary america soci-
ety, and world cultures. through such study, students gain an 
awareness of important issues such as:

1.  global ecology, third world cultures, and development
2.  issues in ethnic identity, gender and race in the United 

States and abroad
3.  american institutions and social issues such as social class 

and stratification.

a Ba in anthropology/Sociology assists students in develop-
ing a global perspective and as a result, prepares them not only 
for graduate studies, if that is an option, but also for careers in 
applied social sciences, consulting, business, government ser-
vices (domestic or overseas), and community and third world 
development. Students are encouraged to explore fieldwork/
internship opportunities as part of this preparation.

ANTHROPOLOGY OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)  3
AN 3290  Great Discoveries in Archaeology  3
AN 4410  Methods of Social Research  3
AN 4600  Seminar: Theory and Practice (WRCO)  4
Group A–complete two of the following:  6
  AN 2250  Introduction to Archaeology
  AN 2300  Introduction to Physical Anthropology
  SO 2380  Social Problems
Group B – complete one of the following:  3
  AN 3110  Cultural Ecology
  AN 3520  Economic Anthropology
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Group C–complete one of the following:  3
  AN 3170  Anthropology of Conflict and Law
  AN 3900  Applied Anthropology
Group D–complete four of the following:  12
  AN 3030  Ancient Egypt–Land of the Pharaohs
  AN 3040  Mexican Pre-History
  AN 3050  Peoples and Cultures of the Caribbean
  AN 3190  Anthropology of the Pacific
  AN 3200  Anthropology of Religion, Ritual, and Myth
  AN 3210  Topics in Anthropology
  AN 3220  Anthropology of Europe
  AN 3260  Historical Archaeology
  AN 3300  North American Prehistory
  AN 3400  Anthropology of Sub-Saharan Africa
  AN 3410  Natives of North America
  AN 3600  Bones, Bodies, and Disease
  SS 3620  Archaeological Field Methods: Prehistory
  SS 3630  Archaeological Field Methods: Historical 
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Sociology Component–complete two of the following:  6
  SO 2400  White Collar Crime 
  SO 3030  Social Psychology 
  SO 3070  The Sociology of the Family
  SO 3080  Juvenile Delinquency 
  SO 3090  Criminology
  SO 3100  Urban Sociology
  SO 3160  Women in World Development
  SO 3180  Sociology of Deviance (DICO)
  SO 3210  Topics in Sociology
  SO 3350  Sociology of Popular Culture
  SO 3370  Sociology of Race and Ethnicity
 SO 3380  Drugs and Society (INCO)
 SO 3390  Environment and Society (INCO)
 SO 3450  Social Stratification
 SO 4010  Advanced Theory in Criminology
ge/Po Related Social Science area–geography and/or 
Political Science elective [not gedi/Podi]  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
technology in the discipline connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
  cS 1170  computing technology in criminal Justice   
   (teco)
  ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3

Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     18–16
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

a minimum 2.20 grade point average in all aN and So courses 
is required.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
      32

Year Two   Credits

Group A–complete two courses  6
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
teco  technology in the discipline connection  3
   elective  3–1
      30

Year Three   Credits

AN 3290  Great Discoveries in Archaeology  3
AN 4410  Methods of Social Research  3
Group B–complete one course  3
Group C–complete one course  3
Group D–complete four courses  12
ge/Po Related Social Science area–geography and/or 
Political Science elective [not gedi/Podi]  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
      30
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Year Four   Credits

AN 4600  Seminar: Theory and Practice (WRCO)  4
Sociology Component–complete two courses  6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15
      28
Total     120

SOCIOLOGY OPTION

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
SO 3450  Social Stratification  3
SO 4410  Methods of Social Research  3
SO 4600  Seminar: Theory and Practice (WRCO)  4
Group A–complete four of the following:  12
  SO 2400  White Collar Crime 
  SO 3030  Social Psychology
  SO 3070  The Sociology of the Family
  SO 3080  Juvenile Delinquency
  SO 3090  Criminology
  SO 3100  Urban Sociology
  SO 3160  Women in World Development
  SO 3180  Sociology of Deviance (DICO)
  SO 3210  Topics in Sociology
  SO 3350  Sociology of Popular Culture
  SO 3370  Sociology of Race and Ethnicity
 SO 3380  Drugs and Society (INCO)
 SO 3390  Environment and Society (INCO)
 SO 4010 Advanced Theory in Criminology
aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)  3
Group B–complete one of the following:  3
  AN 2250  Introduction to Archaeology
  SO 2380  Social Problems
Anthropology Component–complete two of the following:  6
  AN 3030  Ancient Egypt–Land of the Pharaohs
  AN 3040  Mexican Pre–History
  AN 3050  Peoples and Cultures of the Caribbean
  AN 3110  Cultural Ecology
  AN 3170  Anthropology of Conflict and Law
  AN 3190  Anthropology of the Pacific
  AN 3200  Anthropology of Religion, Ritual, and Myth
 AN 3210  Topics in Anthropology
  AN 3220  Anthropology of Europe
  AN 3260  Historical Archaeology
  AN 3300  North American Prehistory
  AN 3400  Anthropology of Sub-Saharan Africa
  AN 3410  Natives of North America
  AN 3520  Economic Anthropology
  AN 3600  Bones, Bodies, and Disease
  AN 3900  Applied Anthropology
  SS 3620  Archaeological Field Methods: Prehistory
  SS 3630  Archaeological Field Methods: Historical
ge/Po Related Social Science area–geography and/or 
Political Science elective [not gedi/Podi]  3

Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
technology in the discipline connection – complete one of 
the following:   3
  cS 1170  computing technology in criminal Justice   
   (teco)
  ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     27–25
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

a minimum 2.20 grade point average in all aN and So courses 
is required.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
ctdi creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
      32

Year Two   Credits

aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)  3
Group B–complete one course  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
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QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
teco  technology in the discipline connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

SO 3450  Social Stratification  3
SO 4410  Methods of Social Research  3
Group A–complete four courses  12
ge/Po Related Social Science area–geography and/or 
Political Science elective [not gedi/Podi]  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  6
      30

Year Four   Credits

SO 4600  Seminar: Theory and Practice (WRCO)  4
Anthropology Component–complete two courses  6
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  15
      28
Total     120

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the BS degree in environmental Planning combines course-
work in the social and natural sciences with business and other 
disciplines. the degree emphasizes study of New england but 
prepares students for work in any geographic area. it examines 
contemporary and future problems associated with develop-
ment of the natural and built environs. the program prepares 
students for careers in planning and management at the com-
munity, regional or federal level. the environmental Planning 
degree combines skills from the various disciplines that par-
ticipate in the program. Students learn about the planning 
process as well as land use law and development; they obtain 
basic skills in the development of geographic information sys-
tems and computer cartography as well as the interpretation of 
aerial photographs and remote sensing data; and they learn to 
address historic and contemporary empirical environmental 
(both nature and human) issues. additionally, they develop ver-
bal and written communication skills. Student internships in 
environmental management agencies are an integral part of the 
program. Students need to earn a grade point average of 2.00 or 
higher in their major courses.

Degree Requirements  Credits

ePl 2100  community Planning  3
ePl 3100  environmental Planning  3
ePl 3960  internship  4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ge 3030  Urban geography  3

ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
Po 3150  State and local Politics  3
tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco)  3
Supporting courses–complete five of the following, at 
least 12 credits must be taken at the 3000/4000 level:  15–16
  aN 4410  methods of Social Research
  BU 3560  land Use law and development
  ec 2000  Survey of modern economics
  ge 3260  the Physical geography of the National Parks
  ge 3300  introduction to Hydrology
  ge 3310  landform analysis
  ge 3350  introduction to airphoto interpretation 
   and Remote Sensing
  ge 4270  advanced geographic information Systems
  ge 4280  giS applications: computer mapping
  So 3100  Urban Sociology
  So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)
  So 4410  methods of Social Research
capstone course–complete one of the following:  3–4
  ePl 4990  advanced Planning
  SS 4994  community Research experience
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    23–19
Total    120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     30
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Year Two  Credits

ePl 2100  community Planning  3
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco)  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   electives  6–4
     30

Year Three   Credits

ePl 3100  environmental Planning  3
ge 3030  Urban geography  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
Supporting courses–complete five courses  15–16
   elective  3–2
      30

Year Four  Credits

ePl 3960  internship  4
Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)  3
Po 3150  State and local Politics  3
capstone course   3–4
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  14–13
     30
Total    120

GEOGRAPHY, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the geography program at Plymouth State University prepares 
students for careers in geographic information systems, com-
puterized cartography, environmental planning and consult-
ing, education, the military or foreign service, or for advanced 
work at the graduate level. geography bridges the natural and 
human worlds, focusing on interrelationships between physical 
and cultural landscapes. it is the study of the way that people 
interact with their environment; it applies analytic techniques 
to the solution of ecological, economic, and social problems. 
geography majors learn to evaluate landforming processes, to 
perform spatial analysis, to employ field-based research tech-
niques, to interpret maps, aerial photographs and remotely 
sensed images, to understand foreign regions, and to design 
and implement geographic information systems and to pro-
duce computer generated maps.

Degree Requirements  Credits

ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3

Human geography (group 1)–complete two of the 
following:    6
  ge 3030  Urban geography
  ge 3640  the United States
  ge 4120  topics in Human geography
  tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco) 
Physical geography (group 2)–complete two of the 
following:    6–8
  Bi 3240  conservation (dico) (gaco) (iNco)
 ge 3260  the Physical geography of National Parks
  ge 3300  introduction to Hydrology
  ge 3310  landform analysis
  ge 4130  topics in Physical geography
  iS 4160  the ice age (iNco)
  mt 2110  introduction to meteorology and
  mt 2230  introduction to meteorological analysis
  mt 2800  climatology (gaco)
Regional geography (group 3)–complete one of the 
following:    3
  ge 3630  Historical geography of europe (gaco)   
   (WRco)
  ge 4110  topics in Regional geography (gaco)   
   (WRco)
techniques (group 4)–complete two of the following:  6–7
  cS 1100  introduction to computers
  eN 3090  technical communication
  ePl 2100  community Planning
  ePl 3100  environmental Planning
 ge 3350  introduction to airphoto interpretation and   
   Remote Sensing
 ge 4140  topics in geographic techniques
  ge 4270  advanced geographic information Systems
  ge 4280  giS applications: computer mapping
geography major electives–complete five 3000/4000 level 
courses:    15
 any course from groups 1–4 not used to meet the group   
 requirements
  ge 3960  internship (maximum of three credits)
  ge 4150  topics in geography
  ge 4910  independent Study 
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
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iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     27–22
Total     120

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     30

Year Two   Credits

ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection  3
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   electives  9–7
      30

Year Three   Credits

Human geography (group 1)–complete two courses  6
Physical geography (group 2)–complete two courses  6–8
Regional geography (group 3)–complete one course  3
techniques (group 4)–complete two courses  6–7
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  6–3
      30

Year Four   Credits

geography major electives–complete five 3000/4000 level 
courses    15
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  12
      30
Total     120

HISTORY, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

People study history for many reasons: for the shock of find-
ing familiar behavior across wide reaches of time and culture; 
for the puzzle of trying to understand practices alien to their 
own; for the challenge of mastering information about human 
life in the past and for the insight necessary to handle contem-
porary concerns. Studying history provides an imaginative, 

intellectual, and empathic experience similar to travel. the 
“destinations” may at first appear to stand still—colonial New 
Hampshire, colonial india, revolutionary France, imperial 
china, the american civil War or the great depression—but 
the more deeply students investigate them, the more complex 
and fascinating they become. the study of history can extend 
across any area or artifact of past human endeavor, from policies 
to parades, from ballads to battles, from the whaling industry to 
whalebone corsets. in doing so, history provides the foundation 
for an excellent liberal arts education. this liberal arts education 
is a proven “training ground” for careers in diverse fields such 
as (but not limited to): law, journalism, state/federal govern-
ment employment, business, and industry.

the History major gives students the valuable skills and meth-
ods of inquiry, analysis, and synthesis that help them think like 
a historian. the study of the past will sharpen students’ critical-
thinking abilities, provide for a well–rounded liberal arts educa-
tion, and cultivate a lifelong love of learning. through thematic 
and geographically framed courses, students examine the fac-
tual and interpretive contours of the field, while connecting the 
discipline to other areas of academic study and everyday life. 
our program is particularly strong in United States, global, and 
women’s histories. Upper-level courses are rotated in order to 
maximize the student’s chance to learn about a wide variety 
of subjects. the History major fosters proficiencies and skills 
needed for graduate study in many fields.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Surveying themes in United States History  3
Hi 2222  methods, theories, and careers in History 
  (QRco)  3
Hi  United States group History courses  6
Hi  World group History courses  6
Hi 3000/4000 level History courses (any area), including
Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) [not Hidi]  6
Hi  History electives (any level) [not Hidi]  6
Hi 4450  History capstone Seminar  4
technology in the discipline connection–complete one 
of the following:  3
  cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)
  ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)
  Hi 4358  Public History and local History methods   
   (teco)
  Po 3120  Political Parties, elections, and interest groups  
   (teco)
  PY 2650  mind and machine (teco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
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SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
dico  diversity connection (may be Hi course)  3
iNco  integration connection (may be Hi course)  3
Weco  Wellness connection (may be Hi course)  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     30–28
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

History Group Courses
United States Group
Hi 3115  early american Society to 1776 (dico) (WRco)
Hi 3116  Revolutionary america, 1763–1815
Hi 3140  antebellum america, 1815–1860 (dico) (iNco)
Hi 3150  american civil War and Reconstruction (WRco)
Hi 3330  New Hampshire and New england Historical 
  Sites (WRco)
Hi 3340  New Hampshire and New england History   
  (WRco)
Hi 3350  american Women’s History (dico)
Hi 3352  african-american History (dico)
Hi 3354  Health and illness in american History (Weco)
Hi 3356  american ideas (iNco)
Hi 3520  the great depression in Film, Print,
  and on Stage (dico) (iNco) (WRco)
Hi 3530  US Home Fronts: the 1940s and 1950s (dico)   
  (WRco)
Hi 3810  topics in US History
 Hi 4358  Public History and local History methods (teco)

World Group
Hi 3460  the British empire in World History (gaco)
Hi 3480  the French Revolution and Napoleonic era,   
  1789–1815 (gaco)
Hi 3720  modern germany
Hi 3730  modern History of east asia (gaco)
Hi 3740  History of Japan (gaco)
Hi 3750  History of modern china (gaco)
Hi 3760  History of Southeast asia (gaco)
Hi 3765  india and the World (gaco) (iNco)
Hi 3820  topics in World History (gaco)
Hi 3826  Sex and empire in colonial india (gaco) (WRco)
Hi 3828  Women and global colonialism (gaco)

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Surveying themes in United States History  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
     32

Year Two  Credits

Hi 2222  methods, theories, and careers in History 
  (QRco)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present direction  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society direction  3
dico  diversity connection (may be Hi course)  3
   electives  7–5
     28

Years Three and Four  Credits

Hi  United States group History courses  6
Hi  World group History courses  6
Hi 3000/4000 level History courses (any area), including
Writing in the discipline connection (WRco) [not Hidi]  6
Hi  History electives (any level) [not Hidi]  6
Hi 4450  History capstone Seminar  4
iNco  integration connection (may be Hi course)  3
teco  technology in the discipline connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection (may be Hi course)  3
   electives  23
Total     120

History Practicums

Hi 4500  History thesis
Hi 4510  History thesis
Hi 4910  independent Study

The History Thesis: For majors who wish to engage in more 
extensive research projects, there is an optional History thesis 
that involves the writing of a thesis in history. it is open, by invi-
tation or application, to those interested in and capable of doing 
the work involved. Students are either invited by the History 
Faculty to participate or may request admission. all applica-
tions are evaluated by the History Faculty. Selection is based 
on a combination of the individual’s academic standing as a 
History major and recommendations from the History Faculty. 
Under normal circumstances those students applying must 
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have a grade point average of 3.00 or higher in the major. the 
History thesis is for History majors only unless the History 
Faculty decides to make exceptions for non-History majors. all 
decisions are made by the History Faculty and the program is 
under control of that Faculty.

the History thesis can last one academic year and those suc-
cessfully completing it receive six credits. at the end of the first 
semester a formal evaluation is made of each student. those 
not doing satisfactory work are dropped, thereby receiving only 
three credits. Students are expected to complete a thesis of 
scholarly merit and one that meets the standards of good orga-
nization and writing style.

the History thesis is primarily intended for those who plan 
to do advanced study or graduate work after graduating from 
Plymouth State University. Students seeking information about 
the thesis should see the coordinator of the program.

Independent Studies: Students may propose to undertake an 
independent study project with a particular instructor, who has 
to approve and supervise it. the final format for the course will 
be determined by the instructor, but typically requires extensive 
reading and writing.

POLITICAL SCIENCE, Bachelor of Arts  120 credits

the Ba program in Political Science provides the opportunity to 
pursue the problem of community order within the broad scope 
of liberal arts. Political scientists inquire how government can 
best fulfill the diverse needs of humanity as individuals, as well 
as in various groups. the study of politics deals with the ways in 
which humanity shares and distributes such fundamental val-
ues as security and prosperity and seeks self-determination. in 
the tradition of the liberal arts, this program prepares students 
to make sound decisions and creates a foundation for lifetime 
intellectual and spiritual growth. this includes such specific 
skills as the collection and evaluation of valid data, the system-
atic analysis of problems, and the clarification of values.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Po 1020  american government  3
group a–complete one of the following:  3
  Po 1010  Politics and government 
  Po 1030  World Politics (gaco) 
Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
Po 3120  Political Parties, elections, and interest groups   
  (teco)  3
Po 3660  Political analysis  3
Po 3000/4000 level Political Science electives [not Podi]  12
american Politics–complete one of the following:  3
  Po 3150  State and local Politics
  Po 3590  the congress
  Po 3600  the Presidency
  Po 3630  constitutional law: civil liberties
  Po 3650  american Foreign Policy 
  Po 3680  Public Policy analysis (WRco)

international Relations/comparative Politics–complete two 
of the following:  6
  Po 3240  international Political economy
  Po 3250  model United Nations (gaco) (iNco)
  Po 3300  latin american Politics (gaco) (WRco)
  Po 3350  Women in World Politics
  Po 3500  Politics and conflict in the middle east   
   (gaco) (iNco)
  Po 3510  comparative Politics 
  Po 3540  european Politics
  Po 3580  Politics of the Pacific Rim–aSeaN (WRco)
Political thought–complete one of the following:  3
  Po 3100  american Political thought
  Po 3810  Political thought
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
Writing in the discipline connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
  Po 3300  latin american Politics (gaco) (WRco)
  Po 3580  Politics of the Pacific Rim–aSeaN (WRco)
  Po 3680  Public Policy analysis (WRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     34–32
Total     120
the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

a 2.50 grade point average in Po courses taken for the degree 
is required.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
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Po 1020  american government  3
group a–complete one course  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
      29

Year Two   Credits

Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  9–7
      30

Year Three   Credits

american Politics–complete one course  3
international Relations/comparative Politics–complete 
two courses   6
Political thought–complete one course  3
Po 3120  Political Parties, elections, and interest 
  groups (teco)  3
Po 3000/4000 level Political Science elective [not Podi]  3
   electives  13
      31

Year Four   Credits

Po 3660  Political analysis  3
Po 3000/4000 level Political Science electives [not Podi]  9
iNco  integration connection  3
WRco  Writing in the disciplines connection  3
   electives  12
      30
Total     120

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

the study of politics deals with the ways in which human-
ity shares and distributes such fundamental values as secu-
rity and prosperity and seeks self-determination. the Public 
management degree combines the study of politics and gov-
ernment with selected courses in business and economics. 
the program is designed to provide access to jobs in the many 
activities of modern society in which the public interest and 
the private domain overlap and coincide. many students are 
discovering that public management, applied political science, 
offers an essential dimension to understanding one’s ongoing 
struggle with others and oneself. employment possibilities for 
those with public management training include opportunities 
with private enterprise and numerous jobs with local, munici-
pal, county, regional, state, federal, and international agencies. 
the Public management program also provides preparation 
for graduate study in public administration and prospective 
employment in town, city, and county management.

Degree Requirements  Credits

Po 1020  american government  3
Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
Po 3120  Political Parties, elections, and interest 
  groups (teco)  3
Po 3150  State and local Politics  3
Po 3680  Public Policy analysis (WRco)  3
Po 4010  Political Science internship  3
Po 3000/4000 level Political Science electives [not Podi]  6
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
group a–complete four of the following (at least three of 
these courses must be at the 3000/4000 level):  12
  BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)
  BU 2440  Business, ethics, and Society
  BU 2480  Business law
  BU 3180  Human Resource management
  BU 3220  Business and the environment
  BU 3410  labor and employment law for managers
  BU 3560  land Use law and development
  ec 3600  Public Finance
  ePl 2100  community Planning
  Po 3240  international Political economy
  Po 3250  model United Nations (gaco) (iNco)
  Po 3350  Women in World Politics
  So 2380  Social Problems
  So 3090  criminology
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives    34–32
Total    120
if the internship is unavailable, the credits are satisfied with a 
3000/4000 level Po elective. Public management majors may 
not declare the Business administration or Political Science 
minor. a 2.50 grade point average in all major courses is 
required.
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Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
Po 1020  american government  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
   electives  6
     30

Year Two  Credits

Po 2020  Public administration (dico)  3
BU 1150  Financial accounting  4
BU 2260  management accounting  4
ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)  3
ec 2560  microeconomics  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  4–2
     30

Year Three   Credits

Po 3120  Political Parties, elections, and interest 
  groups (teco)  3
Po 3150  State and local Politics  3
Po 3680  Public Policy analysis (WRco)  3
group a–complete three courses  9
   electives  12
      30

Year Four  Credits

Po 4010  Political Science internship  3
Po 3000/4000 level Political Science electives [not Podi]  6
group a–complete one course  3
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  12
     30
Total    120

SOCIAL SCIENCE, Bachelor of Science  122 credits

the BS degree in Social Science provides students with the 
opportunity to study the diversity of the human experience 
from the perspectives of the various social science disciplines. 
the curriculum structure exposes students to the basic content 
and approach of each of the disciplines within the department 
of Social Science (anthropology, environmental Planning, 
geography, History, Political Science, and Sociology), while 
also allowing students the flexibility to pursue specific areas of 
interest. Students may choose one of the two following options: 

contract option or Social Studies teacher certification (5–12) 
option. the two options share 28 credits in core requirements.

CONTRACT OPTION

the contract option allows students to work with their aca-
demic advisor to create a program specific to their professional 
goals and interests. this interdisciplinary program provides 
students with valuable skills of research, writing, and decision 
making, utilizing the perspectives and methodologies of the var-
ious social sciences. the program provides a basic background 
for future graduate work in any of the social sciences and a well-
rounded liberal education for future careers in business, non-
profit agencies, government, and other similar areas.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Survey themes in United States History  3
Po 1020  american government  3
group a–complete one of the following:  3
  aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)
  So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)*
  So 2380  Social Problems
group B–complete one of the following:  3
  ec 2000 Survey of modern economics
  ec 2550 macroeconomics (gaco)
  ec 2560 microeconomics
group c–complete one of the following:  3
  Po 1030  World Politics (gaco)
  Po 3150  State and local Politics
Concentration Disciplines–complete nine credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in EACH of two of the following 
disciplines, including the Writing in the Discipline 
Connection (WRCO)**:  18
 AN  Anthropology [not ANDI]
  EPL  Environmental Planning [not EPLDI]
 GE  Geography [not GEDI]
 HI  History [not HIDI]
 PO  Political Science [not PODI]
 SO  Sociology [not SODI]
 SS  Social Science [not SSDI]
 TMP  Tourism Management and Policy [not TMPDI]
Social Science Electives–complete a minimum of six
additional credits in any 3000/4000 level course in the 
following disciplines, including the Diversity Connection 
(DICO)*:    6
 AN  Anthropology [not ANDI]
 EPL  Environmental Planning [not EPLDI]
 GE  Geography [not GEDI]
 HI  History [not HIDI]
 PO  Political Science [not PODI]
 SO  Sociology [not SODI]
 SS  Social Science [not SSDI]
 TMP  Tourism Management and Policy [not TMPDI]
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Quantitative Reasoning connection–complete one of the 
following:    3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
technology in the discipline connection–complete one of 
the following:   3
  ed 3350  classroom Planning, management, and   
   organization for middle School and 
   Secondary educators (teco)
  ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)
  Hi 4358  Public History and local History methods   
   (teco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Electives     29 or 27
Total     122
*if So 2220 is not taken to satisfy group a, then the diversity 
connection must be completed in the Social Science electives.
**Writing in the discipline connection must be completed in a 
concentration discipline.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Survey themes in United States History  3
Po 1020  american government  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     30

Year Two   Credits

ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
group a–complete one course*  3
group B–complete one course  3
group c–complete one course  3
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6

QRco  Quantitative Reasoning connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
   elective  5
      32

Year Three   Credits

Concentration Disciplines–complete nine credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in each of two Social Science 
disciplines, including WRCO**  18
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  6–4
      30

Year Four   Credits

Social Science Electives–complete a minimum of six 
additional credits in any 3000/4000 level course in the 
Social Science disciplines, including DICO*  6
iNco  integration connection  3
teco  technology in the discipline connection  3
   electives  18
      30
Total     122
*if So 2220 is not taken to satisfy group a, then the diversity 
connection must be completed in the Social Science electives.
**Writing in the discipline connection must be completed in a 
concentration discipline.

SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER CERTIFICATION (5–12) OPTION

this program leads to certification to teach social studies in 
grades 5 through 12. Because the prospective social studies 
teacher must be proficient in a number of disciplines, the Social 
Studies teacher certification option curriculum requires a 
depth of understanding from a broad panorama of social and 
cultural experience. the course work is specifically designed to 
address those competencies outlined by state and national cur-
riculum standards.

this program is certified at both the state and national level 
by the New Hampshire department of education and the 
National council for the accreditation of teacher education 
(Ncate). graduates who complete this teacher certification 
option are eligible for 5–12 teacher certification in the state of 
New Hampshire. Because of New Hampshire’s membership 
in the interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates 
are eligible to earn a certificate or license in another contract 
state upon application to that state’s department of education. 
For further information, please see the teacher education and 
clinical experiences section.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course–related field experiences, 
including Student teaching, are subject to New Hampshire law 
that requires all persons who come into contact with pupils on 
a regular basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure 
criminal records check, including fingerprinting. the process-
ing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site school 
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before the field experience begins. the fee for this processing is 
the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid directly to 
the school district. each new site will require a separate finger-
printing and background check.

a minimum 2.50 cumulative grade point average is required to 
student teach. in addition, students must have a 2.50 cumula-
tive grade point average in the social science component of this 
program in order to graduate.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
   on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
EC 3000/4000 level Economics elective [not ECDI]  3
ED 2000  Introduction to Education  3
ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and Secondary 
  Educators (TECO)  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Survey themes in United States History  3
HI 3000/4000 level course if Concentration is not History 
[not HIDI]    3–0
Po 1020  american government  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education: Middle and   
  Secondary  3
SS 2500  Social Studies Methods: 5–12  3
SS 4350  Social Studies Theory and Practice: 5–12  3
SS 4850  Social Studies Student Teaching: 5–12  12
group a–complete one of the following:  3
  aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)
  So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)*
  So 2380  Social Problems
group B–complete one of the following:  3
  ec 2000  Survey of modern economics
  ec 2550  macroeconomics (gaco)
  ec 2560  microeconomics
group c–complete one of the following:  3
  Po 1030  World Politics (gaco)
  Po 3150  State and local Politics
Concentration Disciplines–complete 12 credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in ONE of the following 
disciplines, including the Writing in the Discipline 
Connection (WRCO):  12
  AN  Anthropology [not ANDI]
  EPL  Environmental Planning [not EPLDI]
 GE  Geography [not GEDI]
  HI  History [not HIDI]
  PO  Political Science [not PODI]
  SO  Sociology [not SODI]
 SS  Social Science [not SSDI]
 TMP  Tourism Management and Policy [not TMPDI]

Social Science Electives–complete 6–9 credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in the following disciplines, 
including the Diversity Connection (DICO)*:  6–9
  AN  Anthropology [not ANDI]
  EPL  Environmental Planning [not EPLDI]
 GE  Geography [not GEDI]
  HI  History [not HIDI]
  PO  Political Science [not PODI]
  SO  Sociology [not SODI]
 SS  Social Science [not SSDI]
 TMP  Tourism Management and Policy [not TMPDI]
Quantitative Reasoning connection–complete one of the 
following:    3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
Elective     5–3
Total     122
*if So 2220 is not taken to satisfy group a, then the diversity 
connection must be completed in the Social Science electives.

Student teaching requires a minimum cumulative grade point 
average of 2.50. Student must have a 2.50 cumulative grade 
point average in the social science component of this program 
in order to graduate.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course scheduled. courses required for the option are shown 
in boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
Hi 2010  World History Since 1500 (gaco)  3
Hi 2020  Survey themes in United States History  3
Po 1020  american government  3
ED 2000  Introduction to Education  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
     33

Year Two   Credits

SS 2500  Social Studies Methods: 5–12  3
ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
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group a–complete one course*  3
group B–complete one course  3
group c–complete one course  3
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  5–3
      32

Year Three  Credits

Concentration Disciplines–complete 12 credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in ONESocial Science discipline, 
including the Writing in the Discipline Connection 
(WRCO)    12
HI 3000/4000 level course if Concentration is not History 
[not HIDI]    3–0
Social Science Electives–complete 6–9 credits of 
3000/4000 level courses in the Social Science disciplines, 
including the Diversity Connection (DICO)*:  6–9
CD 3000  Philosophical and Historical Perspectives
  on the Child in Society (INCO) (WRCO)  3
EC 3000/4000 level Economics elective [not ECDI]  3
SE 3090  Introduction to Special Education: Middle 
  and Secondary  3
     30

Year Four   Credits

ED 3350  Classroom Planning, Management, and   
  Organization for Middle School and 
  Secondary Educators (TECO)  3
PS 3190  Development and Understanding (WECO)  3
SS 4350  Social Studies Theory and Practice: 5–12  3
SS 4850  Social Studies Student Teaching: 5–12  12
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
      27
Total     122
*if So 2220 is not taken to satisfy group a, then the diversity 
connection must be completed in the Social Science electives.

TOURISM MANAGEMENT AND POLICY, Bachelor of Arts 120 credits

the Ba in tourism management and Policy will imbue its 
graduates with the facility to assist others—municipal, state, 
and federal officials, planners, financial institutions, owners 
and general managers of accommodations and attractions, con-
sultants, and chambers of commerce—in determining the role 
of tourism in accomplishing their respective purposes, thereby 
bringing greater efficiency to large and small tourism and hos-
pitality ventures. graduates will:

•  be skilled at tracking trends within the tourism industry
•  be able to convey their perceptions of the industry to others
•  have a keen sense of the history of the tourism industry
• be prepared to assist the aforementioned to define their 

problems and prospects
•  establish workable goals and objectives
•  identify needs

•  determine appropriate courses of action
•  communicate these effectively to constituencies.

tourism management Policy students are trained to assist 
others in making adjustments to changes within the tourism 
industry and society as a whole.

Degree Requirements  Credits

tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco)  3
tmP 2850  tourism/Hospitality Practicum  1
tmP 3000  topics in Hospitality and tourism management 3
tmP 3750  tourism marketing analysis  3
tmP 4000 tourism management and Policy internship  9
tmP 4750  tourism Planning and development  3
BU 1500  Financial Reporting and analysis  3
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
group a–complete one of the following:  3
  ePl 2100  community Planning
  Po 2020  Public administration (dico)
group B–complete one of the following:  3
  aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)
  ge 2002  Human geography
  So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)
group c–complete two of the following:  6
  aN 3900  applied anthropology
  BU 3230  Sales management
  BU 3320  e-commerce
  BU 3370  advertising and Promotion management
  BU 3600  corporate Public Relations
  eN 3090  technical communication
  eN 4090  advanced technical communication
  ge 4120  topics in Human geography
  Hi 3340  New Hampshire and New england History
  So 3390  environment and Society (iNco)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  BU 2240  Business Statistics (QRco)
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
iNco  integration connection  3
Weco  Wellness connection  3
Foreign Language (gaco)  8
Electives     18–16
Total     120
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the foreign language requirement for all Ba degrees calls for 
0–8 credits: one year of one language (6–8 credits); or one 
3000/4000 level world language course (3 credits); or being a 
native speaker of a language other than english (zero credit). 
american Sign language i and ii fulfill this requirement; 
however, american Sign language does not satisfy the global 
awareness connection.

tmP 2850 requires a minimum major grade point average of 
2.50. tmP 4000 requires a minimum grade point average in all 
tmP courses of 2.50.

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One   Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco)  3
BU 2450  Principles of marketing  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   Foreign language (gaco)  8
      29

Year Two   Credits

tmP 2850  tourism/Hospitality Practicum  1
tmP 3000 topics in Hospitality and tourism 
  management  3
BU 1500  Financial Reporting and analysis  3
BU 2290  organizational communications (WRco)  3
group a–complete one course  3 
group B–complete one course  3 
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
SSdi  Self and Society directions  6
      31

Year Three   Credits

tmP 3750  tourism marketing analysis  3
BU 3340  consumer Behavior  3
BU 3420  organizational Behavior (dico)  3
ge 2090  computer mapping (teco)  3
group c–complete two courses  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
   electives  6–4
      30

Year Four   Credits

tmP 4000 tourism management and Policy 
  internship  9
tmP 4750  tourism Planning and development  3
iNco  integration connection  3

Weco  Wellness connection  3
   electives  12
      30
Total     120

Complementary Courses:
BU 2480 Business law
cm 2400 Public Speaking

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY MINOR   15 credits

   Credits 

aN 2210  cultural anthropology (gaco)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
aN/So  3000/4000 level anthropology or 
Sociology courses  9

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

complete one of the following:  3
  ge 2001  Physical geography
  ge 2002  Human geography
ge 2090  computer mapping  3
ge 3270  introduction to geographic information 
  Systems  3
complete six credits from the following, with a 
minimum of one course in geography:  6
  cS 2010  computing Fundamentals
  cS 2080  Visual Basic
  cS 2370  Programming in Java
  ge 3350  introduction to airphoto interpretation 
   and Remote Sensing
  ge 4270  advanced geographic information Systems
  ge 4280  giS applications: computer mapping

GEOGRAPHY MINOR  15 credits

   Credits

ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2002  Human geography  3
ge  3000/4000 level geography courses  9

GLOBAL TOURISM MINOR  15 Credits

  Credits

ge 2002  Human geography  3
tmP 2750  introduction to travel and tourism (gaco)  3
complete one of the following:  3
  tmP 3000  topics in Hospitality and tourism   
   management
  tmP 3750  tourism marketing analysis
complete two of the following:  6
  aN 3050   Peoples and cultures of the caribbean
  aN 3190  anthropology of the Pacific
  aN 3220  anthropology of europe
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  aN 3900  applied anthropology 
  ge 3630  Historical geography of europe (gaco)
  ge 3640  the United States
  ge 4110  topics in Regional geography
 
HISTORY MINOR  15 credits

the History minor requires a minimum of 15 credit hours.

0–6 credits in Hidi courses
0–6 credits in 2000 level History courses
15–6 credits in 3000/4000 level History courses

PACIFIC RIM MINOR  15 credits

in the previous two centuries, major world politics and trade 
centered on the atlantic and the interaction between North 
america and europe. at the start of the 21st century, we have 
seen a significant shift in emphasis toward the Pacific Rim. this 
minor provides a solid foundation for students of any major, to 
prepare for the growing importance of this region. the Pacific 
Rim minor is interdisciplinary. Students select four classes 
from among a group of anthropology, geography, History, and 
Political Science courses. additionally, students will complete 
one class from asian art, Philosophy or culture.
        Credits

complete four of the following:  12
 aN 3190  anthropology of the Pacific
 Hi 3730  modern History of east asia (gaco)
 Hi 3740  History of Japan (gaco)
 Hi 3750  History of modern china (gaco)
 Hi 3760  History of Southeast asia (gaco)
 Po 3240  international Political economy
 Po 3300  latin american Politics (gaco)
 Po 3580  Politics of the Pacific Rim–aSeaN
 So 3160  Women in World development
complete one of the following:  3
 aH 3530  arts of the Far east (gaco) (iNco)
 Hi 2710  History of asian cultures
 PY 2610  eastern Philosophy
For further information, see either Professor Peng-Khuan 
chong, Political Science or Professor Bryon middlekauff, 
geography, the co-directors of this program.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR  15 credits

the Political Science minor requires a minimum of 15 cred-
its in Political Science, of which at least nine must be at the 
3000/4000 level.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS CERTIFICATE  16 credits

    Credits

ge 2001  Physical geography  3
ge 2090  computer mapping  3
ge 3270  information to geographic information 
  Systems  3
ge 3350  introduction to airphoto interpretation and 
  Remote Sensing  4

complete one of the following:  3
  ge 4270 advanced geographic information Systems
  ge 4280 giS applications: computer mapping

the geographic information Systems certificate is offered 
through the Frost School of continuing and Professional 
Studies. it is open to continuing education students.
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Department of Social Work

Department of Social Work, mary taylor House
Chair: cynthia d. moniz
Professors: Stephen H. gorin, Scott R. meyer
Assistant Professor: christine Rine

Social Work is a specialized degree that prepares students for 
generalist social work practice in a wide range of settings to 
work with children, youth, families, and adults. the curriculum 
has a solid foundation in the liberal arts, focusing on the biologi-
cal, psychological, and social sciences, as well as the knowledge, 
skills, and values of the social work profession. in addition to 
entry-level practice, the degree prepares students to pursue 
graduate education in social work and other related fields.
 
the council on Social Work education (cSWe) granted initial 
accreditation to the program in 1995. By continuing to meet the 
rigorous academic standards of cSWe, the program received 
accreditation in 2007 for the full eight-year cycle, ending in 
2015. the curriculum provides content on: human behavior 
and the social environment, social welfare policy and services, 
practice theory and skills, research and field education. the field 
education component (450 supervised hours) provides students 
with a hands-on learning experience at human service agencies 
throughout New Hampshire. the curriculum integrates con-
tent on values and ethics, human diversity, populations-at-risk, 
and the promotion of social and economic justice.

interested students can obtain additional information on the 
program’s mission, admission and continuance requirements, 
and other academic policies, by contacting the department of 
Social Work, accessing the department’s homepage, or refer-
encing the department’s Student Handbook. the following is a 
brief summary of the program’s academic policies:
 
Admission Requirements
Students accepted by the University must also meet the require-
ments of the department for admission. to apply, students 
must

1.  be enrolled in or have completed SW 2200, 
2.  complete an application by submitting a written statement 

(see Social Work Student Handbook or Social Work homepage 
for more information and to complete the application), and

3.  participate in a personal interview with a member of the 
Social Work faculty.

the criteria and procedures used for admission are based on the 
academic and professional standards established by the council 
on Social Work education, the national accrediting body. the 
criteria used for assessment are:

1.  intellectual qualities and academic skills;
2.  commitment to the enhancement of quality of life for indi-

viduals and families;
3.  concern for issues of social justice and sensitivity to cultural 

diversity; and
4.  capacity for self-awareness and self-evaluation.

the department of Social Work encourages applications from 
students from diverse backgrounds including race, gender, 
sexual orientation, age, national origin, and political orienta-
tion. Students are advised to apply by their sophomore year. 
applicants will receive notice regarding the decision within 14 
calendar days of the interview.

Continuation and Graduation Requirements
once admitted, students must meet the following continuation 
requirements in order to gain admission to SW 4430 Social 
Work Practicum or the Practicum for their option (12 credits) 
and the concurrent SW 4550 Social Work Seminar (three cred-
its), and to graduate with a BS in Social Work:

1.  a grade of c or better in the required (SW) Foundation 
courses: SW 2200, SW 3340, SW 3350, SW 3450, SW 3510, 
SW 3520, SW 3530, SW 4000, SW 4550

2.  a minimum major grade point average of 2.5 (all courses 
required for the major)

3.  complete portfolio statements for each of the (SW) 
Foundation courses (listed in #1 above), with the exception 
of SW 4550 which requires a completed capstone portfolio.

transfer credit is not granted for either the Practicum or the 
Social Work Seminar. academic credit for life experience and 
previous work experience shall not be granted in lieu of any 
course required for the major.

these academic standards should be monitored by the student 
and his/her faculty advisor throughout the student’s Social 
Work education. to be admitted to the Practicum and the 
Seminar (SW 4550), students must have completed all of the 
course requirements of the major, achieved an overall grade 
point average of 2.0 and a major grade point average of 2.5, and 
earned a grade of c or better in the eight Social Work Foundation 
courses (as listed above). Permission to enter the field will be 
granted in writing by the Program director/department chair 
or the Field education director.

in addition to academic requirements, students are required 
to demonstrate professional and ethical behavior. Student 
behavior that is contrary to the ethics of the profession will be 
reviewed by the program to determine the student’s appropri-
ateness for continuance in the major. Behaviors that would 
warrant such a review are based on the code of ethics of the 
National association of Social Workers (NaSW). examples of 
unprofessional or unethical behavior include impropriety in 
personal conduct (such as dishonesty or criminal behavior); 
exploitive relationships (such as sexual relationships or other 
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behaviors pursued for personal advantage), e.g., with practicum 
clients; and any form of illegal discrimination or discrimination 
contrary to Plymouth State University policy (see the NaSW 
code of ethics).

SOCIAL WORK, Bachelor of Science  120 credits

Degree Requirements  Credits

SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii  3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4430  Social Work Practicum  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one of the following: 3
  SW 3100 child Welfare and Family Services
  SW 3150 child maltreatment
  SW 3250 Families, Schools, and community
Health and mental Health elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3300  mental Health and Society (gaco) 
  SW 3500  Health and Society (gaco) (Weco) 
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection–
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Electives     26–24
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   electives  5  
    30

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
Health and mental Health elective–complete one course  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline   
  connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work intervention i 3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  6
      30

Year Four   Credits

SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work
  intervention iii  3
SW 4430  Social Work Practicum  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one course  3
   electives  9
      30
Total     120

AGING SERVICES OPTION

this option is for students interested in working in the rap-
idly growing field of aging. State departments of aging, area 
agencies on aging, family service agencies, hospitals, nursing 
homes, hospices, and retirement and assisted living communi-
ties provide social work services for older adults. these services 
include long-term care, recreation and quality of life activities, 
death and dying counseling, adult daycare, nutrition services, 
housing services, adult foster care, case management, mental 
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health services, and adult protection against elder abuse. the 
department has a student award for Social Work with older 
People, initiated by its geriatric enrichment in Social Work 
education Project funded by the Hartford Foundation and 
cSWe. Students can obtain additional information from the 
department’s homepage or administrative assistant.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii  3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3500   Health and Society (GACO) (WECO)  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4460  Social Work Practicum: Aging Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services
  SW 3150  child maltreatment
  SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 3560  Adulthood and Aging  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Electives     23–21
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   electives  5  
    30

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3500   Health and Society (GACO) (WECO)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  6
      30

Year Four   Credits

SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4460  Social Work Practicum: aging Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one course  3
PS 3560  Adulthood and Aging  3
   electives  6
      30
Total     120
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CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OPTION

this option is for students interested in working with children, 
youth, and families in a variety of settings that provide a wide 
range of services for child protection, runaway and homeless 
youths, homeless families, foster care, home finding, child 
care, domestic violence, school social work, rape crisis inter-
vention, teen pregnancy, delinquency, and juvenile justice. the 
Social Work department’s child Welfare Partnership with the 
New Hampshire division for children, Youth and Families 
provides in-state tuition and a $2,500 stipend for two to three 
students each year who are interested in public child welfare 
services. Students can obtain additional information from the 
department’s homepage or administrative assistant; scholar-
ships are contingent on external funding.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3100  Child Welfare and Family Services  3
SW 3150  Child Maltreatment  3
SW 3250  Families, Schools, and Community  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4440  Social Work Practicum: Child and Family 
  Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
Health and mental Health elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3300  mental Health and Society (gaco) 
  SW 3500  Health and Society (gaco) (Weco) 
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6

Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Electives     20–18
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative though directions  6
   electives  5  
    30

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
Health and mental Health elective–complete one course  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3150  Child Maltreatment  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  6
      30

Year Four   Credits

SW 3100  Child Welfare and Family Services  3
SW 3250  Families, Schools, and Community  3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
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SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4440  Social Work Practicum: Child and Family 
  Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
   elective  3
      30
Total     120

HEALTH SERVICES OPTION

the option is for students interested in working in health care 
settings including hospitals, hospices, medical clinics, family 
planning clinics, neighborhood clinics, managed care, nursing 
homes, and health care organizations. these settings fall under 
public, private-nonprofit, and for-profit auspices. a diversity of 
social services are provided in these settings such as, maternal 
and child health services, hospital discharge planning, hospice 
care, HiV/aidS counseling and support, and a wide range of 
support groups related to specific diseases. 

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3500  Health and Society (GACO) (WECO)  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4450  Social Work Practicum: Health Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services
  SW 3150  child maltreatment
  SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010 introduction to general Psychology  3
So 2220 Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Health Services elective–complete one of the following:  3
  HE 3220 Applied Nutrition for Healthy Living
  HE 4100  Women’s Health Issues (WECO)
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)

General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Electives     23–21
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6 
  electives  5  
    30

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3500  Health and Society (GACO) (WECO)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline
  connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three   Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii  3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510 theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   electives  6
      30
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Year Four   Credits

SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4450  Social Work Practicum: Health Services  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one course  3
Health Services Elective–complete one course  3
electives    6
      30
Total     120

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES OPTION

this option is for students interested in working in mental 
health care settings including community mental health cen-
ters, child and family service agencies, psychiatric facilities and 
hospitals, and employee-assistance programs. mental health 
social workers frequently work as part of a multi-disciplinary 
team that includes psychiatry, psychology, and nursing.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface.
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3300  Mental Health and Society (GACO)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3500  Health and Society (GACO (WECO)  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4470  Social Work Practicum: Mental Health Services 12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services
  SW 3150  child maltreatment
  SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
PS 4330  Community Mental Health  3
So 2220 Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3

ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
iNco  integration connection  3
Electives     20–18
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
   electives  5  
    30

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3300  Mental Health and Society (GACO)  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   elective  6–4
      30

Year Three  Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii  3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
PS 4330  Community Mental Health  3
iNco  integration connection  3
   elective  3
     30
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Year Four  Credits

SW 3500  Health and Society (GACO) (WECO)  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4470  Social Work Practicum: Mental Health Services 12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one course  3
   electives  6
     30
Total    120

SOCIAL SERVICES FOR SPANISH SPEAKING COMMUNITIES 
OPTION

this option is for students interested in working in social ser-
vices with the rapidly growing community of Spanish-speaking 
people in the United States. Students must complete their 450-
hour Practicum in an agency that provides services to latinos 
and incorporates cultural awareness and knowledge of Spanish-
speaking communities in their Practicum.

Degree Requirements  Credits

courses required for the option are shown in boldface. 
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii 3
SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
SW 4480  Social Work Practicum: Social Services 
  for Spanish Speaking Communities  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services
  SW 3150  child maltreatment
  SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community
Health and mental Health elective–complete one of the 
following:    3
  SW 3300  mental Health and Society (gaco) 
  SW 3500  Health and Society (gaco) (Weco) 
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
IS 4370  Hispanic Culture in the United States 
  (DICO) (INCO)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
Spanish Elective–complete one of the following:  3–4
  SP 1060  Conversational Spanish I (DICO) (GACO)
  SP 2010  Intermediate Spanish I (DICO) (GACO)
  SP 3030  Advanced Spanish (GACO)

  SP 3170  Spanish for Social Services (DICO) (GACO)
  SP 3330  Spanish Conversation
  SV 1030  Regular Spanish Program
  SV 3000  Advanced Spanish Program
Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline connection– 
complete one of the following:  3
  ma 2300  Statistics i (QRco)
  SS 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
  SW 3700  Social Statistics (QRco)
General Education:
eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
ctdi  creative thought directions  6
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
Electives     23–20
Total     120
SW 4550 requires a minimum grade of c in the required Social 
Work (SW) foundation courses and a minimum major grade 
point average of 2.50 (all courses required for the major). 

Recommended Course Sequence

check all course descriptions for prerequisites before planning 
course schedule. courses required for the option are shown in 
boldface. Course sequence is suggested but not required.

Year One  Credits

eN 1200  composition  3
iS 1111  the First Year Seminar:
   critical thinking and the Nature of inquiry  3
ma  mathematics Foundations  3
SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
cS 1100  introduction to computers (teco)  3
PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3

Year One or Two   Credits

Spanish Elective–complete one course  3–4

Year Two   Credits

SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and 
  the Social Sciences  3
So 2220  Foundations of Sociology (dico)  3
ctdi  creative thought direction  3
PPdi  Past and Present directions  6
Sidi  Scientific inquiry directions  6–8
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline 
  connection  3
   electives   11–8
    
Year Three  Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3340  Human Behavior and the Social environment i  3
SW 3350  Human Behavior and the Social environment ii  3
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SW 3450  Social Welfare Policy and Services  3
SW 3510  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention i  3
SW 3520  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention ii  3
SW 4000  Social Work Research methods  3
Health and mental Health elective–complete one course  3
IS 4370  Hispanic Culture in the United States (DICO)   
  (INCO)  3
   elective  3 
     30

Year Four  Credits

SW 3530  theory and Practice of Social Work 
  intervention iii  3
SW 4480  Social Work Practicum: Social Services 
  for Spanish Speaking Communities  12
SW 4550  Social Work Seminar (WRco)  3
children and Families elective–complete one course  3
   electives  9
     30
Total    120

Note: Students with a minor must complete six credits of upper-level 
courses outside the major discipline. These six credits could be taken 
as part of the minor. For a second or subsequent minor, at least nine 
credits must be different from the major or the first minor.

CHILD WELFARE AND FAMILY STUDIES MINOR  16 credits

the minor in child Welfare and Family Studies gives students 
the opportunity to study the role of families, schools, the com-
munity, and government in the health, safety, and well-being of 
children and families. it examines common family problems, 
as well as strengths, and explores models of prevention and 
intervention to preserve and improve family life.

  Credits

SW 2200  introduction to Social Work  4
SW 3100  child Welfare and Family Services  3
SW 3150  child maltreatment  3
SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community  3
complete one of the following:  3
  SW 2050  introduction to Social Welfare Policy
  SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers 
   and the Social Sciences
  SW 3800  Social Work internship (only available 
   Winterim or summer)

GERONTOLOGY MINOR  15 credits

gerontology is the study of the biological, psychological, and 
social dimensions of aging. in addition to examining biopsy-
chosocial changes as people age, gerontologists examine the 
political, economic, and social implications of aging in society. 
the interdisciplinary minor in gerontology gives students the 
opportunity to understand the aging process and develop an 
understanding of policies, programs, and social needs in an 
aging society.

  Credits

complete one of the following:  3
  PS 2010  introduction to general Psychology
  SW 2200  introduction to Social Work
complete one of the following:  3
  PS 2050  life-Span developmental Psychology 
  SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers and the 
   Social Sciences
complete one of the following:  3
  Pe 3590  inclusive Physical activity Programs (dico)
  Pe 3650  Physical activity and aging (Weco)
complete one of the following:  3
  PS 3560  adulthood and aging
  SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)
complete one of the following:  3
  He 3220  applied Nutrition for Healthy living
 SW 3500  Health and Society (gaco) (Weco)
Note: Psychology majors and Social Work majors can take no 
more than three credits in their discipline for this minor.

HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH STUDIES MINOR  15 credits

the minor in Health and mental Health Studies gives stu-
dents the opportunity to study the role of individuals, families, 
community, industry, and government in the health and well-
being of individuals and nations. it examines epidemiological 
and behavioral health trends, service delivery models, and dis-
parities in health and mental health in a comparative, global 
context. National and international approaches to health and 
mental health policy are also examined.

  Credits

SW 3050  Perspectives on aging (Weco)  3
SW 3250  Families, Schools, and community  3
SW 3300  mental Health and Society (gaco)  3
SW 3500  Health and Society (gaco) (Weco)  3
complete one of the following:  3
  SW 2500  Human Biology for Social Workers 
   and the Social Sciences
  SW 3800  Social Work internship (only available 
   Winterim or summer)
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Teacher Education and Clinical Experiences

Council of Teacher Education
Director of Teacher Education: irene m. cucina (chair)
Department of Art: William Haust
Department of Atmospheric Science and Chemistry: Kimberly   
 duncan
Department of Biological Sciences: mary ann mcgarry
Department of Education: Patricia a. cantor and marianne m.  
 true
Department of English: megan l. Birch
Department of Health and Human Performance: louise S.   
 mccormack
Department of Languages and Linguistics: James c. Whiting
Department of Mathematics: John e. donovan
Department of Music, Theatre, and Dance: Holly e. oliver
Department of Social Science: Patrick J. may
College of Graduate Studies in Education: lynnette lawrence
Coordinator of Teacher Certification and Clinical Experiences:   
 Kathy a. Vestal
Information Technology Services: 
Student Representative: 
Director of Curriculum Support (consultant): mary e. campbell

the council of teacher education is responsible for the devel-
opment, administration, revision, and evaluation of all teacher 
education programs, including preservice field experiences. 
the council of teacher education is comprised of representa-
tives from every department offering a teacher certification pro-
gram, as well as representatives from information technology 
Services and the college of graduate Studies education pro-
grams. the council works collaboratively with the office of 
teacher certification (otc) and the Provost, Vice President for 
academic affairs.

the council is responsible for the dissemination and periodic 
assessment of the conceptual Framework for teacher education 
and the diversity Framework, which represent the core attitudes 
and beliefs of teacher education at Plymouth State University. 
the council receives input from faculty, teacher education 
candidates, public school professionals, professional advisory 
boards, and professional associations. these responsibilities are 
in accordance with the standards of the National association for 
accreditation of teacher education (Ncate) and certification 
standards for education personnel in New Hampshire.

Vision
the teacher education programs at Plymouth State University 
strive to develop visionary educators who will take the lead in 
transforming education in the state, the region, and the nation 
to better serve all students and their families. our vision is 
rooted in Plymouth State’s tradition of service, emphasized 
in the University motto, Ut prosim—that i may serve. at the 
same time, we seek to anticipate and respond to changing 
demographics and societal expectations by reaching into com-
munities with programs that will educate and inspire. through 

collaborations with area schools and community organizations, 
we aim to emphasize our shared commitment to the education 
and well-being of all students. above all, we endeavor to prepare 
competent and caring educators who exemplify the qualities 
of commitment, Service, Vision, and leadership, and who, in 
turn, will cultivate these qualities in the students they teach.

Mission
Plymouth State carries on a long-standing commitment to 
serve communities, the state, and the region, by preparing 
thoughtful, reflective educators who envision a better future for 
all students and willingly accept the responsibilities and chal-
lenges of leadership. Beyond the initial certification level, the 
University offers programs in a variety of educational special-
ties, which provide educational professionals with opportuni-
ties to enhance their personal and professional growth and 
development. the council of teacher education builds on the 
University’s mission to provide learning experiences that pro-
mote understanding and respect for all people and to foster the 
constructive, open-minded discourse that is so necessary in a 
democracy.

the professional education programs at Plymouth State University 
are accredited by the National council for accreditation of teacher 
education (Ncate), 2010 massachusetts avenue, NW, Suite 500, 
Washington, dc 20036; phone (202) 466–7496. this accredi-
tation covers initial teacher preparation programs and advanced 
educator preparation programs. Ncate is recognized by the U.S. 
department of education and the council for Higher education 
accreditation to accredit programs for the preparation of teachers 
and other school personnel.

When candidates complete all major degree and certification 
requirements, Plymouth State recommends to the state of New 
Hampshire that they be granted teacher certification. graduates 
are eligible for certification in approximately 47 other states 
through reciprocal certification.

Plymouth State University offers the following state–approved 
and Ncate-accredited initial teacher certification programs:

•  art education (K–12)
•  Biological Science education (7–12)
•  chemistry with an option in chemistry education (7–12)
•  childhood Studies with an option in teacher certification 

(K–8)
•  early childhood Studies with an option in teacher 

certification (K–3)
•  english with an option in teacher certification (5–12)
•  Health education with an option in School Health (K–12)
•  mathematics with an option in middle School teacher 

certification (5–8)
•  mathematics with an option in Secondary teacher 

certification (7–12)
•  music education (K–12)
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•  Physical education with an option in Physical education 
and Health education teacher certification (K–12)

•  Physical education with an option in teacher certification 
(K–12)

•  Social Science with an option in Social Studies teacher 
certification (5–12)

Students majoring in any approved teacher certification pro-
gram may also earn teaching english to Speakers of other 
languages (teSol) certification. See teSol academic minor 
in the department of languages and linguistics.

the college of graduate Studies offers post-baccalaureate cer-
tification programs and/or graduate degrees (mat, med, mS, 
cagS) leading to initial certification in all of the above areas, 
as well as additional endorsements and professional educator 
certifications. additional endorsements available through the 
college of graduate Studies are:

•  counselor education certification (K–12)
•  curriculum administrator certification
•  general Science education with teacher certification (5–9)
•  library media Specialist certification (K–12)
•  Reading Specialist certification (K–12)
•  School Principal certification (K–12)
•  School Psychologist certification (K–12)
•  Special education administrator certification (K–12)
•  Superintendent of Schools certification (K–12)
•  teaching english to Speakers of other languages teacher 

certification (K–12)

details on the graduate programs of study are available within 
the graduate academic catalog. details on each undergradu-
ate program of study are available within the departmental list-
ing of major degree requirements. each program has the same 
general education requirements as other bachelor degree pro-
grams at the University.

candidates may change from one teaching program to another. 
However, they incur the responsibility of identifying and satisfy-
ing all requirements of the new program including readmission 
into teacher certification. teacher certification candidates who 
return to the University after a withdrawal must do so under the 
requirements of the most current academic catalog.

Master of Education: K–12 Education in Special Education–5th 
year program. Students interested in obtaining general Special 
education certification may do so upon completion of their 
undergraduate teacher certification program. application 
to the 5th year program must be completed and sent to the 
college of graduate Studies by april 15th of that year. Students 
interested in pursuing this program must be accepted into the 
program following a completed application package, a formal 
interview process, and a final acceptance into the college of 
graduate Studies.

Students will begin courses in the Summer term beginning 
July 1st of that year. Students will follow courses for a one-year 
time frame with an anticipated graduation the following may. 
these students will be required to do a one-year internship in a 
special education position at a school placement decided by the 
college of graduate Studies.

Further information may be found on the University Web site or 
by calling the coordinator of Special education, dr. marcel lebrun 
at (603) 535-2288 or via e-mail at mrlebrun@plymouth.edu.

Conceptual Framework for Teacher Education
the conceptual framework for teacher education at Plymouth 
State University is a shared set of beliefs and attitudes that 
serves as the foundation for each teacher education program. 
the framework clearly identifies for faculty, staff, and students 
the core values that we share as a community. these core val-
ues—commitment, Holism, experience, collaboration, and 
Knowledge—are meaningfully integrated into all teacher edu-
cation coursework, service learning, and practice teaching expe-
riences. in brief, the underlying assumptions of the conceptual 
framework are as follows:

Commitment 
We define commitment as dedication, perseverance, and indi-
vidual and social responsibility. our candidates are committed 
to lifelong learning and to increasing self-knowledge. they are 
committed to the beliefs that all students can learn and that edu-
cation has the power to transform individuals and the greater 
society. our teacher candidates recognize the responsibility of 
educators to take a thoughtful and critical stance towards them-
selves and their profession.

Holism 
our holism perspective involves affirming diversity and under-
standing the “whole child” within the family, community, and 
cultural context. it includes working towards an integrated 
curriculum and recognizing how we as educators are shaped 
by our own experiences and culture. this holistic perspective 
shapes our larger vision.
 
Experience 
experience allows us to put theory into practice. We provide 
opportunities for experiential learning that serve communities 
and schools so that our teacher candidates can do the same for 
their students. experience also involves constantly renewing 
skills and knowledge within one’s discipline.

Collaboration 
collaboration involves working with students, families, and col-
leagues effectively within the school context toward shared goals, 
demonstrating respect and openness towards diverse perspec-
tives, and confronting and resolving conflicts effectively and 
respectfully. collaboration enhances both teaching and learning, 
and is an essential part of developing the capacity to lead.
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Knowledge 
Knowledge refers to understanding the theory, content, meth-
ods and materials, and technologies of one’s field, as well as 
understanding child and adolescent development, learning 
processes, and student motivation within the familial, commu-
nity, and cultural contexts in which children grow and learn. 
teaching that engages all learners combines a knowledge of 
students and one’s subjects within the cultural, social, and insti-
tutional context.

teacher education candidates are introduced to the conceptual 
Framework in their introduction to education courses.

Diversity Framework for Teacher Education
each teacher education candidate at Plymouth State University, 
by the conclusion of her or his program, will be able to:

•  critically examine her or his own identity, and accept that 
our background and experiences shape our view of the 
world

•  learn from and about students, families, and communities
•  identify and empathize with and accept students from 

diverse backgrounds
•  Become a multicultural person by exploring and learning to 

understand the experiences and values of others
•  confront racism and other biases in her/himself, her/his 

classroom, and in schools and other institutions in society
•  demonstrate commitment and skills to act as a change 

agent
•  implement culturally responsive teaching practices.

Multicultural Education: a comprehensive approach to edu-
cation that identifies, challenges, and rejects all forms of dis-
crimination in schools and society, and accepts and affirms the 
pluralism (ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, gen-
der, age, etc.) that students, their communities, and teachers 
reflect. multicultural education is not an add-on program, but 
is fundamental to every aspect of the education process: cur-
riculum, pedagogy, policy, and interactions among students, 
teachers, school personnel, families, and community mem-
bers. multicultural education promotes democratic principles 
of social justice and thoughtful transformation of schools and 
society.

Culture: the values, traditions, social and political relationships, 
worldviews, and ways of living created, shared, and transformed 
by a group of people bound together by a community or com-
monalities. this commonality can be self-defined or imposed 
by others. culture is socially constructed, learned implicitly and 
explicitly, dynamic and contextual, and multi-faceted. it influ-
ences development, learning, beliefs, identity, values, and inter-
actions.

Linguistic Diversity: language is fundamental to identity and to 
learning. language embodies culture and provides a vital con-
nection to family and community. one’s native language is a 

foundation for future learning. the ways in which teachers and 
schools respond to students’ language and dialect have pro-
found influence on their learning. language differences must 
not be viewed as deficits.

Dynamics of Power and Privilege: most definitions of rac-
ism and discrimination obscure their institutional nature. 
discrimination is not simply an individual bias; it is above all 
an institutional practice. the major difference between indi-
vidual and institutional discrimination is the wielding of power, 
because it is primarily through the power of the people who 
control institutions such as schools that discriminatory policies 
and practices are reinforced and legitimated. Prejudice and dis-
crimination, then, are not just personality traits or psychological 
phenomena; they are also a manifestation of economic, politi-
cal, and social power. (Nieto, 2000, p. 37). Policies and practices 
rooted in discrimination have a harmful effect on groups that 
share a particular identity, be it racial, ethnic, gender, socioeco-
nomic status, or other (Nieto, 2000, p. 35).

Student Achievement: all students have talents and strengths, 
and are capable of high levels of learning. School character-
istics that have been found to make a positive impact on stu-
dent achievement include an enriched and more demanding 
curriculum, respect for students’ languages and cultures, high 
expectations for all students, and encouragement of parental 
involvement (Nieto, 2000, p. 245). educators have the respon-
sibility to implement comprehensive and collaborative opportu-
nities for family involvement because family involvement has 
been shown to enhance student achievement.

Diversity Goals for Teacher Education Candidates
in order to teach effectively and ensure student learning in a 
democratic and pluralistic society, each teacher education can-
didate at Plymouth State University, by the conclusion of his or 
her program, will have developed the ability to:

•  describe culture as a multifaceted and dynamic construct
•  critically examine his or her own sociocultural positions and 

understand the ways in which background and experiences 
shape one’s view of the world

•  learn from and about students, families, and communities, 
and draw on this knowledge to inform instruction.

•  view students and families of diverse backgrounds and abili-
ties in respectful and affirming ways

•  acquire and extend his or her own multicultural awareness 
by exploring and learning about the history, experiences, 
beliefs, and values of others

•  recognize and challenge biases in him/herself and others, as 
well as institutional oppression in schools and throughout 
society

•  implement inclusive, culturally responsive teaching practices.
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Road to Teacher Certification
Student Timeline
Gate Requirements

Gate 1: Application for Teacher Certification Candidacy

First or Sophomore year
1.  teacher certification application Page Submitted
2.  Passing Praxis 1 Scores
3.  Faculty evaluation one of teacher candidate 
4.  Faculty evaluation two of teacher candidate
5.  Required cumulative gPa of 2.50

Gate 2: Application to Student Teaching (one year prior to Student 
Teaching)

End of Junior year/Start of Senior year
1. Student teaching application Page Submitted
2. curriculum Planning guide
3. Required cumulative gPa of 2.50/2.70

Gate 3: Acceptance into Student Teaching

Senior Year
the Student teaching application Package, including require-
ments 1–5, must be completed by the Student teacher candidate 
before placement is considered.
1. Resume
2. Professional Statement
3. Placement information Sheet (signed by department 
 coordinator, if applicable)
4. department approval
5. Required cumulative department gPa of 2.50/2.70
6. Student teaching Registration
7. Placement confirmation one
8. Placement confirmation two (if applicable)
9. Session 1–Preparing for Student teaching
10. Session 2–laws and ethics for Student teaching

Gate 4: Student Teaching and Program Completion

Senior Year
1. midterm evaluation–cooperating teacher
2. Final evaluation–cooperating teacher
3. midterm evaluation–clinical Faculty
4. Final evaluation–clinical Faculty
5. Session 3–Preparing for employment
6. Session 4–Program assessment and closure to Student   
 teaching and certification
7. Eligible for Certification: C or better is required in Student 

Teaching, or Pass required in Student Teaching  for those 
programs using the Pass/No Pass grading policy.

 
Gate: The term gate is commonly used by NCATE accredited 
colleges and universities to describe their decision points in 
their candidate and unit assessment systems. A gate is a level 
of attainment that clearly communicates how far the candidate 
has progressed on the road to certification.

Note: graduate students pass through a similar set of “gates” in 
their programs. Please refer to the Program Planning guides 

available in the college of graduate Studies for more informa-
tion specific to the post-baccalaureate and graduate programs.

applications are available in the teacher certification Handbook. 
Students may download the Handbook from the otc Web site 
at: plymouth.edu/teachercertification/. all teacher certification 
candidates can monitor their own progress through the gate 
Requirements by regularly checking the teacher certification 
link in myPlymouth.

Application for Teacher Certification Candidacy–Gate 1
acceptance to Ply mouth State University does not automati-
cally assume acceptance into teacher certification. application 
to teacher certification candidacy is initiated with the office of 
teach er certification during the first semester of enrollment. to 
be formally admitted to teacher certification candidacy requires 
that the student achieve the cumulative grade point average 
(gPa) required by the department sponsoring the teacher edu-
cation program. Students who do not meet the required gPa 
criteria are encouraged to meet with their academic advisors 
and the staff in the office of teacher certification to discuss 
their options. two faculty evaluations are required as part of the 
application process as admission into teacher certification can-
didacy considers both academic and personal characteristics of 
the candidate.

Praxis
the criteria for admis sion include a validation of basic skills 
proficiency through standardized examination. Validation of 
basic skills proficiency is determined by passing Praxis i: Pre-
Professional Skills (PPSt) tests in reading, mathematics, and 
writing. this standardized examination is offered on campus 
during the academic year, as well as at off-campus sites. this test 
must be taken during the first year in the teacher education pro-
gram. information regarding registration and alternative test-
ing sites is available from the office of teacher certification.

the state of New Hampshire requires all candidates for teacher 
certification to pass the Praxis i exam. all Plymouth State 
University teacher education candidates must pass the Praxis i 
exam prior to student teaching. Under title ii, Sections 207 and 
208 of the Higher education act, Plymouth State University is 
required to report passing rates on this exam for all graduates of 
teacher education programs.

transfer students enrolling in a program leading to teacher 
certification should contact the office of teacher certification 
as soon as possible after acceptance into the University, for a 
teacher certification candidacy procedure that is appropriate for 
their transfer status.

Field Experiences
all departmental programs re cognize the importance of early 
and continual professional field experiences. teacher certifi-
cation candidates must complete the designated observation/
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participation requirements included in the course work of the 
department sponsoring the certification program.

all teacher certification candidates who interact with students in 
public school settings through course-related field experiences 
are subject to New Hampshire state legislation that requires all 
persons who regularly come into contact with pupils on a daily 
basis for a period of time to undergo a full disclosure crimi-
nal records check. this may include fingerprinting. the pro-
cessing of the criminal records check is conducted at the site 
school before the field experience begins. the fee for this pro-
cessing is the responsibility of the teacher candidate and is paid 
directly to the school district. inquiries should be directed to the 
coordinator of teacher certification and clinical experiences.

Application to Student Teaching –Gate 2
candidates must file an application to Student teach and a 
curriculum Planning guide review with the coordinator of 
teacher certification and clinical experiences one year prior to 
the anticipated semester of student teaching. this allows candi-
dates time to ensure that all academic and professional require-
ments will be complete before acceptance into student teaching. 
acceptance into teacher certification candidacy, including 
passing scores in the Praxis i test, is required before an applica-
tion to student teach will be accepted. candidates must have the 
cumulative grade point average designated by the department 
sponsoring the teacher education program.

Acceptance into Student Teaching–Gate 3
all applicants must be approved by both the coordinator of 
teacher certification and clinical experiences and the major 
department. candidates must have the cumulative grade point 
average designated by the department sponsoring the teacher 
education program and have completed all other course 
requirements for certification by the end of the semester prior 
to the one in which they wish to student teach. a resume, a pro-
fessional statement, and attendance at sessions are required as 
part of acceptance into student teaching.

the consent of the director of teacher education and the 
appropriate certification program coordinator is necessary for 
student teachers to take additional courses during the student 
teaching semester. overload regulations regarding eligibility 
and fees apply to candidates carrying more than a total of 17 
credits hours in the student teaching semester; see overload 
Fees in the tuition and Fees section. Formal acceptance to 
Student teaching is determined by the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences at the end of the semes-
ter prior to student teaching.

all candidates for certification must complete a period of super-
vised student teaching within the state of New Hampshire at a 
placement approved by the coordinator of teacher certification 
and clinical experiences.

all student teachers are subject to New Hampshire state legisla-
tion that requires all persons who regularly come into contact 
with pupils on a daily basis for a period of time to undergo a full 
disclosure criminal records check, including fingerprinting. 
the processing of the criminal records check is conducted at 
the student teaching site school before student teaching begins. 
the fee for this processing is the responsibility of the student 
teacher and is paid directly to the school district. inquiries 
should be directed to the coordinator of teacher certification 
and clinical experiences.

Student Teaching and Program Completion–Gate 4
candidates must satisfy all requirements for gate 4 which 
includes satisfactory completion of midterm/final evaluations, 
required attendance at sessions, and recommendation for state 
certification. in order to be approved for graduation, candidates 
must successfully complete student teaching and all other 
required coursework and must meet the gPa requirement of 
their teacher certification program.

graduates of any of the teacher education programs at Plymouth 
State University are eligible for recommendation for New 
Hampshire teacher certification by the New Hampshire State 
department of education. Because New Hampshire is a member 
of the interstate certification contract, Plymouth graduates are 
eligible for certification in any of the contract states upon applica-
tion to that state’s education department. However, the applicant 
would be bound by any additional requirements of the receiving 
state. information re garding the interstate certification contract 
is available at www.nasdtec.org.

all applicants for New Hampshire certification in Biology, early 
childhood education, elementary education, english, middle 
School mathematics, Physical Science, Secondary mathematics, 
and Social Studies, must submit passing scores in both Praxis I 
and Praxis II: content area assessment. these passing scores 
are determined by the NH State Board of education and are 
available in the office of teacher certification. in the near future 
we expect additional certification areas will be subject to Praxis 
ii. information regarding registration for Praxis ii exams and 
alternative testing sites is available from the office of teacher 
certification.

the monitoring of candidates throughout their teacher edu-
cation program takes into consideration the personal attri-
butes of the candidates as well as their academic achievement. 
continual assessment of candidates’ “specific strengths and 
weaknesses” in these areas shall be used to determine “continu-
ation in or removal from the teacher education program and 
the readiness to enter the profession.” [See ed.604 admission, 
Retention and evaluation Policies and Practices in Standards 
and Procedures for approving Professional Preparation 
Programs in New Hampshire, available through the office of 
teacher certification.]
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Student teachers in programs using the Pass/No Pass grading 
policy must receive a Pass at the end of student teaching in 
order to be recommended for certification. Student teachers 
who are in programs that have a letter grading policy must 
receive a “C” or better at the end of student teaching in order 
to be recommended for certification. This policy is effective 
with the Fall of 2011 student teaching courses and beyond.

College of Graduate Studies Conversion Program for Teacher 
Certification
the educator conversion program is an individually designed, 
competency-based graduate program of study leading to rec-
ommendation for New Hampshire educator certification. 
applicants to this program must hold, or be in their final year 
of completing, a bachelor’s degree. educator conversion pro-
gram candidates must hold the bachelor’s degree in order to 
qualify for full admission. also, passing scores on the Praxis i 
are required for admission. certification endorsement is avail-
able in all areas covered by the University’s teacher education 
program as well as professional certification areas that require 
study beyond the master’s degree. No degree or diploma is 
awarded at program completion, but a certificate of completion 
is provided. admission to the conversion program is initiated 
through formal application to the college of graduate Studies. 
application materials are available at the college of graduate 
Studies office and online at plymouth.edu/graduate. When 
students complete the program, they must file a degree audit/
certification audit form to start the completion process. a tran-
script audit is then completed and a letter with certification 
documents is forwarded to the student.

Graduate Practicum (Student Teaching for Employed Teachers). 
Qualified participants in educator certification programs 
through the college of graduate Studies, including candi-
dates in the educator conversion program, who are currently 
employed as public school teachers in the area of certification 
endorsement they seek, may apply to participate in the graduate 
Practicum to substitute current employment for the required 
semester of student teaching (internship). candidates must 
have completed all other requirements for endorsement before 
participating in the graduate Practicum. candidates apply for 
this alternative through the certification coordinator, no later 
than their last term of coursework before the practicum would 
begin. the associate Vice President for graduates Studies gives 
final approval for this option. employment must be verified by 
the candidate’s supervisor and the supervisor must complete 
observations of the candidate and must provide written evalu-
ations of the candidate’s work. the certification coordinator 
for graduate Studies will assign one or more University 
supervisors who will observe and provide evaluations as well. 
candidates must complete the required portfolio as described in 
the graduate certification handbook and course syllabus. this 
option is available only to graduate students who are employed 
in the endorsement areas. contact the certification coordinator 
in the college of graduate Studies for more information.
 

Graduate Degree Programs and Educator Certification
candidates can obtain the master of education (med), master 
of Science (mS), master of arts in teaching (mat), and the 
certificate of advanced graduate Studies (cagS) and become 
endorsed for educator certification and/or professional certifi-
cation in areas covered by the University’s teacher education 
program as well as professional certification areas that require 
study within or beyond the master’s degree. these programs 
are described in the Plymouth State University graduate 
academic catalog. candidates work individually with their pro-
gram’s advisor to create a program of study that will lead to the 
master’s degree or cagS and endorsement for certification. 
Program advisors review the candidates’ previous transcripts 
and determine what is needed to address the New Hampshire 
competencies for both general education and professional edu-
cation, as well as any appropriate requirements of related pro-
fessional accrediting associations. a program plan is created 
and approved by the advisor and the associate Vice President 
for graduate Studies. For more information and application 
materials, contact the college of graduate Studies or visit their 
Web site at plymouth.edu/graduate. 
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ourses

Undergraduate Courses

Course Credits

course credits are earned as a semester hour. the credit value 
of each course is indicated following the title of the course, e.g., 
3 for a three-credit course.

Course Identifier

the course identifier is a combination of a two, three or four-let-
ter abbreviation for its discipline and a four-digit number for its 
level, e.g., first year, sophomore, junior, senior. course descrip-
tions are listed alphabetically by the following discipline codes:

Code  Discipline  Sponsored By

ac  arabic  department of languages and  
  linguistics
ae art education  department of art
ag  graphic design  department of art
aH  art History  department of art
aN  anthropology  department of Social Science
aP  adventure education  department of Health and   
  Human Performance
aR  Fine art   department of art
at  athletic training  department of Health and   
  Human Performance
Bi  Biology   department of Biological   
  Sciences
BU  Business   college of Business   
  administration
cc  coaching   department of Health and   
  Human Performance
cd  childhood Studies  department of education
cH  chemistry  department of atmospheric   
  Science and chemistry
cJ  criminal Justice  department of criminal Justice
cm  communication and  department of communication  
 media Studies and media Studies
cN  chinese   department of languages and  
  linguistics 
cS  computer Science  department of computer   
  Science and technology
dN  dance   department of music, theatre,  
  and dance
ec  economics  college of Business   
  administration
ed  education  department of education
eN  english   department of english
ePl  environmental  department of Social Science
 Planning
eR  early childhood  department of education
 Studies
eRSe early childhood  department of education
  Special education
eS  earth Science  department of environmental  
  Science and Policy

eSP  environmental  department of    
 Science and Policy environmental Science   
  and Policy
FR  French   department of languages and  
  linguistics
ge  geography  department of Social Science
gR  german   department of languages and  
  linguistics
He  Health education  department of Health and   
  Human Performance
Hi  History   department of Social Science
HU  Humanities  Humanities council
iS  interdisciplinary Studies 
la  latin   department of languages and  
  linguistics
ll  language and  department of languages and
 linguistics  linguistics
ma  mathematics  department of mathematics
me  music education  department of music, theatre,  
  and dance
mt  meteorology  department of atmospheric   
  Science and chemistry
mU  music   department of music, theatre,  
  and dance
Pe  Physical education  department of Health and   
  Human Performance
PeHe Physical education  department of Health and
 and Health education Human Performance
PH  Physics   department of atmospheric   
  Science and chemistry
Po  Political Science  department of Social Science
PS  Psychology  department of Psychology
PY  Philosophy  department of Philosophy
Rl  Reading   department of education
Se  Special education  department of education
So  Sociology  department of Social Science
SP  Spanish   department of languages and  
  linguistics
SS  Social Science  department of Social Science
SV  Study abroad: mexico  department of languages and  
  linguistics
SW  Social Work  department of Social Work
tH  theatre   department of music, theatre,  
  and dance
tmP tourism management  department of Social Science
   and Policy
WS  Women’s Studies  Women’s Studies council

DI   General Education Direction
di follows the discipline code of a course that satisfies a general 
education direction (see below) and is part of the course identi-
fier. For example:

• cSdi 1200 Web expressions is a computer Science (cS) 
course that is a creative thought direction (di).
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• mUdi 1310 exploring music is a music (mU) course that is 
a Past and Present direction (di).

Cross-listed courses: courses that are offered under two different 
disciplines, e.g., PS 3030 and So 3030. the course description 
is printed under one discipline and is referenced in the other 
discipline.

Course Number System

First year: courses numbered 1000 to 1999. introductory 
courses for the general student population. No prerequisites 
required.

Sophomore: courses numbered 2000 to 2999. introductory 
courses generally for the majors and courses that serve other 
majors. these courses may or may not have a prerequisite.

Junior: courses numbered 3000 to 3999. Upper-level courses 
that usually have an identified prerequisite. the prerequisite 
may be a specific course or grade point average or it could be 
more general such as junior or senior status. these courses 
carry with them a higher expectation of performance consistent 
with junior status.

Senior: courses numbered 4000 to 4999. typically reserved for 
capstone courses in the majors. they will usually have at least 
one prerequisite. these courses carry with them a higher expec-
tation of performance consistent with senior status.

Special permission is required for first year students to take 
3000–4000 level courses, and for sophomores to take 4000–
level courses.

Upper-division: 3000 and 4000 level courses

Upper-level: 3000 and 4000 level courses

Graduate: courses numbered 5000 to 8990 (see graduate 
catalog).

Course Description
the following information may be found at the end of each 
course description: when offered, prerequisite(s), corequisite(s) 
and general education abbreviation.

When offered: a statement of when the course is typically 
offered.

Prerequisite(s): the course code(s) of courses(s) that must be 
taken or a general condition that must be met prior to register-
ing for the course being described. “Permission of the instruc-
tor” is the implied Prerequisite for all courses with a stated 
Prerequisite.

Corequisite(s): the course code(s) of courses(s) that must be 
taken concurrently with the course being described.

General Education abbreviation:
the following abbreviations are listed, in parentheses, at the 
end of course descriptions for courses that meet the general 
education requirements required of students prior to the 
2005–2006 Catalog:

aRtS  Fine and Performing arts Perspective
gloB  global Perspective
HiSt  Historical Perspective
iNtg  integrative component
litY  literary Perspective
PHil  Philosophical Perspective
QUaN  Quantitative Reasoning Perspective
Scie  Scientific Perspective
SclB  Scientific and Scientific laboratory Perspective
SlaB  Scientific laboratory Perspective
SPSY  Social and Psychological Perspective
tecH  technological Perspective
WRit  Writing course within a major

the following abbreviations are listed, in parentheses, at the 
end of course descriptions for courses that meet the general 
education requirements required of students beginning with 
the 2005–2006 Catalog:

ctdi  creative thought direction
PPdi  Past and Present direction
Sidi  Scientific inquiry direction
SSdi  Self and Society direction
dico  diversity connection
gaco  global awareness connection
iNco  integration connection
QRco  Quantitative Reasoning in the discipline   
  connection
teco  technology in the discipline connection
Weco  Wellness connection
WRco  Writing in the discipline connection

the University reserves the right to add, change or delete 
courses as well as course descriptions.
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AC–Arabic

AC1010 Fundamentals of Arabic I 
  4 credits
an introductory course with three regular 
class meetings per week with the instruc-
tor. emphasis is on oral communication. 
language in a cultural setting is emphasized 
throughout the semester. Falls. Corequisite(s): 
ac 1900. (gaco)

AC1020 Fundamentals of Arabic II
  4 credits
continuation of ac 1010 with increased 
attention to reading and writing. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ac 1010. Corequisite(s): ac 
1905.

AC1900 Fundamentals of  Arabic I Lab 
  0 credit
this self-directed language lab (Hyde 221) 
accompanies ac 1010. Students have the 
opportunity to review course material and 
complete assignments. Falls. Corequisite(s): 
ac 1010.

AC1905 Fundamentals of Arabic II Lab 
  0 credit
this self-directed language lab (Hyde 221) 
accompanies ac 1020. Students have the 
opportunity to review course material and 
complete assignments. Springs. Corequisite(s): 
ac 1020.

AE–Art Education

AE1000 Introduction to Art 
 Education 3 credits 
Required for first year students majoring in 
art education. Provides an examination of 
the foundations of art education in public 
schools and examines the motivations for 
selecting art teaching as a profession. Focuses 
on grades kindergarten through grade 12. 
topics include overviews of pre-service 
teacher preparation at PSU, societal issues 
affecting public education in general and the 
arts in particular, a review of american edu-
cation history, school finance and school law, 
and the study of student learning styles and 
needs. Students initiate the development of a 
professional electronic portfolio. Requires a 
10 hour observation/participation component 
in the public schools. Springs.

AE2000 Foundations of Art 
 Education  3 credits
the changing role of the visual arts in pub-
lic education is examined as an introductory 
foundation to the field of art education. the 
significance of art experiences for children 
of all ages is explored through readings, 
research, observations and participation. 
theories of visual learning and artistic devel-
opment are observed and analyzed. a 10 hour 
school observation component is required. 
Falls.

AE3050 Methods and Materials
 for Art Education  3 credits
children’s cognitive and artistic develop-
ment, materials, and processes are examined 
in the context of instructional planning at the 
elementary level. this is accompanied with 
the study of constructivist teaching methods, 
dialogic motivation, and essential questions. 
Readings, research discussion, studio produc-
tion, and classroom observations provide the 
framework for the study of art education as 
a discipline incorporating studio production, 
aesthetics, art history, and criticism. examines 
art materials health and safety regulations. 
a 10 hour school observation component 
is required. additional course fee required. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ae 2000.

AE3060 Instructional Planning and
 and Pedagogy for Art 
 Education  3 credits
a continuation of the examination of peda-
gogy and constructivist methodology for 
art education and diverse student popula-
tions at the middle and high school levels. 
components include community and citizen-
ship development, critical skills, multicultural 
education, special needs inclusion, and gifted 
and talented. the principles of cooperative 
discipline and the responsive classroom sup-
port the holistic developmental needs of chil-
dren. Standards-based instructional planning 
at the secondary level emphasizes interdisci-
plinary and multicultural social themes. a 10 
hour school observation/teaching component 
is required. additional course fee required. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): ae 3050. (dico)

AE3100 Curriculum and  Assessment 
 Assessment for Art 
 Education  3 credits
the content and structure of the public school 
visual art curriculum at elementary, middle 
and secondary levels are examined as a major 
contributing factor to the educational develop-
ment of all children. Following a review of the 
literature and an exploration of current best 
practices, a curriculum model and authen-
tic assessment strategies are developed. 
emphasis is placed on state and national 
standards in the visual arts and reflects state 
mandates on visual arts assessment in K-12 
public education. technology-based research 
methods are introduced. a 10 hour school 
observation component is required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ae 3060.

AE3500 Technology for Art  
 Education  3 credits
examines the history and evolution of visual 
arts technology in art education and how it 
impacts curriculum development, art educa-
tion, culture and society. designed to provide 
students with project-based experience in 
visual arts technology software programs and 
applications. Students gain proficiency with 
digital imaging and animation in addition to 

working with digital still and video cameras, 
multimedia production and use of scanning 
software. Students demonstrate proficien-
cies by writing and developing a narrative 
animation film, researching and designing a 
resource/advocacy brochure, creating theme-
based photomontages and creating and pre-
senting instructional multimedia. Students 
apply all projects to the design of an art edu-
cation technology unit that supports national 
and state art education curriculum stan-
dards. Required for BS art education majors; 
recommended for BFa/mat art education 
majors. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior status 
or (ae 2000, ae 3050 and/or ae 3060). 
(tecH)(teco)

AE4020 Contemporary Topics in
 Art Education  1-3 credits
Provides opportunity for immersion in a spe-
cialized topic/area concerning studio art, art 
history, multicultural arts traditions, special 
education, technology, graphic design and/or 
art education, which contemporary art educa-
tors address as professionals. guest artists, 
educators and professionals working with fac-
ulty members are invited to teach this course 
and share their experience and expertise in 
selected areas of specialization. Students may 
repeat this course when it is offered under a 
different topic. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status as art or art education major.

AE4910 Independent Study in
 Art Education  1-4 credits
advanced work in a limited area of art edu-
cation, developed and executed in consulta-
tion with an art department faculty mentor. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair. Prerequisite(s): senior 
standing.

AE4950 Art Education Student
 Teaching: K-12  12 credits
the culminating field-based experience for 
art education majors, leading to teacher cer-
tification. it is a continuous, full-time (five 
days per week) experience of 12 credits during 
which, after a period of structured observa-
tion, students gradually assume responsibility 
for a full range of visual art teaching activities 
encountered in a school situation, thereby 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills and attitudes essential for successful 
teaching of diverse populations of students. 
Student teaching is conducted under the 
supervisory guidance of school faculty and 
members of the art education clinical fac-
ulty. Required seminars complement the 
experience. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; completion 
of program requirements in art education 
and education by the beginning of the stu-
dent teaching experience; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.
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AE4960 Art Education Student
 Teaching: Secondary 
 Component  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for 
art education majors, leading to teacher certi-
fication. it is a continuous, full-time (five days 
per week) experience of six credits during 
which, after a period of structured observa-
tion, students gradually assume responsibility 
for a full range of visual art teaching activities 
encountered in a school situation, thereby 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills and attitudes essential for successful 
teaching of diverse populations of students. 
Student teaching is conducted under the 
supervisory guidance of school faculty and 
members of the art education clinical fac-
ulty. Required seminars complement the 
experience. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; completion 
of program requirements in art education 
and education by the beginning of the stu-
dent teaching experience; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

AE4970 Art Education Student  
 Teaching: Elementary 
 Component  6 credits
the culminating field-based experience for 
art education majors, leading to teacher certi-
fication. it is a continuous, full-time (five days 
per week) experience of six credits during 
which, after a period of structured observa-
tion, students gradually assume responsibility 
for a full range of visual art teaching activities 
encountered in a school situation, thereby 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills and attitudes essential for successful 
teaching of diverse populations of students. 
Student teaching is conducted under the 
supervisory guidance of school faculty and 
members of the art education clinical fac-
ulty. Required seminars complement the 
experience. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; completion 
of program requirements in art education 
and education by the beginning of the stu-
dent teaching experience; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

AG–Graphic Design

AG2330 An Introduction to Graphic
 Design Software 3 credits 
Preliminary course for integrating design stu-
dents with the necessary technological aspect 
of their visual communication education. 
Begins with a basic overview of the history 
and evolution of technology in design educa-
tion and how it has impacted not only curricu-
lum development, but the field and study of 
graphic design, culture and society. explores 
the most indispensable software packages 
offered in the industry for digital graph-
ics, then proceeds through a series of short 

projects and tutorials which enable the stu-
dents to master the fundamental techniques 
used in these electronic design applications. 
Software types covered include: drawing, 
page layout and image-processing programs. 
attention is given to word-processing as 
a necessary program for creating, import-
ing and manipulating text copy into graphic 
applications. Students have hands-on instruc-
tion at macintosh computer workstations 
throughout the course and learn associated 
information concerning the use of computer 
hardware peripherals, e.g., scanners, printers, 
etc. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): graphic 
design majors or minors only, or permission 
of instructor. (teco)

AG2350 Graphic Design I  3 credits 
introductory course acquaints students with 
the history, principles, and basic tenets of 
graphic communication employing typo-
graphic elements. Focuses on the formal 
relationships of design as applied through 
typographic interaction, using the computer 
and adobe illustrator software to create solu-
tions. design assignments emphasize the 
creative and practical development of a vari-
ety of ideation avenues and techniques for 
executing those ideas effectively. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): aR 
1040 and (aR 1100 or aR 1120).

AG3050 Digital Multimedia  
 Design  3 credits
the growth of the internet and the heavy 
emphasis on digital media has led to the 
creation of a whole new industry and design 
field—Web design. Web sites are essential 
for nearly every business today. covers web 
preparation software such as Photoshop and 
illustrator. Students are introduced to basic 
Html, dreamweaver, and Flash. this class 
is for visually trained students. as such, origi-
nal sketches, documents, and pictures are 
the starting point for each project. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ag 2330.

AG3300 Graphic Design II  3 credits 
combines the precepts of the taxonomy 
of typography from graphic design i with 
that of imagery. delves into types of images, 
image generation options, and the impact of 
the combination of type with images. design 
problems include the study of iconography, 
designing symbols, understanding logo 
design, and the completion of a large poster 
design employing a synthesis of type, sym-
bol, and image considerations using adobe 
Photoshop software. emphasizes the explo-
ration, experimentation, and proper execu-
tion of ideas through the design process. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ag 2350.

AG3360 Graphic Design III  3 credits 
the compilation of principles mastered 
in graphic design i and ii leads students 

toward a discussion and understanding of 
publication design. Publication projects may 
include brochures, books, catalogs, annual 
reports, and other multiple-page print design 
pieces. Students also complete a self-promo-
tion piece employing both publication design 
elements and a cd component, to prepare 
them with a tangible resume and digital port-
folio of their work to date. emphasis in pub-
lication design is on page layouts and the use 
of adobe indesign and QuarkXPress soft-
ware. additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): ag 3300.

AG3480 Production for Graphic  
 Design  3 credits
deals with the basics of preparing design 
ideas for printing. emphasizes the develop-
ment of an understanding of the working 
relationship between a graphic designer and 
a printer. includes pre-press and computer-
assisted production, printing technology, 
production terminology, graphic arts pho-
tography and related specific information 
necessary for producing finished art in an 
efficient, accurate and qualified manner. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ag 2350 and ag 
3300.

AG3500 History of Graphic  
 Design   3 credits
an introduction to the history and philosophy 
of graphic design which explores the pre-
dominant historic art movements and their 
effects on graphic design as a field of study. 
emphasizes the late 19th and 20th century 
designers and their work. linked to current 
notable designers and design trends includ-
ing Postmodern and New Wave graphics. 
Falls and Springs. (WRco)

AG3550 PSU Student Design  
 Company  3 credits
a student operated graphic design studio 
course, open to junior-level graphic design 
majors (Ba and/or BFa). Seven students are 
selected each semester to serve in the Student 
design company (Sdc). one student is 
selected as Studio manager and works in tan-
dem with the graphic design instructor; the 
six other students function as graphic design-
ers. meets two hours twice a week. Works on 
assignments created by offering design ser-
vices to (a) non-profit organizations; (b) PSU 
organizations; (c) business organizations 
in our area that would not otherwise be able 
to afford to purchase design services in the 
marketplace; and (d) PSU graduate students 
who need visual components created for 
their thesis projects. design services offered 
could include logos, brochures, flyers, post-
ers, catalogs, Web sites, and other collateral, 
as requested. may be repeated once for credit. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ag 2330, 
ag 3300, (ag 3050 or ag 3480); junior 
status as a graphic design major; portfolio 
review and acceptance by graphic design 
coordinator.
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AG3600 Advanced Photoshop and
 Illustrator Techniques  3 credits
continued study of two premier software 
packages featured in ag 2330. Proceeds from 
the student’s familiarity of Photoshop and 
illustrator into the higher skill levels neces-
sary for creating truly outstanding digital 
graphics. Provides a mastery-level achieve-
ment experience with the software and reveals 
capabilities through progressive techniques 
and variations that have students creating 
graphics with true authority. Students garner 
many new digital shortcuts, key commands 
and time-saving techniques in these pro-
grams that allow them to concentrate on their 
creative abilities, instead of experiencing tech-
nical roadblocks. the path to true creation on 
the computer for the practicing designer is 
to not be limited by technical shortcomings, 
but instead to be able to create and produce 
whatever the mind imagines. Students have 
hands-on instruction at macintosh computer 
workstations. Springs. Prerequisite(s): ag 
2330.

AG4350 Advanced FlashAnimation
 and Effects 3 credits 
continues study of the Flash software intro-
duced in ag 3050, which is dedicated to the 
general development of Web site and multi-
media presentation design. Focuses on the 
development of Flash-based Web sites and 
animation. Students extend the capabilities of 
this program as a Web development tool and 
the possibilities as an animation filmmaking 
tool as well. By achieving higher-level skills in 
this program, students create more vibrant 
and interactive Flash-based Web sites and ani-
mation. covers the Web related techniques 
of other programs such as dreamweaver, 
Photoshop, illustrator, and Swift 3d to 
maximize the visual effects. cSS is intro-
duced for more accessible Web sites. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): ag 3050.

AG4370 Graphic Design IV  3 credits 
employing design precepts from graphic 
design i, ii, and iii, concentrates on develop-
ing an entire corporate identity Program for a 
hypothetical company. Students explore creat-
ing the logo first, then move to print applica-
tions, 3d packaging components, and finally 
a Web site for their company. emphasizes the 
development of a production timeline, the 
creation of a calendar and job contracts and 
invoices, as well as extended professional 
presentation practice toward the system-
atic execution of the large variety of compo-
nents necessary in designing a complete 
ci Program. Software instruction includes 
dreamweaver, as part of the adobe creative 
Suite. this is the capstone experience for 
Ba students in the graphic design option. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ag 3360.

AG4380 Graphic Design V  3 credits 
First semester of a two-semester capstone 
course experience for BFa graphic design 
majors. Prepares students in all areas of their 
portfolio and professional career develop-
ment. includes portfolio organization and 
assessment, job market possibilities, resume 
and cover letter writing, making effective pre-
sentations, guidelines for pricing and selling 
work, and ethics considerations in the work-
place in graphic design. also covers the pri-
mary planning stages and project delineation 
for the Senior BFa exhibit, to be completed 
in the spring semester (graphic design Vi). 
design professionals are invited to pres-
ent special topics and critique work during 
semester. additional course fee required. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): application to and accep-
tance by the BFa Portfolio committee.

AG4390 Graphic Design VI  3 credits 
allows students to begin the execution stage 
of the rough layouts that were completed in 
Fall semester of ideas considered for their 
individual final projects. these projects 
are developed and finished over a 10 week 
period, allowing four weeks for the students 
to mount artwork and prepare for their final 
Senior Show. Students are expected to meet 
in assigned teams to make both thematic and 
aesthetic decisions concerning the presenta-
tion of the show to the public. a senior “show 
coordinator” is elected by the students to be 
the contact person working between the stu-
dents and faculty members. the Senior Show 
is visible evidence and a culmination of all 
coursework and projects that have been com-
pleted by the students in their educational 
experience in the graphic design program. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ag 4380 and application to 
and acceptance by the BFa committee.

AG4550 Special Problems in  
 Graphic Design  3 credits
designed for students who have completed 
four semesters of work in graphic design, 
so that these students can continue their 
work at an advanced level (up to six credits). 
Prerequisite(s): ag 2350, ag 3300, ag 3360, 
ag 4370 and permission of the instructor.

AG4900 Internship  1-6 credits 
designed to give students a culminating edu-
cational experience within a wide range of 
practical on-the-job work experiences in the 
selected concentration. commitment includes 
a negotiated number of hours per week and 
regular evaluation by department internship 
advisor. the internship is in agencies that are 
approved, supervised and evaluated by the 
department. Prerequisite(s): senior status; min-
imum 2.30 cumulative gPa and minimum 
2.50 major gPa; all required courses in art area 
for major completed; approval of department 
chair, departmental Review committee and 
department internship advisor.

AG4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits
 in Graphic Design 
advanced work in a limited area of graphic 
design, developed and executed in consulta-
tion with an art department faculty men-
tor. consent required of the instructor who 
will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair. Prerequisite(s): senior 
standing.

AH–Art History

AH1110 Survey of Art I  3 credits 
an introduction to the appreciation and 
understanding of architecture, sculpture and 
painting in relation to the Western cultural 
heritage from prehistoric times to the late 
medieval period. Falls. (aRtS)

AH1120 Survey of Art II  3 credits 
an introduction to the appreciation and 
understanding of architecture, sculpture and 
painting in relation to the Western cultural 
heritage from the Renaissance to the present. 
Springs. (aRtS)

AHDI1200  Exploring Art: Temples 
    and Treasures 3 credits 
employing works of architecture, sculpture, 
painting and the decorative arts, explores 
the twin variables of word and time in shap-
ing varying past and present worldviews. 
Beginning with the arts of preliterate groups 
and continuing through the early Renaissance 
in Northern europe (c. 1500), examines such 
topics as writing and symbol, text and image, 
myth and ritual, history and memory, and cul-
tural defining moments to bring awareness to 
the power of images as potent historical, polit-
ical and cultural markers resonating from the 
past into the present. Students are challenged 
to understand and explain how the past was/
is always “the present” and provides connec-
tive links between times and cultures. Falls. 
(aRtS)(PPdi)

AHDI1210 Exploring Art: Revelations 
  and Revolutions  3 credits
Beginning with the early modern period (ca. 
1500) and continuing to the present, examines 
central events that allow us to consider the 
past and present from the context of a selec-
tion of “pivotal moments.” a selection of cul-
tural defining moments are selected in order 
to bring awareness to the power of images as 
potent historical, political and cultural mark-
ers resonating from the past into the present. 
Students are challenged to understand and 
explain how the past was always “the pres-
ent;” how events in the past were perceived 
and recorded; how worldviews shift and influ-
ence both the recording and later interpreta-
tion of the past; how connecting the past with 
the present brings understanding and insight 
to events relevant to students’ live. Springs. 
(aRtS)(PPdi)
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AH2700 20/21: Art Since 1900  3 credits 
an introduction to international develop-
ments in modern and contemporary art from 
1900 to the present. Particular attention given 
to the relationship between art and culture. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aH 1120 or 
aHdi 1210. (WRit)(WRco)

AH3100 Contemporary Art  
 Seminar  3 credits
Readings and discussions on the theory of 
contemporary art. Students explore the fun-
damental theoretical documents of 20th 
century art. the basic theories and concepts 
of contemporary art are examined in rela-
tion to an artist’s individual struggle with 
a specific problem or a broad ideology of a 
group manifesto. Form and subject matter, 
social and cultural ideals and the nature of 
the creative experience are also studied. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status and aH 2700. 
(iNco)

AH3160 Museum Studies I  3 credits 
an introduction to american museums 
and the various tasks and responsibilities of 
museum professionals. diversity is addressed 
through study of the history, theory and prac-
tice of american museums and controversies 
that surround them. Falls. (dico)

AH3170 Museum Studies II  3 credits 
an in-depth study of professional art museum 
practices. emphasizes the practical aspects of 
planning, designing and mounting exhibi-
tions as well as developing educational pro-
gramming, funding and fund-raising. Field 
trips and guest speakers reinforce class expe-
riences. Springs.

AH3500 The World of the  
 Crusades  3 credits
Provides students with an appreciation of 
the medieval period (ca. 1096-1300) with 
emphasis on the crusades. considers medi-
eval christian, muslim and Jewish religion, 
art and culture in order to provide a basis 
for understanding their significant implica-
tions in the contemporary world of artistic, 
cultural and political events. considers these 
themes through the lens of primary docu-
ments both artistic and textual. Perspectives 
integrated: aRtS, HiSt, litY. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)

AH3530 Arts of the Far East  3 credits 
Ranging from Neolithic cultu res to the con-
temporary urban present, studies important 
themes, styles, periods and methodology of 
chinese and Japanese art. although consider-
ation is given to principal works of sculpture, 
bronze, painting, ceramics, jade and architec-
ture, emphasis also is given to the historical 
foundation and religious beliefs informing 
the visual culture of china and Japan. in par-
ticular, Buddhism is examined as a unifying 
philosophical and artistic theme. in providing 

such connections, develops deeper insight 
into the heritage which accounts in part for 
the cultural fabric of, and societal issues con-
fronting, present day china and Japan. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (gaco)(iNco)

AH3540 Art and Ideas in the  
 19th Century  3 credits
examines important artists, major artistic 
movements, critical issues and the literature 
and criticism of art during an extraordinarily 
dynamic and volatile period–the later 18th 
and 19th centuries (c. 1770-1900). although 
consideration is given to such defining indi-
viduals as david, manet and gauguin, equal 
emphasis is accorded the historical, scien-
tific/technological and social ideas which 
helped reframe conceptions of the artist, the 
arts, society and the world in general. Newer, 
critical approaches in art history including 
feminism, ethnicity/race and cultural stud-
ies are explored as well to challenge students 
to understand the multiple lenses by which 
art historians perceive, define and interpret 
this engaging period, both in europe and 
in european colonies. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (gaco)(iNco)

AH3600 Arts of the United States  3 credits 
examines significant developments in North 
american painting, sculpture, architecture, 
prints, photography and the decorative arts 
from the colonial period (c. 1600) through 
the 1930s. Presentation is organized around 
the sequence of period styles; emerging 
artistic themes and types; revealing issues 
of class, gender and race or ethnicity; and 
the changing context (historical, political, 
social, economic, cultural) which informs the 
arts. Newer, critical approaches in art history 
including feminism and cultural studies are 
explored as well to acquaint students with the 
multiple perspectives which can be applied to 
art historical problems. Springs. (dico)

AH3620 Mesoamerican Arts:  
 Maya to Frida Kahlo  3 credits
examines the Pre-columbian history and cul-
ture of the maya and aztec civilizations as a 
foundation for a study of the resurgence of the 
mural tradition in post colonial mexico dur-
ing the first half of the 20th century. Special 
consideration is given to the art and politics 
of diego Rivera, Jose clemente orozco, and 
david alfaro Siqueiros as well as the impact 
and legacy of Pre-columbian arts on such fig-
ures as Frida Kahlo and Frank lloyd Wright. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (gaco) 
(iNco)

AH3710 Ancient Art  3 credits 
the art and architecture of the ancient world 
from the old Kingdom in egypt to the fall of 
Rome. concentration on the sculpture and 
architecture of classical greece and imperial 
Rome. the significance of antique art for 
later european and american art. Fall of odd 
years.

AH3720 Medieval Art  3 credits 
acquaints students with the heritage of archi-
tecture, sculpture, painting and the minor arts 
of the medieval past. organized in a lecture/
seminar format with emphasis on presenta-
tions and class discussion. Both the religious 
and the secular worlds of the period are exam-
ined through an interpretive study of impor-
tant monuments, objects and documents. 
enriched by the events of the annual PSU 
medieval and Renaissance Forum. Springs.

AH3730 Renaissance Art  
 in Southern Europe  3 credits
an examination of the arts in Southern 
europe from 1350-1600, a period of excep-
tional historical, religious, scientific, social 
and artistic change which witnessed the 
development of early modern ideas about 
humanity and the world. consideration of the 
“new worlds” opened by the Renaissance–the 
exploration of the americas and the impact 
of the islamic heritage–provides a broadened 
foundation and additional perspective to 
understand and interpret the painting, sculp-
ture, architecture and prints during the age of 
Botticelli, michelangelo and titian. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (gaco)
(iNco)

AH3740 Baroque Art  3 credits 
the arts of europe in the 17th and early 
18th century. Focus on the sculpture and 
architecture of Bernini and the painting of 
caravaggio, Rubens and Velazquez. Special 
consideration of Rembrandt and the devel-
opment of an independent dutch school of 
painting. Unscheduled.

AH3750 Women, Art, and
 Society  3 credits
an art historical survey from the middle ages 
to the present that considers women artists in 
history and the depictions of women within 
the context of the history of art. Springs. 
(dico)

AH4500 Special Topics  
 in Art History  3 credits
Specialized topics in art history not normally 
covered in depth in other art history courses. 
Repeatable with a different topic.

AH4880 Art History Internship  1-6 credits 
designed to give students a culminating 
experience within a range of practical set-
tings related to the art historical profession. 
internships require a negotiated number of 
hours per week and regular evaluation by a 
supervisor. Repeatable for a maximum of six 
credits. approval required of the art History 
internship advisor and the department chair. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status.
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AH4910 Independent Study  
 in Art History  1-4 credits
advanced work in a limited area of art his-
tory, developed and executed in consultation 
with an art History faculty mentor. consent 
required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair. Prerequisite(s): senior standing.

AN–Anthropology

AN2210 Cultural Anthropology  3 credits 
an introduction to the study of people and 
cultures around the world. a brief survey 
of the four major divisions of anthropology 
(archaeology, cultural, physical, linguistics) 
is followed by a comprehensive discussion of 
the concept of culture and its technological, 
social and ideological components. Falls and 
Springs. (gloB)(gaco)

AN2250 Introduction to  
 Archaeology  3 credits
an introduction to archaeology (prehistory/
history) including a survey of scientific meth-
ods used, core concepts, a brief outline of 
the prehistoric developments of the human 
species and the archaeological perspective 
on human behavior in the distant and more 
recent past. Falls. (SPSY)

AN2300 Introduction to  
 Physical Anthropology  3 credits
a scientific examination of humans as biologi-
cal organisms. Surveys current research on (1) 
evolutionary theory and principles, (2) intro-
ductory mendelian, molecular and popula-
tion genetics, (3) human biological adaptation 
and diversity, (4) nonhuman primate biology 
and behavior and (5) human and nonhuman 
fossil record. Humans are members of the 
Kingdom animalia and the order Primates 
and thus share many features with other ani-
mals, particularly the other Primates. this 
relationship is explored, both as to shared fea-
tures and those which are unique to humans. 
Falls and Springs. (Scie)

AN2310 Physical Anthropology
 Laboratory 1 credit
an introduction to the laboratory methods 
of physical or biological anthropology. major 
areas include heredity, skeletal biology, 
human biological variation and fossil pri-
mates. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 
2300 or concurrent with aN 2300. (SlaB)

AN3030 Ancient Egypt–Land  
 of the Pharaohs  3 credits
examines archaeological evidence for the rise 
of civilization in egypt. topics include the his-
tory of exploration, art and architecture, social 
history, mummification, burial rites and 
gods. emphasis is on pyramids, the Valley 
of the Kings, the tomb of tutankhamun, the 
temples of Karnak and luxor, as well as some 
of the latest discoveries. also examines popu-

lar misconceptions about egypt. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or aN 2250.

AN3040 Mexican Prehistory  3 credits 
examines the archaeological and ethnohis-
torical data for the existence of high civiliza-
tions in mesoamerica such as the olmec, 
maya and aztec. traces the prehistory from 
earliest people into the historic era of Spanish 
conquest and domination. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

AN3050 Peoples and Cultures  
 of the Caribbean  3 credits
explores the cultural diversity of West indian 
island societies. Special topics include sub-
sistence horticulture and plantation econo-
mies, family and village structure, ethnic 
diversity, development and nationalism and 
folk culture and health. Spring of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

AN3110 Cultural Ecology  3 credits 
examines culture as a human adaptation to 
nature from the Pleistocene to the present. 
case studies demonstrate success and failure 
of various societies in their adaptation to and 
impact on their environments. emphasis is 
on present-day traditional societies as well as 
cultural ecological problems facing certain 
third world countries and industrial nations. 
demographic pressures, environmental deg-
radation and climate change are discussed. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210.

AN3170 Anthropology of  
 Conflict and Law  3 credits
a cross-cultural study of the nature of conflict 
and of dispute settlement processes. Selected 
topics include the impact of “customary law” 
in emerging third world nations and alterna-
tives to formal legal process in the United 
States. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
aN 2210 or So 2220.

AN3190 Anthropology of the 
 Pacific  3 credits 
Focuses on the ethnic areas of oceania which 
include Polynesia, micronesia and melanesia. 
the varied cultures in the area are considered 
through an examination of ecology and eco-
nomics, social structure and process and reli-
gion and ideology. the relationships between 
these phenomena and the rapid rate of social, 
economic and political change are discussed 
in depth. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
aN 2110 or So 2220.

AN3200 Anthropology of Religion, 
 Ritual, and Myth  3 credits
explores human belief systems through anal-
ysis of selected religions, rituals, myths, leg-
ends, and folktales cross-culturally. examines 
various anthropological, Freudian, Jungian, 
and symbolic interpretations of the meanings 
and uses of these traditions from selected 
areas, such as africa, oceania, asia, europe, 

North or South america. Selected topics 
include shamanic traditions, voudoun and 
Santeria, creation myths, legends of heroes 
and heroines, the motifs in folktales, with 
a limited section on religions of the great 
traditions. Falls. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or 
So 2220.

AN3210 Topics in Anthropology  3 credits 
examines specialized areas in anthropology 
which are not covered in regularly scheduled 
courses. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): aN 
2210.

AN3220 Anthropology of Europe  3 credits 
examines  the  d i ve rse  cu l tures  o f 
mediterranean, eastern and Northern 
europe. the varied ecology and the economic, 
social, political and religious orientations 
of european ethnic groups are explored in 
depth. covers historical and current processes 
of european disintegration and integration. 
Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 
or So 2220.

AN3260 Historical Archaeology  3 credits 
introduces students to the study of histori-
cal archaeology, explores various topics from 
earliest colonial settlement through to arti-
facts of today and exposes one to the different 
techniques and methods used. Field trips and 
some outdoor classes are part of the course. 
concentrates on the New england region. 
Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): upper-
level student.

AN3290 Great Discoveries in
 Archaeology 3 credits
examines some of the greatest discoveries 
made at archaeological sites throughout the 
world. this overview of world prehistory 
emphasizes how civilization arose indepen-
dently in several parts of the world, but it 
also presents some of the greatest discoveries 
from later time periods. demonstrates the 
types of questions that archaeologists ask and 
shows how cultures are reconstructed using 
the fragmentary remains in the archaeologi-
cal record. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 
or aN 2250.

AN3300 North American  
 Prehistory  3 credits
examines the diverse ancient societies of 
North america, from before 12,000 Bc up 
until european contact. topics include the 
mound builders, the pueblos of the Southwest 
and the prehistoric people of New england. 
Special emphasis is given to archaeological 
sites in New Hampshire and there will be 
opportunities to handle local artifacts in the 
classroom. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
aN 2210 or aN 2250.
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AN3400 Anthropology of  
 Sub-Saharan Africa  3 credits
an anthropological survey of several sub-
Saharan societies (including Zimbabwe, 
Kenya and cote d’ivoire). topics include: 
social, economic and political structures of 
selected african cultures before european 
intervention, consequences of that european 
intervention on present-day african societies, 
kinship, marriage, trade, markets and reli-
gion. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): aN 
2210 or So 2220.

AN3410 Natives of North  
 America  3 credits
discusses and analyzes traditional indian 
cultures from an anthropological perspective 
which includes patterns of subsistence, social 
organization and ideology. culture change, 
conflict and the contemporary status of native 
groups are considered within the context 
of national political and legal policies. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

AN3500 Illness, Wellness, and  
 Healing  3 credits
concepts of illness, wellness, and healing 
reflect the societies and cultures in which 
they are found. compares ways in which a 
variety of Western (e.g., France, germany, 
United States) and non-Western (South 
american, african) societies and cultures 
think about and institutionalize health and ill-
ness. Selected topics include: changing health 
and nutritional status from human prehistory 
to the present, social and cultural definitions 
of health and illness, ritual healing practices, 
ethnomedicine, the relationships of social 
organization and stratification to health and 
illness; and the social and personal construc-
tion of medical knowledge. Not open to stu-
dents who have taken medical anthropology. 
Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or 
So 2220. (Weco)

AN3520 Economic Anthropology  3 credits 
explores the production and exchange of 
material goods in food-foraging, tribal, chief-
dom and state societies. examines both for-
mal economic and anthropological economic 
theories in order to understand non-Western 
exchange systems as well as Western indus-
trialization, modernization and develop-
ment and their impact on both traditional 
and developing societies. case studies illus-
trate the wide variety of economies and their 
accompanying systems of social and symbolic 
relations. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
aN 2210 or So 2220.

AN3600 Bones, Bodies, and  
 Disease  3 credits
an introduction to Forensic anthropology, 
which is the scientific study of the human 
skeleton and its application to the law. this 
includes the study of age, gender, stature, 
abnormalities, disease, pathologies, and 
trauma, along with all of the other evidence 

that can be learned from the study of human 
remains. intensive handling and analysis of 
human bones. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 
2300.

AN3900 Applied Anthropology  3 credits 
examines the dynamics of sociocultural 
change and applies anthropological concepts 
and methods to contemporary human prob-
lems. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): aN 
2210.

AN4100 Anthropological and 
 Sociological Theory  3 credits 
Social theory helps us to understand society 
and how it works. it also provides frameworks 
for developing methodology for anthro-
pologists and sociologists when conducting 
research. looks at the connections between 
theories and methods (or practice) and ana-
lyzes major classical and modern theorists 
from durkheim and Weber to malinowski, 
goffman and geertz. Falls of odd years. last 
offering Fall 2011. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or 
So 2220. (WRco)

AN4410 Methods of Social  
 Research  3 credits
Purpose: (1) to prepare students with the basic 
ability to design research and implement 
an actual study of social phenomena; (2) to 
enable students to become more astute and 
critical consumers of social research studies. 
Skills learned include theory application and 
construction, operationalizing variables, eval-
uating strengths and weaknesses of research 
methodologies, determining causality, sam-
pling, hypothesis formulation and testing, 
data collection, analysis and depiction, and 
proposal writing. may be taken as So 4410. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 2300 or SS 3700 or 
SW 3700.

AN4600 Seminar: Theory  
 and Practice  4 credits
capstone course for majors; provides an 
overview of anthropological methodology 
and theory. Heavily emphasizes research 
and the practical applications of anthropol-
ogy. Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aN 4400 or So 
4400) or (aN 4410 or So 4410) and junior or 
senior standing as a major. (WRit)(WRco)

AN4610 Internship  1-12 credits 
Students engage in work programs and 
thereby apply knowledge gained from major 
and minor courses, areas or concentrations. 
Qualifications to be an intern are determined 
by the department chair and a faculty mem-
ber who acts as a supervising professor. once 
placed, student interns have both an imme-
diate supervisor and a supervising professor. 
With permission.

AN4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Provides a more intense background in some 
aspect of anthropology through reading and 
research, supplementing previous courses or 

broadening the student’s knowledge in some 
subject area not presently covered by aN 
courses. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

AP–Adventure Education

AP2010 Foundations of  
 Adventure Education  3 credits
an introduction to the professional expecta-
tions and opportunities for the adventure 
educator. topics include the rationale and 
benefits of adventure education, clients and 
settings, therapeutic adventure, professional 
preparation, public land resources, environ-
mental issues and trends in adventure edu-
cation. additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): adventure education majors 
and minors only.

AP2210 Adventure Education Teaching 
 Theories and Methods  3 credits
Review of pertinent learning theories 
and teaching methods used in adventure 
education. topics include children and ado-
lescent development; lesson design; creating 
engaging and experiential lessons; instruc-
tional skills; physical, cognitive and affec-
tive methods of instruction; class and group 
management; and assessment of learning. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): adventure education 
majors and minors only.

AP2300 Top Rope Rock Climbing  3 credits 
introduces students to the skills and safety sys-
tems associated with institutional rock climb-
ing, including management of rock climbing 
site, belaying, building climbing anchor sys-
tems and performing basic rescues. Focuses 
on natural history facts relevant to rock climb-
ing. additional course fee required. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): adventure education 
majors and minors only.

AP2400 Paddling Fundamentals  3 credits 
introduces students to the skills of flat water 
and moving water canoeing. Focuses on top-
ics and skills such as: selection and use of 
equipment, tandem canoe paddling skills 
development and safety procedures and group 
management relevant to canoeing. Focuses 
on natural and human history facts relevant 
to canoeing. additional course fee required. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): adventure 
education majors and minors only.

AP3100 Wilderness Expedition  4 credits 
an in-depth coverage of the planning, prepa-
ration, safety, technical and environmental 
skills of extended backcountry travel. Students 
plan, organize and participate in a series of 
wilderness trips lasting from three to 12 days. 
topics include leave No trace backcountry 
travel, meal planning and preparation, stove 
use, campsite selection, expedition technol-
ogy, map and compass orienteering, route 
finding, weather prediction and group man-
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agement. Students must have proper per-
sonal clothing and equipment for extended 
backcountry travel. additional course fee 
required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aP 2010 
and aP 2210; adventure education majors 
only. (teco)

AP3101 Immersion Wilderness  
 Expedition  4 credits
an in-depth coverage of the planning, prepa-
ration, safety, technical and environmental 
skills of extended backcountry travel. Students 
plan, organize, and participate in a series of 
wilderness trips lasting from three to 12 days. 
topics include leave No trace backcountry 
travel, meal planning and preparation, stove 
use, campsite selection, expedition technol-
ogy, map and compass orienteering, route 
finding, weather prediction, and group man-
agement. Students must have proper per-
sonal clothing and equipment for extended 
backcountry travel. additional course fee 
required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): aP 2010 and 
aP 2210. Corequisite(s): aP 3301, aP 3321, 
and aP 3401. (teco)

AP3110 Challenge Course  
 Fundamentals  3 credits
introduces students to the use of a variety of 
low and high challenge course elements for 
intrapersonal and interpersonal skill develop-
ment. Focuses on developing instructional 
and risk management skills on a challenge 
course environment. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2210 and aP 2300.

AP3300 Adventure Leadership and 
 Group Management  4 credits
the theory and application of outdoor leader-
ship, including program design, judgment 
and decision making, risk management, lead-
ership models and styles. models and meth-
ods of outdoor and experiential education. 
How to present and teach skills and concepts 
in, about and through the outdoors. may be 
taken as part of the immersion Semester, 
for which students must apply for admis-
sion. When taken as part of the immersion 
Semester, there is a course fee. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2010 and aP 2210.

AP3301 Immersion Adventure  
 Leadership and Group    
 Management  4 credits
the theory and application of outdoor leader-
ship, including program design, judgment 
and decision making, risk management, lead-
ership models and styles. models and methods 
of outdoor and experiential education. How 
to present and teach skills and concepts in, 
about, and through the outdoors. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): aP 
2010 and aP 2210. Corequisite(s): aP 3101, 
aP 3321, and aP 3401.

AP3310 Lead Rock Climbing  3 credits 
advanced course focusing on selection and 
placement of protection gear, route finding, 
lead climbing and belaying, multiple pitch 
climbing, advanced anchor building, rescue 
systems and climbing instructional strate-
gies. additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2210, aP 2300 and aP 
3300.

AP3320 Adventure Education  
 Philosophy and Theory  3 credits
an exploration of the background, philosoph-
ical basis, ethical issues, research and theo-
ries of adventure and experiential education. 
explains the “why” behind the “what” adven-
ture educators do. Students apply experiential 
education philosophy and theory to help co-
create the structure for this course. Students 
develop in writing their own personal phi-
losophy of adventure education. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2010, aP 2210 and aP 
3100 (may be concurrent). (WRit)(WRco)

AP3321 Immersion Adventure 
 Education Philosophy and 
 Theory  3 credits 
an exploration of the background, philo-
sophical basis, ethical issues, research and 
theories of adventure and experiential educa-
tion. explains the “why” behind the “what” 
adventure educators do. Students apply expe-
riential education philosophy and theory to 
help co-create the structure for this course. 
Students develop in writing their own per-
sonal philosophy of adventure education. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): aP 2010, aP 2210, and 
aP 3100 (may be concurrent). Corequisite(s): 
aP 3101, aP 3301, and aP 3401. (WRit)
(WRco)

AP3400 Wilderness First 
 Responder  4 credits 
Provides the knowledge needed to handle 
medical emergencies requiring extended care 
in remote settings. emphasis is on prevention, 
decision-making and treatment. Students 
who successfully complete the course and 
pass the WFR exam will receive a Wilderness 
First Responder certificate good for three 
years. Students will also have an opportunity 
to receive cPR certification. taught using a 
combination of lecture, scenarios and rescue 
simulations. additional course fee required. 
Springs.

AP3401 Immersion Wilderness 
 First Responder  4 credits 
Provides the knowledge needed to handle 
medical emergencies requiring extended care 
in remote settings. emphasis is on prevention, 
decision-making, and treatment. Students 
who successfully complete the course and 
pass the WFR exam receive a Wilderness First 
Responder certificate, good for three years. 
Students also have an opportunity to receive 

cPR certification. taught using a combina-
tion of lecture, scenarios, and rescue simula-
tions. additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2210. Corequisite(s): aP 
3101, aP 3301, and aP 3321.

AP3410Whitewater Paddling  3 credits 
introduces techniques and procedures to con-
duct river kayaking programs in moving and 
whitewater environments. includes advanced 
rescue techniques, river kayaking paddling 
techniques and paddling instructional strat-
egies. additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2400 and (aP 3300 or aP 
3301).

AP3500 Adventure Processing 
 and Facilitation  3 credits 
Provides the skills necessary for facilitating a 
variety of client groups-educational, profes-
sional/corporate and therapeutic-indoor and 
outdoor experiential and adventure programs. 
includes group development stages, group 
discussion leading, active listening, debrief-
ing, frontloading, metaphors and transfer of 
client learning. Students develop and facili-
tate a program with a client group. additional 
course fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
aP 2210.

AP3600 Outdoor Skills Clinical  3 credits 
designed to assure basic skills competencies 
in climbing, paddling, camping, and land 
navigation. Students are tested on a series of 
basic outdoor skills. No formal instruction is 
provided. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 2300, aP 2400 and (aP 
3100 or aP 3101).

AP3700 Winter Backcountry 
 Travel  3 credits 
equipment, techniques and instructional 
strategies for travel and camping in winter 
conditions on snowshoes and backcountry 
skis. includes extended cold weather survival 
methods, building snow shelters, winter expe-
dition camping and trip planning. additional 
course fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
aP 2210 and (aP 3300 or aP 3301); adventure 
education majors or minors; proper clothing 
and gear for winter backcountry travel.
 
AP3810 Alpine Mountaineering  3 credits 
Knowledge, skills and attitudes of basic 
mountaineering, including snow, ice and 
alpine climbing, avalanche awareness, use 
of technical equipment including crampons, 
ropes and ice axes for snow and glacier travel 
and crevasse rescue. additional course fee 
required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aP 2210, 
aP 2300, (aP 3300 or aP 3301), and (aP 
3400 or aP 3401); adventure education 
major or minor; proper clothing for winter 
backcountry travel.
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AP3880 Adventure Education 
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence in adventure education. in consultation 
with an adventure education faculty mem-
ber, the student is placed with an approved 
program or organization in order to gain 
experience with one or more profession-
als. the Practicum requires 45 hours of 
work per credit. may be repeated for credit. 
Pass/No Pass. Students are required to pay 
a liability insurance fee. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior or senior status; mini-
mum 2.00 cumulative gPa; approval of the 
instructor or department chair.

AP3890 Adventure Education 
 Clinical  1-3 credits 
Provides students practical experience with an 
adventure education program or organization. 
in consultation with an adventure education 
faculty member, the student is placed with an 
approved program or organization, typically 
outside the PSU setting, in order to gain expe-
rience with one or more professionals. the 
clinical requires 45 hours of work per credit. 
Repeatable for a maximum of six credits. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
adventure education major; completion of 
27 credits in adventure education courses; 
completion of 30 days of documented leader-
ship and instruction experience; approval of 
the instructor or the department chair.

AP3950 Special Topics in 
 Adventure Education  3 credits 
each year focuses on a different adventure 
topic, skill and/or environment. topics may 
include therapeutic adventure, multi-cultural 
and international recreation and adventure 
pursuits, and eco-psychology in outdoor 
adventure. Skills include wilderness search 
and rescue, desert and canyon backpacking 
and sea kayaking conducted as a field-based 
expedition during Winterim or Spring Break. 
to familiarize students with new and unique 
adventure environments, may involve travel-
ing to a distant location, such as Baja, mexico 
or the southwest United States. there is a 
course fee for field-based skill topics. may 
be repeated more than once with a differ-
ent topic. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aP 2210 
and permission of the instructor; adventure 
education majors or minors; proper clothing 
for the course environment.

AP4300 Teaching Assistantship 
 in Adventure Education  4 credits 
Students who have demonstrated a high level 
of proficiency serve as assistant instructors 
in a selected adventure education course. 
Students take active leadership roles; plan-
ning, sequencing and teaching adventure 
topics and skills; develop a comprehensive 
risk management plan. Students receive 
supervision and feedback on their leader-

ship, instructional planning and teaching 
skills. the teaching assistant may need to be 
involved in field-based trips lasting three to 15 
days and should, therefore, schedule accord-
ingly. may be repeated for a maximum of 
eight credits. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
adventure education major; completion of 
at least 27 credits in adventure education 
courses including (aP 3300 or aP 3301) and 
aP 3600; permission of the instructor.

AP4600 Risk Management in 
 Adventure Education  3 credits 
Upper-level class in which students explore 
the details of managing an adventure pro-
gram. topics include risk management for the 
administrator; legal issues; legal documents, 
accreditation standards; staff recruitment, 
hiring and training. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
adventure education major; completion of 
at least 27 credits in adventure education 
courses.

AP4880 Adventure Education 
 Internship  6-12 credits 
a culminating experience for the adventure 
education major. in consultation with an 
adventure education faculty member, the 
student is placed with an approved program 
or organization outside the PSU setting in 
order to gain a variety of on-the-job profes-
sional experiences. each internship credit 
represents 45 hours of experience, so stu-
dents should plan for a minimum of seven 
weeks of full-time experience. Some intern-
ships may include housing, meals and/or a 
small stipend. Students are required to pay 
a liability insurance fee. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aP 3600; a minimum grade 
of c in aP 4300; completion of at least 40 
credits in adventure education courses; com-
pletion of 60 days of documented leadership/
instruction experience.

AP4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
a student-initiated research project on a 
selected topic agreed to by a department fac-
ulty tutor. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

AR–Fine Art

AR1040 Fundamentals of Art: Color 
 and Design  3 credits 
an exploration of basic design concepts of 
balance, pictorial space and composition 
using a variety of media. also, color theories 
are discussed in class and applied to weekly 
assignments preparing students for the intel-
ligent use of color as a design element. Falls 
and Springs.

AR1060 Fundamentals of Art: Form 
 in 3D  4 credits 
Foundation studio course in three-dimen-
sional visual art. combines the study of the 

basic elements, principles, and practices of 
form and design in three dimensions with a 
series of hands-on problem-solving projects. 
introduces students to a wide range of materi-
als and techniques and to a variety of issues in 
contemporary art. Not open to students who 
have earned credit for aR 1050. additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs.

AR1120 Drawing: Objects, 
 Interiors, Landscapes  4 credits 
establishes the technical, aesthetic, and 
conceptual foundation of the discipline of 
drawing. through observational drawing, 
students expand their understanding of visual 
problem-solving relating to objects, interior 
spaces, and landscapes. introduces color. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
aR 1100. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs.

ARDI1200 Creativity and the 
 Visual World  3 credits 
explores the relationship between the creative 
process, self-expression and communication, 
through the visual arts. the creative process 
is first explored broadly as a problem-solving 
tool applicable to all fields of human endeavor. 
Students then experience the creative process 
in studio explorations and the creation of art 
works with an emphasis on “process” rather 
than “product.” the language of art is studied 
through consideration of the formal elements 
and the organizing aesthetic principles. 
Students consider how these affect visual 
unity and communication in contemporary 
and historical art works. Broadens the basis 
for student self-confidence in creative skill 
development, originality and critical think-
ing/writing, the use of information technol-
ogy resources and appreciation of the visual 
arts as a powerful vehicle for communica-
tion. additional course fee required. Falls and 
Springs. (aRtS)(ctdi)

ARDI1300 Myths, Masks, and 
 Identity  3 credits 
explores the relationship between one’s self 
and one’s relationship with one’s community 
and world by studying a variety of cultures and 
times through their mythologies, legends, 
fables, and folklore. Provides an opportunity 
to create a rich experience of self-discovery 
using the creative process and the visual arts 
as a means of exploring one’s own search 
for identity and creating one’s own personal 
mythology. additional course fee required. 
Falls and Springs. (SSdi).
 
ARDI2310 Table Manners: Functional 
 Pottery  3 credits 
a hands-on ceramic art class in which stu-
dents explore a variety of approaches to cre-
ating handmade tableware. explorations 
include considerations of context, func-
tion, style, and expressive potential within 
the framework of the utilitarian sensibil-
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ity. traditions, rituals, and customs for food 
preparation and presentation are compared 
with contemporary and innovative ideas for 
creating vessels and containers for food to be 
offered at the table. culmination is the devel-
opment and creation of original and individu-
alized sets of tableware by the students. Falls 
and Springs. (ctdi)

AR2520 Drawing: Figure in 
 Value  4 credits 
Students draw the human figure from life 
and apply their accrued skills in the transla-
tion of the human figure to compositions in 
line and tonal value. as students move from 
drawing stationary objects to living, moving 
figures, the sensibility and techniques that led 
themselves to this challenge are addressed. 
developing knowledge and fluency concern-
ing proportion, movement, and anatomical 
structure is key. as confidence and ability are 
gained, volume and relating the figure to the 
surrounding space are addressed. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for aR 2510. 
additional course fee required. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 1100 or aR 1120.

AR2600 Photography I  3 credits 
an introduction to photography as a visual 
art. a study of the camera, film, exposure, 
developing and printing as well as the history 
and aesthetics of photography. a camera with 
a light meter is necessary; a tripod is helpful. 
Students purchase most of their own sup-
plies. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs.

AR3010 Painting: Theory and 
 Process  3 credits 
an introduction to the basic techniques of 
painting in oil and acrylic, concentrating on 
principles of color and light. Using a variety 
of subject matter, students explore problems 
of pictorial composition and personal expres-
sion. additional course fee required. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 1040, (aR 1100 or 
aR 1120) and (aR 2510 or aR 2520).

AR3040 Painting: Figure in 
 Context  4 credits 
continuation of the principles explored in aR 
3010. emphasizes painting the human figure. 
Stresses more advanced study in paint appli-
cation, color use and compositional structure, 
as well as personal ideation and conceptual 
development. additional course fee required. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for aR 3030. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 2110 
or aR 3010

AR3060 Foundations of 
 Sculpture: Representing 
 the Body  4 credits 
introduction to studio sculpture focusing on 
how bodies make meaning in art. considers 
mimetic and connotative sculptural represen-
tations of the body and such topics as: real-

ism and figure modeling; modernism and 
abstracted depictions of the body; the “body” 
as a collection of objects that construct the 
idea of identity; diverse approaches to repre-
senting the human form; and the relation-
ship of the viewer’s physical body to the work 
of art. through the use of varying media, 
students explore issues in modern and con-
temporary sculpture and begin to develop 
their own sculptural vocabularies. Not open 
to students who have earned credit for aR 
3460. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 1050 or aR 
1060. (QRco)

AR3120 Painting: Exploring 
 Personal Themes  3 credits 
an advanced painting course exploring spatial 
movement and structure utilizing the visual 
elements of color and light. emphasizes devel-
opment of personal imagery and independent 
problem solving. additional course fee required. 
Not open to students who have earned credit for 
aR 3110. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aR 
2110 and aR 3030) or aR 3010.

AR3130 Drawing: Figure in Color  3 credits 
the study of proportion and the application of 
the principles of composition in the presenta-
tion of the human figure are emphasized as 
students continue to draw from life. the use 
of color is introduced. additional course fee 
required. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
(aR 1100 or aR 1120) and (aR 2510 or aR 
2520).

AR3160 Foundations of Sculpture: 
 Objects and Ideas  4 credits 
introduction to studio sculpture focusing on 
the artistic possibilities of objects. considers 
a range of aesthetic approaches to form, 
including abstract, representational, non-
representational, and postmodern. Focuses 
on traditional, modern, and contemporary 
theories and techniques, and covers such top-
ics as: competing definitions of and processes 
for generating “form”; transforming “real” 
objects into abstract “art” objects; context, 
site, and viewer-art relationships; and objects 
in motion. through the use of varying media, 
students explore issues in sculpture and begin 
to develop their own sculptural vocabularies. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for aR 2190. additional course fee required. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 1050 or 
aR 1060. (QRco)

AR3220 Ceramic Exploration  4 credits 
Provides experiences with a variety of ceramic 
materials, methods, ideas, and forms through 
a series of hands-on assignments. includes 
hand-forming processes, sculptural and func-
tional approaches. Provides an introduction 
to glaze and kiln technology. includes con-
sideration of historical and cultural origins 
and development of ceramic art forms as well 

as contemporary approaches to hand-built 
ceramic work. emphasis on understanding 
the properties of clay and glaze in order to 
develop greater visual and expressive capabili-
ties in the medium. Not open to students who 
have earned credit for aR 2210. additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 1050 or aR 1060.

AR3230 Ceramic Design: Potters 
 Wheel  4 credits 
Functional and conceptual design in 
ceramic artwork made on the potter’s wheel. 
consideration of the purpose and meaning 
of the vessel or container form in ceramics, 
with emphasis on artistic intention, context, 
craft, and aesthetics. Historical and contem-
porary approaches are explored in research 
assignments. experience with ceramic tech-
nology (mixing different clay bodies, glaze 
mixing, kiln firing) continues as students take 
their work through the physical stages of the 
ceramic process. Not open to students who 
have earned credit for aR 3190. additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 1050 or aR 1060.

AR3250 Professional 2D 
 Presentation Practices  3 credits 
a comprehensive course that addresses the 
needs of the artist after graduation. Students 
learn professional standards for presentation 
of their artwork. Students learn how to both 
physically and digitally present their work to 
the art profession and the public. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): art 
majors. (QRco) (teco)

AR3290 Intaglio  3 credits 
Presents printmaking techniques beyond the 
introductory level. Stresses individual devel-
opment of techniques and imagery. methods 
utilized include dry point, line etch, burin 
engraving, aquatint and soft ground. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): aR 
1040, aR 1120, and aR 2520.

AR3300 Process and Printmaking  3 credits 
a generalized introduction to the various 
methods of printmaking including woodcut, 
etching, drypoint, relief, embossing, mono-
print and callography. additional course fee 
required. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for aR 2300. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 1040, aR 1120, and aR 
2520.

AR3320 Lithography  4 credits 
Presents stone lithography techniques includ-
ing graining, drawing, etching and printing. 
methods utilized include gum stencil, crayon, 
tusche, autographic ink, rubbing ink drawing, 
transfer paper and counter etch. additional 
course fee required. Not open to students 
who have earned credit for aR 3310. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 1040, aR 1120, and aR 
2520. 
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AR3340 Letterpress Workshop: 
 The Art of Text  3 credits 
long before the advent of typewriters and 
word processors, printed text was set by hand, 
using wood and/or lead type, which print-
ers would set letter by letter, character by 
character. in this hands-on course, students 
have the unique opportunity to explore this 
“old school” technology through a series of 
creative projects. Working both individually 
and collaboratively, students not only learn 
how to set type and print text; they also write 
these texts themselves. the first part focuses 
on creating the texts; the second part focuses 
on setting type and printing. Students are 
introduced to basic concepts of type and text 
design, the history of print technology and 
the impact it has had on reading and writing, 
how to work in a print shop studio environ-
ment, and more broadly, the interdisciplinary 
connections between the literary text and the 
visual text. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNco)

AR3360 Relief Printing: Theory 
 and Process  3 credits 
Builds a solid foundation in the technical, 
aesthetic, and conceptual aspects of relief 
printmaking. Students learn a variety of skills 
for wood and plate usage, image resolution 
and transfer, ink usage and roles of paper in 
production of relief prints. includes review 
and practice of composition, applying draw-
ing and color theory derived from foundation 
courses. assignments emphasize both for-
mal elements and creative expression in the 
development of each artist’s vision. Requires 
outside studio work. additional course fee 
required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 1040, 
aR 1120, and aR 2520.

AR3520 Drawing: Advanced  3 credits 
Students begin drawing compositions con-
taining and referring to wide-ranging aspects 
of their environment. the use of more 
advanced techniques and media are intro-
duced and explored. additional course fee 
required. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
(aR 1100 or aR 1120), (aR 2510 or aR 2520), 
and aR 3130.

AR3660 Advanced Sculpture  4 credits 
emphasizes idea development finding one’s 
own sculptural voice. Students work with a vari-
ety of media and continue to explore issues in 
contemporary sculpture. Not open to students 
who have earned credit for aR 4420. additional 
course fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aR 
1050 or aR 1060), and (aR 3060 or aR 3460), 
and (aR 2190 or aR 3160).

AR3900 Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to allow students to have a direct 
working field experience outside the class-
room. commitment includes a negotiated 
number of hours per week and regular sched-
uled evaluation by department Practicum 
advisor. agencies must be pre-approved 

by department. Prerequisite(s): junior sta-
tus; minimum 2.30 cumulative gPa and 
minimum 2.50 major gPa; approval of the 
department chair and the departmental 
Review committee and permission of the 
department Practicum advisor.

AR3910 Photography II  3 credits 
advanced students explore photography as 
a means of creative art expression and the 
role of photography as an independent art 
medium. Students are expected to provide 
their own 35 mm camera and purchase most 
of their own supplies. additional course fee 
required. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
aR 2600.

AR4070 Drawing: Personal Voice 3 credits 
Students have an opportunity to pursue indi-
vidual directions, with the professor’s guid-
ance, in an effort to develop ideas and interests 
that synthesize their previous drawing experi-
ences. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aR 1100 or aR 
1120), (aR 2510 or aR2520), and aR 3130.

AR4080 Painting: Advanced 
 Concepts  3 credits 
Students are encouraged to begin developing 
personal directions in their work, with guid-
ance from the professor. Presents creation 
and utilization of serial imagery to establish 
continuity of ideas. additional course fee 
required. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for aR 4060. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 3110 or aR 3120.

AR4110 Senior Thesis I  6 credits 
For 3d Studio art BFa majors. Students are 
required to develop a body of work based upon 
the exploration of aesthetic concepts relative 
to thematic material. Students, with a faculty 
advisor, are expected to do much of the work 
independently with scheduled critical discus-
sion involving faculty and fellow students. 
the objectives and progress of the thesis are 
examined and evaluated by a BFa evalua-
tion committee comprised of the art faculty. 
outside critics will be brought in periodically 
to offer students a broader diversity of artistic 
thought. Falls. Prerequisite(s): application to 
and acceptance by the 3d BFa committee.

AR4120 Senior Thesis II  6 credits 
For 3d Studio art BFa majors. continuation 
of Senior thesis i. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
application to and acceptance by the 3d BFa 
committee.

AR4230 The Art of Ceramics: Studio 
 Artist/Ceramic Scientist  4 credits 
For students who want to take ownership 
of their artwork in clay from start to fin-
ish. encourages the pursuit of individual 
directions in ceramic work, while providing 
in-depth experiences in glaze formulation 
and chemistry and kiln firing processes. 
encourages students, in their artwork, to 

establish their individual artistic contexts and 
intentions and to work toward visual and con-
ceptual integrity of form. experiments in glaze 
development are undertaken. Students are 
responsible for glaze missing. Students should 
be prepared to work in collaboration with other 
students to share several day-long firing respon-
sibilities during the semester. Not open to stu-
dents who have earned credit for aR 3210 and 
aR 4220. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aR 2210 or aR 
3220) and (aR 3190 or aR 3230).

AR4250 Ceramics Studio: 
 Advanced  4 credits 
For students having completed 12 credits of 
ceramics. Students focus on individual direc-
tions, engage in directed and independent 
research, address contemporary issues and 
contexts for ceramic artists and have the 
opportunity to develop a portfolio of original 
work. Students mix their own glazes and fire 
kilns in collaboration with other students. 
may be repeated with a new body of student 
work for an additional four credits. additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 4220 or aR 4230.

AR4320 Advanced Printmaking  3 credits 
Students are given an opportunity for a fuller 
exploration of an individual approach to print-
making in a preferred medium. includes 
study of development in contemporary print-
making. additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 3290 or aR 
3310 or aR 3320.

AR4510 Painting: Special 
 Problems  3 credits 
designed for students who have completed 
four semesters of work in Painting so that 
these students can continue their work at an 
advanced level (up to six credits). additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aR 4080.

AR4520 Special Problems in 
 Printmaking  3 credits 
advanced work of unique characteristics in 
printmaking. designed for students who 
have completed four semesters of work in 
Printmaking so that these students can con-
tinue their work at an advanced level (up to six 
credits). additional course fee required. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aR 4320.

AR4550 Special Problems in 
 Ceramics  4 credits 
designed for students who have completed 
12 credits of work in ceramics. advanced stu-
dents work with the instructor on specialized 
topics that are different from, or are in more 
depth than, the regular curriculum offer-
ings. may be repeated for credit when offered 
under a different topic. additional course fee 
required. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.
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AR4560 Special Problems in 
 Drawing  3 credits 
designed for students who have completed 
four semesters of work in drawing so that 
these students can continue their work at an 
advanced level (up to six credits). additional 
course fee required. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): (aR 1100 or aR 1120), (aR 
2510 or aR 2520), aR 3130.

AR4580 Special Problems in 
 Sculpture  4 credits 
designed for students who have completed 
three semesters of work in Sculpture; allows 
advanced students to work with the instructor 
to design their own assignments and begin to 
build individual portfolios of sculpture based 
on their own ideas. may be repeated for up to 
eight credits. additional course fee required. 
Falls and Springs, according to demand. 
Prerequisite(s): (aR 3660 or aR 4420) and 
permission of the instructor.
 
AR4610 2D BFA Thesis I  6 credits 
the first half of a year-long capstone experi-
ence designed to provide students with the 
challenge to immerse themselves in inde-
pendent studio production in the field of 
their concentration. Requires rigorous studio 
discipline 16-20 hours weekly, weekly meet-
ings for critical discussion, and field trips to 
selected exhibits and artists’ studios. thesis 
i fosters professional studio discipline and 
the deepening of discipline skills as students 
begin the process of developing a coherent 
body of work based upon the exploration of 
diverse aesthetic concepts, thematic possibili-
ties, personal study, and personal voice. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
aR 4110. Falls. Prerequisite(s): application to 
and acceptance by the 2d BFa committee. 
Corequisite(s): aR 4800.

AR4620 2D BFA Thesis II  6 credits 
continuation of 2d BFa thesis i. Students 
complete the development of a coherent 
body of individualized work integrating stu-
dio expertise, ideation, aesthetic concepts, 
expressive intentionality, thematic develop-
ment with each student’s emergent artistic 
voice. Selected work is exhibited in the Senior 
BFa thesis exhibition. Not open to students 
who have earned credit for aR 4120. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): completion of aR 4610 
with review and acceptance by the 2d BFa 
committee and thesis instructor.

AR4700 Special Topics in Studio 
 Art  3 credits 
an intensive hands-on studio experience with 
a specialist in a studio area. the area of special-
ization is determined for each offering of the 
course. guest artists are frequently featured, 
working with or sponsored by a department 
faculty member. the course usually runs 
one to two weeks with daily and/or evening 
sessions. Students may repeat this course 
when it is offered under a different topic. 

division of continuing education. Summers. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor or 
department sponsor for a guest artist.

AR4800 Advanced Studio 
 Seminar  3 credits 
a discussion and critical analysis experience 
for studio art majors moderated by an active 
studio artist. Focuses on individual and col-
laborative research into the progressive art 
forms and trends of today’s art work. Students 
inform themselves and others as they exam-
ine the work of both established and emerg-
ing artists. addresses the integration of 
undergraduate education with the pragmatic 
concerns of society as a whole. draws connec-
tions between fields of knowledge and applies 
alternative methods of inquiry to resolve 
questions. Students integrate visual art studio 
practice, online, print and direct research in 
contemporary visual culture, studies in art 
criticism and development of professional 
business knowledge for the studio artist. Falls. 
Prerequisite (s): junior status. (iNtg)(iNco)

AR4910 Independent Study in 
 Studio Art  1-4 credits 
advanced work in a limited area of studio art, 
developed and executed in consultation with 
an art department faculty mentor. additional 
course fee required. consent required of 
the instructor who will supervise the inde-
pendent study and the department chair. 
Prerequisite(s): senior standing.

AT–Athletic Training

AT1010 Introduction to Athletic 
 Training I  1 credit
the first half of a two-semester athletic train-
ing sequence emphasizing the development 
of athletic training skills. designed to intro-
duce students to the profession of athletic 
training as well as to begin the development 
of psychomotor skills in athletic training. 
course content stresses athletic training room 
policies and procedures, universal precau-
tions and wound care; clinical competencies 
in ice bag/massage, cold/warm whirlpool and 
hydrocollator use; selected taping and wrap-
ping techniques. a minimum of 40 hours of 
observation is required in the athletic training 
room and at practices and games. Falls.

AT1020 Introduction to Athletic 
 Training II  1 credit
the second half of a two-semester athletic 
training sequence emphasizing the devel-
opment of athletic training skills. course 
content includes clinical competencies in 
blood pressure, splinting, injury reporting/
recording and selected taping and wrapping 
techniques. a minimum of 40 hours of 
observation is required in the athletic training 
room and at practices and games. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): at 1010.

AT2010 Athletic Training Skills I  1 credit
the first half of a two-semester athletic train-
ing sequence emphasizing decision-making 
skills in the application of theory and skills 
to practical situations. designed to coincide 
with the students’ first introduction to clinical 
practice. Students are introduced to selected 
organizational and administrative tasks asso-
ciated with the sports medicine program. 
includes selected taping/wrapping/padding 
techniques for the lower extremity. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): current cPR certification.

AT2020 Athletic Training Skills II  1 credit
the second half of a two-semester athletic 
training sequence to coincide with the stu-
dents’ first clinical rotation. emphasizes 
decision-making skills, selected taping/
wrapping/padding techniques for the upper 
extremity; the presentation of a case study. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 2010.

AT2100 Introduction to Clinical 
 Practice  2 credits 
Seminar style. introduces athletic training 
students to the many competencies and profi-
ciencies required in clinical practice. Students 
engage in experiential learning as an orienta-
tion to clinical requirements, guidelines and 
standards of practice. includes the intro-
ductory use and application of therapeutic 
modalities and injury tracking software, the 
implementation of pre-season screening, 
the collection and dissemination of medical 
history, consent and waiver information, the 
writing of injury reports using SoaP notes 
and exposure to emergency policies and 
procedures. Students apply what they have 
learned by completing three, four-week clini-
cal rotations under the direct supervision of 
a clinical instructor. Students are required to 
pay a liability insurance fee. Falls.

AT2250 Prevention and Care of 
 Injuries in Active 
 Populations  3 credits 
an introductory course in athletic training 
designed to prepare students for further study 
in athletic training. topics include the history of 
athletic training, the sports medicine team, ath-
letic training room organization and adminis-
tration, pre-participation sport physicals, athletic 
equipment design and fit, injury mechanisms, 
recognition and care of injuries, environmen-
tal considerations and conditioning programs. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): Bi 2110.

AT2750 Clinical Athletic 
 Training I  4 credits 
designed to provide athletic training stu-
dents with an introductory level hands-on 
experience with which to understand, recog-
nize, evaluate, and treat athletic injuries using 
the range of skills required of an athletic 
training professional. Students complete a 
minimum of 200 documented clinical hours 
under the direct supervision of an approved 
clinical instructor (aci). Responsibilities 
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reflect an introductory level of cognitive, psy-
chomotor, and affective skills. Students are 
required to pay a liability insurance fee. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): current First aid 
and adult cPR certifications and permission 
of the instructor.
 
AT3010 Clinical Integration I  1 credit
designed to help students refine and expand 
skills, techniques and decision-making skills 
in the application of theory and in practical 
situations. gives students the opportunity to 
observe other sports medicine professions as 
they relate to athletic training. designed to 
introduce and evaluate practical and emer-
gency skills as necessary. Students are also 
required to present an injury case study. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): at 2020.

AT3020 Clinical Integration II  1 credit
designed to help students refine and expand 
evaluation techniques and decision-making 
skills in the application of theory. gives students 
the opportunity to observe other sports medicine 
professions as they relate to athletic training. 
Students are also required to present multiple 
case studies. Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 3010.

AT3250 Injury Assessment I  3 credits 
examines a systematic approach to ortho-
pedic assessment. each body section is 
studied individually, stressing osteology, 
arthrology, myology, neurology, etiology, 
pathology and assessment techniques. 
covers the lower extremity and lumbar spine. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): at 2250 or cc 2660. 
Corequisite(s): at 3260.

AT3260 Injury Assessment 
 Laboratory I  1 credit
Provides students hands-on, laboratory expe-
rience in orthopedic assessment. each body 
section is studied individually, stressing 
osteology, arthrology, myology and neurol-
ogy. Stresses the evaluation process for each 
joint in the lower extremity and lumbar spine. 
Falls. Corequisite(s): at 3250.

AT3270 Injury Assessment II  3 credits 
examines a systematic approach to orthope-
dic assessment. each body section is studied 
individually, stressing osteology, arthrology, 
myology, neurology, etiology, pathology and 
assessment techniques. covers the upper 
extremity, cervical spine, head and face, abdo-
men and thorax. Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 
3250 and at 3260. Corequisite(s): at 3280.

AT3280 Injury Assessment 
 Laboratory II  1 credit
Provides students hands-on, laboratory expe-
rience in orthopedic assessment. each body 
section is studied individually, stressing oste-
ology, arthrology, myology and neurology. 
Stresses the evaluation process for upper 
extremity, cervical spine, head and face, abdo-
men and thorax. Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 
3250 and at 3260. Corequisite(s): at 3270.

AT3300 Illness and Disease  3 credits 
examines the knowledge, skills and values 
that the entry-level athletic trainer must pos-
sess to recognize, treat, refer, when appropri-
ate, the general medical conditions, illnesses 
and disabilities of athletes and others involved 
in physical activity. Students learn to commu-
nicate effectively, both verbally and in writ-
ing, within the discipline of athletic training 
and across disciplines with other members 
of the allied health and medical communi-
ties and the general public. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): at 3250. (WRit)(WRco)

AT3400 Pharmacology for Allied 
 Health Professionals  2 credits 
examines knowledge, skills and values 
required of the entry-level athletic trainer 
on pharmacological applications, including 
awareness of the indications, contraindica-
tions, precautions and interactions of medi-
cations and governing regulations relevant 
to the treatment of injuries to and illnesses 
of athletes and others involved in physical 
activity. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Health and 
Human Performance major and minors 
only.

AT3760 Clinical Athletic 
 Training II  4 credits 
designed to provide the athletic training 
student hands-on experience with which to 
understand, recognize, evaluate, and treat ath-
letic injuries using the range of skills required 
of an athletic training professional. Students 
complete a minimum of 200 documented 
clinical hours under the direct supervision 
of an approved clinical instructor (aci). 
Responsibilities reflect an intermediate level 
of cognitive, psychomotor, and affective skills. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
at 2750; current First aid and cPR certifica-
tions; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

AT3880 Athletic Training 
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
Provides an opportunity to acquire teaching 
or clinical experience in athletic training, 
under direct supervision in an approved 
course, activity or clinical environment. may 
be repeated for credit. each credit requires 
approximately 45 hours of practicum experi-
ence. Students are required to pay a liability 
insurance fee. Prerequisite(s): students must 
be in good academic standing (no probation), 
have a faculty sponsor and the approval of the 
department chair.

AT4010 Seminar in Athletic 
 Training I  1 credit
designed to provide a forum for discussion 
of contemporary issues in athletic training. 
Presentations are given by students, instruc-
tor and guest lecturers. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
at 3020.

AT4020 Seminar in Athletic 
 Training II  1 credit
a culminating experience in athletic train-
ing which reviews the cognitive, psychomo-
tor and affective domains of athletic training 
to prepare students for a graduate program, 
entry-level employment in athletic training 
and the Nata-Boc examination. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): at 4010.

AT4100 Administration of 
 Athletic Training  3 credits 
examines the knowledge, skills and values 
that the entry-level athletic trainer must pos-
sess to develop, administer and manage a 
healthcare facility and associated venues 
that provide healthcare to athletes and oth-
ers involved in physical activity. Provides the 
knowledge, skills and values that an entry-
level athletic trainer must possess to under-
stand professional responsibilities, avenues 
of professional development and national and 
state regulatory agencies and standards in 
order to promote athletic training as a profes-
sional discipline and to educate athletes, stu-
dents of athletic training, the general public, 
the physically active and associated individu-
als. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): at 2750 
and junior status. (iNco)

AT4250 Rehabilitation of Injuries 
 for Active Populations  3 credits 
the theory behind and the application of the 
various rehabilitation tools (i.e., closed/open 
kinetic chain activities, manual therapies, 
aquatic therapy) used in a rehabilitation set-
ting. emphasizes developing and admin-
istering rehabilitation protocols based on 
the healing process and return to function. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 4500.

AT4260 Rehabilitation of Injuries 
 for Active Populations 
 Laboratory  1 credit
clinical application of didactic material pre-
sented in at 4250. Practical experience ranges 
from common stretching and strengthen-
ing technique to more manual skill oriented 
interventions such as joint mobilization, PNF 
and myofascial release techniques. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): at 4250.

AT4500 Therapeutic Modalities  3 credits 
this is a comprehensive course in the 
technology, theory and use of therapeutic 
modalities in a sports medicine setting. the 
general principles of neurophysiology, pain 
control and the electromagnetic and acoustic 
spectra are discussed and applied through 
class and lab experiences using the follow-
ing therapeutic modalities: thermotherapy, 
hydrotherapy, mechanotherapy, ultrasound, 
electric muscle stimulation and selected oth-
ers. Falls. Prerequisite(s): at 3270 and at 
3280. Corequisite(s): at 4510. (teco)
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AT4510 Therapeutic Modalities 
 Laboratory  1 credit
comprehensive course in the practical appli-
cation of therapeutic modalities in a sports 
medicine setting. Principles of neurophysi-
ology, pain control, the electromagnetic and 
acoustic spectra are applied through lab expe-
riences. Falls. Corequisite(s): at 4500.

AT4760 Clinical Athletic 
 Training III  4 credits 
designed to provide athletic training stu-
dents hands-on experience with which to 
further develop and perfect the wide range of 
skills required of an athletic training profes-
sional. Students are provided the opportunity 
to demonstrate their ability to problem solve, 
employ critical thinking skills, and inte-
grate all of their athletic training knowledge. 
Students complete a minimum of 200 docu-
mented clinical hours under the direct super-
vision of an approved clinical instructor 
(aci). Responsibilities are commensurate 
with an advanced level of cognitive, psy-
chomotor, and affective skills. Students are 
required to pay a liability insurance fee. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): at 3760; current 
First aid and cPR certifications; minimum 
2.70 cumulative gPa.

AT4800 Clinical Athletic 
 Training IV  4 credits 
designed to provide the athletic training 
student hands-on experience with which to 
further develop and perfect the wide range of 
skills required of an athletic training profes-
sional. the culminating clinical experience 
provides students with a chance to demon-
strate their ability to problem solve, use their 
critical thinking skills, and integrate all of 
their athletic training knowledge in the final 
step before becoming an entry-level athletic 
training professional. Students complete a 
minimum of 200 documented clinical hours 
under the direct supervision of an approved 
clinical instructor (aci). Students are 
required to complete a capstone athletic train-
ing project and presentation. Responsibilities 
are commensurate with an advanced, pre-
professional level of cognitive, psychomotor, 
and affective skills. Students are required to 
pay a liability insurance fee. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): at 4760; current First aid and 
cPR certifications; minimum 2.75 cumula-
tive gPa.

AT4880 Athletic Training 
 Internship  4-12 credits 
For students desiring a culminating edu-
cational experience with a wide range of 
practical on-the-job work in their selected 
option. the internship is in agencies that 
are approved, supervised and evaluated by 
the department. may be repeated for credit. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Prerequisite(s): junior standing; min-
imum 2.70 gPa (cumulative and major); the 
approval of the department chair.

AT4910 Independent Study 1-3 credits 
a student-initiated research project on a 
selected topic agreed to by a department fac-
ulty tutor. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent Study 
and the department chair.

BI–Biology

BIDI1070 Solving the Mysteries 
 of Inheritance  3 credits 
You hear about genetics in the media: gene 
therapy, genetically-modified foods, nature vs. 
nurture, etc. What is a gene? How are genes 
inherited? introduces classical and molecular 
genetics and considers how this applies to 
real-world cases and questions. topics include 
genetic disease, human inheritance, environ-
mental genetics, ethics of genetics. meets 
once a week for three hours, split into lecture 
and seminar-style discussion; may incorpo-
rate occasional lab exercises and patient visits, 
depending on availability and relevance to the 
course topics. Springs. (Sidi)

BI1110 Biological Science I  4 credits 
covers the fundamentals of living systems, 
beginning with coverage of the chemistry of 
life and cell structure and then focuses on 
genetic systems. the laboratory component 
involves student projects that complement 
the lecture portion of the course. Biological 
Science i and ii can be taken in any sequence. 
additional course fee required. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): Biology majors. (teco)

BI1120 Biological Science II  4 credits 
covers the evolution, diversity, ecology and 
functioning of living systems, with a focus 
on both plants and animals. the laboratory 
component of the course involves student 
projects that complement the lecture portion 
of the course. Biological Science i and ii can 
be taken in any sequence. additional course 
fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Biology 
or environmental Science and Policy majors.

BIDI1220 Biology Core Concepts: 
 Ecology, Evolution, and 
 Behavior  3 credits 
explores the core concepts of ecology, evolu-
tion, and behavior of organisms through a 
combination of laboratory, discussion, read-
ing, and lecture. topics include speciation, 
natural selection, adaptation, competition, 
predation, and the mechanics and ecology of 
behavior. Unity and diversity of life are emerg-
ing themes. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for Bidi 1020. Falls. (Sidi)
 
BIDI1320 Biology Core Concepts: 
 Cells, Genes, and 
 Biotechnology  3 credits 
Provides an understanding of the basis of the 
scientific method and the kinds of questions 
that science can and cannot address, while 
exploring topics in photosynthesis and cellular 

respiration, cellular structure and processes, 
the structure and function of genes, dNa, 
and select topics in biotechnology. Regularly 
involves discussions of the bioethical implica-
tions of our growing knowledge and applica-
tion of technologies involving manipulation 
of cellular and genetic processes. Provides 
hands-on experiences in a laboratory setting 
to conduct basic experiments that elucidate 
the structure of cells and the function of 
genes. Not open to students who have earned 
credit for Bidi 1010. Springs. (Sidi)

BIDI1400 Plagues and Peoples  3 credits 
one of the important influences on the 
course of human history has been the out-
break of infectious diseases. From the Plague 
of athens during the Peloponnesian War, to 
the Bubonic Plague of the european middles 
ages, to Yellow Fever during Napoleon’s 
campaign to control his new world posses-
sions, infectious diseases have often been a 
major factor in determining the outcome of 
human events. Focuses on infectious disease 
outbreaks through history, including mod-
ern outbreaks such as aidS. the emphasis 
is on the diseases and the way in which they 
enter the human experience, as well as their 
direct impact on human populations to influ-
ence the course of history. Political, social and 
cultural forces are considered. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for Bi 1350. 
Unscheduled. (PPdi)

BI2010 Introduction to Science 
 Education  3 credits 
Focuses on educational foundations and the 
place of science education as a discipline in 
the larger framework of education. topics 
include historical, philosophical, sociologi-
cal, economical, ethical, multicultural, and 
other foundational aspects of american sci-
ence education in public schools. includes 20 
hours of school-based experiences. Falls and 
Springs.

BIDI2010 Human Biology I  4 credits 
Focuses on human anatomy and physiology 
with emphases on ethics, the environment 
and related health and wellness issues. Starts 
with an overview of basic cell chemistry and 
biology including dNa, cell division and can-
cer. explores the four major types of tissue 
type, followed by the integument, the skeleto-
muscular system and its interaction with the 
nervous system. addresses developmental 
processes throughout. covers human evolu-
tion and ecology with a focus on the global 
environment. the lab component examines 
the structure and function of the human body 
by studying anatomical structure, virtual and 
inquiry based physiological experiments and 
continues emphasis on ethics, the environ-
ment and related health and wellness issues. 
topics studied include cell biology, cell repro-
duction, tissues, the skeleton, articulations, 
muscle tissue and muscles. Human Biology 
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i and ii can be taken in any sequence. Falls. 
(Sidi)(Weco)

BIDI2020 Human Biology II  4 credits 
Focuses on human anatomy and physiol-
ogy with continuing emphasis on ethics, the 
environment and related health and well-
ness issues. Starts with a detailed exploration 
of nervous tissue and the nervous system. 
examines the structural and functional rela-
tionships between the different components 
of the endocrine, respiratory, cardiovascular, 
immune, lymphatic, digestive, reproductive 
and excretory systems. addresses develop-
mental processes throughout. covers human 
evolution and ecology with a focus on local 
and global environments. the lab component 
examines the structure and function of the 
human body by studying anatomical struc-
ture, virtual and inquiry based physiological 
experiments and continues emphasis on 
ethics, the environment and related health 
and wellness issues. topics studied include 
neurons, nervous tissue, the central nervous 
system, and the endocrine, respiratory, cardio-
vascular, digestive, reproductive and excretory 
systems. Human Biology i and ii can be taken 
in any sequence. Springs. (Sidi)(Weco)

BI2030 Invertebrate Zoology  4 credits 
the vast majority of described animal species 
are invertebrates, and this course offers an 
introduction to their diversity. the morphol-
ogy, ecology, and evolution of invertebrate 
phyla are investigated and discussed through 
lectures and readings. the laboratory compo-
nent includes field work, data analysis, and 
the examination of preserved specimens. 
additional course fee required. Fall of even 
years.

BI2040 Vertebrate Zoology  4 credits 
the classification, evolution, functional anat-
omy and development of selected representa-
tives of the vertebrate phyla are considered. 
additional course fee required. Spring of odd 
years.

BIDI2050 Plants and Civilization  3 credits 
discusses how human interactions of plants 
have impacted the development of human 
civilization from pre-historic to modern. 
clarifies the biology of plants: how they grow, 
reproduce, and function. articulates how 
plants and their products are used for food, 
fiber, medicine, and recreation in the context 
of their consequences in shaping different 
human cultures. meets once weekly for three 
hours; integrates lecture, discussion and/or 
activity. Field trips demonstrate the relation-
ship between plants and society. Fall of even 
years and Spring of even years. (SSdi)

BI2070 Botany  4 credits 
an overview of plants through study of their 
anatomy, physiology, and morphogenesis and 
how these aspects relate to the broad concepts 

of botanical science. laboratories for experi-
mentation and illustration. additional course 
fee required. Fall of odd years.

BI2110 Human Anatomy and 
 Physiology I  4 credits 
a lecture course with a laboratory component. 
Students study the structure and function of 
the human body. examines major body sys-
tems from the perspective of how anatomi-
cal structure is integrated with physiological 
function. Starts with an overview of basic cell 
chemistry and biology. explores the four major 
tissue types, followed by the integument, the 
skeletomuscular system and its interaction 
with the nervous system. discusses develop-
mental processes throughout. the laboratory 
component supports the lecture with a hands-
on look at both the anatomy and physiological 
processes of cell biology, cell reproduction, tis-
sues, the skeleton, articulations, muscles and 
muscle tissue. additional course fee required. 
Falls. (SclB)

BI2120 Human Anatomy and 
 Physiology II  4 credits 
a study of the structure and function of the 
human body. examines major body systems 
from the perspective of how anatomical struc-
ture is integrated with physiological function. 
Starts with a detailed exploration of nervous 
tissue and the nervous system. the structural 
and functional relationships between the dif-
ferent components of the endocrine, respi-
ratory, cardiovascular, immune, lymphatic, 
digestive, reproductive and excretory systems 
are then examined. discusses developmental 
processes throughout. the laboratory com-
ponent supports the lecture with a hands-on 
look at both the anatomical and physiologi-
cal processes of the various systems above. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Bi 2110. (SclB)

BI3020 Biochemistry I  4 credits 
See cH 3020 for course description. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cH 3370 or cH 3310.

BI3040 Microbiology  4 credits 
modern microbiological concepts. Studies 
groups of microorganisms characterized to 
reveal their morphological and physiologi-
cal nature. emphasizes biological functions 
of bacteria, their occurrence in nature and 
their relationships to each other, as well as to 
other forms of life, especially human beings. 
additional course fee required. Falls.

BI3060 Genetics  4 credits 
Hereditary characteristics and contemporary 
views regarding basic genetic concepts. the 
physical and chemical nature of the genetic 
material, the mechanisms involved in the 
transmission of genetic material and the man-
ner in which genetic principles are expressed 
in living organisms, especially human beings. 

additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Bi 1110, Bi 1120, cH 2330, and 
cH 2340.

BI3130 Evolution  4 credits 
an analysis of the mechanisms of evolution 
from the viewpoint of population genetics. 
Provides opportunities for students to exam-
ine (1) the evidence of evolution: compara-
tive anatomy and biochemistry, fossils and 
embryology; (2) the mechanisms of evolu-
tion: variation in populations, the Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium and the forces which 
disturb it and the effects of selection on gene 
frequencies; and (3) the results of evolution. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Bi 3060 (may be concurrent) 
and at least eight credits in Biology at the 
2000 level or higher.

BI3210 Tropical Biology  4 credits 
the diversity of life and basic ecological pro-
cesses of tropical ecosystems are investigated 
through readings and field studies. examines 
both terrestrial and marine ecosystems. 
Winterims. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor. (WRit)

BI3240 Conservation  3 credits 
an examination of the interdependence of 
all species on earth, the current trend in loss 
of biodiversity, the causes for this trend, with 
special attention to global economics, value 
systems, resource consumption patterns and 
the interface between all three of these and 
cultural diversity. the ecology and mecha-
nisms of species extinction are covered in 
depth. alternative paradigms are discussed. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for Bi 2240. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior or 
senior status. (dico)(gaco)(iNco)

BI3250 Ornithology  4 credits 
an introduction to ornithology including bird 
identification, external and internal features, 
locomotion, behavior, reproduction, migra-
tion, feeding habits and distribution of spe-
cies. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): Bi 
2040. (WRit)

BI3260 Freshwater Ecology  4 credits 
an examination of the ecology of freshwater 
environments through lectures, readings, 
discussions, field activities, and data analy-
sis. explores the physical features of differ-
ent freshwater systems and their ecological 
implications as well as the characteristics and 
ecological roles of major groups of freshwater 
organisms. discusses environmental issues 
related to freshwater ecology. additional 
course fee required. Fall of odd years.

BI4050 Ecology  4 credits 
an introduction to the fundamental ecological 
concepts which illustrate the complex inter-
relationships of living organisms with each 
other and with the non-living environment. 
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laboratory time used for field work, experi-
mentation and analysis of data. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): two 
upper-level biology courses. (WRit)(QRco)
(WRco)

BI4100 Cell Structure and 
 Function  4 credits 
addresses the diversity of form and function 
found in the basic units of life, the cells. the 
first segment centers on the various tech-
niques, especially electron microscopy, which 
are used to study microscopic anatomy. the 
components, organelles, which comprise a 
“generalized cell,” are examined and their 
functional relationships discussed. the sec-
ond segment centers on the structural differ-
ences between tissues of the body (classical 
histology). Finally, this knowledge of cell and 
tissue structure is employed to understand 
organs and organ systems. this course is not 
purely morphological. examines the devel-
opment and functional properties of these 
systems. laboratory. additional course fee 
required. Falls.

BI4140 Developmental Biology  4 credits 
Structured as an experimental approach 
to animal development with both lecture 
and laboratory components. topics covered 
focus on genetic, molecular and cellular phe-
nomena during development and include 
gametogenesis, fertilization, cleavage, cell 
determination, pattern formation, gastrula-
tion, organ-system development and differ-
entiation. explores development with a case 
study approach in a suite of invertebrate and 
vertebrate models. integrates developmen-
tal patterns and processes into the modern 
idea of the developmental mechanisms of 
evolutionary changes. additional course fee 
required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): Bi 1110 and Bi 
1120.

BI4180 Biotechnology  4 credits 
an exploration of the use of living organisms 
to produce products beneficial to human kind, 
the application of biological organisms to tech-
nical and industrial processes and the use of 
“novel” microbes which have been altered or 
manipulated by humans through techniques 
of genetic engineering. this course is strongly 
laboratory oriented. additional course fee 
required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): Bi 3020 or Bi 
3040 or Bi 3060. (teco)(WRco)

BI4190 Introduction to Research  2 credits 
See cH 4190 for course description. Springs.

BI4200 Senior Research  4 credits 
guided research in the biological sciences. 
Students are expected to pursue in-depth a 
research project in the biological sciences 
under the direct supervision of a Biological 
Sciences department faculty member. Work 
accomplished is reported in a written paper 
and in a formal oral seminar presentation 

in the Biology Seminar course. credit is 
given either for work done during the sum-
mer between the junior and senior years 
and/or during the fall of the senior year. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the department 
chair and Faculty Supervisor. (WRit)

BI4330 Science in Secondary 
 School  3 credits 
the science programs, methods and materials 
used in the secondary school. Required obser-
vation and participation in secondary schools. 
may be taken as cH 4330. Falls. (WRit)

BI4460 Electron Microscopy 
 Techniques  4 credits 
Focuses on the theory and practical operation 
of an electron microscope laboratory. covers 
tissue preparation, ultramicrotomy (section-
ing), basic darkroom procedures and opera-
tion of the electron microscope. additional 
course fee required. Spring of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): Bi 4100 and/or permission of 
the instructor. (WRit)

BI4600 Internship  1-4 credits 
Students engage in a work program to apply, 
in a practical manner, knowledge gained in 
major or minor coursework under the super-
vision of a faculty sponsor, the department 
chair and a supervising agency. Students 
must obtain a faculty sponsor and submit a 
detailed written proposal prior to undertaking 
the internship. Students must also submit a 
written report to their faculty sponsor when 
the internship is completed. Final approval of 
the internship will come from the department 
chair. With permission.

BI4610 Environmental 
 Internship  4-12 credits 
Students engage in a work program to apply, 
in a practical manner, knowledge gained 
in major, minor or interdisciplinary course 
work, under the supervision of a faculty 
sponsor and a supervising agency. Students 
must obtain a faculty sponsor and submit a 
detailed written proposal prior to undertak-
ing the internship. Students must also keep 
a daily logbook of their working hours, tasks 
and duties. in addition, a written report must 
be submitted to the faculty sponsor when the 
internship is completed. Final approval of 
the internship comes from the coordinator 
of environmental Biology. internships are 
usually completed with state, federal or pri-
vate environmental programs. also offered 
Summer and Winterim. Prerequisite(s): 
approval of the coordinator of environmental 
Biology, Junior/Senior status, enrollment in 
environmental or interdisciplinary majors.

BI4750 Plant Physiology  4 credits 
covers the major topics and concepts of the 
physiology of plants: Plant Biochemistry and 
metabolism; Plant growth and development; 
Water and Solute transport. discusses topics 

in the context of ecological physiology, which 
is considering plant response to the environ-
ment and its impacts on ecosystem function. 
designed for advanced undergraduates. 
involves proposing, designing, and carrying 
out experiments during laboratory sessions. 
Previous coursework in botany and/or organic 
chemistry is helpful. additional course fee 
required. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
Bi 1110 and Bi 1120.

BI4760 Animal Behavior  4 credits 
the study of animal behavior offers a unique 
opportunity to understand the relationship 
between ecology, evolution, physiology, popu-
lations and individual organisms. examines 
the influence of genetics and environment 
on animal behavior. outdoor and laboratory 
investigations test specific student and/or 
instructor generated hypotheses concerning 
the causal mechanisms underlying behavior. 
additional course fee required. Fall of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior or senior Biology 
or Psychology major. (WRit)(WRco)

BI4770 Animal Physiology  4 credits 
examines the various systems of the body 
including the respiratory, cardiovascular, 
digestive and excretory systems using a com-
parative approach. discusses the control of 
these systems and behavior by the nervous 
and endocrine systems. inherent is an analy-
sis of an interaction between the mechanisms 
of homeostatic regulation and the environ-
ment. laboratory investigations using local 
animals illustrate some of the principles out-
lined in lecture through the use of student 
and/or instructor generated hypothesis test-
ing and uses modern equipment including 
computers, data acquisition Units, ampli-
fiers, transducers, stimulators and activity 
monitors. additional course fee required. 
Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior or 
senior Biology or Psychology major. (WRit)
(WRco)

BI4780 Neurobiology  4 credits 
examines the functioning of the nervous sys-
tem in vertebrates. the fundamental princi-
ples underlying membrane potentials, action 
potentials, and conduction are followed by 
mechanisms of communication between sin-
gle cells and groups of cells. different aspects 
of sensory, motor, and integrative physiology 
are discussed and the role of specific parts of 
the brain is explored. the laboratory portion 
is used to demonstrate important principles. 
Students use data acquisition Units, oscil-
loscopes, manipulators, transducers, and 
amplifiers to test student and /or instructor 
generated hypotheses. additional course fee 
required. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
junior or senior Biology or Psychology major. 
(WRit)(WRco)
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BI4800 Current Environmental 
 Issues  3 credits 
intended primarily for seniors in the 
environmental Biology degree program, a 
capstone course in which students and fac-
ulty examine the main issues that face ecolo-
gists, biologists and policymakers regarding 
the health of the biosphere. the current state 
of scientific understanding of such issues as 
global warming, ozone depletion, acid deposi-
tion, loss of biodiversity, pollution and deser-
tification is elucidated through a combination 
of lectures, student presentations, seminars 
and discussions. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Biology majors only, Junior/Senior status.

BI4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
Studies undertaken are defined by students 
concerned and subject to approval by appro-
priate staff members. Work may involve read-
ing, conferences, historical, experimental or 
theoretical projects, field investigations, sta-
tistical surveys, or combinations of the fore-
going, or other activities deemed appropriate. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

BI4960 Biology Seminar  1 credit
Reports and discussions of current literature 
and recent developments in the biological 
sciences. Presentations by seniors of their 
research projects. open to juniors and seniors 
who are majors in the sciences. Pass/No Pass. 
Springs.

BU–Business

BU1100 Business Computer 
 Applications  3 credits 
explores how business professionals use 
small computers and typical application 
software in use. includes special emphasis 
to “hands on” use of spreadsheet; a study of 
integrated accounting applications. decision 
criteria in the selection of hardware/software 
covered. Falls and Springs. (tecH)(teco)

BU1150 Financial Accounting  4 credits 
Recording and reporting the results of opera-
tions and financial position of business orga-
nizations. covers principles, measurement 
techniques and applications. topics include: 
accounting cycle; merchandise accounting; 
balance sheet and income statement; assets, 
liabilities and stockholders’ equity; financial 
statement analysis. Balanced treatment of 
theory, practice and use in a real-world envi-
ronment. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
completion of high school algebra ii and 
geometry or removal of mathematics 
deficiency by completing the Preliminary 
mathematics Requirement.

BU1500 Financial Reporting and 
 Analysis  3 credits 
an overview of the accounting process, the 
output of which is the financial statements, 
and the analysis of the statements from the 
perspective of the user for decision making. 
this course may not be substituted for BU 
1150. Not open to students who have credit for 
BU 1150 and/or BU 2260. Falls.

BU2240 Business Statistics  3 credits 
an introduction to statistics based on busi-
ness applications. Students study statistics 
through the application of statistics to com-
mon business situations. calculation of busi-
ness statistics is performed on computers 
using software commonly found in business 
enterprises, principally excel. topics covered 
include descriptive statistics, probability, 
probability distributions, sampling, hypothe-
sis testing, analysis of variance and regression 
analysis. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): reg-
ular admission to Plymouth State University 
(i.e., completion of high school algebra ii 
and geometry) or removal of mathematics 
deficiency by completing the Preliminary 
mathematics Requirement. (QUaN)(QRco)

BU2250 Introduction to 
 Business Administration  3 credits 
an appreciation of the impact that business 
makes on our society and on the environment 
in which it strives to sustain its objectives. 
How a business is established, financed, 
operated and managed, including the mul-
titude of considerations involved in decision 
making. attempts to show how exciting the 
world of business can be and how an aware-
ness of business can assist the student in 
seeking career goals. Uses the entrepreneur-
ial approach. Falls and Springs.

BU2260 Management Accounting 
  4 credits 
accounting information systems that are 
critical to the business manager in operat-
ing more effectively. covers cost terms and 
concepts and specific uses of managerial 
accounting data. topics include: financial 
spreadsheeting applications, product costing; 
cost behavior and the contribution approach 
to costing; cost-volume-profit relationships; 
operating budgets; standard costs; control of 
decentralized operations; pricing; relevant 
costs for decision-making; capital budgeting. 
the emphasis is on planning and control. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 1150.

BU2290 Organizational Communications  
  3 credits 
the potential for success of a business or 
individual is enhanced by building a sound 
understanding of how information and 
communication passes to decision points 
in an organization. individuals in business 
must master the methods and techniques to 
enhance that flow. in addition to a thorough 

examination of communication theory, devel-
ops critical skills in presentational speaking, 
listening, non-verbal communication and 
business writing. additional topics include 
research methods, employment prepara-
tion, participative communication and 
business-media relations. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200. (WRit)(WRco)

BUDI2300  Personal Financial 
    Planning  3 credits 
acquaints students with the world of finance 
from their personal perspective. Shows stu-
dents how to assess their current financial 
situation; provides tools and develops skills 
for planning aspects of their personal finance. 
Students discover how to budget, use services 
offered from financial institutions and other 
financial providers, handle large purchases, 
manage credit (including credit cards, stu-
dent loans, and personal loans), determine 
insurance requirements, view retirement 
options, and are introduced to investment 
fundamentals and estate planning. Relevant 
to students of all majors in providing infor-
mation and skills valuable throughout life. 
Falls and Springs. (SSdi)

BU2440   Business, Ethics, and 
 Society  3 credits 
an analysis of the role of social responsibil-
ity and ethical standards in the corporate 
decision-making process. Students develop 
the ability to identify ethical issues and apply 
a decision-making orientation that balances 
concern for corporate performance and social 
responsibility. emphasis on government 
regulation, pollution, consumerism, global-
ization, and human resource management 
issues. includes a community service learn-
ing component providing students with an 
opportunity to demonstrate social responsi-
bility. Falls and Springs.

BU2450 Principles of Marketing  3 credits 
Presents an overview of the complete range 
of marketing activities and the role of mar-
keting in our economic and social structure. 
attention is given to the planning, distribu-
tion, pricing and promotion of goods and 
services to consumer and industrial markets. 
Falls and Springs.

BU2480 Business Law  3 credits 
law is an external boundary that acts as a 
check on the individual or the institution. 
By surveying the scope of administrative, 
criminal, civil and constitutional law through 
common law and statutes, as they relate to 
institutions and people in the workplace, a 
working knowledge of relationships and legal 
conduct is mastered. covered are topics in 
torts, contracts, property, employment, busi-
ness organizations and the constitution. Falls 
and Springs.
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BU2510International Management 3 credits 
a study of the international dimensions of 
management and the opportunities and chal-
lenges of managing in a global environment. 
encourages students to develop a global per-
spective and to apply cross-cultural manage-
ment skills in a diverse work environment at 
both the interpersonal and organizational lev-
els. emphasis on the cultural environment, 
planning and organizing of international 
operations, human resource management 
in international settings and organizational 
change and development in a multinational 
corporation. a variety of instructional meth-
ods are used including lectures, cases, videos, 
skill-building exercises, simulations, writing 
assignments, internet/web-based research 
and current event presentations and news 
mappings. Falls. (gloB)

BUDI2650 Career Exploration  3 credits 
designed to acquaint students with the char-
acteristics and expectations of the work world 
in the 21st century, including coverage of job 
insecurity, the importance of developing and 
maintaining marketable skills through life-
long learning and the critical importance of 
ethical and professional behavior in gaining 
employment and avoiding layoff. includes 
self-assessments of personal interests and 
abilities using the choices 2005 computer 
program available to all PSU students, and 
exploration of appropriate college majors 
and possible occupations based upon the 
student’s interests and abilities. emphasis 
is on teaching students to use commonly 
available internet sources to gather relevant 
information to help them to make career deci-
sions over the course of their working lives. 
Relevant to students of all majors with all 
varieties of career interests. Falls and Springs. 
(SSdi)

BU3050 Special Topics in 
 Marketing  3 credits 
contemporary marketing topics are defined 
and explored. the topics to be discussed will 
be announced prior to offering and will focus 
on issues not normally covered in cataloged 
courses. Students may repeat this course 
when offered under a different topic title. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3100 Financial Modeling  3 credits 
an applications-oriented course focusing on 
the use of spreadsheet modeling as applied 
to financial problems. emphasizes describ-
ing and solving a problem, rather than the 
mathematical derivation of the specific finan-
cial model. topics include ratio analysis and 
pro-forma models, stock and bond valuation 
models, capital budgeting models, portfolio 
optimization models, and monte-carlo risk 
simulation models. Requires effective use of 
computers. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 1100, BU 2260 and (BU 2240 or ma 
2300).

BU3110 Intermediate Accounting I 
  3 credits 
Financial accounting in depth with empha-
sis on theory. course work develops theory 
and the adherence to ruling by FaSB and 
the aPB. Balance Sheet, income Statement, 
assets and current liabilities. BU 3110 must 
be taken before BU 3120. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 1150 and BU 2260.

BU3120 Intermediate Accounting II 
  3 credits 
Financial accounting in depth with empha-
sis on theory. course work develops theory 
and the adherence to ruling by FaSB and the 
aPB. liabilities, equity, Statement of changes 
in Financial Position. BU 3110 must be taken 
before BU 3120. Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 
3110.

BU3140 Cost Accounting  3 credits 
Builds on BU 2260. Study of the cost account-
ing information system that generates cost 
data for product costing, decision-making and 
performance evaluation. topics include: pro-
cess costing, variable costing, cost allocations, 
multiple product decisions, inventory man-
agement, standard costs, cost and revenue 
variances, transfer pricing, decisions under 
uncertainty. Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 1150, 
BU 2260 and ma 2200.

BU3170 Income Taxes  3 credits 
an introductory course in Federal income tax 
law relating to individuals and businesses, 
including proprietorship, partnership and 
corporation. topics include: gross income, 
deductions, losses, tax credits, property 
transactions, deferred compensation, tax 
planning, preparation of tax returns. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 1150 and BU 2260.

BU3180 Human Resource 
 Management  3 credits 
an analysis of the basic personnel functions 
of recruitment, selection, placement, job 
design, performance appraisal, compensa-
tion and employee training and development. 
these functions are considered within the 
context of government regulation and var-
ied administrative concerns, such as equal 
opportunity employment, safety, pensions 
and other benefit plans. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 3420.
 
BU3210 Financial Management  3 credits 
Financial analysis, planning and control 
techniques for large and small businesses. 
includes present value concept, ratio analy-
ses, short-term, intermediate and long-term 
financing approaches. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 1150, BU 2260 and (BU 
2240 or ma 2300).

BU3220 Business and the 
 Environment  3 credits 
Business has caused many serious environ-
mental problems. alternatively, one could 
suggest that without business support for 
environmental improvement, we would 
be faced with continuing adversarial situa-
tions with the possibility of future backlash. 
the course is meant to be cross-disciplinary 
including the perspectives of business, the 
social sciences and science. Falls.

BU3230 Sales Management  3 credits 
teaches sales management’s fundamental 
principles of administration, selection, train-
ing, compensating, supervising and stimu-
lation of sales personnel. emphasizes sales 
planning, determining sales and market 
potential, budget preparation and establish-
ing territories and quotas. also the analysis 
of sales operations and evaluation of sales 
people’s productivity and effectiveness. case 
method used. Falls. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3240 Information Technology  3 credits 
an exposure to contemporary issues related 
to the management and use of emerging 
information technology. includes hardware, 
software and systems overview, exposure to 
business applications, micro applications, 
database and communication concepts. Falls 
and Springs.

BU3260 Tax Assistance Institute  1 credit
in the tax assistance institute, students are 
trained to provide a community service of 
free tax assistance to lower income, handi-
capped and non-english speaking taxpayers. 
Students will establish and operate a Vita 
program in the university community. this 
involves securing community sites, schedul-
ing volunteers, arranging publicity, securing 
necessary tax forms and supplies, coordinat-
ing the effort with the local iRS Vita coor-
dinator and providing tax assistance. these 
responsibilities are delegated among those 
participating in the course. all students are 
required to volunteer four hours per week for 
12 weeks and complete a paper summarizing 
their experience. may be repeated for credit 
once. Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 3170.

BU3280 Professional Selling 
 Skills I  3 credits 
Students learn the art of persuasion using 
proven negotiation techniques. Strong 
emphasis on the core components of the 
sales process: rapport, needs assessment, pre-
sentation, objections, and close. topics also 
include the development of prospecting skills 
and tools, as well as the pre-approach to land-
ing the sales appointment, and preparation 
for the actual meeting with the client. While 
emphasis is geared towards the B-2-c selling 
environment, students also gain exposure to 
the B-2-B sales processes and opportunities. 
learning tools include student interaction 
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and role plays to ensure the core basics and 
skills of the sales process are effectively trans-
ferred. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 
2450.

BU3290 Professional Selling 
 Skills II  3 credits 
Builds on the basics of BU 3280. the pri-
mary focus is on the B-2-B selling environ-
ment. this sales process is more strategic 
in nature with multiple buyers and a much 
longer sales cycle (six months to two years 
versus the B-2-c sales cycle of one to 14 days). 
Skills development focuses on the sales 
team environment, negations, and expand-
ing on the skills learned in the introduction 
of Professional Selling Skills 1 (PSS 1). 
topics expand on the concepts of customer 
Relationship management and the cRm 
technology to effectively manage this more 
complex process. learning tools include work 
groups and case studies. Students also have 
several practical business projects. For exam-
ple, students, in pairs of two, sell a business 
concept to actual companies in NH, under 
the supervision of their instructor, as part of 
the sales process. Students also gain exposure 
to purchasing agents, their specific trade asso-
ciations and designations. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 2290 and BU 3280.

BU3300 Operations Management  3 credits 
concerned with planning and controlling 
the use of people, materials, technology 
and information required to accomplish the 
objectives of a business concern, be it large or 
small, manufacturing or non-manufacturing. 
topics include: product and process design, 
scheduling, program evaluation and review 
techniques (PeRt), work standards and qual-
ity assurance. emphasis is on problem-solv-
ing and decision-making. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 2260, ma 2200 and (BU 
2240 or ma 2300).

BU3310 Business and the Media  3 credits 
an analysis of the business of mass media as 
an interconnected system of industries. in a 
media-saturated society as the United States, 
an understanding of the business operations 
of these media industries is imperative. in 
addition to investigation of recent ownership 
concentration and conglomeration trends, 
examination of the media products produced 
and distributed that consumers read, listen, 
and view are studied. the understanding of 
the business side of the media industries’ pro-
duction processes and products is needed by 
those who wish to work in these organizations, 
as well as the fields of broadcasting and film, 
professional writing, marketing, advertising, 
and public relations. Falls. Prerequisite(s): BU 
2450.

BU3320 E-Commerce  3 credits 
marketing in the 21st century provides many 
new and unique challenges. explores the 

opportunities of marketing and distributing 
of products and services via e-commerce. 
classes focus on defining electronic mar-
kets and new business in the fast-moving 
industry. explores on-line catalogs, e-malls 
and web development. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3340 Consumer Behavior  3 credits 
a study of the consumer decision-making 
process and the role of the marketing man-
ager. interprets current studies in consumer 
research and discusses various marketing 
implications. areas of discussion include 
image management, brand loyalty, product 
positioning, consumer reaction to personal 
selling and advertising concepts. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3350 Event Marketing  3 credits 
introduces students to special event market-
ing processes and techniques. emphasizes 
creating, organizing, identifying sponsors, 
marketing, and implementing large and small 
community events. the capstone project is to 
plan and implement a special event. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3360 Marketing Research  3 credits 
the scope, importance and organization of 
marketing research. Studies applications, 
procedures, situation analyses and informal 
investigation. Planning the formal investiga-
tion; gathering data; tabulation and analysis; 
interpretation; report preparation; application 
and follow-up are subjects of study. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450 and (BU 
2240 or ma 2300).

BU3370 Advertising and 
 Promotion Management  3 credits 
a study of the function(s) and role of promo-
tion strategies in the context of the marketing 
concept. Primary emphasis is placed on the 
role of advertising as a strategic variable in 
executing a marketing plan. this emphasis 
encompasses an understanding of the man-
agement functions of organizing, planning, 
implementing and controlling an advertis-
ing program. case method is used. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3410 Labor and Employment 
 Law for Managers  3 credits 
a study of employment and labor law and its 
impact on the human resource management 
practices of companies. Specific labor law 
areas to be covered include the development 
of unions and labor law in the United States, 
the unionization process, unfair labor prac-
tices, collective bargaining, the enforcement 
and administration of the labor contract, the 
rights of union members and public sector 
labor relations. employment law areas to be 
covered include equal employment opportu-
nity and current discrimination laws, occupa-
tional safety and health, retirement income 

security, fair labor standards, employee wel-
fare programs and common law employment 
issues. Falls and Springs.

BU3420 Organizational Behavior  3 credits 
an analysis of human work behavior at the 
individual, interpersonal, team and organi-
zational levels. emphasis is on the develop-
ment of interpersonal competencies to allow 
individuals to effectively work as managers 
or professionals in the rapidly changing, 
team-oriented, culturally diverse and tech-
nologically integrated global climate facing 
modern organizations. includes topics such 
as personality and attitudes, perception and 
attribution, motivation, communication, 
work stress, group and team dynamics, lead-
ership, decision making, quality, ethics, job 
and organization design, conflict manage-
ment, organizational culture and politics, 
and organizational change. Varied classroom 
approaches include lectures, cases, team 
projects, presentations and other experien-
tial training techniques. Falls and Springs. 
(dico)

BU3430 Sports Law  3 credits 
Provides students with a basic knowledge 
of the law and legal issues relevant to sports 
in america. Focuses on the core areas of 
law pertaining to professional, intercolle-
giate, amateur, high school, and community 
sports, as well as the practical application of 
such laws. topics include: torts and personal 
injury, anti-hazing laws, anti-discrimination 
laws, contracts, labor law, baseball arbitration, 
antitrust law, administrative law, Ncaa eligi-
bility rules, and intellectual property. Falls and 
Springs, beginning 2012. Prerequisite(s): BU 
2480.

BU3450 Sports Marketing  3 credits 
a survey of concepts and processes used in 
the successful marketing of sport programs 
and events. Special emphasis is placed on the 
unique or unusual aspects of sport products, 
markets, and consumers. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3460 Small Business/   
 Entrepreneurship Marketing 
 and Operations  3 credits 
owners and managers must develop cost 
effective marketing programs to create aware-
ness of and generate revenues for the small 
business. Similarly owners and managers 
must have an intimate understanding of and 
involvement in small business operations. 
Students develop an integrated marketing 
communications plan for a business in the 
selected industry. Students learn the critical 
aspects of operating a business in the selected 
industry. Students prepare a physical layout 
of the business; an operational analysis is 
required and includes critical parameters of 
the selected business and a comprehensive 
breakeven analysis. a small business simula-
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tion is used to allow students to apply course 
concepts to a simulated small business. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU3470 Small Business Law and 
 Human Resources  3 credits 
Provides the small business manager or 
owner with a basic knowledge of the law 
and legal issues relating to small businesses 
and the best practices in human resources. 
Focuses on numerous practical issues includ-
ing: choosing and organizing a form of busi-
ness; entering into contracts; protecting 
intellectual property; obtaining insurance and 
reducing liability; hiring, managing, and ter-
minating workers; complying with the vari-
ous federal and state statutes and regulations, 
with an emphasis on those relating to human 
resources. Falls. Prerequisite(s): BU 2480.

BU3530 Real Estate Investment 
 and Finance  3 credits 
examines real estate as a vehicle for profit. 
the theory of value and the methods to evalu-
ate value are learned so as to allow entry into 
banking, or private or institutional invest-
ment. the gathering of data and establishing 
investment criteria, tempered by risk analy-
sis and the constraints of available financial 
resources, forms the focus of the course. 
Students investigate actual investment oppor-
tunities. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 
2260 and ec 2560.

BU3550 Investment Principles  3 credits 
investment fundamentals. objective is to pro-
vide background for intelligent and rational 
investment decisions using the risk-return 
tradeoff. topics include: sources of financial 
information; operation of financial markets 
(including options and futures); and analysis 
of common and preferred stocks, government 
and corporate bonds, money market securi-
ties, mutual funds and other financial instru-
ments. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 
3210. 

BU3560 Land Use Law and 
 Development  3 credits 
an exploration of the process by which the 
uses of real property are changed and the 
manner in which the constitution, legal con-
trols and economic environment impact upon 
the potential for exploitation. an in-depth 
examination of the citizenry in their various 
roles and constituencies interacting with 
the diverse group of professionals involved 
in the planning and development process. 
the decision criteria and process used in 
the developer’s production systems are com-
pared and contrasted with the aesthetic, eco-
logical, social, ethical and utility concerns 
of the community, region and state. When 
possible New Hampshire Statutes and case 
studies are used. a written feasibility analysis 
is required. Perspectives integrated: gloB, 

HiSt, PHil, SPSY, tecH. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)

BU3600 Corporate Public 
 Relations  3 credits 
deals with public relations practices in the 
corporation through a combination of theo-
retical knowledge and practical applications. 
Specific objectives include: emphasizing the 
importance of effective writing skills in pub-
lic relations; stressing the function of public 
relations in the marketing mix; teaching the 
background and theory fundamental to sound 
public relations practices; providing students 
with an opportunity to develop public rela-
tions strategies and produce supporting pro-
motional materials. Visiting public relations 
practitioners and field trips complement the 
classroom experience. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 2290 and BU 2450.

BU3720 Career Development  3 credits 
an examination of the nature of work in con-
temporary society from the standpoint of the 
individual’s experience in balancing life and 
career pursuits. includes (1) an overview of 
occupational opportunities in the context of 
personal as well as organizational needs and 
expectations; (2) self assessment and devel-
opment of a personal career plan; and (3) an 
examination of the latest approaches to the job 
search, including the internet, for success in 
today’s competitive, information-based econ-
omy. Perspectives integrated: gloB, HiSt, 
PHil, SPSY, tecH. Falls and Springs; also 
Winterims and/or Summers. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNtg)(iNco)(Weco)

BU4040 Commercial Law  3 credits 
applies the basic knowledge obtained in 
Business law to compare the common law 
to the Uniform commercial code. Sections 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 9 of the Uniform commercial 
code are covered using case studies and moot 
court exercises. it also involves an analytical 
study of the concepts embraced in the law of 
partnerships, corporations and other busi-
ness organizations. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 2480.

BU4090 Current Topics in 
 Business  3 credits 
to allow students to cover special topics not 
normally covered in depth in other business 
courses. Students may repeat this course 
when offered under a different topic title. 
occasionally.

BU4100 Accounting Information 
 Systems  3 credits 
effective control and audit of business infor-
mation processing systems using computers. 
it may be considered as a basic introduction 
to computer control and audit techniques 
for students versed in principles of business, 
computer technology and accounting. Falls. 

Prerequisite(s): BU 1150, BU 2260 and BU 
3120.

BU4120 Advanced Accounting  3 credits 
applications of accounting principles to spe-
cial problems in different forms of business 
organization: partnerships, consolidations, 
installment sales, consignments. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 1150, BU 2260 and BU 
3120.

BU4150 Auditing  3 credits 
Principles and procedures of investigating 
financial statements and underlying records. 
types of audits, responsibilities and duties 
of auditor, audit standards, audit programs, 
internal control, auditor’s report, ethics. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 1150, BU 2260 and BU 
3120.

BU4200 Training and Development 
  3 credits 
Focuses on the training and develop-
ment component of the human resource 
management function. Students develop 
competencies in planning, designing and 
delivering training programs. topics include 
needs assessment, training objectives, adult 
learning theory, training plans and methods, 
presentational skills and training evaluation. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 3420.

BU4210 Auditing Practice  1 credit
a practical application of auditing theory 
through a simulation of field experience. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): BU 3120 and BU 4150 
(may be concurrent).

BU4220 Administrative Policy  3 credits 
objective: to help students integrate and 
apply knowledge obtained in previous busi-
ness courses. Seminar approach. case stud-
ies of problems in administration of business 
enterprises, including both new and estab-
lished operations. Point-of-view stressed is 
senior level management responsible for 
policy-making function. additional course fee 
required. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 2260, BU 3210, BU 3300 and junior sta-
tus. (iNco)

BU4240 Organizational Development 
  3 credits 
techniques of implementing planned change 
in organizations, based upon behavioral sci-
ence research. consideration of the nature of 
organizational change, problem diagnosis, 
intervention strategies, dealing with resis-
tance to change and program evaluation. 
techniques to be discussed include survey 
research, management by objectives, sensitiv-
ity training, team building and others. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): BU 3420.

BU4250 Marketing Management  3 credits 
the role of the marketing manager in con-
sidering the following areas: the consumer, 
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the product line, pricing, advertising and 
promotion, marketing information, distribu-
tion, wholesaling and retailing, the law, the 
relationship to the production and finance 
areas. case method used extensively. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450, BU 3340, 
BU 3360 and senior status.

BU4260 Interpersonal Relations  3 credits 
a cognitively and experientially based course 
designed to develop crucial managerial 
skills required for success in the diverse and 
dynamic globally integrated contemporary 
workplace. includes (1) a review of conceptual 
material designed to facilitate the understand-
ing of effective interpersonal behavior under 
conditions of uncertainty as well as competing 
and/or changing goal orientations in modern 
organizations; (2) self assessment, solicita-
tion and evaluation of feedback regarding 
the effectiveness of student’s current mana-
gerial behavioral skills; and (3) development 
of a comprehensive assessment of personal 
strengths as well as goals for improvement 
in the areas of professional and managerial 
communication and influence. topics include 
such areas as communication, listening and 
feedback, team building and employee devel-
opment, problem solving and decision mak-
ing, conflict management, motivation and 
performance management, interpersonal 
influence and negotiation. Varied pedagogi-
cal techniques include assigned readings, vid-
eos, cases, individual and team exercises, role 
plays, self assessment and feedback instru-
ments and integrative writing assignments. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 3420.

BU4270 Computer Applications in    
 Decision Making  3 credits 
introduces students to computer-based 
decision support systems. it differs from 
management information Systems (miS) as 
miS does not make decisions; it only provides 
support. expands on miS by studying dSS in 
marketing, manufacturing and finance. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
cS 3120. Springs.

BU4390 Seminar in Finance  3 credits 
expands on topics covered in Financial 
management at a more advanced level and 
adds topics not covered with the prerequisite 
course. concepts covered may include cor-
porate financial management, investment 
portfolio management, fundamental analysis 
and technical analysis, at the discretion of the 
professor. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 3210.

BU4440 Global Marketing  3 credits 
analysis of economic, social and political 
environments influencing international mar-
kets. investigation of marketing techniques 
and programs as developed and implemented 
on a global scale. evaluation of international 
marketing strategies, special goals, global 

buying behavior and decision-making pro-
cesses that are part of marketing on a global 
scale. emphasis on extent of standardiza-
tion of marketing programs across several 
countries and the selection of appropriate 
entry strategies for foreign markets. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 2450.

BU4530 Small Business/   
 Entrepreneurship    
 Finance and Accounting 
 Methods  3 credits 
Provides students with a thorough under-
standing of the unique and “scaled down” 
requirements of the financial manage-
ment aspects of operating a small business. 
Focuses on origination of financing, man-
agement of cash flows, the ongoing financial 
management of a small business. includes 
the creation of basic financial statements via 
manual and automated approaches using 
Quick Books Pro (or other financial software) 
and other financial issues specific to the small 
business environment. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
BU 1150, BU 2260, BU 3210.

BU4550 Small Business SBI 
 Projects  3 credits 
Senior-level service-learning course in small 
business consulting. consists of a consulting 
Skills Workshop designed to equip students 
with the necessary skills to effectively con-
sult with a small business client and to pre-
pare a comprehensive analysis report with 
recommendations consistent with the scope 
of work established with the client. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Senior status; minimum 
cumulative 3.50 gPa.

BU4600 Business Internship  3-12 credits 
the Business internship is an opportunity 
for students to gain meaningful work expe-
rience by applying the knowledge and skills 
learned in course work to on-the-job assign-
ments in host organizations. as a student 
initiated and directed credit class, it includes 
self-assessment, the design of a learning con-
tract, reflection, synthesis and assessment. 
the internship is a supervised assignment 
for a prescribed number of working hours. 
internships are established and monitored 
by the internship advisor. completion of BU 
3720 is highly recommended. Repeatable 
for up to 12 credits. enrollment for intern-
ships must be completed during the first 
two weeks of the semester. With permission. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status; taken before the 
semester immediately prior to graduation; 
minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

BU4650 Professional Employment 
  3 credits 
designed to help students obtain and succeed 
in their first professional position after col-
lege. Relevant to students of all majors with 
all varieties of career interests. emphasizes 
the importance of professional behavior in the 

workplace, including expectations regarding 
dress, communication and etiquette. covers 
the role of personal financial management in 
professional success, professional networking 
and occupational focus, varied approaches to 
the job search, job search documents (such 
as resumes and cover letters), interviewing 
skills, characteristics of professional work 
environments and tips for succeeding in the 
first job. Falls and Springs. (Weco)

BU4700 Small Business/
 Entrepreneurship 
 Capstone  3 credits 
Students select a potential small business to 
acquire or launch, prepare a funding plan, a 
marketing plan, and a business plan suitable 
for obtaining financing from a bank or other 
funding source. Students learn about (and if 
appropriate, obtain) the required registration 
documents for company organization and 
name. Students learn all the required licens-
ing and insurance requirements appropriate 
for their chosen small business. Students 
leave the course with all the knowledge and 
a plan to start or acquire a business of their 
choosing. Springs. Prerequisite(s): BU 3460, 
BU 3470, BU 4530.

BU4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
individual study and research affording 
opportunity for advanced work in a field of 
business selected by the student. advanced 
study may be undertaken in subjects offered 
by the Business department or in fields which 
courses are not offered. evidence of progress 
demonstrated by paper and discussion with 
supervising instructor. consent required of 
the instructor who will supervise the indepen-
dent study and the department chair.

CC–Coaching

CC2200 Introduction to Sports    
 Management  3 credits 
Provides an overview of all facets of sports 
management and sports administration 
including career opportunities, job responsi-
bilities, organizational structure, marketing 
and promotion, public relations, and event 
and facilities management. discusses the 
meaning of sports management in terms of 
its scope, principles, issues, and future trends. 
investigates sports management in both the 
private and public sectors. Springs.

CC2540 Coaching Effectiveness  3 credits 
an overview of basic theories and coach-
ing applications in sport philosophy, sport 
psychology, sport pedagogy, sport medicine, 
and sport management. With each major 
area, the physical, cognitive, social and/or 
psychological characteristics of youth are 
examined for the purpose of understanding 
their behavior in sport and physical activity 
settings. Prepares students for the american 
Sport education Program (aSeP) coaching 
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effectiveness examination. Students who 
successfully complete the aSeP examination 
will obtain the aSeP Bronze level coaching 
Principles qualification. Falls.

CC2660 Basic Athletic Training  2 credits 
an introduction to athletic training skills. 
emphasizes the mechanism, treatment, pre-
vention and taping techniques of common 
athletic injuries. Spring of even years.

CC3300 Sports Facilities 
 Management  3 credits 
introduces students to the scope and com-
plexity of the design, operation, and mainte-
nance of sport and recreational facilities and 
equipment. Students learn the elements of 
planning, design, management, and main-
tenance of sport and recreational venues, as 
well as related issues including budgeting and 
finance, security, risk management, liability, 
operations, evaluation, and local, state, and 
federal requirements. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
cc 2200.

CC3610 Coaching Seminar  1 credit
Preparation for the fundamentals of coach-
ing techniques and strategies; knowledge of 
rules, regulations, and officiating; philosophy 
of selected program and sport; team manage-
ment. Students are supervised by designated 
coach for 45 hours and attend a one-hour 
class each week. may be repeated for a maxi-
mum of six credits. Seminar arrangements 
must be completed with the coaching minor 
coordinator at least one semester prior to 
the beginning of this course. Students are 
required to pay a liability insurance fee. 
Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status and (cc 3880 or cc 4880).

CC3670 Organization and 
 Administration of Physical    
 Education and Athletics   
   3 credits 
an intensive review of those procedures nec-
essary to the organization and administration 
of physical education and athletic programs. 
includes a discussion of philosophy, budgets, 
eligibility, scheduling, equipment inventories 
and purchasing, contract development, ser-
vice organizations, public relations, facility 
development, office management, curricu-
lum development and other topics related to 
physical education and athletic administra-
tion. Fall of odd years.

CC3780 Sport in Society  3 credits 
examines the role of sport in society by study-
ing sociological theories and using critical 
thinking skills to analyze social issues in 
sport. analyzes social institutions including 
politics, economics, education, family, media, 
religion, moral development, and especially 
race, class, and gender. Falls and Springs. 
(SPSY)

CC3860 Psychological Aspects 
 of Sports  3 credits 
examination of the psychological impact 
sports and competition has upon individuals 
and groups. examines problems of motiva-
tion, discipline, stress and anxiety associated 
with competition. Spring of odd years.

CC3880 Coaching Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence in the same sport selected for cc 3600 
that is supervised and controlled by the HHP 
department. may be repeated for a maxi-
mum of 12 credits. Practicum arrangements 
must be completed with the coaching minor 
coordinator at least one semester prior to 
the beginning of the Practice. Students are 
required to pay a liability insurance fee. Pass/
No Pass. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cc 
2540, cc 3600, He 2500 or equivalent valid 
certifications; minimum 2.00 cumulative 
gPa; approval of the HHP coaching minor 
coordinator, the mentoring coach, and the 
department chair.

CC3881 Sports Management 
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence in Sports management that is super-
vised and controlled by the Health and 
Human Performance department. may 
be repeated for a maximum of 12 credits. 
Practicum arrangements must be completed 
with the Sports management coordinator at 
least one semester prior to the beginning of 
the Practicum. Students are required to pay 
a liability insurance fee. Pass/No Pass. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cc 3300; mini-
mum 2.00 cumulative gPa; approval of the 
Sports management coordinator and the 
department chair.

CC4880 Coaching Internship    
  4-12 credits 
For students desiring a culminating coach-
ing experience in the same sport selected 
for cc 3600. the internship must be 
approved, supervised, and evaluated by the 
HHP department. may be repeated for a 
maximum of 12 credits. internship arrange-
ments must be completed with the coaching 
minor coordinator at least one semester 
prior to the beginning of the internship. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cc 
2540, cc 3600, He 2500 or equivalent valid 
certifications; minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; approval of the HHP coaching minor 
coordinator, the mentoring coach, and the 
department chair.

CC4881 Sports Management 
 Internship  4-12 credits 
For students desiring a culminating sports 
management experience. the internship 
must be approved, supervised, and evalu-
ated by the Health and Human Performance 

department. may be repeated for a maximum 
of 12 credits. internship arrangements must 
be completed with the Sports management 
coordinator at least one semester prior to 
the beginning of the internship. Students 
are required to pay a liability insurance fee. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cc 3300; 
minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; approval of 
the Sports management coordinator and the 
department chair.

CD–Childhood Studies

CD1000 Introduction to Childhood 
 Studies  3 credits 
Provides an overview of the skills, knowledge 
and dispositions necessary for working with 
school-age children in various community set-
tings. Students begin to develop the concept 
of the “whole child” in the context of today’s 
society, including the impact of technology on 
children and learning environments. explores 
the various ways professionals can positively 
contribute to the lives of children. introduces 
students to the PSU childhood Studies major 
and the conceptual Framework for teacher 
education. introduces students to the insti-
tution’s electronic portfolio tool and course 
management system. Students are exposed to 
educational technologies that relate to manag-
ing learning activities, delivering materials to 
learners and assessing learning through the 
development of an electronic portfolio as an 
example of authentic assessment. Falls and 
Springs. (teco)

CD2001 Human Development I: 
 Birth to Early Childhood  3 credits 
explores physical, cognitive, emotional and 
social development from conception through 
early childhood and the methods used to 
study that development. Students learn about 
and practice observational methods used to 
study the physical, cognitive and social devel-
opment of young children, and explore the 
influence of cultural context on both develop-
ment and theoretical explanations for devel-
opment. Falls and Springs.

CD2002 Human Development II: 
 Middle Childhood to Late    
 Adulthood  3 credits 
explores physical, cognitive, emotional and 
social development from middle childhood 
through late adulthood and the methods used 
to study that development. Students learn 
about the research methods used to study 
physical, cognitive and social development 
across the life span, learn to locate and evalu-
ate reports of such research and explore the 
influence of cultural context on both develop-
ment and theoretical explanations for devel-
opment. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cd 
2001. (WRco)
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CD2360 Foundations of Diversity  3 credits 
the United States is a nation rich in cultural 
diversity, experiencing variations in race, eth-
nicity, sexual orientation, gender, ability, age, 
socioeconomic class, religion and more. For 
this diverse nation, and for the children of 
this diverse nation to prosper, it is imperative 
that individuals recognize and understand 
the nature of this diversity, and how perceived 
differences may affect social behavior and 
interpersonal relationships. Students con-
sider information, issues, theories and beliefs 
essential to understanding and relating to 
individuals in diverse cultures. emphasizes 
the role of the school as a socializing agent 
and the responsibility of professionals who 
are influential in the lives of children to effect 
social adaptation and change. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for iS 4360. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): childhood 
Studies and early childhood Studies majors 
only. (dico)

CD2540 Integrated Arts  3 credits 
exploration into the value and practice of 
integrating the arts into the lives of chil-
dren. Students gain an understanding of the 
important role the arts play in the growth and 
development of children by investigating the 
various means of expressing ideas, emotions 
and images through the use of music, drama, 
movement, puppetry, visual arts and theater. 
emphasis on inspiration, meaning-making, 
arts relevancy and the creative process in the 
context of lifelong learning and the develop-
ment of critical skills. Five hours of in-class 
arts practicum experience is incorporated into 
the course curriculum to provide students 
with opportunities to practice integrating the 
arts into a variety of childhood settings. Falls 
and Springs.

CD3000 Philosophical and Historical    
 Perspectives on the Child 
 in Society  3 credits 
traces through the history of Western philos-
ophy the origins of the various components 
of the contemporary american world view as 
these influence child-rearing and education 
today. Students learn how a culture’s beliefs 
and ideologies are reflected in the education 
and treatment of children and explore the 
complex philosophical and historical origins 
of contemporary issues affecting children. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior or 
senior status. (PHil)(iNco)(WRco)

CD3210 Children and Families in 
 Society  3 credits 
explores the major socializing forces in 
children’s lives while identifying and apply-
ing processes that can serve to promote the 
development of socially responsible and cul-
turally competent children as well as socially 
just environments. Special attention is paid 
to families, schools, community resources, 
media influences and literacy, and advocacy. 

case study analysis and field experiences 
are essential parts of the course. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): cd 2360.

CD4100 Contemporary Issues in
  Childhood Studies  3 credits 
examines selected issues of childhood in con-
temporary america from an interdisciplin-
ary perspective. children’s voice and agency 
are examined in psychological, sociological, 
political and philosophical contexts. Special 
attention is given to issues of parenting, 
child care, education and child welfare cur-
rently regarded as controversial. intended as 
a capstone experience for childhood Studies 
majors not pursuing teacher certification 
and available as an elective for others. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cd 3000.
 
CD4230 Childhood Studies 
 Internship  3-9 credits 
the childhood Studies internship is a super-
vised experience in an approved setting that 
provides services for school-aged children 
outside of a school classroom. Such set-
tings could include recreational, therapeutic, 
educational and human service programs 
that align with students’ career goals and 
interests. in the internship, students apply 
knowledge and skills learned in coursework 
and engage in self-assessment, the design 
of a learning contract, reflection and assess-
ment by their supervisor. Planning for the 
internship should begin early in the student’s 
program; enrollment for internships must be 
completed during the first two weeks of the 
semester. With permission.

CH–Chemistry

CH1050 Laboratory Safety  1 credit
Principles of safety in chemistry, biology and 
physics lab field settings. Procedures of acci-
dent prevention, chemical storage and treat-
ment of fires and spills. designed for science 
majors and particularly science teachers. 
open only to science and education majors. 
Falls and Springs.

CHDI1760  Chemistry in Society  3 credits 
an introductory chemistry course for non-
science majors. explores chemical principles 
in the context of real-world issues with an 
emphasis on environmental topics. Falls. 
(Scie)(Sidi)

CHDI1770  Chemistry in Society 
 Laboratory  1 credit
Supplements cH 1760 by reinforcing con-
cepts and using problem-solving skills in a 
laboratory setting. includes use of modern 
instrumentation for environmental analy-
sis. Falls. Corequisite(s): cHdi 1760. (SlaB)
(Sidi)

CH2250 Techniques in 
 Laboratory Chemistry  2 credits 
develops the technical skills which insure the 
ability to carry out accurate and precise labo-
ratory experiments, particularly those involv-
ing analysis. Some of the skills included are 
mass and volume measurements, solution 
preparation, titration, potentiomentry, buffer 
preparation colorimetry and statistical data 
treatment. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cH 2330.

CH2330 General Chemistry I  4 credits 
Fundamental principles and theories of chem-
istry including intermolecular forces, atomic 
and molecular structure, chemical reactions 
and thermochemistry. the laboratory compo-
nent includes basic laboratory techniques and 
complements and reinforces classroom con-
cepts. Not open to students who have earned 
credit for cH 2130 and cH 2230. additional 
course fee required. Falls. (SclB)(QRco)
(teco)

CH2340 General Chemistry II  4 credits 
Fundamental principles and theories of 
chemistry including equilibrium, thermo-
dynamics, electrochemistry, and kinetics. 
the laboratory component introduces basic 
laboratory techniques and complements and 
reinforces classroom concepts. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for cH 2140 
and cH 2240. additional course fee required. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): cH 2330. (SclB)

CH3020 Biochemistry I  4 credits 
the major chemical compounds present in 
living things and the chemical reactions they 
undergo. considers dynamic aspects of bio-
chemistry as well as material features. may 
be taken as Bi 3020. additional course fee 
required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cH 3370 or 
cH 3310.

CH3340 Quantitative Analysis  4 credits 
Study of the design, methods and theories of 
exact quantitative analyses. Particular empha-
sis on equilibria in solutions. laboratories 
in volumetric, gravimetric and colorimetric 
techniques. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
(cH 2330 and cH 2340) or (cH 2130 and cH 
2140).

CH3360 Instrumental Analysis  4 credits 
modern chemical analysis in large part 
involves the use of instruments. Students 
gain insight into the theory and operation of 
such instruments. an understanding of the 
operating parameters which must be con-
trolled in order to make results meaningful 
and the types of analyses to which each instru-
ment can be applied, including environmen-
tal and biochemical systems is emphasized. 
additional course fee required. Spring of 
even years. Prerequisite(s): cH 2250 and (cH 
3370 or cH 3310).
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CH3370 Organic Chemistry I  4 credits 
Bonding principles, structure and nomen-
clature, synthesis and reactions of alkanes, 
alkenes, alkynes, alcohols, ethers and alkyl 
halides along with appropriate mechanism 
and stereochemistry, and spectroscopic meth-
ods, the laboratory component includes the 
preparation, purification, and identification 
of organic compounds, in most cases using 
microscale techniques. Both standard and 
instrumental methods are used. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for cH 3310 
and cH 3330. additional course fee required. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): (cH 2130 and cH 2140) 
or (cH 2330 and cH 2340).

CH3380 Organic Chemistry II  4 credits 
continuation of cH 3370. Nomenclature, 
reactions and synthesis of conjugated 
dienes, aromatics, organometallics, phe-
nols, aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids 
and derivatives, and amines. mechanisms 
include electrophilic aromatic substitution 
and nucleophilic addition. the laboratory 
component involves synthesis, reactions and 
spectroscopic identification of compounds 
studied in the course. Not open to students 
who have earned credit for cH 3320 and cH 
3350. additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cH 3310 or cH 3370.

CH3420 Environmental 
 Chemistry  4 credits 
Studies the chemistry of air and water. 
Particular emphasis placed on the pollution 
problem and its solution. topics include the 
ozone depletion problem, the greenhouse 
effect, acid rain, sewage and waste disposal, 
chlorinated chemicals and metals in the envi-
ronment. additional course fee required. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): (cH 2330 and cH 
2340) or (cH 2130 and cH 2140).
 
CH3450 Physical Chemistry I  4 credits 
the field of physical chemistry and the behav-
ior of matter interpreted by an understanding 
of physicochemical principles. topics include 
thermodynamics, thermodynamic functions 
of state, material equilibrium, reaction equi-
librium and phase equilibrium. Fall of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): (ma 2550 and ma 
2560) and (cH 2330 and cH 2340) or (cH 
2130 and cH 2140). (WRit)

CH3460 Physical Chemistry II  4 credits 
a continuation of cH 3450 with topics of 
solutions, electrochemical systems, reaction 
kinetics, quantum mechanics, spectroscopy 
and statistical mechanics. Spring of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): (ma 2550 and ma 2560) and 
(cH 2330 and cH 2340) or (cH 2130 and cH 
2140). (WRit)(WRco)

CH3500 Inorganic Chemistry  4 credits 
descriptive chemistry of the inorganic ele-
ments supported by the theories needed to 
understand it. Particular attention is given to 

bonding, acid-base theories, oxidation-reduc-
tion and coordination chemistry. laboratory 
presents classical methods in inorganic syn-
thesis and characterization. additional course 
fee required. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
cH 2340 or cH 2140.

CH4020Biochemistry II  3 credits 
a continuation of the study of the molecular 
basis of biological processes. topics include 
photosynthesis, glycogen and fatty acid 
metabolism and protein turnover, and bio-
synthesis including nucleic acid and protein 
synthesis. additional course fee required. Fall 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): Bi 3020 or cH 
3020 or equivalent.

CH4110 Air Quality  3 credits 
See mt 4110 for course description. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): (cH 2340 or cH 2140), mt 
2110, and (ma 2490 or ma 2550).

CH4190 Introduction to Research  2 credits 
develops plans for the research project to 
be conducted in the Senior Research course. 
Students are guided through the process of 
literature search using library and internet 
resources. critical evaluation of project ideas 
is addressed in a seminar format. a detailed 
research plan is required as a final assign-
ment. may be taken as Bi 4190. Springs.

CH4330 Science in Secondary 
 School  3 credits 
See Bi 4330 for course description. Falls. 
(WRit)

CH4520 Senior Research I  2 credits 
an introduction to the literature and labora-
tory research techniques of chemistry. this 
first semester is devoted to developing a proj-
ect through the stages of literature search and 
equipment procurement and assembly. last 
offering Spring 2011.

CH4530 Senior Research  4 credits 
an introduction to the literature and labora-
tory research techniques of chemistry. the 
second semester involves carrying out the 
laboratory work and a formal report begun 
in cH 4190. additional course fee required. 
Falls.

CH4600 Internship  1-4 credits 
Students engage in a work program to apply, 
in a practical manner, knowledge gained in 
major or minor coursework, under the super-
vision of a faculty sponsor, the department 
chair and a supervising agency. Students 
must obtain a faculty sponsor and submit a 
detailed written proposal prior to undertaking 
the internship. Students must also submit a 
written report to their faculty sponsor when 
the internship is completed. Final approval of 
the internship comes from the department 
chair. With permission.

CH4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
ordinarily for chemistry majors. Studies 
undertaken are defined by the students con-
cerned, subject to approval of appropriate 
staff members. Work may involve reading, 
conferences, historical, experimental or theo-
retical projects, field investigations, statistical 
surveys or combinations of the foregoing. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

CJ–Criminal Justice

CJ1010 The Criminal Justice 
 System  3 credits 
a survey of the structure and roles of the insti-
tutions that influence society’s approach to 
dealing with social deviance. Beginning with 
a historical prospective, the development of 
institutions and processes emerge into what 
we recognize as today’s law, courts and cor-
rectional institutions for both adults and juve-
niles. Falls and Springs.

CJDI1020 The Individual and 
 the Law  3 credits 
examines questions central to the modern 
legal system: does the law exist to protect the 
individual from the group or to protect the 
group from the individual? to what extend 
does the legal system serve to protect the 
rights of individuals or to limit them in order 
to promote the common good of society? 
Students are provided with an introduction 
to the structure and organization of the for-
mal legal system in the United States with an 
emphasis on the various social, political and 
economic forces that have shaped it. Special 
attention is paid to the relationship between 
law and the legal process and race, class and 
ideology. topics may include privacy/surveil-
lance, quality of life policing, incarceration 
and the social construction of constitutional 
rights. Falls and Springs. (SSdi)

CJ2020 Criminal Investigation  3 credits 
introduction to criminal investigation in the 
field from the time of the initial response to 
preparing reports and preparation for tes-
timony; management of the crime scene, 
methods of interview and interrogation of 
witnesses and suspects, the use of infor-
mant and the techniques of surveillance are 
explored as they may vary depending upon 
the crime being investigated; emphasis on the 
special techniques of investigation for specific 
crimes. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ2040 Criminal Adjudication  3 credits 
an understanding of criminal law and the 
processes through which it is applied. a criti-
cal understanding of the interface between 
law enforcement and the courts, both adult 
and juvenile. Students research, then draft 
documents, reports and memoranda, then 
utilize their research in mock interactions 
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from pre-arrest through prosecution, sen-
tencing and parole consideration. Falls and 
Springs. (WRit)

CJ2070 Corrections  3 credits 
a comprehensive overview of the field of 
corrections, with special emphasis on com-
munity-based corrections as alternatives to 
institutionalization. Beginning with the his-
tory and evolving philosophy of corrections, 
seeks to develop an understanding of the role 
of the various institutions that are in place, 
an examination of how these institutions 
are changing to meet public expectations, 
the needs of offenders and legal and political 
pressures. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cJ 1010.

CJ2350 Statistics for Criminal 
 Justice  3 credits 
See ma 2350 for course description. Not open 
to students who have earned credit for ma 
2300. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): regu-
lar admission to Plymouth. (QUaN)(QRco)

CJ2400 White Collar Crime  3 credits 
See So 2400 for course description. Springs.

CJ3010 Forensic Science  3 credits 
a presentation of the techniques, skills and 
limitations of the modern crime laboratory. 
discussion of the recognition, collection, 
preservation and analysis of physical evidence. 
emphasis on the nature of physical evidence 
and the limitations that technology and pres-
ent knowledge impose on characterization. 
attention is paid to the meaning and role of 
probability in interpreting the significance 
of scientific evidence. extensive use of cases 
enlightens the discussions. Falls. (Scie)

CJ3020 Comparative Justice 
 Systems  3 credits 
Fueled by transnational crime and criminal 
organizations which are unrestrained by 
national borders as well as the significance 
of encounters with people from diverse back-
grounds and cultures, critical appreciation of 
comparative justice systems is essential for 
contemporary criminal justice practitioners. 
Particular emphasis is placed on comparing 
systems of policing, court administration, and 
correctional practices in cross cultural set-
tings. examines two fundamental questions. 
First, what alternative forms of social control, 
aside from the US criminal justice system, are 
present? Second, how do economic, social, 
political, religious, and historical characteris-
tics of settings influence its notions of social 
control and justice process? Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ3030 Forensic Science 
 Laboratory  1 credit
laboratory experiments designed to give 
students an appreciation of the details nec-
essary for obtaining, maintaining and ana-

lyzing criminal evidence. additional course 
fee required. Falls. Corequisite(s): cJ 3010. 
(SlaB)

CJ3050 The Law Enforcement    
 Environment  3 credits 
a view of the management of the law enforce-
ment effort. an examination of the structure 
and management of policing organizations 
and the resulting behavior of the people who 
work within those organizations. included 
are ethics, human resource management, 
labor relations, performance evaluation 
and the impact of external institutions on 
organizational stability. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ3060 Domestic Violence and 
 Juvenile Justice  3 credits 
Provides an introduction to the major issues 
and trends surrounding the field of juvenile 
justice and domestic violence. explores the 
history of juvenile justice, juvenile justice 
as applied and theories of delinquency and 
causation. Students follow the evolution of 
the meaning of domestic violence and its 
response by law enforcement and society. 
Spring of odd years.

CJ3080 Juvenile Delinquency  3 credits 
an examination of theories explaining juve-
nile delinquency, of the history of the juvenile 
justice system and of contemporary societal 
responses to delinquency. may be taken as 
So 3080. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): cJ 
1010 or So 2220.

CJ3090 Criminology  3 credits 
a scientific study of crime and its control, 
including indexes, rates and theories of crime 
and delinquency, courts, prison and parole. 
may be taken as So 3090. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

CJ3150 Society, Ethics, and 
 the Law  3 credits 
examines the concepts of morality and law 
and their relationship, especially the ethical 
underpinnings of justice and the law. Seeks 
to understand the nature of ethics as it bears 
on social problems and the law, including 
problems of gender and diversity. Students 
gain familiarity with philosophical analysis 
and theories of ethics, and are encouraged to 
view society and the law philosophically. may 
be taken as PY 3150. Not open to students 
who earned credit for cJ/PY 2100. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (PHil)
(dico)(iNco)

CJ3250 Management and Planning 
 in Criminal Justice  3 credits 
an examination of the principles of orga-
nizations and management which may be 
applied to criminal justice agencies. topics 
include leadership, motivation, performance 
evaluation, administrative planning, resource 

allocation, program budgeting, and planned 
organizational change. examines agency 
interaction with the external environment. 
Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ3300 Criminal Law in Literature 
  3 credits 
literature provides a realistic context for the 
examination of the criminal and the law. With 
a focus on real lives, people and situations, 
critical thinking skills are utilized to discuss, 
dissect and analyze the impact of law on indi-
viduals and society. a multi-dimensional 
approach of intellectual, social and ethical 
concepts is used to explore underlying con-
cepts, analyze assumptions and biases and 
be challenged to think from multiple perspec-
tives. Fall of even years.

CJ3400 Homeland Security  3 credits 
an examination of counter terrorism and 
homeland security efforts critical to the mis-
sion of criminal justice agencies in the post 
9-11 world. attention is paid to vulnerability 
assessments and prevention efforts as well as 
the response, mitigation, and management 
of critical incidents, including terrorism and 
natural disasters. Special attention is paid to 
civil rights issues. Falls.

CJ3500 Women and Crime  3 credits 
examines the nature and extent of women’s 
and girl’s crimes, including: theories of 
female criminality, processing of female 
offenders through the criminal justice system 
and the response of police and court officials 
to women as victims of crime. in addition, 
emphasis is placed on organizational, opera-
tional and personal issues which confront 
women as professionals employed in crimi-
nal justice agencies. Spring of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ3710 Topics in Criminal Justice 
  3 credits 
examines specialized topic areas in criminal 
justice which are not covered in significant 
depth in regularly scheduled course offer-
ings. may be repeated with a different topic 
for no more than nine credits. occasionally. 
Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010.

CJ4010 Advanced Theory in 
 Criminology  3 credits 
See So 4010 for course description. Fall 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010 or So 
2220.

CJ4400 Research Methods in 
 Criminal Justice  3 credits 
an examination of problem formulation, 
measurement, research ethics, methodologi-
cal approaches and data analysis strategies 
demonstrated through critical analysis of clas-
sic and contemporary criminal justice stud-
ies. as future practitioners, criminal Justice 
majors are seen as both informed consumers 
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of criminal justice research and potential pro-
ducers of criminal justice data. contributes to 
a foundation of problem solving techniques, 
critical thinking and scholarly writing within 
the disciplines of criminal justice. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010, (cJ 2350 or 
ma 2300 or ma 2350) and (cJ 3090 or So 
3090).

CJ4580 Internship in Criminal 
 Justice  1-15 credits 
an opportunity to learn while gaining rel-
evant work experience in a host organiza-
tion. the primary objective is to expand the 
student’s depth of understanding by integrat-
ing acquired principles within the context of 
an operating organization. Students observe 
and participate in activities to gain experience 
and an understanding of the role of the institu-
tion and its contribution to the overall criminal 
justice effort. the experience contributes to 
personal and professional development and an 
enhancement of self-confidence and maturity. 
the internship is a supervised assignment with 
planned objectives and a prescribed number 
of working hours for which academic credit is 
earned. internships are arranged to meet the 
specific goals of the student and are reserved 
for the student who has demonstrated self-
discipline, motivation and academic success. 
open to Juniors and Seniors who have com-
pleted the appropriate courses to justify the 
position. may be repeated up to a maximum 
of 15 credits. arranged. Prerequisite(s): (junior 
or senior status) and permission of the faculty 
supervisor.

CJ4800 Criminal Justice Seminar  3 credits 
a capstone experience in seminar format that 
focuses on the major contemporary issues 
that currently impact the criminal justice field 
locally, nationally and internationally. the 
instructor provides an array of institutional 
operational issues and policies for analysis 
and response. the development of policy and 
the implementation of change are the primary 
focus within the criminal justice system. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010, cJ 2040, 
cJ 3050, cJ 4400, (cJ 2070 or cJ 4050) and 
(cJ 3090 or So 3090). (WRco)

CJ4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
an opportunity to work with a professor 
in a focused research project related to an 
issue of criminal justice. the work may be a 
field study, a study of the literature or both. 
generally students explore an area of inter-
est offered in a course to a greater depth or 
expand their knowledge to an area not cov-
ered in a catalog course. the goal of the work 
is usually a publishable contribution to the 
literature that will be submitted to a regional 
or national criminal justice academic or pro-
fessional group. open to Juniors and Seniors 
who have completed the appropriate courses 
to justify the position. may be repeated for 
a total of no more than six credits. consent 

required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair.

CM–Communication and 
Media Studies

CMDI1010  Mass Media, Jim Morrison, 
   and The Doors  3 credits 
examines the contributions of various media 
forms, from the 1960s to the present, to the 
creation and perpetuation of the cultural/
musical legacy of Jim morrison and the 
doors. Participants utilize a cultural stud-
ies framework to analyze films, television 
programs, musical offerings and print and 
online materials in relation to their histori-
cal contexts, ideological contents, symptom-
atic characteristics, and overall contributions 
to our modern-day understanding of media 
processes and effects. Film and television 
screenings, focusing on Jim morrison and 
the doors specifically and/or pertaining to 
the era in which the band emerged, represent 
an essential component. Fall of odd years. 
(PPdi)

CMDI1020  Media Representations of    
    College Students and 
    College Life  3 credits 
it can be argued that identity occurs at the 
intersection of culture and self. as a powerful 
part of culture, media representations inform, 
construct and reify identity. therefore, it is 
essential to know how to analyze, decon-
struct, challenge, accept and modify specific 
representations, particularly when they reflect 
an identity that you have claimed. in order to 
understand our own identities, media texts 
and culture in an in-depth way, participants 
examine and create media representations of 
college students and college life. Fall of even 
years. (SSdi)

CMDI1100  Creating Games  3 credits 
much has been written about the possibility 
that games could become the defining objects 
of popular culture in the new century. course 
participants use games as a medium through 
which they can express their creativity. they 
study the principles of game design so they 
can use them to critique existing games as 
well as to guide the design of new games. 
topics include the structure of compelling 
games, the role of games in society, mean-
ingful play in games, games as simulations, 
games as narratives, and the culture of gam-
ing. creating, play testing, critiquing, and 
revising games of all kinds are primary activi-
ties. Springs. (ctdi)

CMDI1200  Web Expressions  3 credits 
See cSdi 1200 for course description. Not 
open to students who have earned credit 
for cSdi 1200. Falls and Springs. (tecH)
(ctdi)

CMDI2010  Outlaws, Delinquents, and 
    Other “Deviants” in Film 
     and Society  3 credits 
Social expectations generally inform and reg-
ulate our behaviors and beliefs. all too often, 
and for varying reasons, numerous indi-
viduals in our society fail to conform to these 
expectations and they are accordingly labeled 
as being “deviant.” analyzes various social 
constructions of “deviants”–outlaws and 
delinquents among them–as they exist both 
in cinematic offerings and society. Spring of 
even years. (SSdi)

CMDI2020   Sex and Cinema in the 20th    
     Century (and Beyond)   3 credits 
explores the evolution and social construction 
of sex, gender and sexual orientation in nar-
rative cinema during the 20th century (and 
beyond). Spring of odd years. (PPdi)

CMDI2100  The Digital Imagination 
  3 credits 
the way we communicate is changing in 
response to our use of rapidly changing digital 
technology. Students explore how images can 
be used to express ideas by introducing fun-
damental concepts of image composition and 
design. Students learn how images embody 
meaning and how to use powerful image and 
animation creation/editing tools to effectively 
express their ideas. Students explore the use 
of color, line, shape, texture, light, and prin-
ciples for two-dimensional design. they use 
techniques that enhance creativity as they 
develop images and animations that effec-
tively communicate a variety of messages. 
includes a significant hands-on element in 
which students use state-of-the-art image 
editing and animation-creation software to 
develop their assignments and projects. Falls 
and Springs. (ctdi)

CMDI2200  The Science of Animation    
     Programming  4 credits 
introduces participants to animation pro-
gramming using state-of-the-art animation 
tools. Students learn animation programming 
by experimenting with programs, formulat-
ing hypotheses about how to create animation 
effects and testing their hypotheses. includes 
a significant hands-on component in which 
the instructor is available to assist students 
with laboratory assignments. Students learn 
about the math and physics of motion, fric-
tion, momentum, and the interaction of 
objects in motion. Falls and Springs. (Sidi)

CM2400 Public Speaking  3 credits 
the fundamentals of public speaking. 
Practical course that increases skills in both 
formal and everyday speech situations. Spring 
of odd years.
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CM2770 Introduction to Media and 
 Cultural Studies  3 credits 
explores the nature, development and effects 
of various media in relation to cultural-stud-
ies scholarship. Provides an overview of mass 
communication history and theory, with 
emphasis on the role of influential media 
forms in 20th century american culture and 
beyond. Falls and Springs. (tecH)(teco)

CM2910 Introduction to 
 Communication  3 credits 
a study of the human communication pro-
cess with special emphasis on improving 
communication skills. topics include the self-
concept, verbal and nonverbal language, lis-
tening and public speaking. communication 
settings include interpersonal, small groups, 
large groups and the mass media. Falls and 
Springs.

CM3480 Global Perspectives
 in the Media  3 credits 
U.S. media offerings are among the most 
controversial and most criticized in the world. 
Students examine some of the causes of these 
criticisms and alternate media approaches 
that exist. Because traditional U.S. media 
offerings are so readily accessible and preva-
lent, audience members frequently accept 
their messages with little critical insight. 
their perspectives of global and local cultural 
issues, therefore, remain relatively static. 
course participants compare and contrast 
conventional U.S. media presentations and 
practices with alternate approaches, both 
american and global, that challenge tradi-
tional thinking. they learn that among the 
responsibilities of living in a global commu-
nity are seeking various sources of informa-
tion and appreciating the similarities and 
differences that exist within the global com-
munity. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cm 
2770. (gaco)

CM3500 Media Effects  3 credits 
explores the effects of mass media exposure 
on individuals, groups and societies, as inves-
tigated through classic and contemporary 
research endeavors in the social-scientific 
tradition. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 2770.

CM3510 Communication, Media, 
 and Wellness  3 credits 
contemporary scholars suggest we have 
entered a second media age that has trans-
formed how human beings live their lives and 
use their minds. With the sophistication of 
mass media and technological advancements 
infiltrating our everyday existence, human 
beings are experiencing a technological 
super-saturation of their interiority. examines 
leisure from historical, philosophical, phe-
nomenological, and cultural perspectives. a 
distinction between leisure and recreation is 
central to understanding the value of leisure 

in our everyday lives. illuminates the connec-
tion between the mind and body, the theory 
and practice of leisure, and the contribution 
that leisure makes to our human lives. leisure 
cultivates life experiences that promote indi-
vidual potential, inner transformation, and 
one’s ability to participate in community. 
emphasizes leisure as a communicative 
mode of wellness for a lifetime. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): cm 2910. (Weco) 

CM3640 Communication Theory    
  3 credits 
Reading, discussion and application of cur-
rent theories of communication in this 
writing-intensive course. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cm 2910. (WRit)(WRco)

CM3650 Communication Research    
 Methods  3 credits 
introduces course participants to qualita-
tive research methods, quantitative research 
methods and statistical procedures that are 
used regularly by communication studies 
scholars. designed to enable students to 
design, implement and analyze their own 
methodologically sound research studies and 
to effectively critique the completed research 
studies of others. No prior research-design 
or statistical expertise is required. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): cm 2910. (QRco)

CM3700 Film as Popular Culture  3 credits 
examines the phenomenon of film as a pow-
erful form of popular culture in a variety of 
substantive domains. Fall of odd years.

CM3750 Film and Video Production    
 Techniques  4 credits 
Provides a hands-on introduction to the 
various pre-production, production and post-
production processes and techniques used in 
the creation of intriguing film and video proj-
ects. in a supportive workshop environment, 
participants receive training in concept gen-
eration, storyboarding and basic script form, 
and they gain practical experience in produc-
ing, directing, lighting, shooting and editing 
actual video field productions of narrative, 
documentary and/or experimental forms. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): cm 2770.

CM3760 Advanced Digital Video 
 Production  4 credits 
Provides advanced training in digital video 
production with an emphasis on effective 
screenwriting approaches and narrative sto-
rytelling techniques. Fall 2013. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 3750 or permission of the instructor.

CM3770 Advanced Video Art 
 Production  4 credits 
Provides advanced training in digital video 
production with an emphasis on avant-garde 
and experimental approaches and represen-
tational strategies pertaining to independent 
videography, including innovative uses of 

lighting, sound and images and communicat-
ing complex messages through shape, struc-
ture, repetition, rhythm and tempo. Fall 2012. 
Prerequisite(s): cm 3750 or permission of the 
instructor.
 
CM3800 Analyzing Television  3 credits 
explores various approaches to analyzing 
television programs from the 1950s to the 
present, incorporating insights from sev-
eral academic disciplines and perspectives 
(including history, literature, political science, 
sociology, cultural studies, film and media 
studies and gender studies). Spring of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): cm 2770 and (junior or 
senior status). (iNco)

CM3870 Introduction to Game Design 
 and Development  3 credits 
Provides students with the theory and skills 
needed to begin to design and develop digital 
games. the focus is on using game-devel-
opment tools to engage in the design-and-
development process. includes a significant 
hands-on component. Falls.

CM3910 Topics in Film and Media 
 Studies  3 credits 
explores specialized topics pertaining to film 
studies, television studies, print media and 
emerging technologies that are not covered 
regularly in other communication and media 
Studies courses. these topics are investigated 
primarily from the critical, cultural and/or 
social-scientific perspectives. topics vary by 
semester and instructor. may be repeated for 
credit with a different topic. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cm 2770.

CM3920 Topics in Screenwriting 
 and Video Production  1-4 credits 
explores specialized topics pertaining to 
screenwriting and video production that are 
not covered regularly in other course offer-
ings of the department of communication 
and media Studies. topics vary by semester 
and instructor. may be repeated for credit with 
a different topic. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 3750 or permission of the instructor.

CM3950 Internship  3 credits 
Students engage in a work program to apply, 
in a practical manner, knowledge gained 
from their academic coursework at a site 
related to their major and option. to partici-
pate in an internship, students must apply 
to the communication and media Studies 
department chair. once placed at a site, stu-
dents will have both an on-campus supervisor 
and an immediate work supervisor. Students 
must register for cm 3950 prior to beginning 
their internship. No retroactive credit will be 
granted for internships that have already been 
completed. may be repeated for a maximum 
of six credits. With permission. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 2770 and cm 2910.
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CM4000 Capstone Senior Project  3 credits 
a capstone course in which communication 
Studies majors produce a comprehensive 
research paper or creative project that inte-
grates communication theory with one (or 
more) of their primary areas of study. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cm 3640, cm 3650 and per-
mission of the instructor.

CM4550 Capstone Internship  3-6 credits 
Students engage in a work program to apply 
in a practical manner both the knowledge 
gained from communication theory and 
their primary areas of study. to participate in 
a capstone internship, students must apply 
to the communication and media Studies 
department chair. once placed at a site, stu-
dents have both an on-campus supervisor 
and an immediate work supervisor. Students 
must register for cm 4550 prior to beginning 
their internship. No retroactive credit will be 
granted for internships that have already been 
completed. With permission. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 3640;communication Studies major; 
senior standing; minimum 2.70 gPa.

CM4700 Film and Identity Politics  3 credits 
explores the representation and social con-
struction of non-dominant, co-cultural iden-
tities of various groups as communicated in 
narrative cinematic offerings. through theo-
retical readings and weekly film screenings, 
course participants investigate the complex 
relationships between narrative film form/
style and identity politics (past and present), 
as well as the ideological and social ramifica-
tions of those relationships. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): cm 3480 or cm 3490 or cm 
3500. (dico)

CM4710 History and Theory of Film 
 and Television  3 credits 
explores the historical development of film 
and television in relation to traditional print 
media and emerging technologies, as well as 
different theories that attempt to explain their 
impact on individuals, groups, societies and 
cultures. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cm 2770.

CM4870 Advanced Game Design 
 and Development  3 credits 
Focuses on the fundamental issues pertain-
ing to game design, with regard to both board 
games and video games. explores what a 
game is, how games work and the kinds of 
designs one must make in order to create 
an interesting game. examines the different 
genres of games and the special design con-
siderations that are specific to each genre. a 
major portion is devoted to the design and 
development of a multi-player digital game. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): cm 3870.

CM4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
offers students the opportunity to gain an 
in-depth understanding of a topic in com-

munication and/or media studies that is not 
covered extensively in other courses. Working 
with guidance from a faculty member with 
relevant expertise, students select a special-
ized topic for exploration and prepare an in-
depth research paper or project pertaining 
to that topic. Periodic conferences with the 
supervising instructor are expected. consent 
required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair.

CN–Chinese

CN1010 Fundamentals of 
 Chinese I  4 credits 
an introductory course with two regular 
class meetings per week with the instruc-
tor. emphasis is on oral communication. 
language in a cultural setting is emphasized 
throughout the semester. Falls. Corequisite(s): 
cN 1900. (gaco)

CN1020 Fundamentals of 
 Chinese II  4 credits 
continuation of cN 1010 with increased 
attention to reading and writing. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cN 1010. Corequisite(s): cN 
1905.

CN1900 Fundamentals of 
 Chinese I Lab  0 credit
this self-directed language lab (Hyde 221) 
accompanies cN 1010. Students have the 
opportunity to review course material and 
complete assignments. Falls. Corequisite(s): 
cN 1010.
 
CN1905 Fundamentals of 
 Chinese II Lab  0 credit
this self-directed language lab (Hyde 221) 
accompanies cN 1020. Students have the 
opportunity to review course material and 
complete assignments. Springs. Corequisite(s): 
cN 1020.

CS–Computer Science

CS1100Introduction to Computers 3 credits 
covers the basic concepts comprising the 
current definition of computer literacy. in 
addition to addressing problem solving using 
spreadsheets, word processing and presen-
tation software, students learn to create web 
pages, and discuss a variety of social and 
ethical issues, such as privacy and intellectual 
property rights. Students also learn about how 
computers and the internet work by exploring 
various hardware, software and networking 
topics. Falls and Springs. (tecH)(teco)

CS1170 Computing Technology 
 in Criminal Justice  3 credits 
explores problem-solving with computers 
from a criminal justice perspective. Students 
learn fundamentals of how computers store 
and process information, as well as basic 

concepts behind communication networks. 
emphasizes the ethical use of computers. 
Students develop awareness of how their 
privacy may be compromised through com-
puter use. Students explore how comput-
ers are used to perpetrate crime, and used 
by criminal justice organizations to prevent 
crime. Students are introduced to computer 
forensics and other techniques to investigate 
potential criminal acts. a variety of crimi-
nal justice databases are discussed and stu-
dents learn how to create databases and find 
and analyze criminal justice data. Falls and 
Springs. (tecH)(teco)

CSDI1200 Web Expressions  3 credits 
the World Wide Web has allowed everyday 
people to have a global voice. Students learn 
to harness the power of the web to express 
themselves to the world. covers the creation 
of images, sounds, animation, text, hyper-
text, video and weblogs, as well as how to be 
a savvy web user. Not open to students who 
have earned credit for cmdi 1200. Falls and 
Springs. (tecH)(ctdi)

CSDI1300 Digital Media Creation  3 credits 
draws upon students’ creative ability in creat-
ing and manipulating digital media through 
the use of programming. after discussing 
some of the basic elements in representing 
various media forms such as text, image, 
sound and movie, within computer, covers 
various simple but general programming 
skills and explains how to apply them to 
manipulate these digital media forms. three 
hours of lectures and/or labs each week. Falls 
and Springs. (ctdi)

CSDI1400 Computers: Past, Present, 
 and Future  3 credits 
Reviews the history of the modern computer 
system, its origin, development, current sta-
tus, and future. Focuses on the computer’s 
transformation from an adding machine in 
its infancy to an engine of the current infor-
mation age. discusses some of the core 
ingredients and historical aspects such as the 
people and places that precipitated change, 
social and political pressures, problems and 
solutions, hardware and software, etc. Falls. 
(PPdi)

CSDI1500 Computers: Fact, Fiction, 
 Fantasy, and Film  3 credits 
offers a broad non-technical introduction to 
the presumably mysterious and strange world 
of computing from different perspectives. 
Students view computers and computing 
through social, antisocial, historic, prehis-
toric, scientific, linguistic, biographical, bio-
logical, musical, philosophical, and fictional 
lenses. Presents selected clips from movie, 
tV, and music libraries. No programming is 
involved. three hours of lectures each week. 
Falls and Springs. (SSdi)
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CS2010 Computing Fundamentals 
  3 credits 
to explore some topical applications and 
technologies such as robotics, artificial intel-
ligence and networking, first examines some 
of the fundamental aspects of computing 
including: how a computing machine stores, 
manipulates and transforms numbers, words, 
images and sounds, changing them from 
mere data into useful information; strategies 
for solving computational problems (algo-
rithmic thinking); expressing computational 
solutions in various computer languages 
from assembly through icon-driven graphical 
languages (4gls); historical, social and theo-
retical issues. includes a weekly hands-on lab 
through which students experience a variety 
of computing environments. two hours of 
lecture and two hours of lab each week. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): level 2 or 3 on 
math placement exam or ma 1800 (may be 
concurrent). (tecH)(teco)

CS2080 Visual Basic  3 credits 
a presentation of the Visual Basic application 
development environment. Visual Basic 
allows students to concentrate upon the over-
all screen and function design, leaving pro-
cedural details to the computer. two lecture 
hours and two hours of computer lab. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2370.

CS2220 Computer Hardware  3 credits 
Focuses on the organization and structure of 
the major hardware components of comput-
ing systems. expands upon the digital logic 
and notions of internal data representation 
begun in cS 2010, and then develops more 
depth in topics such as cPU structures and 
control, memory systems, i/o systems and 
the mechanics of information transfer. the 
nature of computing and the role of operat-
ing systems are examined from the hardware 
context. two hours of lecture and two hours 
of lab each week. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cS 
2010 and (level 2 or 3 on math placement 
exam or ma 1800). (tecH)

CS2350 Software Tools  3 credits 
the fundamentals of fourth-generation lan-
guages (4gl’s). Fourth generation languages 
allow the user to concentrate upon overall 
screen and function design leaving proce-
dural details to the computer. Students will 
be provided instruction in various 4gl lan-
guages. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cS 2080.

CS2370 Programming in Java  4 credits 
introduces students to computer program-
ming with the object-oriented approach. as 
a first course in computer programming, it 
covers the classic programming constructs 
of variables, loops, conditions, arithmetic 
calculations, functions, parameters and 
arrays. object-oriented programming con-
structs and concepts are introduced such as 
object-oriented problem conceptualization, 

class definition, object instantiation, method 
definition and invocation, class inter-relation-
ships and inheritance. a brief introduction 
to graphical user interfaces and event-driven 
programming is made. three lecture hours 
and two hours of computer lab. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2010 or cS 2360.

CS2380 Client/Server 
 Programming  3 credits 
a second programming course which builds 
on the concepts from cS 2370. Reinforces 
the programming constructs learned in 
the first course and then focuses on more 
advanced programming techniques. more 
sophisticated object scenarios are introduced 
in context of solving more difficult program-
ming problems, especially those involving 
the client/server paradigm. Students learn to 
create sophisticated graphical user interfaces 
and utilize input from these interfaces in an 
event-driven program structure. Students 
also learn to use language provided data struc-
tures such as vectors, stacks and queues, and 
write applications using data communication 
features such as sockets. multithreading com-
pletes the techniques necessary for client/
server application programming. two lecture 
hours and two hours of computer lab. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2370.

CS2400 Scientific Programming 
 Using FORTRAN  3 credits 
analysis of scientific and mathematical 
problems while introducing the FoRmula 
tRaNslation language, FoRtRaN. intended 
for students of science or mathematics. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2140 or ma 2550 
or ma 2560.

CS2470 Systems Programming in 
 C/C++  2 credits 
gives students who are already proficient 
programmers experience in systems-level 
programming in c/c++. in particular, stu-
dents learn how to create c/c++ programs 
that interact with the hardware and other soft-
ware on a machine. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cS 2380.

CS2990 Algorithm Development 
 Under Time Constraints  1 credit
Prepares students to develop and code algo-
rithms under severe time constraints to pre-
pare for the acm Programming contest. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor.

CS3020 Web Programming  3 credits 
Focuses on issues concerning the design, 
implementation and impact of user-friendly, 
interactive web pages and easy-to-navigate 
secure web sites. covers a variety of web 
page and web site development technolo-
gies. two lectures and one lab per week. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2370.

CS3220 Data Structures and 
 Algorithm Analysis  4 credits 
Formal study of algorithms associated with 
various data structures. after precisely defin-
ing a mathematical model for algorithm 
analysis, there is a systematic study of various 
data structures such as list, tree and graph. 
different designs of those data structures 
and operations are presented and discussed. 
in particular, the time complexity and space 
complexity of those algorithms are evalu-
ated, analyzed and computed. Some other 
important topics on computational complex-
ity such as NP-completeness and approxima-
tion algorithms are also covered. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2380 and ma 3200.

CS3240 Data Communication 
 and Computer Networks  3 credits 
Provides an introduction to the study of com-
munications. current methods and practices 
covered. topics include data transmission, 
communication techniques, packet switch-
ing, routing, long-haul vs. local-area net-
works and performance considerations. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 2370.

CS3440 Multimedia  3 credits 
Use and development of multimedia-com-
bining text, graphics, sound, still and video 
images and animation into a unified, seam-
less document. examines the nature of 
the various media, the capture or creation, 
digitization and modification of each media 
type, the architecture and technology of 
multimedia systems, the principles behind 
effective multimedia presentations, analysis 
and design of gUi systems and multimedia 
development through the use of common 
software packages. treats both fundamental 
concepts and current and emerging technolo-
gies. attention is given to both cdRom and 
network based media delivery. lecture and 
lab are combined as needed. Spring of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): cS 2380.

CS3500 Introduction to 
 Artificial Intelligence  3 credits 
an introduction to the basic theory and major 
applications of artificial intelligence. covers 
general issues of ai such as its development, 
social impact and philosophical implica-
tion. emphasizes the fundamental issues 
of ai such as problems and state spaces, 
search strategies, logic reasoning and vari-
ous knowledge representation techniques. 
discusses ai application domains, such as 
learning, expert systems, planning and game 
playing. an ai programming language (lisp 
or Prolog) is used throughout the course. 
Students are expected to use the language to 
solve ai related problems. Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 3160 or cS 3220.
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CS3600 Database Management 
 Systems  4 credits 
covers the principles and practice of rela-
tional database design and analysis, includ-
ing topics of entity-relationship modeling, 
functional dependencies, normalization, rela-
tional algebra and relational calculus, as well 
as their SQl correspondents. other related 
issues are discussed such as other data base 
models, object-oriented database scheme, 
concurrent data access, recovery and security. 
one or more projects form a significant part 
of this course. Falls. Prerequisite(s): cS 2370 
and (ma 2200 or ma 3200).

CS3700 Computer Graphics  3 credits 
Fundamental concepts of event-driven, inter-
active graphics using a modern aPi (such as 
opengl). topics include: graphics systems, 
hardware and models, 2-d and 3-d ren-
dering, events and interactions, geometric 
objects and their transformations, viewing 
and projections, basic concepts of color and 
shading, hierarchical and object-oriented 
modeling, discrete/raster operations; and an 
introduction to visualization. Significant pro-
gramming projects connect theory to prac-
tice. taught in c/c++. Spring of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): (cS 3160 or cS 3220) and (ma 
2200 or ma 3120).

CS3720 Systems Analysis and 
 Design  3 credits 
the study of computerized information as a 
resource. the study of the systems develop-
ment life cycle. integrating computer technol-
ogy, networks, systems analysis and design 
and organizational behavior in the building 
of large-scale applications or decision support 
systems. the use of caSe tools. the impor-
tance of service and testing of information 
systems. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cS 2370, cS 
3600, and junior status. (WRit)

CS3780 Introduction to 
 Computational Theory  3 credits 
intended to provide a solid theoretical foun-
dation for computer science students. a 
series of artificial machines such as finite 
state automata, push-down automata and 
turing machines are be defined and studied 
as formal models of computers. Studies their 
corresponding formal languages such as reg-
ular, context-free and unrestricted languages. 
discusses related issues such as church’s 
thesis, Halting problem and general incom-
patibility. Falls. Prerequisite(s): (cS 3160 or cS 
3220) or (ma 3120 and ma 3200).

CS3820 Human-Computer 
 Interaction  3 credits 
concerned with the design, evaluation and 
implementation of interactive computing 
systems for human use. it briefly surveys the 
most important conceptual models of human 
psychology applied to computer interactions, 
and stresses the importance of good interfaces 

and interface design to human-computer 
interaction. it treats topics such as interface 
quality and methods of evaluation, user-cen-
tered design and task analysis, dialogue tools 
and techniques, windowing, prototyping and 
user interface implementation, i/o devices 
and the use of color and sound. it trains the 
computer Science student to apply the theo-
ries of Hci to the task of design by survey-
ing the techniques available in the discipline 
and demonstrating where and when they are 
applicable via a combination of scientific-
theory understanding, engineering modeling 
and the solution of design problems facing 
the user interface designer. Spring of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): cS 2380.

CS4140 Software Engineering  3 credits 
Presents fundamental principles of soft-
ware engineering. emphasizes software 
design, implementation and maintenance. 
techniques used in the major phases of the 
software life cycle such as rapid prototyping, 
object-oriented design and module testing, 
are discussed. Software teams complete a 
term project that includes system documen-
tation, design and implementation. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): cS 3220 and cS 3600.

CS4220 System Administration  3 credits 
introduces students to unix system adminis-
tration. each student participates in installing 
and configuring a unix-like operating system. 
topics include the unix file system, user man-
agement, task management, unix daemons, 
network management, performance analy-
sis, security, policy and ethics. Students also 
learn to use a scripting language, various unix 
commands and tools. Falls. Prerequisite(s): cS 
3720.

CS4250 Computer Architecture  3 credits 
Fundamental concepts of computer design 
using a quantitative, performance-oriented 
approach. topics include: measurement of 
performance instruction sets design; hard-
wired and micro-coded processor design; 
pipelining; memory hierarchy; i/o. assembly 
language programming is studied through a 
series of short projects. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
cS 2220 and cS 3220. (WRit)

CS4310 Operating Systems  3 credits 
covers the major concept areas of operating 
systems for both large and small computers 
and the interrelationship between the operat-
ing system and computer architecture. topics 
include: history, tasking, process synchroni-
zation, scheduling, memory organization, 
device management, file systems, security 
issues, distributed and real-time systems. 
one or more projects form a significant part 
of this course. Springs. Prerequisite(s): (cS 
3160 or cS 3220) and (cS 4250 or cS 4300).

CS4400 Computer Networks and 
 Protocols  4 credits 
Focus is on providing a data stream for 
higher-level services to operate over. it is pri-
marily concerned with the transport layer and 
below. tcP/iP is the predominant protocol 
studied. others, such as Novell NetWare, are 
covered to provide comparative examples. 
monitoring, diagnosis and administration of 
the infrastructure are studied. lecture and 
laboratory. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cS 2380 
and cS 3240.

CS4420 Computer Security  3 credits 
Provides an introduction to the theory and 
practice of computer security and informa-
tion warfare. in particular, examines issues 
in physical security, network security, data-
base security, intrusion detection, detection of 
trojan horses, viruses, worms and coordinated 
network attacks, access control, cryptography, 
legal and ethical issues including privacy and 
copyright, as well as various computer secu-
rity policy issues. Springs. Prerequisite(s): cS 
2380, cS 3240 and cS 3600.

CS4500 Topics in Computer Science 
 and Technology  3 credits 
explores specialized topics pertaining to 
computer science and information technol-
ogy that are not covered in other computer 
Science and technology courses. topics vary 
by semester and instructor. may be repeated 
with a different topic for no more than six 
credits. Springs. Prerequisite(s): variable, 
depending on topic selection; consult course 
instructor.

CS4520 CyberEthics  3 credits 
Surveys the ethical issues involved in the use 
of information technology. Provides an intro-
duction to a variety of ethical theories that can 
be used as guides for thinking about these 
issues. emphasizes the use of case studies to 
practice the application of ethical frameworks 
to real problems facing today’s society. Serves 
as part of the senior capstone experience. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)
(dico)(iNco)(WRco)

CS4750 Senior Project  3 credits 
available only to senior computer Science 
and information technology majors. Working 
under faculty direction, students select a 
problem or task, analyze it and develop a solu-
tion. the problem/task selected must involve 
some aspect of computing. at the end of the 
semester, each student makes a formal, public 
presentation in an appropriate format deter-
mined by the faculty. in addition, students 
meet weekly, as a group, to discuss a variety 
of topics related to investigation, research and 
development, the process of public presenta-
tion of results, and to present the other stu-
dents with an overview and regular progress 
reports on their own project. By individual 
enrollment with the chair’s signature. With 
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permission. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
all required 2000 and 3000 level courses.

CS4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
intensive individual work in a particular area 
of computer Science not otherwise available 
through the curriculum. topics to be cho-
sen by the student in consultation with the 
instructor. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

CS4920 Computer Science 
 Internship  1-6 credits 
Students leave the campus to work in a pro-
fessional situation in the computing field 
with or without financial compensation. 
the employing agency provides a carefully-
planned sequence of tasks intended to pro-
vide the student with a learning experience 
in the field of computing. Students have 
supervisors both in the computer Science 
and technology department and in the 
employing agency who will jointly coordinate 
the student’s work. Students must submit 
to the department a written proposal prior 
to undertaking the internship and a final 
report upon its completion. may be repeated 
for up to six credits. Prerequisite(s): final 
approval of the internship will come from 
the department chair; computer Science or 
information technology major and comple-
tion of major courses appropriate to the posi-
tion (to be determined by the supervising 
faculty member).

DN–Dance

DN1230 Ballet I  1-2 credits 
Beginning ballet technique taught through 
barre and center floor exercises. emphasis on 
proper positioning, alignment and basic bal-
let steps and combinations. may be repeated 
for no more than two enrollments or no more 
than three credits. Falls.

DN1260 Modern Dance I  1-2 credits 
to develop an appreciation for creative move-
ment, movement exploration and modern 
dance. to develop skills in modern dance. 
may be repeated for no more than two enroll-
ments or no more than three credits. Falls.

DN1280 Jazz Dance I  1-2 credits 
Beginning jazz technique taught through 
rhythmic isolation exercises, center floor 
stretches and jazz combinations. emphasis 
on style, flexibility and learning a jazz routine. 
may be repeated for no more than two enroll-
ments or no more than three credits. Falls.

DN1650 Topics in Dance  1 credit
introduction to the study of various areas of 
dance. may be repeated with a different topic 
for no more than two credits. occasionally.

DN1740 Tap I  1-2 credits 
introduction to the study of dance technique. 
may be repeated for no more than two enroll-
ments or no more than three credits. Falls.

DN2260 Modern Dance II  1-2 credits 
modern dance technique. emphasis is on the 
craft or skill of the dancer rather than on the 
creative exploration of dance. may be repeated 
for no more than two enrollments or no more 
than three credits. Springs.

DN2330 Movement Concepts 
 for Elementary Education  1 credit
investigation into Rudolf laban’s movement 
concepts to affect a basic understanding of 
dance/movement for elementary education. 
movement techniques are identified and 
integrated into lesson plans with emphasis 
on movement preparation, themes and indi-
vidual projects. No previous dance movement 
is necessary. Falls and Springs.

DN2370 Dance Composition I  3 credits 
introduction to basic dance compositional 
theories resulting in a final performance. Fall 
of even years. (aRtS)

DN2390 Topics in Dance  1 credit
introduction to the study of various areas of 
dance. may be repeated with a different topic 
for no more than six credits. occasionally. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

DN2520 Tap II  1-2 credits 
intermediate technique and combinations 
for students who have some formal dance 
training. gig work and hoofing form the tech-
nique basis for the class. Wings, pull-backs, 
jumps and turns are added. may be repeated 
for no more than two enrollments or no more 
than three credits. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
dN 1740.

DN2670 Jazz Dance II  1-2 credits 
the study of beginning/intermediate jazz 
dance. may be repeated for no more than two 
enrollments or no more than three credits. 
Springs.

DN2710 Ballet II  1-2 credits 
the study of ballet at a beginning/intermedi-
ate level. may be repeated for no more than 
two enrollments or no more than three cred-
its. Springs. Prerequisite(s): dN 1230.

DN2720 Pointe I  1 credit
Ballet Pointe technique for students with 
one-two years of training. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

DN3010 Contemporary Dance 
 Ensemble  1 credit
open to all students. the audition is for class 
placement only. the study of contemporary 
movement/dance techniques resulting in 
presentations of dance works by various cho-

reographers, when available, in workshop 
and concert performances. may be repeated 
for credit. Falls and Springs.

DN3020 History of Modern Dance 
 and Technique  3 credits 
the study of modern dance history and dance 
technique. modern dance history encom-
passes the 20th century, beginning with 
isadora duncan, continues with emphasis 
on martha graham and ends with contem-
porary artist twyla thorp. the modern dance 
technique demonstrates various contempo-
rary styles with emphasis on the movement 
phrase. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): dN 
1260 and dN 2260.

DN3050 World Dance  3 credits 
explores the movement styles of several 
dances from around the world from catego-
ries including asian dance, african dance, 
islamic dance and Western dance. in addition 
to studying the dances themselves, explores 
how each of these dances evolved within the 
cultures and societies they originated from, as 
well as how they exist within our present day 
cultures and societies. through videos, criti-
cal/descriptive literature and photographs, 
explores the political, social, religious and 
other influential elements that have dictated 
the outcome of these dances. all theoreti-
cal frameworks developed throughout this 
course are combined with dance. Fall of even 
years. (WRit) (gaco)

DN3100 Movement Concepts for 
 Dance Education  3 credits 
investigates and integrates both Rudolf 
laban’s movement concepts (Body, effort, 
Shape) and the Bartenieff Principles within 
the framework of dance education. Spring of 
even years. Prerequisite(s): dN 2330.

DN3200 Dance Styles for Musical 
 Theatre  1 credit
Studies the dance styles of musical theatre 
dance choreographers. methods of inquiry 
include observation of movement and re-cre-
ation of choreography. Springs.
 
DN3260 Topics in Dance  1-3 credits 
the study of various areas of dance on the 
intermediate to advanced level. may be 
repeated with a different topic for no more 
than 12 credits. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.

DN3270 Advanced Modern 
 Dance  1-3 credits 
the study of intermediate/advanced con-
temporary modern dance techniques and 
movement theories. may be repeated for 
credit. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): per-
mission of the instructor.
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DN3320 Dance Composition II  3 credits 
intermediate to advanced composition, 
resulting in a final performance. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): dN 2370.

DN3360 Advanced Ballet 1-3 credits 
designed for the intermediate ballet student. 
Students entering this course should have a 
minimum of three-four years of training in 
Ballet. may be repeated for credit. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor.

DN3500 Dance Pedagogy I  3 credits 
an introduction to dance pedagogy. 
exploration and understanding of the histori-
cal trends, theoretical concepts, principles and 
methods of pedagogy are addressed through 
lectures, readings, videos, discussion and 
interactive class application. Specific attention 
is given to the “problem-solving approach to 
learning” methodology established by the 
New Hampshire curriculum Framework 
for the arts for dance K-12. Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): dN 2330.

DN4010 Dance Practicum  1-3 credits 
Practical application and an extension of 
methods and materials covered in previ-
ous teaching and performance courses. 
experiences may include teaching, perform-
ing, choreographing and assisting technically 
in performance situations. may be repeated 
for no more than six credits. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

DN4410 Dance Internship  3-12 credits 
the dance internship is an opportunity for 
students to gain meaningful work experience 
by applying the knowledge and skills learned 
in course work to on-the-job assignments in 
host organizations. includes self-assessment, 
the design of a learning contract, reflection, 
synthesis and assessment. the internship 
is a supervised assignment for a prescribed 
number of working hours. internships are 
established and supervised by the intern-
ship advisor. Repeatable for up to 12 credits. 
enrollment for internships must be com-
pleted during the first two weeks of the reg-
istration period. Prerequisite(s): junior status; 
must be taken before the semester imme-
diately prior to graduation; departmental 
approval; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

DN4500 Dance Pedagogy II  3 credits 
Further explores the material introduced 
in Pedagogy i by “hands-on” application of 
the knowledge and competencies learned. 
increased attention is given to the process 
of developing lesson plans and their imple-
mentation in the classroom presentation. 
Supervised practicum experience working 
with dance students in a studio environment 
is a substantial portion of Pedagogy ii as well 
as lectures, readings, videos, discussion and 
interactive class exercises. Requirements 

include an intermediate level of dance tech-
nique in at least two of the following: ballet, 
jazz, tap and modern, as well as a strong 
understanding of dance concepts and the 
completion of Pedagogy i. Spring of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): dN 3500.

DN4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
advanced work in specialized area of interest, 
selected and pursued in consultation with a 
dance faculty advisor. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

EC–Economics

EC2000 Survey of Modern 
 Economics  3 credits 
designed to survey the essential features of 
both modern macroeconomics and micro-
economics. this course does not substitute 
for ec 2550 or ec 2560. Not open to Business 
majors. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for ec 2550 or ec 2560. Falls 
and Springs. (SPSY)

EC2550 Macroeconomics  3 credits 
macroeconomics, the study of aggregate 
income and employment determination 
through the use of aggregate demand and 
supply analysis. emphasis is placed on the 
application of modern fiscal and monetary 
policy tools to treat problems of unemploy-
ment and inflation. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): completion of high school 
algebra ii and geometry, or removal of 
mathematics deficiency by completing the 
Preliminary mathematics Requirement. 
(SPSY)(gaco)

EC2560 Microeconomics  3 credits 
microeconomics, conventional theory of the 
behavior of firms, consumers and markets. 
emphasis is placed on the determination of 
output and prices of products and factors of 
production in competitive and non-competi-
tive markets. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
completion of high school algebra ii and 
geometry, or removal of mathematics 
deficiency by completing the Preliminary 
mathematics Requirement. (SPSY)

EC3480 Development of 
 Economic Thought  3 credits 
traces the history of economic thought from 
the Scholastic doctors through the Keynesian 
Revolution, highlighting such schools of 
thought as mercantilism, Physiocracy, 
classical economics, marxism, marginalism 
and institutionalism. Spring of even years, 
according to demand. Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 
and ec 2560.

EC3510 Intermediate 
 Macroeconomics  3 credits 
classical and Keynesian models of national 
income determination are presented as back-

ground to a study of contemporary theories 
of inflation, unemployment and economic 
growth. also offers analyses of ongoing con-
troversies concerning the effectiveness of gov-
ernmental efforts to stabilize the economy: the 
monetarists vs. the Fiscalists and the debate 
over rational expectations. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 and ec 2560.

EC3520 Intermediate 
 Microeconomics  3 credits 
designed to provide students with a work-
ing knowledge of the determination of prices 
and outputs in a market economy. the fun-
damentals of marginal analysis as it applies 
to consumption, input, output and pricing 
decisions are analyzed under conditions of 
perfect competition, monopoly and monop-
olistic competition. Students also become 
acquainted with the concepts of general 
equilibrium, welfare economics and market 
failure. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ec 
2550 and ec 2560.

EC3580 Managerial Statistics  3 credits 
application of statistics and economic theory 
to aid in managerial planning and market-
ing. the fundamentals of probability, regres-
sion analysis and microeconomic theory are 
applied to the problems of demand estima-
tion, costs, pricing strategies and forecasting. 
emphasizes case studies and use of the busi-
ness statistical software. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): (BU 2240 or ma 2300), ec 
2550 and ec 2560.

EC3600 Public Finance  3 credits 
designed to provide undergraduate students 
in economics, finance and political science 
with an understanding of the economic basis 
for government. covers the rationale for gov-
ernment expenditures and taxation, includ-
ing the criteria for government intervention, 
pricing analysis for government-provided 
goods, the theory of government expenditure 
and taxation, the administration of taxation 
programs and responses to taxation. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 and ec 2560.

EC4020 Labor Economics  3 credits 
designed to provide students with a working 
knowledge of the application of economic 
tools and concepts to the labor market. topics 
include (1) the fundamentals of labor market 
operations, (2) the economic analysis of labor 
legislation and (3) the impact of american 
unions on the firm’s decision making as well 
as the national economy. Falls, according 
to demand. Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 and ec 
2560.

EC4440 International Economics  3 credits 
introduction to modes of business operation 
and the economic factors (comparative advan-
tage, tariffs, balance of payments accounts, 
trade deficit, etc.) which affect international 
trade. Study of principles, practices and 
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theory of how and why nations trade. Falls, 
according to demand. Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 
and ec 2560. (gloB)

EC4460 Money and Banking  3 credits 
designed to provide students with a working 
knowledge of the roles of commercial and 
central banks in the U.S. economy. topics of 
special interest include: (1) monetary policies, 
including interaction effects with fiscal policy, 
and influences on the “real” sector of the 
economy; (2) analysis of the role of monetary 
factors in our recent inflation-prone economy; 
(3) the significance to the domestic economy 
of international financial developments such 
as the “declining dollar.” Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 and ec 2560.

EC4600 Economics Internship  3-12 credits 
the economics internship offers students 
an opportunity to utilize the theories and key 
themes covered in their courses in a real life 
setting. internship students work with their 
intern advisor and employer to craft a set of 
learning objectives that incorporate reflection, 
on-site visitation and assessment measures. 
the internship is a supervised assignment 
for a prescribed number of working hours. 
internships are established and monitored 
by the internship advisor. completion of BU 
3720 is highly recommended. Repeatable 
for up to 12 credits. enrollment for intern-
ships must be completed during the first 
two weeks of the semester. With permission. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status; taken before the 
semester immediately prior to graduation; 
minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

EC4610 International Finance 
 and Economic Policy  3 credits 
the study of international finance (interna-
tional monetary relations) covers financial 
policies, international loans, balance of pay-
ments accounting, exchange rates, reserve 
and payments currencies and international 
liquidity. considers the impact on the U.S. 
economy of international financial develop-
ments. Springs. Prerequisite(s): ec 2550 and 
ec 2560.

EC4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
individual study and research affording 
opportunity for advanced work in a field of 
economics selected by the student. consent 
required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair.

ED–Education

ED2000 Introduction to 
 Education  3 credits 
Provides an examination of the foundations 
of education and the motivations for selecting 
teaching as a profession. Focus is on secondary 
and middle education content areas, and K-12 
specialization areas (art, music and physical 

education). topics include overviews of pre-
service teacher preparation at the University 
and certification in New Hampshire, societal 
issues affecting public education, a review of 
american education history, school finance 
and school law, and study of lesson plan-
ning and classroom strategies. observation/
participation in middle/high school settings 
required. Falls and Springs.

EDDI2100 Transformation Through 
 the Arts  3 credits 
the arts are an essential component of daily 
life, impacting all cultures and societies with 
their transformational qualities. Students 
explore their creative process and enhance 
their imaginations and tolerance for ambigu-
ity. through a variety of art forms, students 
develop their confidence and ability to express 
themselves creatively and critically, as they 
investigate the power of visual art, music, the-
atre, and dance to transform their thinking 
and their lives. Falls and Springs. (ctdi)

ED2200 Using Technology to Support    
 Teaching and Learning  3 credits 
an introduction to the role of instructional 
and educational technology in the teach-
ing and learning process for K-12 students. 
Students investigate technology integration 
theories as well as gain hands-on experience 
with hardware and software tools designed 
for managing the classroom experience, 
delivering materials to learners, communicat-
ing with learners and families and assessing 
learning. Students apply current theory and 
instructional techniques while learning to use 
word processors, spreadsheets, databases, pre-
sentation software, digital video, simulations, 
web applications and other software applica-
tions designed to address specific learning 
needs of children. includes designing and 
delivering a lesson using technology, observ-
ing a technologically enhanced classroom, 
creating instructional materials using multi-
ple technology tools, evaluating hardware and 
software tools and building components of an 
electronic portfolio. Springs. (tecH) (teco)

ED2550 Mentoring Adolescents  2 credits 
this seminar is designed to help University 
students develop the tutoring skills, com-
munication skills and knowledge about ado-
lescence necessary to mentor middle school 
students. the seminar meets twice a month 
for two hours each session. each seminar ses-
sion is a time for discussion, reflection and 
practicing new skills. mentoring a middle 
school student involves, minimally, meet-
ing with the student once a week at her/his 
school. may be repeated for a maximum of 
eight credits. Falls and Springs.

ED3050 Foundations of Teaching and    
 Learning  3 credits 
an introduction to the teaching profession. 
explores a variety of strategies and approaches 

for effective teaching. topics include: diverse 
environments and student populations, les-
son planning and reflection, state standards, 
learning styles, small group and whole class 
instruction, and assessment tools and strat-
egies. candidates become familiar with the 
roles and responsibilities of public school 
teachers as well as the environment of public 
schools. candidates participate in a practi-
cum in an assigned public school. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): cd 1000, and 
full acceptance to the teacher certification 
option. Corequisite(s): ed 3051, ed 3052 and 
Rl 3050.

ED3051 Designing Positive Learning    
 Communities  3 credits 
designed to assist prospective educators 
in promoting prosocial behaviors in the 
school. emphasis is placed upon strategies 
to promote cooperation and address conflict. 
Strategies for dealing with more severe behav-
ior conflicts are also presented. candidates 
participate in a practicum in an assigned pub-
lic school. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cd 1000, and full acceptance to the teacher 
certification option. Corequisite(s): ed 3050, 
ed 3052 and Rl 3050.

ED3052 Assessing Children  
 in Schools  3 credits 
Studies the methods and techniques of edu-
cational measurement as well as evaluation, 
construction and consideration of teacher-
made assessments. Selective uses and inter-
pretation of standardized tests. modification of 
teaching plans and instructional approaches. 
Review of teaching strategies in relation to 
student assessment results. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): cd 2002. Corequisite(s): ed 
3050, ed 3051 and Rl 3050.

ED3060 Social Studies Curriculum 
 and Instruction  3 credits 
Focuses on social studies curriculum and 
instruction with the goal of promoting 
critical thinking skills and a constructivist 
approach to teaching and learning. Social 
studies education incorporates five standard-
based strands including knowledge of civ-
ics, geography, NH/US history, economics, 
and world history and contemporary issues. 
candidates research instructional strategies 
and processes that incorporate a variety of 
resources, materials, and technologies. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
ed 3070. Falls beginning 2011 and Springs 
beginning 2012. Prerequisite(s): completion 
of cluster i and full acceptance to the teacher 
certification option. Corequisite(s): ed 3080, 
ed 3090, ma 3070, Rl 3070 and Se 3070.

ED3070 Social Studies and Science    
 Curriculum and 
 Instruction  3 credits 
Focuses on integrated social studies and sci-
ence curriculum to promote critical thinking 
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skills instruction and inquiry-based learn-
ing in the natural world and in the world of 
human experiences. emphasis is placed on 
citizenship education, constructivist learn-
ing and state and national standards for social 
studies and science. candidates research 
instructional strategies and processes that 
incorporate a variety of resources, materi-
als and technologies. candidates design, 
deliver and assess an integrated unit to be 
taught during their public school practicum. 
Falls and Springs. last offering Fall 2012. 
Prerequisite(s): completion of cluster i and 
full acceptance to the teacher certification 
option. Corequisite(s): ma 3070, Rl 3070 
and Se 3070.

ED3080 Teaching in the Content 
 Areas Practicum  1 credit
taken concurrently with the cluster ii 
courses, students participate in three on-
campus seminar sessions and one day a week 
in the field. Placements in schools range 
from K-6 and last approximately 12 weeks. 
Students are expected to attend all seminars 
and participate fully in their on-site place-
ments. this practicum experience is super-
vised by on-site cooperating faculty as well 
as University faculty; its purpose is to gain 
meaningful experience and relate course 
content to best practices in an educational 
setting. Students are required to submit full 
lesson plans, reflections, and evaluations to 
attain a passing grade. may be repeated for 
a maximum of three enrollments. Pass/No 
Pass. Falls and Springs, beginning Spring 
2012. Prerequisite(s): completion of all pro-
gram requirements for certification by the 
start of the cluster ii semester. Corequisite(s): 
ed 3070, ma 3070, Rl 3070, Se 3070.

ED3090 Science Curriculum and 
 Instruction  3 credits 
Focuses on science curriculum and instruc-
tion with the goal of promoting critical think-
ing skills and a constructivist approach to 
teaching and learning. emphasizes inquiry 
based science methods and science experi-
ences. Science education incorporates four 
standards-based strands including knowledge 
and proficiency in earth/space science, physi-
cal science, life science, and science process 
skills. candidates research instructional strat-
egies and processes that incorporate a variety 
of resources, materials, and technologies. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
ed 3070. Falls beginning 2011 and Springs 
beginning 2012. Prerequisite(s): completion 
of cluster i and full acceptance to the teacher 
certification option. Corequisite(s): ed 3060, 
ed 3080, ma 3070, Rl 3070 and Se 3070.

ED3350 Classroom Planning, 
 Management, and Organization   
 for Middle School and Secondary  
 Educators  3 credits 
Focuses on ways to plan proactively in the 
secondary classroom setting. topics include 
implementing appropriate classroom proce-
dures, managing professional responsibilities 
and student academic work, using effective 
communication skills, organizing cooperative 
groups, and intervening to address problem 
behaviors. candidates have the opportunity 
to demonstrate their ability to construct a unit 
plan related to their area of study, to assess stu-
dent learning effectively, and to demonstrate 
their understanding of the role that technol-
ogy plays in their classroom. to be taken by 
secondary education majors in the semester 
before they student teach. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): middle school and secondary 
education majors. (teco)

ED4230 Education Practicum: 
 (Topic)  1-12 credits 
a supervised practicum experience in one 
of several cooperating institutions or agen-
cies in New Hampshire. the purpose is to 
gain meaningful work experience through 
applying knowledge learned in previous 
course work to the on-the-job situation. 
commitment includes a negotiated number 
of hours per week and participation in semi-
nars. Supervision is done by the institution 
or agency concerned and by the University 
faculty. Students anticipating more than three 
hours of credit should confer early in the pro-
gram with the department chair to free up 
sufficient blocks of time in their program. 
offered on demand. Prerequisite(s): per-
mission of the advisor and the department 
chair.

ED4300 Elementary Student 
 Teaching  12 credits 
designed as the culminating field-based 
experience for childhood Studies teacher 
certification K-8 option candidates leading 
to teacher certification. it is a continuous, 
full-time (five days a week) experience of 
12 credits during which candidates gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation. this provides an opportunity for 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills, attitudes and dispositions essential 
for successful teaching. Student teaching is 
conducted under the supervisory guidance 
of school and clinical faculty. Several required 
seminars complement the experience. Pass/
No Pass for students following the 2008-09 
and subsequent catalogs. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; completion of all program require-
ments for certification by the beginning of 
the student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): ed 4500.

ED4400 Elementary Student 
 Teaching  12 credits 
designed as the culminating field-based 
experience for childhood Studies teacher 
certification K-8 option candidates leading 
to teacher certification. it is a continuous, 
full-time (five days a week) experience of 
12 credits during which candidates gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation. this provides an opportunity for 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills, attitudes and dispositions essential 
for successful teaching. Student teaching 
is conducted under the supervisory guid-
ance of school and clinical faculty. Several 
required seminars complement the experi-
ence. letter graded for students following 
pre-2008-09 catalogs. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; completion of all program require-
ments for certification by the beginning of 
the student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): ed 4500.

ED4420 Secondary Student 
 Teaching  8-15 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for 
all programs leading to teacher certifica-
tion. it is a continuous, full-time (five days 
per week) experience of 8-15 credits during 
which, after a period of structured observa-
tion, students gradually assume responsi-
bility for a full range of teaching activities 
encountered in a school situation, thereby 
demonstrating the appropriate professional 
skills and attitudes essential for success-
ful teaching. Student teaching is conducted 
under the supervisory guidance of a cooper-
ating teacher and members of the University 
faculty. Required seminars complement the 
experience. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa; minimum 
2.70 cumulative gPa for english/teacher 
certification students; completion of all other 
program requirements for certification by the 
beginning of the student teaching semester; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

ED4430 Secondary Student 
 Teaching  10 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of 10 credits during which, after 
a period of structured observation, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls only. 
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Prerequisite(s): math majors only; minimum 
2.50 cumulative gPa; completion of all other 
program requirements for certification by the 
beginning of the student teaching semester; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

ED4440 Kindergarten Through 
 Grade 12 Student 
 Teaching  15 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of 15 credits during which, after 
a period of structured observation, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervi-
sory guidance of a cooperating teacher and 
members of the University faculty. Required 
seminars complement the experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.50 
cumulative gPa; minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa for art education and Health education/
School Health majors; completion of all other 
program requirements for certification by the 
beginning of the student teaching semester; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

ED4460 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Elementary 
 Component  7.5 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of 7.5 credits during which, after 
a period of structured observation, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervi-
sory guidance of a cooperating teacher and 
members of the University faculty. Required 
seminars complement the experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.50 
cumulative gPa for music education; mini-
mum 2.70 cumulative gPa; completion of 
all other program requirements for certifica-
tion by the beginning of the student teaching 
semester; permission of the coordinator of 
teacher certification and clinical experiences. 
Corequisite(s): ed 4470.

ED4470 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Secondary Component  7.5 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of 7.5 credits during which, after 
a period of structured observation, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 

range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervi-
sory guidance of a cooperating teacher and 
members of the University faculty. Required 
seminars complement the experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.50 
cumulative gPa for music education; mini-
mum 2.70 cumulative gPa; completion of 
all other program requirements for certifica-
tion by the beginning of the student teaching 
semester; permission of the coordinator of 
teacher certification and clinical experiences. 
Corequisite(s): ed 4460.

ED4500 Childhood Studies 
 Teaching Seminar  1 credit
taken concurrently with Student teaching 
and intended to act as a capstone experi-
ence in the teacher certification program. 
Students participate in both on campus 
seminars and web-based discussions, such 
as governance, school law and working 
with parents. Preparation and presentation 
of a professional (electronic) portfolio is 
the culminating experience. Portfolios will 
be on display at an informal reception for 
University faculty and public school teachers 
and administrators at the end of the semester. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 
2.70 cumulative gPa; completion of cluster 
ii; completion of all other program require-
ments for certification by the beginning of 
the student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): ed 4300 
or ed 4400 or ed 4401.

ED4670 Interpersonal and Group    
 Dynamics  3 credits 
intensive experiential study of the dynamics 
of small groups through the use of the class 
itself as a laboratory study group. Students 
examine their own behavior and its effects 
on others. develops conceptual ability and 
behavioral skills. Review of readings in 
group dynamics and interpersonal relations. 
Winterim.

ED4800 Practicum in Integrated 
 Arts  3 credits 
a supervised practicum experience in one 
of several cooperating schools and organiza-
tions committed to offering the highest qual-
ity arts experiences for children. Students 
have the opportunity to apply their knowl-
edge of arts integration to a pre-approved 
arts project involving children in grades 
K-8. commitment includes bi-monthly con-
ferencing with the instructor, as well as a 
total of 120 hours spent working directly on 
the project. Supervision is done by the pre-
approved schools or organizations involved 
and the University faculty. With permission. 
Prerequisite(s): cd 2540 or ed 2540.

ED4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
enrichment of the background of students 
in education through the pursuit of a special 
topic pertinent to their interests and abilities. 
chance for an in-depth study of a problem in 
the field of education. consent required of 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

EN–English

EN1200 Composition  3 credits 
composition is an introduction to the occa-
sions and standards of college writing. 
Students develop writing abilities through 
the study and practice of writing processes. 
Students explore flexible strategies for invent-
ing, generating, drafting, reading, editing, 
sharing, and presenting their work. the study 
of ideas, evidence, organization, style, and 
convention is essential. coursework stresses 
the importance of reading and writing for 
inquiry, learning, thinking, and communica-
tion. Students write for varied situations, in a 
variety of genres, and in response to personal 
experience, reading, research, argument, and 
demand. Students examine both the rhetori-
cal and visual impact of the texts they pro-
duce. By the end of this course, students are 
better prepared for the writing they will do in 
college and beyond. Falls and Springs.

ENDI1300 Murder, Mayhem, and 
 Madness: Reflections of the 
 Self and Society in 
 Literature  3 credits 
introduces students to fiction, poetry, and 
drama that offer opportunities to examine 
the relationship of self to society. What does 
it mean to be sane or insane, normal or 
abnormal? What behaviors affect others in 
destructive ways and how does society deal 
with those who seem to be different from the 
norm? Springs. (litY)(SSdi)

ENDI1330 Arthurian Legends:    
 Representations of Leadership,    
 Romance, National Identity, 
 and Spiritual Quest  3 credits 
a study of the numerous stories generated 
about King arthur, Queen guinevere and 
their legendary court, examining why retell-
ings of these works are still relevant today. 
examines how and why various versions of 
these stories originated in different cultures 
at different times. earlier cultural contexts 
of europe and the middle east, in terms of 
religion, national identity and construction of 
gender are addressed as are modern contexts 
that provide multiple interpretations of these 
materials. Springs. (litY)(PPdi)

ENDI1350 Twice-Told Tales  3 credits 
close reading and analysis of the way stories 
or themes are repeated and changed as societ-
ies evolve. Students explore chronologies of 
selected themes - such as views of death, love 
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and hate, and rebellion - examining early and 
modern versions and placing them in a vari-
ety of cultural, historical and technological 
contexts. course content may vary depend-
ing on instructor. Falls and Springs. (litY)
(PPdi)

ENDI1401 Writing and the Creative 
 Process  3 credits 
What does it mean to be creative? Where does 
inspiration come from? How do writers and 
artists think? Students seek out sources of 
inspiration, write creatively and often, share 
their work and develop habits and practices 
which can make imaginative writing and 
other creative enterprises a lasting and mean-
ingful part of their lives. Falls and Springs. 
(ctdi)

ENDI1450 The Outsider  3 credits 
Humans are both social and individual. For 
centuries, literature has highlighted, debated 
and critiqued the relationship between the 
individual and society, the impact the indi-
vidual has on society and that which society 
has on the development of individual iden-
tity, behavior and the formation of beliefs. 
cultures differ in the relative value they give 
to the individual and to the group; literature 
allows us to look at that value in terms of our 
roles as individuals and as (non)conformers 
to social expectations. through examples 
taken from writing and film, analyzes the 
self and society through a selection of topics 
which include gender, sexuality, race, class, 
wealth, behavior and socialization. Falls. 
(litY)(SSdi)

ENDI1500The Contemporary 
 American Male: His Issues, 
 His Desires  3 credits 
examines what it means to be “an american 
male” and how masculinity has been and is 
constructed by our culture. analyzes, through 
examples taken from a range of written and 
visual texts, the contemporary american 
male as he seeks to understand and to place 
himself within a dynamically evolving society, 
one, it seems, that is inducing, at increasing 
rates, suicide, homicide, substance abuse, 
sports injuries, work-related stress, heart 
attacks and failure at relationships. explores 
diverse expressions of masculinity across the 
lifespan of the individual and in terms of race, 
class, wealth and sexual orientation. Springs. 
(SSdi)

ENDI1510 Living with the 
 Humanities  3 credits 
How does the individual achieve happiness, 
and what kinds of experiences through the 
humanities do previous and present societies 
provide the individual to validate his/her life? 
explores such issues as happiness, morality, 
freedom and spirituality through the various 
perspectives of myth, history, philosophy, 
visual art, literature, theater, music and dance, 

architecture, sculpture and film. examines 
the ways artists of many types both express 
their own individual perspectives, while at 
the same time working in the contexts of the 
societies in which they live. this interdisci-
plinary approach enables students to explore 
the inter-relatedness of the humanities, and 
also the various ways issues addressed by the 
humanities can be discussed and resolved on 
both an individual and a social basis. Falls. 
(litY)(SSdi)

ENDI1550 Wilderness Literature  3 credits 
Students work to redefine the concepts of 
“wilderness” and to explore the relationship 
of the individual to the “wild.” is “wilderness” 
always a geographic space, or can it also be 
psychological, social, or political? is it always 
totally removed from society, or does it need 
society in order to exist? texts may focus on 
classic nature writing, but other topics may 
include the wilds of human perception, pop 
culture chaos, adolescent angst, cultural 
identity and other vexed internal and exter-
nal landscapes. challenges preconceptions 
of what constitutes the “wilderness.” as stu-
dents investigate the individual’s relationship 
to both society and seclusion, they consider 
how the “self” is produced and revised by 
its encounters with the wild. Springs. (litY)
(SSdi)

ENDI1600  Let’s Hear It For Sports-
   or Not!  3 credits 
are sports good for us? this course allows 
students the opportunity to examine, through 
various literary genres, the role of sports in 
their lives as well as the lives of others and to 
debate the merits and drawbacks of organized 
as well as individual sports in our lives and 
our society. Falls. (litY)(SSdi)

EN1750 Popular Fiction  3 credits 
introductory course. Focuses on popular fic-
tion such as science fiction, fantasy, westerns, 
mystery forms and romances. Spring of even 
years. (litY)

ENDI2200 The Art of Film  3 credits 
Studies film as a creative art--parallel to poetry 
or painting or music, analyzing the means by 
which good filmmakers move audiences to 
feel, to think, to experience certain aspects of 
life. Become familiar with film art; stress the 
humanistic qualities of the film experience 
and how it can connect to our own “real life” 
personal experiences. Falls. (ctdi)

EN2250 Identity and Difference in 
 American Literature  3 credits 
introductory course. close reading and anal-
ysis of significant american texts, authors’ 
genres and/or periods with a critical emphasis 
on relevant concepts such as ideology, canon-
icity, identity politics, difference, assimilation 
and cultural appropriation. Students explore 
how such categories as race, gender, ethnicity, 

social class, region, religion, nationality, sex-
ual orientation and/or ability have been con-
structed and performed through literature. 
course content varies depending on instruc-
tor. Springs. (dico)

ENDI2320 Settling the American 
 West: Women and Men on 
 the Overland Trail  3 credits 
an examination, through readings in fic-
tion, nonfiction and poetry and through 
film, of the diverse roles and experiences of 
women and men who traveled the overland 
trails and settled in the frontier lands of the 
american West. Students study the impact of 
this migration on the indigenous peoples of 
the west and learn to connect this time period 
and experience with their own family histo-
ries and origins. Springs. (litY) (PPdi)

EN2350 Decades in Literature  3 credits 
introductory course. History and social 
contexts often have important impacts on 
literature and art in a particular period, but 
it is often only after the fact that we see how 
literature can be defined by an age. Provides 
an in-depth study of one decade in literature. 
depending on the instructor and the section, 
students may study the murder, jazz and 
mayhem of the Roaring `20s in america or 
the money-obsessed post-imperial culture of 
the Big `80s in england. through an analysis 
of history, politics, art and music along with 
the literature of the period, students gain a 
better understanding of the ways culture does 
(or does not) influence art. may be taken a 
second time with a different decade. Fall of 
odd years.

EN2410 Shakespeare’s (St)age  3 credits 
introductory course. How did Shakespeare 
and his contemporaries craft, advertise, 
and perform their plays? How did Queen 
elizabeth, Puritans, and finances affect 
drama? Studies select plays and sonnets by 
William Shakespeare and his contemporaries 
as well as modern adaptations of these works. 
Falls.

EN2450 Prize Winners  3 credits 
introductory course. What is a classic? Some 
great thinkers think the answer depends on 
longevity. For instance, 18th century British 
poet alexander Pope wrote: “who lasts a 
century can have no flaw/i hold that Wit a 
classic, good in law.” But how do we decide 
what makes a ‘classic’ within the last century? 
What criteria are used to define ‘greatness’? 
and who makes these decisions? explores 
the advent of artistic prizes and their role in 
canon making in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
Focuses on prizes such as the Nobel Prize, the 
Pulitzer Prize, the National Book award, the 
o’Henry Prize, the Pushcart Prize, the tony 
awards, the academy awards, the Booker 
Prize, etc., or the works of one prize winner 
to explore questions of canonicity, aesthet-
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ics, authority and the politics and culture of 
‘prize-worthiness.’ Fall of even years.

EN2500 Studies in English  3 credits 
Required of all english majors. acquaints 
students with fundamental concepts such as 
text, genre, author, period, nation/place and 
reader/critic as they apply to underlying phi-
losophy and material practice in the five major 
options in english: contract, Film, literature, 
teacher certification and Writing. Falls and 
Springs. (WRco)

EN2560 Introduction to English 
 Teaching  3 credits 
Provides broad exposure to the realities of 
english teaching in the secondary/middle 
school, theoretical orientations to english 
teaching, the school, the adolescent, the 
teacher and their relationship. observation/
participation in schools required. Springs.
 
EN2610 Introduction to Film  3 credits 
introductory course. Focuses on significant 
films, some short, some full-length. designed 
to develop greater understanding and appre-
ciation of film as an art form. Spring of odd 
years. (aRtS)

EN2700 Creative Writing  3 credits 
critical analysis of creative efforts by both 
instructor and peers. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200 and one literature 
course.

EN3030 Practicum in Publication  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Practical appli-
cation of the theories and techniques stud-
ied in Journalism and/or creative Writing. 
Students work on campus-based publications 
such as the clock and centripetal at tasks 
ranging from writing and reporting to copy-
editing and layout. may be repeated for up to 
six credits when students work in a different 
role or at a different publication. Pass/No 
Pass. Springs. Prerequisite(s): (eN 2700 or eN 
3670) and permission of the instructor.

EN3090 Technical  
 Communication  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on tech-
nical communication for business, science, 
social science, government and the profes-
sions. topics include designing communica-
tion for specific audiences; writing proposals, 
reports and instructions; exploring the ways 
technology is used as both a medium and a 
subject of technical communication; explor-
ing various forms and media of professional 
writing. important for people interested 
in professional writing. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200. (teco)(WRco)

EN3100 Fiction Workshop  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on the 
process of imaginative writing. instruction is 
guided by the students’ individual interests, 

strengths and needs. While the principal, 
traditional forms of fictional narrative writ-
ing are explored, including the sketch, the 
short story, novella and novel, students are 
encouraged to discover and reflect their voice 
in the form most suitable. experimentation is 
encouraged in both conventional and diver-
gent narrative modes. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
eN 2700.

EN3120 Advanced Composition  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on the 
development of clarity, force and fluency, 
especially in the writing of expository, critical 
and argumentative prose. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200.

EN3130 Non-Fiction Workshop  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on the 
analysis and writing of nonfiction. topics 
may vary from semester to semester. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200.

EN3140 Poetry Workshop  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on 
the analysis and writing of poetry. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 2700.

EN3270 Gothic Fiction  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Focuses on gothic Fiction from the 18th c. 
to the present. emphasis on the techniques 
and themes used to evoke the realm of the 
irrational and the nightmarish terrors that 
lie beneath the orderly surface of the civilized 
mind. Fall of even years.

EN 3295 Postcolonial Literature  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Focuses on representative works by some of 
the major writers from modern postcolonial 
countries, including those located in africa, 
india, South and central america, and the 
South Pacific. Fall of even years. (gaco)

EN3300 The Craft of Screenwriting:    
 Reading and Writing 
 Screenplays  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
advanced Study in Writing. Students read 
and analyze a number of critically acclaimed 
screenplays, watch the filmed versions of 
those screenplays and then begin writing 
their own, focusing primarily on a few spe-
cific types of scenes. the second half of the 
class will essentially be run as a workshop, 
with student scenes being read and cri-
tiqued by class members. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 2610.

EN3320 Literature into Film  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Students read novels, short stories, plays, and 
other literary genres and view filmed adap-
tations based on those texts. Students focus 
their analysis on varying styles and degrees of 
“adaptation” or “translation,” aesthetics, and 

the interplay of film technique and literary 
genre technique. course assignments and 
activities take into account film and literary 
theory as well as other theories of print and 
media culture. Spring of odd years.

EN3350 Lost Generation[s]: 
 Voices of American 
 Counterculture 
 Movements  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
explores the voices of four major waves of lost 
generation writers: those of the original lost 
generation of the 1920’s; those of the Beat 
generation of the 1950’s; those of the Hippie/
Woodstock generation of the 1960’s; and 
those of the (Punk Rock) “Blank generation” 
of the late 1970’s-early 1980’s. attempts to 
uncover thematic similarities among the 
works. explores the styles and tones of the 
writers and artists involved. ends by seeking 
out our newest potential voices of further “lost 
generations.” occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNco)

EN3450 Women Writers  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Focuses on writing by women. authors vary 
for each offering. Spring of odd years.

EN3510 Currents in Global 
 Literature  3 credits 
Focuses on global literature. centers on a par-
ticular theme of the instructor’s choosing and 
investigates how this theme interacts with the 
historical events and literary trends. Springs. 
(gaco)

EN3590 The Filmmaker’s Vision: 
 An Introduction to Film 
 Analysis  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Studies film as an art–parallel to poetry or 
painting or music. analyzes the means by 
which good filmmakers move audiences to 
feel, to think, to experience certain aspects of 
life and becomes familiar with film art (par-
ticularly the roles played in that art by the 
director, the editor and the cinematographer). 
Stresses the humanistic qualities of the film 
experience and how it can connect to our own 
“real life” personal experiences. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): eN 2610.

EN3611 Currents in British 
 Literature I  3 credits 
Focuses on early British literature to 1789. 
centers on a particular theme of the instruc-
tor’s choosing and investigates how this 
theme interacts with the historical events and 
literary trends of the period. Falls. Prerequisite 
(s): junior status. (iNco)

EN3620 Currents in British 
 Literature II  3 credits 
Focuses on British literature from 1789 
through the mid-20th century. centers on 
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a particular theme of the instructor’s choos-
ing and investigates how this theme interacts 
with the historical events and literary trends 
of the period. Springs.

EN3670 Journalism  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on the 
skills, principles and challenges associated 
with print and online journalism. introduces 
students to journalistic ethics, basic newspa-
per style for news and feature writing, inter-
viewing and research techniques and copy 
editing conventions. important for people 
interested in professional writing. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): eN 1200 or equiva-
lent. (teco)(WRco)

EN3680 Scriptwriting  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
advanced Study in Writing. Focuses on analy-
sis and writing of dramatic scripts; primarily 
of theatrical plays, but also with brief cover-
age of radio plays and screen plays. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 1200 and a literature 
course.

EN3690 Critical Theory  3 credits 
in Studies in english students explored basic 
questions about texts, genre, authorship and 
the role of the reader in literary analysis. 
critical theory seeks to build on that general 
introduction and to acquaint students with 
specific modern and contemporary schools of 
literary theory including: Formalism, Reader 
Response, Psychoanalysis, Structuralism, 
Semiotics, marxism, Poststructuralism, 
Feminism, Queer theory, Postcolonial theory 
and New Historicism. more importantly, stu-
dents begin to develop their own theoretical 
approach, informed by what they learn from 
reading important literary theorists. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): eN 2500.

EN3710 Currents in American 
 Literature I  3 credits 
Focuses on North american literature from 
the period of early exploration and coloniza-
tion through the civil War, roughly 1600 
through 1865. centers on a particular theme 
of the instructor’s choosing and investigates 
how this theme interacts with the historical 
events and literary trends of the period. Falls. 
(dico)

EN3720 Currents in American 
 Literature II  3 credits 
Focuses on North american literature 
from the period of the ending of the civil 
War through the present day, roughly 1865 
through the present. centers on a particular 
theme of the instructor’s choosing and inves-
tigates how this theme interacts with the his-
torical events and literary trends of the period. 
Springs. (dico)

EN3750 Topics in Literature 
 and Film  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
considers topics not covered in other litera-
ture courses. may be repeated with different 
topic. occasionally.

EN3760 Topics in Writing  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. topics not cov-
ered in detail in other writing courses, such as 
flash fiction, writing about the outdoors and 
science writing. may be repeated for credit 
with a different topic. Spring of odd years.

EN4010 The Medieval Cult of 
 the Saints  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. in 
medieval europe, saints embodied the thresh-
old between heaven and earth, life and death, 
and spiritual and physical realms. examines 
medieval christian concepts of death, mar-
tyrdom, and sanctity to understand the social, 
cultural, and political significance of devo-
tional practices. Studies the genre of saints’ 
lives (hagiography) as well as iconography, 
relic devotion, pilgrimage, church architec-
ture, shrines, stained glass, liturgy, and mir-
acle stories. explores the development of the 
cult of the saints, the relationship between the 
believer and the saint, aesthetic and didactic 
elements of saints’ lives, the differentiation 
of miracles from witchcraft, and the impact 
of saints’ lives on later genres. Prerequisite(s): 
Junior status. (iNco)

EN4030 Advanced Poetry 
 Workshop  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. a final in-depth 
course in a Writing option student’s pro-
gram, designed to improve students’ creative 
and critical faculties through the writing and 
intensive critiquing of original poetry. Spring 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): eN 3140.
 
EN4050 The “Real” World  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
explores the nature of “reality” as it is repre-
sented in various forms of recent american 
texts, such as novels, memoirs, films, 
planned residential communities, visual art, 
video games and online worlds, and televi-
sion shows. Read theory from a variety of 
disciplines to help construct an integrated 
approach to the idea of “the real.” topics 
include: american literary Realism, modern 
and postmodern landscapes, geometry and 
dimensionality, the simulacrum, authenticity 
and nostalgia, dissociative identity disorders, 
reality tV, virtual reality, and metafiction. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): Junior status. (iNco)

EN4090 Advanced Technical    
 Communication  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. Students apply 
the theories and techniques learned in 
technical communication to complete a 
collaborative project for a real-world client. 

themes vary from year to year but may focus 
on online Help, multimedia instructional 
design, in-depth analyses or grant propos-
als. Recommended for those interested in 
professional writing careers. occasionally. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 3090 and permission of 
the instructor.
 
EN4130 Advanced Prose 
 Workshop  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. a final, in-depth 
course in a Writing option student’s pro-
gram, designed to improve students’ creative 
and critical faculties through the writing 
and intensive critiquing of original prose 
fiction and/or nonfiction. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 3100 or eN 3130.

EN4310 Teaching Writing in the 
 Secondary School  3 credits 
instructional methods and materials used 
in process and workshop based writing, 
communication and language at the second-
ary level. observation and participation in 
public secondary schools required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eN 2560, junior status, 
and acceptance into teacher certification 
candidacy.

EN4320 English Student Teaching 
 Seminar  1 credit
accompanies english Student teaching in 
grades 5-12 and focuses on theory in practice. 
establishes a professional learning com-
munity for reflection, dialogue and inquiry. 
assists pre-service teachers in their transi-
tion into the profession. Falls and Springs. 
Corequisite(s): eN 4420 or eN 4430.

EN4420 English Student 
 Teaching 5-12  11-12 credits 
capstone experience for english teacher 
certification majors, leading to teacher cer-
tification. it is a continuous full-time (five 
days per week) experience during which 
students gradually assume full responsibil-
ity for teaching a full schedule of classes 
at the middle and/or high school levels in 
english/language arts. Student teaching is 
conducted in local schools under the super-
vision of a cooperating teacher and english 
department faculty. letter graded for stu-
dents following pre-2008-09 catalogs. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade 
of c in (eN 3500 or eN 3510), eN 4310, and 
eN 4550; minimum grade of c in three of 
(eN 3610 or eN 3611), eN 3620, eN 3710, or 
eN 3720; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
completion of all other program require-
ments for certification; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): eN 4320.

EN4430 English Student 
 Teaching 5-12  11-12 credits 
capstone experience for english teacher 
certification majors, leading to teacher cer-
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tification. it is a continuous full-time (five 
days per week) experience during which stu-
dents gradually assume full responsibility 
for teaching a full schedule of classes at the 
middle and/or high school levels in english/
language arts. Student teaching is conducted 
in local schools under the supervision of a 
cooperating teacher and english department 
faculty. Pass/No Pass for students following 
the 2008-09 and subsequent catalogs. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade 
of c in (eN 3500 or eN 3510), eN 4310, and 
eN 4550; minimum grade of c in three of 
(eN 3610 or eN 3611), eN 3620, eN 3710, or 
eN 3720; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
completion of all other program require-
ments for certification; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): eN 4320.

EN4550 Teaching Literature in the    
 Secondary School  3 credits 
instructional methods and materials used in 
teaching literature and reading at the second-
ary level. introduction to adolescent literature 
and classroom-based research. observation 
and participation in public secondary schools 
required. Falls. Prerequisite(s):eN 2560, 
junior status, and acceptance into teacher 
certification candidacy.

EN4600 Travels  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
intensive study of travelers’ tales which blend 
descriptive journalism, history, cultural criti-
cism, autobiography/memoir, social observa-
tion and meditative or philosophical reflection 
into narratives driven by the need to under-
stand and recapture the remembered experi-
ence and meaning of the journey. Students 
examine questions of individual and cultural 
identity, self and society, issues of powers and 
symbolic action, the interrelationships of art 
and place, of the past and the present and of 
the present upon the past; the problems of 
reliable observers, the reliability of narrative, 
the role of transforming movement through 
place and of social estrangement in the strug-
gle for social order and human creativity. Not 
open to students who earned credit for travel 
literature. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNtg)(iNco)

EN4800 Single Author  3 credits 
advanced Study in literature and Film. 
Focuses on a single author and his/her works 
with emphasis on the author’s development, 
style and reputation. Repeatable with differ-
ent author. occasionally.

EN4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Students, working with a faculty advisor, 
select a topic for study and research the topic 
in depth. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

EN4950Writing Internship  3 credits 
advanced Study in Writing. offers a culminat-
ing experience for english majors and minors 
in their senior year. Students work in profes-
sional writing or editing under the supervi-
sion of the director of Practica/internships. 
individual enrollment. Pass/No Pass credit. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the director of 
Practica/internships and two or more of the 
following: eN 2750, eN 3030, eN 3090, eN 
3120, eN 3130, eN 3630, eN 3670.

EPL–Environmental Planning

EPL2100 Community Planning  3 credits 
a survey of the philosophy, principles and 
processes of regional and community plan-
ning. emphasis is on analysis of planning 
problems related to the natural and human-
made environments at the national, state and 
local levels. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for ge 3110. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
sophomore status.

EPL3100 Environmental Planning  3 credits 
designed to promote the understanding and 
appropriate use of the natural environment. 
Students learn to utilize the tools and meth-
odologies that can be used in a community 
to plan for the future while respecting the 
living landscape. Not open to students who 
have earned credit for ge 4401. Spring of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): ePl 2100.

EPL3960 Internship  3-6 credits 
Students engage in an individualized work 
program at an agency that emphasizes some 
aspect of environmental planning. minimum 
time required is 10 hours/week for one 
semester. course may be repeated for a total 
of six credits. With permission. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): approval of the disci-
pline’s internship Program coordinator.

EPL4150 Topics in Environmental 
 Planning  3 credits 
Specialized topics in environmental plan-
ning that are not normally covered in depth in 
other environmental planning courses. may 
be repeated with a different topic for a total 
of six credits.

EPL4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Students gain a background in issues in envi-
ronmental planning through reading and 
research, supplementing previous course-
work in the field. a research paper, periodic 
conferences and an oral examination may 
be required. may be repeated for a total of six 
credits. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

EPL4990 Advanced Planning  3 credits 
Students are actively involved in projects 
designed by professional planners and com-
munity officials, applying concepts and 

techniques from several other course require-
ments from the environmental Planning pro-
gram. Not open to students who have earned 
credit for ge 4990. Spring of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

ER–Early Childhood Studies

ER2000 Introduction to the 
 Early Childhood 
 Profession  3 credits 
acquaints students with the early childhood 
field and the roles and responsibilities of early 
childhood professionals in optimizing the 
development of diverse young children birth 
through eight years of age. explores career 
options in a broad range of settings. examines 
ethical guidelines and core beliefs associated 
with early childhood education and care. 
emphasis placed upon students identifying 
with and conducting themselves as members 
of the early childhood profession. Falls and 
Springs. (WRco)
 
ER2200 The Constructivist Approach 
 in Early Care and 
 Education  3 credits 
introduces the constructivist approach to 
teaching and learning in early care and educa-
tion programs from infancy through the pri-
mary grades. Reviews the theoretical bases of 
constructivism and explores its applications 
in curriculum, instruction, and guidance 
and discipline. emphasis on supporting all 
children as they construct knowledge from 
experiences with materials and interactions 
with others, and how this knowledge is influ-
enced by the classroom and cultural context. 
Requires eight to 10 hours of observation/
participation in an approved early childhood 
setting. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 
2300.

ER2300 Young Children’s Learning 
 and Development in 
 Context  3 credits 
examines the characteristics and needs of 
young children from birth to eight and the 
multiple interacting influences on their 
development and learning. explores the inter-
related domains of children’s development 
- physical, cognitive, social, emotional, lin-
guistic and aesthetic - and how children learn. 
Reviews the child development knowledge 
base, research and theoretical perspectives. 
Focuses on the development of observational 
skills and strategies that inform teaching. 
emphasizes the many influences on chil-
dren’s development and learning and how 
developmental knowledge is used to cre-
ate learning environments that are healthy, 
respectful, supportive and challenging for all 
children. Requires 10 observation/participa-
tion hours in an approved early childhood set-
ting. Falls and Springs.
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ER2800 Preschool and Kindergarten    
 Curriculum and Instruction 
  6 credits 
examines teaching strategies and curricular 
approaches for preschool and kindergarten 
children. Focuses on designing, implement-
ing and evaluating constructivist learning 
experiences and on creating learning envi-
ronments that are supportive and respectful 
of all children. emphasis on incorporating 
appropriate and meaningful content from 
various disciplines. Requires practicum of 
eight to 10 hours per week at the PSU child 
development and Family center. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 2200 and Rl 
2500.

ER3200 Assessment in Early 
 Childhood  3 credits 
examines a variety of assessment strategies 
and their uses in supporting learning and 
informing practice and decision-making. 
emphasis on assessments that are respon-
sible, ethical and appropriate for diverse 
children. examines how quantitative data 
are used to inform early childhood practice. 
Promotes the importance of establishing 
assessment partnerships with families and 
other professionals. Requires three to six 
hours of field experience in early childhood 
settings. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 
2200. (QRco)

ER3300 Culturally Responsive 
 Early Care and 
 Education  3 credits 
examines the influence of culture on child-
rearing, teaching and learning and explores 
the dynamics of privilege and power. Prepares 
early childhood professionals to be culturally 
responsive caregivers and educators who set 
high expectations for all children and work 
effectively with families and within the com-
munity. Focuses in particular on supporting 
racially, ethnically and/or linguistically diverse 
children. emphasizes the responsibilities of 
early childhood professionals to recognize, 
confront and change racism and other biases 
in themselves, early childhood settings and 
other social institutions. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eR 2200. (dico)(WRco)
 
ER3400 The Project Approach  6 credits 
examines the underlying principles of the 
Project approach to early childhood cur-
riculum development. engages students in 
designing, implementing, documenting and 
evaluating projects with preschool and kin-
dergarten children and families. Requires 
practicum of eight hours per week at the PSU 
child development and Family center. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 2800.

ER3550 Early Childhood 
 Practicum  3 credits 
Provides an opportunity for an intensive, 
field-based experience in an approved set-

ting for early childhood majors, with mentor-
ing and supervision from an early childhood 
professional. emphasis on applying acquired 
knowledge and skills, fulfilling professional 
responsibilities and demonstrating ethical 
and professional behavior. Practicum of 6-8 
hours per week in an approved setting with 
scheduled on-campus meetings with faculty 
supervisor. may be repeated for credit once in 
a different approved setting. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

ER3700 Teaching and Learning 
 in the Primary Grades  3 credits 
Focuses on the teacher’s roles and responsi-
bilities in promoting children’s development 
and learning in grades one through three. 
examines the fundamental aims of primary 
grade education and ways of achieving these 
aims by establishing appropriate and chal-
lenging learning environments, building 
respectful and supportive relationships with 
children and families, and utilizing a reper-
toire of strategies to support and assess all 
children’s learning. introduces the content, 
approaches, and skills associated with vari-
ous academic disciplines. Requires two hours 
of practicum per week in a first, second, or 
third grade classroom. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eR 3300.

ER3800 Technology and Problem 
 Solving Across the Primary 
 Grade Curriculum  3 credits 
Focuses on the integration of technology 
and problem-solving in curriculum for kin-
dergarten through grade three. examines 
developmental and constructivist theories as 
they apply to problem solving and technology. 
emphasis placed on the role of communica-
tion and the acquisition of strategies with 
regard to problem solving. explores the use of 
manipulative materials and tools in shaping 
mathematical reasoning. investigates the role 
of technology in the primary classroom with 
regard to student use, teacher productivity 
and communication with families, and exam-
ines ways in which technology supports dif-
ferentiated instruction. considers social and 
ethical implications of technology use with 
primary grade children. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2110, ma 3010 and accep-
tance into teacher certification candidacy. 
(teco)

ER3900 Inquiry and Integration
 in the Primary Grades  3 credits 
Builds on concepts addressed in eR 3700, 
with an emphasis on the design and imple-
mentation of integrated curriculum. Focuses 
on science and social studies concepts and 
skills. explores how both disciplines can serve 
as a basis for in-depth investigation and inte-
grated study, emphasizing inquiry as a means 
of constructing knowledge and promoting 
active investigation. Utilizes the “backwards 
design” process of creating integrated units. 

Requires a practicum of two hours per week 
in a first, second or third grade classroom. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 3700. 
Corequisite(s): eRSe 3500.

ER4200 Senior Seminar: Perspectives 
 on Early Childhood  3 credits 
Focuses on the ideas, individuals and events 
that have shaped the field of early childhood. 
examines the philosophical, historical, cul-
tural and political influences on the develop-
ment of early care and education programs 
and the early childhood profession in the 
United States. investigates the origins of con-
temporary issues impacting young children, 
families and early childhood professionals, 
including poverty, government support for 
early care and education, children’s health 
and safety, trends in curriculum and teaching 
and the status of the early childhood profes-
sion. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): per-
mission of the instructor and (junior or senior 
status). (iNco)

ER4300 Leadership, Advocacy, and 
 Policy in Early Childhood  3 credits 
Focuses on the development of the skills and 
qualities needed to be an effective leader in the 
early childhood profession. emphasizes col-
laboration, communication, critical perspec-
tive-taking and the importance of informed 
advocacy and how technology serves as a tool 
for leaders and advocates. examines the ways 
in which leaders and advocates can influ-
ence the development of public and private-
sector policies affecting children, families 
and the early childhood profession. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor. 
(teco)

ER4400 K-3 Student Teaching in an    
 Inclusive Classroom  12 credits 
the culminating field-experience leading 
to early childhood teacher certification N-3, 
this full-time (five days per week) clinical 
experience requires candidates to teach in 
an inclusive kindergarten, first, second or 
third grade classroom in a public school set-
ting. With mentoring and supervision from 
a cooperating teacher and university super-
visor, candidates are expected to function in 
a professional capacity by gradually assum-
ing a full range of teaching responsibilities. 
additionally, they are to demonstrate com-
petencies (i.e., knowledge, skills and disposi-
tions) learned and developed throughout their 
program of study. Student teachers are placed 
in a school setting with diverse learners. they 
should be prepared to live near or drive to 
these settings during their student teaching 
semester. letter graded for students follow-
ing pre-2008-09 catalogs. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; completion of all program require-
ments for certification at the beginning of 
the student teaching semester; permission of 
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the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): eR 4500.

ER4410 K-3 Student Teaching in an    
 Inclusive Classroom  12 credits 
the culminating field-experience leading to 
early childhood teacher certification N-3, this 
full-time (five days per week) clinical experi-
ence requires candidates to teach in an inclu-
sive kindergarten, first, second or third grade 
classroom in a public school setting. With 
mentoring and supervision from a cooperat-
ing teacher and university supervisor, candi-
dates are expected to function in a professional 
capacity by gradually assuming a full range 
of teaching responsibilities. additionally, 
they are to demonstrate competencies (i.e., 
knowledge, skills and dispositions) learned 
and developed throughout their program of 
study. Student teachers are placed in a school 
setting with diverse learners. they should 
be prepared to live near or drive to these set-
tings during their student teaching semester. 
Pass/No Pass for students following 2008-09 
and subsequent catalogs. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; completion of all program require-
ments for certification at the beginning of 
the student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): eR 4500.

ER4500 K-3 Student Teaching 
 Seminar  3 credits 
Focuses on methods of inquiry that provide 
a variety of self-assessment and problem 
solving strategies for reflecting on practice. 
Promotes collaborative learning to support 
teaching and learning in the primary grades. 
establishes a professional learning commu-
nity for engaging in reflection, dialogue and 
inquiry. assists pre-service teachers in pre-
paring for their transition into the profession. 
Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): eR 4400 or 
eR 4410.
 
ER4600 Special Topics in Early 
 Childhood  3 credits 
Provides opportunities for upper-level early 
childhood majors to explore topics not cov-
ered in depth in other early childhood classes. 
topics vary by semester and instructor. may 
be repeated for credit once with a different 
topic. Springs. Prerequisite(s): early childhood 
Studies majors.

ERSE–Early Childhood 
Special Education

ERSE2500 Supporting Young Children 
 with Exceptional Learning 
 Needs  3 credits 
introduces the models, theories and philoso-
phies that form the basis for special educa-
tion practice and the special education laws 
and policies that affect young children, fami-
lies and programs for children from birth 

through age eight. emphasizes the rights and 
responsibilities of caregivers, teachers, young 
children, their parents and other profession-
als related to exceptional learning needs. 
explores trends and issues in definition and 
identification of children with exceptional 
learning needs, including those from cultur-
ally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 
as well as issues related to assessment, eligi-
bility and placement within a continuum of 
services. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): eR 
2000 and eR 2300.

ERSE3500 Special Education in the 
 Primary Grades  3 credits 
explores the relationship of special educa-
tion services to the organization and function 
of educational agencies, elementary schools 
and how this relationship is constructed. 
examines the knowledge and skills early 
childhood educators need to establish collab-
orative, reflective relationships with children, 
families and specialists, as well as the roles 
and responsibilities of each person support-
ing children’s learning needs. emphasizes 
ways to create learning environments that are 
respectful and supportive of all children, ages 
five through eight, and prepares students to 
select, adapt and use instructional strategies 
and materials that support young children 
with disabilities. Requires two hours of practi-
cum per week in a first, second or third grade 
classroom. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
eRSe 2500. Corequisite(s): eR 3900.

ERSE3600Infant and Toddler Care 
 and Education  4 credits 
Focuses on providing individually and devel-
opmentally appropriate, responsive care for 
children from birth to age three in group care 
settings. emphasis on creating and advocat-
ing for healthy, supportive, respectful and 
challenging learning environments for all 
infants and toddlers. examines the cultural 
contexts of child-rearing practices and pre-
pares students to work closely with families in 
promoting the development of all infants and 
toddlers. Requires practicum of two to three 
hours per week in an approved infant/toddler 
setting. Springs.

ES–Earth Science

ESDI1000 Introduction to Planetary 
 Science  3 credits 
intended for non-science majors. emphasizes 
comparative planetology—the study of the 
earth as a planet and of the other planets as 
worlds and how studying other planets helps 
us understand the earth. imbeds the nature 
of science, the impact of science on society 
and technology, and the study of historic and 
general astronomy topics that relate to plan-
etary science. Springs. (Sidi)

ESDI2140 Introduction to 
 Oceanography  3 credits 
a survey of geological, physical and chemi-
cal processes concerning the world’s oceans. 
these disciplines are related to biological 
activities in order to develop an environmen-
tal awareness for the oceans. the integrated 
nature of ocean studies through these sci-
ences is a major theme and is applied to cur-
rent global issues and human impacts on the 
oceans. Springs. Corequisite(s): eSdi 2150. 
(Scie)(Sidi)

ESDI2150 Oceanography Laboratory  1 credit
Supplements eS 2140 by concentrating 
on what oceanographers do and measure 
through experimentation and demonstra-
tions. the geological, physical and chemi-
cal aspects are studied to provide a way of 
thinking about the dynamic processes of 
the oceans. Field trips and a boat trip are 
included. Springs. Corequisite(s): eSdi 2140. 
(SlaB)(Sidi)

ESDI2500 Environmental Science  4 credits 
deals with environmental science as an inter-
disciplinary study, combining content from 
the natural sciences and social sciences to 
present an understanding of environmental 
and resource issues and possible solutions. 
gives students the skills necessary to ask 
intelligent questions about environmental 
issues, how to collect and analyze data, and 
use this information to make informed deci-
sions. Field work and internet web sites are 
used to collect quantitative and qualitative 
data. Falls and Springs. (SclB)(Sidi)

ESDI2600 Earth Systems Science: 
 Managing the Earth’s 
 Resources  4 credits 
Helps students use knowledge of the earth 
and its systems to improve their personal life 
and the quality of life of humans everywhere. 
Focuses on the foundations of earth systems 
science and earth processes by examining the 
planet’s resources and pollution of earth sys-
tems. Springs. (SclB)(Sidi)

ESDI2610 Earth Systems Science: 
 The Hazardous Earth  4 credits 
Helps students use knowledge of the earth 
and its systems to improve their personal life 
and the quality of life of humans everywhere. 
Focuses on the foundations of earth systems 
science and earth processes by studying natu-
ral hazards, i.e., earthquakes, volcanoes, riv-
ers and flooding, etc. Falls. (SclB)(Sidi)

ESP–Environmental Science 
and Policy

ESP2100 Introduction to Environmental    
 Science and Policy  4 credits 
engages in a scientific approach to the physi-
cal, ecological, social, and political principles 
of environmental science; uses a scientific 
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method to analyze and understand the rela-
tion between humans and the natural envi-
ronment. Focuses on how ecological realities 
and human desires to increase their material 
standard of living often clash, leading to envi-
ronmental degradation. Provides an analyti-
cal framework and a set of concepts that can 
be used to analyze environmental issues, to 
guide one’s life, and to clarify our responsi-
bility to future generations; accomplished 
through lectures and exams, discussions, 
and laboratory experiences that include field 
trips and original data collection. teaching 
environmental activism is not the purpose of 
the course. laboratory/field studies. Not open 
to students who have earned credit for eSP 
2000. Falls. Prerequisite(s): environmental 
Science and Policy majors or permission of 
department chair.

ESP3000 Environmental Field 
 Studies  3 credits 
an off-campus field-oriented course that 
studies a specific ecosystem in detail. the 
study area varies from year-to-year with the 
focus shifting between marine coastal (maine 
or NH) environments, freshwater lakes or 
rivers (lakes Region of NH), forests (White 
mountain National Forest), and alpine envi-
ronments (mt. Washington region). Uses 
field research techniques appropriate for the 
study location. Requires a short-term field-
based research project; includes a paper and 
presentation on-campus following the study. 
additional costs for living accommodations 
and travel; the exact amount depends on the 
study site. may be repeated once with a differ-
ent field site. Prerequisite(s): environmental 
Science and Policy majors; permission of the 
department chair.

ESP3300 Soils and Environmental 
 Change  4 credits 
introduces soil science to environmental sci-
ence, geology, geography, and biology majors 
and minors. its multidisciplinary coverage 
teaches the relevance of soil studies across a 
broad spectrum of modern issues. Students 
learn the geologic, geographic, and clima-
tologic aspects of soil formation, the struc-
tural components of soil that impact diverse 
aspects of soil fertility, drought, and tendency 
to landslide or erode, the dynamical aspects 
of soil hydrology and geochemistry, and the 
biological aspects of soil nutrient available, 
nitrification, carbon cycling, and biodiversity. 
laboratory and field exercises. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): cH 
2330 and cH 2340.

ESP3500 Geo-cultural Education on the    
 Colorado Plateau  3 credits 
Students join a PSU science education faculty 
member and Four corners outdoor School 
staff during spring break in march to learn 
about bio, geo-regional outdoor education on 
the colorado Plateau, originally funded by the 

National Science Foundation. Spend three 
days rafting on the San Juan River in south-
eastern Utah, learning the concepts behind, 
skills needed and techniques to train teach-
ers and students in bio, geo-regional outdoor 
education. explore the middle section of the 
San Juan River, from Bluff to mexican Hat, 
which has unique geologic formations and a 
rich cultural history with ancestral Puebloan 
ruins and rock art. the next three days stu-
dents are assigned to intern with one of the 
Regional coordinators for the Bioregional 
outdoor education Program (BoeP) in Utah, 
colorado, New mexico or arizona. Students 
visit diverse, cross-cultural elementary schools 
(with Hopi, Navajo, Ute, mormon and/
or Spanish students) to observe and assist 
with implementing the BoeP project. the 
final day and a half is spent visiting regional 
southwest National Parks focusing on unique 
geological and management issues. PSU stu-
dents peer teach and assist in classrooms on 
implementing bio-regional outdoor education 
curricular initiatives. PSU students also pub-
lish reflections, following a structured rubric, 
about their experiences on a travel blog site 
created for the course at http://fourcorners.
blogs.plymouth. additional costs for travel, 
lodging, meals, fees, and supplies. Spring of 
odd years. (dico)

ESP4100 Applied Hydrogeology  3 credits 
Provides comprehensive coverage of ground-
water hydrology and the role of water in geo-
logic processes from theory (i.e., principles 
of governing the flow of groundwater) to 
practice with application to issues of ground-
water supply, contamination, and resource 
management. Practical experience is gained 
through the use of real data sets and by the 
investigation of real-world problems. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): environmental Science and 
Policy majors.

ESP4530 Environmental Science and 
 Policy Seminar  4 credits 
a central theme in the environmental Science 
and Policy program is the need to use inter-
disciplinary approaches to effectively address 
environmental issues. the Seminar is the cul-
mination of the course work in the program, 
and engages students in experiential learning 
about the challenges of working in interdis-
ciplinary teams and perspectives. Provides 
students with opportunities to research 
significant issues of local or regional scale 
using multiple perspectives in a collaborative. 
each spring one or more research teams are 
formed to conduct a project often developed 
in cooperation with an Ngo or government 
agency to meet the needs of that organiza-
tion and/or a community in the region. the 
projects are not theoretical or broad in scope, 
but rather focused on the kinds of problems 
that graduates might expect to face. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): senior level environmental 

Science and Policy majors or permission of 
department chair.

ESP4600 Environmental Science and 
 Policy Internship  4-12 credits 
Under the supervision of a faculty sponsor, 
department chair and supervising agency 
representative, students engage in a work pro-
gram to apply, in a practical manner, knowl-
edge gained in major and minor coursework. 
the internship addresses a department goal 
of being involved in a community-based or 
service learning project through a state, fed-
eral or local environmental organization. 
Students must obtain a faculty sponsor and 
submit a detailed written proposal prior to 
undertaking the internship. Students must 
also submit a written report to their faculty 
sponsor when the internship is complete. 
Final approval of the internship comes 
from the department chair. Prerequisite(s): 
environmental Science and Policy major and 
permission of the department chair.
 
ESP4710 Science Colloquium 
 Series  1 credit
the Boyd Science colloquium Series is the 
department seminar intended to focus on the 
analysis of contemporary issues in environ-
mental science and policy. Specific topics vary 
from year to year and are tailored to the inter-
ests of the students enrolled and the faculty. 
creates a foundation of knowledge and meth-
ods for studying environmental issues. Helps 
students identify research interests as well as 
be exposed to new ideas through interaction 
with others. may be repeated with a differ-
ent topic for a maximum of four credits. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): environmental 
Science and Policy majors or permission of 
the department chair.
 
ESP4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
offers students the opportunity to gain an 
in-depth understanding of an environmen-
tal science or policy topic that is not covered 
extensively in other courses. Working with 
guidance from a faculty member with rel-
evant expertise, students select a specialized 
topic in environmental science and/or pol-
icy for exploration and prepare an in-depth 
research paper or project pertaining to that 
topic. Scheduled conferences with the fac-
ulty members are required and a possible 
presentation to a class or seminar group is 
suggested. Permission of the student’s advi-
sor, the supervising faculty member and the 
department chair is required.

FR–French

the global Perspective (1986-2005 general 
education requirement) is satisfied either by 
completing one of the following sequences:
FR 1010 and FR 1020
FR 1020 and FR 2010
FR 1110 and FR 1120
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FR 2010 and FR 2020
or by completing a departmental proficiency 
test and one semester at the intermediate ii 
level (FR 2020).

FR1010 Fundamentals of 
 French I  4 credits 
open to students with no more than one year 
of high school French, or with no previous 
study of French. closed to students with any 
college-level study of French. an introduc-
tory course with three regular class meet-
ings per week with the instructor and a lab 
session with a supplementary instructor on 
intervening days. emphasis on oral commu-
nication skills. language in a cultural setting 
is emphasized. conducted in French. Falls. 
Corequisite(s): FR 1900. (dico)(gaco)

FR1020 Fundamentals of 
 French II  4 credits 
continuation of FR 1010 with increased 
attention to reading and writing. conducted 
in French. Springs. Prerequisite(s): FR 1010 or 
equivalent. Corequisite(s): FR 1905. (dico)
(gaco)

FR1110 Continuing French I  4 credits 
open only to students with no more than two 
years of high school French. closed to stu-
dents with any college level study of French. 
an introductory course with three regular 
class meetings per week with the instruc-
tor and a lab session with a supplementary 
instructor on intervening days. emphasis on 
oral and written communication skills and 
language in a cultural setting. conducted in 
French. Unscheduled. Corequisite(s): FR 1910. 
(dico) (gaco)

FR1120 Continuing French II  4 credits 
continuation of FR 1110. conducted in 
French. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): FR 1110 
or equivalent. Corequisite(s): FR 1915. (dico)
(gaco)

FR1900 Fundamentals of 
 French I – Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review, practice, and 
completion of course assignments. Falls. 
Corequisite(s): FR 1010.

FR1905 Fundamentals of 
 French II – Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice and 
completion of course assignments. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): FR 1020.

FR1910 Continuing French I – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review, practice, 

and completion of course assignments. 
Unscheduled. Corequisite(s): FR 1110.

FR1915 Continuing French II – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a sup-
plementary instructor for review practice 
and completion of course assignments. 
Unscheduled. Corequisite(s): FR 1120.

FR2010 Intermediate French I  4 credits 
enhancement of French skills. Bridges the 
gap between the beginner and the student 
who is capable of functioning at the advanced 
level. aims at improving all the skills of the 
language learner: listening, speaking, read-
ing and writing. conducted in French. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): no more than three years of 
high school French, or one year of university 
first-year French. (dico)(gaco)

FR2020 Intermediate French II  4 credits 
continuation of FR 2010. conducted in 
French. Springs. Prerequisite(s): FR 2010 or 
equivalent. (dico)(gaco)

FR3010 French History and 
 Civilization  3 credits 
France and French institutions through the 
ages. daily life and the progress of arts and 
sciences as background and parallel to literary 
studies. conducted in French. Unscheduled.

FR3020 French Culture and 
 Conversation  3 credits 
French institutions and situations of today: 
read and talk about them. emphasis on oral 
participation in class discussion. conducted 
in French. Unscheduled.

FR3030 Advanced French  3 credits 
one-semester sequel to intermediate French 
or for advanced Placement of incoming 
students. Review and consolidation of all 
skills with attention to vocabulary expansion 
and the introduction of more sophisticated 
grammatical constructions. development of 
composition and communication skills and 
preparation for reading authentic texts of 
diverse types. Helps students compare and 
contrast the role of technology within their 
own culture and in various French-speaking 
cultures. Hands-on experience using current 
technologies to present and archive student 
work. conducted in French. Falls. (gloB)
(gaco)(teco)

FR3080 French for Criminal 
 Justice I  3 credits 
For students who wish to enhance their 
French skills within the context of the crimi-
nal justice environment. objectives include 
attaining advanced level oral proficiency by 
developing the student’s ability to create with 
the language, to participate in conversations, 
to ask and answer questions by using special-

ized law enforcement vocabulary in French. 
grammatical accuracy is sought through 
a selective review of basic constructions. 
conducted in French. Prerequisite(s): mini-
mum of four years of high school French or 
completion of college-level (2000 level) inter-
mediate French. (dico)(gaco)

FR3090 French for Criminal 
 Justice II  3 credits 
a continuation of FR 3080. Spring of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): FR 3080. (dico)
(gaco)

FR3100 Theme et Version 
 (Translation Workshop)  3 credits 
For students wishing to develop skills in 
foreign language-to-english translation, 
assuming basic reading and grammar knowl-
edge. Problems of translation, practice with 
native script; attention to individual inter-
ests and major fields. conducted in French. 
Unscheduled. (WRit)

FR3130 Advanced French 
 Composition  3 credits 
attention to developing clarity, accuracy, and 
proficiency in written composition. From 
guided writing by models to free expres-
sion. conducted in French. Springs. (WRit)
(WRco)

FR3150 French for Business  3 credits 
concentrates on spoken and written language 
typical of business functions. Practice in lis-
tening, reading and writing with basic cultural 
orientation. appropriate reading and vocabu-
lary for individual business interests are cov-
ered. conducted in French. Unscheduled.

FR3210 Readings in French I  3 credits 
extensive reading for comprehension of con-
tent and intensive reading for comprehen-
sion of structure. Variety of documents and 
fiction from various periods with emphasis 
on the contemporary. FR 3210, FR 3220 may 
be taken in either sequence. conducted in 
French. Unscheduled.

FR3220 Readings in French II  3 credits 
extensive reading for comprehension of con-
tent and intensive reading for comprehen-
sion of structure. Variety of documents and 
fiction from various periods with emphasis 
on the contemporary. FR 3210, FR 3220 may 
be taken in either sequence. conducted in 
French. Unscheduled.

FR3410 Quebec Culture and 
 Literature  3 credits 
an introduction to Quebec literature and cul-
ture. designed to increase student awareness 
and appreciation of Quebec’s culture, history 
and literature. original works of Quebec’s 
leading novelists and dramatists are studied 
in correlation with the French canadians’ 
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culture evolution. conducted in French. 
Unscheduled.

FR4100 Survey of French 
 Literary Masterpieces I  3 credits 
offers a systematic survey of the main literary 
genres and individual writers in their social 
milieu from the middle ages through the 
17th century. conducted in French. FR 3030 
and FR 3130 are especially urged as a thor-
ough foundation to handle this specialized 
level. Fall of odd years.

FR4110 Survey of French Literary    
 Masterpieces II  3 credits 
a continuation of FR 4100. offers a system-
atic survey of the main literary genres and 
individual writers in their social milieu from 
the 18th century to the present. conducted in 
French. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
FR 4100.

FR4200 Seminar in French  3 credits 
open to especially able and interested stu-
dents with initiative for advanced study and 
seminar discussion. Promotes further stud-
ies to increase knowledge in the realms of 
culture, film, art, and literature. Seminar dis-
cussions along with technological presenta-
tions enhance and deepen student awareness 
and appreciation of the artistic, social, and 
academic francophone world. conducted in 
French. Unscheduled.

FR4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
may be pursued after at least two French 
courses at the 3000 level. emphasis may 
be on either literature or language. consent 
required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair.

GE–Geography

GEDI1200  Environmental 
  Geography  3 credits 
examines the earth as the home of humans. 
develops a foundation by investigating earth 
Systems and cycles, such as the atmosphere, 
the lithosphere and the oceans. looks at 
human interaction with and impact upon 
these systems. Students develop skills with 
the tools of geography in our analyses, such 
as map interpretation, geographic informa-
tion systems and aerial image analysis. Falls 
and Springs. (Scie)(Sidi)

GEDI1300 Spatial Organization of 
 Everyday Life  3 credits 
explores the world as observed from the per-
spective of a geographer. geographers are 
concerned with both the human and natural 
characteristics of the earth’s surface. Uses key 
geographic concepts and themes to examine 
how humans position themselves on the earth 
in response to the activities of other humans 

and in relation to the distribution of physical 
phenomena. Falls and Springs. (SSdi)

GEDI1400   Globalization and 
   Diversity   3 credits 
Provides students an opportunity to inves-
tigate the changing world around them as it 
is molded by the conflicting trends of global-
ization and local diversity, identifying how 
these issues impact their own lives. is the 
world today becoming “smaller” as regional 
boundaries become less important and com-
munication across the world becomes eas-
ier? or are the differences between cultures 
becoming more distinct separating people 
as members of historically isolated regions 
grasp to maintain cultural identity in the face 
of threatening uniformity? applies the view-
point of historical geography, utilizing related 
concepts of pattern and process to better iden-
tify historical trends which have molded each 
major world region. emphasis is put on ways 
of thinking geographically and the analysis of 
regional patterns as a context for the charac-
terization of the current major world regions 
and challenging their definition by consider-
ing the historical influences which have cre-
ated them. Falls. (PPdi)

GE2001  Physical Geography   3 credits 
develops a foundation for the understanding 
of the earth’s physical systems, including the 
atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere and 
biosphere and the nature of processes that 
operate within and between these systems. 
Falls.
 
GE2002  Human Geography  3 credits 
Provides geography and environmental 
Planning majors an introduction to the field 
of human geography, with a particular focus 
on the various subfields and their relationship 
to the social sciences. a general introduction 
to the field, open to any student. Reviews key 
concepts, viewpoints and methods of cultural 
geographers in examining how human activ-
ity is organized. Springs.

GE2090 Computer Mapping  3 credits 
the basic elements of geographic information 
Systems are discussed and illustrated with 
practical experience in a simple yet complete 
giS. Students learn the principles of effective 
mapping and become familiar with the types 
of problems which giS can solve. Falls and 
Springs. (tecH)(teco)

GE3030 Urban Geography  3 credits 
an examination of the evolution of the con-
temporary urban system, emphasizing the 
role of cities and metropolitan areas as con-
centrations of social and economic activity. 
Particular focus is given to the historical evo-
lution of urban form and function, includ-
ing patterns of land use, residential change, 
commercial activity, manufacturing and 
transportation. While the primary subject 

is the american city, some comparisons to 
international urbanization are made. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status.

GE3260 The Physical Geography 
 of National Parks  3 credits 
a survey of the physical geography of the 
United States through a sample of our 
National Parks. these Parks have within 
them examples of many diverse landforms 
and demonstrate the tectonic and geomor-
phic processes responsible for the evolution 
of landforms throughout the United States. 
Using the example of the National Parks, 
examines the tectonics of the eastern and 
Western United States, the effects of alpine 
and continental glaciation and periglacial 
processes, and the impact of fluvial processes 
within the context of landscape regions such 
as the appalachians, the great Plains, the 
Rocky mountains, and the Sierra-cascades 
system. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
ge 2001.

GE3270 Introduction to 
 Geographic Information 
 Systems  3 credits 
an introduction to the theoretical and applied 
aspects of geographic information Systems 
(giS). Students learn about the design and 
implementation of giS and gain some experi-
ence in the operation of a giS and the applica-
tion of giS technology to real-world prob-
lems. Springs. Prerequisite(s): ge 2090.
 
GE3300 Introduction to 
 Hydrology  3 credits 
emphasizes the surface and subsurface distri-
bution of water and considers topics such as 
the hydrologic cycle, precipitation, overland 
flow, groundwater, soil moisture, evaporation 
and problems of contamination. introduces 
the collection and analysis of hydrologic data. 
Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): ge 2001.

GE3310 Landform Analysis  3 credits 
emphasizes the spatial distribution of geo-
morphological processes and resultant 
landforms in arid, glacial, periglacial, fluvial 
and shorezone environments. introduces 
the utility of topographical maps, geological 
maps, aerial photographs and soil surveys in 
landscape assessment. Spring of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): ge 2001.

GE3350 Introduction to Airphoto    
 Interpretation and Remote 
 Sensing  4 credits 
an introduction to the principles and tech-
niques of interpretation of aerial photographs, 
satellite images and other remotely sensed 
data. Students learn how to identify and mea-
sure objects, differentiate between cover types 
and employ aerial photos and satellite images 
as the basis for map-making. Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): ge 2001.
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GE3630 Historical Geography 
 of Europe  3 credits 
an introduction to the physical, and histori-
cal geography of europe, emphasizing the 
historical development of the continent from 
the Paleolithic to the present. Special empha-
sis on the past and prospective future devel-
opment of the european Union. Fall of odd 
years. (WRit)(gaco)(WRco)

GE3640 The United States  3 credits 
a study of the geographical and historical fac-
tors that combine to divide the United States 
into regions. Regional characteristics, per-
sonalities and biases are described and ana-
lyzed in order to understand the relationships 
between the physical and cultural environ-
ments. Unscheduled. (WRit)

GE3960 Internship  3-6 credits 
Students engage in an individualized work 
program at an agency that emphasizes 
some aspects of planning, tourism, giS or 
other area related to their field(s) of study. 
minimum time required is 10 hours/week 
for one semester. course may be repeated for 
a total of six credits. Prerequisite(s): approval 
of the discipline’s internship Program 
coordinator.

GE4110 Topics in Regional 
 Geography  3 credits 
introduces students to one of the many 
regions of the world outside the United States. 
examples might include formal regions such 
as a continent or a large nation, a functional 
region such as the mediterranean or east 
asia, or cultural regions such as the arab 
world or latin america. the emphasis is on 
the geographic and cultural diversity of the 
region. Fall of even years and Spring of odd 
years. (gaco) (WRco)

GE4120 Topics in Human 
 Geography  3 credits 
introduces students to one of the fields of 
Human geography. examples might include 
cultural geography, Social geography, 
economic geography, medical geography, 
the geography of Religion, or the geography 
of Sport. Fall of odd years.

GE4130 Topics in Physical 
 Geography  3 credits 
introduces students to one of the fields of 
Physical geography. examples might include 
glacial and Periglacial geomorphology, 
alpine geomorphology, climatology, 
Biogeography, Pedology, Plate tectonics, 
Vulcanology, Weathering and mast Wasting, 
or coastal geomorphology. occasionally.

GE4140 Topics in Geographic 
 Techniques  3 credits 
introduces students to geographic techniques 
used in geography and related fields such as 
environmental Planning or the natural sci-

ences. examples might include topics in 
advanced geographic information Systems, 
geographic information Sciences, geomatics, 
geodetics, Remote Sensing, air Photo and 
Satellite data, or Surveying. Fall 2012.

GE4150 Topics in Geography  3 credits 
a methodological study of the spatial aspect 
of such selected topics as the geography of 
sports, landforms education and map-mak-
ing. occasionally.

GE4270 Advanced Geographic 
 Information Systems  3 credits 
intensive coverage of important aspects of 
giS use. emphasizes the organizational and 
legal context of giS use, professional issues, 
communication between different giS soft-
ware and project implementation and man-
agement. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): ge 
2090 or ge 3270.

GE4280 GIS Applications: 
 Computer Mapping  3 credits 
examinations of methods used to create maps, 
charts and other graphics in geographic infor-
mation systems. topics include typography, 
thematic mapping and three-dimensional 
mapping. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
ge 2090 or ge 3270.

GE4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Background in geography through reading 
and research, supplementing previous course 
work in the field. a research paper, periodic 
conferences and an oral examination may be 
required. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

GR–German

the global Perspective (1986-2005 general 
education requirement) is satisfied either by 
completing one of the following sequences:
gR 1010 and gR 1020
gR 1020 and gR 2010
gR 2010 and gR 2020
or by completing a departmental proficiency 
test and one semester at the intermediate ii 
level (gR 2020).

GR1010 Fundamentals of 
 German I  4 credits 
open to students with no more than two years 
of high school german, or with no previous 
study of german. closed to students with any 
college-level study of german. an introduc-
tory course with regular class meetings per 
week and a review session by student assis-
tants on intervening days. emphasis on oral 
communication skills. language in a cultural 
setting is emphasized. conducted in german. 
Falls. Corequisite(s): gR 1900. (gaco)

GR1020 Fundamentals of 
 German II  4 credits 
continuation of gR 1010 with increased 
attention to reading and writing. language 
in a cultural setting is stressed. conducted in 
german. Springs. Prerequisite(s): gR 1010 or 
equivalent. Corequisite(s): gR 1905. (gaco)

GR1900 Fundamentals of 
 German I – Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review, practice, and 
completion of course assignments. Falls. 
Corequisite(s): gR 1010.

GR1905 Fundamentals of 
 German II – Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice and 
completion of course assignments. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): gR 1020.
 
GR2010 Intermediate German I  4 credits 
enhancement of german skills. For students 
with sufficient control of german funda-
mentals. Vocabulary building, oral and writ-
ten grammar review, selected literary and 
cultural readings. conducted in german. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): no more than 
three years of high school german, or one 
year of university first-year german. (gaco)
 
GR2020 Intermediate German II  4 credits 
continuation of gR 2010. conducted in 
german. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): gR 
2010 or equivalent. (gaco)

GR3010 Advanced German I  3 credits 
Sequel to second year university-level 
german, or for advanced placement of incom-
ing students. intensive reading and general 
introduction to german literature. conducted 
in german. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
advanced level of german.

GR3020 Advanced German II  3 credits 
continuation of gR 3010. conducted in 
german. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
advanced level of german.

GR4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
may be pursued after at least two courses at 
the 3000 level. emphasis may be in either lit-
erature or language. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

HE–Health Education

HE1970 Introduction to 
 Health Promotion  3 credits 
an introduction to health education and 
health promotion as a profession and a career. 
included is an orientation to the BS in Health 
education, the options, history of health edu-
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cation, wellness, health determinants and the 
process and practice of health education in 
various settings. Falls.

HE2500 First Aid and CPR/AED  1.5 credits 
combines community First aid and cPR 
concepts. includes breathing and cardiac 
emergencies for adults, children, infants, as 
well as injuries, open and closed wounds, 
burns, musculoskeletal injuries and sudden 
illness. Falls and Springs.

HE2900 Disease, Safety, and 
 Environment  3 credits 
overview of basic diseases and disorders, as 
well as issues related to safety and the envi-
ronment in the context of personal wellness. 
Students examine the impact of the physical, 
social, and cultural environment on human 
health and disease, as well as the impact 
that humans have on the health of the envi-
ronment in terms of environmental health 
and safety, disease prevention, and control. 
additionally, facilitates practice of certain 
skills required of Health educators. Falls and 
Springs. (Weco)

HE2920 Stress Management in the    
 Criminal Justice 
 Environment  3 credits 
Psycho-physiological, emotional and health-
related aspects of stress are investigated and 
discussed in the specific context of the crimi-
nal justice environment. Self-assessment for 
stress tolerance and responses and selected 
techniques for self-regulating one’s response 
to stressors are studied and practiced. expands 
participant’s awareness of the personal and 
professional circumstances in the criminal 
justice setting that contribute to the negative 
impact of stress on health. Provides oppor-
tunities to develop stress management and 
reduction strategies. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
criminal Justice majors only. (Weco)

HE3200 Stress Management  3 credits 
Provides students with an overview of mind 
body techniques to help manage stress and 
enhance health/wellness. Students explore a 
variety of healing methods, as well as practice, 
apply and demonstrate stress management 
interventions and management techniques. 
Falls and Springs. (WRit)(Weco)

HE3210 Mental Health Issues  3 credits 
designed to provide students with informa-
tion relevant to contemporary mental health 
issues and a means of identifying resource 
personnel and agencies pertinent to these 
mental health issues. current theories of 
behavioral change are examined. Falls. 
(Weco)

HE3220 Applied Nutrition for 
 Healthy Living  3 credits 
Fundamental concepts of nutrition are 
addressed with a special focus on contem-

porary issues relevant to developing profes-
sionals in health and human performance. 
a survey of concepts in nutrition science is 
applied to the support of general wellness and 
active lifestyles throughout the lifespan. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (Bidi 2010 and 
Bidi 2020) or (Bi 2110 and Bi 2120) or SW 
2500. (teco)

HE3330 Evaluation and Research 
 in Health Promotion  3 credits 
offers Health education majors the opportu-
nity to evaluate the effectiveness of health pro-
motion programs in the community, school 
and workplace. emphasis is on computerized 
health information retrieval systems: selec-
tion of instruments for evaluating program 
effectiveness, reading, writing and inter-
preting research literature; and the ability to 
compute statistical techniques for data analy-
sis. Springs. Prerequisite(s): mathematics 
Foundations. (QUaN)(QRco)

HE3660 CPR and First Aid 
 Instructor  1.5 credits 
designed to train students as first aid and cPR 
instructors. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
He 2500 or (cPR and First aid competency).

HE3700 Drug Behavior  3 credits 
Provides the opportunities for students to dis-
cover and understand current scientific infor-
mation regarding the relationship of drugs 
to mental and physical health. Particular 
emphasis includes the physiological, psy-
chological, sociological, pharmacological 
and legal aspects of drugs in today’s society. 
course limited during regular session to 
Health education majors and minors and 
interdisciplinary students with a Health 
education focus. Winterim and Summer 
offerings open to all. Falls and Springs. 
(Weco)

HE3710 Sex and Family Living 
 Education  3 credits 
a dialogue with individuals about who they are 
and how they relate to others. Seeks to provide 
learning experiences and guidance relevant to 
the needs, concerns, interests and aspirations 
that arise out of human psychosexual devel-
opment. intended to help students develop 
attitudes, values, goals and behaviors based 
on sound knowledge, that are conducive to 
the expressions of their sexuality as a positive 
and constructive force. course limited during 
regular session to Health education majors 
and minors and interdisciplinary students 
with a Health education focus. Winterim 
and Summer offerings open to all. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): (Bidi 2010 or Bidi 
2020 or Bi2110) and Health and Human 
Performance major and minors only.

HE3750 Wellness Skills for 
 Health Professionals  3 credits 
gives students the opportunity to refine 
health education skills including professional 
writing, facilitator training, budget planning 
and developing a health education program 
for the community. Subscription to a specific 
electronic portfolio. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
He 3760. (WRco)

HE3760 Planning and Implementing    
 Health Promotion 
 Programs  4 credits 
introduces the principles of program plan-
ning and implementation of health education 
programs. includes writing objectives, lesson 
plans, unit/program plans, block plans, syl-
labi, planning in-services, reviewing agencies, 
health literacy, teaching strategies, and pro-
fessional teaching skills. includes required 
attendance at an approved professional health 
education conference and a 4-8 hour experi-
ence in a school and/or health promotion 
setting. Students are responsible for the pay-
ment of conference fees. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
He 1970. (WRit)

HE3880 Health Promotion 
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence in health education supervised and con-
trolled by the department. may be repeated 
for up to 3 credits. Pass/No Pass. individual 
enrollment. Students are required to pay a 
liability insurance fee. Prerequisite(s): junior/
senior status; minimum 2.00 gPa; permis-
sion of department chair.

HE4030 Community Health 
 Promotion  3 credits 
a study of the practice of health promo-
tion in the community and workplace. 
Students refine their health education skills 
and competencies in assessing, planning, 
implementation and evaluation of a major 
health promotion event. Subscription to a 
specific electronic portfolio. Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): He 3760.

HE4100 Women’s Health Issues  3 credits 
a study of women’s health issues. designed 
to help people develop and maintain a sense 
of responsibility for their physical, mental, 
sexual and social well-being and to make 
sound decisions based on accurate informa-
tion. analyzes a number of health issues such 
as substance abuse, reproductive health, age-
ism, sexual abuse and incest, stress manage-
ment, eating disorders and other sexuality 
issues. Falls and Springs. (Weco)

HE4440 Health Promotion 
 Internship  6-12 credits 
Provides job training in the option of com-
munity health in a cooperative program with 
voluntary agencies, hospitals, corporations 
and health departments. direct field experi-
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ence is completed by the student under the 
supervision of a faculty member and experi-
enced community health educators. Students 
are required to pay a liability insurance fee. 
Repeatable up to 12 credits. Prerequisite(s): 
minimum 2.70 gPa (cumulative and major); 
senior status; approval of the department 
chair.

HE4530 Senior Seminar in 
 Health Promotion  1 credit
this senior seminar is a culminating experi-
ence for Health education majors. includes 
a review for the National certified Health 
education Specialist exam, a study of the 
relationship of the health care system and 
health promotion field, and a discussion of 
job preparation skills. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
He 3750.

HE4620 Health Promotion 
 Clinical  1 credit
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence in worksite/community health education 
supervised and controlled by the department. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Health education/Health Promotion juniors 
or seniors; minimum 2.60 cumulative gPa.

HE4640 School Health Clinical  1 credit
designed to give students a practical experi-
ence teaching health education in the school 
systems supervised and controlled by the 
department. Students are required to pay 
a liability insurance fee. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Health education/School 
Health juniors or seniors who have attained 
a cumulative grade point average of 2.60 by 
the end of their 5th semester or minimum of 
72 credits.

HE4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
a student-initiated research project on a 
selected topic agreed to by a department fac-
ulty tutor. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

HE4950 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Elementary Component  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of 
c in He 4640; minimum 2.70 cumulative 

gPa; completion of all other program require-
ments for certification by the beginning of the 
student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

HE4960 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Secondary Component  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of 
c in He 4640; minimum 2.70 cumulative 
gPa; completion of all other program require-
ments for certification by the beginning of the 
student teaching semester; permission of 
the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

HI–History

HIDI1205 Early American 
 Encounters  3 credits 
generally, americans view the settlement of 
europeans in North america from the point 
of view of the europeans. the process appears 
quite different when viewed from the point of 
view of the Native americans. the interpre-
tation of american settlement changes from 
one of conquest to one of invasion. Not only 
different times but also different cultures may 
shape different views of the world. Readings 
in Native american history and those of 
european understandings of the Native 
americans, discussions of the readings and 
historians changing interpretations of events, 
and research into various american encoun-
ters allow students to study the changes that 
have taken place in the field of early american 
settlement and Native american history. 
Understanding the interactions of 16th and 
17th century east coast Native americans and 
europeans allows students to gain a greater 
understanding of the modern clash of cul-
tures that occurs around the globe. Falls. 
(HiSt)(PPdi)

HIDI1206 Remembering Ronald 
 Reagan: A 20th Century 
 History  3 credits 
Born in the Progressive era, coming of age 
in the Roaring twenties, graduating college 
into the great depression, serving in the 
army during World War ii, and embroiled in 
the Red Scare known as “mccarthyism,” the 
first half of Ronald Reagan’s life captures the 

periods of early 20th century america as the 
country continued to wrestle with questions 
left over from the age of industrialism begun 
in the late 19th century. Reagan emerged as 
a politician who defined the issues of liberal-
ism and conservatism for the second half of 
the century, through governing california for 
two terms, attempting to capture the presi-
dency, winning a two-term presidency, and 
leaving a complex legacy. Using the life and 
times of Ronald Reagan, covers the US from 
the gilded age to the present. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for Hi 2330. 
Springs. (HiSt)(PPdi)

HIDI1207 The American West  3 credits 
considers the american West as a shifting 
location, a social process and a potent idea. 
topics include Native american groups and 
colonizing encounters; the lewis and clark 
expedition; manifest destiny, the texas 
Revolution and the mexican-american War; 
the gold Rush; the oregon trail; diversity; 
the West’s natural resources and economic 
development. explores the West as an ongo-
ing subject of film, literature, art and televi-
sion and as a presumed key to the american 
character. Springs. (HiSt)(PPdi)

HIDI1208 War in US History  3 credits 
Surveys american military history, using 
select wars to investigate the relationship of 
the past to the present. Studies the causes 
and effects of select wars, examining par-
ticular battles and extant home front issues. 
connects past strategies, events and debates 
to later times, along themes of politics, society 
and culture. addresses the question: Has the 
US become a warrior nation? (HiSt)(PPdi)

HIDI1305 Childhood in American 
 History  3 credits 
explores the history of american childhood 
as an analytical tool for assessing the rela-
tionship between self and society. Students 
reconsider their own childhood, as shaped 
by historical and social factors. Falls. (HiSt)
(SSdi)

HIDI1307 Creating a Nation: A History 
 of the United States, 
 1600-1877  3 credits 
Prepares students to be informed citizens 
of the United States. topics provide back-
ground and insight into what made modern 
american society and its culture. analyzes 
social, racial and economic as well as politi-
cal factors of american life to provide a back-
ground for our evolving american society. 
explores the relationship between individuals 
in american society and the impact of one 
individual on society. in written assignments 
and class discussions, students analyze pri-
mary documents and begin to see some of 
the difficulties and the rewards in investigat-
ing and understanding the past and how the 
past has an impact on the present. With that 
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understanding, the class provides students 
with an understanding of how they fit into 
the larger american society. Springs. (HiSt)
(SSdi)

HIDI1308 Gilded Ages in American 
 History, 1867-1933  3 credits 
in 1880, the typical american lived in rural set-
ting and valued a “culture of production.” By 
1920, the typical american lived in an urban 
environment and valued a mass “culture of 
consumption.” during the same period, the 
United States gained an empire and sent its 
military around the world; while wrestling 
with issues of isolationism, “Nativism,” and 
racism at home. How did americans relate 
to their changing society and culture? What 
conflicts did the new generation have with the 
old? What about this age of industrialism did 
some find grand and worth celebrating while 
others found it problematic and worth chang-
ing? How can the individual change a modern 
society and at what cost? explores the United 
States in the decades surrounding the turn of 
the 20th century using significant amounts 
of primary sources and literature. Fall of even 
years. (SSdi)

HIDI1315 Cultural Contact in World 
 History  3 credits 
explores world-wide cultural interaction and 
exchange from the 14th century to the late 
19th century. examines ‘culture’ and how 
ideas, values, artistic understanding and 
methods of communication are transferred, 
both locally and globally - both across time and 
across space. discusses how historians have 
defined key periods of cross-cultural contact 
and new scholarship on the identification of 
zones of interaction. investigates methods of 
transfer (diffusion, synthesis and syncretism) 
so that we can understand how sharing infor-
mation, technology and innovations across 
regional boundaries have shaped our human 
past. through various case studies, interprets 
the changing role of the individual, the family, 
the community and the nation in formulating 
culture, both personal and public within a 
global context. Fall of odd years and Spring of 
odd years. (HiSt)(SSdi)

HIDI1450 Roots of Current Global 
 Conflicts  3 credits 
in order to comprehend the present and envi-
sion the future, we must understand the past. 
examines the historic origins of several global 
conflicts, both regionally and thematically, so 
that we may better comprehend the past and 
envision the future. Historic themes such 
as famine, ethnic cleansing, terrorism and 
dictatorship are examined from a political, 
economic and cultural perspective. discusses 
conflicts in the middle east, nuclear tensions 
between india and Pakistan and the ethnic 
nationalist strife that continues to haunt 
Serbia and croatia, among other regions. 
discusses how these issues impact our own 

lives and why we should care. Falls. (HiSt)
(PPdi)

HI2005 Ancient and Medieval 
 Civilizations  3 credits 
a comparative study of early civilizations. Not 
open to students who have earned credit for 
Hi 1110. (HiSt)

HI2010 World History 
 Since 1500  3 credits 
an introduction to world history in the mod-
ern era, exploring major themes of our plan-
etary past from the 16th century to present. 
looks at both the problems and opportunities 
associated with such themes as trans-regional 
encounter, commercial exchange, identity for-
mation and patterns of economic interaction. 
concentrates on patterns of change over time, 
processes of interaction and connections 
between regions and nation-states. themes 
explored include the advent of new tech-
nologies, new trade routes by sea, increased 
human migration, political revolutions and 
economic development. Regional studies of 
colonialism in india, nation-state formation 
in china and anti-imperialist movements in 
africa are also discussed. Not open to stu-
dents who earned credit for Hi 1160. Springs. 
(HiSt)(gaco)

HI2015 Monarchs to Modernity: 
 Europe Since 1492  3 credits 
introduction to the development of major 
political, economic and cultural events in 
european society, as well as their conse-
quences in other parts of the world, from 
the Renaissance (15th century) to the pres-
ent. traces major ideas and institutions that 
helped shape the modern world and con-
cludes with an analysis of current shifts in 
global relations between nations, regions, 
classes and cultures. Not open to students 
who have earned credit for Hi 1120. (HiSt)

HI2020 Surveying Themes in United 
 States History  3 credits 
an intensive survey of United States his-
tory from colonial contact to the recent past. 
examines the major topics, themes, directions 
and events in american history. designed for 
history majors and others needing a compre-
hensive course of US history. Not open to stu-
dents who have earned credit for Hi 1130 and 
Hi 1140. Falls. (HiSt)

HI2222 Methods, Theories, and Careers 
 in History  3 credits 
Surveys the major skills, issues, and appli-
cations of the field of history. Students work 
with historical primary sources, includ-
ing textual documents and numerical data, 
and they learn how to select and analyze 
scholarly sources. covers the history of the 
field, its main subfields, and key theoretical 
approaches; differences among academic, 
public, and popular historical media; and 

careers for which historical study is a particu-
larly useful preparation. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
Ba History or BS Social Science majors or 
permission of the instructor. (QRco)
 
HIDI2310 American Economic 
 Development  3 credits 
a survey of United States history that focuses 
on those forces that shaped the economic 
development of the nation from colonial 
times to the present. the past can be viewed 
from many perspectives, including politi-
cal, military, social and economic. examines 
american history from the perspective of the 
economic forces that have shaped the pres-
ent. topics include the economic aspects of 
the U.S. constitution, the role of innovation 
and technological change, the development of 
financial institutions, the transportation revo-
lution, the labor movement and the expand-
ing role of government in the evolution of 
the american economy. Spring of odd years. 
(HiSt)(PPdi)

HI2710 History of Asian 
 Cultures  3 credits 
the cultures of china and india. their clas-
sical civilizations and the changes brought 
about in the 20th century. Fall of even years. 
(gloB)

HI3115 Early American 
 Society to 1776  3 credits 
US group. during the colonial period, the 
colonists developed an amazingly diverse 
american culture and society. though thought 
to be a ‘virgin’ land, when Spanish, english 
and French settlers arrived, they found Native 
american inhabitants already here. dutch, 
irish, germans, Scotch-irish and, forcibly, 
africans followed. influenced by both the 
cultural baggage this mixed society brought 
with it and the new circumstances in which 
settlers found themselves, the colonists in 
america became a new type society. Focuses 
on the work of historians who study colonial 
society and the development of american cul-
ture. Using primary documents and historical 
monographs and articles, students study and 
critique the methodologies used by various 
types of historians (cultural, social, political, 
environmental and intellectual) to develop 
their own theories of cultural development. 
Fall of even years. (WRit)(dico)(WRco)

HI3116 Revolutionary America, 
 1763-1815  3 credits 
US group. the american Revolution is one 
of the most important events in modern his-
tory. Not only did it lead to the creation of a 
new republic among the english-speaking 
inhabitants of North america, but it also 
played a key role in inaugurating the revo-
lutionary epoch that engulfed much of 
europe and latin america during the next 75 
years. explores the Revolution chiefly as an 
american event, considering its origins, the 
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extent to which it altered american society 
and politics and the ways in which the forces 
driving the Revolution influenced the history 
of the United States during its early years as 
a nation. Because the american Revolution 
was in the first instance a political event, 
spends a good deal of time on questions of 
political ideology and constitutional thought. 
also considers the social and economic set-
ting within which the Revolution occurred 
and the way in which it affected those groups: 
women, slaves, native americans, who were 
excluded from the formal exercise of political 
power. Spring of odd years.

HI3140 Antebellum America, 
 1815-1860  3 credits 
US group. draws on the disciplines of his-
tory and literature to examine the United 
States in the tumultuous period between the 
early republic and the civil War. Focuses on 
the era’s reform movements, cultural experi-
ments and clashes especially over slavery. 
Perspectives integrated: HiSt, litY. Fall 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)(dico)(iNco)

HI3150 American Civil War 
 and Reconstruction  3 credits 
US group. Various causes of the civil War 
followed by a treatment of the conflict and 
the ensuing Reconstruction period. Spring of 
even years. (WRit)(WRco)

HI3330 New Hampshire and 
 New England Historical 
 Sites  3 credits 
US group. illustrates aspects of New england 
history that have had significant roles in deter-
mining the course of regional development. 
includes field trips to important museums, 
abandoned town and industrial sites, urban 
locations, tourist meccas and contemporary 
locations that show the impact of growth and 
change. Summers only. (WRit)(WRco)

HI3340 New Hampshire and 
 New England History  3 credits 
US group. Studying New Hampshire and 
New england history allows students to learn 
more about a particular region and to see how 
past events and movements at the local level 
interacted with or were influenced by various 
events and cultural changes on the national 
and international levels. New Hampshire 
furnishes an example of a state that played a 
fairly important role in colonial history and 
then declined in importance as the United 
States grew in area and population. the top-
ics covered should create an awareness of the 
place of New Hampshire and New england in 
the various events that make up United States 
History. Fall of odd years. (WRit)(WRco)

HI3350 American Women’s 
 History  3 credits 
US group. For most of american history, 
women have existed outside the traditional 
power structure. examines women’s experi-
ence on its own terms by exploring women’s 
societal positions, roles and role models, 
achievements and failures. traces the history 
of american women from the glimpses of 
colonial and Native american women scarcely 
mentioned in the records to the well-docu-
mented lives of modern women. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for Hi 2680. 
Spring of even years. (HiSt)(dico)

HI3352 African-American 
 History  3 credits 
US group. explores african-american his-
tory. Using primary documents and drawing 
upon recent research, delves into subjects 
treated somewhat chronologically, including: 
africa and the slave trade, african cultural 
carryovers to early african-american culture, 
american slave resistance and rebellion, free 
Black communities before the civil War, 
Black Reconstruction in war and peace, the 
forging of Black communities in the age of 
industrialism, the great migration and the 
Harlem Renaissance, the quest for democracy 
in the global depression and its war, the non-
violent civil rights movement and the militant 
Black liberation movement. Fall of odd years. 
(dico)

HI3354 Health and Illness in 
 American History  3 credits 
US group. traces the history of health, ill-
ness and the pursuit of wellness throughout 
american history. deals with illness and 
medical care as well as sport and physical 
exercise. Focusing on three distinct eras - 
the early 19th century, the decades around 
1900 and the period following World War ii 
- examines varieties of health experience and 
explores how individuals and communities 
have negotiated their health concerns. offers 
a critical consideration of various definitions 
and models of wellness as they have changed 
over time, particularly in the physical, intellec-
tual, social and environmental dimensions. 
Spring of odd years. (Weco)

HI3356 American Ideas  3 credits 
US group. examines main currents in 
american thought from the Puritan era to 
the present. Follows both the activities of 
intellectuals and the changing pursuits that 
have made up a broader intellectual culture 
in america, particularly drawing on the disci-
plines of literature, philosophy (including reli-
gion), the sciences (particularly biology) and 
history. explores how ideas arise and appear, 
relate to each other, change and recombine, 
cause events and create realities. Perspectives 
integrated: HiSt, litY. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)(iNco)

HI3460 The British Empire 
 in World History  3 credits 
World group. explores the construction and 
manifestation of British imperialism, at its 
height, from the late 18th century until the 
early 20th century. Focuses on political, cul-
tural, economic and material history as it 
pertains to specific regions in South asia, 
Southern africa and the atlantic community. 
examines the formulation of “imperial ide-
ologies” and studies how the application of 
these ideologies shaped Britain’s role in world 
history. Specific topics include: British slav-
ery, commerce, naval power, gender politics, 
fashion, foodways, migration, famine and 
railroads. emphasizes themes such as inter-
dependence, global exchange, cross-cultural 
connections and interaction. Fall of odd years. 
(gaco)

HI3480 The French Revolution 
 and Napoleonic Era, 
 1789-1815  3 credits 
World group. examines the causes, events, 
consequences and theories of the French 
Revolution and Napoleonic era. Sub-topics 
include the role of women in the French 
Revolution, the effects of the Revolution 
on France’s colonies, law and war under 
Napoleon and the effects of the conflict on 
the rest of europe. throughout, the era is 
considered as a crucial moment in modern-
ization and as a conflict among social classes. 
explores various theoretical views of this 
much-theorized period. Spring of even years. 
(gaco)

HI3520 The Great Depression in 
 Film, Print, and on 
 Stage  3 credits 
US group. With an emphasis on the United 
States, examines the great depression 
through interdisciplinary approaches: history, 
literature, film, and theatre. emphasizes ways 
the events and themes of the period were 
experienced and recorded; with special atten-
tion paid to issues related to american inter-
pretations of race, class, gender, ethnicity, and 
ideology extant in the period. Perspectives 
integrated: aRtS, HiSt, litY. Spring of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)
(WRit)(dico)(iNco)(WRco)

HI3530 US Home Fronts: The 1940s 
 and 1950s  3 credits 
US group. United States society changed 
dramatically as the nation moved toward 
World War ii, fought it and won. during 
the great depression americans spoke of 
“the american way of life” filled with many 
forms of segregation and an entrenched eco-
nomic order; afterwards, they spoke of “the 
american dream” filled with promises of 
equality and progress. Using the themes of 
race, class, gender and ethnicity, examines the 
changes americans created as they moved to 
fight a total war and wound-up fighting a cold 
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one; all in the pivotal decades of the 1940s 
and 1950s. Fall of even years. (WRit)(dico)
(WRco)

HI3730 Modern History of 
 East Asia  3 credits 
World group. twentieth century east asia. 
Western imperialism, dissolution of manchu 
china, Japan’s bid for oriental hegemony, the 
rise of the People’s Republic of china. Spring 
of even years. (WRit)(gaco)

HI3740 History of Japan  3 credits 
World group. a survey of political, social and 
cultural history of Japan from its origin to the 
present, with emphasis on the modern time. 
Special attention is given to the basic structure 
and character of traditional Japanese society, 
the meiji Restoration and its consequences 
and the economic development of Japan after 
1945. Fall of even years. (gaco)

HI3750 History of Modern China  3 credits 
World group. a study of chinese history 
from the mid-19th century, when china faced 
western challenge, to the present. the focus 
is on the western impacts and the chinese 
responses, the rise and fall of the nationalist 
regime and the emergence of china under 
the communist government. Spring of odd 
years. (gaco)

HI3760 History of Southeast Asia  3 credits 
World group. a study of the history of 
malaysia, Vietnam, cambodia, laos, thailand, 
Burma, indonesia and the Philippines--with 
emphasis on their early beginnings to their 
independence. Spring of even years. (gaco)

HI3765 India and the World  3 credits 
World group. an interdisciplinary look at the 
history of the indian subcontinent in global 
context, from the late 15th century until today. 
Several factors compel americans to study 
this region more closely and to understand its 
past relationship with world powers, includ-
ing: the growth of South asian communi-
ties in america, increasing nuclear tensions 
in the region, the rise of fundamentalism, 
the booming hi-tech economy transforming 
india and the world, and the daunting fact 
that one in every six humans of the planet is 
South asian. Perspectives integrated: HiSt, 
litY. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNtg)(gaco)(iNco)

HI3770 The History of Islamic 
 Empires  3 credits 
Focuses on the history of islam, starting with 
the golden age of islam during mohammed’s 
time. examines the contributions of the three 
major islamic empires: ottoman, Safavid, 
and mughal. Places today’s issues in histori-
cal context in regions such as the middle east, 
india, and africa. explores the expansion 
of islam via trade routes, the Shi’a/Sunni 
schism, the crusades from the arab per-

spective, the evolution of muslim identity in 
relation to colonization, modernization, and 
global economics shifts. Spring of even years. 
(gaco)

HI3810 Topics in US History  3 credits 
US group. Specialized topics in history not 
normally covered in depth in other history 
courses. occasionally.

HI3820 Topics in World History  3 credits 
World group. Specialized topics in history 
not normally covered in depth in other history 
courses. occasionally. (gaco)

HI3826 Sex and Empire in 
 Colonial India  3 credits 
World group. invites students to examine the 
popular, political and private representations 
of indigenous and foreign women who lived 
on the indian subcontinent during the 19th 
and 20th centuries. explores the gendered 
politics of empire building, studies the inven-
tion of women’s “traditions” (both english 
and indigenous), the social construction of 
Victorian femininity and “motherhood,” 
indian women’s organization, resistance, 
activism and agency, legislative efforts to 
regulate the sex lives of subaltern populations 
and the personal politics of reproduction and 
intervention of the colonial state. emphasizes 
how political power and impressions of gen-
der are shaped in an interconnected and 
interdependent world. Spring of odd years. 
(WRit)(gaco)(WRco)

HI3828 Women and Global
  Colonialism  3 credits 
World group. examines the complex dynamic 
of gender as it related to women from non-
western societies during periods of colonial-
ism and post-independence nation-state 
formation. examines concepts such as “third 
world women” and discusses how such terms 
must be understood in the context of world 
history and imperialism. Studies how gender 
is constructed in various historic contexts 
through a variety of written and visual mate-
rials, including women’s personal accounts, 
travel narratives, historical essays and films. 
emphasizes the economic and political con-
texts of particular women’s movements, as 
well as the ways in which gendered identities 
are formed both at the local and global levels. 
While recognizing that the history of women 
in many parts of the world has been shaped 
by oppressive politics, patriarchies and eco-
nomic disadvantage, moves beyond defini-
tions of third world women as “victims;” 
looks at issues of women’s agency, resistance, 
cooperation, unionization and activism. Fall 
of even years. (gaco)

HI4000 History Internship  1-6 credits 
Students engage in work programs and 
thereby apply knowledge gained from history 
courses. Qualifications to be an intern are 

determined by the faculty member who acts 
as a supervising professor. once placed, stu-
dent interns have both an immediate onsite 
supervisor and either a supervising history 
professor or the discipline coordinator’s des-
ignee. each credit usually includes 30 hours 
onsite plus 10 hours of additional reading. 
Repeatable for up to six credits. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.

HI4358 Public History and Local 
 History Methods  3 credits 
US group. employs place-based techniques 
to explore broader theoretical, methodological 
and practical concerns in history. allows stu-
dents to develop an understanding of the past 
through a critical awareness of uses of the 
past. Students create a presentation of local 
history to present to the public. Familiarizes 
students with the various topics, research 
methods, analytical techniques and forms of 
presentation for local history using Plymouth 
as a model. Spring of even years. (teco)

HI4450 History Capstone 
 Seminar  4 credits 
designed to integrate discipline-specific 
knowledge into a culminating senior experi-
ence. Using critical thinking, research, analy-
sis and communication skills, students write 
an original historical paper that draws on both 
secondary literature and primary sources and 
present that information in a formal setting. 
assignments are designed to guide students 
through the process of formulating, research-
ing and writing the paper over the course of 
the semester. the main theme of the semi-
nar will vary based on the instructor. Hybrid 
course. Falls. Prerequisite(s): completion of a 
History Writing in the discipline connections 
course.

HI4500 History Thesis  3 credits 
one semester course for more extensive 
research projects where students are expected 
to complete a thesis of scholarly merit and 
one that meets the standards of good organi-
zation and writing style. Students are either 
invited by the History Faculty to participate 
or may request admission. With permission. 
(WRit)

HI4510 History Thesis  3 credits 
the second semester of a more extensive 
research project, where students are expected 
to complete a thesis of scholarly merit and 
one that meets the standards of good organi-
zation and writing style. Students are either 
invited by the History Faculty to participate 
or may request admission. With permission. 
(WRit)

HI4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Background in history through systematic 
readings, both intensive and extensive, sup-
plementing previous course work in the field. 
Periodic conferences, a paper and an oral 
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examination are included. consent required 
of the instructor who will supervise the inde-
pendent study and the department chair.

HU–Humanities

HU4010 Senior Project I  3 credits 
in the senior year students are required to 
undertake a senior project combining at least 
two fields of study. the proposal must meet 
with the approval of the Humanities council 
and must be supervised by at least two 
Plymouth State University professors (at least 
one must be a member of the Humanities 
council). the research requires extensive 
readings (in english and the foreign language 
in which the student has proven proficiency). 
at each weekly meeting the student is given 
an assignment based on the course research. 
at the end of the semester the extensive and 
approved proposal for the final research paper 
and presentation along with appropriate bib-
liography is submitted and graded. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): Humanities majors only.

HU4020 Senior Project II  3 credits 
the second semester of this project requires 
the student to meet with the appropriate 
professor(s) on a weekly basis. the process 
of creating the final project is documented 
on a weekly basis. a final research paper, that 
undergoes numerous writings and rewritings 
during the course of the semester, fulfills the 
writing component. in addition to the sub-
stantial research paper, a presentation of the 
research is given in a suitable format that is 
discussed and refined during the course of the 
semester. the student’s final project must be 
presented to the entire Humanities council. 
the supervising professor(s), in consulta-
tion with the council, issues the final grade. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): HU 4010. (WRco)

IS–Interdisciplinary Studies

IS1010 An Introduction to the 
 Academic Community  1 credit
an introduction to the concept and nature of 
the academic community, including its val-
ues, expectations and activities. emphasizes 
the goals of scholarly activity, including the 
resources available, and the skills needed to 
accomplish those goals. Required of all first-
year students admitted prior to Fall 2004, 
during their first semester at Plymouth State 
University. elective for transfer students 
entering with 24 or more credits. Pass/No 
Pass. Unscheduled.

IS1111 The First Year Seminar: 
 Critical Thinking and the 
 Nature of Inquiry  3 credits 
introduces students to the concepts of gen-
eral education and the academic community 
and to the skills educated people use to gener-
ate and address important questions. Using 
critical thinking skills and basic tools of gath-

ering and evaluating information, students 
and the instructor together engage in a mean-
ingful exploration of a specific “Question.” 
the “Question” varies across sections of the 
course. Required of all first year students, 
admitted beginning Fall 2004, during their 
first semester at Plymouth State University. 
elective for transfer students entering with 24 
or more credits. Falls and Springs.

IS1750 Special Topics  1-4 credits 
explores lower-level interdisciplinary top-
ics not covered in other courses. Repeatable 
with a different topic. Pass/No Pass or letter 
graded. occasionally.

IS2222 Introduction to 
 Interdisciplinary Studies 3 credits 
gives introductory interdisciplinary Studies 
students a structured opportunity to frame 
and plan a deliberate and thoughtful inter-
disciplinary program of study. topics covered 
include: What does it mean to be an educated 
person? What are the dominant philosophical 
models of education, and what are their lim-
its and strengths? How is interdisciplinarity 
changing the shape both of higher education 
and of knowledge in general? How do the two 
interdisciplinary Studies options differ from 
one another and what kinds of interdisciplin-
ary paths are possible at PSU? Students create 
a non-binding interdisciplinary Studies con-
tract related to their own personal goals and 
interests and a multimedia presentation with 
an accompanying long paper that outlines 
their own educational philosophies and plans 
for interdisciplinary study. Falls.

IS3003 Interdisciplinary Studies    
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
gives students the opportunity to explore 
connections across fields related to a theme 
or topic of their choice. the possibilities are 
many, as students work with a faculty advi-
sor to propose and execute a project related to 
their degree. the practicum may entail (but is 
not limited to): the planning of a conference, 
either at the University or in their commu-
nity; the execution of an activist event such as 
a rally; the publication of a collection of essays; 
the launch of a Web site; the production of 
a documentary; the writing of a business 
plan; the application of a grant; or, the execu-
tion of an internship. may be repeated for a 
maximum of six credits. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): iS 2222; interdisciplinary 
Studies majors only.

IS3090 Food Issues  3 credits 
Food as a human artifact is examined from 
various disciplinary perspectives, e.g., scien-
tific, social-psychological, historical, global. 
grains and breads are the center of the inves-
tigations, with students having the opportu-
nity to examine other foods independently. 
topics include the Neolithic agricultural 
revolution, genetics of grains, cross-cultural 

aspects of food production and consumption, 
the evolution of food preparation and global 
issues such as the green revolution and fam-
ine. Perspectives integrated: HiSt, PHil, 
Scie, SPSY. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior sta-
tus. (iNtg)(iNco)

IS3390 Applied Ethics  3 credits 
See PY 3390 for course description. 
Perspectives integrated: PHil, Scie, SPSY. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)

IS3430 The Life Cycle in Film  3 credits 
Key aspects of the life cycle have been por-
trayed in feature films. examines a number 
of psychological theories of development 
(with some emphasis on adulthood) and 
sociological/ historical perspectives on the 
life cycle through critical study of appropriate 
films. division of continuing education only. 
Perspectives integrated: aRtS, litY, HiSt, 
SPSY. Springs. Prerequisite(s): one SPSY 
and one litY Perspectives and junior status. 
(iNtg)

IS3440 God, the Devil, and 
 Moral Choice in Film  3 credits 
combines ideas and issues from (primar-
ily Western) philosophy, theology, religion, 
and psychology, as illustrated in foreign and 
american feature films. among the issues to 
be explored are: the existence or nonexistence 
of god; the nature of god; the relationship 
between god and humankind; the problem 
of evil; divine command and sin; free will and 
determinism; moral choice and “selling out 
to the devil”; faith, revelation, and evidence; 
the possibility–and significance–of miracles; 
life after death; and divine justice. examines 
in some detail the problem of the “silence” 
of god, particularly in the films of ingmar 
Bergman. Perspectives integrated: litY, 
PHil, SPSY. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior sta-
tus. (iNtg)

IS3470 Women in Contemporary    
 American Culture  3 credits 
explores the attitudes which shape the profes-
sional and social opportunities for american 
women today. Reading for the course includes 
necessary historical background but focuses 
on contemporary issues. Students learn to 
examine the attitudes and beliefs that women 
hold and the decisions that women make 
in society in general and in the work place. 
Perspectives integrated: HiSt, litY, SPSY. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)
(iNco)

IS3480 Perspectives on 
 Wilderness  3 credits 
examines changing perceptions of North 
american wilderness as documented by lit-
erature, art, historical accounts and science. 
Works include fiction, poetry, memoirs of 
explorers and settlers, writings of naturalists/
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scientists that describe the relationships of 
their authors with the natural environment. 
also examined are the visions of the land-
scape and the flora and fauna as manifested 
in paintings and photographs. the purpose 
is to show the interrelationships amongst at 
least the three perspectives mentioned above 
and to examine the consequences of these 
relationships with respect to our contempo-
rary attitudes and institutions. Perspectives 
integrated: aRtS, HiSt, litY, Scie. Spring 
2011. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)
(dico)(iNco)

IS3500 Film and Society: Perspective 
 and Conflict  3 credits 
a psychological, sociological and anthropo-
logical examination of the processes by which 
people and societies construct and maintain 
their reality and a consideration of the results 
of inevitable reality conflict, as portrayed in 
classic and recent films. Perspectives inte-
grated: gloB, litY, PHil, SPSY, Scie. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)

IS3530 Exploring Contrasts: Classic 
 vs. Romantic  3 credits 
many works in art, literature and music reflect 
contrasting perspectives at the time the works 
were created. often the terms ‘classical’ and 
‘Romantic’ are used to suggest these oppos-
ing but complementary views. examines 
these characteristics as they may be seen, 
read or heard. it’s a “self discovery” course. 
class members are expected to demonstrate 
increased knowledge through discussion, 
journal entries, projects and other creative 
responses. Perspectives integrated: aRtS, 
litY. Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)(iNco)

IS3560 Philosophical Perspectives on    
 War and Peace  3 credits 
See PY 3560 for course description. 
Perspectives integrated: HiSt, PHil, SPSY, 
tecH. Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)(gaco)(iNco)

IS3610 Biology of Sex Roles  3 credits 
exposes students to a scientific perspective on 
the differences in sexes in animals, with par-
ticular focus on humans. Both physiology and 
behavior are discussed in the context of evolu-
tion. the intent is to heighten awareness of 
the evidence for evolutionary explanations of 
sex roles while simultaneously considering 
the limitation of science in understanding the 
social behavior of our species. Perspectives 
integrated: gloB, HiSt, Scie, SPSY. Spring 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior or senior 
status. (iNtg)(dico)(gaco)(iNco)

IS3750 Special Topics  1-4 credits 
Upper-level topics vary and may be repeated 
for credit with a different topic. Pass/No Pass 
or letter graded. occasionally.

IS4050 Personal Mythology  3 credits 
explores the world of myth and defines “per-
sonal myth,” using discussion and readings 
drawn from various perspectives; intention-
ally personal, it addresses the human condi-
tion and the language of myth used to speak 
about/to that condition. Students are expected 
to be active participants as that language 
evolves. Perspectives integrated: PHil, SPSY. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)

IS4060 Cosmology, Evolution, and    
 Philosophy  3 credits 
an inquiry into various philosophical perspec-
tives on evolution. to explore the deeper phil-
osophical implications of evolutionary science 
and the riddle of existence so as to provide 
fresh insights into the meaning of human-
ity and our place in the universe. investigates 
paradigms such as a universe of chance, ran-
domness and probabilities or ones of design 
and purpose. emphasis is placed upon the 
student’s ability to critically associate episte-
mological positions with perspectives on evo-
lution. Perspectives integrated: HiSt, PHil, 
Scie. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNtg)

IS4160 The Ice Age  3 credits 
designed to investigate the impact of the 
Pleistocene or ice age (approximately 1.8 
million to 10,000 years ago), upon the 
physical and cultural evolution of humans. 
Perspectives integrated: gloB, Scie. Spring 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)(iNco)

IS4360 Cultural Diversity and 
 American Society  3 credits 
to respond effectively to the challenges and 
opportunities associated with the increas-
ing racial, cultural and social class diversity 
within the United States, individuals need to 
develop an understanding of related concepts, 
principles, theories and practices. Students 
consider information, issues, theories and 
beliefs essential to understanding and relat-
ing to individuals in diverse cultures. topics 
include: reviewing diverse cultural beliefs 
and practices; the influence of culture on the 
development of beliefs, values and behaviors; 
the nature of prejudice; gender differences; 
historical development; the influence of 
social class on behavior; religious diversity; 
and language policies. Not open to students 
who earned credit for cd 2360. Perspectives 
integrated: gloB, SPSY. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior or senior status. (iNtg)
(dico)(iNco)

IS4370 Hispanic Culture in the 
 United States  3 credits 
designed to acquaint students with the wide-
spread influence of Spanish language, cul-
ture and literature in the social fabric of the 
United States. investigations of the chicano, 
Puerto Rican and cuban realities predomi-

nate. taught in english. Students who read 
Spanish have the opportunity to do so, but 
no knowledge of Spanish is required. counts 
toward Spanish major or minor. Perspectives 
integrated: aRtS, gloB, HiSt, litY, SPSY. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)
(dico)(iNco)

IS4444 Interdisciplinary Studies 
 Senior Seminar  3 credits 
gives senior-level interdisciplinary students 
the opportunity to reflect on what they have 
accomplished through their program of 
study. Students examine current theories and 
debates in interdisciplinary Studies, as well 
as consider the ways their coursework can be 
integrated with questions related to key cat-
egories of inquiry that shaped their programs, 
such as diversity, global awareness, and what 
it means to be an educated person. as part 
of this seminar, each student will undertake 
a thesis project that will bring her/his educa-
tion to a culmination, thus providing a cap-
stone experience. this thesis may take many 
forms (a long paper, a presentation, a mul-
timedia project, a film, a web site, etc.), will 
incorporate both quantitative and qualitative 
thinking and the use of technology-related 
tools, and will be accompanied by a written 
piece that functions as a process paper, sum-
marizing the project’s integrative construc-
tion and conclusions. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
interdisciplinary Studies majors only.

IS4450 Ecclesiastical History: Origins to 
 the Reformation  3 credits 
an inquiry into the history and thought of the 
christian church from its roots in Judaism, 
during the first century of the common era, 
to the events of the Reformation. emphasis 
is placed on the history, philosophy and 
theology of the founding of the church of 
christendom, the building and flourish-
ing of that church and the events leading 
to its political and intellectual fractionaliza-
tion. Perspectives integrated: HiSt, PHil. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(iNtg)

IS4500 Comparative Social 
 Services  4 credits 
Within this intensive learning process, stu-
dents gain knowledge about how different 
systems of healthcare delivery, education and 
social services exist for the people studied. 
examines issues of ethnocentrism, belief 
systems, social institutions, social values and 
norms, stereotypes, labeling theory, racism 
and discrimination. Students understand 
how society can best respond to the social 
problems which impact the culture(s) stud-
ied. Students may take and receive credit 
more than once provided that each course 
taken has a different culture studied. division 
of continuing education only. Perspectives 
integrated: gloB, SPSY. Unscheduled. 
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Prerequisite(s): (aN 2210 or So 2220) and 
junior status. (iNtg)

LA–Latin

the global Perspective (1986-2005 general 
education requirement) is satisfied either by 
completing one of the following sequences:
la 1030 and la 1040
la 1040 and la 2050
la 2050 and la 2060
or by completing a departmental proficiency 
test and one semester at the intermediate ii 
level (la 2060).

LA1030 Fundamentals of Latin I  4 credits 
an introduction to classical latin language 
and culture. exact knowledge of grammatical 
forms. translations both from and into latin. 
latin roots in english. Sketches of Roman 
history. Students with no more than two years 
of high school latin or no previous study of 
latin. Unscheduled. Corequisite(s): la 1900. 
(gaco)

LA1040 Fundamentals of Latin II  4 credits 
continuation of la 1030. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): la 1030 or equivalent. 
Corequisite(s): la 1905. (gaco)

LA1900 Fundamentals of Latin I – 
 Lab  0 credit
a self-directed lab. Students complete 
assignments in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221). Unscheduled. 
Corequisite(s): la 1030.

LA1905 Fundamentals of Latin II – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice and 
completion of course assignments. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): la 1040.

LA2050 Intermediate Latin I  3 credits 
continuation of first year latin; more 
advanced work in classical latin and lit-
erature. Readings in prose and poetry. 
translations. Sketches of Roman history and 
esthetics. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): three 
or more years of high school latin, or one 
year of university first-year latin.

LA2060 Intermediate Latin II  3 credits 
continuation of la 2050. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): la 2050 or equivalent.

LL–Language and Linguistics

LL1010 Special Topic: Fundamentals 
 of Language and Cultural 
 Studies I  3 credits 
an introductory language course with two 
regular class meetings per week with a visit-
ing professor who is a native speaker of the 
language. emphasis is on oral communica-

tion. an introduction to language and cultural 
studies of a selected country. Repeatable with 
a different language. (gaco)

LL1020 Special Topic: Fundamentals 
 of Language and Cultural 
 Studies II  1-3 credits 
an immersion Winterim or late spring/
early summer short-term language and 
cultural studies course in a country that 
speaks a language which is not offered by 
the Plymouth State University language 
programs. continuation of ll 1010 taken 
during the preceding spring term on cam-
pus. Fundamentals of the language, cultural 
events, short trips and excursions in the for-
eign country. includes a variable project for 
1-3 PSU credits contracted with a languages 
and linguistics department instructor. a 
study abroad program fee is charged. may be 
repeated with a different language. Winterim 
or Summers. Prerequisite(s): ll 1010.

LL1180 Guided Language 
 Practice I  1-3 credits 
an opportunity for intensive language prac-
tice via language laboratory, audio, video or 
dVd and/or conversation with instructor. 
credit is based on a contract designed by the 
instructor and the student. can be taken for 
grade or Pass/No Pass, in conjunction with or 
independently of a classroom course. Student 
chooses language (French, german, latin, 
Spanish or other language approved by the 
department chair). Repeatable for credit. 
Unscheduled.

LL2000 Introduction to Language 
 and Linguistics  3 credits 
examines the nature of language, language 
systems, language in context, language 
acquisition, and the historical development 
of english. topics include: the metalinguis-
tic knowledge of the english morphology, 
phonology, syntax, and semantics; how indi-
viduals learn and use their first language; 
how individuals acquire and use additional 
languages; language variation; ways in 
which language shapes and is shaped by 
society and individual identity; and language 
policy. examines the historical development 
of the english language, situating present-
day english within an historical framework. 
emphasizes quantitative research design, 
analysis, and interpretation. in addition to 
examining numerous research studies, stu-
dents undertake original data collection and 
analysis. Falls and Springs. (QUaN)(QRco)

LLDI2020 Queer Language, Culture, 
 and Identity  3 credits 
Participants examine the emergence of a 
queer language, culture, and identify in 
modern times, and explore the factors that 
have impacted its development in the United 
States. topics include the impact of race, 
class, and ethnicity on the rise of queer politi-

cal movements and queer communities in 
the United States. Spring 2011, Spring 2014. 
(SSdi) (dico)

LLDI2100 Introduction to Canadian 
 Studies  3 credits 
open to all undergraduate students. offers 
an opportunity to acquire a longer-range 
understanding of a nation which is becoming 
increasingly important to the United States. 
Why two countries instead of one? Free trade? 
a unified North american economic zone? 
Quebec separatism? official multicultural-
ism? these and other pertinent issues are 
studied and discussed. approaches the idea 
of canada from a variety of past and present 
perspectives, breaks down its stereotypes, 
and celebrates its tremendous successes. 
canada’s evolution as a world power, subtle 
but well-respected, can be appreciated with 
an eye toward its longtime recognition that 
culture, language, and human rights are as 
important as political power or military force. 
Springs. (PPdi)

LL2180 Guided Language 
 Practice II  1-3 credits 
an opportunity for intensive language prac-
tice via language laboratory, audio, video or 
dVd and/or conversation with instructor. 
credit is based on a contract designed by the 
instructor and the student. can be taken for 
grade or Pass/No Pass, in conjunction with or 
independently of a classroom course. Student 
chooses language (French, german, latin, 
Spanish or other language approved by the 
department chair). Repeatable for credit. 
Unscheduled.

LLDI2200Modern Latin American 
 Literature in Translation  3 credits 
offers the opportunity to read literature of 
modern latin america through translation 
into english. Students are encouraged to 
explore translations and subsequent film 
productions that bring an added dimen-
sion of understanding oneself and how lan-
guage’s interpretation and translation are 
greatly affected by internal and external ideas 
and experiences. Students read and discuss 
translations of short stories and novels that 
had been written originally in Spanish or 
Portuguese, and view selected films based 
on latin american literary works. Readings, 
films, and online discussions are in english. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for SP 3100. (SSdi)

LL2400 Foreign Language 
 Project  1-3 credits 
designed to allow students who study away 
from the Plymouth campus an opportu-
nity to work on a credit-bearing program in 
cooperation with a Plymouth faculty person. 
among possible projects: a diary in the target 
language of activities during travel abroad 
or while working with a foreign language-
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speaking group; a group of reports in the 
target language of intern work; a specific 
reading project connecting reading with sites 
visited, etc. Students arrange in advance the 
concept of the project and select the level and 
credits based on length and complexity of the 
project. Prior consent of the department. 
Unscheduled.

LLDI2500 The History of the 
 English Language  3 credits 
examines the historical development of the 
english language from its earliest origins 
through the present day. topics include: 
causes of language change, etymology, and 
the influences of other languages. explores 
how this history suggests possible directions 
of english in the 21st century. Falls. (PPdi)

LL2850 American Sign 
 Language I  3 credits 
See Se 2850 for course description. Falls.

LL2860 American Sign 
 Language II  3 credits 
See Se 2860 for course description. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ll 2850 or Se 2850.

LLDI2950 Language Acquisition  3 credits 
Participants examine the nature of first and 
additional language acquisition and develop-
ment. topics include first language acqui-
sition, additional language acquisition by 
children and adults, bi- and multilingualism. 
emphasizes the investigation of first and 
additional language acquisition through stu-
dent research studies. Springs. (Sidi)

LL3100 The History and Structure 
 of the English Language  3 credits
Participants examine the phonology, mor-
phology, and syntax of english, the history of 
english and World englishes. this is an intro-
duction to the formal aspects of the english 
language system. Briefly considers the rel-
evance of linguistic knowledge to teaching 
first and second languages, when and how to 
teach grammar and ways to integrate gram-
mar into a communicative curriculum. last 
offering Fall 2010.

LL3170 Seminar: Foreign Literatures 
 in Translation  3 credits 
Foreign literature in translated form. lecture, 
individualized study, reports in english. No 
language knowledge needed. Unscheduled.

LL3180 Guided Language 
 Practice III  1-3 credits 
an opportunity for intensive language prac-
tice via language laboratory, audio, video or 
dVd and/or conversation with instructor. 
credit is based on a contract designed by the 
instructor and the student. can be taken for 
grade or Pass/No Pass, in conjunction with or 
independently of a classroom course. Student 
chooses language (French, german, latin, 

Spanish or other language approved by the 
department chair). Repeatable for credit. 
Unscheduled.

LL3300 Foundations of Multilingual    
 Multicultural Studies  3 credits 
examines the theory and practice of multilin-
gual multicultural education, from a sociopo-
litical perspective. emphasizes understanding 
acculturation and academic achievement of, 
and programmatic alternatives and pedagogy 
for english language learners (ells) in a 
pluralistic society. explores the impact of the 
cultural backgrounds on language minority 
children and their families, and their adjust-
ment to a new society, on school achievement 
and language acquisition. Springs. (dico)

LL3400 Foreign Language 
 Project  1-3 credits 
designed to allow students who study away 
from the Plymouth campus an opportu-
nity to work on a credit-bearing program in 
cooperation with a Plymouth faculty person. 
among possible projects: a diary in the target 
language of activities during travel abroad 
or while working with a foreign language-
speaking group; a group of reports in the 
target language of intern work; a specific 
reading project connecting reading with sites 
visited, etc. Students arrange in advance the 
concept of the project and select the level and 
credits based on length and complexity of the 
project. Prior consent of the department. 
Unscheduled.

LL3500 Research in Applied 
 Linguistics  3 credits 
Provides an introduction to research design 
and methodology in applied linguistics. 
Participants examine the components of and 
numerous approaches to applied linguistics 
research; read and critically examine numer-
ous research studies in applied linguistics, 
and design and carry out a research study of 
their own. Spring of even years.

LL4100 TESOL Methods and 
 Practice  4 credits 
Participants learn the foundations of com-
municative language teaching to non-native 
speakers in multicultural and homogenous 
classrooms. topics include content-based 
instruction, teaching of the four skills, curric-
ulum development, materials adaptation, les-
son planning and execution, and assessment. 
Students gain both a theoretical grounding 
and hands-on experience with scaffolding 
content for language learners, and with devel-
oping learner strategies. Participants acquire 
and practice the skills needed to teach english 
to students of all ages and abilities. includes a 
30-hour supervised field experience. 

LL4210 Foreign Language 
 Methodology for K-12  3 credits 
Presentation of learning and teaching theo-
ries/practices in foreign language education. 
emphasis is on assisting the student in col-
lecting, creating and adapting instructional 
materials appropriate to elementary, middle 
and senior high school foreign language 
courses. observation and analysis of authen-
tic classes. Preparation and implementation 
of individual lesson plans. long-range plan-
ning, development of assessment tools, text 
book evaluation. choosing effective tools for 
teaching with technology. Prepares the stu-
dent for a successful student teaching experi-
ence. taught in english. Students need a final 
grade of c in this course as a prerequisite to 
ll 4950. last offering Spring 2012.

LL4300 Literacy in Language 
 Learning  3 credits 
examines current theories and practice of first 
and second language literacy development. 
topics include developing literate behaviors, 
reading and writing fluency strategies, vocab-
ulary development, and the writing process. 
emphasizes the development of participants’ 
proficiency in teaching reading and writing 
to students of different ages and ability levels 
through phonics, whole language, and inte-
grated approaches. Springs.

LL4400 Foreign Language 
 Project  1-3 credits 
designed to allow students who study away 
from the Plymouth campus an opportu-
nity to work on a credit-bearing program in 
cooperation with a Plymouth faculty person. 
among the possible projects: a diary in the 
target language of activities during travel 
abroad or while working with a foreign lan-
guage-speaking group; a group of reports in 
the target language of intern work; a specific 
reading project connecting reading with sites 
visited, etc. Students arrange in advance the 
concept of the project and select the level and 
credits based on length and complexity of the 
project. Prior consent of the department. 
Unscheduled.

LL4500 Teaching of Language 
 Seminar  1 credit
corequisite to accompany ll 4950 for those 
pursuing the teacher certification option in 
French or Spanish. Provides a weekly forum, 
face-to-face and/or online, to assist candidates 
in developing personal teaching skills by shar-
ing problems and successes with curriculum, 
classroom management and the dynamics of 
dealing with cooperating teachers, colleagues, 
parents and school administrators. last offer-
ing Spring 2012. Corequisite(s): ll 4950.

LL4820 Language Assessment  3 credits 
explores different approaches for creating, 
scoring, and evaluating both formal and 
informal standards-based language assess-
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ment measures for students of different ages 
and ability levels. topics include authentic 
communicative assessment measures, port-
folio assessment, and standardized testing 
for placement, to inform instruction, and 
measure achievement; test biases; testing 
different skills; and knowledge of state and 
federally mandated assessment measures 
and their implications for english language 
learners. Foregrounds authentic and useful 
classroom language assessment measures. 
Springs.

LL4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Students, working with a faculty advisor, 
select a topic in a specialized area of inter-
est for study and in-depth research. consent 
required of the instructor who will supervise 
the independent study and the department 
chair.

LL4950 Student Teaching of 
 Languages K-12  11 credits 
a capstone experience for French or Spanish 
teacher certification option majors, lead-
ing to teacher certification. it is a continu-
ous full-time (five days per week) experience 
of 11 credits during which, after a period 
of structured observation, students gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities in French or Spanish at 
either the elementary, middle or secondary 
school level. Student teaching is conducted 
under the supervision of a cooperating 
teacher and member of the University fac-
ulty. a required seminar (ll 4500) comple-
ments the experience. last offering Spring 
2012. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c 
in ll 4210; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa; 
completion of all other program require-
ments for certification; permission of the 
coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences. Corequisite(s): ll 4500.

MA–Mathematics

MA1200 Topics in Algebra and 
 Geometry  4 credits 
designed to help students improve their 
skills in algebra and geometry. topics include: 
first and second degree equations, polyno-
mials and factoring, ratios and proportions 
through similar geometric figures, areas and 
volumes of plane and solid figures, coordi-
nate geometry and exponents and radicals. 
Required for students who have not satisfied 
the Preliminary mathematics Requirement. 
does not satisfy mathematics Foundation 
or any general education requirement. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): provisionally admitted 
students or permission of the department 
chair.

MA1500 Mathematics and the 
 Humanities  3 credits 
For liberal arts majors and others interested 
in the relationships of mathematics to fields 

such as art, music and Philosophy. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): regular admission to 
Plymouth. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA1800 College Algebra  3 credits 
after a quick review of algebraic expressions, 
exponents and coordinate graphs, general 
polynomial functions, exponential and loga-
rithmic functions and linear and non-linear 
systems are examined algebraically and ana-
lytically. conic sections, right triangle trigo-
nometry and selected topics complete the 
course. intended for students who need a 
stronger algebra background than ma 1200 
provides, have some previous algebra expe-
rience, but are unable to demonstrate level 
two mastery on the Placement exam. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): regular admis-
sion to Plymouth.

MA1900 Statistical Literacy in Today’s    
 Society  3 credits 
learn to interpret and evaluate reports in the 
media on studies of substance dependency, 
medical issues and other socio-cultural con-
cerns. the goal is to learn to understand the 
statistics encountered in the news or in every-
day life rather than to learn specific statistical 
techniques. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
regular admission to Plymouth. (QUaN)
(QRco)

MA2000 Introduction to Formal    
 Mathematics  3 credits 
Focuses on understanding and appropri-
ate use of formal mathematical language. 
intended for mathematics majors and stu-
dents interested in the study of mathemat-
ics. Falls. Prerequisite(s): regular admission to 
Plymouth.

MA2010 Problem Solving in Algebra 
 Using Technology  3 credits 
the development of problem solving strate-
gies using mathematics content normally 
covered in high school algebra ii. Problems 
require integration of algebra concepts and 
selected topics from geometry, trigonometry 
and basic data analysis. the instructional for-
mat emphasizes cooperative learning, oral 
and written communication and extensive 
use of the graphing calculator and selected 
computer software as useful problem solving 
tools. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): regu-
lar admission to Plymouth.

MA2110 Mathematics in Our 
 World I  4 credits 
a mathematics course for those pursu-
ing majors in childhood Studies or early 
childhood Studies. the instruction for-
mat emphasizes activity-based learning, 
problem-solving, cooperative learning and 
communication. Students study mathemat-
ics foundational to teaching mathematics 
at the K-8 level including topics from num-
ber, geometry and measurement, prob-

ability and statistics, and algebra. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): regular admission to 
Plymouth.

MA2140 Precalculus  4 credits 
With the concept of function as a central 
theme, considers selected topics from algebra, 
trigonometry and analytic geometry, including 
complex numbers and demoivre’s theorem. 
graphing calculators are required and used 
throughout the course. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 1800 or score level 2 or 
level 3 on the mathematics Placement exam. 
(QUaN)(QRco)(teco)

MA2200 Finite Mathematics  3 credits 
Using algebra to solve analytical problems. 
includes work with matrices, linear pro-
gramming, counting techniques, probability, 
expected value and Bayes’ theorem. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): regular admission to 
Plymouth. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA2300 Statistics I  3 credits 
an introduction to statistics with applica-
tions in several disciplines such as Business, 
Psychology, education, Social Sciences or 
Natural Sciences. included are both descrip-
tive and inferential statistics. among the top-
ics are numerical and graphical summaries 
for one and two variables, linear regression 
and correlation, confidence intervals and tests 
concerning means. a standard statistical soft-
ware package is used throughout the course. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): regular 
admission to Plymouth. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA2350 Statistics for Criminal 
 Justice  3 credits 
an introduction to statistical analysis 
designed to equip students of criminal jus-
tice with the skills necessary to analyze and 
interpret data from both original and existing 
data sets. Principal learning goals: to select 
the most appropriate statistical techniques 
for specific research problems, to understand 
fundamentals of codebook construction and 
manipulation, to calculate the appropriate 
statistics using SPSS and to properly interpret 
the results. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for ma 2300. may be taken as 
cJ 2350. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
regular admission to Plymouth. (QUaN)
(QRco)

MA2490 Applied Calculus I  4 credits 
the first semester of a calculus sequence 
dealing with applications of the differential 
and integral calculus to disciplines, such 
as, Business, Social Science and Biology. 
Functions and their graphs, limits, continuity, 
the derivative and its uses in optimization and 
mathematical modeling, the Fundamental 
theorem. graphing calculators are used 
throughout the course. Students may not 
receive credit for both ma2490 and ma2550. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 1800 or 
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score level 2 or level 3 on the mathematics 
Placement exam. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA2500 Applied Calculus II  4 credits 
the second semester of a calculus sequence 
dealing with applications of the differential 
and integral calculus to disciplines, such as, 
Business, Social Science and Biology. calculus 
of transcendental functions, applications 
of integration, some differential equations, 
multidimensional calculus with applica-
tions, sequences and series, differentiation 
and integration of trigonometric functions. 
graphing calculators are used throughout 
the course. Students may not receive credit 
for both ma2500 and ma2560. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2490. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA2550 Calculus I  4 credits 
a first calculus course concentrating on lim-
its, continuity, the derivative and integration. 
applications are made to classical problems 
in physics and other sciences. Uses a software 
package capable of doing symbolic mathemat-
ics. Students may not receive credit for both 
ma2490 and ma2550. Students may not 
receive credit for both ma 2510 and ma 2550. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2140 or 
level 3 on the mathematics Placement exam. 
(QUaN)(QRco)

MA2560 Calculus II  4 credits 
a continuation of the calculus, including fur-
ther study of integration techniques, improper 
integrals, infinite series, polar coordinates and 
conic sections. Uses a software package capa-
ble of doing symbolic mathematics. Students 
may not receive credit for both ma 2520 and 
ma 2560. Students may not receive credit for 
both ma2500 and ma2560. Students chang-
ing from the ma 2510-2520-3500 sequence to 
the ma 2550-2560 sequence should consult 
with the mathematics department. Students 
with previous credit for ma 2490-2500 maY 
receive credit for ma 2560. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2550. (QUaN)(QRco)

MA2600 Math Activities Center 
 Practicum  1 credit
Students examine recent research relating to 
the teaching of mathematics which they apply 
while tutoring students in the math activities 
center. Weekly meetings are held. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2490 or ma 
2550.

MA2910 Tutorial in Mathematics 
  1-4 credits 
an individual tutorial usually given in spe-
cial circumstances for students who are 
missing selected topics of required courses. 
Registration is only by individual enrollment, 
in consultation with and permission of the 
chair. intended only for those situations 
where a student needs topics, or portions of a 
course which serve as prerequisite to another 
course; e.g., transfer students, students 

affected by catalog changes, etc. exceptions 
may be granted by vote of the department. 
Repeatable for credit. Prerequisite(s): permis-
sion of the instructor.

MA3010 Mathematics in Our 
 World II  4 credits 
an integrated approach to the study of 
mathematics for those pursuing majors 
in childhood Studies or early childhood 
Studies. through activity-based learning, 
problem-solving, cooperative learning, the 
use of technology and communication, stu-
dents study mathematics foundational to 
teaching mathematics at the K-8 level includ-
ing topics from the real number system with 
an emphasis on the rational numbers, two-
dimensional geometry and measurement 
and selected topics in algebra, probability 
and statistics. Students are asked to reason 
inductively, deductively and by using analo-
gies. Students solve problems which require 
creative thought and not just regurgitation 
or application of ideas. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2110. (QUaN)(QRco)
 
MA3030 Mathematics Laboratory 
 Activities I  1 credit
the first of two courses modeling many of 
the concepts of school mathematics using 
activities involving Base 10 Blocks, Fraction 
Bars, cuisenaire Rods, algeblocks, decimal 
Squares, attribute Blocks and paper folding. 
other activities explore relationships among 
problem solving and generalizing patterns, 
or various number sets and algebra. ma 
3030 does not qualify for mathematics elec-
tive above 3000. Falls. last offering Fall 2011. 
Prerequisite(s): mathematics Foundations.

MA3040 Mathematics Laboratory 
 Activities II  1 credit
the second of two courses modeling many 
of the concepts of school mathematics 
using activities involving miras, algeblocks, 
geoboards, tangrams, calculator-Based 
Rangers and graphing calculators. other 
activities explore functions, e.g., recursion 
or rate of change, a variety of two and three 
dimensional geometric concepts, including 
area and volume measurement, plus some 
probability and statistics. ma 3040 does 
not qualify for mathematics elective above 
3000. Springs. last offering Spring 2012. 
Prerequisite(s): mathematics Foundations.

MA3050 Introduction to Mathematics    
 Education  3 credits 
Study of mathematics education in the 
United States, its cultural setting, and its 
nature, role and function in society, includ-
ing political, historical, philosophical, socio-
logical, economic, ethical, multicultural, and 
other foundation aspects. includes 20 hours 
of school-based observation and participa-
tion, plus an overview of preservice prepara-
tion at the University and certification in New 

Hampshire. Not open to students who have 
earned credit for ma 3080. Falls beginning 
2011.

MA3070 Knowing and Teaching    
 Mathematics  3 credits 
continues discovering the mathematical 
concept and pedagogical skills needed to 
become a successful teacher of mathematics 
in grades K-6. actively involved in exploring 
how children learn mathematics and how to 
guide them in their learning of mathemat-
ics. discusses content, methods, curriculum, 
assessment, national and state standards 
and grade level expectations and appropriate 
technology use in the classroom. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 3010, comple-
tion of cluster i and full acceptance to the 
BS childhood Studies/teacher certification 
option. Corequisite(s): ed 3070, Rl 3070 and 
Se 3070.

MA3080 Introduction to Mathematics    
 Education  2 credits 
Study of mathematics education in the 
United States, its cultural setting and its 
nature, role and function in society, includ-
ing political, historical, philosophical, socio-
logical, economic, ethical, multicultural and 
other foundation aspects. includes 20 hours 
of school-based observation and participa-
tion, plus an overview of preservice prepara-
tion at the University and certification in New 
Hampshire. last offering Spring 2011.

MA3110 Logic, Proofs, and Axiomatic    
 Systems  3 credits 
mathematical logic is introduced and used 
in developing techniques of writing proofs 
in mathematical settings, including topics 
in abstract algebra. although the variety of 
settings may vary each semester, stresses 
proof development and includes math-
ematical induction and relations. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2490 or ma 2550. (WRit)
(WRco)

MA3120 Linear Algebra  3 credits 
introduction to linear algebra including vec-
tor spaces, linear transformations, matrices 
and determinants. applications to a variety of 
areas. Springs. Prerequisite(s): two semesters 
of calculus.

MA3130 Directed Research in    
 Mathematics  1-3 credits 
Under the supervision of the mathematics 
department faculty, students assist with 
on-going faculty research projects. duties 
typically include, but are not limited to, data 
collection and analysis, library research, 
and other prepublication tasks. may be 
repeated for a maximum of six credits. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the supervising faculty and the department 
chair.
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MA3200 Discrete Mathematics  3 credits 
an introduction to discrete mathematics 
including topics in Boolean algebra, 
mathematical induction, Recursion Relations, 
algorithms and graph theory. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2000 or one 
semester of calculus.

MA3230 Geometries  4 credits 
includes an overview of the foundations and 
methods of euclidean and non-euclidean 
geometries and their role in Western thought 
and education. emphasis is given to concepts, 
theorems, methods of problem attack, prob-
lem solutions and elements of proof. explores 
various approaches to geometry from differ-
ent perspectives. these perspectives include 
blending coordinate and transformational 
ideas with conventional synthetic ideas. 
ideas involving geometric experimentation 
are enhanced using technology-based (soft-
ware and computer graphics) investigations. 
Students have to do a written project and an 
oral presentation. Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 
2000 and one semester of calculus. (WRit)
(teco)(WRco)

MA3280 Regression Analysis  3 credits 
model building using multiple linear regres-
sion. includes applications to categorical data 
and the analysis of variance. Statistical soft-
ware is used extensively. Spring of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2300 or ma 3500 or (cJ/
ma 2350). (WRit)

MA3400 Time and Money  3 credits 
the relationships between time and money 
affect each person. emphasizes problem solv-
ing using “real life” situations drawn from 
the fields of banking, commerce, finance 
and insurance, while considering the impact 
of public policy, such as governmental regu-
lation, taxation and retirement planning. 
Selected topics include compound interest, 
simple and general annuities, bonds and 
designing a defined contribution retirement 
plan. Uses calculators and spreadsheets. 
Required projects include a major paper. 
Perspectives integrated: QUaN and tecH. 
last offering Spring 2012. Prerequisite(s): 
mathematics Foundations plus completion 
of the QUaN and tecH Perspectives; junior 
status. (iNtg)

MA3410 Numerical Methods Using the    
 Computer  3 credits 
Surveys modern computing methods and 
introduces students to the potentialities of 
the computer for solving problems in science, 
technology and business. topics include 
numerical differentiation and integration, sys-
tems of linear equations, linear programming 
and smoothing of data. course is especially 
designed for students in Business, computer 
Science and Physical Science. last offering 
Fall 2011. Prerequisite(s): two semesters of 
calculus (second semester may be concur-

rent) plus knowledge of a programming lan-
guage, e.g., BaSic or Pascal or FoRtRaN. 
(WRit)

MA3460 History of Mathematics  3 credits 
a historical background in the areas of math-
ematics needed to understand its logical and 
sequential nature, its contributions to the 
growth of both eastern and Western cultures 
and the development of a global discipline. 
Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): (ma 2500 
or ma 2560) and ma 3230. (WRit)(gaco)
(WRco)

MA3500 Probability and Statistics for    
 Scientists  3 credits 
a first course in applied probability and sta-
tistics for scientists. emphasizes developing 
probability concepts and statistical problem 
solving skills useful in an array of scientific 
disciplines, as well as providing a foundation 
for more advanced study. a standard statisti-
cal/mathematical software package is used. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2490 
or ma 2550.

MA3510 Differential Equations  3 credits 
Basic concepts, techniques of solution and 
applications of ordinary first and second order 
differential equations and series solutions. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 2500 (with consent 
of instructor) or ma 2560.

MA3540 Calculus III  4 credits 
this is the third course in the calculus 
sequence. topics include three-dimensional 
vectors, directional derivatives and the gradi-
ent, and multiple integrals. Students may not 
receive credit for both ma 3520 and ma 3540. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 2500 (with con-
sent of instructor) or ma 2560.

MA4020 The Cultural and Psychological    
 Aspects of Mathematics 
 Learning  3 credits 
Focuses on the cultural and psychological 
aspects of learning mathematics including 
implications of Piaget’s research, construc-
tivist learning theories, attitudes, teaching 
exceptional children, brain research and brain 
hemispheric specialization, mathematics 
education in foreign countries, mathematics 
anxiety, tracking, contrasting developmental-
ists verses behaviorist theories of learning, 
mathematics assessment, evaluation and 
selection of curriculum materials. timSS 
results and their implications and how cul-
ture influences education. Students spend 
a minimum of 12 hours in schools observ-
ing and working with students and teachers. 
math majors must receive a grade of c- or bet-
ter in all ma courses required in their degree 
program. Perspectives integrated: gloB, 
QUaN, SPSY. Springs. Prerequisite(s): ma 
3050 and teacher certification majors only. 
(iNtg)(dico)(iNco)

MA4030 Mathematics in the Secondary
  and Middle School  4 credits 
develops mathematics teaching methods and 
strategies; methods of reading, writing and 
study skills in mathematics; daily, unit and 
yearly planning strategies; and assessment 
of student learning. includes simulated class-
room teaching and eight full days of school 
observation and participation. designed to be 
followed by Student teaching in mathematics 
(ed 4430 or ma 4960 or ma4970) to pro-
vide students with a full semester’s inte-
grated experience. Falls. last offering Fall 
2012. Prerequisite(s): (ma 2300 or cJ/ma 
2350), a semester of calculus, one Psychology 
course (may be concurrent), and teacher 
certification majors only.

MA4040 Mathematics in the Secondary    
 and Middle School  3 credits 
develops mathematics teaching methods 
and strategies; methods of reading, writing, 
and study skills in mathematics; daily, unit, 
and yearly planning strategies; and assess-
ment of student learning. includes simu-
lated classroom teaching and 18 hours of 
school observation and participation. math 
majors must receive a grade of c- or better in 
all ma courses required in their degree pro-
gram. Not open to students who have earned 
credit for ma 4030. Falls beginning 2012. 
Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c- in ma 
4020 and teacher certification majors only.

MA4140 Abstract Algebra  3 credits 
designed to study the properties of groups, 
rings, ideals and fields, and develop selected 
topics. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): ma 
3110 and ma 3120. (WRit)(WRco)

MA4220 Topics in Mathematics  3 credits 
a topic, such as topology, Number theory, 
complex Variables, etc., is studied for an 
entire semester. course may be repeated for 
credit, provided a different topic is studied. 
Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): variable, 
depending on topic selected; consult course 
instructor.

MA4310 Quantitative Methods 
 with Business Applications 
  3 credits 
Selected methods using mathematics drawn 
from algebra, graphing, matrix algebra, 
probability and statistics applied to business 
situations, such as various types of decision-
making strategies, monetary payoffs, pur-
chasing, transportation, inventory control 
and queuing models. last offering Fall 2012. 
Prerequisite(s): (ma 2300 or ma 3500 or cJ/
ma 2350) and two semesters of calculus.

MA4350 Probability Theory  3 credits 
topics in probability theory such as probabil-
ity spaces, random variables, multivariate dis-
tributions and the algebra of expectations as a 
mathematical foundation for statistical infer-
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ence. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
(ma 2300 or ma 3500 or cJ/ma 2350) and 
ma 3540.

MA4430 Numerical Analysis  3 credits 
covers standard methods of numerical 
analysis, using computers for extensive cal-
culations. Programming languages and/or 
software packages are chosen by the instruc-
tor and used throughout the course. topics 
include approximation and interpolation by 
polynomials, root-finding methods in one and 
several variables, direct and iterative methods 
for systems of linear equations, numerical 
quadrature and differentiation, approxima-
tion techniques for ordinary differential equa-
tions. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): ma 
3120. (teco)

MA4510 Introduction to Analysis  3 credits 
a rigorous treatment of classical topics in 
calculus including: completeness axion, 
Heine-Borel theorem, differentiability and/
or integrability of functions. Fall of even years. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 3110 and ma 3120.

MA4520 Advanced Calculus II  3 credits 
a continuation of ma 4510 with more 
emphasis on the multidimensional concepts. 
last offering Spring 2012. Prerequisite(s): ma 
4510.

MA4560 Advanced Mathematics 
 Problem Solving  3 credits 
addresses the necessary techniques pertain-
ing to the first two parts of the associateship 
examination of the Society of actuaries. 
encounters appropriate topics from analysis, 
linear algebra, probability and statistics. last 
offering Fall 2012. Prerequisite(s): ma 4350 
and ma 4510 (may be concurrent).

MA4600 Internship in the Mathematical    
 Sciences  1-6 credits 
Student interns are sponsored by an organi-
zation whose activities require knowledge of 
mathematics (or mathematics education). 
Student interns should be placed in positions 
that require them to familiarize themselves 
with the uses made of mathematics by the 
organization. the mathematics that interns 
apply to the performance of their duties 
should be based on materials covered in the 
students’ coursework, represent an extension 
of such material or require the students to 
learn new mathematics if necessary to their 
duties. the intern must arrange for a faculty 
sponsor. an internship Review committee, 
chaired by the faculty sponsor with two addi-
tional members elected by departmental 
vote, shall, with the students’ input: review 
the details of the prospective internship and 
decide on its feasibility, decide the number of 
credits to be awarded and prescribe an appro-
priate form and forum for a final report of 
internship activities. all arrangements must 
be approved by the department chair. graded 

Pass/No Pass. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the department chair.

MA4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
an individual study project determined to 
be of value to students and the mathematics 
department. Students present a talk concern-
ing some portion of their study to a depart-
mental colloquium during the semester. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

MA4960 Mathematics Student 
 Teaching (7-12)  10 credits 
the culminating field-based experience lead-
ing to teacher certification. it is a continu-
ous, full-time (five days per week) experience 
of 10 credits during which, after a period 
of structured observation, students gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation, thereby demonstrating the appro-
priate professional skills and attitudes essen-
tial for successful teaching. Student teaching 
is conducted under the supervisory guidance 
of a cooperating teacher and members of the 
University faculty. Required seminars com-
plement the experience. Falls. last offering 
Fall 2012. Prerequisite(s): math majors only; 
minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa; completion 
of all other program requirements for certifi-
cation by the beginning of the student teach-
ing semester; permission of the coordinator 
of teacher certification and clinical 
experiences. Corequisite(s): ma 4030.

MA4965 Mathematics Student Teaching    
 (5-8)  12 credits 
the culminating field-based experience lead-
ing to teacher certification. it is a continu-
ous, full-time (five days per week) experience 
of 12 credits during which, after a period 
of structured observation, students gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation, thereby demonstrating the appro-
priate professional skills and attitudes essen-
tial for successful teaching. Student teaching 
is conducted under the supervisory guid-
ance of a cooperating teacher and members 
of the University faculty. Required seminars 
complement the experience. math majors 
must receive a grade of c- or better in all ma 
courses required in their degree program. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for ma 4970. Falls and Springs beginning 
2013. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c- 
in ma 4040; math majors only; minimum 
2.50 cumulative gPa; completion of all other 
program requirements for certification by the 
beginning of the student teaching semester; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences. 
Corequisite(s): ma 4985.

MA4970 Mathematics Student 
 Teaching (5-8)  10 credits 
the culminating field-based experience lead-
ing to teacher certification. it is a continu-
ous, full-time (five days per week) experience 
of 10 credits during which, after a period 
of structured observation, students gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation, thereby demonstrating the appro-
priate professional skills and attitudes essen-
tial for successful teaching. Student teaching 
is conducted under the supervisory guidance 
of a cooperating teacher and members of the 
University faculty. Required seminars com-
plement the experience. Falls. last offering 
Fall 2012. Prerequisite(s): math majors only; 
minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa; completion 
of all other program requirements for certifi-
cation by the beginning of the student teach-
ing semester; permission of the coordinator 
of teacher certification and clinical 
experiences. Corequisite(s): ma 4030.

MA4975 Mathematics Student 
 Teaching (7-12)  12 credits 
the culminating field-based experience lead-
ing to teacher certification. it is a continu-
ous, full-time (five days per week) experience 
of 12 credits during which, after a period 
of structured observation, students gradu-
ally assume responsibility for a full range of 
teaching activities encountered in a school 
situation, thereby demonstrating the appro-
priate professional skills and attitudes essen-
tial for successful teaching. Student teaching 
is conducted under the supervisory guid-
ance of a cooperating teacher and members 
of the University faculty. Required seminars 
complement the experience. math majors 
must receive a grade of c- or better in all ma 
courses required in their degree program. 
Not open to students who have earned credit 
for ma 4960. Falls and Springs beginning 
2013. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c- 
in ma 4040; math majors only; minimum 
2.50 cumulative gPa; completion of all other 
program requirements for certification by the 
beginning of the student teaching semester; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences. 
Corequisite(s): ma 4985.

MA4985 Mathematics Student 
 Teaching Seminar  1 credit
taken concurrently with mathematics 
Student teaching and intended to act as a cap-
stone experience in the mathematics 5-8 and 
7-12 teacher certification programs. Students 
participate in both on-campus seminars and 
Web-based discussions. the seminar focuses 
on theory in practice. establishes a profes-
sional learning community for reflection, 
dialogue, and inquiry. assists pre-service 
teachers in their transition into the profes-
sion. math majors must receive a grade of c- 
or better in all ma courses required in their 
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degree program. Falls and Springs beginning 
2013. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c- in 
ma 4040. Corequisite(s): ma 4965 or ma 
4975.

ME–Music Education

ME1010 Introduction to Music 
 Education  3 credits 
Required for first semester, first year students 
majoring in music education. Provides an 
examination of the responsibilities and requi-
site skills of the professional music educator. 
topics include pre-service teacher prepara-
tion at PSU, societal issues affecting public 
education in general and music education 
in particular, an historical review of music in 
american public education, school finance, 
school law, organization of instruction, and 
the study of educational philosophies and 
learning styles. Students initiate the develop-
ment of a professional electronic portfolio. 
Requires a 10 hour observation/participation 
in the public schools. Falls.

ME1160 Guitar Class I  1 credit
development of basic performance skills on 
guitar, including functional accompanying 
in folk and popular styles. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): students must provide their 
own instruments. (aRtS)

ME1200 Voice Class I  1 credit
Fundamentals of voice production: posture, 
breath control, tone, diction, interpretation; 
emphasis on group and solo performance. 
Falls. (aRtS)

ME2000 Guitar Class II  1 credit
continuation of development of guitar class 
i skills; introduction to ensemble playing. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): students 
must provide their own instruments. (aRtS)

ME2030 Music and Movement Skills 
 for Classroom Teachers  3 credits 
Basic music and movement skills for integra-
tion into the elementary and middle school 
(K-8) classroom: introductory autoharp, 
piano, recorder and guitar skills plus selected 
multicultural song repertoire--seasonal, 
patriotic and american folk songs. a variety 
of eurhythmic activities including creative 
movement, fingerplay, folk dances and mul-
ticultural games also incorporated.

ME2060 Keyboard Proficiency: 
 Music Education  0 credit
Keyboard proficiency is demonstrated by 
passing the Keyboard Proficiency exami-
nation, which is required of all students 
enrolled in the music education degree pro-
gram. the specific skills which must be suc-
cessfully demonstrated are detailed in the 
“music Student Handbook.” the Keyboard 
Proficiency examination must be taken no 
later than the third semester of study. it must 

be passed successfully before a student teach-
ing assignment may be arranged. Pass/No 
Pass. last offering Spring 2011.

ME2110 Techniques of the Marching 
 Band  .5 credit
Styles and techniques of marching band per-
formance, including pedagogical methods. 
Fall of even years.

ME2150 String Class  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching tech-
niques for violin, viola, cello and double bass. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS music 
education majors.

ME2210 Voice Class II/Pedagogy  1 credit
continuation of development of skills of 
Voice class i with emphasis on voice peda-
gogy. emphasis on solo and group perfor-
mance and evaluation. last offering Spring 
2011. Prerequisite(s): me 1200. (aRtS)

ME2340 Music Teaching 
 Apprenticeship  1 credit
Supervised field experience prior to formal 
student teaching in which the student is 
involved in the music classroom and rehearsal 
for a minimum of two hours per week for a 
period of ten weeks. Repeatable for credit. 
With permission. Prerequisite(s): open only to 
music education majors.

ME3110 Elementary School Music 
 Methods  3 credits 
Basic procedures, methods and materials for 
teaching music in grades K-6. includes dem-
onstration, observation and simulation of 
teaching at this level. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
open only to BS music education majors.
 
ME3130 Woodwinds I  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching 
techniques for flute and clarinet. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): open only to BS music 
education majors.

ME3140 Woodwinds II  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching tech-
niques for saxophone, oboe, and bassoon. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS 
music education majors.

ME3160 Percussion Class  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching tech-
niques for selected percussion instruments. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS 
music education majors.

ME3210 Upper Brass Techniques  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching 
techniques for trumpet and French horn. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS music 
education majors.

ME3220 Lower Brass Techniques  1 credit
Basic performance skills and teaching tech-
niques for trombone, baritone horn and 
tuba. Springs. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS 
music education majors.

ME3250 Choral Conducting  2 credits 
Preparation and interpretation of choral 
scores for rehearsals and performances. Fall 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): mU 2260; open 
only to Ba music and BS music education 
majors and music minors.

ME3260 Instrumental 
 Conducting  2 credits 
Preparation and interpretation of instru-
mental scores for rehearsals and perfor-
mances. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): mU 
2260; open only to Ba music and BS music 
education majors and music minors.

ME3340 Choral Literature and 
 Techniques  2 credits 
organization and development of choral 
ensembles: recruitment, auditions, voice clas-
sifications, etc. Survey of choral repertoire 
appropriate for wide variety of choral groups. 
Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): open only to 
Ba music and BS music education majors 
and music minors.

ME3350 Instrumental Literature 
 and Techniques  2 credits 
organization and development of instru-
mental ensembles: recruitment, scheduling, 
instructional materials, etc. Survey of solo 
and ensemble literature and individual meth-
ods. Springs. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS 
music education majors.

ME3500 Technology for Music 
 Educators  3 credits 
examines the history and evolution of 
music technology in music education and 
how it impacts music curriculum develop-
ment, music education, culture and society. 
explores music education, music administra-
tion, music notation and music sequencing 
software, midi (musical instrument digital 
interface) techniques, synthesis, programs 
and equipment that support midi and music 
notation for the music educator. Students 
acquire proficiency in midi technology and 
demonstrate that proficiency by designing 
a curriculum that integrates music tech-
nology into the music classroom. Students 
also turn in a music notation project. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): BS music education majors 
only. (tecH)(teco)

ME4200 Secondary School Music 
 Methods  3 credits 
Basic procedures, methods and materials 
for teaching music in grades 7-12. Special 
emphasis on upper middle school general 
music. includes demonstrations, observa-
tion and simulation of teaching at this level. 
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Falls. Prerequisite(s): open only to BS music 
education majors.

ME4500 Senior Recital: Music 
 Education  0 credit
music education majors are required to enroll 
in me 4500 and to present a full recital pro-
gram. this requirement may also be satisfied 
by sharing a recital with another student. a 
pre-recital jury before the faculty is required 
at least four weeks prior to the scheduled 
recital date. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs. 
Corequisite(s): 4000 level Performance 
Studies.

ME4850 Kindergarten Through 
 Grade 12 Student 
 Teaching  12 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for 
music education majors, leading to teacher 
certification. it is a continuous, full-time 
experience during which students gradually 
assume responsibilities for a full range of 
music teaching activities. Student teaching 
is conducted under the guidance of cooperat-
ing teachers and clinical faculty (University 
appointed observers). Required seminars 
complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.5 cumu-
lative gPa; minimum grade of c in me 3110 
and me 4200; minimum 2.7 composite gPa 
[calculated from me 1010, me 1200, me 
2150, me 3110, me 3130, me 3140, me 3160, 
me 3210, me 3220, (me 3250 or me 3260), 
(me 3340 or me 3350), me 3500, me 4200, 
mU 1150, mU 1160, mU 1210, mU 1220, mU 
2210, mU 2220, mU 2230, mU 2240, mU 
2260, mU 3250, mU 3310, mU 3320; music 
education Voice majors only, exclude me 
1200 and add mU 4280; music education 
Piano majors only, exclude mU 1150, mU 
1160 and add mU 3070 and mU 3080]; com-
pletion of all other program requirements for 
certification in music education; permission 
of the coordinator of teacher certification 
and clinical experiences.

ME4860 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Elementary Component  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for 
music education majors, leading to teacher 
certification. it is a continuous, full-time 
experience during which students gradually 
assume responsibilities for a full range of 
music teaching activities. Student teaching 
is conducted under the guidance of cooperat-
ing teachers and clinical faculty (University 
appointed observers). Required seminars 
complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.5 cumu-
lative gPa; minimum grade of c in me 3110 
and me 4200; minimum 2.7 composite gPa 
[calculated from me 1010, me 1200, me 
2150, me 3110, me 3130, me 3140, me 3160, 
me 3210, me 3220, (me 3250 or me 3260), 
(me 3340 or me 3350), me 3500, me 4200, 
mU 1150, mU 1160, mU 1210, mU 1220, mU 

2210, mU 2220, mU 2230, mU 2240, mU 
2260, mU 3250, mU 3310, mU 3320; music 
education Voice majors only, exclude me 
1200 and add mU 4280; music education 
Piano majors only, exclude mU 1150, mU 
1160 and add mU 3070 and mU 3080]; com-
pletion of all other program requirements for 
certification in music education; permission 
of the coordinator of teacher certification 
and clinical experiences.

ME4870 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Secondary Component  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for 
music education majors, leading to teacher 
certification. it is a continuous, full-time 
experience during which students gradually 
assume responsibilities for a full range of 
music teaching activities. Student teaching 
is conducted under the guidance of cooperat-
ing teachers and clinical faculty (University 
appointed observers). Required seminars 
complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.5 cumu-
lative gPa; minimum grade of c in me 3110 
and me 4200; minimum 2.7 composite gPa 
[calculated from me 1010, me 1200, me 
2150, me 3110, me 3130, me 3140, me 3160, 
me 3210, me 3220, (me 3250 or me 3260), 
(me 3340 or me 3350), me 3500, me 4200, 
mU 1150, mU 1160, mU 1210, mU 1220, mU 
2210, mU 2220, mU 2230, mU 2240, mU 
2260, mU 3250, mU 3310, mU 3320; music 
education Voice majors only, exclude me 
1200 and add mU 4280; music education 
Piano majors only, exclude mU 1150, mU 
1160 and add mU 3070 and mU 3080]; com-
pletion of all other program requirements for 
certification in music education; permission 
of the coordinator of teacher certification 
and clinical experiences.

ME4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
advanced work in specialized area of inter-
est, selected and pursued in consultation 
with a faculty advisor. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

MT–Meteorology

MTDI1100  Weather  3 credits 
Basic atmospheric physical processes are 
investigated in order to gain a deeper scien-
tific understanding of weather phenomena 
and to explore atmospheric environmental 
issues such as: the antarctic ozone hole, 
global climate change and air pollution. 
topics include: structure and composition of 
the atmosphere, radiation and energy trans-
fer, temperature, moisture, clouds and pre-
cipitation, thunderstorms, global circulations, 
the jet stream, mid-latitude cyclones, torna-
does, hurricanes, global climate change and 
air pollution. Students who have completed 
mt 2110 cannot take this course. Falls and 

Springs. Corequisite(s): mtdi 1110. (Scie)
(Sidi)

MTDI1110   Weather Laboratory  1 credit
the skills and methods of scientific inquiry 
for basic atmospheric processes are explored 
through a series of directed and inquiry 
based laboratory exercises. these exercises 
include: use of meteorological instrumen-
tation to analyze and interpret some in 
situ atmospheric measurements and use 
of technology for accessing, analyzing and 
interpreting remotely sensed weather data. 
laboratory exercises generally complement 
the material in mtdi 1100. Falls and Springs. 
Corequisite(s): mtdi 1100. (SlaB)(Sidi)

MTDI1500  Severe and Hazardous 
    Weather  3 credits 
addresses various scientific inquiry skills by 
analyzing the world’s most extreme weather 
events in terms of their scientific basis and 
their economic, human and historical con-
sequences. topics include hurricanes, tor-
nadoes, blizzards, cold waves, heat waves, 
floods, droughts, major air pollution events 
and others. Falls and Springs. (Scie)(Sidi)

MT2110  Introduction to 
 Meteorology  3 credits 
Fundamental description of atmospheric pro-
cesses and phenomena. the global energy 
budget, winds, air masses, fronts, clouds, 
snow, rain and hail, thunderstorms, tornadoes 
and hurricanes are among the topics covered. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): Science and geography 
majors. Corequisite(s): mt 2230.

MT2230 Introduction to 
 Meteorological Analysis  1 credit
an introduction to basic analytical meth-
ods used in meteorology (e.g., surface and 
upper-air maps and thermodynamic charts). 
Supportive laboratory exercises are also 
included. additional course fee required. 
Falls. Corequisite(s): mt 2110.

MT2800 Climatology  3 credits 
a descriptive climatology course covering 
the three main areas of climatological study: 
physical climatology, regional climatology and 
applied climatology. topics include: physical 
processes responsible for climate; major cli-
mate regions and climate classifications; the 
effect of climate on human cultures and soci-
eties; and theories of climate change includ-
ing natural and anthropogenic processes. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): mt 2110. (gaco)

MT3250 Atmospheric Thermodynamics 
  4 credits 
development of kinetic theory of gases. 
treatment of the First and Second laws of 
thermodynamics with emphasis on atmo-
spheric applications. adiabatic processes, 
stability and the use of thermodynamic dia-
grams. Severe weather indices. additional 
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course fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
(mtdi 1100 or mt 2110), ma 2550 and PH 
2410.

MT3300 Synoptic Meteorology I  4 credits 
an introduction to the techniques used to 
understand synoptic-scale atmospheric pro-
cesses and their application to weather analy-
sis and forecasting. topics include: decoding 
and plotting standard meteorological data; 
plotting and interpretation of thermodynamic 
diagrams and cross-section analyses; manual 
analyses of upper-air and surface data; survey 
of weather graphics products from both fac-
simile and internet resources; kinematics of 
meteorological scalar and vector fields; intro-
duction to basic forecasting techniques; a sur-
vey of operational forecast models. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 
2550 (may be concurrent) and mt 2110.

MT3710 Meteorological Instruments 
 and Observations  4 credits 
Utilization of standard meteorological instru-
ments. Practical problems in measurements 
and recording systems. data reduction and 
analysis. introduction to one or more data 
analysis software packages. experimental 
meteorological literature. one lecture and 
one laboratory session each week plus indi-
vidual writing assignments. additional course 
fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): mt 2110 
and ma 2550 (may be concurrent). (WRit)
(WRco)

MT4110 Air Quality  3 credits 
an extensive view of the science of air Quality. 
main topics include: atmospheric chemistry, 
air quality meteorology and forecasting tech-
niques, air pollution sources, sinks and effects 
(atmospheric, environmental). also examines 
historical and current policy issues. may be 
taken as cH 4110. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
(cH 2340 or cH 2140), mt 2110, and (ma 
2490 or ma 2550).

MT4300 Synoptic Meteorology II  4 credits 
intermediate weather analysis and forecast-
ing techniques are used to understand synop-
tic-scale weather systems with an emphasis 
on structure and evolution of extratropical 
cyclones. topics include: climatology of mid-
latitude surface and upper-air flow regimes 
and extratropical cyclogenesis; life cycle 
of extratropical cyclones including frontal 
evolutions; application of hydrodynamical 
equations and balanced systems to weather 
analysis and forecasting; ageostrophic winds; 
jet streak circulations. Students participate in 
weekly forecasting exercises culminating in a 
quantitative precipitation forecasting exercise 
at the end of the semester. additional course 
fee required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): mt 
3300. Corequisite(s): mt 4320.

MT4310Dynamic Meteorology I 3 credits 
introduction to geophysical fluid dynamics 
including the development of the fundamen-
tal equations, governing atmospheric motion, 
basic approximations, simplified flows and 
physical interpretation of the corresponding 
theory. Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 2560, mt 
3250 and PH 2420.

MT4320 Dynamic Meteorology II  3 credits 
advanced topics in geophysical fluid dynam-
ics including circulation theory, vorticity, 
planetary boundary layer, quasi-geostrophic 
theory and introductory numerical modeling 
concepts. Springs. Prerequisite(s): mt 4310 
and ma 3540 (may be concurrent).

MT4330 Current Weather Seminar  1 credit
discussions of daily weather maps and data 
from the National meteorological center. 
technical emphasis; presentations by fac-
ulty and students. may be repeated once. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): mt 4300 (may 
be concurrent).

MT4340 Forecasting/Multimedia    
 Practicum  1 credit
Provides students an opportunity to improve 
forecasting, computer software and commu-
nication skills while formally meeting fore-
cast deadlines on a daily basis. Forecasts are 
prepared and presented in several different 
media including electronic media such as web 
pages and phone recordings. may be repeated 
for a maximum of two credits. Prerequisite(s): 
mt 4300 (may be concurrent); permission of 
the instructor.

MT4350 Forecasting/Radio 
 Practicum  1 credit
Provides students an opportunity to improve 
forecasting and communication skills while 
formally meeting forecast deadlines on a daily 
basis. Forecasts are prepared and presented 
on radio and/or podcast. may be repeated for 
a maximum of two credits. Prerequisite(s): mt 
4300 (may be concurrent); permission of the 
instructor.

MT4360 Forecasting/Television 
 Practicum  1 credit
Provides students an opportunity to improve 
forecasting and communication skills while 
formally meeting forecast deadlines on a 
daily basis. Forecasts are prepared and pre-
sented on television. may be repeated for a 
maximum of two credits. Prerequisite(s): mt 
4300 (may be concurrent); permission of the 
instructor.

MT4410 Atmospheric Physics  3 credits 
an application of the basic laws of physics 
to atmospheric processes. topics discussed 
include gravitational effects, properties of 
atmospheric gases, cloud physics, solar and 
terrestrial radiation, atmospheric electricity 
and optical and acoustic phenomena. Falls. 

Prerequisite(s): ma 2560, mt 3250 and PH 
2420.

MT4430 Climate Change  3 credits 
overview of the methods for examining 
climate change. included are time series 
analysis and climate proxies such as tree-ring 
analysis, 18o/16o ratios, pollen and carbon-14 
dating. also covered are a variety of possible 
causal factors such as orbital variations, plate 
tectonics, volcanic eruptions, co

2
 variations 

and el Nino. the results of paleoclimatic 
modeling are also discussed. Spring of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): mt 2110, (PH 2130 or 
PH 2410), and (ma 2490 or ma 2550).

MT4450 Advanced Synoptic 
 Meteorology  3 credits 
Use of advanced analysis techniques for mul-
tiscale weather systems throughout the globe 
with an emphasis on synoptic-scale mid-
latitude weather. topics include: forecasting 
applications of the quasi-geostrophic height 
tendency and omega equations; frontogen-
esis; Q-vector analysis; isentropic analysis; 
Hovmoller diagrams, potential vorticity con-
cepts and the use of dynamic tropopause 
maps. Weekly weather discussions and fore-
casting exercises focus on these advanced 
techniques and areas of current or future 
applied research topics. Recent articles in the 
scientific literature are reviewed and used 
throughout the course. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
mt 4300 and mt 4320.

MT4470 Micrometeorology  3 credits 
Study of processes involving the exchange 
of momentum, heat and moisture between 
the lowest portion of the atmosphere and the 
underlying surface of the earth. topics such 
as local energy budgets, soil heat transfer, the 
planetary boundary layer, turbulence, neu-
tral and diabatic surface layers are included. 
Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): mt 
4320.

MT4510 Senior Research  2 credits 
devoted to an investigation of a specific mete-
orological problem chosen by students and 
approved by the faculty member directing 
the research. Research topics may be chosen 
from any area of theoretical, applied or opera-
tional meteorology. a research summary 
(both a written report and an oral seminar) 
is required. additional course fee required. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): meteorology major with 
senior standing.

MT4520 Senior Research  2 credits 
devoted to an investigation of a specific mete-
orological problem chosen by students and 
approved by the faculty member directing 
the research. Research topics may be chosen 
from any area of theoretical, applied or opera-
tional meteorology. a research summary 
(both a written report and an oral seminar) is 
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required. Springs. Prerequisite(s): meteorology 
major with senior standing.

MT4550 Topics  3 credits 
a rotating series of courses relating to 
major subdisciplines of meteorology. topics 
include mesometeorology, tropical meteo-
rology and numerical weather prediction. 
may be repeated so that students can receive 
exposure to a variety of subject areas not 
covered in depth in the primary curriculum. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): mt 3300, mt 
4310 and permission of the instructor.

MT4600 Internship  1-4 credits 
involves 1-4 weeks of full-time work at a 
private or governmental forecast office or 
weather observatory. the on-site experience 
is provided to give students an opportunity 
to become more familiar with weather ser-
vice equipment and forecasting procedures 
and to participate in daily weather observa-
tions and discussions. compensation is not 
necessarily provided for intern time. one 
credit is given for each 40-hour week of 
participation. meteorology majors may seek 
permission of the instructor if they have not 
taken the stated prerequisites. With permis-
sion. Prerequisite(s): mt 3300, mt 4310 and 
meteorology major.

MT4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
ordinarily for meteorology majors. Studies 
undertaken are defined by students, subject 
to approval by appropriate staff members. 
Work may involve reading, conferences, his-
torical, experimental or theoretical projects, 
field investigations, statistical surveys or com-
binations of the foregoing. consent required 
of the instructor who will supervise the inde-
pendent study and the department chair.

MU–Music

MU  Performance Studies  1-2 credits
instrumental and vocal instruction. individual 
and/or group study to promote development 
of techniques, repertoire, and musicianship. 
Required attendance at department recit-
als. each course may be repeated. courses 
with odd numbered tens digits are one credit 
and courses with even numbered tens digits 
are two credits. enrollment in Performance 
Studies requires payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. course num-
bers are as follows:

ist year  2nd year 3rd year  4th year

Voice *
1510-1520  2510-2520  3510-3520  4510-4520

Piano* 
1530-1540  2530-2540  3530-3540  4530-4540

Organ 
1550-1560  2550-2560  3550-3560  4550-4560

Harpsichord 
1570-1580  2570-2580  3570-3580  4570-4580

Percussion 
1590-1600  2590-2600  3590-3600  4590-4600

Violin 
1610-1620  2610-2620  3610-3620  4610-4620

Viola 
1630-1640  2630-2640  3630-3640  4630-4640

Cello 
1650-1660  2650-2660  3650-3660  4650-4660

Bass 
1670-1680  2670-2680  3670-3680  4670-4680

Guitar 
1690-1700  2690-2700  3690-3700  4690-4700

Lute 
1710-1720  2710-2720  3710-3720  4710-4720

Flute 
1730-1740  2730-2740  3730-3740  4730-4740

Oboe 
1750-1760  2750-2760  3750-3760  4750-4760

Clarinet 
1770-1780  2770-2780  3770-3780  4770-4780

Bassoon 
1790-1800  2790-2800  3790-3800  4790-4800

Saxophone 
1810-1820  2810-2820  3810-3820  4810-4820

Trumpet 
1830-1840  2820-2840  3830-3840  4830-4840

Horn 
1850-1860  2850-2860  3850-3860  4850-4860

Euphonium 
1870-1880  2870-2880  3870-3880  4870-4880

Trombone 
1890-1900  2890-2900  3950-3900  4890-4900

Jazz Piano
1930-1940 2930-2940 3930-3940 4930-4940

Tuba 
1950-1960  2950-2960  3950-3960  4950-4960

* Corequisite required.

MUDI1000  Jazz Styles: Past and 
     Present  3 credits 
examines historical and current styles of jazz 
encompassing forms, aesthetics, person-
alities, literature, the evolution of jazz music, 
and the influence jazz music has on the devel-
opment of traditional art music and popular 
music in america. Places emphasis on the 
development of listening skills through con-
sideration of jazz literature from the past to 
the present day. Falls and Springs. (PPdi)

MU1130 Beginning Piano I  1 credit
For students with little or no previous study. 
Basic knowledge and skills necessary for key-
board performance. development of physical 
and mental facility in interpreting musical 
notation. Falls and Springs. (aRtS)

MU1140 Beginning Piano II  1 credit
For students with little or no previous study. 
Basic knowledge and skills necessary for key-
board performance. development of physical 
and mental facility in interpreting musical 
notation. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 1130. (aRtS)

MU1150 Piano Class I  1 credit
Preparation of music specialists with 
functional skills in harmonization, solo 
performance, and accompanying. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): open only to Ba music, BS 
music education and Ba theatre arts majors 
and music minors.

MU1160 Piano Class II  1 credit
Preparation of music specialists with func-
tional skills in harmonization, solo per-
formance, and accompanying. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): mU 1150 with a minimum 
grade of c; open only to Ba music, BS music 
education and Ba theatre arts majors and 
music minors.

MU1210 Musicianship I  4 credits 
Review of basic materials of music notation, 
meter, keys, scales. Basic principles of dia-
tonic harmony, including interval and chord 
construction, melody writing and voice lead-
ing, chord progression. Harmonic analysis of 
related examples. emphasis on ear training and 
sight-singing skills. Falls. Prerequisite(s): open 
only to Ba music, BS music education and Ba 
theatre arts majors and music minors.

MU1220 Musicianship II  4 credits 
continuation of studies in diatonic harmony, 
voice leading and harmonic analysis, includ-
ing triads in inversion, non-chord tones and 
seventh chords. introduction to principles 
of formal analysis. continuing emphasis on 
aural skills. Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 1210 
with a minimum grade of c.

MUDI1310  Exploring Music  3 credits 
emphasis is placed on the development of lis-
tening skills through consideration of master-
works of “classical” music literature from the 
past to the present day. Historical periods stud-
ied include medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, 
classical, Romantic, impressionistic, 20th 
century and contemporary. Falls and Springs. 
(aRtS)(PPdi)

MU1320    Introduction to Reading 
 Music  3 credits 
introduces students to standard melodic and 
chordal music notation, and those skills and 
concepts necessary to interpret and perform 
them - pitch, rhythm, meter, scales, keys, 
intervals, and chords. Springs. (aRtS)

MUDI1350 American Popular Music: 
   History and Creation  3 credits 
emphasizes an interdisciplinary approach 
that incorporates contemporary multicultural 
perspectives and critical creative and social 
analysis into the study of american popular 
music. investigates a 200-year musical and 
cultural history in america that includes 
african american Roots, european american 
traditions and influences, latin music in 
america, and Native american and asian 
influences. Students also explore american 
popular music content, form, lyrics, and 
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instrumentation so that they may create and 
develop their own musical compositions 
using current music sequencing and record-
ing software. Falls. (ctdi)

MU1420 Vocal Performance Lab I  0 credit
italian and english diction using the 
international Phonetic alphabet, stage deport-
ment and beginning song interpretation/
presentation. Required of all voice students 
enrolled in 1000 level Performance Studies. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): open only to 
Ba music, BS music education and Ba theatre 
arts majors and music minors. Corequisite(s): 
1000 level Voice Performance Studies.

MU1480 Jazz Workshop  1 credit
Provides an opportunity to study jazz impro-
visation, harmony, and performance practice 
through examination of the history of jazz, 
the study of recordings and transcriptions 
of improvised solos. aspects of music theory 
specific to the jazz idiom are explored, as are 
specific improvisational techniques. may 
be repeated for credit. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

MU1510Voice Performance Studies  1 credit
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): 
mU 1420.

MU1520 Voice Performance 
 Studies  2 credits
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
open only to Ba music, BS music education 
and Ba theatre arts majors and music 
minors. Corequisite(s): mU 1420.

MU1540 Piano Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
open only to Ba music and BS music 
education majors and music minors. 
Corequisite(s): mU 2140.

MU2000 Diction for Singers  2 credits 
designed for the voice major with at least one 
experience in which diction is taught specifi-
cally as it relates to singing. Students learn 

the international Phonetic alphabet as well 
as basic pronunciation and transcription of 
the five major languages for singing. Spring 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): enrollment as a 
voice major in the music, theatre, and dance 
department.

MU2080 Guitar Workshop  1 credit
Provides guitarists opportunities to perform 
solo and ensemble literature in groups of 2-10 
players. guitar literature (duets, trios, quar-
tets, etc.) from written scores is rehearsed 
for public performance, on and off campus. 
may be repeated for credit. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

MU2100 Keyboard Accompanying  .5 credit
Performance ensemble open to all keyboard 
students wishing to perform as accompanists 
in the studio and in recital. may be repeated 
for credit. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructors involved.

MU2130 Beginning Piano III  1 credit
continuing development of skills formed 
in Beginning Piano ii. emphasis is on 
solo performance, technique, and theory. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): mU 1140. 
(aRtS)

MU2140 Piano Performance Lab  0 credit
to build repertoire through listening and 
analysis skills, to achieve techniques of inter-
pretation through self-evaluation and group 
interaction, and to develop stage deport-
ment and performance skills. each student 
performs regularly to advance these skills. 
Required of all piano students enrolled in 
1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 level Piano 
Performance Studies. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): open only to Ba music, 
BS music education and Ba theatre arts 
majors and music minors. Corequisite(s): 
1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 level Piano 
Performance Studies.

MU2170 Keyboard Proficiency: 
 Voice Performance  0 credit
Keyboard proficiency is demonstrated by pass-
ing the Keyboard Proficiency examination. 
the specific skills which must be suc-
cessfully demonstrated are detailed in the 
“music Student Handbook.” the Keyboard 
Proficiency examination must be taken no 
later than the fifth semester of study. it must 
be passed successfully before the degree 
can be awarded. Pass/No Pass. last offering 
Spring 2011.

MU2180 Keyboard Proficiency: 
 Music Theatre 
 Performance  0 credit
Keyboard proficiency is demonstrated by pass-
ing the Keyboard Proficiency examination. 
the specific skills which must be suc-
cessfully demonstrated are detailed in the 
“music Student Handbook.” the Keyboard 

Proficiency examination must be taken no 
later than in december of the junior year. it 
must be passed successfully before the degree 
can be awarded. Pass/No Pass. last offering 
Spring 2011.

MU2210 Musicianship III  3 credits 
Principles of chromatic harmony, includ-
ing secondary functions, modulation, mode 
mixture, and the Neapolitan chord, explored 
through voice leading, analysis, and compo-
sition assignments. introduction to formal 
analysis of larger structures. continuing 
development of ear training and sight-singing 
skills. Falls. Prerequisite(s): mU 1220 with a 
minimum grade of c.

MU2220 Musicianship IV  3 credits 
Further exploration of chromatic harmony, 
including augmented sixth chords, enhar-
monic respellings, altered chords, and 
techniques of musical impressionism. 
introduction to 20th- and 21st-century com-
positional techniques. continuing develop-
ment of aural skills. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 2210 with a minimum grade of c.

MU2230 Piano Class III  1 credit
continuation of skills developed in mU 1160. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 1160 
with a minimum grade of c; open only to Ba 
music and BS music education majors.

MU2240 Piano Class IV  1 credit
continuation of skills developed in mU 2230. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 2230 
with a minimum grade of c; open only to Ba 
music and BS music education majors.

MU2260 Basic Conducting  2 credits 
development of basic skills of conduct-
ing: patterns, rhythmic and metric analy-
sis, phrasing, expressive techniques, score 
reading, elemental rehearsal skills. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): open only to Ba music and BS 
music education majors and music minors.

MU2310 Introduction to Jazz  3 credits 
a non-technical survey encompassing styles, 
forms, aesthetics, personalities, literature, 
and evolution of jazz music. influence upon 
traditional art music and popular music. 
emphasis on listening to representative 
styles. Unscheduled. (aRtS)

MU2370 The Music Theatre 
 Company  1 credit
the music theatre company is a perform-
ing ensemble that specializes in the music 
theatre repertory: Broadway-style musicals, 
revues, operettas, and operas. a show is pro-
duced in each regular semester. Students may 
receive credit for participation as a performer, 
a designer, or a member of the technical staff. 
any Plymouth student may audition for roles 
and ensembles. Falls and Springs. (aRtS)
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MU2380 Chamber Singers  1 credit
a vocal chamber ensemble for the study and 
performance of choral literature of all styles 
and periods. open to all students by audition. 
Numerous performances both on and off-
campus, including regional and international 
tours (generally occurring following spring 
semester). enrollment for both fall and spring 
semesters is generally required. course fee 
for annual tour may apply. may be repeated 
for credit. Falls and Springs.

MU2410 Piano Ensemble  1 credit
Study and performance of piano ensemble lit-
erature from the 18th-21st centuries. designed 
to develop ensemble skills and to present pub-
lic performances. may be repeated for credit. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 2240, 
enrolled in Performance Studies.

MU2420 Symphonic Band  1 credit
Performance ensemble open to all students 
by audition. Symphonic Band is designed to 
develop ensemble performance techniques 
and individual performance skills and to give 
public performances both on and off-campus. 
may be repeated for credit. Falls and Springs. 
(aRtS)

MU2430 Percussion Ensemble  1 credit
an ensemble of 4-10 players open to all stu-
dents by permission of the instructor. may be 
repeated for credit. Falls and Springs.

MU2440 University Chorale  1 credit
Performance ensemble open to all students. 
the University chorale performs choral liter-
ature of all styles and periods. Numerous on- 
and off-campus performances are scheduled. 
may be repeated for credit. Falls and Springs. 
(aRtS)

MU2480 Jazz Band  1 credit
Performance ensemble open to all students 
by audition. Jazz Band serves to broaden the 
student’s perspective of swing, jazz, and jazz 
rock through study and performance, both on 
and off-campus. may be repeated for credit. 
Falls and Springs. (aRtS)

MU2490 Pemigewasset Choral 
 Society  1 credit
Performance ensemble open to all under-
graduate and graduate students; no audition 
required. the Pemi choral Society is a large 
regional singing society performing appropri-
ate choral literature from all historical styles 
and periods, including major and minor 
works. may be repeated for credit. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor.

MU2500 Chamber Players  1 credit
Performance ensemble open to all instru-
mental and vocal students wishing to per-
form ensemble literature. may be repeated 
for credit. Falls and Springs.

MU2510Voice Performance Studies  1 credit
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 1520. Corequisite(s): mU 3420.

MU2520 Voice Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 1520. Corequisite(s): mU 3420.

MU2540 Piano Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 1540; open only to Ba music and BS 
music education majors and music minors. 
Corequisite(s): mU 2140.

MU3010 Junior Recital  .5 credit
Students in the Piano and Voice Performance 
and Pedagogy options are required to enroll in 
mU 3010 and to present a public recital in one 
of the semesters of 3000 level Performance 
Studies. this is generally one-half of a pro-
gram (or approximately 30 minutes) but, with 
the permission of the Performance Studies 
instructor, students may present a full solo 
program at this level of study. a pre-recital 
jury before the faculty is required at least 
four weeks prior to the scheduled recital date. 
Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): 3000 level 
Performance Studies.

MU3070 Piano Pedagogy I  2 credits 
methods and materials for use with begin-
ning piano students in the independent stu-
dio. Supervised teaching experience included. 
Prerequisite(s): Keyboard majors and others by 
permission of the instructor.

MU3080 Piano Pedagogy II  2 credits 
methods and materials for use with interme-
diate piano students in the independent stu-
dio. Supervised teaching experience included. 
Prerequisite(s): Keyboard majors and others by 
permission of the instructor.

MU3170 Musical Theatre 
 Singing Techniques  2 credits 
See tH 3170 for course description. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the instructor.

MU3200 Technology in Music 
 Performance  3 credits 
examines the history and evolution of music 
technology and how it impacts culture and 
society. explores midi (musical instrument 
digital interface) techniques, synthesis, pro-
grams, and equipment that support midi 
and audio production for the performing 
musician. Students acquire proficiency in 
midi and audio recording/editing technol-
ogy and demonstrate that proficiency in a 
large recording/sequencing project. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Ba music majors. (tecH)
(teco)

MU3250 Global Jazz  3 credits 
explores the diverse cultural strands that 
came together to create jazz in the United 
States (african-american, latino, european), 
interactions with indigenous musics and 
cultures elsewhere as it spread worldwide, 
and the influence those interactions have on 
jazz’s continuing evolution. Students also 
spend time working with basic concepts of 
musical improvisation. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 1220; Ba music or BS music education 
majors only. (dico)(gaco)

MU3310 History and Literature of 
 Music I  3 credits 
development of Western music from ancient 
times to present day. emphasis on listening 
and analysis. First semester through J. S. 
Bach. elective for non-music majors with per-
mission of the instructor. Falls.

MU3320 History and Literature of 
 Music II  3 credits 
development of Western music from ancient 
times to present day. emphasis on listening 
and analysis. Second semester to contem-
porary era. elective for non-music majors 
with permission of the instructor. Springs. 
Perspectives integrated: aRtS, HiSt, litY. 
Prerequisite(s): junior standing. (iNtg)
(WRit)(iNco)(WRco)

MU3350 Piano Literature I  2 credits 
literature from pre-Baroque through the 
classical style period. Beginning, intermedi-
ate, and advanced levels of repertoire. For key-
board students. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.

MU3360 Piano Literature II  2 credits 
literature from Romantic style period 
through 21st century. Beginning, intermedi-
ate, and advanced levels of repertoire. For key-
board students. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.
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MU3410 Seminar in the Music 
 Business  3 credits 
Survey of topics relating to music retailing: 
songwriting, publishing, copyright, record 
industry, broadcasting and film music, agents, 
managers, contracts, etc. Spring 2013.

MU3420 Vocal Performance Lab II  0 credit
techniques of song interpretation and the 
basics of recital program planning. Students 
perform regularly in class material which 
has been previously prepared in the private 
voice lesson. Required of all voice students 
enrolled in 2000, 3000 or 4000 level Voice 
Performance Studies. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): successful completion of mU 
1420. Corequisite(s): 2000, 3000 or 4000 
level Voice Performance Studies.

MU3430 Survey of Vocal 
 Literature  2 credits 
a survey of art song and vocal chamber music 
from 1600 to the present. major works by 
composers from monteverdi to Ravel are 
considered, along with British and american 
composers through the 20th century. 
designed for voice majors and minors but is 
open to others by permission of the instruc-
tor. Fall of even years.

MU3490 Practicum  1-3 credits 
Practical applications and an extension of 
methods and materials covered in previ-
ous teaching and performance courses. 
experiences may include teaching, coaching, 
and supervising situations. Repeatable for 
credit. Prerequisite(s): open only to Ba music, 
BS music education and Ba theatre arts 
majors and music minors; permission of the 
instructor.

MU3510 Voice Performance 
 Studies  1 credit
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 2520. Corequisite(s): mU 3420.

MU3520 Voice Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 2520. Corequisite(s): mU 3420.

MU3540 Piano Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 

musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 2540; open only to Ba music and BS 
music education majors and music minors. 
Corequisite(s): mU 2140.

MU3990 Music Technology
 Junior Project  .5 credit
Ba music/music technology majors may 
fulfill the Junior music technology Project 
requirement by submitting a multi-track 
recording of 25 minutes of music that is mixed, 
mastered, and printed to cd or dVd, or by 
submitting a multimedia project 25 minutes 
in length that includes music and multime-
dia that is mixed, mastered, and printed to cd 
or dVd. all projects are subject to approval 
by the advising professor. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): mU 4150. Corequisite(s): 3000 
level Performance Studies.

MU4010 Senior Recital  1 credit
Students in the Piano and Voice Performance 
and Pedagogy and music technology options 
are required to enroll in mU 4010 and to 
present a full public recital program (approxi-
mately 60 minutes) in one of the semesters 
of 4000 level Performance Studies. a pre-
recital jury before the faculty is required at 
least four weeks prior to the scheduled recital 
date. Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): 4000 
level Performance Studies.

MU4110 Advanced MIDI and 
 Film Scoring  3 credits 
introduces basic scoring techniques for film 
and multimedia using scoring software, hard 
disk recording techniques, and equipment 
that supports multitrack recording, hard 
disk recording, and midi sound synthesis 
systems. Students acquire proficiency music 
scoring for multimedia using multitrack 
recorders, hard disk recorders, and midi 
technology. Students demonstrate that pro-
ficiency in a large scoring project for film 
or multimedia presentation. Spring 2012, 
Spring 2015. Prerequisite(s): open only to Ba 
music/music technology majors.

MU4150 Introduction to Multitrack 
 and Hard Disk 
 Recording  3 credits 
introduces basic multitrack and Hard disk 
recording techniques, programs, and equip-
ment that support multitrack recording and 
midi sound synthesis. Students acquire pro-
ficiency in multitrack Recording technology 
using multitrack recorders, Hard disk record-
ers, and midi (musical instrument digital 
interface). Students demonstrate that pro-
ficiency in a large recording project. Spring 
2011, Spring 2014. Prerequisite(s): open only 
to Ba music/music technology majors.

MU4210 Arranging  3 credits 
choral writing for traditional vocal combi-
nations. types of piano and instrumental 
accompaniments. Ranges of band and orches-
tral instruments, including basic principles of 
scoring. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): mU 
2210 and mU 2220.

MU4270 Composition  1 credit
instruction in music composition in a semi-
nar format. emphasis on creation of original 
musical compositions. may be repeated for 
credit. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 
2210 and mU 2220.

MU4280 Voice Pedagogy for 
 Majors  2 credits 
Voice majors do in-depth study of the vocal 
instrument while simultaneously acquiring 
practical voice teaching skills and experi-
ence. comprised of two equally important 
components: classroom lecture and reading 
assignments; first-hand, supervised teach-
ing experience plus independent work with 
volunteer singers. Prerequisite(s): mU 1520; 
voice as the primary instrument.

MU4340 20th Century Music  3 credits 
twentieth century techniques: expanded 
scales and tonal resources, polychords, non-
triadic formations, asymmetric and chang-
ing meters, polytonality, atonality, serialism, 
electronic and aleatoric music, etc. Score 
analysis. extensive exposure to 20th century 
compositions and their history. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): mU 2210 and mU 2220.

MU4410 Music Internship  3-12 credits 
the music internship is an opportunity for 
students to gain meaningful work experience 
by applying the knowledge and skills learned 
in course work to on-the-job assignments in 
host organizations. includes self-assessment, 
the design of a learning contract, reflection, 
synthesis, and assessment. the internship 
is a supervised assignment for a prescribed 
number of working hours. internships are 
established and supervised by the intern-
ship advisor. Repeatable for up to 12 credits. 
enrollment for internships must be com-
pleted during the first two weeks of the reg-
istration period. Prerequisite(s): junior status; 
must be taken before the semester imme-
diately prior to graduation; departmental 
approval; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

MU4420 Practicum: Piano 
 Teaching  1-3 credits 
in-depth piano teaching experiences. Practical 
applications and an extension of methods 
and materials covered in previous teaching 
and performance course. experiences may 
include, but are not limited to, teaching pri-
vate or class lessons, coaching, and supervis-
ing situations. may be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite(s): mU 3070, mU 3080 and per-
mission of the instructor.
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MU4430 Practicum: Voice 
 Teaching  1-3 credits 
in-depth voice teaching experiences. Practical 
applications and an extension of methods 
and materials covered in previous teach-
ing and performance courses. experiences 
may include, but are not limited to, studio 
and class teaching, coaching, and supervis-
ing situations. may be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite(s): mU 4280 and permission of 
the instructor.

MU4440 Practicum: Music 
 Theatre Performance  1-3 credits 
in-depth, extended, or unique music theatre 
performing experiences, on or off campus. 
these experiences may include, but are not 
limited to: a large role in a music and theatre 
department production; a role performed 
with a professional production; stage direc-
tion or music direction of a musical. may be 
repeated for credit. Prerequisite(s): permission 
of the director of theatre or the director of 
the music theatre company.

MU4510 Voice Performance 
 Studies  1 credit
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): 
mU 3420.

MU4520 Voice Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire, and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 3520. Corequisite(s): mU 3420.

MU4540 Piano Performance 
 Studies  2 credits 
individual and/or group study to promote 
development of technique, repertoire and 
musicianship. Required attendance at 
department recitals. each course may be 
repeated. enrollment in Performance Studies 
requires the payment of a Performance 
Studies fee. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mU 3540. Corequisite(s): mU 2140.

MU4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
advanced work in specialized area of inter-
est, selected and pursued in consultation 
with a faculty advisor. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

MU4990 Music Technology Senior 
 Project  1 credit
Ba music/music technology majors may 
fulfill the Senior music technology Project 
requirement by submitting a multi-track 
recording of 45 minutes of music that is 
mixed, mastered, and printed to cd or 
dVd, or by submitting a multimedia proj-
ect 45 minutes in length that includes music 
and multimedia that is mixed, mastered, 
and printed to cd or dVd. all projects are 
subject to approval by the advising profes-
sor. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mU 
4150. Corequisite(s): 4000 level Performance 
Studies.

PE–Physical Education

PE1000 Flag Football  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in football. Students develop skills 
to enhance their game participation, strate-
gies for improved team performance, and 
game analysis skills. Students recognize an 
improvement in general fitness and play-
ing skills through active participation and 
practice. appropriate footwear and attire are 
required. Pass/No Pass. Springs.

PE1010 Soccer  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in soccer. Students develop skills 
to enhance their game participation, strate-
gies for improved team performance, and 
game analysis skills. Students recognize an 
improvement in general fitness and play-
ing skills through active participation and 
practice. appropriate footwear and attire are 
required. Pass/No Pass. Falls.

PE1020 Basketball  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in basketball. Students develop 
skills to enhance their game participation, 
strategies for improved team performance, 
and game analysis skills. Students recognize 
an improvement in general fitness and play-
ing skills through active participation and 
practice. appropriate footwear and attire are 
required. Pass/No Pass. Springs.

PE1030 Volleyball  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in volleyball. Students develop 
skills to enhance their game participation, 
strategies for improved team performance, 
and game analysis skills. Students recognize 
an improvement in general fitness and play-
ing skills through active participation and 
practice. appropriate footwear and attire are 
required. Pass/No Pass. Falls.

PE1040 Pilates Matwork  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. the Pilates 
method is a body conditioning system of 
stretching and strengthening exercises with 
the goal of developing fluidity and precision 
of movement with integration of mind and 
body. Using the movement system developed 
by Joseph Pilates, mat work exercises are fea-
tured that develop concentration and aware-
ness of key muscle groups with progressive 
development of strength, flexibility, and con-
trol. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1050 Softball  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. opportunity 
for skill development and position play. 
course time is spent on analysis of skill, how 
to teach those skills, and how to utilize skills 
in a game situation. Pass/No Pass. Springs.

PE1100 Beginning Golf  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in golf. Students develop basic 
skills, learn the etiquette and rules of golf, and 
discuss strategies for improved performance 
through practice, play, and game analysis. 
appropriate footwear and attire are required. 
Pass/No Pass. Falls.

PE1130 Badminton  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in badminton. Participants develop 
skills to enhance their game participation, 
strategies for improved team performance, 
and game analysis skills. improvement 
in game play and general fitness develops 
through active participation and practice. 
appropriate footwear and attire are required. 
Pass/No Pass. Springs.

PE1140 Racquetball  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
an introduction to the concepts, principles, 
and skills used in racquetball. Participants 
develop skills to enhance their game partici-
pation, strategies for improved performance, 
and game analysis skills. an improvement 
in general fitness and playing skills develops 
through active participation and practice. 
appropriate footwear and attire are required. 
Participants must provide their own racket. 
Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1160 Beginning Tennis  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
introduction to the concepts, principles, and 
skills used in tennis. Participants develop 
skills to enhance their game participation, 
strategies for improved performance in both 
singles and doubles play, and game analysis 
skills. Playing skills and fitness are developed 
through active participation and practice. 
appropriate footwear and attire are required. 
Students must provide their own racket and 
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one can of new tennis balls. Pass/No Pass. 
Falls.

PE1170 Alpine Skiing  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. alpine 
ski instruction provided to students of all 
skill ability, beginning, intermediate, and 
advanced, utilizing the american teaching 
System of Skiing. intended for non-adven-
ture education, non-athletic training or non-
Physical education majors. additional course 
fee required. Pass/No Pass. Unscheduled.

PE1180 Cross Country/Nordic 
 Skiing  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
basic instruction in cross-country/Nordic 
skiing. traditional parallel track and skate-
skiing are introduced and practiced on varied 
terrain. equipment selection, waxing tech-
niques, training principles, and safety con-
sideration are also presented and discussed. 
there is a fee for ski passes. Pass/No Pass. 
Unscheduled.

PE1190 Beginning Swimming  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in basic water safety and swim-
ming skills. designed for participants who 
want to become more comfortable in the 
water and develop a basic level of endurance 
while swimming. Safety and rescue practice 
in and around the water are also discussed. 
appropriate swimming attire is required. 
Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1230 Hip Hop  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Focuses on 
core conditioning, basic hip hop steps, cho-
reography, and rhythm analysis. emphasizes 
the enhancement of flexibility, strength, 
and coordination. Pass/No Pass. Falls and 
Springs.

PE1240 Physical Training for Law    
 Enforcement  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Prepares 
students to pass physical fitness testing pur-
suing employment in the law enforcement 
field. Fitness activities include all of the com-
ponents of the various tests that a candidate 
has to pass upon entrance or exit from a law 
enforcement academy. may be repeated for a 
maximum of four credits. Pass/No Pass. Falls 
and Springs.

PE1300 T’ai Chi Ch’uan I  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in and practice of an ancient 
chinese martial arts exercise discipline for 
health, relaxation, and self-cultivation. the 
slow stretching and balance movements of tai 
chi releases tension, increases muscle tone, 
and improves flexibility and balance. With 
regular practice, tai chi produces inner quiet, 
heightened awareness, and dynamic har-
mony of mind and body. loose, free moving 

attire is recommended. Pass/No Pass. Falls 
and Springs.

PE1302 T’ai Chi Ch’uan II  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
opportunity for participants to build upon the 
basic forms learned and practiced in Pe 1300. 
loose, free moving attire is recommended. 
Pass/No Pass. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 
1300.

PE1390 Weight Training  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in basic strength and endurance 
training using various systems of free weights 
and resistance machines. Safe and effective 
exercise techniques, programming, and goal 
development are addressed in and through 
supervised, progressive workout sessions. 
appropriate footwear and attire are required. 
Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1400 Fitness Walking/Jogging  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides an 
opportunity for participants to improve their 
level of physical fitness and general wellness 
through a regular and progressive program 
of walking and/or jogging. meditative walk-
ing, race-walking, and other techniques are 
explored. the importance of healthy pos-
ture, effective conditioning plans, hydration, 
footwear, and clothing are also discussed. 
appropriate footwear and clothing are 
required. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1420`Scuba  2 credits
Physical activity Skills course. a series of 
lectures and pool sessions providing instruc-
tion in the use of the self-contained underwa-
ter breathing apparatus. open water dives in 
lake and/or ocean are required to qualify for 
ScUBa certification. this is a full semester 
course. additional course fee required. Pass/
No Pass. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
adequate swimming skill.

PE1440 Step Aerobics  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. an opportu-
nity for participation in a series of group aero-
bics stepping sessions. Participants have the 
opportunity to improve cardiovascular endur-
ance, muscle endurance, core stability, and 
flexibility. each class session is a comprehen-
sive exercise session and includes a warm-up, 
aerobic stepping, resistance and core training 
exercises, and a relaxing flexibility training 
period. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1550 Self-Defense for Women– 
 RAD  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. an introduc-
tion to basic self-defense skills, escape and 
avoidance strategies, offensive and defen-
sive postures, defensive techniques, and 
simulated attacks. includes an exploration 
of violence prevention and victim abuse 
community services. addresses basic fitness 

principles, including strength, flexibility, and 
cardiovascular fitness. addresses fitness prin-
ciples specifically in terms of the student’s 
ability to practice and perform self-defense 
skills. Provides a threat assessment simula-
tion. Requires clothing and footwear appro-
priate for physical activity. Some sections are 
held over a weekend. additional course fee 
required. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1620 Social Dancing–Swing/Salsa 
 and Ballroom  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in a variety of social dance styles 
such as the swing, meringue, cha-cha, fox 
trot, waltz, and salsa. appropriate footwear is 
required. Pass/No Pass. Unscheduled.

PE1700 Yoga  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in the practice of yoga. this 
ancient health maintenance program involves 
dynamic balance of breath control with vigor-
ous static and dynamic postures/calisthenics. 
Participants develop flexibility, tone, postural 
control and experience healthful relaxation. 
attire allowing movement is required. Pass/
No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1790 Aquatic Fitness  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction adequate for learning knowledge 
and basic skills necessary for participation as 
well as participatory opportunity. designed 
to improve components of health- and per-
formance-related fitness, including balance, 
coordination, flexibility, cardiorespiratory con-
ditioning, and muscular strength/endurance 
in a water environment. exercises performed 
in shallow and deep water, with and without 
training aids. intensity levels may be varied to 
support individual differences among partici-
pants. Falls and Springs.

PE1880 Special Topics in Physical 
 Activity  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction and participation in a specialized 
recreational and/or health-fitness related 
activity not offered in other physical activity 
courses. Repeatable with different topic. Pass/
No Pass. Unscheduled.

PE1910 Beginning Ice Skating  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. designed to 
be fun and acquaint students with the fun-
damentals of ice skating, covering the basic 
skills of safety, equipment, forward and back-
ward skating, one and two foot glides, strok-
ing, forward and backward crossovers, stops 
and beginning turns. Skates are not provided; 
rental is available. Pass/No Pass. Falls and 
Springs.

PE1920 Beginning Ice Hockey  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in the sport of ice hockey includ-
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ing rules, skills, equipment, and overall 
knowledge of the sport. classes are held in 
the classroom and on the ice. Participants 
develop better knowledge of the sport while 
being able to participate in the activity. Skates 
are not provided; rental is available. Skating 
skills are expected. Pass/No Pass. Falls and 
Springs.

PE1930 Broomball  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in the sport of broomball includ-
ing rules, skills, equipment, and overall 
knowledge of the sport. Participants gain a 
deeper knowledge of the sport and participate 
in the activity. Broomball equipment is pro-
vided. Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1940 Skating for Fitness  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. designed 
to improve a person’s physical fitness. 
emphasizes cardiovascular, muscular 
strength and endurance, balance and agility 
training. Students should be able to skate for-
wards and backwards with some proficiency. 
Skates are not provided; rental is available. 
Pass/No Pass. Falls and Springs.

PE1960 Snowshoeing and Winter 
 Walking  1 credit
Physical activity Skills course. Provides 
instruction in the use of snowshoes and asso-
ciate equipment for winter walking and hik-
ing. Safety factors, conditioning principles, 
and steps in planning winter outings are 
addressed. appropriate outdoor winter attire 
is required. Pass/No Pass. Unscheduled.

PE1970 Varsity Athletics  1 credit
awards a maximum of one credit for the 
successful completion of one session on a 
varsity team. may not be repeated in same or 
different varsity team. Students must regis-
ter for this course and credit during the sea-
son of participation. Pass/No Pass. Falls and 
Springs.

PE1990 Selected Activities in 
 Physical Education  1 credit
opportunity is provided for non-Physical 
education majors with unusual, extenuat-
ing circumstances to gain physical education 
credit for learning experiences outside the 
content of courses presently offered. Students, 
however, must demonstrate extenuating 
circumstances why the physical education 
requirement could not be met through the 
regular offerings. Students are responsible 
for procuring their own placement, verifica-
tion, and enrolling prior to the learning expe-
rience. twenty hours are required to earn one 
credit. credit cannot be received retroactively 
for previous activity experiences. intended 
for non-adventure education, non-athletic 
training or non-Physical education majors. 
Pass/No Pass. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the department chair.

PE2200 Lifeguard Training  2 credits 
Professional activity course. instruction 
designed to provide individuals with knowl-
edge and skills for the purpose of saving 
their own lives and the life of another in the 
event of an emergency. grading is based 
upon participation and the completion of 
skills and written test at a level greater than 
satisfactory. american Red cross certification 
for lifeguard may be attained by those who 
achieve the minimum required perfor-
mance standard. cPR and First aid are 
required for lifeguard training certification. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): current cPR for the 
Professional Rescue and First aid (or equiva-
lents) and intermediate swimming ability.

PE2280 Water Safety Instruction  2 credits 
Professional activity course. Students learn 
to instruct all six levels of the american 
Red cross learn-to-Swim level, the Parent 
and child aquatics Program, and the Basic 
Water Rescue course. grading is based on 
three class presentations and a final exam. 
instructor certification is issued to those who 
achieve the Red cross standard, including 
a grade of 80% or better on the final exam. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): intermediate level swim-
ming ability.

PE2415 Introduction to Physical 
 Education and Health 
 Instruction  3 credits 
Provides an examination of the foundations 
of education and the motivations for select-
ing teaching as a profession. this includes 
health and physical education within the con-
fines of K-12 public education. topics include 
societal issues affecting public education, pre-
service teacher preparation at the University, 
and a review of american education history. 
includes an introduction to lesson planning 
and classroom/gymnasium management 
techniques. Students complete 10 hours 
of observation/participation in the public 
schools. Subscription to a specific electronic 
portfolio. Falls and Springs.

PE2422 Rhythm and Dance 
 Fundamentals  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides an 
introduction to basic rhythm concepts, body 
movements and locomotor patterns used in 
social dancing around the world. Presents the 
principles and skills associated with rhythmic 
movement and dance. Prepares students to 
minimally perform, properly analyze, pro-
fessionally instruct, and appropriately struc-
ture practice dance and rhythmic activities. 
Fundamental dance pedagogy is addressed 
in the context of diverse folk and social dance 
styles. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Physical education majors and coaching 
minors.

PE2423 Fundamentals in 
 Gymnastics  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides 
instruction on the elements and teaching 
methods of movement education, the princi-
ples and skills associated with tumbling, bal-
ancing, and other basic gymnastic elements 
and stunts. Prepares students to minimally 
perform, properly analyze, professionally 
instruct, and appropriately structure practice 
for participation and improvement of move-
ment skills. Falls. Prerequisite(s): Physical 
education majors and coaching minors.

PE2424 Net and Wall Activities  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides instruc-
tion on the elements of net and wall activities. 
the principles and skills associated with 
activities such as ping-pong, tennis, pickle-
ball, badminton, and volleyball are addressed. 
activities are designed to prepare students to 
minimally perform, properly analyze, profes-
sionally instruct, and appropriately structure 
practice for participation and improvement 
of movement and playing skills. Spring of 
even years. Prerequisite(s): Physical education 
majors and coaching minors.

PE2425 Lifetime/Leisure 
 Activities  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides instruc-
tion on the elements of selected target and 
leisure games and activities such as bowling, 
golf, darts, bocci, and archery. the principles 
and skills associated with target games are 
addressed and activities are designed to pre-
pare students to minimally perform, properly 
analyze, professionally instruct, and appropri-
ately structure practice for participation and 
improvement of movement and playing skills. 
Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): Physical 
education majors and coaching minors.

PE2426 Striking and Fielding 
 Activities  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides instruc-
tion on the elements of selected striking and 
fielding activities such as softball, baseball, 
rounders, cricket, danish longball. the prin-
ciples and skills associated with striking and 
fielding activities are addressed and activities 
are designed to prepare students to minimally 
perform, properly analyze, professionally 
instruct, and appropriately structure practice 
for participation and improvement of move-
ment and playing skills. Spring of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): Physical education majors and 
coaching minors.

PE2427 Territorial Activities  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides 
instruction on the elements of selected ter-
ritorial activities such as soccer, basketball, 
water polo, ultimate “Frisbee”, and football. 
the principles and skills associated with ter-
ritorial activities are addressed and activities 
are designed to prepare students to minimally 
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perform, properly analyze, professionally 
instruct, and appropriately structure practice 
for participation and improvement of move-
ment and playing skills. Fall of odd years. 
Prerequisite(s): Physical education majors and 
coaching minors.

PE2428 Flexibility, Core, and 
 Balance Training  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides 
instruction on the scientific principles and 
instructional strategies for functional train-
ing involving flexibility, core strength, and 
dynamic balance. Prepares students to mini-
mally perform, properly analyze, profession-
ally instruct, and appropriately structure 
practice to as practitioners. addresses tech-
niques to improve functional conditioning 
for a variety of physical activity and/or sports 
applications. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Health and Human Performance majors and 
minors only.

PE2525 Group Exercise 
 Leadership  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides instruc-
tion on group exercise leadership principles 
and skills. designed to prepare students to 
minimally perform, properly analyze, profes-
sionally instruct, and appropriately structure 
practice in movement skills specific to vari-
ous group exercise modes for improvements 
in cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Health and 
Human Performance majors and minors.

PE2550 Foundations of Physical
 Education  3 credits 
an introduction to the varied aspects of physi-
cal education as a profession and a career. 
current issues and trends, the sub-disciplines 
of physical education, and available career 
options in physical education are discussed. 
an orientation to curriculum is addressed. 
Falls and Springs. (teco)
 
PE2640 Burdenko Conditioning  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides an 
introduction to the principles and skills of the 
Burdenko method of movement training. the 
relationship between land and water exercises 
and training principles for improved flex-
ibility, balance, endurance, and strength are 
presented so that students will be prepared 
to minimally perform, properly analyze, and 
understand the fundamentals of instruction. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): Health and Human 
Performance majors and minors.
 
PE2710 Topics in Fitness  1-3 credits 
Professional activity course. topics and activ-
ities not covered in other physical education 
fitness courses are presented and practiced, 
allowing students to extend their experience 
and competencies in a variety of health-related 
or sports-oriented physical conditioning 
modalities. may be repeated for credit with 

different topic. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
athletic training or Pe majors.
 
PE2731 Motor Development  3 credits 
an examination and analysis of perceptual 
motor factors which affect human cognitive, 
psychological, social, and physical develop-
ment throughout the lifespan. topics include 
prenatal development, patterns of growth and 
development, reflexes, gender differences, 
regression, assessment and planning for 
developmental movement programs. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (Pe 2550 or He 
1970) and Health and Human Performance 
majors. (WRit)(WRco)

PE2740 Water Exercise 
 Techniques  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides 
instruction in the principles and skills asso-
ciated with fitness and therapeutic condition-
ing using water as the resistance. Principles 
of health related fitness are addressed and 
activities are designed so that students are 
prepared to minimally perform, properly ana-
lyze, professionally instruct, and appropriately 
structure practice using water exercises for a 
variety of clients and applications. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): Health and Human 
Performance majors and minors.

PE2831 Resistance Training 
 Techniques  1.5 credits 
Professional activity course. Provides instruc-
tions on resistance training theory and profes-
sional instructional skills. Prepares students 
to minimally perform, properly analyze, 
professionally instruct, and appropriately 
structure practice using resistance training 
techniques as practitioners. addresses tech-
niques to improve muscular strength and 
endurance. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Health and Human Performance majors and 
minors.

PE2840 Health and Fitness for 
 Educators  3 credits 
Provides instruction on the role of physi-
cal activity and health behaviors in personal 
well-being, as well as laboratory experiences 
that promote integration of knowledge from 
self-assessments across the dimensions of 
wellness. Students explore the importance of 
modeling wellness through a healthy, active 
lifestyle in their future role as educators. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): childhood 
Studies/teacher certification and early 
childhood Studies/teachers certification 
majors. (Weco)

PE2850 Wellness Choices for a 
 Healthy, Active Lifestyle  3 credits 
designed to encourage personal awareness 
and responsibility for optimal health across 
all dimensions of wellness focusing on the 
role of physical activity and healthy behaviors. 
through weekly lectures, assigned readings, 

in-class discussions and group activities, and 
practical application of content, students 
develop a personal philosophy of wellness, 
examine wellness attitudes, and develop well-
ness knowledge and skills necessary for opti-
mal health and personal well-being. Specific 
topics include an introduction to wellness 
and fitness, health behavior change, aerobic 
and muscular fitness, flexibility and back 
health, exercise-related injuries, wellness diet 
and energy nutrition, body composition and 
weight management, body image and ideals, 
psychological wellness, stress, health and fit-
ness consumerism, addictive behavior, sexual 
behaviors and communicable disease, as well 
as chronic disease. laboratory experiences 
utilize behavior change strategies to promote 
behavioral choices that lead to a healthy, active 
lifestyle across the lifespan. Falls and Springs. 
(Weco)

PE2860 Adventure Programming 
 for Physical Educators  3 credits 
introduces the use of a broad model of 
“adventure” and a multi-dimensional well-
ness model to facilitate growth in inter-
personal and intrapersonal relationships. 
Students learn how to develop and sequence a 
variety of indoor and accessible outdoor initia-
tives for building trust, community, coopera-
tion, conflict resolution, self-confidence, and 
emotional self-awareness. Students engage 
in lesson development and assessments 
that use the full-value contract, challenge by 
choice goal settings as group process tools. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe teacher 
certification and Pe/He teacher certification 
majors. (Weco)

PE2880 Adventures in Wellness  3 credits 
Uses adventure education and a multi-dimen-
sional wellness model to facilitate growth 
in interpersonal and intrapersonal skills. 
Students participate in a variety of indoor 
and outdoor adventure initiatives for building 
trust, community, cooperation, conflict reso-
lution, self-confidence, and emotional self-
awareness. emphasizes gaining knowledge 
and making positive choices for integrating 
a balanced, healthy lifestyle. Not open to stu-
dents with a major in Pe teacher certification 
or Pe/He teacher certification options. Falls 
and Springs. (Weco)

PEDI2950 Sociocultural Dimensions 
 in Physical Activity  3 credits 
Provides an analysis of physical activity and 
the problem of sedentarianism in contempo-
rary United States society using a social eco-
logical framework. Students examine social 
processes and cultural institutions as well as 
the interrelationships between physical activ-
ity/inactivity identities and social and cultural 
forces. Falls and Springs. (SSdi)
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PE3000 Instructional Strategies 
 I–Elementary 4 credits 
Focuses on instructional strategies for ele-
mentary physical education and health educa-
tion. Beginning physical education and health 
education standards are the organizing center. 
an introduction of state, regional, national 
guidelines for Physical/Health education. 
Practical experience at the elementary level. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 2415, Pe 
2731; admittance into the teacher certification 
option; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa; and 
permission of the instructor.

PE3260 Health Fitness Assessment 
 and Programming  3 credits 
Focuses on the components of fitness asso-
ciated with optimal health, cardiorespiratory 
fitness, muscular fitness, flexibility and body 
composition. learners explore the asso-
ciations among physical activity, health and 
hypokinetic diseases; health screening and 
risk classification; principles of assessment, 
prescription and exercise program adherence; 
various assessment strategies for determin-
ing levels of health fitness as well as practice 
health fitness programming techniques spe-
cific to health fitness assessments. learning 
outcomes include knowledge of health fit-
ness components and their relationship 
to optimal health, health fitness measures 
and test administration, health fitness data 
analyses and exercise programming and tech-
niques relative to health fitness assessment 
outcomes. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
(Bidi 2010 and Bidi 2020) or (Bi 2110 
and Bi 2120); adventure education, athletic 
training, Health education and Physical 
education majors and minors.

PE3300 Women and Sport 
 Cultures  3 credits 
Focuses on the influence of sport, a gendered 
institution, on women’s identity from a cul-
tural, psychosocial, and political perspective. 
additionally, students explore how influential 
women can be in redefining sport and how 
significant an inclusive definition might be 
to women’s physicality in terms of self-con-
ceptions, participatory behaviors, and values. 
Sport is broadly defined to include exercise, 
physical activity, and gaming behaviors. 
creates a learning community that facilitates 
personal growth through knowledge sharing, 
using a variety of information sources and 
class discussions. the learning experience 
is enhanced through the organization and 
implementation of a research project, which 
aims to answer a question of interest to stu-
dents. may be taken as WS 3300. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (dico)
(Weco)

PE3310 Curriculum Design 
 and Implementation  3 credits 
From theory to conceptual framework. 
covers the content of physical education and 

health education in reference to the knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes that result from 
effective instruction. curriculum instruc-
tion, models and design are the prominent 
emphasis. observation in public school. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): He 3760 or Pe 
3000.

PE3560 Measurement and 
 Assessment in Physical 
 Education  3 credits 
Various tests and measurements in physi-
cal education are examined; techniques for 
appraising physical fitness and performance 
are practiced. Basic statistics are studied and 
applied. attention is given to the administra-
tion, scoring, and statistical analysis of tests 
with emphasis on computer application. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): mathematics 
Foundations. (QUaN)(QRco)

PE3570 Kinesiology  3 credits 
Fundamental principles of muscular move-
ment, the mechanics of human motion, and 
analysis of human motion, particularly as 
these apply to selected physical activity. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Bi 2110 (may be 
concurrent).

PE3580 Physiology of Exercise  3 credits 
exercise physiology is concerned with human 
functions under the stress of muscular activ-
ity; thus it provides a basis for the study of 
physical fitness and athletic training. a devel-
opment toward scientific investigation and 
application of recent research is provided and 
discussed. designed to provide the needed 
link between theory and practice. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): (Bi 1110 and Bi 1120) 
or Bi 2110 (may be concurrent).

PE3590 Inclusive Physical 
 Activity Programs  3 credits 
an examination of the philosophical, theoret-
ical, and practical applications in promoting 
lifespan physical activity. Focuses on inclu-
sion, adaptation, and accommodation within 
activity environments in order to promote 
self-actualization and active, healthy living 
for all across the lifespan. learners explore 
personal factors and the influence of orga-
nizations, community, and public policy on 
physical activity. Studies social and cultural 
barriers and enablers, as well as the intersec-
tion of ability, race, age, income, class, and 
appearance with physical activity/inactiv-
ity identities, beliefs, values, and behaviors. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (dico)
(WRco)

PE3600 Adapted Physical 
 Education  3 credits 
Students study both theoretical and practical 
applications in working with children and 
adolescents who have developmental and 
physical disabilities. Students are challenged 
to maximize the motor abilities of these 

individuals. Studies history, legal mandates, 
theoretical points-of-view, instructional tech-
niques, and the relationship to adapted physi-
cal education to the entire physical education 
program. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 2731; 
Physical education teacher certification or 
Physical education and Health education 
teacher certification option.

PE3650 Physical Activity and 
 Aging  3 credits 
learners examine the neurological, physiolog-
ical, psychological, and sociological changes 
occurring during late adulthood with empha-
sis on physical activity participation in terms 
of adoption and continuance. implications for 
the planning, implementation and evaluation 
of physical activity programs for the middle 
and older adult population is the focus of 
inquiry. Falls. Prerequisite(s): (Bidi 2010 and 
Bidi 2020) or (Bi 2110 and Bi 2120) or SW 
2500. (Weco)

PE3710 Special Topics in 
 Physical Education  1-3 credits 
topics not covered in other physical educa-
tion courses are presented and studied, allow-
ing students to extend their experience and 
competencies in a variety of health-related or 
sports-oriented topics. may be repeated for 
credit with different topics. Unscheduled.

PE3720 Motor Learning  3 credits 
designed to present information concerning 
the fundamental principles and concepts of 
motor behavior and motor learning involved 
in the acquisition and refinement of motor 
skills/abilities. emphasizes theoretical com-
ponents as well as practical applications. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 2731 or Pe 
3730. (SPSY)

PE3750 Physiology of Exercise 
 Laboratory  1 credit
Physiological measurements of exercise 
responses in humans are made for the pur-
pose of demonstrating theoretical concepts 
acquired in the exercise physiology course. 
methodology, procedures, and quantification 
are emphasized in the lab experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 3580 (may be 
concurrent).

PE3760 Advanced Laboratory
  Techniques  3 credits 
Students learn the operation, calibration, 
and care of all relevant instruments. they are 
responsible for lab demonstration, collection 
of data, calculation techniques of lab reports. 
all activities are under the direction and guid-
ance of faculty. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Pe 
3750 or Pe 3260.

PE3880 Physical Education 
 Practicum  1-3 credits 
designed to give students a practical expe-
rience with a specialized focus in selected 
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options that is supervised and controlled by 
the department. may be repeated for credit. 
Pass/ No Pass. Students are required to pay 
a liability insurance fee. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status; minimum 2.00 cumulative gPa; 
approval of the department chair.

PE4000 Instructional Strategies 
 II–Secondary  4 credits 
designed to provide prospective physical 
education and health education teachers with 
the ability to understand, recognize, ana-
lyze, and demonstrate the range of teaching 
skills employed by effective educators at the 
middle and secondary level. analysis of teach-
ing methods in the physical education and 
health education environment (gymnasium, 
outdoors, classroom) found at the middle and 
secondary levels. Practical experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade 
of c in Pe 3000; minimum 2.60 cumulative 
gPa; and permission of the instructor.

PE4010 Psychosocial Theories of 
 Physical Activity  3 credits 
Focuses on the psychosocial factors related 
to participation and adherence in physical 
activity, exercise, and recreational sport. two 
general questions are explored: (1) How do 
individual psychological and social group 
factors influence participation and perfor-
mance in physical activity, exercise and rec-
reational sport? (2) How does participation 
in physical activity, exercise and recreational 
sport affect the psychosocial well being of 
the individual? learning outcomes include 
understanding participants and participant 
motivation, facilitating psychological growth 
and development, comprehension of physical 
activity environments and group processes 
as well as enhancing health and well-being. 
examines the applications of psychosocial 
theories for enhancing personal growth and 
promoting participation in physical activity 
for individuals with diverse cultural identi-
ties. Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior status; 
adventure education, athletic training, 
Health education and Physical education 
majors and minors. (iNco)

PE4520 Principles and Theories 
 of Strength and 
 Conditioning  3 credits 
advanced study of scientific principles and 
theories related to strength and conditioning 
for varying populations. discussions relative 
to concepts and applications in the exercise 
sciences, testing and evaluation, program 
design, and strength and conditioning facility 
organization and administration are empha-
sized. Springs. Prerequisite(s): Bi 2120, Pe 
3570 and Pe 3580.

PE4530 Senior Seminar  1 credit
Provides motivated students with the oppor-
tunity to investigate the professional expecta-
tions they will experience upon graduation 

and entry into their chosen vocations. the 
course product will be a professional Portfolio. 
Based on a philosophy that embraces devel-
opmental theory, holism, and constructivism, 
the Portfolio will require and document past 
and current growth in all three behavioral 
domains; affective, cognitive, and psychomo-
tor. the seminar assignments allow for an 
integrated and holistic assessment of the con-
cepts and skills mastered in their university 
experience and the variety of ways in which 
these experiences have prepared them for pro-
fessionalism. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
senior Physical education major.

PE4710 Physical Education 
 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Elementary  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c 
in Pe 4000; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

PE4720 Physical Education 
 Student Teaching K-12: 
 Secondary  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c 
in Pe 4000; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

PE4770 Cardiovascular 
 Physiology  3 credits 
the study of cardiovascular function at rest 
and during exercise. myocardial function 
and electrocardiography are addressed as 
they relate to exercise and exercise testing in 
healthy and diseased populations. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): Pe 
3580 and (Pe 3750 or Pe 3260).

PE4780 Exercise Prescription  3 credits 
Principles and practices of assessing and 
conducting health-related adult physical fit-
ness programs to the apparently healthy and 
at-risk populations. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
Pe 3580.

PE4790 Exercise Biochemistry  3 credits 
an intensive study of the biochemical regu-
latory mechanisms of energy production and 
expenditure involved in cellular metabolism. 
emphasis is placed on metabolism of food-
stuffs and the acute and chronic effects that 
exercise and physical activity have on the 
energy pathways. Falls. Prerequisite(s): one 
semester of chemistry with a lab, Pe 3580, 
Pe 3750 and Pe 3760.

PE4800 Senior Research I  3 credits 
Students select a research topic to be exam-
ined. this includes development of a research 
question, a literature review, and methodol-
ogy to be employed. additional course fee 
required. Falls. Prerequisite(s): Pe 3760.

PE4810 Senior Research II  3 credits 
Students collect data based upon the method 
developed in Senior Research i, statistically 
analyze the data, interpret and draw conclu-
sions from the data, and make an oral and 
a written presentation of their findings. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Pe 4800.

PE4880 Physical Education 
 Internship  4-12 credits 
For students desiring a culminating edu-
cational experience with a wide range of 
practical on-the-job work in their selected 
option. the internship is in agencies that 
are approved, supervised and evaluated by 
the department. may be repeated for credit. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.70 gPa 
(cumulative and major); junior standing; 
approval of the department chair.

PE4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
a student-initiated research project on a 
selected topic agreed to by a department fac-
ulty tutor. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair. Prerequisite(s): mini-
mum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

PE4920 Organization and 
 Administration of Applied 
 Health Fitness I  3 credits 
capstone course provides an opportunity 
for students to apply knowledge and skills in 
organization, assessment, programming, and 
leadership within a campus-based health fit-
ness setting. Students participate in a super-
vised internship experience and interact 
with diverse co-workers and clients. Practical 
applications of learning and demonstration of 
program competencies require a documented 
commitment of 135 hours (45 hours per credit) 
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across the semester, and the development and 
presentation of a professional portfolio. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): (Pe 2428, Pe 
2525, Pe 2831, Pe 3260), He or Pe majors 
with senior status, 2.00 gPa in major, and 
evidence of current cPR certification.

PE4930 Organization and 
 Administration of Applied 
 Health Fitness II  1-3 credits 
Focuses on the administrative components of 
health fitness programs. learners explore the 
complex process of peer leadership through 
mentoring relationships. emphasizes dem-
onstrating knowledge, skills, and abilities 
required in administering safe, effective, and 
goal-specific health-related fitness programs 
for typical and atypical adult participants. 
Reinforces acSm facility standards and 
guidelines, including those on design and 
layout of recreational fitness facilities, basic 
exercise equipment maintenance, and impor-
tant legal/ethical/safety issues a health fit-
ness leader should understand and practice. 
Practical application of learning outcomes 
include practicum hours working in health 
fitness program environment. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): Pe 4920, and permission of 
the instructor.

PEHE–Physical Education and 
Health Education

PEHE4710  Student Teaching 
   K-12: Elementary  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c 
in Pe 4000; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

PEHE4720  Student Teaching K-12: 
    Secondary  6 credits 
the culminating field-based experience for all 
programs leading to teacher certification. it is 
a continuous, full-time (five days per week) 
experience of six credits during which, after 
a period of structured observations, students 
gradually assume responsibility for a full 
range of teaching activities encountered in a 
school situation, thereby demonstrating the 
appropriate professional skills and attitudes 
essential for successful teaching. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 

guidance of a cooperating teacher and mem-
bers of the University faculty. Required semi-
nars complement the experience. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade of c 
in Pe 4000; minimum 2.70 cumulative gPa; 
permission of the coordinator of teacher 
certification and clinical experiences.

PH–Physics

PHDI2010  Physical Science for    
     Non-Scientists  3 credits 
Basic concepts of physical science. Science 
as a way of thinking, particularly in connec-
tion with human affairs dependent upon 
scientific thought. the nature of the scien-
tific enterprise and the developing character 
of science. opportunity to conceptualize and 
to interrelate abstractions in the context of 
physical entities and phenomena. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): PHdi 2020. (Scie)(Sidi)

PHDI2020  Physical Science for 
    Non-Scientists 
    Laboratory  1 credit
laboratory work to supplement PHdi 2010. 
the lab will reinforce lecture concepts in an 
exploratory setting using scientific meth-
odology and current computer technology. 
Springs. Corequisite(s): PHdi 2010. (SlaB)
(Sidi)

PH2130 Physics I  4 credits 
introduction to classical physics. topics 
include: kinematics, dynamics. emphasis on 
application of theory and problem-solving. 
laboratory. additional course fee required. 
Falls. (SclB)

PH2140 Physics II  4 credits 
introduction to classical physics. topics 
include: fluids, thermodynamics, waves, elec-
tricity, magnetism. emphasis on application 
of theory and problem-solving. laboratory. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): PH 2130. (SclB)

PHDI2300  Astronomy  3 credits 
Fundamental principles of astronomy. 
includes theories of the origin of the universe 
and the solar system with emphasis on the 
structure and motions of the earth, the moon 
and its phases, eclipses, composition and 
motion of the sun and other star types, and 
galactic systems. Practical, naked-eye obser-
vations with the use of celestial maps. Some 
telescopic observations required. Falls and 
Springs. (Scie) (Sidi)

PH2330  Astronomy Laboratory  1 credit
Supplements PHdi 2300 by reinforcing con-
cepts through observational activities. these 
activities include naked-eye observations, 
computer simulations, and data reduction 
methods used by past and present astrono-
mers. additional course fee required. Falls 

and Springs. Corequisite(s): PHdi 2300. 
(SlaB)

PH2410 University Physics I  3 credits 
a traditional calculus-based introductory 
survey of general physics. intended primar-
ily for majors in the physical sciences and 
mathematics. emphasis on the mathemati-
cal development of the subject and on the 
acquisition of problem-solving skills. topics 
include: mechanics, rotational motion, ther-
modynamics. Falls. Prerequisite(s): ma 2550 
or ma 2490 (may be taken concurrently). 
Corequisite(s): PH 2430. (Scie)

PH2420 University Physics II  3 credits 
Second semester of calculus-based general 
physics survey. topics include: gravitation, 
fluids, periodic and wave motion, acous-
tics, electricity, and magnetism. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): PH 2410. Corequisite(s): PH 
2440. (Scie)

PH2430 University Physics 
 Laboratory I  1 credit
laboratory techniques and experience are 
designed to enable students to do experiments 
at an introductory level. concepts presented in 
PH 2410 are used and illustrated. additional 
course fee required. Falls. Corequisite(s): PH 
2410. (SlaB)

PH2440 University Physics 
 Laboratory II  1 credit
laboratory techniques and experience are 
designed to enable students to do experi-
ments at an introductory level. concepts pre-
sented in PH 2420 are used and illustrated. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): PH 2420. (SlaB)

PH3130 Mechanics  4 credits 
classical mechanics of particles, rigid bod-
ies, systems, and continuous media. topics 
include: one, two, and three-dimensional 
particle motion, rigid body rotation, fluid 
dynamics and lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
formulations. emphasis on application of 
theory including numerical techniques. 
Recitation session devoted to problem-solv-
ing. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): PH 
2420 and ma 2560.

PH3520 Modern Physics  4 credits 
Survey of modern physics including: histori-
cal development of theories of the nature of 
matter and radiation, relativity, atomic and 
nuclear structure, quantum mechanics and 
particles. emphasis on the application of the-
ory and problem-solving. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
PH 2420 and ma 2560.

PH3900 Special Topics in 
 Physics  1-4 credits 
Students can pursue subjects of interest in 
Physics, augmenting the material covered in 
the introductory courses. credit varies with 
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amount of material covered. the course must 
be set up with the instructor before registra-
tion. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): (PH 2130 
and PH 2140) or (PH 2410 and PH 2420).

PH4910 Independent Study  1-4 credits 
ordinarily for natural science majors. Studies 
undertaken are defined by the students con-
cerned, subject to approval by appropriate 
staff members. Work may involve reading, 
conferences, historical, experimental or theo-
retical projects, field investigations, statistical 
surveys or combinations of the foregoing. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

PO–Political Science

PO1010 Politics and Government  3 credits 
the primary concepts and methodology of 
political science. Falls. (SPSY)

PO1020 American Government  3 credits 
analysis of structure, process and behavior 
in the american national government. actual 
performance is evaluated in the light of the 
promise of democracy. Falls and Springs. 
(SPSY)

PO1030 World Politics  3 credits 
Why war? is peace possible? are relations 
among peoples predictable? How? Who has 
tried? Beginning steps toward an understand-
ing of global political development. Springs. 
(gloB)(gaco)

PODI1040  Terrorism and Counter-
   Terrorism  3 credits 
explores the historical and current terrorist 
threat, both on a domestic and international 
level. investigates causes: terrorist group 
strategies and targets; governmental and 
international responses and counterterrorist 
measures; and the multitude of challenges 
posted to the world community by terrorists. 
topics include the attacks on the World trade 
center; middle eastern terrorism; right-wing 
terrorism in this country; the specific threat of 
terrorists using weapons of mass destruction, 
and etc. Falls. (PPdi)

PODI1050 Global Problems, Power 
 and Politics  3 credits 
Focuses on current issues such as terrorism, 
war, poverty and pollution to demonstrate how 
global problems impact our lives and often 
require multileveled solutions. examines sev-
eral approaches to the study of international 
politics, including political realism and inter-
disciplinary approaches. explores the roles of 
individuals, nation-states and international 
organizations in creating and resolving global 
problems. Falls and Springs. (SSdi)

PODI1060  Politics and Art  3 credits 
Politics and art have always been entwined. 
Politicians quickly learned the usefulness of 
symbols. artists appreciated the patronage 
of those in power. looks at political expres-
sions in various artistic areas including 
music, visual arts, theatre, poetry and movies 
to investigate the impact and meaning of the 
relationship between politics and art. Spring 
2011. (ctdi)

PODI1100 Citizen Politics  3 credits 
an exploration of citizens’ role in democ-
racy, the interactions between citizens and 
their governments and the knowledge and 
skills required for effective citizenships. Falls. 
(SSdi)

PO2020 Public Administration  3 credits 
analysis of the nature of bureaucracy; recruit-
ment, training, management and organi-
zation of civil servants; public unionism, 
problems of communication, allocation of 
resources and public budgeting process, 
administrative law; problems of public sup-
port. Falls. (dico)

PO3010 Topics in Political Science  1 credit
topics in political science not normally cov-
ered in depth in other political science courses. 
may be repeated with a different topic for no 
more than 12 credits. occasionally.

PO3020 Topics in Political 
 Science  2 credits 
topics in political science not normally cov-
ered in depth in other political science courses. 
may be repeated with a different topic for no 
more than 12 credits. occasionally.

PO3030 Topics in Political 
 Science  3 credits 
topics in political science not normally cov-
ered in depth in other political science courses. 
may be repeated with a different topic for no 
more than 12 credits. occasionally.

PO3100 American Political 
 Thought  3 credits 
a survey of the major political writings in 
america from colonial to contemporary 
times. included are the political ideas of 
Native americans, african americans and 
women. Fall 2010, Fall 2011.

PO3120 Political Parties, Elections, 
 and Interest Groups  3 credits 
the nature, functions, organizations, and 
activities of political parties and interest 
groups as well as the processes of nomination, 
campaigns, and elections in the american 
political systems. Springs. (teco)

PO3150 State and Local Politics  3 credits 
critical analysis of the structure and behavior 
of subnational governments in the United 
States and their relationships within the fed-

eral system. consideration is given to their his-
torical evolution. the comparative approach 
highlights similarities and differences and 
attempts to account for these. Particular atten-
tion is focused on New england. Not open to 
students who have earned credit for Po 2010. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): Po1020.

PO3240 International Political 
 Economy  3 credits 
a study of the tensions inherent in inter-
national relations because of our interna-
tional economy, and how they are resolved. 
Highlights the dynamic interactions between 
politics and economics, states and markets, 
and society and individuals. Spring 2012.

PO3250 Model United Nations  3 credits 
introduces students to the origins, func-
tions, structure, and issues facing the con-
temporary UN. combines both substantive 
knowledge and simulated debates of major 
issues in the UN agenda, including genocide, 
economic development, terrorism, environ-
ment, etc. looks into relationship between 
the United States and the UN. Prepares a 
student delegation to the World model UN 
conference. Because the course includes role-
playing, it offers a chance to extend students’ 
knowledge of international politics while 
developing proficiency in public speaking, 
policy formulation, parliamentary procedure, 
diplomacy, negotiation, and conflict resolu-
tion. the course is excellent preparation for a 
career in public policy or international affairs. 
additional course fee required. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (gaco) (iNco)

PO3260 Model UN Lab  1 credit
introduces students to the origins, functions, 
structure and issues facing the contemporary 
United Nations. Prepares a student delega-
tion to the World model UN conference in an 
international setting, organized by Harvard 
University. includes role-playing and offers 
a chance to extend one’s knowledge of inter-
national politics while developing proficiency 
in public speaking, policy formulation, parlia-
mentary procedure, diplomacy, negotiations, 
and conflict resolution. excellent preparation 
for a career in public policy or international 
affairs. may be repeated for credit. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): Po 3250 (may be taken con-
currently).

PO3300 Latin American Politics  3 credits 
an introduction to the politics of latin 
america. explores contemporary trends in 
the region and provides a basis for under-
standing the unique political institutions, 
power relations and cultural diversity of 
selected countries. emphasis on trends such 
as democratization, development and U.S. 
relations exposes students to important con-
temporary issues and controversies. Springs. 
(WRit)(gaco)(WRco)
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PO3350 Women in World Politics 3 credits 
examines the roles of women as policy mak-
ers and the impact of policy on women. Using 
case studies and biographies, focuses on 
women chief executives, government officials 
and leaders of political organizations around 
the globe. Uses class discussions, readings 
and other materials to explore women’s politi-
cal participation in several regions and allow 
us to analyze how the policies of national 
governments and international organizations 
affect women. Springs.

PO3500 Politics and Conflict in the 
 Middle East  3 credits 
introduces students to the current political 
landscape, the main actors of the contempo-
rary middle east. examines the history and 
culture of the region as well as its economics 
and politics. explores important questions, 
including islamic Fundamentalism, terror-
ism, and democracy. looks into relationship 
between the middle eastern countries and 
societies and the rest of the world, specifically 
the United States. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (gaco)(iNco)

PO3510 Comparative Politics  3 credits 
the similarities and differences of the gov-
ernments of contemporary states. Form and 
function of modern national governments in 
relation to dynamic political forces and insti-
tution in both the developed and underdevel-
oped areas of the world. Falls.

PO3540 European Politics  3 credits 
analyzes the politics of europe as three dis-
tinct groups, with due attention to ongoing 
efforts toward complete integration. emphasis 
on differing political cultures, economic sys-
tems and postures within world order. Prior 
completion of Po 1010 or Po 1030 strongly 
recommended. Spring 2012.

PO3580 Politics of the Pacific 
 Rim–ASEAN  3 credits 
analyzes the politics of the association of 
Southeast asian Nations (aSeaN) consisting 
of Brunei darulsalam, indonesia, malaysia, 
the Philippines, Singapore and thailand. 
emphasis is on the intra-political relations of 
aSeaN members and their political impact 
on the Pacific Rim. Prior completion of Po 
1010 and Po 1030 is recommended. Spring 
2012. (WRco)

PO3590 The Congress  3 credits 
the politics and processes of the congress. 
analysis of the structure of the institution, 
its development, the limits placed on it, the 
recruitment and election of members, their 
functions, relationships to one another and 
to their constituents. Fall 2011. Prerequisite(s): 
Po 1020.

PO3600 The Presidency  3 credits 
the evolution of the Presidency, its powers 
and constraints, organization and use of the 
White House staff, executive decision-mak-
ing, contemporary views of the office. Fall 
2010, Spring 2012. Prerequisite(s): Po 1020.

PO3630 Constitutional Law: Civil 
 Liberties  3 credits 
investigation of american courts with 
emphasis on the Supreme court as it applies 
constitutional principles to conflict over per-
sonal rights. major opinions of the Supreme 
court provide most of the textual material. 
the court is viewed as a highly political body 
with the task of resolving our most difficult 
social conflicts. Fall 2010, Fall 2012.

PO3650 American Foreign Policy  3 credits 
Questions relating to the world role of the 
United States including what that role should 
be and how it is played. includes further dis-
cussion of the balance of means against ends 
and the relationship between domestic poli-
tics and foreign policy. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
Po 1020.

PO3660 Political Analysis  3 credits 
a study of the methodology and research 
techniques of political science. explores 
approaches such as individualistic-psycho-
logical, rational, game theory, role theory and 
techniques such as research design and sur-
vey research. discusses the basic principles 
and assumptions of political inquiry and the 
devices for gathering and analyzing data. 
Spring 2011, Fall 2011. Prerequisite(s): ma 
2300 or SS 3700.

PO3680 Public Policy Analysis  3 credits 
Public policy as a process; how problems are 
defined, agendas set, policies formed, legiti-
mated and evaluated. Several public policies 
are then analyzed and evaluated. an applica-
tion of the basic knowledge of methods and 
sources acquired in introductory political sci-
ence courses. Spring 2011. Prerequisite(s): Po 
1020 and ma 2300. (WRit)(WRco)

PO3810 Political Thought  3 credits 
a survey of major schools of  political thought 
from ancient to modern times. Students are 
expected to reflect systematically on such 
issues as human nature, the role of the state, 
our relation to the state and principles of good 
government. Fall 2011.

PO4010 Political Science 
 Internship  1-12 credits 
Students engage in work programs and 
thereby apply knowledge gained from major 
and minor course areas or concentrations 
in Political Science. Qualifications to be an 
intern are determined by the supervising fac-
ulty member. once placed, student interns 
have both an immediate supervisor and a 
supervising professor in Political Science. 

may be repeated for up to 12 credits. With 
permission. Prerequisite(s): signature of the 
faculty supervisor.

PO4530 Political Science Seminar  3 credits 
exploration of special topics and/or problems 
in Political Science. occasionally.

PO4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Background in political science through read-
ing and research, supplementing previous 
course work in the field. a research paper, 
periodic conference and an oral examination 
may be required. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

PS–Psychology

PSDI1000 Who Am I?: Establishing 
 Personal Identity in the 
 Social Environment  3 credits 
an overview of how the individual develops 
a sense of self or identity within the context 
of the social environment. Falls and Springs. 
(SSdi)

PS1110 Learning Laboratory  0 credit
Falls and Springs. Corequisite(s): PS 3210.

PS1120 Cognitive Psychology 
 Laboratory  0 credit
Springs. Corequisite(s): PS 3220.

PS2010 Introduction to 
 General Psychology  3 credits 
the scope and methods of psychology as a sci-
entific study. Falls and Springs. (SPSY)

PSDI2030 Mind, Brain, and 
 Evolution  3 credits 
examines questions that have long interested 
scientific psychologists: What is mind? What 
is the relationship between mind and brain 
physiology? Where does knowledge come 
from? do other animals possess mind? are 
mental processes the result of evolution? Falls 
and Springs; also Summers and Winterims. 
(Sidi)

PS2050 Life-Span Developmental    
 Psychology  3 credits 
the principles underlying physical, cognitive, 
emotional and social development through 
the life-span. Falls and Springs. (SPSY)

PS2100 Measuring Behavior  3 credits 
an introduction to contemporary strate-
gies of measuring behavior and analyzing 
data. includes appropriate use of technology. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010. 
(teco)
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PSDI2190 Quack Remedies, False 
 Prophets, and Unwarranted    
 Claims  3 credits 
identifies common myths and misunder-
standings about the scientific process and its 
rules of evidence, and helps students sepa-
rate real science from pseudoscience, proven 
cures from quack remedies and legitimate 
dangers from media scares. Springs and 
Winterims. (Sidi)

PS3030 Social Psychology  3 credits 
a psychological approach to social phenom-
ena with emphasis on the concepts and 
methods used in the study of the behavior 
of individuals in various social situations. 
may be taken as So 3030. Falls and Springs. 
(SPSY)

PS3060 Educational Psychology  3 credits 
the psychology of learning and its application 
to the learning process in formal education. 
Falls and Springs.

PS3100 Adolescent Psychology  3 credits 
a survey of physical, intellectual, social 
and ethical development between puberty 
and adulthood. Special attention is given to 
changes in values during adolescence, and 
relations with parents, peers and school. Falls 
and Springs.

PS3130 Directed Research in 
 Psychology  1-3 credits 
Under the supervision of the Psychology 
department faculty, students assist with 
on-going faculty research projects. duties 
typically include but are not limited to, data 
collection and analysis, library research and 
other prepublication tasks. may be repeated 
for credit. Falls and Springs.

PS3140 Statistics in Psychology  3 credits 
application of basic statistics to psychological 
variables. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
PS 2100. (QUaN)(QRco)

PS3150 Research Methods in 
 Psychology  3 credits 
application of research design and scientific 
method to research on psychological vari-
ables. includes professional aPa writing. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 3140. 
(WRit)(WRco)

PS3170 Child Development  3 credits 
the process of development from the end 
of infancy to the beginning of adolescence. 
discusses factors affecting intellectual, social 
and physical development. Springs. (SPSY)

PS3190 Development and 
 Understanding  3 credits 
covers physical, cognitive, social, emotional 
and personality development from the pre-
school period to the beginning of adulthood. 
Focuses on the interaction of physical and 

cognitive development. concentrates on the 
relationship of wellness in physical growth to 
cognitive abilities, such as acquiring knowl-
edge, solving problems, comprehending 
abstract concepts and social skills. an empiri-
cal approach is taken in the examination of 
these topics. Falls and Springs. (Weco)

PS3200 Psychology of Women  3 credits 
lecture and discussion integrating biologi-
cal, psychological and medical information 
to examine objectively the origin and devel-
opment of sex differences. topics include 
differences in biological makeup, personality, 
learning, aggression and achievement moti-
vation. Springs. (dico)

PS3210 Learning  4 credits 
Basic processes and principles of learning 
which are fundamental to any organism’s 
interaction with the environment. laboratory 
experience is an integral component. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010. 
corequisite(s): PS 1110.

PS3220 Cognitive Psychology  4 credits 
examination of processes basic to the 
acquisition, retention and reproduction of 
knowledge. thinking, memory, language, 
problem-solving and decision-making are 
topics to be covered. laboratory compo-
nent. Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010. 
Corequisite(s): PS 1120.

PS3230 Motivation and Emotion  3 credits 
Physiological, personality and social 
approaches to the study of human motivation 
and emotion. occasionally.

PS3250 Cognitive Development  3 credits 
an overview of research and theory concern-
ing cognitive processes in school-aged indi-
viduals, with emphasis on applications to 
classroom and other learning environments. 
Fall of even years.

PS3260 Perception  3 credits 
a survey of the underlying physiological 
processes, anatomical structures and infor-
mation processing capacities of the visual, 
auditory, taste, smell, cutaneous, organic 
vestibular and kinesthetic sense systems. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010.

PS3280 Developmental 
 Psychobiology  3 credits 
Provides students with a detailed description 
of how genetic and environmental factors 
influence the neurological development of 
infants and young children. addresses topics 
such as the development of the nervous sys-
tem, behavior genetics, neuroanatomy, nerve 
cell function, sensory processes, pathological 
development and research methodology used 
in the neurosciences. Springs.

PS3340 Personality  3 credits 
Psychoanalytical, existential, social, behav-
ioral and self theories and how they relate to 
the development and assessment of behavior. 
Falls and Springs.

PS3370 Psychology of Love and 
 Sex  3 credits 
examination of human sexuality and intimate 
relationships from the psychological point of 
view. topics include: human sexual response, 
sexual behavior through the life-span, sexual 
dysfunction and therapy, interpersonal attrac-
tion, communication between partners, suc-
cess and failure in marriage. occasionally.

PS3460 Industrial/Organizational    
 Psychology  3 credits 
a survey of applications of psychological prin-
ciples to the work place. topics include the 
role of the psychologist in industry; person-
nel testing and evaluation; the social context, 
e.g., motivation, attitudes and leadership; and 
human factors in job design, e.g., working 
conditions and safety. Falls.
 
PS3530 Creativity  3 credits 
the nature of problem-solving and creativity, 
theories of creativity, personality character-
istics of the creative person and exploration 
of methods used to increase creativity, such 
as brain-storming. Perspectives integrated: 
aRtS, Scie, SPSY. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNtg)

PS3560 Adulthood and Aging  3 credits 
major developmental transitions between 
adolescence and the end of life. Physical, cog-
nitive, personality, social and occupational 
development. Special topics covered are 
stress, changing life styles and death. Falls.

PS3600 Biological Psychology  3 credits 
the neuroanatomical and physiological basis 
of physical movement, arousal, hunger, thirst, 
emotion, sleep, learning and memory. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): PS 2010.

PS3700 Psychology and Law  3 credits 
applies knowledge of psychological variables 
to various aspects of the law including eyewit-
ness testimony, jury selection, police interro-
gations, repressed memories and the role the 
psychologist plays in the legal system. Falls 
and Springs.

PS4010 History and Systems  3 credits 
the major trends of thought which have 
shaped the development of psychology as 
a science. the unifying theoretical systems 
and concepts which shape and structure 
contemporary psychology. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): PS 2010.

PS4320 Abnormal Psychology  3 credits 
the categories, causes and methods of 
treatment of the major forms of psychopa-
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thology: neurosis, psychosis, personality 
disorders, addictions, sexual deviations, psy-
chophysiological problems. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): PS 2010.

PS4330 Community Mental 
 Health  3 credits 
a comprehensive survey of community men-
tal health as an applied and scientific disci-
pline, emphasizing how community mental 
health works to prevent mental health prob-
lems and address the needs of diverse popula-
tions. Falls. Prerequisite(s): PS 4320.

PS4350 Treatment of 
 Psychological Disorders  3 credits 
Surveys the major treatment methods for 
addressing psychological disorders; cogni-
tive-behavioral, group, humanistic, psychi-
atric/medical, psychodynamic and systemic 
approaches are covered using a bio-psycho-
social perspective. Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 
3340 or PS 4320.

PS4360 Internship in 
 Psychology  3-6 credits 
the undergraduate internship provides super-
vised field experience at a site related to the 
student’s degree and option. Students partici-
pate in unpaid service in the community (100 
hours for three credits or 200 hours for six 
credits) and attend class meetings. Students 
must apply for permission in the semester 
prior to their registration for this course. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. may be repeated for a maximum of 
six credits. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor.

PS4400 Psychology Seminar  3 credits 
current topics in psychology. topics selected 
and determined by students’ backgrounds 
and interests. For psychology majors only. 
may be repeated for credit. Falls and Springs.

PS4440 Psychological 
 Measurement  3 credits 
Focus on the theoretical principles guiding 
the assessment of psychological attributes. 
application to the construction, use and eval-
uation of intelligence, achievement, person-
ality, attitude and vocational measures. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): PS 2010 and (PS 3140 or ma 
2300).

PS4800 Advanced Research Seminar 
 in Psychology  3 credits 
Students conduct individual research projects 
under the supervision and guidance of fac-
ulty. considers advanced topics in statistics. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010, PS 2100, PS 
3140 and PS 3150.

PS4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
advanced readings and research with con-
ferences and oral examinations. Provides 
advanced students with background and 

specialized knowledge relating to an area in 
which an appropriate course is not offered 
or relating to a special individual interest. 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

PS4940 Independent Research in    
 Psychology  1-3 credits 
With the assistance and supervision of a 
member of the Psychology department fac-
ulty, students design, execute, analyze and 
write a report on an original experimental 
research project. Repeatable for a maximum 
of six credits. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the instructor.

PY–Philosophy

PY1010 Ultimate Questions  3 credits 
explores some of humanity’s biggest ques-
tions, such as: does god exist? What are we, 
and do we survive the death of our bodies? are 
right and wrong mere matters of social con-
vention? What’s the basis of a government’s 
authority, and could a world government solve 
humanity’s biggest challenges such as war, 
global inequality and environmental degrada-
tion? Students become aware of a rich diver-
sity of philosophical opinion among some 
major thinkers in the Western tradition, and 
they too try to work out for themselves some 
answers to some of our ultimate questions. 
Falls and Springs. (PHil)(gaco)

PYDI1030 Thinking for Yourself  3 credits 
all educated people rightly value being able 
to think for themselves. this requires some 
understanding of the principles of good rea-
soning as well as the courage and confidence 
to question authority and the “received opin-
ions” of the group. Builds on the skills of the 
First Year Seminar to help students become 
aware of themselves as critical thinkers in 
a society where critical thinking is crucial 
for us as informed citizens and responsible 
participants in the business of the commu-
nity. Students apply the principles of good 
reasoning--including fallacy-spotting and 
assessment of evidence--to the arguments 
and persuasive techniques of political lead-
ers, advertisers, talk show hosts, news ana-
lysts, entertainers and others. through short 
papers, oral reports, class discussions and 
debates, students apply the lessons of good 
critical thinking to some of the most impor-
tant issues of the day. Falls and Springs. 
(PHil)(SSdi)

PYDI1050 Building a Civil Society  3 credits 
Focuses on the role of the individual in creat-
ing a civil society leading toward the advance-
ment of peace, human rights and democracy. 
a main premise is that the individual and 
society have a reciprocal influence: societies 
nurture and shape the individuals that com-
prise it; but individuals also have the power 

to change society in significant ways. the 
dynamic of social change from the point of 
view of both the society and the individual are 
explored, and ways are suggested for individu-
als to contribute to this social dynamic. Special 
topics include nonviolent societal transfor-
mation, institutional barriers to growth and 
change, and revolutionary techniques for the 
resolution of conflict. Falls. (SSdi)

PY1120 Doing Right and Being 
 Good  3 credits 
explores various answers to the main ques-
tions of ethics, including: What is good? What 
actions are morally right? What is the good life 
for human beings? Students are encouraged 
to apply these theories in working out their 
own answers to such contemporary social 
issues as gay rights and our attitudes toward 
other societies and sub-cultural groups. Falls 
and Springs. (PHil)(dico)

PYDI1200 Introduction to God  3 credits 
examines the many faces of god that human-
ity has used to understand the concept of a 
Supreme Being. looks carefully into the key 
events and beliefs of each system. Falls and 
Springs. (PPdi)

PY1500 Women and Religion  3 credits 
examines the contributions of women in 
religion from mainstream to evangelical to 
Native american spirituality, and attempts to 
see why their contributions have been, and 
continue to be, so important in what many 
would describe as “patriarchal” religious insti-
tutions. Students are presented with ‘raw’ 
material: the voices of women in religion over 
the course of american history. includes most 
religious movements as well as traditional 
christian, Jewish, muslim and alternative 
religious institutions. Students hear women 
‘in their own words’ and critically reflect on 
their contributions past and present. Springs. 
(dico)

PY2000 Basic Argumentation and 
 Debate  3 credits 
an introduction to the principles of debate 
and the forms of argumentation it employs. 
includes the procedures of formal debate, 
the researching of debate topics, the types 
and tests of evidence, the questions of pre-
sumption and the burden of proof, analysis of 
issues, refutation and rebuttal. Falls.

PY2010 Debate Team  1.5 credits 
a directed activity involving participation with 
the University debate team. actual debate 
experience on and off campus. Usually taken 
in the same semester with PY 2000, but may 
be a separate activity. may be repeated for up 
to six credits. offered for credit at student’s 
request. Prerequisite(s): permission of the 
instructor.
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PY2200Ideas of the Old Testament 3 credits 
an examination of the main themes and ideas 
in the old testament (Hebrew Scripture) 
from creation accounts to the major and 
minor Prophets. Seeks to increase aware-
ness of this major influence on people, reli-
gions and traditions throughout the world as 
well as in our own society, concentrating on 
the foundational relevance of the story of the 
Biblical people of israel and their journeys. 
looks closely at the creation of a people and 
the stories which inspired them: stories that 
continue to inspire many. Fall of odd years. 
(gaco)

PY2210 New Testament Thought  3 credits 
an introduction to the sources and formation 
of the New testament dealing in particular 
with the philosophical dimensions of the 
basic teachings of the historical Jesus and the 
various ideas formed by the early christian 
community. also relates these ideas to con-
temporary values and settings, while explor-
ing their influence on different parts of the 
world and the way in which both Jesus and 
Paul became the formative thinkers for many. 
Spring of even years. (gaco)

PY2290 Religion in America  3 credits 
an exploration of the diverse theological and 
religious elements in america. deals with 
movements within the major religions as they 
have occurred in america and the United 
States, while providing insight into the newer 
forms of american theological expression. 
Focuses on the large numbers of religious 
experiments in this society and the modern 
day rise of new religious groups. Spring of 
odd years. (dico)

PY2310 Elements of Logic  3 credits 
an introduction to the structure of correct 
reasoning, the problems of language, infor-
mal fallacies and the need for systematic and 
critical thinking. includes both traditional 
logic and the methods of modern symbolic 
logic. Falls and Springs. (PHil)(QRco)

PY2610 Eastern Philosophy  3 credits 
a study of central philosophical concepts and 
issues from the point of view of some of the 
major sources of eastern thought, such as 
the Vedas, Upanishads, Bhagavad-gita, tao 
te ching and Buddhist writings. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): any other philosophy 
course.

PY2630 The Concept of Death  3 credits 
analysis and evaluation of various perspec-
tives on death. Readings cover philosophical, 
psychological, sociological, practical and artis-
tic aspects of death and different modes of 
response to human mortality. Spring of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): any other philosophy 
course.

PY2650 Mind and Machine  3 credits 
discussion and critical examination of philo-
sophical issues relating to the nature of the 
mind and to the possibility of artificial minds 
and artificial persons. topics to be covered 
include thought, perception and intentional-
ity, consciousness, the nature and theoretical 
limits of computation, animal minds, affect 
and emotion, freedom and mechanism, 
personal identity, function, teleology and 
the nature of interpersonal relationships. 
Readings will include both philosophical 
writings and fictional explorations of some 
of the philosophical themes covered. Springs. 
(teco)

PY3010 Topics in Philosophy  3 credits 
explores in-depth some philosophical topic 
of the instructor’s choosing. may be repeated 
for credit with a different topic. Unscheduled. 
Prerequisite(s): three credits in Philosophy.

PY3110 History of Philosophy I: 
 Ancient  3 credits 
an introductory study of the beginning of 
the philosophic tradition in ancient greece. 
examines the concepts and theories of the 
Pre-Socratic philosophers, Socrates, Plato, 
aristotle, etc. Selected original works of the 
major philosophers are read and discussed 
in detail. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): any 
other philosophy course and junior status. 
(iNco)

PY3120 History of Philosophy II: 
 Modern  3 credits 
an introductory study of Western philosophy 
from the Renaissance to the 20th century. 
includes introductory studies of descartes, 
Spinoza, leibnitz, Hobbes, locke, Berkeley, 
Hume, Kant, Hegel and others. Spring of 
even years. Prerequisite(s): any other philoso-
phy course and junior status. (iNco)

PY3140 Medieval Philosophy  3 credits 
Philosophical development of the medi-
eval mind from the neo-Platonic thought of 
Saint augustine through such luminaries as 
erigena, anselm, aquinas and duns Scotus. 
Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the instructor.

PY3150 Society, Ethics, and the 
 Law  3 credits 
See cJ 3150 for course description. Not open 
to students who have earned credit for cJ/PY 
2100. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (PHil)(dico)(iNco)

PY3160 History of Philosophy 
 III: Contemporary  3 credits 
major influential movements  in 20th century 
philosophy. Pragmatism, logical Positivism, 
Philosophical analysis and existentialism. 
Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): any other 
philosophy course and junior status. (iNco)

PY3210Comparing World Religions 3 credits 
meant for students who wish to compare and 
contrast the major religious traditions of the 
world. Students read original texts from vari-
ous religions. each tradition is given equal 
weight during the reading, writing and class 
discussion. Students become familiar with 
figures of world religions. deals with the 
resulting social behavior, artistic expression 
and concepts of the sacred, from christianity 
and Judaism to islam and Buddhism. Special 
attention is given to international and cultur-
ally diversifying implications of each tradition. 
Students are expected to write on a religious 
tradition during the semester and develop 
that writing to a full paper by the end of that 
semester. a student may elect to compare two 
different religious faiths and/or their religious 
expressions (literature, arts, etc.). the mid-
semester test is on the basics of each world 
religion. included as the major world reli-
gions are Hinduism, Buddhism, christianity, 
islam, Judaism, toaism and confucianism 
along with their scriptures/readings/litera-
ture and art. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior sta-
tus. (iNtg)

PY3390 Applied Ethics  3 credits 
Focuses on the analysis of values from the 
perspectives of (1) ethics, (2) various social 
institutions, e.g., business, law, medicine, 
government, journalism and education, etc. 
and (3) physical science, with emphasis on 
environmental concerns. may be taken as iS 
3390. Perspectives integrated: PHil, Scie, 
SPSY. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNtg)

PY3450 Enlightenment, Love, and    
 Literature  3 credits 
a study of three related philosophical prob-
lems–evil in a supposedly just universe, and 
the fall and rise of human beings–as they are 
embodied in selected works from both phi-
losophy and literature. literary works such 
as greek tragedy, Shakespearean tragedy, 
goethe’s Faust, Blake’s Songs of innocence, 
t.S. eliot’s Four Quartets, and Hesse’s 
Siddhartha are used as concrete examples of 
the various interpretations of the philosophi-
cal issues. Perspectives integrated: litY, 
PHil. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNtg)

PY3460 Sexual Ethics  3 credits 
an examination of past and present sources 
of sexual ethics in the Judeo-christian tradi-
tion, with an emphasis on present day sexual 
ethics and the dimensions of sexuality yet to 
be accepted by a given ethical framework. 
integrates literature and Philosophy as well 
as religious views and historical sources. 
attempts to distinguish between the world of 
the secular and the religious, while analyzing 
both. Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNco)
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PY3540 Philosophy of Religion  3 credits 
a critical analysis of the traditional and con-
temporary religious concepts and values that 
underlie the basic doctrines of the major reli-
gious faiths. examines some contemporary 
religious and quasi-religious movements. 
Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNco)

PY3560 Philosophical Perspectives 
 on War and Peace  3 credits 
offers an integrated look at the problem of 
war and violence in the nuclear age, including 
historical, religious, psychological, political, 
economic and technological aspects. Helps 
students see the interrelationships among 
the many causal factors of war as well as to 
help them think philosophically about the 
problems of war and peace as global issues 
facing virtually all nations and, indeed, rais-
ing the most serious questions about the 
continued existence of life on earth. Readings 
are based on texts, handouts and web sites 
to ensure that students have information on 
current developments regarding arms trade, 
military budgets, United Nations activity, etc. 
may be taken as iS 3560. Perspectives inte-
grated: HiSt, PHil, SPSY, tecH. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNtg)(gaco)
(iNco)

PY3710 Philosophy, Science, 
 and Superstition  3 credits 
What is it that distinguishes science from 
irrational opinion and superstition? is sci-
ence really a way to knowledge? the only 
way? What is a scientific theory, and how does 
science manage to explain things? What is 
superstition, and why have people found it 
so attractive? and where do so-called pseudo-
scientific ideas like creationism and astrology 
fit into our understanding of reality? Uses 
historical and current examples to illumi-
nate the nature of science and superstition 
and attempts to find philosophical principles 
that can guide us in evaluating controversial 
beliefs. Falls. Prerequisite(s): junior status. 
(PHil)(iNco)

PY4770 Great Philosophers 
 Seminar  3 credits 
the works of from one to three major philoso-
phers. different philosophers may be selected 
each offering of the course. may be repeated. 
Philosophy majors should consult with their 
advisor. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): three 
credits in philosophy. (WRit)(WRco)

PY4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
limited to students who have demonstrated 
their ability to do superior work in philosophy 
and who are able to do independent work. 
Before registering for independent study, stu-
dents should consult with a member of the 
department concerning a program of study. 
Students are expected to work independently 
with tutorial guidance. evidence of progress 

is demonstrated by papers and discussion. 
offered by arrangement. consent required 
of the instructor who will supervise the inde-
pendent study and the department chair. 
Prerequisite(s): 12 semester hours in philoso-
phy with an average grade of B or better.

RL–Reading

RL1200 Children’s Literature  3 credits 
a survey which deals with the selection, 
evaluation and utilization of literary materi-
als for children from ages 5 to 13. Focus is on 
the different genres in children’s literature. 
discussion and projects are based on using a 
variety of classical and contemporary genres, 
technology and media. extensive reading and 
critiquing of children’s books are required 
with the aim of developing an appreciation 
and understanding of the value of children’s 
literature in language and literacy develop-
ment in a variety of settings. Participation 
activities with children are required. Springs.

RL2500 Language and Literacy    
 Development in Young 
 Children  3 credits 
examines language acquisition and literacy 
development of children birth through eight 
years of age. Focuses on fostering language 
development and communication in the 
home and early childhood settings. examines 
second language acquisition and the needs of 
young english language learners. explores 
materials, environments and interactions that 
support literacy development in the home 
and early childhood settings. Requires three 
hours of field experiences in an approved 
early childhood setting. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): eR 2000.

RL3050 Foundations of Reading 
 and Writing  3 credits 
examines the foundations of literacy instruc-
tion with an emphasis on curriculum, meth-
ods and materials for children in kindergarten 
through grade three. Focuses on phonemic 
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, com-
prehension, core reading programs and stages 
of writing development in a balanced reading 
framework. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
cd 1000 and full acceptance to the teacher 
certification option. Corequisite(s): ed 3050, 
ed 3051, and ed 3052.

RL3070 Language Arts and Reading 
 in the Elementary School  3 credits 
examines the integration of the language 
arts and reading for students in grades one 
through six. Focuses on word study, content 
area reading and writing, study skills and lit-
erature study. explores materials and meth-
ods for all learners in a balanced reading and 
writing program. candidates participate in a 
practicum in an assigned public school. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): completion of 
cluster i and full acceptance to the teacher 

certification option. Corequisite(s): ed 3070, 
ma 3070, and Se 3070.

RL3500 Reading, Writing, and 
 Language Arts in the 
 Primary Grades  3 credits 
Focuses on the underlying principles of effec-
tive reading and writing instruction in the 
primary grades. emphasizes strategies for 
planning, implementing and assessing lan-
guage arts experiences that integrate reading, 
writing, listening and speaking. Requires a 
practicum of two hours per week in a first, 
second or third grade classroom. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): acceptance into 
teacher certification candidacy.

SE–Special Education

SE2080 Children with 
 Disabilities  3 credits 
Provides students with the foundation for 
understanding social, family and educational 
contexts affecting the lives of children with dis-
abilities. Students explore historical and social 
factors that have shaped policies toward chil-
dren with disabilities and understand the pro-
visions of state and federal legislation relevant 
to children with disabilities. competencies to 
be addressed include understanding of fam-
ily issues and development of strategies for 
collaborating with families, familiarity with 
disability labels identified in federal legisla-
tion, understanding of the pre-referral, refer-
ral, assessment and planning processes for 
the education of children with disabilities and 
familiarity with ways contexts are adapted 
and technology used to include children in 
active participation. includes a 10-hour ser-
vice learning experience outside of class. 
Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): restricted to 
childhood Studies, early childhood Studies 
or music education majors.

SE2850 American Sign 
 Language I  3 credits 
a critical skills course in a major communica-
tion system for those preparing to work with 
the deaf and the hard of hearing. grammar 
and vocabulary are emphasized in both the 
receptive and expressive modes of language 
transmission. may be taken as ll 2850. Falls.
 
SE2860 American Sign 
 Language II  3 credits 
a continuation of skills learned in american 
Sign language i. Students continue to 
develop the skills taught in the first course 
while adding new vocabulary and linguistic 
concepts. Students further their receptive 
and conversational skills. covers topics such 
as deaf culture, etiquette, history and current 
events. may be taken as ll 2860. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): ll 2850 or Se 2850 or permis-
sion of the instructor.
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SE3070 Classroom Applications in    
 Inclusive Education  3 credits 
Broadens students’ understanding and 
knowledge of the nature and needs of chil-
dren with disabilities in traditional educa-
tional settings. emphasis is on providing 
specific instructional strategies, diagnostic 
and academic interventions, effective pro-
gramming and remediation for students 
with exceptionalities. Students work exten-
sively with individual education Plans, 504 
plans, behavior plans, as well as a variety of 
assessment instruments. includes the use of 
direct instruction, curriculum-based assess-
ment and systemic observations. Students 
are required to do a field placement with 
their integrated curriculum and assessment 
classes. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): Se 
2080. Corequisite(s): ed 3070, ma 3070, and 
Rl 3070.

SE3090 Introduction to Special 
 Education: Middle and 
 Secondary  3 credits 
Provides teachers and other social service 
professionals with the understanding and 
skill to work effectively with children with 
disabilities in integrated settings. emphasis 
is placed upon the disabilities most preva-
lent in society, such as learning disabilities, 
behavior and emotional disorders and cogni-
tive impairments. other forms of disabilities 
to be discussed include sensory, neurologi-
cal and musculoskeletal. competencies to 
be presented and discussed are consistent 
with international council for exceptional 
children standards and include: historical, 
philosophical and legal foundations of special 
education, characteristics of individuals with 
disabilities, communication and collaborative 
efforts among professionals, understand-
ing professionalism and ethical practices in 
special education. an observation compo-
nent is integral to this course. this course 
is designed for K-12 teacher certification 
and middle School majors only. the course 
is not intended for majors in the education 
department. Falls and Springs.

SO–Sociology

SODI2200 Exploring Social Life 3 credits 
american social life emphasizes an indi-
vidual level perspective and as a result, many 
of us tend to overlook the role of broader 
social influences in shaping the self and life 
chances. examines the social, economic, 
political and technological forces that influ-
ence our behavior, decisions and perceptions 
of our selves. Particular attention is given to 
exploring current topics, the rules that govern 
social interaction and group behavior and to 
issues involving class, race, gender and reli-
gion. Falls and Springs. (SPSY)(SSdi)

SO2220 Foundations of Sociology  3 credits 
theories and methods of Sociology are 
applied to the analysis of such issues as social 
class, race, gender, religion and politics. 
Not open to students who earned credit for 
introduction to Sociology. Falls and Springs. 
(SPSY)(dico)

SO2380 Social Problems  3 credits 
a sociological investigation of problems that 
originate in human social interaction and 
have an undesirable impact on social life. 
Focuses on problems of poverty, ethnic rela-
tions, crime, inequality and alienation, and 
studies ways of coping with these problems. 
Springs. (SPSY)

SO2400 White Collar Crime  3 credits 
an examination of definitions of white collar 
crime, of the impact such crime has on soci-
ety and of societal responses to white collar 
crime. may be taken as cJ 2400. Springs.

SO3030 Social Psychology  3 credits 
See PS 3030 for course description. Falls and 
Springs. (SPSY)

SO3070 The Sociology of the 
 Family  3 credits 
Focuses on the social forces shaping the 
changing dynamics of contemporary family. 
Studies theoretical and conceptual frame-
works. addresses at length specific issues 
and problems such as abortion, single parent-
ing, childcare and domestic violence. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

SO3080 Juvenile Delinquency  3 credits 
See cJ 3080 for course description. Fall of 
even years. Prerequisite(s): cJ 1010 or So 
2220.

SO3090 Criminology  3 credits 
See cJ 3090 for course description. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 
2220.

SO3100 Urban Sociology  3 credits 
Provides students with an understanding of 
the growth of the modern city. covers theo-
retical and conceptual frameworks as well 
as problems people face living and working 
in the urban environment. explores ways to 
improve urban living in specific countries. 
Fall of even years. Prerequisite(s): So 2220.

SO3160 Women in World 
 Development  3 credits 
examines women’s changing role and sta-
tus in developing countries. issues covered 
and explored include sexual division of labor, 
relationship among classes and castes, gen-
der and ethnicity, the household economy 
and subsistence production, migration, 
leadership roles and styles, women’s role in 
development projects, internationalization 
of capital and women’s work, and women 
and political power. materials focus on wom-

en’s experiences in africa, asia and latin 
america. Springs. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or 
So 2220.

SO3180 Sociology of Deviance  3 credits 
the sociology of deviance involves the study 
of differences between people. What differ-
ences matter to people? Why do some people 
choose to be different? Why do people react 
to difference the way they do? and how does 
societal reaction affect those who are dif-
ferent? these are some of the fundamental 
questions that are addressed. Falls. (dico)

SO3210 Topics in Sociology  3 credits 
examines specialized areas in sociology which 
are not covered in regularly scheduled courses. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): So 2220.

SO3350 Sociology of Popular 
 Culture  3 credits 
examines the effects of popular culture on 
society and of society on popular culture; how 
does the popular culture industry work; and 
what makes a given artifact ‘popular’? Fall 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 
2220.

SO3370 Sociology of Race and 
 Ethnicity  3 credits 
examines the dynamics that produce and 
maintain structured social inequality based on 
minority status and the social consequences 
of such inequality. topics include the nature 
and definition of race, the origins of preju-
dice, theories of discrimination, immigration, 
present-day problems and trends. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

SO3380 Drugs and Society  3 credits 
examines the role psychoactive substances 
have played in religions and cultures in world 
history and the history and politics of drug 
control today and in the past. Fall of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (iNco)

SO3390 Environment and Society  3 credits 
a study of the relationships between social 
organization, culture and the environment. 
current environmental problems and policy 
issues are debated, and their connections with 
society and culture are a focus. the meanings 
of nature and wilderness are also discussed. 
other topics include: environmental justice, 
the history and workings of the environmen-
tal movement, greenwashing, public attitudes 
towards the environment and the idea of sus-
tainability. Perspectives integrated: gloB, 
Scie, SPSY. Springs. Prerequisite(s): (aN 
2210 or So 2220) and junior status. (iNtg)
(iNco)

SO3450 Social Stratification  3 credits 
a sociological analysis of the nature, causes 
and consequences of class and status differ-
ences within society. Focuses on concepts and 
theories of social stratification. Studies spe-
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cific issues related to social mobility, class, sta-
tus, differential power and poverty. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or So 2220.

SO3500 Illness, Wellness, and 
 Healing  3 credits 
concepts of illness, wellness, and healing 
reflect the societies and cultures in which 
they are found. compares ways in which a 
variety of Western (e.g., France, germany, 
United States) and non-Western (South 
american, african) societies and cultures 
think about and institutionalize health and ill-
ness. Selected topics include: changing health 
and nutritional status from human prehistory 
to the present, social and cultural definitions 
of health and illness, ritual healing practices, 
ethnomedicine, the relationships of social 
organization and stratification to health and 
illness; and the social and personal construc-
tion of medical knowledge. Not open to stu-
dents who have earned credit for medical 
anthropology. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
aN 2210 or So 2220. (Weco)

SO4010 Advanced Theory in 
 Criminology  3 credits 
an examination of the history of crimino-
logical theory with special emphasis on how 
changes in society have influenced the devel-
opment of theory and at how theory has influ-
enced policy in criminal justice. may be taken 
as cJ 4010. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
cJ 1010 or So 2220.

SO4100 Anthropological and 
 Sociological Theory  3 credits 
Social theory helps us to understand society 
and how it works. it also provides frameworks 
for developing methodology for anthro-
pologists and sociologists when conducting 
research. looks at the connections between 
theories and methods (or practice) and ana-
lyzes major classical and modern theorists 
from durkheim and Weber to malinowski, 
goffman and geertz. Fall of odd years. last 
offering Fall 2011. Prerequisite(s): aN 2210 or 
So 2220. (WRco)

SO4410 Methods of Social Research 
  3 credits 
See aN 4410 for course description. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): ma 2300 or SS 3700 or SW 
3700.

SO4600 Seminar: Theory and 
 Practice  4 credits 
capstone course for majors; provides an 
overview of sociological methodology and 
theory. Heavily emphasizes research and the 
practical applications of sociology. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): (aN 4400 or So 4400) and 
junior or senior standing as a major. (WRit)
(WRco)

SO4610 Internship  1-12 credits 
Students engage in work programs and 
thereby apply knowledge gained from major 
and minor courses, areas, or concentrations. 
Qualifications to be an intern are determined 
by the department chair and a faculty mem-
ber who acts as a supervising professor. once 
placed, student interns have both an imme-
diate supervisor and a supervising professor. 
With permission.

SO4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Provides a more intense background in some 
aspect of sociology through reading and 
research, supplementing previous courses or 
broadening the student’s knowledge in some 
subject area not presently covered by So 
courses. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

SP–Spanish

the global Perspective (1986–2005 general 
education requirement) is satisfied either by 
completing one of the following sequences:
SP 1010 and SP 1020
SP 1020 and SP 2010
SP 1110 and SP 1120
SP 2010 and SP 2020
or by completing a departmental proficiency 
test and one semster at the intermediate ii 
level (SP 2020).

SP1010 Fundamentals of 
 Spanish I  4 credits 
open to students with no more than one-year 
of high school Spanish, or with no previous 
study of Spanish. an introductory course 
with three regular class meetings per week 
with the instructor and a lab session with 
a supplementary instructor on interven-
ing days. emphasis on oral communica-
tion skills. language in a cultural setting is 
emphasized throughout the year. conducted 
in Spanish. Falls. Corequisite(s): SP 1900. 
(dico)(gaco)

SP1020 Fundamentals of 
 Spanish II  4 credits 
continuation of SP 1010 with increased atten-
tion to reading and writing. conducted in 
Spanish. Springs. Prerequisite(s): SP 1010 or 
equivalent. Corequisite(s): SP 1905. (dico)
(gaco)

SP1060 Conversational Spanish I  3 credits 
an introductory Spanish course for begin-
ning students. two regular class meetings 
per week. emphasis on vocabulary building, 
basic grammar structures and oral fluency. 
contemporary readings and discussions with 
parallel oral and written grammar review. 
conducted in Spanish. Falls. (dico)(gaco)

SP1070 Conversational 
 Spanish II  3 credits 
a continuation of SP 1060. two regular class 
meeting per week. emphasis on vocabu-
lary building, grammar structures and oral 
fluency. conducted in Spanish. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): SP 1060 or equivalent.

SP1110 Continuing Spanish I  4 credits 
an initial Spanish course for continuing stu-
dents (no more than two years of high school 
study). a course with three regular class meet-
ings per week with the instructor and a lab 
session with a supplementary instructor on 
intervening days. emphasis on consolidating 
fundamental skills for oral fluency, reading 
comprehension and accurate composition. 
contemporary readings and discussion with 
parallel oral and written grammar review. 
conducted in Spanish. Falls. Corequisite(s): 
SP 1910. (dico)(gaco)

SP1120 Continuing Spanish II  4 credits 
a continuation of SP 1110. conducted in 
Spanish. Springs. Prerequisite(s): SP 1110 or 
equivalent. Corequisite(s): SP 1915. (dico)
(gaco)

SP1900 Fundamentals of Spanish I – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice, and 
completion of course assignments. Falls. 
Corequisite(s): SP 1010.

SP1905 Fundamentals of Spanish II – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice and 
completion of course assignments. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): SP 1020.

SP1910 Continuing Spanish I – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resource center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice, and 
completion of course assignments. Falls. 
Corequisite(s): SP 1110.

SP1915 Continuing Spanish II – 
 Lab  0 credit
lab sessions in the language learning 
Resources center (Hyde 221) with a supple-
mentary instructor for review practice and 
completion of course assignments. Springs. 
Corequisite(s): SP 1120.

SP2010 Intermediate Spanish I  4 credits 
enhancement of Spanish skills. For students 
with sufficient control of Spanish fundamen-
tals. Vocabulary building. oral and written 
grammar review, selected literary and cul-
tural readings. conducted in Spanish. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): no more than three years of 
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high school Spanish, or one year of university 
first-year Spanish. (dico)(gaco)

SP2020 Intermediate Spanish II  4 credits 
continuation of SP 2010. conducted in 
Spanish. Springs. Prerequisite(s): SP 2010 or 
equivalent. (dico)(gaco)

SP3030 Advanced Spanish  3 credits 
one-semester sequel to intermediate Spanish 
or for advanced placement of incoming stu-
dents. Review of all skills with attention to 
vocabulary expansion and the introduction 
of more sophisticated grammatical construc-
tions. development of composition and com-
munication skills and preparation for reading 
authentic texts of diverse types. Students 
compare and contrast the role of technology 
in our culture with that of various countries of 
the Spanish-speaking world. Hands-on expe-
rience using current technologies to pres-
ent and archive student work. conducted in 
Spanish. Falls. (gloB)(gaco)(teco)

SP3080 Spanish for Criminal 
 Justice I  3 credits 
For students who wish to enhance their 
Spanish skills within the context of the crimi-
nal justice environment. objectives include 
attaining advanced level oral proficiency by 
developing the student’s ability to create 
with the language, to participate in conversa-
tions, to ask and answer questions by using 
specialized law enforcement vocabulary in 
Spanish. grammatical accuracy is sought 
through a selective review of basic construc-
tions. conducted in Spanish. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): minimum of four years 
of high school Spanish or completion of col-
lege-level (2000 level) intermediate Spanish. 
(dico)(gaco)

SP3090 Spanish for Criminal 
 Justice II  3 credits 
a continuation of SP 3050. Spring of even 
years. Prerequisite(s): SP 3080. (dico)
(gaco)

SP3120 Spanish Culture and 
 Civilization  3 credits 
investigates the culture and civilization of 
Spain. conducted in Spanish. Unscheduled. 
(gloB)

SP3140 Spanish American Culture 
 and Civilization  3 credits 
investigates the culture and civilization of 
Spanish america. conducted in Spanish. 
Unscheduled. (gloB)

SP3170 Spanish for Social 
 Services  3 credits 
Students increase their oral and written 
proficiency in Spanish by developing their 
ability to communicate through the use of 
specific vocabulary related to social services. 
Participation in role-play situations, debates 
and short individual/group oral presenta-

tions. Service-learning component, includ-
ing a written journal and final presentation, 
to tie in with classroom study. conducted in 
Spanish. Unscheduled. (dico)(gaco)

SP3190 Spanish for Business  3 credits 
Students increase their oral and written pro-
ficiency in Spanish by developing their ability 
to communicate through the use of specific 
vocabulary related to the world of business. 
Participation in role-play situations, debates 
and short individual and group oral pre-
sentations. class project requires students 
to research how a local company does busi-
ness as opposed to one specifically targeting 
Spanish-speaking populations in the United 
States or abroad. includes a final presentation, 
to tie in with classroom study. conducted in 
Spanish. Unscheduled. (dico)(gaco)

SP3220 Advanced Spanish 
 Composition  3 credits 
attention to developing clarity, accuracy and 
proficiency in written composition. From 
guided writing by models to free expression. 
conducted in Spanish. Springs. (WRit)
(WRco)

SP3250 Ibero-American Women 
 in Literature, Art, and 
 Film  3 credits 
a study of images of women through the ages 
in Spain and the americas, as a way of better 
understanding Spanish and latinoamerican 
cultures as a whole. taught in Spanish. 
Unscheduled.

SP3330 Spanish Conversation  3 credits 
attention to organization and presentation 
of oral expression as well as accuracy and flu-
ency in discussion and repartee. conducted 
in Spanish. Falls.

SP4200 Survey of the Literary 
 Masterpieces of Spain I  3 credits 
an overview of the literary movements and 
representative works of principal authors 
from Spain, from the beginnings of medi-
eval Spanish literature (the 11th century) to 
the end of the golden age (the end of the 17th 
century). conducted in Spanish. Not open to 
those who have earned credit for SP 3200. 
Fall of even years.

SP4210 Survey of the Literary 
 Masterpieces of Spain II  3 credits 
an overview of the literary movements and 
representative works of principal authors 
from Spain from the 18th, 19th, 20th, and 
21st centuries. conducted in Spanish. Spring 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): SP 4200.

SP4310 Golden Age Literature  3 credits 
to familiarize students with some of the works 
representative of the development of the liter-
ary genres and the creative genius of one of 
the peaks of Spanish civilization. conducted 
in Spanish. Unscheduled. (WRit)

SP4400 Survey of the Literary 
 Masterpieces of Spanish 
 America I  3 credits 
an overview of the literary movements and 
representative works of principal authors from 
Spanish america, from indigenous literature to 
literature of the mid 19th century: Nationalism, 
Romanticism, and modernism. conducted in 
Spanish. Not open to those who have earned 
credit for SP 3300. Fall of even years.

SP4410 The Spanish Novel  3 credits 
a history of the Spanish novel from 1500 
to the present. conducted in Spanish. 
Unscheduled. (WRit)

SP4420 The Spanish Drama  3 credits 
a history of the Spanish drama from its 
beginning through its golden age to the pres-
ent. conducted in Spanish. Unscheduled. 
(WRit)

SP4450 Survey of the Literary    
 Masterpieces of Spanish 
 America II  3 credits 
an overview of the literary movements and 
representative works of principal authors 
from Spanish america from modernism 
to the 21st century. conducted in Spanish. 
Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): SP 4400.

SP4500 Spanish Seminar  3 credits 
open to especially able and interested stu-
dents with initiative for advanced study and 
seminar discussion. Promotes further stud-
ies to increase knowledge in the realms of 
culture, film, art, and literature. Seminar dis-
cussions along with technological presenta-
tions enhance and deepen student awareness 
and appreciation of the artistic, social, and aca-
demic Spanish-speaking world. conducted in 
Spanish. occasionally. (WRit)

SP4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
emphasis may be in either literature or lan-
guage. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the department chair.

SS–Social Science

SS2500 Social Studies Methods: 
 5-12  3 credits 
Provides students who are preparing for the 
teaching profession with an introduction to 
social studies education methods and plan-
ning. Students learn to design lesson plans, 
units of study, rubrics and tools of assessment 
for one area of social studies concentration. 
they also learn to critique curriculum mate-
rials, design pedagogical objectives, define 
their teaching philosophy (rationale) and 
develop classroom management techniques. 
gives students the opportunity to observe and 
participate in social studies classes offered in 
local middle and secondary schools. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): acceptance into teacher 
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certification candidacy and permission of 
the instructor.

SS3480 History of Science  3 credits 
Historical development of scientific under-
standing traced from earliest records to mod-
ern times revealing the nature of scientific 
inquiry, the methods of scientific inquiry, 
the methods of scientific creativity, and the 
implications of enlightenment in science 
for society. Science in representative peri-
ods of human development and interactions 
between science and human progress are 
considered. Perspectives integrated: HiSt, 
Scie. Falls and Springs. Prerequisite(s): junior 
status. (iNtg)(iNco)
 
SS3620 Archaeological Field 
 Methods: Prehistory  2-9 credits 
depending on the investigative circum-
stances, provides an opportunity to acquire 
field experience–survey, mapping, excava-
tion, material analysis-–at land or underwater 
sites from the Prehistoric period. division of 
continuing education only. Summers.
 
SS3630 Archaeological Field 
 Methods: Historical  2-9 credits 
depending on the investigative circum-
stances, provides an opportunity to acquire 
field experiences--survey, mapping, excava-
tion, material analysis--at land or underwater 
sites from the Historical period. division of 
continuing education only. Summers.

SS3640 Archaeological Field 
 Methods: Nautical  2-9 credits 
depending on the investigative circum-
stances, provides an opportunity to acquire 
field experience–survey, mapping, excava-
tion, material analysis–at land or underwater 
sites. division of continuing education only. 
Summers.

SS3700 Social Statistics  3 credits 
introduces the Social Science student to the 
importance and uses of Statistics in disci-
plines such as History, geography, Sociology, 
anthropology, Social Work and Political 
Science. Focuses on a beginning level under-
standing of probability, descriptive statis-
tics and inferential statistics using applied 
examples from Social Science disciplines. 
Students are also introduced to computer 
applications for Social Science Statistics. may 
be taken as SW 3700. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
mathematics Foundations. (QUaN)(QRco)

SS3910 Internship  1-6 credits 
Students engage in work programs and 
thereby apply knowledge gained from major 
or minor course areas or concentrations. 
Qualifications to be an intern are determined 
by the department chair and a faculty mem-
ber who acts as a supervising professor. once 
placed, student interns have both an immedi-
ate supervisor and a supervising professor.

SS4350 Social Studies Theory and 
 Practice: 5-12  3 credits 
Serves as the capstone experience for the Social 
Studies teacher certification option. Students 
have an opportunity to learn and apply social 
studies theory to the experience gained in pre-
vious courses, developing methodology and 
presentation skills needed to prepare for the 
student teaching experience. Students develop 
and present interdisciplinary lessons and units, 
integrating the skills and content of the various 
disciplines encompassed in the social stud-
ies as outlined in the New Hampshire Social 
Studies Framework and NcSS Standards. 
Students complete at least 20 hours in a class-
room setting, actively participating in Social 
Studies classes in a middle or secondary school. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): SS 2500 and permission 
of instructor.

SS4850 Social Studies Student 
 Teaching: 5-12  12 credits 
the culminating field-based clinical experi-
ence for all students completing the Social 
Studies teacher certification (5-12) option of 
the BS Social Science major. it is a continuous, 
full-time (five days per week) experience of 12 
credits during which, after a period of struc-
tured observation, teacher candidates gradually 
assume responsibility for a full range of Social 
Studies teaching activities encountered in a 
middle or high school situation, thereby dem-
onstrating the appropriate professional skills 
and attitudes essential for successful teaching 
of diverse populations of students. Student 
teaching is conducted under the supervisory 
guidance of School Faculty and Plymouth State 
clinical Faculty in Social Science. Required peri-
odic seminars complement the experience. Falls 
and Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum 2.50 
cumulative gPa; completion of all other cur-
ricular requirements in Social Studies teacher 
certification (5-12) option by the beginning of 
the student teaching experience; permission 
of the coordinator of teacher certification and 
clinical experiences.

SS4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
consent required of the instructor who will 
supervise the independent study and the 
department chair.

SS4994 Community Research 
 Experience  4 credits 
engages students in experiential learning about 
the challenges of working in interdisciplinary 
teams and perspectives. Provides students with 
opportunities to research significant issues of 
local or regional scale using multiple perspec-
tives in a collaborative. each spring one or more 
research teams are formed to conduct a project 
often developed in cooperation with an Ngo or 
government agency to meet the needs of that 
organization and/or a community in the region. 
the projects are not theoretical or broad in scope, 
but rather focused on the kinds of problems that 
graduates might expect to face. Falls and Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.

SV–Study Abroad: Mexico

SV1030 Regular Spanish 
 Program  4 credits 
individualized instruction in a small-size 
class environment. a total immersion expe-
rience for beginning students. offered 
through Plymouth’s Study abroad Program 
in cuernavaca, mexico. Four weeks at this 
program is equivalent to a one-semester 
course at PSU and can be used to complete 
one half of the Ba language requirement; can 
fit either the SP 1010-1020 or the SP 1110-
1120 sequence. Please see the languages and 
linguistics department chair for informa-
tion on this program. Winterim or Summer.

SV3000 Advanced Spanish 
 Program  4 credits 
individualized instruction in a small-size class 
environment. a total immersion experience 
for students beyond the beginning level. this 
course is offered through Plymouth’s Study 
abroad Program in cuernavaca, mexico. 
Four weeks at this program is equivalent to 
a one-semester course at PSU, can be used to 
complete one half of the Ba language require-
ment and can be applied to the Spanish major 
or minor; can fit the SP 2010-2020 sequence 
or above. Please see the languages and 
linguistics department chair for informa-
tion on this program. Winterim or Summer.

SW–Social Work

SW2050 Introduction to Social 
 Welfare Policy  3 credits 
introduces students to the history and con-
ceptions of social welfare and the role of gov-
ernment in the U.S. in meeting basic human 
needs and promoting human development. 
Unscheduled. (SPSY)

SW2200 Introduction to Social 
 Work  4 credits 
introduces students to the history, prac-
tice, values and perspective of social work. 
Provides an overview of social problems 
and social services for different populations 
with an emphasis on advancing social and 
economic justice. Students participate in an 
observational service learning component (2 
hours/week or 30 hours/semester) arranged 
individually with the instructor. Falls and 
Springs. (SPSY)
 
SW2500 Human Biology for Social 
 Workers and the Social 
 Sciences  3 credits 
gives students a basic understanding of 
human biology and how it relates to human 
behavior and the social environment. 
integrates social work theory with human 
biology theory and helps students understand 
the role of human biology in social work’s 
biopsychosocial perspective. Falls.
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SW3050 Perspectives on Aging  3 credits 
examines concepts of aging, the aging pro-
cess and its impact on individuals, families 
and society, and differences and disparities 
in aging by race, class and gender. Students 
examine demographic trends, as well as phys-
ical, social and emotional changes associated 
with aging. Political and economic issues of 
aging and older adulthood in modern soci-
ety are also considered from both an histori-
cal and contemporary perspective. Springs. 
(Weco)

SW3100 Child Welfare and Family 
 Services  3 credits 
Provides an overview of the development of 
the child welfare system in the U.S. from 
institutional care in the 1800s to the cur-
rent system of supportive, foster care, adop-
tion and protective services. emphasizes the 
economic condition of children and families 
that underlie the problems of child welfare. 
Reviews the organization and delivery of child 
welfare services in NH. Falls and Springs.

SW3150 Child Maltreatment  3 credits 
a critical examination of the etiology of child 
maltreatment. explores causality, interven-
tions to prevent or remedy child maltreat-
ment, abuse, neglect, family violence and 
psychological maltreatment. considers 
oppression, poverty and cultural factors rel-
evant to child maltreatment. Springs.

SW3250 Families, Schools, and 
 Community  3 credits 
Focuses on family systems (functions, stages 
and types) and their interface with school 
and community (functions, types, issues). 
examines problems and issues, includ-
ing effective parenting, abuse and neglect, 
substance abuse, juvenile delinquency and 
insufficient family supports and resources. 
Provides overview of role of schools and com-
munities in promotion of healthy families 
and considers models for prevention, assess-
ment, intervention, and evaluation. Falls.
 
SW3300 Mental Health and 
 Society  3 credits 
examines current issues and problems in 
mental health, mental illness and health care 
delivery from a domestic and global perspec-
tive. Studies the impact of social life, includ-
ing culture, social class, race and ethnicity, 
gender and age on physical and emotional 
health. Studies the history and current sta-
tus of mental health care and service deliv-
ery in the United States and other nations. 
addresses cross-cultural issues and chal-
lenges, epidemiological trends, treatment 
methods and interventions and mental health 
outcomes. Springs. (gaco)

SW3340 Human Behavior and the 
 Social Environment I  3 credits 
the study of human behavior as it influ-
ences and is influenced by the social envi-
ronment, including factors such as race, age, 
social class, gender and geographic location. 
Provides an understanding of the impact 
of these factors from birth to adolescence. 
a social systems model is used to study the 
impact of these influences on individuals, 
families, groups, organizations and commu-
nity. open to majors and interdisciplinary 
majors with Social Work as one area of con-
centration, or permission of the instructor. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): PS 2010, So 2220, SW 
2200 and SW 2500.

SW3350 Human Behavior and the 
 Social Environment II  3 credits 
the study of human behavior as it influ-
ences and is influenced by the social envi-
ronment, including factors such as race, age, 
social class, gender and geographic location. 
Provides an understanding of the impact of 
these factors from adolescence to old age. 
a social systems model is used to study the 
impact of these influences on individuals, 
families, groups, organizations and commu-
nity. open to majors and interdisciplinary 
majors with Social Work as one area of con-
centration, or permission of the instructor. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): SW 2200, SW 2500, 
PS 2010, So 2220.

SW3440 Topics in Social Work  3 credits 
Specialized topics in social welfare and 
social work not normally covered in depth 
in other Social Work courses. Possible top-
ics include: substance abuse, income main-
tenance, administration, school social work. 
course may be repeated with a different topic. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): SW 2200.

SW3450 Social Welfare Policy and 
 Services  3 credits 
the study of major social welfare policies 
(income maintenance, health care, employ-
ment, social services) in the United States. 
Policies and services reviewed in histori-
cal perspective. Falls. open to majors and 
interdisciplinary majors with Social Work as 
one area of concentration, or permission of 
the instructor.

SW3460 Human Diversity and the 
 Social Environment  3 credits 
the study of human behavior as it influences 
and is influenced by cultural and social diver-
sity. Helps students develop an understand-
ing and appreciation for human diversity. 
Provides an orientation to culturally-sensitive 
social work practice. gives special attention to 
the consequences of prejudice and discrimi-
nation, especially for people of color, women 
and gay/lesbian individuals. open to majors 
and interdisciplinary majors with Social Work 
as one area of concentration, or permission of 

the instructor. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): 
SW 3340 or SW 3350. (dico)

SW3500 Health and Society  3 credits 
examines current issues and problems in 
health, illness and health care delivery from 
a domestic and global perspective. Studies the 
impact of social life, including culture, social 
class, race and ethnicity, gender and age on 
physical and emotional health. examines 
illness in developing countries, disparities 
in the health of populations and health care 
systems and policies in other nations. Falls. 
(gaco)(Weco)

SW3510 Theory and Practice of Social 
 Work Intervention I  3 credits 
the application of social work theory in micro 
practice contexts. generalist social work prac-
tice skills, knowledge and values as applied to 
individuals and families. Use of problem solv-
ing approach with attention to engagement, 
contract, intervention and termination in a 
professional relationship. Falls. Prerequisite(s): 
open to Social Work majors only; SW 2200.

SW3520 Theory and Practice of Social 
 Work Intervention II  3 credits 
the application of social work theory in 
mezzo (group) practice contexts. Knowledge 
of group work as applied within agency and 
community contexts. Springs. Prerequisite(s): 
SW 3510; open to Social Work majors only.

SW3530 Theory and Practice of Social 
 Work Intervention III  3 credits 
the application of social work theory in 
macro contexts. Knowledge of community 
development and organization as applied 
within agency and community contexts. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): SW 3510 and SW 3520; open to 
Social Work majors only.

SW3700 Social Statistics  3 credits 
See SS 3700 for course description. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): mathematics Foundations. 
(QUaN)(QRco)

SW3800 Social Work Internship  1-9 credits 
the internship engages students in workplace 
settings and provides an opportunity to learn 
about various fields of practice. individually 
arranged with instructor who will supervise 
internship. does not fulfill requirements of 
Social Work Practicum courses (SW 4430, 
SW 4440, SW 4450, SW 4460, SW 4470). 
letter graded. Repeatable for credit. division 
of continuing education. Summer or 
Winterim. Prerequisite(s): junior or senior sta-
tus and permission of the department chair.

SW4000 Social Work Research 
 Methods  3 credits 
Helps students develop an understanding of 
and appreciation for an empirical approach to 
building knowledge for practice and evaluat-
ing the delivery of services. content includes 
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quantitative and qualitative methodologies, 
data analysis, evaluation of practice, analy-
sis and evaluation of research reports and a 
review of relevant technological advances. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): SW 2200 and (ma 
2300 or SS 3700 or SW 3700).

SW4430 Social Work Practicum  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 hours 
of supervised social work practice and provides 
opportunities to apply classroom learning in the 
field setting. Placement occurs in senior year; 
taken concurrently with SW 4550. Practicum is 
arranged on an individualized basis in consul-
tation with the faculty Field education director. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. transfer credit cannot be applied to the 
Practicum. Paid field placements are prohib-
ited. in special circumstances, with the permis-
sion of the Field education director, students 
may secure a stipend or scholarship from the 
field agency. existing paid employment cannot 
qualify as a field placement. For majors only. 
Pass/No Pass. Springs. Prerequisite(s): permis-
sion of Field education director. Corequisite(s): 
SW 4550.

SW4440 Social Work Practicum: Child 
 and Family Services  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 hours 
of supervised social work practice and pro-
vides opportunities to apply classroom learn-
ing in the field setting. this practicum is for 
students in the child and Family Services 
option and includes settings that provide ser-
vices for child protection, runaway and home-
less youths, homeless families, foster care, 
home finding, child care, domestic violence, 
school social work, rape crisis services, teen 
pregnancy and juvenile justice. Placement 
occurs in the senior year; taken concurrently 
with SW 4550. the practicum is arranged 
on an individualized basis in consultation 
with the faculty Field education director. 
Students are required to pay a liability insur-
ance fee. transfer credit cannot be applied 
to the Practicum. Paid field placements are 
prohibited. in special circumstances, with the 
permission of the Field education director, 
students may secure a stipend or scholarship 
from the field agency. existing paid employ-
ment cannot qualify as a field placement. 
For majors only. Pass/No Pass. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of Field education 
director. Corequisite(s): SW 4550.

SW4450 Social Work Practicum: 
 Health Services  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 
hours of supervised social work practice and 
provides opportunities to apply classroom 
learning in the field setting. this practicum 
is for students in the Health Services option 
and includes hospitals, hospices, medical 
clinics, including family planning clinics and 
neighborhood clinics, health maintenance 
organizations (Hmo’s), nursing homes 

and health organizations. these settings fall 
under public, private-nonprofit and for-profit 
auspices. diverse services are provided such 
as maternal and child health services, hospi-
tal discharge planning, hospice care, aidS 
clinics and support groups related to specific 
diseases. Placement occurs in the senior year; 
taken concurrently with SW 4550. the practi-
cum is arranged on an individualized basis in 
consultation with the faculty Field education 
director. Students are required to pay a liability 
insurance fee. transfer credit cannot be applied 
to the Practicum. Paid field placements are 
prohibited. in special circumstances, with the 
permission of the Field education director, stu-
dents may secure a stipend or scholarship from 
the field agency. existing paid employment can-
not qualify as a field placement. For majors only. 
Pass/No Pass. Springs. Prerequisite(s): permis-
sion of Field education director. Corequisite(s): 
SW 4550.

SW4460 Social Work Practicum: 
 Aging Services  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 hours 
of supervised social work practice and provides 
opportunities to apply classroom learning in 
the field setting. this practicum is for students 
in the aging Services option and includes 
hospitals, nursing homes, hospices, retire-
ment communities, family service agencies, 
state departments of aging and area agencies 
on aging. Services include long-term care, rec-
reation and quality of life activities, death and 
dying counseling, adult daycare, nutrition ser-
vices, housing, adult foster care, case manage-
ment and adult protection. Placement occurs 
in the senior year; taken concurrently with SW 
4550. the practicum is arranged on an indi-
vidualized basis in consultation with the faculty 
Field education director. Students are required 
to pay a liability insurance fee. transfer credit 
cannot be applied to the Practicum. Paid field 
placements are prohibited. in special cir-
cumstances, with the permission of the Field 
education director, students may secure a 
stipend or scholarship from the field agency. 
existing paid employment cannot qualify as a 
field placement. For majors only. Pass/No Pass. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): permission of Field 
education director. Corequisite(s): SW 4550.

SW4470 Social Work Practicum: 
 Mental Health Services  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 hours 
of supervised social work practice and pro-
vides opportunities to apply classroom learn-
ing in the field setting. this practicum is for 
students in the mental Health Services option 
and includes community mental health cen-
ters, family and child service agencies, inpa-
tient psychiatric facilities, employee assistance 
programs, Veterans administration hospitals 
and inpatient/outpatient psychiatric units of 
public/private hospitals. mental Health social 
workers frequently work as part of a team 
composed of a psychiatrist, social worker, psy-

chologist and nurse. Placement occurs in the 
senior year; taken concurrently with SW 4550. 
the practicum is arranged on an individual-
ized basis in consultation with the faculty Field 
education director. Students are required to 
pay a liability insurance fee. transfer credit can-
not be applied to the Practicum. Paid field place-
ments are prohibited. in special circumstances, 
with the permission of the Field education 
director, students may secure a stipend or 
scholarship from the field agency. existing paid 
employment cannot qualify as a field place-
ment. For majors only. Pass/No Pass. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of Field education 
director. Corequisite(s): SW 4550.

SW4480 Social Work Practicum: Social    
 Services for Spanish Speaking    
 Communities  12 credits 
the practicum engages students in 450 hours 
of supervised social work practice and provides 
opportunities to apply classroom learning in 
the field setting. this practicum is for students 
in the Social Services for Spanish Speaking 
communities option. Students must com-
plete their practicum in an agency that pro-
vides services to latinos and incorporates 
cultural awareness and knowledge of Spanish-
speaking communities in their field experi-
ence. Placement occurs in the senior year; 
taken concurrently with SW 4550. the practi-
cum is arranged on an individualized basis in 
consultation with the faculty Field education 
director. Students are required to pay a liability 
insurance fee. transfer credit cannot be applied 
to the Practicum. Paid field placements are 
prohibited. in special circumstances, with the 
permission of the Field education director, stu-
dents may secure a stipend or scholarship from 
the field agency. existing paid employment can-
not qualify as a field placement. For majors only. 
Pass/No Pass. Springs. Prerequisite(s): permis-
sion of Field education director. Corequisite(s): 
SW 4550.

SW4550 Social Work Seminar  3 credits 
the Seminar facilitates the integration of 
the knowledge-skills-and-values-base of 
the profession gained from the Social Work 
foundation and helps students make the 
transition into the profession. transfer 
credit cannot be applied to the Seminar. For 
majors only. to be taken in the senior year. 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): minimum grade 
of c in required Social Work (SW) founda-
tion courses (SW 2200, SW 3340, SW 3350, 
SW 3450, SW 3510, SW 3520, SW 3530, SW 
4000); minimum gPa of 2.50 in courses 
required for the major. (WRit)(WRco)

SW4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits 
Provides students with specialized knowledge 
in an area of social work practice not covered 
in available courses or relating to a student’s 
special interests. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.
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TH–Theatre

THDI1300 The Theatrical 
 Experience  3 credits 
an introduction to the appreciation of the 
theatrical experience and the dramatic arts as 
creative expression. gives the student a sense 
of the integration of theatre and life, guides 
the student in understanding various types of 
plays and introduces the student to the back-
ground, theories and methods involved in 
the practice of making theatre art. attending 
and critiquing PSU student productions are 
required. culmination is the creation and 
development of productions written, directed, 
designed and performed by the students. Falls 
and Springs. (ctdi)

TH1600 Introduction to Theatre  3 credits 
appreciation of the many arts involved in 
play production from the audience point of 
view. Script, theatre structure, scenery, cos-
tume, lighting, makeup, acting and directing 
studied against the historical background of 
the theatre. Not a performance course. Falls. 
(aRtS)

TH1650 Practicum in Production  1 credit
Practical applications and an extension of the-
ory and technique covered in theatre courses 
in production. experiences include all aspects 
of theatre production. offered by individual 
enrollment. may be repeated for credit. Pass/
No Pass. With permission for non-majors.

TH2100 Technology for Theatre    
 Professionals  3 credits 
How to use computers and the internet to 
facilitate career development and function-
ality within the theater industry. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): tH 1600 (teco)

TH2230 American Musical 
 Theatre  3 credits 
american musical theatre, a unique art form 
combining script, music, lyrics and dance, 
found its roots in european musical and dra-
matic traditions and its inspiration and voice 
in the diverse fabric of humanity that defines 
the United States. With operetta as its basis, 
musical theatre developed into a form that 
embraced the musical, cultural and societal 
differences of the United States. Focusing on 
dramatic themes, musical styles, dance inno-
vations and the artistic elements of musical 
theatre, explores the artists, producers and 
audiences that reflected the changing view-
points, beliefs and lifestyles of the nation. 
Falls. Prerequisite(s): eN 1200. (aRtS)(WRit)
(dico)(WRco)

TH2260 Voice and Diction I  3 credits 
Beginning course in principles and practices 
of vocal production and speech. techniques 
of breath support and control as well as on 
articulation. introduction to the international 
Phonetic alphabet. Students learn to analyze 

their own voice and speech patterns and to 
make necessary corrections. Falls.

TH2500 Stagecraft Fundamentals  3 credits 
an introduction to the planning and logistics 
of scenery construction techniques. includes 
the choosing and budgeting of materials; 
electricity and lighting; the interpretation and 
engineering of theatrical working drawings; 
the actual implementation of scenery. Falls 
and Springs. (QUaN)(QRco)

TH2540 Introduction to Theatre 
 Design  3 credits 
Basic design course for all theatre majors 
and others interested in the field. curriculum 
consists of an overview of the design process 
from initial play reading and discussions 
with the director through the execution of 
the final design. Utilizing various scripts, stu-
dents learn to research, to “rough out” ideas, 
to express those ideas through drawings and 
models and to implement design concept. 
Falls.

TH2600 Fundamentals of 
 Costume Construction and 
 Design  3 credits 
an introduction to the fundamentals of cos-
tume construction and design. topics include 
costume shop organization and schedul-
ing, costume budgeting, hand and machine 
sewing, cutting, draping, fitting, alterations, 
theatrical makeup and costume accessories. 
Students become familiar with the basic tools 
and materials involved in this area. there is 
practical application of skills learned. Falls 
and Springs.

TH2720 Acting I  3 credits 
in this first-level course, emphasis is placed 
on acting for the theatre, including work in 
the areas of physical control, vocal produc-
tion, sensory awareness, the development 
of the creative imagination, ensemble work, 
improvisation, script analysis, characteriza-
tion and scene study. designed to enhance 
personal development and creativity, as well 
as to train students in the basic skills of theat-
rical performance. thus, acting i is appropri-
ate for general students, while it is necessary 
for students who wish to pursue further the-
atre study. Falls. (aRtS)

TH2960 World Drama  3 credits 
Reading and discussion of significant plays 
in Western literature, from the greeks to the 
present. the plays are viewed within their his-
torical and social contexts, with an emphasis 
on the relationship between their literary and 
theatrical forms. Fall of even years. (litY)

TH3160 Stage Movement  2 credits 
emphasis on relaxation, posture, balance and 
alignment, rhythm, strength and flexibility. 
movement as an element of characterization. 
Some basic dance steps and patterns intro-

duced, although students need not be ‘danc-
ers’ to enroll in this course. Falls.

TH3170 Musical Theater Singing    
 Techniques  2 credits 
a survey of musical theatre song literature 
and a workshop in musical theatre singing 
techniques and styles. Students are assigned 
repertory appropriate to their current level 
and prior experience. in-class performance is 
an important element. ability to read music 
not essential but helpful. may be taken as mU 
3170. Unscheduled. Prerequisite(s): permis-
sion of the instructor.

TH3210 Script Analysis  3 credits 
Fundamental analysis course to develop skills 
needed to interpret dramatic material for direc-
tion, performance and design. investigation 
of thought process involved in discovering the 
structure of script and in breaking it down in 
terms of action, objective and motivational 
Units. Preparatory to transforming a script 
from page to production. this course is a 
prerequisite for all directing courses. Falls. 
Prerequisite(s): theatre majors only.

TH3270 Voice and Diction II  3 credits 
continuation of Voice and diction i. Particular 
attention paid to intonation patterns and col-
oration as well as to dialects. intensive work 
to correct individual and regional speech pat-
terns and to extend range, flexibility and vocal 
power. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.

TH3300 Design for the Theatre 
 (Topics)  3 credits 
Students examine various areas of theatrical 
design (principally scenic, lighting and cos-
tume design). depending upon the specific 
“topic” covered by this course during any 
given semester, students investigate the rela-
tionship between theory and practice, devel-
oping expertise in the appropriate techniques 
and methods involved. examples of topics 
might include: scene design (model making, 
drafting, painting, design for musical theatre); 
lighting design (lighting for dance, design for 
arena theatre, lighting for outdoor theatre); 
costume design (period costuming, render-
ing techniques). may be repeated for no more 
than 12 credits. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
permission of the instructor.

TH3310 Theatre Technology: 
 Topics  3 credits 
an introduction to areas of theatre 
technology and Production crafts. topics cov-
ered might include: scene painting, advanced 
costume crafts and production problems in 
electrics and audio. the purpose of this series 
is to enable a student to execute a specific 
product idea based on a theatrical design. may 
be repeated up to 12 credits. occasionally. 
Prerequisite(s): permission of the instructor.
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TH3340 Writing for Performance 
 (Topics)  3 credits 
each topics course provides in-depth study 
and application of writing skills for specific 
venues. topics covered include playwrit-
ing, screenwriting, writing adaptations and 
libretto development. may be repeated with 
a different topic. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): 
eN 1200, tH 1600, and permission of the 
instructor.

TH3400 Stage Management  3 credits 
an introductory course intended to familiar-
ize students with the operation and organiza-
tion of theatrical production. examines the 
organizational, management, interpersonal 
and documentation skills necessary for plan-
ning, rehearsing, touring and performing a 
play. occasionally.

TH3410 Dramatic Literature and 
 Criticism (Topics)  3 credits
topics not covered in other theatre literature 
courses including areas such as modern 
european drama, women’s voices in the the-
atre, german docudrama and gay and lesbian 
theatre as well as an in-depth study of specific 
playwrights such as aristophanes, august 
Strindberg, Henrick ibsen and david mamet. 
may be repeated with a different topic. 
occasionally. Prerequisite(s): tH 1600.

TH3670 Advanced Practicum in 
 Production  1-2 credits
Practical applications and an extension of the-
ory and technique covered in theatre courses 
in production. experiences include technical 
and/or design work. offered by individual 
enrollment. may be repeated for credit. With 
permission for non-majors.

TH3900 Acting II  3 credits
techniques of rehearsal, script analysis, role 
research and ensemble performance. course 
consists of rehearsal and performance of short 
plays or cuttings from longer scripts. acting 
ii is a required course for students wishing to 
continue in the Performance option. open to 
the general PSU student population. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): students must audition and 
receive permission of the instructor.

TH3930 American Drama  3 credits
american drama developed mirroring its first 
cousin english drama. Slowly the american 
dramatists developed a unique voice, defin-
ing our nation’s beliefs, issues and mores 
as well as its drama. Starting with america’s 
first indigenous plays and concluding with 
contemporary works, investigates the 250 
year history of changing viewpoints, beliefs 
and life-styles of our diverse nation. Spring 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): eN 1200. (WRit)
(dico)(WRco)

TH3950 Acting: Topics  1-3 credits
an in-depth study of selected acting styles. 
the purpose of this series is to give students 
the opportunity to learn various specific act-
ing techniques not taught in the basic acting 
sequence. topics covered might include audi-
tion techniques, absurdist acting technique, 
commedia, chamber theatre and movement 
theatre. may be repeated for no more than 12 
credits. occasionally. Prerequisite(s): tH 3900 
and permission of the instructor.

TH4410 Theatre Internship  3-12 credits
the theatre internship is an opportunity for 
students to gain meaningful work experience 
by applying the knowledge and skills learned 
in course work to on-the-job assignments in 
host organizations. includes self-assessment, 
the design of a learning contract, reflection, 
synthesis and assessment. the internship 
is a supervised assignment for a prescribed 
number of working hours. internships are 
established and supervised by the intern-
ship advisor. Repeatable for up to 12 credits. 
enrollment for internships must be com-
pleted during the first two weeks of the reg-
istration period. Prerequisite(s): junior status; 
must be taken before the semester imme-
diately prior to graduation; departmental 
approval; minimum 2.50 cumulative gPa.

TH4510 Theatre History I  3 credits
the study of the history of the theatre from its 
origins to the 18th century. discussion of the 
significant elements of theatrical art, includ-
ing production methods; acting styles; design 
components; influential dramatists, direc-
tors and theorists; and theatre architecture. 
theatre is viewed from the broader histori-
cal perspective with an emphasis on its role 
in individual societies, the composition of its 
audiences and methods used to analyze and 
classify various movements and periods. Fall 
of odd years. Prerequisite(s): tH 1600.

TH4520 Theatre History II  3 credits
the study of the history of the theatre from 
the Romantic Period to the present day. 
discussion of the significant elements of 
theatrical art including production methods; 
acting styles; design components; influential 
dramatists, directors and theorists; and the-
atre architecture. theatre is viewed from the 
broader historical perspective with an empha-
sis on its role in individual societies, the com-
position of its audiences and methods used to 
analyze and classify various movements and 
periods. Spring of even years. Prerequisite(s): 
tH 1600.

TH4610 Directing for the Stage  3 credits
examines the theory and practice of stage 
directing. Significant attention is given to 
the role of the director, to directorial tech-
nique and practices, to script analysis and 
to the director’s work with actors. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): tH 3210 and junior status. 
(iNco)

TH4810 Acting III  3 credits
continuation of acting i and ii. emphasis on 
scene work. Beginning characterization and 
use of more complex linguistic material. Fall 
of even years. Prerequisite(s): permission of 
the instructor.

TH4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits
advanced work in specialized area of inter-
est, selected and pursued in consultation 
with a faculty advisor. consent required of the 
instructor who will supervise the independent 
study and the department chair.

TMP–Tourism Management 
and Policy

TMP2750 Introduction to Travel and 
 Tourism  3 credits
designed to provide an overview of the pro-
cesses that shape global travel and tourism 
patterns and their consequences. Falls and 
Spring 2012. (gaco)

TMP2850 Tourism/Hospitality 
 Practicum  1 credit
exposes students to the inner workings of 
tourism destinations, attractions, and accom-
modations. Following a preliminary course 
meeting to review the travel and tourism 
industry, students schedule pre-approved 
(i.e., by the instructor) appointments and 
meet with owners or general managers of 
a destination, an attraction, and an accom-
modation. Students complete a written and 
an oral report about each site visit. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): tmP 2750, tmP majors with a 
minimum 2.50 major gPa, and permission 
of the instructor.

TMP3000 Topics in Hospitality and 
 Tourism Management  3 credits
Focuses upon current issues that are affecting 
the tourism industry. among the potential 
topics are: ecotourism, sustainability, heritage 
preservation and tourism, and hospitality 
issues. may be repeated for credit with a dif-
ferent topic. Fall of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
tmP 2750.

TMP3750 Tourism Marketing 
 Analysis  3 credits
Focuses upon efforts to lure visitors to travel/
tourism attractions, events, and accommoda-
tions. Students examine the characteristics 
of private commercial services and activities, 
then conduct pertinent research and design 
marketing/promotion strategies. Fall 2011, 
Spring 2013. Prerequisite(s): (ge 2730 or tmP 
2750) or BU 2450.

TMP4000 Tourism Management and 
 Policy Internship  3-12 credits
Students engage in an individualized work 
program (40 hours per credit) at an agency 
that emphasizes some aspects of tourism 
planning, marketing or policy formulation. 
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may be repeated for a total of 12 credits. 
Prerequisite(s): approval of the discipline’s 
internship Program coordinator; 2.50 grade 
point average in all tmP courses.

TMP4750 Tourism Planning and    
 Development  3 credits
examines the phenomenon of tourism devel-
opment at the community and sub-state 
regional scales, as well as planners’ efforts 
to mitigate negative impacts. Presents an 
objective viewpoint of developers’ and plan-
ning boards’ motivations and actions. Using 
a series of empirical case studies, class mem-
bers have an opportunity to evaluate the 
actions of the respective groups. class mem-
bers apply the techniques they have learned to 
address the tourism development issues of a 
community in northern New england. Spring 
2011, Fall 2012. Prerequisite(s): ePl 2100 and 
tmP 2750. Corequisite(s): ePl 3100.

WS–Women’s Studies

WSDI2500 The F Word: Feminism in the   
      United States  3 credits
Focuses on the development of United States 
feminism and feminist theory, the lives and 
work of american women and the signifi-
cance and meaning of “sex” and “gender” at 
different periods in american history. in this 
interdisciplinary course, students read essays 
from cultural studies, biology, history, philos-
ophy, political theory, literature, psychology 
and view films and artwork. central questions 
include: What does “Women’s lib” have to do 
with our world today? is “feminism” some-
thing to believe in or something to do? How 
does gender affect your understanding of 
who you are as a person? through the study 
of historical accounts, theoretical articles and 
contemporary issues and representations, 
foregrounds gender as a lens through which 
we, as men and women, can understand our 
society and ourselves in new and useful ways. 
Falls. (SSdi)

WS3300 Women and Sport 
 Cultures  3 credits
See Pe 3300 for course description. Fall of odd 
years. Prerequisite(s): junior status. (dico)
(Weco)

WS3500 Topics in Women’s 
 Studies  3 credits
Surveys a number of Women’s Studies topics 
and will vary in its specific content between 
offerings. all topics address women’s roles in 
various aspects of society and how past con-
ditions have influenced the present social, 
political, intellectual and/or economic state 
of affairs. may be repeated with a different 
topic for no more than six credits. Spring of 
odd years.

WS3510 Women and Their 
 Environments  3 credits
Students explore a variety of environments 
which women create and occupy. in particular, 
examines questions of how gender influences 
women’s experiences of these environments 
and how the presence of women changes a 
particular environment. the environments 
explored emerge from the perspectives and 
methodologies of at least four different dis-
ciplines and vary from semester to semester. 
Perspectives integrated: HiSt, litY, Scie, 
SPSY. Spring of odd years. Prerequisite(s): 
junior status. (iNtg)(iNco)

WS4000 Internship  1-15 credits
a culminating educational experience to apply 
the knowledge and skills gained from course 
work. Placements are in an institution, busi-
ness or agency delivering services to women. 
Placements are made by the Bagley center. 
may be repeated for a maximum of 15 cred-
its. only three credits may be used to com-
plete the Women’s Studies minor. Springs. 
Prerequisite(s): students must have declared 
the Women’s Studies minor and completed 
12 credits in the minor to be eligible for an 
internship.

WS4010 Women and the 
 Economy  3 credits
Provides an in-depth understanding of the 
facts of the economic gaps between the gen-
ders, some theoretical approaches to “explain-
ing” them and the possible policies toward 
and visions of overcoming them. this is 
accomplished primarily in the context of the 
historical experience in the United States and 
secondarily in the context of the current world 
experience. Prior completion of ma 2300 is 
recommended but not required. Fall of even 
years, Spring 2011.

WS4910 Independent Study  1-3 credits
Students may elect to undertake a self-
directed program of study in order to gain a 
more comprehensive understanding of the 
scholarship on women through reading and 
research. the proposal for this independent 
study should be designed in consultation with 
a Women’s Studies faculty member and pre-
sented for approval to the Women’s Studies 
council. the proposal should outline the topic 
or topics of investigation, tentative reading list 
and methods of evaluation. the consulting 
faculty member will serve as the study super-
visor and be responsible for grading. Students 
also have an opportunity for an oral presenta-
tion of their study to the Women’s Studies 
council. consent required of the instructor 
who will supervise the independent study and 
the Women’s Studies council chair.

WS4990 Women’s Studies Senior 
 Project  1 credit
capstone experience required for all Women’s 
Studies minor students. Students synthesize 
the knowledge gained from the courses taken 
as part of the minor. Students work with a 
Faculty mentor from the Women’s Studies 
council to complete the project. Falls and 
Springs. Prerequisite(s): WS 2500 and per-
mission of the chair of the Women’s Studies 
council.
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Principal Administrators

Sara Jayne Steen (2006)
President; Professor of English
BS, Bowling green State University; ma, 
the ohio State University; Phd, Bowling 
green State University

Julie N. Bernier (1988)
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
2006; Professor of Athletic Training; 2003 
Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award in 
Education
BS, med, Keene State college; edd, 
University of Virginia

Richard A. Barth (2010)
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
Enrollment Management
BS, ma, Jd, University of alabama: Phd, 
University of Florida

Stephen Taksar (2008)
Vice President for Finance and Administration
Ba, central connecticut State University; 
med, Northeastern University; mBa, 
Providence college

Steve Barba (2006)
Executive Director of University Relations
Ba, michigan State University

Sylvia Bryant (2009)
Executive Director of University Advancement
Ba, University of missouri–Rolla; ma, 
University of Kansas; Phd, University of 
Washington

Associate Vice Presidents

George F. Tuthill (2008)
Interim Associate Vice President for Graduate 
Studies
Ba, Williams college; Phd, massachusetts 
institute of technology

H. David Zehr (1985)
Associate Vice President for Undergraduate 
Studies, 2009; Professor of Psychology; 2004 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
Ba, Pennsylvania State University; ma, 
University of dayton; Phd, Kent State 
University

Deans

David A. Beronä (2005)
Dean of the Library and Academic Support 
Services
BS, Wright State University; mS, Simmons 
college; malS, University of New 
Hampshire 

Nancy S. Betchart (2006)
Dean of the Frost School of Continuing and 
Professional Studies
Ba, colorado college; mS, Phd, University 
of Rochester

Trent E. Boggess (1983)
Dean, College of Business Administration, 2009; 
Professor of Economics
Ba, ma, Bowling green University; Phd, 
University of Kansas

Timothy C. Keefe (1977)
Dean of Student Affairs, 2002;  Adjunct 
Faculty, Criminal Justice; 1998 Distinguished 
Professional, Administrative, Technical Staff 
Award
BS, State University of New York college at 
Potsdam; med, Plymouth State college

Administrative Staff

Catherine S. Amidon (1999)
Director, Karl Drerup Art Gallery
Ba, University of New Hampshire; diplome 
d’etudes approfondies, licence and 
maitrise, University of Paris i, Panthéon–
Sorbonne; doctorat, University of Paris i, 
Panthéon–Sorbonne

John P. Barry (1992)
Director of the Math Activities Center, 
1995; Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics; 2007 
Distinguished Adjunct Teaching Award
BS, med, cagS, Plymouth State college; 
edd, argosy University

Patrick Bourgeron (2008)
Director of the Center for the Environment; 
Professor of Environmental Science and Policy
dUeS, licence, maitrise; dea, doctorate at 
the University of Paris Vii

Mary E. Campbell (1974)
Director of Curriculum Support, 1991; 2006 
Distinguished Professional, Administrative, 
Technical Staff Award; 2009 Patricia Storer 
PAT Award
aa, massachusetts Bay community college; 
BS, Boston State college; med, Plymouth 
State college

Stephen S. Campbell (2010)
Assistant Vice President and Chief Information 
Officer; Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, University of maryland, european 
division; mS, mBa, Rochester institute of 
technology

Gail D. Carr (1974)
Director of Continuing Education, 1993; 
Adjunct Faculty, Business; 2002 Distinguished 
Professional, Administrative, Technical Staff 
Award
BS, med, cagS, Plymouth State college

Patrick F. Cate (2006)
Director of the College of University Studies 
(2009); Adjunct Faculty, Business 
Ba, Keene State college; med, Plymouth 
State University

John P. Clark (1971)
Director of Athletics, 2001
Ba, med, Plymouth State college

Frank L. Cocchiarella (1987)
Director of Residential Life/Dining Services, 
2000; 1999 Distinguished Professional, 
Administrative, Technical Staff Award; 2008 
Patricia Storer PAT Award
BS, St. cloud State University; med, 
Plymouth State college

Elaine L. Doell (2002)
Interim Director of Human Resources (2010)
aS, SUNY alfred Statecollege; BS, St. John 
Fisher college

Creig W. Doyle (2007)
Chief of University Police
Ba, the catholic University of america

Barbara B. Fahey (1978)
University Controller, 1987; 1991 Distinguished 
Professional, Administrative, Technical Staff 
Award
Ba, St. Bonaventure University; mBa, 
Plymouth State college

Eugene D. Fahey (1975)
Senior Associate Director of Admissions, 2000
Ba, ma, St. Bonaventure University

Thaddeus C. Guldbrandsen (2005)
Director of the Center for Rural Partnerships; 
Research Assistant Professor of Environmental 
Science and Policy
Ba, University of New Hampshire; Phd, 
University of North carolina at chapel Hill

Diane Jeffrey (1993)
Director of the Silver Center for the Arts, 
1997; 2001 Distinguished Professional, 
Administrative, Technical Staff Award
Ba, Plymouth State college
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Susan M. Keefe (1984)
Director of Plymouth Academic Support Services 
(PASS), 2008  
Ba, State University of New York at Potsdam; 
med, Plymouth State college

Henry A. Long, Jr. (2001)
Director of Alumni Relations
BS, med, Springfield college

Bruce E. Lyndes (2006)
Interim Director of Public Relations
BS, lyndon State college

Scott J. Mantie (2006)
Associate Dean for Institutional Research and 
Assessment
Ba, New england college; mS, Western 
illinois University; Phd, indiana University

Daniel P. Moore (1990)
Vice Provost/Faculty Fellow; Professor of 
Business  
Ba, Kent State University; mBa, 
Youngstown State University; Phd, drexel 
University

Teresa L. Potter (1992)
Director of the Hartman Union Building, 2001
Ba, augustina college; ma, Bowling green 
State University

Debra A. Regan (1998)
Director of The Global Education Center, 2009
BS, University of massachusetts lowell; mS, 
Fitchburg State college

Karen L. Sanders (1998)
Director of the Child Development and Family 
Center, 2001; Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, Plymouth State college; med, Plymouth 
State University

June L. Schlabach (2003)
Director of Financial Aid
BS, University of North dakota; ma, ohio 
State University

Ellen M. Shippee (1979)
Director of the Physical Plant, 2000
BS, Plymouth State college

Ann E. Thurston (1981)
Assistant Provost for Academic Administration, 
2008; 2003 Distinguished Professional, 
Administrative, Technical Staff Award
Ba, mBa, cagS, Plymouth State University

Jane L. Weber (2007)
Director of the Writing Center
Ba, clark University; mSt, University of 
New Hampshire

Laurie R. Wilcox (2003)
Bursar
aS, Hesser college; alB, edm, Harvard 
University

Faculty
(Year of appointment in parenthesis)
(Faculty listed are as of march 30, 2010)

Adams, Barbara (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Ice Skating

Ahl, Elizabeth A. (2001)
Associate Professor of English; Department 
Chair, English
BFa, emerson college; mFa, University of 
Pittsburgh; Phd, University of Nebraska

Ahrens, Christie (2009)
Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, 
College of Graduate Studies
BS, Bradley University; mS, Northern illinois 
University; ede, Roosevelt University

Alander, Vanessa J. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Composition
Ba, Plymouth State University

Alba, James J. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Guitar
ala, North Shore community college

Allaire, Ellen M. (2009)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Bed, Keene State college; med, Suffolk 
University

Allard, Elaine S. (1988)
Associate Professor of Library and Information 
Science
BS, Plymouth State college; mliS, 
University of Rhode island

Allen, C. Brad (2001)
Assistant Professor of Management
BS, merrimack college; mS, mBa, New 
Hampshire college; dBa, Southern New 
Hampshire University

Allen, Michael W. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Philosophy
Ba, University of Southern maine; ma, 
texas a & m University; Phd, Southern 
illinois University

Alosa, Rebecca A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, med, Plymouth State University

Amsden, Benoni L. (2009)
Research Assistant Professor of Tourism Policy; 
Partnerships and Grants Coordinator in the 
Center for Rural Partnerships
BS, Rochester institute of technology; mS, 
michigan State University; Phd, 
the Pennsylvania State University

Anderson, Diane M. (2006)
Student Teacher Supervisor
aB, colby college; mat, columbia 
University

Anderson, Jennifer N. (2010)
Instructional Assistant, English
Ba, mSW, University of New Hampshire

Anderson, John S. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Photography
BFa, Rhode island School of design

Anneser, Pamela P. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Graphic Design
BFa, University of Hartford; mFa, 
Yale University

Arecchi, Arcangelo V. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, U.S. coast guard academy; mS, 
University of Rochester; mBa, Plymouth 
State college

Arecchi, Kathleen H. (1979)
Professor of Music (Voice and Musical Theatre)
Ba, St. Joseph college; mm, eastman School 
of music; dma, University of maryland

Aviles, Lourdes B. (2004)
Associate Professor of Meteorology; Sabbatical 
Spring 2011
BS, mS, University of Puerto Rico; Phd, 
University of illinois-Urbana-champaign

Babin, Esq., Roger O. (1979)
Associate Professor of Business
BS, Plymouth State college; Jd, Boston 
college law School; mSt, Bentley college

Badger, Keith (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
BS, Plymouth State college; mSt, antioch 
college

Bailey, Donald H. (1990)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science and 
Technology
BS, University of New Hampshire

Barbeau, Thomas P. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
Bed, mS, mcgill University

Bass, Janis H. (1994)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
Ba, Bates college; med, Plymouth State 
college

Bates, Lynne C. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, Plymouth State University

Beaudrie, Brian P. (2003)
Associate Professor of Mathematics Education 
7–12; Director, NH Impact Center; Graduate 
Coordinator; 2008 Wixson Endowed 
Professorship of Mathematics; Sabbatical Fall 
2010
BS, mayville State University; mS, University 
of North dakota; Phd, montana State 
University
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Bechard, Bonnie L. (1982)
Professor of Business
BS, mS, SUNY-albany; edd, arizona State 
University

Belcher, Frances M. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty; Research Associate/Regional 
Collaboration Coordinator for the Center for 
Rural Partnerships
Ba, Shippensburg University of 
Pennsylvania; edm, temple University

Bennett, Eileen F. (1997)
Contract Faculty in Marketing
Ba, Keene State college; mBa, Plymouth 
State college

Benoit, Elizabeth B. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology
Ba, St. louis University; ma, University of 
massachusetts-lowell

Berry, Ann Bassett (2010)
Instructor of Special Education
Ba, Skidmore college; mS, Southern illinois 
University

Billings, Cheryl A. (2009)
Collaborative Pianist; Student Teacher 
Supervisor
Bme, gordon college

Birch, Megan L. (2007)
Assistant Professor of English Education
BS, the Pennsylvania State University; med, 
University of maryland; Phd, michigan State 
University

Bisson, Christian (2004)
Associate Professor of Adventure Education
BS, Universite de Sherbrooke, Quebec; mS, 
Northern illinois University; edd, University 
of Northern colorado

Bisson, Julie G. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
Ba, Northern illinois University; Ba, 
Northland college; ma, University of 
Northern colorado

Blaine, Larry G. (1985)
Professor of Mathematics
BS, Bowling green University; mS, Phd, 
michigan State University

Blaine, Marcia Schmidt (2004)
Associate Professor of History; Coordinator, 
History; Sabbatical Spring 2011
Ba, college of William and mary; ma, Phd, 
University of New Hampshire

Blake, Alan K. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Organizational 
Communications
Ba, med, Plymouth State University

Blake, Roger E. (2002)
Contract Faculty in Mathematics
Ba, University of New Hampshire; med, 
Plymouth State University

Blood, Charles F. (2009)
Collaborative Pianist
Ba, ma, University of New Hampshire

Boissonneault, Katie Rose (2008)
Assistant Professor of Microbiology/Genetics
BS, University of massachusetts-dartmouth; 
mS, Phd, massachusetts institute of 
technology Woods Hole oceanographic 
institution

Boschmans, Barbara (2003)
Associate Professor of Mathematics Education 
K-8; Department Chair
BS, mat, edd, Northern arizona University

Boucher, Thomas R. (2005)
Associate Professor of Statistics; Director, 
Statistical Consulting Center
BSc, University of massachusetts-lowell; 
Phd, texas a & m University

Bourn, Gail R. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, Framingham State University; med, 
Plymouth State University

Bowers, A. Joan (1995)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, University of Nebraska; ma, cornell 
University

Bowers, A. Robin (1995)
Professor Emeritus of English; Adjunct Faculty
Ba, michigan State University; ma, Phd, 
Princeton University

Bradbury, Christina J. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, Plymouth State college; mS, Southern 
New Hampshire University

Braman, Robert G. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, English
aB, Princeton University; ma, indiana 
University; Phd, the Pennsylvania State 
University

Brickley, Colleen C. (1993)
Contract Faculty in Economics; 2005 
Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award in 
Business
Ba, University of delaware; ma, University 
of New Hampshire

Brickley II, Esq., Samuel D. (2005)
Assistant Professor of Business Law
aB, cornell University; mBa, Jd, University 
of San diego

Brown, Charles E. (1970)
Faculty Technology Fellow
Ba, mS, University of New Hampshire; 
Phd, University of connecticut

Brown, Debra A. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, English
BS, University of Florida; ma, east carolina 
University

Bruemmer, Robert A. (1998)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre
Ba, Plymouth State college

Brunette, Esq., Peter R. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Criminal Justice
Ba, Plymouth State college; Jd, Franklin 
Pierce law center

Buckley, Christopher A. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, Plymouth State college; mFa, eastern 
Washington University

Bullek, Michael D. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, massachusetts college of Pharmacy

Burckes-Miller, Margaret E. (1987)
Professor of Health Education
BS, University of Vermont; mS, University of 
oregon; edd, oklahoma State University

Burke, Adelheid (2001)
Adjunct Faculty, German
ma, Sozial Paedagogische Beruffach Schule

Burnell, Deborah M. (2003)
Contract Faculty in Business
aS, BS, mBa, Plymouth State college

Burnham, Wendy L. (2001)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
aS, University of New Hampshire; BS, New 
england college; med, Plymouth State 
University

Burson, Joshua 
Adjunct Faculty, History
Ba, Williams college; ma, University of 
toronto; ma, Yale University

Buteau, Gerard E. (1991)
Associate Professor of Education
BS, med, Plymouth State college; edd, 
Boston University

Canlar, Mehmet (1988)
Professor of Accounting; Accounting 
Coordinator
BS, cornell University; mBa, New York 
University; Phd, Hacettepe University

Cantor, Patricia A. (1990)
Professor of Education; Early Childhood Studies 
Coordinator; 2002 Distinguished Teaching 
Award
Ba, Harvard University; med, Plymouth 
State college; edd, Boston University
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Capsalis, Michael P. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Community Planning
BS, Plymouth State University

Cardasis, Constance A. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Anatomy and Physiology
Ba, Ball State University; mS, University 
of illinois medical center; Phd, columbia 
University college of Physicians and 
Surgeons

Carlson, Judith O. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, English
aa, merrimack Valley college; Ba, 
University of New Hampshire

Carpentiere, David L. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Communication and Media 
Studies
Ba, Plymouth State college; med, ohio 
University

Chabot, Christopher C. (1992)
Professor of Biology; 2007 Distinguished 
Teaching Award
Ba, colby college; Phd, University of 
Virginia

Charpentier, Keith L. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
aS, mitchell college; BS, med, cagS, 
Plymouth State college

Cheney, Matthew A. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, University of New Hampshire; ma, 
dartmouth college

Chesebrough, Constance D. (2004)
Contract Faculty in Music; Collaborative 
Pianist; Coordinator of Collaborative Piano
Bme, Heidelberg college; mm, University of 
cincinnati

Childs, Pamela A. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, Rutgers University; med, Springfield 
college

Chong, Peng-Khuan (1966)
Associate Professor of Political Science; 
Department Chair, Social Science; 1988 
Distinguished Teaching Award; Sabbatical 
Spring 2011
Ba, cornell University; ma, University of 
New Hampshire

Church, William J. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Environmental Science
BS, SUNY-Binghamton; mat, cornell 
University

Cintron, Eric G. (2007)
Contract Faculty in Spanish
Ba, University of Puerto Rico; mat, Rivier 
college

Clark, John E. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Criminal Justice
BS, Franklin Pierce college; med, Plymouth 
State University

Clogston, Heather M. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, med, Plymouth State University

Coburn, Deborah L. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, University of New Hampshire

Coker, Cheryl A. (2009)
Associate Professor of Physical Education
BS, louisiana State University-Baton Rouge; 
med, Phd, University of Virginia

Cole, Victoria (2008)
Instructor of Voice Performance Studies

Conner, Bethen O. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Communication and Media 
Studies
Ba, Plymouth State University

Corcoran, Jr., Gerard J. (1991)
Professor of Music; Director of Bands
Ba, University of maine; mS, edd, 
University of illinois

Corcoran, Kenda L. (1993)
Instructor of Performance Studies, Oboe and 
Woodwind Ensembles

Cornish, Mary M. (2000)
Professor of Early Childhood Education
BS, University of maine; med, tufts 
University; Phd, University of North 
carolina

Couvillion, L. Michael (1980)
Associate Professor of Economics; Economics 
Coordinator; 2000 Distinguished Graduate 
Teaching Award in Business; Sabbatical Spring 
2011
Ba, mBa, Phd, louisiana technical 
University

Cox, Elizabeth A. (1999)
Associate Professor of Theatre; Director of 
Theatre; 2008 Distinguished Teaching Award
aB, med, University of missouri, columbia; 
mFa, University of North carolina, 
greensboro

Coykendall, Scott R. (2002)
Associate Professor of Professional Writing
Ba, missouri Western State college; mFa, 
Bowling green State University

Crompton, Gregory M. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Criminal Justice
BS, med, Plymouth State college

Crowell, Marguerite A. (1993)
Technical Specialist, Chemistry
BS, Plymouth State college

Crowell, Stuart E. (1990)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre
BS, Plymouth State college

Cucina, Irene M. (1998)
Associate Professor of Health and Physical 
Education; Assistant Department Chair of 
Health and Human Performance; Director 
of Teacher Education
BS, Northeastern University; med, 
cambridge college; dPe, Springfield college

Curdie, Stacey L. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, Plymouth State college; ma, University 
of the West indies; cagS, Plymouth State 
University

Curran-Kondrad, Eileen P. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, immaculata college; ma, Northeastern 
University; med, Plymouth State University

Cushing, Darcy J. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, T’ai Chi
BS, Knox college

D’Aleo, Judith A. (1994)
Adjunct Faculty, Biology
Ba, ma, State University of New York at 
geneseo

D’Amico, Elizabeth E. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BS, Syracuse University; ma, columbia 
University

Dadmun, Lauren L. (1990)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
Ba, Plymouth State college; mat, University 
of New Hampshire

Dautcher, Terri L. (2007)
Contract Faculty in Business
Ba, dickinson college, mBa, temple 
University

Davidson, Hannah L. (2009)
Instructional Assistant, English
BS, marlboro college

Davis, C. Lynn (1995)
Associate Professor of Education
Ba, graceland college; med, Plymouth State 
college; Phd, lesley college

DeLuca, Anthony (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, History
Ba, Boston college; ma, Phd, Stanford 
University

deMello, Elaine M. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, Ramapo college; mS, Herbert H. 
lehman college; mSW, University of 
connecticut
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DeRosa, Robin (2003)
Associate Professor of English
aB, Brown University; ma, Phd, tufts 
University

DiBiase, Allan F. (1996)
Collaborative Pianist
Ba, Wagner college; edm, edd, Rutgers 
University

Diehl, Dorothy M. (1972)
Professor Emerita of Physical Education/
Adjunct Faculty
BS, West chester State college; mS, 
University of New Hampshire; Phd, 
University of illinois

Dillman, Anita C. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BFa, daemen college; mFa, Syracuse 
University

Dionne, Aubrie A. (2001)
Instructor of Flute Performance Studies

Dokus, Allyn (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
Ba, University of New Hampshire; med, 
Plymouth State University

Donahue, Katherine C. (1992)
Professor of Anthropology-Sociology; 1997 
Distinguished Teaching Award
Ba, connecticut college; ma, Phd, Boston 
University

Doner, Lisa A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Ecology and Meteorology
Ba, BS, University of arizona; mS, 
University of maine-orono; Phd, University 
of colorado-Boulder

Donovan, John E. (2007)
Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education
Ba, Hartwick college; ma, edm, Phd, State 
University of New York at Buffalo

Downs, John T. (1971)
Professor of Art
Ba, ma, University of miami; mFa, Florida 
State University

Drexel, Peter G. (1988)
Professor of Computer Science and Technology
BS, mS, Rochester institute of technology; 
Phd, University of New Hampshire

Driscoll Jr., Thomas W. (2000)
Professor of Art
BFa, Plymouth State college; mFa, 
cranbrook academy of art

Drouin, Jeffrey A. (2010)
Student Teacher Supervisor
BS, med, Plymouth State University

Dumont, Jennifer A. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, English
BS, Boston University; med, Plymouth State 
college

Duncan, Jeremiah S. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
BS, University of missouri-Rolla; ma, Phd, 
Princeton University

Duncan, Kimberly A. (2009)
Research Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ba, cornell University; ma, Phd, Princeton 
University

Dupuis, Amy L. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
BS, University of New Hampshire

Dutille, Jessica A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Business and Education
BS, mBa, Plymouth State college

Earick, Douglas L. (2009)
Research Instructor, Center for the Environment 
and Environmental Science and Policy
BS, ma, University of New mexico

Earick, Mary E. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Early Childhood 
Education
BS, mS, Southern connecticut State 
University; Phd, University of New mexico-
albuquerque

Eastman, Terri L. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
Ba, med, Plymouth State University

Egbert Jr., Robert G. (1978)
Associate Professor of Political Science; 
Coordinator, Political Science
Ba, da, idaho State University

Eisenhauer, Brian W. (2003)
Associate Professor of Sociology; Director of 
Sustainability; Associate Director of the Center 
for the Environment 
Ba, colorado State University; ma, 
Humboldt State University; Phd, Utah State 
University

Ekstrom, Angel A. (2001)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education; 
Coordinator of Adventure-Based Activities
aa, anoka Ramsey community college; BS, 
Southwest State University; mS, University 
of Nebraska at omaha; cagS, Plymouth 
State University; edd, argosy University

Ellsworth, Rodger (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, String Methods

Epstein, Bonnie W. (1994)
Professor of English
Ba, med, Plymouth State college; Phd, 
Union institute

Ernst, Dana C. (2008)
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
BS, george mason University; mS, 
Northern arizona University-Flagstaff; Phd, 
University of colorado

Evenson, Krisan L. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Political Science
Ba, colby college, ma, monterey institute 
international; ma, Phd, Syracuse University

Fedorchak, Paul M. (1992)
Professor of Psychology; Department Chair 
BS, State University of New York college at 
oswego; Phd, University of Washington

Field, Juanita V. (1989)
Professor of Psychology
Ba, ma, Phd, West Virginia University

Fife, Douglas D. (1970)
Professor of Psychology
Ba, macmurray college; ma, Phd, 
University of South dakota

Finefrock, Crystal L. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Business; 2009 Distinguished 
Professional, Administrative, Technical Staff 
Award
BS, mBa, Southern New Hampshire 
University

Finley, Greg A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BFa, center for creative Studies, detroit; 
mFa, indiana State University

Fischer, Linda C. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, defiance college

Fischler, Esq., Mark J. (2003)
Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice; 
Department Chair
Ba, University of New Hampshire; Jd, 
University of maine

Fischler, Michael L. (1970)
Professor of Education; Director of the 
Counseling and Human Relations Center; 2004 
Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award in 
Education
Bed, med, University of miami; edd, 
University of colorado

Fisher, Virginia L. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Costuming
Ba, Plymouth State college; med, Plymouth 
State University

Fistek, Michelle A. (1983)
Professor of Political Science
Ba, Juniata college; ma, Phd, miami 
University
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Fitzpatrick, Robert E. (1984)
Professor of Library and Information Science; 
2001 Distinguished Teaching Award
Ba, University of New Hampshire; mS 
Simmons college

Flavin, Carol K. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, University of maryland; med, Bowie 
State college

Flynn, Mark (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, State University of New York at geneseo; 
med, Plymouth State University

Forgues, Chantalle R. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business Law
Ba, middlebury college; Jd, Boston 
University

Fox, Mary C. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Sign Language
BS, granite State college

Fralick, Katharine G. (1986)
Professor Emerita of Education; Student Teacher 
Supervisor
Ba, Salve Regina University; med, edd, 
Boston University

Franke, Karen S. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Biology
Ba, University of New Hampshire; med, 
Plymouth State college

Fraser, Grace M. (1990)
Associate Professor of Anthropology; 
Coordinator for Anthropology/Sociology; 
Sabbatical Spring 2011
Ba, University of Utah; ma, Phd, University 
of massachusetts

Frazier, Mark (2006)
Instructor of Organ Performance Studies

Fried, Arthur M. (1982)
Professor of English
Ba, University of illinois-Urbana; mS, 
Northwestern University; ad, University of 
michigan

Funk, Joel D. (1975)
Professor of Psychology; Sabbatical Spring 2011
Ba, Rutgers University; ma, Phd, clark 
University

Fusco, Anthony R. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography 
BS, mS, Plymouth State University

Garcia, Wilson A. (2004)
Contract Faculty in Spanish
Ba, Universidad de antioquia (colombia); 
med, Plymouth State University

Garlitz, Robert E. (1979)
Professor of English
Ba, University of maryland; ma, Phd, 
University of chicago

Garneau, John M. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, med, Plymouth State college

Gennaro, Victor (2004)
Affiliate Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, West chester State college; do, 
Philadelphia college of osteopathic 
medicine

Gerken Esq., Richard R. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Business 
aB, cornell University; Jd, University of 
connecticut

Gibson, Deborah A. (1992)
Instructor of Clarinet Performance Studies

Giles, Kim C. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Social Work
Ba, Notre dame college, NH; mSW, loyola 
University

Gilmore, Timothy (1999)
Adjunct Faculty, Percussion and Percussion 
Methods
BS, Salem State college

Golden, Steven P. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
Ba, med, Plymouth State University

Gonzalez Sanders, Jose (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, interamerican University of Puerto Rico; 
mS, aurora University

Goodnough, Gary E. (1995)
Professor of Counselor Education, College of 
Graduate Studies; Coordinator of Counselor 
Education; 2007 Distinguished Graduate 
Teaching Award
BS, University of delaware; med, Phd, 
University of Virginia

Gorin, Stephen H. (1994)
Professor of Social Work
Ba, Boston University; mSW, State 
University of New York at Stony Brook; Phd, 
Brandeis University

Graff, Carleen A. (1973)
Professor of Music; Coordinator of Piano 
Activities; Sabbatical Fall 2010
Bme, illinois Wesleyan University; ma, 
University of denver; da, University of 
Northern colorado

Grand, Alma E. (1993)
Internship Supervisor, Education
BS, our lady of the lake college

Granoff, Stuart (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Linguistics
aB, Harvard college; ma, columbia 
University

Green, Jennifer W. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
Ba, University of minnesota; mliS, 
dominican University

Green, Mark B. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Hydrology, Center for the 
Environment
BS, minnesota State University; mS, 
University of Nevada; Phd, University of 
minnesota

Green, Stephanie D. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Sociology
aaS, Northwestern connecticut community 
college; Ba, Notre dame college; mSW, 
University of New Hampshire

Greer, Misha M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, georgia State University; mS, columbus 
State University

Grillo, Danee R. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Costuming; Costume Shop 
Manager
Ba, Keene State college

Gross, Shaun (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Athletic Training 
BS, Plymouth State University

Grover, Aditi (2008)
Assistant Professor of Marketing
Ba, University of delhi; mBa, Fore School 
of management (india); ma, State University 
of New York at Buffalo; Phd, University of 
Southern california

Gruner, Elliott G. (2007)
Associate Professor of English/Director of 
Composition
BS, US military academy at West Point, ma, 
Phd, University of Washington

Gutowski, Ashley E. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, Plymouth State University

Hager, Annie E. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
BS, Stanford University; mS, University of 
maine

Haight, David F. (1971)
Professor of Philosophy; Department Chair
Ba, Stanford University; ma, Phd, 
Northwestern University
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Hall, K. Hridaya E. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Counselor Education, 
College of Graduate Studies
Ba, elmira college; mS, Phd, University of 
North carolina at greensboro

Halter, Stephanie J. (2006)
Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice
Ba, Plymouth State college; ma, Phd, 
University of New Hampshire

Hamel, Christopher V. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Criminal Justice
BS, granite State college; mS, Springfield 
college

Hanks, Lois A. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Dance

Hannon, James G. (2006)
Contract Faculty in Adventure Education
BS, St. lawrence University; mS, University 
of maine, orono

Hapeman, Paul (2010)
Affiliate Research Assistant Professor of 
Biological Science
BS, University of Florida; med, Westfield 
State college; Phd, University of Vermont

Harding, Edward (1983)
Professor of Business
Ba, middlebury college; mBa, amos tuck 
School, dartmouth college; Phd, University 
of massachusetts

Harmon-Rider, Gail 
Student Teacher Supervisor
BS, Northeastern University; med, 
University of New Hampshire

Harnois, Lori (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Tourism
BS, University of New Hampshire

Harrington, Katharine N. (2010)
Assistant Professor of French
Ba, St. lawrence University; ma, texas tech 
University; Phd, Brown University

Harrington, Michael (2010)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Ba, BS, Keene State college 

Hart, Kylo-Patrick R. (2002)
Associate Professor of Communication and 
Media Studies; Department Chair; 2007 Award 
for Distinguished Scholarship
aB, University of california-Berkeley; 
ma, University of Southern california-los 
angeles; Phd, University of michigan

Hart, Philip B. (1995)
Adjunct Faculty, Philosophy
Ba, Franklin and marshall college; ma, the 
Hartford Seminary Foundation

Harvey, Brian C. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, St. michael’s college

Haust, William (1984)
Professor of Art Education; Sabbatical Fall 2010
BS, SUNY-Buffalo; mFa, goddard college; 
edd, Nova University

Hay, Sarah (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
Ba, Warren Wilson college; edm, Harvard 
University

Heald, Bruce D. (1998)
Adjunct Faculty, History
aa, Boston University; BS, lowell 
University; ma, Phd, columbia Pacific 
University

Healy, Brian T. (1996)
Professor of Psychology
Ba, ithaca college; ma, Phd, University of 
maryland

Heffernan, Michael D. (1999)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
Ba, colgate University; mFa, the New York 
academy of art

Hehir, George F. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
Ba, University of massachusetts, Boston; 
ma, University of massachusetts, amherst; 
med, Plymouth State college

Heiner, Robert (1995)
Professor of Sociology; Assistant Department 
Chair
 Ba, University of Virginia; mS, Florida State 
University; Phd, University of Virginia

Henwood, Mark M. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science and 
Technology
BS, Plymouth State University

Hett, William F. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
Ba, Plymouth State college; mS, University 
of New Hampshire

Hibbard, Jason G. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre
Ba, Plymouth State college; ma, Purdue 
University

Higgins, Jonathan C. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Mandarin Chinese
Ba, University of North carolina, asheville; 
mS, old dominion University; Phd, capella 
University

Hillger, Jane H. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
aa, cape cod community college; BS, 
leslie University

Hoch, Brendon (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Meteorology; Meteorology 
Technical Manager
BS, Rutgers University; mS, ohio State 
University

Hoffman, Eric G. (2000)
Associate Professor of Meteorology; Department 
Chair, Atmospheric Sciences and Chemistry
BS, cornell University; mS, Phd, State 
University of New York at albany

Holba, Annette M. (2005)
Assistant Professor of Communication and 
Media Studies
aS, Burlington community college; Ba, 
Rowan University; ma, Rutgers University; 
Phd, duquesne University

Howarth, Whitney B. (2004)
Assistant Professor of History
Ba, moravian college; m.a., Phd, 
Northeastern University

Hunnewell, Richard W. (1980)
Professor of Art History; 1994 Distinguished 
Teaching Award
Ba, colby college; Phd, Boston University

Huynen, Penelope S. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Ceramics
BFa, Kansas city art institute; mFa, Kent 
State University

Hyerle, David (2006)
Affiliate Faculty and Visiting Scholar, College of 
Graduate Studies
Ba, med, edd, University of california at 
Berkeley

Inwood, Philip C. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Art History
BFa, academy of Fine art, england

Jang, Soo M. (1983)
Professor of Economics
Ba, ma, Seoul National University; mBa, 
University of Hawaii; Phd, University of 
cincinnati

John, Deborah (2004) 
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education 
BS, University of New orleans; mS, 
University of West Florida; Phd, oregon 
State University

Johnson, Lynn V. (2006)
Associate Professor of Physical and Health 
Education
BS, Springfield college; edd, University of 
Vermont

Jordan, Hope A. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, Syracuse University; med, Plymouth 
State University
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Josephson, Louis (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Social Work
Ba, tufts University; mSW, columbia 
University; Phd, New York University

Jowdy, Carol L. (1994)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
Ba, University of New Hampshire, mFa, 
University of Pennsylvania

Kapp, Kiley R. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, med, cagS, Plymouth State University

Karnan, Kelley L. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Ice Skating
BS, Boston University

Kelley, Donna B. (1990)
 Skills Application Teacher, Mathematics
Ba, med, Plymouth State college

Kellogg, Jane (1998)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, Wheelock college; med, mansfield State 
University

Kemmerer, James G. (2010)
Student Teacher Supervisor
BS, Shippensburg University; med, 
Plymouth State University

Kietzman, William D. (1974)
Assistant Professor of Library and Information 
Science; Sabbatical Fall 2010
Ba, Siena college, ma, State University of 
New York at albany; mlS, SUNY at Buffalo

Kilb, Angela (2010)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Ba, ma, Phd, University of missouri-
columbia

Kilfoyle, Michael J. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, mBa, Plymouth State University

Kim, Jong-Yoon (2001)
Associate Professor of Graphic Design
BFa, Kong-il University, Korea; mFa in 
ceramics, indiana State University; mFa in 
graphic design, indiana University

Kinane, Karolyn (2006)
Assistant Professor of Medieval and Early 
Modern Literature
Ba, State University of New York at New 
Paltz; Phd, University of minnesota

King, Marjorie A. (2003)
Associate Professor of Athletic Training
BS, University of New Hampshire; BS, 
Simmons college; mS, University of 
massachusetts, amherst; Phd, University 
of Virginia

Kizer, D. Matthew (1996)
Associate Professor of Theatre Design and 
Technology
Ba, indiana-Purdue University; mFa, ohio 
State University

Kleinpeter, Roger G. (1980)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science and 
Technology
BSee, University of missouri; mS, california 
State University

Kline, Naomi R. (1982)
Professor of Art History
Ba, Wellesley college; Phd, Boston 
University

Knower, Jay C. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, University of Wisconsin-oshkosh; med, 
Plymouth State University

Koehler, Theresa M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, mBa, Plymouth State University

Koermer, James P. (1988)
Professor of Meteorology; Sabbatical Fall 2010
BS, University of maryland; mS, Phd, 
University of Utah

Kopczynski, Frank J. (1990)
Professor of Accounting
BS, United States military academy West 
Point; mBa, Plymouth State college; Phd, 
Union institute

Krueckeberg, John C. (2001)
Associate Professor of History
Ba, macalester college; ma, Phd, University 
of arizona

Kulig, John W. (1987)
Professor of Psychology
Ba, american international college; Phd, 
dartmouth college

Ladouceur, Kathryn D. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, Plymouth State University

Lajoie, Sharon P. (2010)
Visiting Faculty, Theatre
Ba, Westminster college; med, Plymouth 
State college; mFa, goddard college

Lamarque, Ashling (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, Notre dame college

Larcom, Richard W. (2009)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Ba, med, University of montana

Laverack, Susan M. (1997)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, college of lifelong learning; med, 
Plymouth State University

Lavigne, S. Lauren (1998)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education; Athletic 
Coach
Ba, med, Plymouth State college

Lawton, Joshua M. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
Ba, University of New Hampshire

Lazdowski, Yvette J. (2005)
Assistant Professor of Accounting
BS, Franklin Pierce college; mBa, Plymouth 
State University; Phd, argosy University

LeBlanc, Catherine F. (1998)
Professor of Digital Media; Sabbatical Fall 
2010-Spring 2011
Ba, dartmouth college; mS, Phd, Florida 
State University

Lebreche, Anne M. (2000)
Associate Professor of Library and Information 
Science
Ba, missouri Western State college; mlS, 
Syracuse University

Lebrun, Marcel R. (2002)
Associate Professor of Curriculum and 
Instruction; Department Chair, Education; 
2008 Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award
Bed, Ba, med, University of manitoba; Phd, 
University of San Jose

Lee, Soung (Daniel) C. (2007)
Assistant Professor of Economics
Ba, california State University domingues 
Hills; ma, california State University 
los angeles; Phd, claremont graduate 
University

Legacy, Kelly (2004)
Affiliate Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, Saint Bonaventure University; dPt, 
massachusetts general Hospital institute of 
Health Professions

Lelas, Vedran (2004)
Associate Professor of Business, Quantitative 
Methods and Statistics
BS, University of Zagreb, croatia; Phd, the 
University of texas at austin

Lennon, John C. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
BS, mS, Boston college

Lessard, Terri J. (1996)
Adjunct Faculty, Management
Ba, med, Plymouth State college; 1993 
distinguished Professional, administrative, 
technical Staff award
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Letendre, Eric J. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Finance
Ba, Virginia military institute; mBa 
University of Notre dame

Leuser, David M. (1978)
Professor of Business
Ba, drew University; ma, Phd, University 
of New Hampshire

Levy, Linda S. (1991)
Associate Professor of Athletic Training; 
Department Chair, Health and Human 
Performance; Director, Undergraduate Athletic 
Training
aS, mount ida college; B.S., med, Keene 
State college; edd, argosy University

Li, Xiaoxiong (1993)
Professor of Asian History
Ba, ma, Sichuan University; ma, Phd, the 
Johns Hopkins University

Lindberg, Patricia L. (1990)
Professor of Education and Integrated Arts; 
Coordinator of Integrated Arts M.Ed. Program; 
CAGS in Arts Leadership and Learning 
Coordinator; 2003 Distinguished Teaching 
Award
Ba, BS, University of New Hampshire; ma, 
emerson college; Phd, New York University

Lindley, Liesl M. (2001)
Instructor of Athletic Training
BS, appalachian State University; ma, 
Furman University

L’Italien, Justin D. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, med, Plymouth State University

Littlefield, Ruth A. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, University of New Hampshire; med, 
lesley college

Lonergan, Philip C. (2000)
Associate Professor of Sculpture
Ba, college of St. thomas; mFa, State 
University of New York at albany

Long, Moira C. (1998)
Athletic Coach
Ba, marist college; med, Springfield college

Lopez-Mayhew, Barbara D. (2001)
Associate Professor of Spanish; Department 
Chair, Languages and Linguistics
 Ba, catholic University of america; ma, 
University of massachusetts; Phd, Boston 
college

Maatta, Jon M. (1991)
Professor of Statistics
BS, State University of New York at cortland; 
mS, Phd, cornell University

MacCaffrie, Mary L. (2010)
Student Teacher Supervisor
BS, Bridgewater State college; ma, Rhode 
island college

Macchiette, Barton L. (1979)
Professor of Marketing
BS, Nasson college; mBa, american 
University; Phd, Union graduate School

Machnik, Dennis E. (1990)
Associate Professor of Physics
BS, mS, Phd, Rensselaer Polytechnic 
institute

Mackey, David A. (2004)
 Associate Professor of Criminal Justice; 
Sabbatical Spring 2011
BS, University of lowell; ma, University 
of massachusetts; Phd, indiana University 
of Pennsylvania

MacLeish, Esq., Roderick (2006)
Visiting Faculty, Criminal Justice
Jd, Boston University

Manikian, Sally A. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, History
Ba, trinity college (ireland); mScecon, 
University of Wales-aberystwyth

Marshall, Roger G. (2008)
Professor of Computer Science; Department 
Chair
BS, indian institute of technology, madras; 
mS, dalhousie University, Halifax; Phd, 
University of Nebraska

Martin, David W. (1993)
Professor of Graphic Design
BS, mS, University of cincinnati

Mason Jr., Warren E. (1982)
Professor of Business and Communication and 
Media Studies; 2003 Distinguished Graduate 
Teaching Award in Business; Sabbatical Fall 
2010;
Ba, St. anselm college; ma, Rivier college; 
edd, Boston University

Maxner, Scott J. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
BS, cameron University; mS, old dominion 
University

May, Patrick J. (2000)
Associate Professor of Geography; Coordinator, 
Social Science Education
Ba, ma, Bowling green State University; 
Phd, University of maryland

McBee Jr., Burrett E. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, Utica college of Syracuse University; 
ma, University of illinois

McCahan, Barbara J. (1989)
Associate Professor of Health and Physical 
Education
Ba, Revelle college, University of california; 
ma, Phd, University of california

McCarthy, Justin (2009)
Collaborative Pianist
Bm, mm, Rice University; dm, Boston 
University

McClellan, Ann K. (2005)
Associate Professor of 20th Century British 
Literature
Ba, University of michigan-Flint; ma, Phd, 
University of cincinnati

McCollum, Rande J. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, ohio State University; med, University 
of massachusetts

McCool, Gary A. (1978)
Associate Professor of Library and Information 
Science; 2008 Award for Excellence in Faculty 
Service
Ba, Knox college; ma, University of denver; 
ma, Roosevelt University; mlS, University 
of Rhode island

McCormack, Louise S. (1980)
Professor of Physical Education; 1999 
Distinguished Teaching Award
BS, Plymouth State college; ma, ohio State 
University; edd, Boston University

McDougal, David S. (1988)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Ba, University of massachusetts; med, 
University of New Hampshire; Phd, 
University of Vermont

McDougall, Duncan C. (1992)
Professor of Business; 2004 Distinguished 
Graduate Teaching Award in Business
aB, amherst college; mBa, dBa, Harvard 
Business School

McGarry, James J. (1982)
Professor of Psychology
Ba, Phd, Kent State University

McGarry, Mary Ann (2004)
 Associate Professor of Science Education
Ba, dartmouth college; mS, Northern 
arizona University; edd, University of 
maine

McKenzie, Meagan J. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, Plymouth State University

McKenzie, Tara E. (2010)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Ba, Plymouth State college; mS, Southern 
connecticut State University
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McLaughlin, Sandra L. (2008)
Contract Faculty in Education
Ba, University of massachusetts, Boston; 
med, Plymouth State University

McManus, Dennis P. (1992)
Athletic Coach
BS, Plymouth State college; mS, indiana 
University

Mealey, III, Joseph F. (2001)
 Skills Application Teacher, English; 2009 
Distinguished Adjunct Teaching Award
Ba, Plymouth State college; ma, case 
Western Reserve University

Mears, Gail F. (1999)
Associate Professor of Counselor Education, 
College of Graduate Studies; Department Chair, 
Counselor Education and School Psychology; 
2009 Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award
Ba, Plymouth State college; med, cagS, 
University of New Hampshire; Psyd, 
antioch New england graduate School

Melloni, Romeo C. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Music Theory and Ear 
Training
Ba, Berklee college of music; ma, New 
england conservatory; dma, Boston 
University

Merrill, Scott A. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Philosophy
Ba, Plymouth State University; mtS, Stm, 
Boston University

Merriman, Joan D. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Anthropology
Ba, University of Vermont; ma, Phd, State 
University of New York at Binghamton

Meyer, Scott R. (1987)
Professor of Social Work; Director of Field 
Education
aa, Queensboro community college; BSW, 
mSW, adelphi University; Phd, Boston 
University

Middlekauff, Bryon D. (1988)
Professor of Geography and Environmental 
Planning, and Environmental Science and 
Policy
Ba, University of maryland; ma, 
appalachian State University; Phd, 
michigan State University

Miller, Kristine M. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice
Ba, mS, Phd, University of texas-dallas

Miller, Robert S. (1976)
Professor of Education; Assistant Department 
Chair; 1989 Distinguished Teaching Award; 
2009  Award for Excellence in Faculty Service; 
Sabbatical Fall 2010
aB, amherst college; Phd, dartmouth 
college

Miller, Samuel T. K. (2005)
Assistant Professor of Meteorology
BSc, mSc, Phd, University of New 
Hampshire

Misenheimer, Karyn L. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, Plymouth State college; med, Frostburg 
State college

Mitchell, Annette W. (1979)
Professor of Art
BFa, University of denver; ma, mFa, 
University of alabama

Moniz, Cynthia D. (1985)
Professor of Social Work; Department Chair
Ba, University of Rhode island; mSW, State 
University of New York at Stony Brook; Phd, 
Florence Heller School, Brandeis University

Monninger, Joseph (2003)
Associate Professor of English; 2009 Award for 
Distinguished Scholarship
aB, temple University; ma, University of 
New Hampshire

Moreno, Ursula (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, Florida metropolitan University; mBa, 
Plymouth State University

Morin, Thomas R. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Environmental Science
BSe, Westfield State college; med, Plymouth 
State college

Mosedale, Irene M. (1998)
Contract Faculty in Education; Director of NH 
North Country Teacher Certification Project, 
Berlin
BS, med, Plymouth State college; cagS, 
Plymouth State University

Moskowitz, Jay I. (1996)
Adjunct Faculty, Art; 2008 Distinguished 
Adjunct Teaching Award
BS, med, Plymouth State college

Mroczka, Paul M. (1994)
Professor of Theatre
Ba, Franklin and marshall college; mFa, 
Brandeis University; Phd, tufts University

Munton, Amanda G. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Voice
Ba, Plymouth State University; mm, 
University of North carolina, greensboro

Murphy, Lori G. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre
Ba, lehigh University

Murphy, Morgan P. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre
aa, Walla Walla community college; Ba, 
Whitman college; mFa, University of 
connecticut

Murphy, Terence M. (1975)
Assistant Professor of Business; Management 
Coordinator
BS, merrimack college; mBa, Suffolk 
University

Muskat, Jennifer A. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology
aa, Palm Beach community college; 
BS, Northern arizona University; ma, 
University of Nevada-Reno

Nadeau, Robert A. (2007)
Contract Faculty in Sales Leadership
BS, granite State college; mBa, Plymouth 
State University

Nelson, Bethany (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, emerson college; med, Harvard 
University

Nelson, Matthew V. (2007)
Instructor of Trombone Performance Studies

Nevins, Craig D. (1999)
Adjunct Faculty, Sociology
Ba, ma, Vermont college of Norwich 
University

Noel, Rebecca R. (2004)
Associate Professor of History
Ba, Yale University; ma, Phd. Boston 
University

Norris, Kathleen (1998)
Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership, 
College of Graduate Studies
aB, Boston college; mFa, University of 
alaska; Phd, University of Sarasota

Noyes, Susan P. (2005)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Ba, med, University of New Hampshire

O’Donnell, Brigid C. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Developmental Biology
BS, Pennsylvania State University; Phd, 
University of connecticut

O’Donohoe, Jacquelyn A. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
Ba, Plymouth State University

O’Hara, Najwa H. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Languages and Linguistics

Okrant, Mark J. (1979)
Professor of Tourism Management; Director of 
the Institute for New Hampshire Studies
BS, mS, Southern connecticut State college; 
edd, oklahoma State University

Oliver, Holly E. (2003)
Contract Faculty in Music; Coordinator of 
Music Education
BS, University of New Hampshire; med, 
Plymouth State college
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Ordu, Eileen M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Linguistics
ma, San Francisco State University

Orlowski, Kevin T. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Communications and Media 
Studies
BS, mBa, Plymouth State University

Osambo, John (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Chemistry
BS, Pgde, egerton University-Kenya; Phd, 
University of New Hampshire

Otucu, Filiz (2005)
Assistant Professor of Political Science and 
International Studies
Ba, marmara University (turkey); ma, 
University of central oklahoma; Phd, 
University of Kentucky

Overaker, Lewis J. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, French
aB, macmurray college; am, indiana 
University at Bloomington; Phd, ohio State 
University

Palmer, Patricia M. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
BS, med, Fitchburg State college

Palmquist, Wendy J. (1981)
Professor of Psychology; Director of Frost Faculty 
Center for Learning and Teaching Excellence; 
2006 Distinguished Teaching Award; 2007 
Award for Excellence in Faculty Service
Ba, Pomona college; Phd, cornell 
University

Parker, Robyn E. (2010)
Associate Professor of Organizational 
Communication and Public Relations
Ba, SUNY-oswego; edm, Boston University; 
Phd, Wayne State University

Perkins, Daniel R. (1991)
Professor of Music; Director of Choral Activities; 
2007 Stevens-Bristow Professorship
Bma, Brigham Young University; mm, 
dma, University of Southern california

Perkins Jr., Raymond K. (1992)
Professor of Philosophy
Ba, colby college; Phd, duke University

Perkins, Russell E. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Geology 
BS, Keene State college; mS, University of 
massachusetts

Petersen, Meg J. (1991)
Professor of English; 2000 Distinguished 
Teaching Award; 2006 Distinguished Graduate 
Teaching Award in Education
Ba, Franklin Pierce college; Phd, University 
of New Hampshire

Pfenninger, Richard C. (1990)
Professor of Music; Coordinator of Jazz Studies 
and Music Technology
Bm, eastman School of music; mm, 
University of michigan School of music; 
dma, temple University

Phillips, Ashley R. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Communication and Media 
Studies
Ba, emerson college; med, Plymouth State 
University

Plummer, Carol A. (2008)
Student Teacher Supervisor
BS, University of New Hampshire; mSt, 
antioch New england graduate School

Powers, Shawn M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BFa, New York University; ma, columbia 
University; cagS, Plymouth State 
University

Price, Karen N. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Yoga

Prince, Frederick P. (1985)
Professor of Anatomy
BS, Pennsylvania State University; mS, Phd, 
ohio University

Pruyn, Michele L. (2006)
Assistant Professor of Plant Biology
BS, University of chicago; mS, michigan 
State University; Phd, oregon State 
University

Ramberg-Pihl, Nicole C. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Biology
BS, Plymouth State University

Rancourt, Fran G. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Interdisciplinary Studies 
aa, BS, granite State college; med, 
Plymouth State University; edd, argosy 
University 

Reitsma, Leonard R. (1992)
Professor of Zoology; 2005 Distinguished 
Teaching Award
BS, William Paterson college; Phd, 
dartmouth college

Renaud-Finnegan, Sheila D. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Social Work
Ba, University of New Hampshire; mSW, 
columbia University

Ricard, Emily C. (2008)
Research Faculty, Mathematics; Associate 
Director of the NH Impact Center
Ba, Wellesley college, mBa, New York 
University; ma, city college

Ricciardi, Angela M. (2001)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, University of massachusetts; ma, 
Westfield State college

Rine, Christine M. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Social Work
BS, mSW, Phd, SUNY-Buffalo;

Rioux, Alyssa (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, med, Plymouth State University

Rivanis, Leal S. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Mathematics
BS, Plymouth State University

Roberson, Christian A. (2007)
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
BS, me, Phd, University of Florida, 
gainesville

Roberts, William J. (1971)
Professor of Mathematics
BS, University of massachusetts; med, 
University of Hartford; caS, Wesleyan 
University; edd, University of massachusetts

Robinson, Barbara M. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, Northwestern University; ma, emerson 
college; mBa, cagS, Plymouth State 
University; da, Franklin Pierce University

Robinson, Thomas S. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Jazz Piano and Ensembles
Ba, capital University

Rogalus, Paul W. (1990)
Professor of English; Assistant Department 
Chair
 Ba, University of Rhode island; ma, Boston 
college; Phd, Purdue University

Rollison, Laura E. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, English
BS, New York University; ma, dartmouth 
college

Rosen, Alan (2006)
Affiliate Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, Rutgers University; md, albany medical 
college

Rosene, John M. (2003)
Associate Professor of Physical Education
BS, Keene State college; mS, Southern 
connecticut State University; dPe, 
Springfield college

Rudmin-Chong, Lynn (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, ma, University of New Hampshire

Russell, Craig A. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Ice Sports
BS, Plymouth State University
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Samaha, Marie T. (2009)
Student Teacher Supervisor
Ba, marywood college; med, Plymouth 
State college

Sandy, Leo R. (1996)
Professor of Counselor Education, College of 
Graduate Studies; Sabbatical Winter 2011
Ba, University of massachusetts; med, edd, 
Boston University

Santore, Jonathan C. (1994)
Professor of Music; Department Chair, Music, 
Theatre, and Dance
aB, duke University; mm, University of 
texas at austin; Phd, University of california 
at los angeles

Savage, Sharon L. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Communication and Media 
Studies
BS, Plymouth State college

Scalese, Vincent N. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology
Ba, University of massachusetts; med, 
Fitchburg State college; edd, Western 
michigan University

Scheinman, John E. (1999)
Athletic Coach
Ba, marist college; med, Keene State 
college

Schinaman, Scott A. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
Ba, National University; ma, University of 
San Francisco

Schofield, Robin M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, Southern New Hampshire University; 
mBa, Plymouth State University

Schroeder, Kurt A. (1994)
Professor of Geography and Environmental 
Planning; Coordinator, Geography/
Environmental Planning/ Tourism 
Management and Policy
Ba, University of minnesota; mS, Phd, 
Pennsylvania State University

Schwartz, Warren E. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology
Ba, Skidmore college; ma, University of 
missouri, St. louis; Phd, illinois School of 
Professional Psychology

Scott, Kristen J. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Athletic Training
BS, colby-Sawyer college

Sevigney, Marylena C. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BFa, Rhode island School of design; mFa, 
University of massachusetts-dartmouth

Sevigney, Nicholas (2008)
Associate Professor of Ceramics
BFa, University of Hartford; mFa, Southern 
illinois University-carbondale

Shedd, Meagan K. (2010)
Instructor of Early Childhood Education
BS, mS, michigan State University

Shen, Zhizhang (1990)
Professor of Computer Science and Technology
BS, Zhejiang University; ma, Queens 
college (cUNY); mPhil, graduate School 
(cUNY); Phd, city University of New York

Shirley, Sheryl L. (1995)
Associate Professor of Political Science
Ba, california State Polytechnical institute-
Pomona; ma, Phd, University of texas at 
austin

Smith, Delilah R. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Health Education
BS, med, Plymouth State University

Smith, Kathi J. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BFa, University of Southern maine; mFa, 
University of New Hampshire

Sousa, Lenore (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Dance
Ba, dickinson college

Sparks, Richard E. (1994)
Associate Professor of Marketing
Ba, ma, University of missouri; Phd, 
manchester University Business School 
(england)

Spencer, Larry T. (1967)
Professor Emeritus of Biology/Adjunct Faculty
BS, Brigham Young University; Phd, 
colorado State University

Spradley, Lisa D. (2007)
Assistant Professor of Childhood Studies
BS, med, texas Woman’s University; edd, 
texas a & m University

Staples, Alice P. (1995)
Associate Professor of Library and Information 
Science
Ba, State University of New York college at 
oswego; mlS, University of arizona

Starbuck, David R. (1993)
Associate Professor of Anthropology; 2008 
Award for Distinguished Scholarship
Ba, University of Rochester; mPhil, Phd, 
Yale University

Stearns, Pamela J. (2001)
Adjunct Faculty, Art History
Ba, ma, Vermont college

Stelmok, Kristin M. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, English
Ba, ma, University of maine

Sterling, Sandra F. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, Rivier college, ma, Plymouth State 
college

Stever, Roy R. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Marketing
BS, cornell University; mS, University of 
New Hampshire; mBa, mcgill University

Stiller, Evelyn M. (1996)
Professor of Digital Media
BS, mS, Phd, Florida State University

Sullivan, James C. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science and 
Technology
BS, Boston University; mS, Franklin Pierce 
University

Sutton, Donald A. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, US air Force academy; mBa, University 
of Pennsylvania

Swift, Jason A. (2009)
Assistant Professor of Art Education
BFa, University of North carolina-
greensboro; edm, edd, columbia 
University

Swift, Robert F. (1979)
Professor of Music; 1998 Distinguished Teaching 
Award
BS, Hartwick college; ma, Phd, eastman 
School of music

Switzer, Jr., Alan A. (1991)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
aB, edm, Harvard University

Swope, Susan (1987)
Professor of Chemistry
BS, Bates college; Phd, University of New 
Hampshire

Szymas, Arianne R. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Nutrition
BS, michigan State University

Talbot, David C. (2002)
Contract Faculty in Business
BSBa, University of denver; cgS, National 
School of Banking (Brown University); mBa, 
Plymouth State college

Templeton, Peter R. (1992)
Adjunct Faculty, Piano
Ba, Plymouth State college

Therriault, Thomas R. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Tennis
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Thorndike, Laura M. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, champlain college

Thornton, Richard L. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, mS, University of New Haven (now 
Springfield college); cagS, edd, Boston 
University

Thurston, Filip J. (2009)
Instructional Assistant, English
Ba, York University (toronto)

Tillar, Elizabeth K. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Philosophy
Ba, ma, University of New mexico; ma, 
colgate Rochester divinity School; Phd, 
Fordham University

Tirrell, Zachary B. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science
BS, Plymouth State University

Tolson, Aaron A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Dance
BS, Saint John’s University

Tomkiewicz, Warren C. (1988)
Professor of Natural Science Education; 
Department Chair, Environmental Science and 
Policy
Bed, Plymouth State college; mS, 
Northeastern University; edd, Boston 
University

Tomlinson, Geoffrey A. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
Ba, Roger Williams University; med 
Plymouth State University

Toms, Matthew (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
BS, colby college

Travis, Lisa A. (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Dance

Trudeau, Elaine B. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, English
aB, college of New Rochelle; med, 
University of louisville

True, Marianne (1999)
Associate Professor of Education; Childhood 
Studies Coordinator; 2005 Distinguished 
Graduate Teaching Award in Education; 2010 
Stevens-Bristow Professorship
Ba, Boston college; med, cagS, Plymouth 
State college; Phd, University of Sarasota

Turchan, Courtney E. (2010)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, SUNY-Brockport

Turski, Mark P. (1991)
Professor of Natural Science Education and 
Environmental Science and Policy
BS, med, University of maine-orono; Phd, 
University of texas at austin

Turtle, Sarah L. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Biology
Ba, Hartwick college; mS, University of 
New Hampshire

Ueland, Amy S. (2001)
Technical Specialist, Biology
BS, med, Plymouth State University

Untersee, Thomas M. (2009)
Instructor of Tuba and Euphonium 
Performance Studies

Upham-Bornstein, Linda (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, History
Ba, University of massachusetts-Boston; 
ma, Phd, University of New Hampshire

Urciuoli, Karen J. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
BS, mBa, Plymouth State University

Uttley, Clarissa M. (2008)
Assistant Professor of Early Childhood Studies
aa, community college of Rhode island; 
BS, mS, Phd, University of Rhode island-
Kingston

Vascak, Cynthia W. (1991)
Professor of Art Education; Department Chair, 
Art; 2009 Distinguished Teaching Award
Ba, Pan american University; mFa, 
Boston University; Phd, University of New 
Hampshire

Vascak, Vladimir (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BS, University of Pavol Josef Safarik, 
czechoslovakia; med, Plymouth State 
University

Vicinus, Charles W. (2007)
Adjunct Faculty, Theatre History
Ba, antioch college; mFa, Yale University

Vinogradova, Natalya (2005)
Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education 
K-12
mS, St. Petersburg State University (Russia); 
Phd, State University of New York at Buffalo

Volitis, Matthew J. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, east Stroudsburg University

Wachsmuth, Thomas J. (1993)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education
BS, University of New Hampshire

Waghe, Anil (2005)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
BSc, University of Bombay (india); mSc, 
indian institute of technology (india); Phd, 
University of maine-orono

Waghe, Aparna A. (2006)
Adjunct Faculty, Chemistry
BSc, Bed, University of Bombay, india; mSc, 
SNdt Women’s University, india; Phd, 
University of maine

Wall, Kevin C. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
Ba, University of massachusetts-Boston; 
med, Plymouth State University

Ward, Margaret S. (2009)
Instructor of Horn Performance Studies

Warn, Christopher (2005)
Adjunct Faculty, Criminal Justice
BS, med, Plymouth State college

Webster, David D. (2000)
Adjunct Faculty, Golf
BS, Hamilton college

Welford, Karen S. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Education
BS, Fitchburg State college; mS, University 
of massachusetts Boston

Whiting, James C. (2007)
Assistant Professor of Linguistics/TESOL
Ba, State University of New York at 
Purchase; ma, columbia University; Phd, 
New York University

Whitman, Steven W. (2004)
Adjunct Faculty, Geography
Ba, University of Rhode island; mRP, 
University of massachusetts at amherst

Whitworth, Amanda E. (2006)
Contract Faculty in Dance; Director of Dance
BFa, New York University; med, Plymouth 
State University

Wiggett Sr, Bruce W. (2007)
Contract Faculty in Accounting
Ba, Plymouth State college; mBa, 
Northeastern University

Williams, Donald A.
Instructor of Bass Performance Studies

Williams, Francis M. (2008)
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice
BS, Phd, Northeastern University; med, 
cambridge college

Wilson, Paul C. (2003)
Contract Faculty in Mathematics
BS, mS, Worcester Polytechnic institute; 
Phd, University of connecticut
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Winslow, Christopher W. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Latin
Ba, Plymouth State University

Wirth, Barbara A. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, mS Southern New Hampshire 
University

Wirth, Joan (1999)
Adjunct Faculty, Art
BFa, Plymouth State college; mFa, Bard 
college

Wisniewski, Marsi G. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, English
BS, Plymouth State college; med, Plymouth 
State University

Wisniewski, Theodore T. (2002)
Adjunct Faculty, Computer Science
BS, Plymouth State college

Woldemariam, Metasebia (1999)
Associate Professor of Communication and 
Media Studies
Ba, adelphi University; ma, University of 
Quebec; Phd, concordia University

Wright, Robert J. (2003)
Adjunct Faculty, Soccer; Athletic Coach
Ba, demontford University, med, Plymouth 
State University

Wright, Roxana (2008)
Assistant Professor of Management
Ba, transilvania University (Romania); 
mBa, Plymouth State college; dBa, 
Southern New Hampshire University

Yagodzinski, Sarah S. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology
Ba, assumption college; ma, Phd, clark 
University

Yap, Stacey G. H. (1988)
Professor of Sociology
BS, Northeastern University; m.a., Ph.d., 
Boston University

Yeaton, Bryan T. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Adventure Education
Ba, marietta college; mat, University of 
New Hampshire

Yeo, Eun-Ho (2008)
Assistant Professor of Communication and 
Media Studies
Ba, Yonsei University, South Korea; mS, 
Kansas State University; Phd, cornell 
University

Young, Lisa M. (2009)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education

Yunich, Peter B. (2008)
Adjunct Faculty, Business
Ba, Brown University; mBa, Harvard 
University

Yurewicz, Kerry L. (2004)
Assistant Professor of Ecology; Department 
Chair, Biological Sciences
BS, Phd, University of michigan

Zamzow, Craig D. (1997)
Contract Faculty in Business
BSee, iowa State University; mBa, Rivier 
college

Zarnowski, Randy (1999)
Adjunct Faculty, Physical Education

Faculty Emeriti

e. John B. allen, History
Jane e. Babin, Business
Norton R. Bagley, Education
Virginia m. Barry, Education; 2005   
 Distinguished Teaching Award
William R. Benoit, Business; 2006   
 Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award in  
 Business
Barbara a. Blaha, Communication Studies 
 and English
arthur R. Bourgeois, Physical Education
a. Robin Bowers*, English
malcolm W. Bownes, Education
carol a. Briggs, Physical Education
Paul m. Buck, Accounting
enid R. Burrows, Mathematics
Richard m. chisholm, English
Richard l. church, Jr., Business
Joseph l. clark, Sr., Physical Education
Normand H. côte, Mathematics
lawrence K. cushman, Science
anindya datta, Economics; 1990 Distinguished  
 Teaching Award
alan H. davis, Sr., Chemistry
dorothy m. diehl*, Health and Physical   
 Education
lawrence H. douglas, Social Science   
 Education
maynard Weston dow, Geography; 1984   
 Distinguished Teaching Award
Paul l. estes, Mathematics
Richard c. evans, Mathematics; 1992   
 Distinguished Teaching Award
Keith R. Ferland, Mathematics
Wavell W. Fogleman, Chemistry
James m. Fortune, Studio Art
Katharine g. Fralick*, Education
Richard a. Fralick, Botany
Robert H. Frey, Biology
Horst H. Freyhofer, European History
Janice gallinger, Library
Virginia m. garlitz, Spanish
theodore a. giebutowski, Mathematics
thomas F. goulart, Education
Robert W. Hayden, Mathematics
Kenneth H. Heuser, Education

mary-lou Hinman, English; 1995    
 Distinguished Teaching Award
david l. Kent, Business and Criminal Justice;   
 2001 Distinguished Graduate Teaching   
 Award in Business
christopher N. Kressy, Art
Russell H. lord, Jr., English
gerd e. K. lutter, Physical Education
mary e. mcNeil, Education
george H. maloof, French
dominic a. marocco, Biology
manuel marquez-Sterling, History, Medieval   
 Studies; 1991 Distinguished Teaching   
 Award
James miller, Education
Robert F. morton, Art
Susan g. murray, Biology
William c. Neikam, Natural Science
Janet K. Nell, Physical Education
Herbert R. otto, Philosophy
thomas R. Quimby, Recreation
Bernadette e. Russek, Mathematics
mary H. Sanderson, Social Science
Richard e. Sanderson, English
thomas o. Schlesinger, Political Science
Julian m. Shlager, Business
Paul Shott, Geography
Walter P. Smith, Music
dayton m. Spaulding, Health Education
larry t. Spencer*, Biology
archie H. Steenburgh, Education
Nancy c. Strapko, Health Education
alexander J. Susskind, Foreign Language
david c. Switzer*, History; 1996    
 Distinguished Teaching Award
William J. taffe, Computer Science
Walter t. tatara, English
millard S. thomson, Music
Roger d. tinnell, Spanish
Susan B. tucker, Art
Henry e. Vittum, English; 1986 Distinguished  
 Teaching Award
Philip c. Wei, Library and Information Science
Stephen m. Weissman, Computer Education
douglas c. Wiseman, Education; 1993   
 Distinguished Teaching Award
eldwin a. Wixson, Mathematics
Joseph Zabransky, Jr., Meteorology
gaynelle Zimmerman, Library and   
 Information Science
gerald J. Zinfon, English
lissa Zinfon, Library and Information Science

*many emeriti Faculty continue to contrib-
ute toward the mission of the institution and 
to serve its students in a variety of ways.
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Board of Trustees
of the University System of 
New Hampshire

William F. J. ardinger
Concord

Richard e. ashooh
Bedford

Judith e. Blake
Portsmouth

John d. crosier, Sr. 
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Pamela diamantis
Greenland

edward c. dupont, chair
Durham

george U. epstein, Vice chair
Center Conway

annie m. gagne
Plymouth State University Student Trustee

Richard e. galway
Bedford

larry K. Haynes
Weare

elizabeth K. Hoadley
Concord

chester e. Homer iii
Portsmouth
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Newmarket

John H. moody
Derry

carol Shull Perkins
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timothy m. Riley
Bedford

Justin Sadzewicz
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Henry B. Stebbins
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Ex Officio
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Credits Awarded for Acceptable ADVANCED PLACEMENT Test Scores
 credits for credits for credits for general application
 score of  score of  score of  education of credit or 
 three four five satisfied psu equivalency
advanced placement test    

art History 3 3 3 PPdi  
Biology 8 8 8 Sidi 
calculus aB 0 4 4 QRco ma 2550
calculus Bc 4 8 8 QRco depends on score
 ma 2550 ma 2550 + ma 2550 +
  ma 2560 ma 2560   
chemistry 0 4 8 QRco depends on score
  cH 2330 cH 2330 + cH 2340 teco 
computer Science a 0 0 4  cS 2370
computer Science aB 0 0 4  cS 3220
english language & composition 0 3 3 comP eN 1200
english literature & composition 0 3 3 ctdi 
environmental Science 4 4 4 Sidi  
european History 3 3 3 PPdi 
French language 3 6 6 dico depends on score
 FR 1020  FR 2010 + FR 2010 + gaco
  FR 2020 FR 2020
French literature 0 0 3  FR 3210
german language 3 6 6 gaco depends on score 
 gR 1020 gR 2010 + gR 2010 +
  gR 2020 gR 2020  
government/Politics:comparative 3 3 3 gaco 
government/Politics: US 3 3 3  Po 1020
Human geography 3 3 3 gaco 
italian language and culture 0 0 3 gaco 
latin literature 0 0 3 ctdi 
latin: Vergil 0 0 3 ctdi 
macroeconomics 0 3 3 gaco ec 2550
microeconomics 0 3 3  ec 2560
music theory 0 4 8  depends on score
  mU 1210 mU 1210 +  
   mU 1220
Physics B 4 8 8  depends on score 
 PH 2130 PH 2130 + PH 2130 +
  PH 2140 PH 2140   
Physics c: electricity/magnetism 4 4 4  PH 2420 + PH 2440
Physics c: mechanics 4 4 4  PH 2410 + PH 2430 
Psychology 0 3 3  PS 2010
Spanish language 3  6 6 dico depends on score 
 SP 1020  SP 2010 + SP 2010 +  gaco
 or SP 1120 SP 2020 SP 2020 
Spanish literature 0 0 3  SP 3200 or SP 3300
Statistics 0 3 3 QRco ma 2300
Studio art–2–d design 3 3 3  See department chair 
     with portfolio
Studio art–3–d design 3 3 3  See department chair 
     with portfolio
Studio art–drawing 3 3 3  See department chair 
     with portfolio
United States History 3 3 3 SSdi Hidi 1307 
United States History  3 3 3 PPdi Hidi 1206
World History 3 3 3 PPdi 

collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/subjects.html
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Credits Awarded for Acceptable CLEP Scores
 minimum  general application
 score credits education of credit or

clep exam required awarded satisfied psu equivalency

american government 50 3  Po 1020
american literature 50 6 ctdi  
analyzing and interpreting literature 50 3 ctdi 
Biology 50 6 Sidi 
calculus 50 4 QRco ma 2550
chemistry 50 8 QRco cH 2330 
   teco and cH 2340
college algebra  50 3 matH ma 1800
college composition modular 50 3 comP eN 1200 
college mathematics 50 3 QRco ma 1500
english literature 50 6 ctdi 
Financial accounting 50 4  BU 1150
French language–level 1 (2 semesters) 50 6 dico, gaco FR 1010 + 1020 or
    FR 1110 + 1120
French language–level 2 (4 semesters) 59 12 dico, gaco FR 1010 + 1020 and 
    FR 2010 + 2020 or 
    FR 1110 + 1120 and 
    FR 2010 + 2020
german language–level 1 (2 semesters) 50 6 gaco gR 1010 + 1020
german language–level 2 (4 semesters) 60 12 gaco gR 1010 + 1020 and
    gR 2010 + 2020
History of the United States i:  
early colonizations to 1877 50 3 SSdi Hidi 1307
History of the United States ii:  
1865 to Present 50 3 PPdi
Human growth and development 50 3  PS 2050
Humanities 50 6 ctdi 
information Systems and    
computer applications 50 3 teco cS 1100
introduction to educational Psychology 50 3  PS 2060
introductory Business law 50 3  BU 2480
introductory Psychology 50 3  PS 2010
introductory Sociology 50 3 dico So 2220
Natural Sciences 50 6 Sidi cHdi 1760 
    and Bi 2500
Precalculus 50 4 QRco,teco ma 2140
Principles of macroeconomics 50 3 gaco ec 2550
Principles of management 50 3  elective
Principles of marketing 50 3  BU 2450
Principles of microeconomics 50 3  ec 2560
Social Sciences and History 50 6 PPdi 
Spanish language–level 1 (2 semesters) 50 6 dico, gaco SP 1010 + 1020 or 
    SP 1110 + 1120
Spanish language–level 2 (4 semesters) 63 12 dico, gaco SP 1020 + 1020 and 
    SP 2010 + 2020 or  
    SP 1110 + 1120 and 
    SP 2010 + 2020
Western civilization i:
ancient Near east to 1648 50 3  Hi 2005
Western civilization ii: 1648 to Present 50 3  Hi 2015

credit is granted in accordance with the recommendations of the council on college level examinations of the college entrance examinations 
Board and the american council on education.

collegeboard.com/student/testing/clep/exams.html
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Credits Awarded for Acceptable DANTES Scores
 minimum credits general application
 score recom– education of credit or

dantes exam required mended satisfied psu equivalency

a History of the Vietnam War 44 3 B PPdi 2000–level elective
art of the Western World 48 3 B  aH 1120
astronomy 48 3 B Sidi PHdi 2300
Business law ii 44 3 BU  BU 4040
Business mathematics  Zero  Not acceptable
criminal Justice 400 3 B  cJ 1010
environment and Humanity:    
the Race to Save the Planet 46 3 B SSdi 
ethics in america 400 3 B dico PY 1120
Foundations of education 46 3 B  elective
Fundamentals of college algebra 400 3 B matH ma 1800
Fundamentals of counseling 45 3 B  elective
general anthropology 47 3 B gaco aN 2210
Here’s to Your Health 400 3 B Weco
Human/cultural geography 48 3 B gaco 
Human Resource management 46 3 B  BU 3180
introduction to Business 46 3 B  BU 2250
introduction to computing 400 3 B teco cS 1100
introduction to law enforcement 45 3 B  cJ 3050
introduction to the modern middle east 47 3 B PPdi
introduction to World Religions 400 3 B gaco 
lifespan developmental Psychology 46 3 B  PS 2050
management information Systems 400 3 BU  BU 3240
money and Banking 48 3 BU  ec 4460
organizational Behavior 48 3 B dico BU 3420
Personal Finance 400 3 B SSdi 
Physical geology 46 3 B  eS 2100
Principles of Finance 46 3 BU  BU 3210
Principles of Financial accounting 47 3 B  BU 1150
Principles of Physical Science i 47 3 B  
Principles of Public Speaking 47* 3 B  cm 2400
Principles of Statistics 400 3 B QRco ma 2300
Principles of Supervision 46 3 B  elective
Rise and Fall of the Soviet Union 45 3 B PPdi 2000–level elective
Substance abuse 400 3 BU Weco He 3700
technical Writing 46 3 B  eN 3090 (not teco)
the civil War and Reconstruction  Zero  not acceptable
Western europe Since 1945 45 3 B PPdi 
    
B=Baccalaureate program
BU=Baccalaureate Upper–division

*in addition to a minimum score of 47 on the multiple-choice test, an examinee must also receive a passing grade on the speech.

credit recommendations have been determined by the american council on education.

getcollegecredit.com
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Index

A
absences, excused vs. Unexcused 50

absences, Procedures for Reporting 51

academic advising 28 

academic Bankruptcy 60

academic calendar 50 

academic integrity 44

academic minors 73 

academic Programs 6  

academic Standing 56 

academic Support Services 29 

accounting, BS 101

accreditation 6 

acting option, Ba theatre arts 168  

add/drop Period 52 

adds, late 52 

administration, University 296 

admission Policy 10 

admission Standards 10 

admission to Plymouth State 
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adult learners, application 

 Requirements 11 

advanced Placement (aP) test 311 

advanced Standing 12

adventure education academic 

 minor 148

adventure education (aP) courses 214 

adventure education, BS 135 

advising center, Undergraduate 28 

advisors 28 

affirmative action 2 

aging Services option, 

 BS Social Work 194 

alternative testing arrangements for    

 Students with disabilities 56 

alumni association 22 

anthropology (aN) courses 213 

anthropology option, Ba 

 anthropology/Sociology 178 

anthropology/Sociology academic 

 minor 191 

anthropology/Sociology, Ba 178 

application Process, Financial aid 

 (FaFSa) 14 

application Requirements 10 

applied Health Fitness option, BS 

 Physical education 142 

applied linguistics academic minor 159

appropriate Use Policy 41

arabic (ac) courses 209 

armed Forces, Service in the 54

art academic minor 87

art, Ba 75

art, BFa 80

art education (ae) courses 209

art education (K–12), BS 84

art gallery and exhibitions Program 29

art gallery, Karl drerup 29

art History academic minor 87

art History (aH) courses 211

art History, Ba 85

arts 29

arts, Silver center for the 30

athletic training (at) courses 219

athletic training, BS 137

athletics 22

attendance, class 50

attendance considerations, additional 51

auditing a course 52

B
Billing Purposes, Status for 16

Biochemistry option, BS chemistry 89

Biological Science education (7–12), BS 95

Biology academic minor 100

Biology, Ba 96

Biology (Bi) courses 221

Biology, BS 97
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Biotechnology, BS 98

Board, Room and 16 

Bursar’s office, How to contact the 18

Business administration academic 

 minor 111

Business administration, BS 102

Business (BU) courses 224

Business, Undergraduate Honors 

 Program in 101

C
calendar 320

campus, the University 8

career Services and career discovery 37

catalog limitations 2

catalog Policy 59 

center for Rural Partnerships 39

center for the environment 38 

ceramics academic minor 87

ceramics option, Ba art 75

chemistry academic minor 94

chemistry, BS 89

chemistry (cH) courses 230

chemistry education (7–12) option,  

 BS chemistry 90

child and Family Services option,  

 BS Social Work 196

child development academic minor 178

child development and 

 Family center 39

child Welfare and Family Studies 

 academic minor 200

childhood Studies, BS 121

childhood Studies (cd) courses 229

chinese (cN) courses 235

class level 54

classifications, Student 49

coaching academic minor 149

coaching (cc) courses 228

college level examination  

 Program (cleP) 312

college of graduate Studies 30

college of graduate Studies conversion    

 Program for teacher certification 206

college of University Studies 30

commencement ceremonies, 

 Participation in  62
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 Studies (cm) courses 233

communication Studies, Ba 112

community and environment option, 

 BS environmental Science 

 and Policy 133

community education 33

composition 69

computer areas 41

computer Sales and Repairs 41

computer Science, BS 116

computer Science (cS) courses 235

computing academic minor 118

conceptual Framework for teacher    

 education 202

connections, general education 71 

consortium, NHcUc 35

continuing and Professional Studies, 

 Frost School of 31

continuing education 32

contract option, Ba music 164

contract option, Ba theatre arts 168

contract option, BS early 

 childhood Studies 124

contract option, BS Physical 

 education 143

contract option, BS Psychology 174

contract option, BS Social Science 187

conversion Program for teacher    

 certification, college of graduate    

 Studies 206

counseling and Human Relations  

 center 22

course adds, drops, and Withdrawals 51

course credits 207

course description 208
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course drop/Withdrawal Refund  

 Policy 18

course Fee, Special 16

course identifier 207

course Number System 208

course Substitution Policy for

 Students with disabilities 62

courses, cross-listed 208

courses, Repeating 56

creative thought directions 70

credit-by-examination 32, 54

credits attempted 56

credits, earning 54

criminal Justice, Ba 119

criminal Justice (cJ) courses 231

D
dance academic minor 170

dance (dN) courses 238

dance Pedagogy 171

daNteS 313

dean’s list 58

degree completion 61

degree evaluation 28

degree Programs 64

degree Requests and audits 62 

degrees, dual 59

degrees, Second 59

deposit Payment Refunds 18

developmental option, 

 BS Psychology 175

digital media and game design 

 academic minor 115

dining Services 22

directions, general education 70

directory information 48

disabilities, alternative testing    

 arrangements for Students with 56

disabilities, course Substitution 

 Policy for Students with 62

disabilities, Services for Students with 29

diversity connection 71

diversity Framework for 

 teacher education 203

diversity goals for teacher education    

 candidates 203

dramatic Writing option, 

 Ba theatre arts 168
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drawing option, Ba art 76

drop, First day 52

E
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early care and education option,

 BS early childhood Studies 125

early childhood Special education 
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early childhood Studies, BS 123

early childhood Studies (eR) courses 246
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economics academics minor 111

economics (ec) courses 239

education (ed) courses 240

educational Records 48

english, Ba 127

english (eN) courses 242

enrollment confirmation 53

enrollment Verification 53

environment, center for the 38

environmental Biology, BS 99

environmental chemistry option, 

 BS chemistry 91

environmental Planning, BS 181

environmental Planning 

 (ePl) courses 246

environmental Science and Policy, 

 BS 133

environmental Science and Policy 

 (eSP) courses 248

environmental Science option, BS    

 environmental Science and Policy 134

equipment loans and assistance 41 

evaluation, early 56

exercise and Sport Physiology 

 option, BS Physical education 144 

exercise Biology academic minor 154

expository Writing academic minor 132

F
Faculty 297
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Fees 15

FeRPa (Family educational Rights

 and Privacy act Rights Regarding

 Student Records 47

Field experiences 204

Filing date, Financial aid, Priority 14

Film and media Studies option,

 Ba communication Studies 112

Film Studies academic minor 132

Finance, BS 103

Financial aid 14

Financial Responsibility, Statement of 16

Fine art (aR) courses 216

First Year experience 69

First Year experience, the 73

First Year/Freshman abroad Program  
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First Year Seminar: critical thinking 

 and the Nature of inquiry, the 69

First Year Students, application    

 Requirements 11
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Foreign language Requirement for 

 Ba degree 68

Free application for Federal Student 

 aid (FaFSa)  14

French academic minor 159

French, Ba 158

French (FR) courses 249 

Frost Faculty center for learning and

 teaching excellence 39
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 Professional Studies 31

G
general education Program 68

general management option, 

 BS management 104

general option, BS chemistry 92

geographic information Systems 

 academic minor 191

geographic information Systems

 certificate 192

geography academic minor 191

geography, BS 182

geography (ge) courses 251

german academic minor 159
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global education office 36

global tourism academic minor 191
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grade Reports 56
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grading, Fair 46

grading, Standards for Fair 47

grading System 55

graduate degree Programs and 

 educator certification 206
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graduate Work, Undergraduate 

 Seniors Registering for 51

graduation Honors 62

graduation Requirements 61

graphic design academic minor 87

graphic design (ag) courses 210
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graphic design option, Ba art 77

graphic design option, BFa 80
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Health academic minor 149

Health and mental Health Studies 

 academic minor 200

Health education, BS 138

Health education (He) courses 252

Health Promotion option, BS  

 Health education 139

Health Services 23

Health Services option, BS Social 

 Work 197

History academic minor 192

History, Ba 183

History group courses 184
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History, the University 7

History thesis 184
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Honors Programs 58
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Human Resource management option,

 BS management 105
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Humanities (HU) courses 258
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information technology, BS 117
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international Student Services 23
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language learning Resource center  
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 minor 154

latin (la) courses 260
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leave of absence and Return Policy 60

library and learning commons, the 33

library, Herbert H. lamson 33 

linguistics academic minor, applied 159

literature academic minor 132

literature and Film option, 

 Ba english 128

location, the University 7

M
majors, double 59 

majors, options, minors, declaring 59

management, BS 104
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marketing, BS 107

master of education: K–12 

 education in Special education–

 5th year program 202

math activities center 29

mathematics academic minor, 

 general 163

mathematics academic minor, 

 teacher education 163

mathematics academic minor,

  technical 163

mathematics, BS 161

mathematics Foundations 69

mathematics (ma) courses 262

mathematics Placement examination 70

media Studies academic minor 115

medieval and Renaissance Forum 35 

medieval Studies academic minor 154

mental Health option, BS Psychology 176

mental Health Services option, 

 BS Social Work 198

meteorology academic minor 94

meteorology, BS 92

meteorology institute, Judd gregg 40

meteorology (mt) courses 267

middle School teacher certification 

 (5–8) option, BS mathematics 161

minors, academic 73

mission, the University 6

music academic minor 171

music, Ba 164

music education (K–12), BS 166

music education (me) courses 266

music ensemble overload Fee 15 

music (mU) courses 269

music technology option, Ba music 165

music theatre Performance 

 option, Ba theatre arts 169

myPlymouth 28

N
National council for accreditation of

 teacher education (Ncate) 201

National Student exchange 37 

Neuroscience academic minor 155

New england Regional Student 

 Program 12

New Hampshire college and University    

 council (NHcUc) 35

New Hampshire colleges and 

 Universities, enroll at other 35

New Hampshire impact center 40

New Hampshire Studies, institute for 39

Northern New england Heritage 

 Studies academic minor 155

O
online education 33

outdoor center 23

overload credit 52

overload Fees 15

P
Pacific Rim academic minor 192

Painting academic minor 87

Painting option, Ba art 78

Parents, a Partnership with 16

Pass/No Pass courses 55

Past and Present directions 70

Paying tuition and Fees 17 

Payment, methods of 17

Peace and Justice Studies 

 academic minor 155

Performance ensembles 30

Philosophy academic minor 173

Philosophy, Ba 172

Philosophy (PY) courses 283

Physical activity Skills courses 142

Physical education and Health education    

 (PeHe) courses  279

Physical education and Health 

 education teacher certification 

 (K–12) option, BS Physical 

 education 145

Physical education, BS 142

Physical education center 23
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Physical education (Pe) courses 273

Physical education Professional 

 activity courses 142

Physics academic minor 94

Physics (PH) courses 279

Piano Performance and Pedagogy  

 option, Ba music 165

Plagiarism 44

Planetarium, mark Sylvestre 40

Plymouth academic Support Services    

 (PaSS) 29

Police, University 25

Political Science academic minor 192

Political Science, Ba 185

Political Science (Po) courses 280

Praxis 204

Pre-law academic minor 156

Preliminary mathematics Requirement 12

President’s list 58

President’s message 4

Prevention and intervention Programs 23

Printmaking academic minor 87

Printmaking option, Ba art 78

Probation, academic 57

Professional communication 

 academic minor 115

Professional communication option,

 Ba communication Studies 113

Professional Sales option, BS

 marketing 108

Professional Studies, Frost School of    

 continuing and 31

Psychology academic minor 178

Psychology and law option,  

 BS Psychology 177

Psychology, Ba 173

Psychology, BS 174

Psychology Honors Program 173

Psychology (PS) courses 281

Public management, BS 186

Public Relations option, BS marketing 109

Q
Quantitative Reasoning in the 

 disciplines connection 72 

R
Reactivation 60

Reading (Rl) courses 285

Readmission 13

Readmission after academic Severance 57

Recreation Programs 23

Reflection and Spiritual care center 24

Refund Policy, Student Withdrawal 19

Refunds 18

Refunds of charges 18

Refunds of overpayments 18

Registration 51

Reinstatement after academic Severance 57

Religious Studies academic minor 173 

Residency 13

Residential life 24

ResNet 42

Room and Board 16

Rotc 35

Rural Partnerships, center for 39

S
Sage center 24

Satisfactory Progress, Financial aid 14

Scholarly Societies 33
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 education 140

Scientific inquiry directions 71

Sculpture academic minor 87

Sculpture option, Ba art 79

Secondary teacher certification (7–12)    

 option, BS mathematics 162

Self and Society directions 71

Senior citizen Free tuition Policy 16

Severance, academic 57

Sidore lecture Series, Saul o 35

Silver center for the arts 30

Skills, general education 68

Small Business/entrepreneurship 

 option, BS management 106

Small Business institute 41

Social Science, BS 187

Social Science (SS) courses 288

Social Services for Spanish Speaking    
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 BS Social Work 199

Social Studies teacher certification 

 (5–12) option, BS Social Science 188

Social Work admission Requirements 193

Social Work, BS 194
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 graduation Requirements 193

Social Work (SW) courses 289

Sociology option, Ba anthropology/   

 Sociology 180
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Spanish academic minor 160

Spanish, Ba 158

Spanish (SP) courses 287

Special education (Se) courses 285

Spiritual care center, Reflection and 24

Sport Physiology academic minor 149

Sports management 110

Statistical consulting center 41

Statistics academic minor 163
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Student teaching, acceptance into 205

Student teaching and Program 

 completion 205

Student teaching, application to 205

Student Withdrawal and Return of 

 Federal title iV Financial aid 19

Student Withdrawal Refund Policy 19

Studio art option, BFa, 2d 81

Studio art option, BFa, 3d 82

Study abroad 36

Study abroad (SV) courses 289

Study away opportunities 35 

Study centers 38

Summer Sessions 32

T
teacher certification candidacy, 

 application for 204

teacher certification, college of 

 graduate Studies conversion  

 Program for  206

teacher certification (5–12) option, 

 Ba english 129

teacher certification (K–3) option,

 BS early childhood Studies 126

teacher certification (K–8) option,

 BS childhood Studies 121

teacher certification (K–12) option, 

 BS Physical education 147

teacher certification (K–12) option, 

 BS Physical education, Physical    

 education and Health education 145

teacher certification, Road to 204

teacher education candidates, 

 diversity goals for 203

teacher education, conceptual 

 Framework for 202

teacher education, council of 201

teacher education, diversity 

 Framework for 203

teacher education, mission 201

teacher education, Vision 201

teaching english to Speakers of other    

 languages (teSol) academic 

 minor 160

teaching english to Speakers of other    

 languages (teSol) certificate 160

technology 41 

technology in the disciplines 

 connection 72

theatre academic minor 171

theatre arts, Ba 167

theatre Performance overload Fee 15

theatre (tH) courses 292

theatrical design/tech option, 

 Ba theatre arts 170
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tourism management and Policy, Ba 190

tourism management and Policy 

 (tmP) courses 293

tours, campus 10

transcripts 56

transfer agreements 12

transfer connections Program,

 New Hampshire 11

transfer of general education courses 72

transfer Students, application 

 Requirements 11

transferring credits to Plymouth State    

 University 53

trustees, Board of 310

tuition 15

tuition Bill accounts, important 

 Note about 16

tutoring 29

U
Undecided 31

Undergraduate advising center 28

Undergraduate Studies office 29

University administration 296

University, campus of the 8

University, History of the 7

University, location of the 7

University, mission of the 6

University Police 25

University Studies, college of 30

University, Values of the 6

 

V
Values, the University 6

Voice Performance and Pedagogy  

 option, Ba music 166

W
Warning, academic 57

Wellness connection 72

Wellness Programs 25

Winterim 32

Withdrawal from the University,    

 Readmission, Reactivation 60

Withdrawal, late 52

Withdrawal Period 52

Women’s Studies academic minor 156

Women’s Studies (WS) courses 294

Writing academic minor, expository 132

Writing academic minor, imaginative 132

Writing across the curriculum 73

Writing center 29

Writing in the disciplines connection 72

Writing option, Ba english 131
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Campus Map

Plymouth State University 2010–11

 1    Child Development and Family Center
 2  Belknap Residence Hall
 3  Pemigewasset Residence Hall
 4  Herbert H. Lamson Library and Learning Commons
 5  Russell House
 6  Boyd Science Center
 7  Norton R. Bagley House
 8  Samuel Read Hall Residence Hall
 9  Highland Hall – College of Graduate Studies
 10  Blair Residence Hall
 11  Mary Lyon Residence Hall
 12  Holmes House
 13  Robert Frost House
 14  Ellen Reed House
 15  Rounds Hall
 16  President’s House
 17  Hartman Union Building
1 8  Memorial Hall
 19  Guy E. Speare Administration Building
 20  Silver Center for the Arts
 21  EcoHouse
22   Geneva Smith Residence Hall
 23  Prospect Dining Hall
 24  Grafton Residence Hall
 25  Campus Safety/University Police
 26  Draper & Maynard Building
 27  Human Resources Office
2 8  Harold E. Hyde Hall
 29  25 Highland Avenue
 30  Counseling and Human Relations Center
 31  Health Services Building
 32  University Computer Store
 33  Mary Taylor House
 34  Centre Lodge
 35  Non-Traditional Student Apartments
 36  White Mountain Apartment Complex
 37  Langdon Woods Residential Complex
38   Facilities Services Building
 39  Physical Education Center
40  PSU Ice Arena
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
2010–2011

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION 2010
Session a June 6–7
Session t (transfer and Part-time Students) June 11
Session B June 13–14
Session c June 16–17
Session d June 20–21
Session e august 30–31

FALL SEMESTER 2010
Registration day august 30
activities for all new students begin at 7 p.m. august 30
Fall convocation august 31
classes begin at 8 a.m. September 1
labor day Holiday (no classes) September 6
columbus day Holiday (no classes) october 11
Second half of the semester begins october 21
Veterans day Holiday (no classes) November 11
thanksgiving Recess begins at 9 p.m. November 23
travel day (no classes) November 24
classes resume at 8 a.m. November 29
Reading days december 11–12
Final Week of the Semester december 13–17
 
WINTERIM 2011 January 3–27
martin luther King, Jr. day (no classes) January 17

SPRING SEMESTER 2011
New Student orientation January 28
Registration day January 28
classes begin at 8 a.m. January 31
Winter carnival (classes begin at 5:30 p.m.) February 16
Spring Vacation begins at 3:20 p.m. march 18
classes resume at 8 a.m. march 28
Second half of the semester begins march 28
graduate commencement (10 a.m.) may 14
Reading days may 14–15
Final Week of the Semester may 16–20
Spring convocation may 20
Undergraduate commencement (10 a.m.) may 21

SUMMER SESSIONS 2011
Undergraduate Session may 31–august 12
independence day Holiday (no classes) July 4
graduate Session See graduate catalog

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
2011–2012

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION 2011
Session a June 5–6
Session t (transfer and Part–time Students) June 10
Session B June 12–13
Session c June 15–16
Session d June 19–20
Session e august 29–30

FALL SEMESTER 2011
Registration day august 29
activities for all new students begin at 7 p.m. august 29
Fall convocation august 30
classes begin at 8 a.m. august 31
labor day Holiday (no classes) September 5
columbus day Holiday (no classes) october 10
Second half of the semester begins october 20
Veterans day Holiday (no classes) November 11
thanksgiving Recess begins at 9 p.m. November 22
travel day (no classes) November 23
classes resume at 8 a.m. November 28
Reading days december 10–11
Final Week of the Semester december 12–16

WINTERIM 2012 January 3–26
martin luther King, Jr. day (no classes) January 16

SPRING SEMESTER 2012
New Student orientation January 27
Registration day January 27
classes begin at 8 a.m. January 30
Winter carnival (classes begin at 5:30 p.m.) February 15
Spring Vacation begins at 3:20 p.m. march 16
classes resume at 8 a.m. march 26
Second half of the semester begins march 26
graduate commencement (10 a.m.) may 12
Reading days may 12–13
Final Week of the Semester may 14–18
Spring convocation may 18
Undergraduate commencement (10 a.m.) may 19

SUMMER SESSIONS 2012
Undergraduate Session may 29–august 10
independence day Holiday (no classes) July 4
graduate Session See graduate catalog

Subject to change

Plymouth State University
17 High Street

Plymouth NH 03264-1595
(603) 535-5000
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